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He used often to say there was only one Road; that it was like a great river: its springs were at every doorstep, and every path was its tributary. “It’s a dangerous business, Frodo, going out of your door,” he used to say. “You step into the Road, and if you don’t keep your feet, there is no knowing where you might be swept off to [...]”
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Abbreviations, symbols and conventions

Sources on Forest Enets

[Consultant, field diary, page] = data from elicitation
[Consultant, title of narrative] = data from transliterated and annotated narrative


T65 Терещенко, Н. М. 1965. Ненецко-русский словарь. Москва: Издательство Советская Энциклопедия.


Some Forest Enets examples are provided without any further specification. They have been constructed by the author on the basis of his active knowledge of the language.

Sources on Dolgan

[consultant] – data from elicitation

Morphological conventions

- morpheme boundary
. morphologically unsegmentable element
= clitic boundary
v unspecified vowel in morphemes
cx case
vx verb suffix
Abbreviations, symbols and conventions

PX possessive suffix
CN connegative stem
[] compound
{} segmentable underlying forms
PP postposition
I inflection class
II inflection class
IIa inflection subclass
IIb inflection subclass
LINK linking morpheme with several kinship terms

Phonological conventions

C consonant
V vowel
// phonemic representation
[] phonetic representation
GS glottal stop

Syntactic categories

A subject of transitive verb
S subject of intransitive verb
P object of transitive verb
SUB Subject
OBJ Object
<> Clausal complement

Glossing conventions for pronouns

1SG First person nominative
1SG.ACC First person accusative
1SG.LAT First person lative
1SG.LOC First person locative
1SG.ABL First person abative
etc.

Number

SG singular
DU dual
PL plural
Case

[NOM] Non-possessive nominative case
[GEN] Non-possessive genitive case
[ACC] Non-possessive accusative case
NOM Nominative
GEN Genitive
ACC Accusative
LAT Lative
LOC Locative
ABL Ablative
TRSL Translative-essive
COM Comitative
PROL Prolative
PART Partitive

Possession and possessive case

PX.1SG singular possessum, first person possessor, nominative
PX.DU.1SG dual possessum, first person possessor, nominative
PX.PL.1SG plural possessum, first person possessor, nominative
PX.GEN.1SG singular possessum, first person possessor, genitive
PX.GEN.DU.1SG dual possessum, first person possessor, genitive
PX.GEN.PL.1SG plural possessum, first person possessor, genitive
PX.ACC.1SG singular possessum, first person possessor, accusative
PX.ACC.DU.1SG dual possessum, first person possessor, accusative
PX.ACC.PL.1SG plural possessum, first person possessor, accusative,
(etc.)
LAT.SGPOSS+PXGEN possessive lative, singular
LAT.PLPOSS+PXGEN possessive lative, plural

Benefactive declension

BEN benefactive

Derivational morphology

INDEF indefinite
NEG negative
LIM limitative
SIM similaritive
DIM diminutive
Abbreviations, symbols and conventions

PEJ  pejorative-augmentative
AUG$_2$ augmentative in -ita
AUG$_3$ augmentative in -rka
CAR  caritive
TOP  topicalizer

Conjugation types

Conjugation I (trad: intransitive conjugation)
e.g. -2SG = verb in first conjugation, second person singular, etc.

Conjugation II (trad: transitive conjugation)
e.g. SG.3SG = verb in second conjugation referring to a singular 3rd person object
DU.3SG = verb in second conjugation referring to a dual 3rd person object
PL.3SG = verb in second conjugation referring to a plural 3rd person object

Conjugation III (trad: reflexive-medial conjugation)
e.g. R.1SG = verb in third conjugation, first person singular, etc.

Verb suffixes

ASS  assertative mood
ASU  assumptative mood
AUD  auditive evidential
CAUS  causative
COND  conditional mood
CTF  counterfactual mood
CUM  cumulative aspect
DEL  delimitative aspect
DETRS  detransitivizing morpheme
DISC  discontinuative aspect
DUB  dubitative mood
DUR  durative aspect
FREQ  frequentative aspect
FUT  future tense
HAB  habitual aspect
HORT  hortative mood
IMP  imperative mood
INCH  inchoative aspect
IRG  interrogative mood
NEG.AUX  negative auxiliary
NESS  necessative mood
PASS    passive
PERF    perfect tense
POT     potential mood
PROBPST past probabilative mood
PURP    purposive marker
PST     general past tense
RES     resultative aspect
SPEC    speculative mood

*Non-finite verb forms*

PTCP.IPF imperfective participle
PTCP.PFT perfective participle
PTCP.FUT futuritive participle
PTCP.FUT.NEG negative futuritive participle
PTCP.CAR caritive participle
CON     converb

*Particles and Clitics*

FOC     focus particle
EMPH    emphatic clitic

*Verbs of movement (VoM)*

UDI     unidirectional movement (*dadaš*)
MUDI    multidirectional movement (*dáđud’ ~ dođud’*)

*Other*

/    short pause in speech turn
//   longer pause in speech turn
TN    Tundra Nenets
NG    Nganasan
FE    Forest Enets
A note on translation

- All English translations are my own. In case of translations from Russian, the Russian original is reproduced in the text or in the footnotes.
- As definiteness and gender are not grammatically marked in Forest Enets, translations refer to contextual information.
- The unmarked aorist tense may have past or present tense implication; the choice of tense translations into English is dependent on the context.
- Several lexemes allow for more than one possible translation, e.g. aga ‘big, old’, kasa ‘man, person, companion’, mooš ‘take, buy’. Therefore, the English equivalent has been chosen according to the context.
- Several terms denoting animals, traditional materials, ethnographic artifacts, transportation, etc., which lack English equivalents, were taken from Russian and are used in their Anglicized variants, e.g. chum for the conical tent of Siberian nomads (Ru: чум) or argish for moving in a reindeer caravan through the tundra (Ru dial: аргишишь). A full list is provided in Appendix III.
- Throughout the text I refer to the Taimyr Peninsula following Russian usage as ‘on the Taimyr Peninsula’ or ‘on the Taimyr’ and not in Taimyr.
- The plural forms of Enets and Nenets throughout the text are Enetses and Nenetses when referring to the speakers of the language.

Transliteration of Cyrillic script

Generally, transliteration follows the so-called principles of scientific transliteration with two major exceptions. Cyrillic ю is transliterated as ts and not as c, and Cyrillic ə is not marked separately as è. Personal names which have been used with a different spelling in non-Russian publications are preserved. Geographic names which are reasonably well known outside Russia are used in their English form, e.g. Yenisei and not Jenissej; Enets and not Ènec. Examples in Forest Enets from earlier sources are preserved in their original orthography or transcription. In instances where transliteration was necessary, I have corrected the transliteration (where possible). In instances where the phonemic value of a given grapheme is disputable or unclear, the transliteration follows the principles of Russian transliterations.
0. **The Forest Enets language and its remaining speakers**

This introductory chapter provides general data on Forest Enets and Forest Enetses. This includes genealogical information on their linguistic classification, basic sociolinguistic data, ethnographic and historical surveys and a concentrated overview of research history.

0.1 **Remaining speakers of Forest Enets and their territorial distribution**

This grammatical description presents the language of the last speakers of Forest Enets, a Samoyedic language of subarctic northern Siberia. The language which will be described here represents the variety of Forest Enets encountered during documentation fieldwork on the Taimyr Peninsula between 2006 and 2011. Forest Enets must be considered functionally extinct and moribund. The language has fallen out of daily use with the death of the speakers from the parental generation about 10–15 years ago. This unfortunately means that Forest Enets has arrived at a point of no return. Whereas the number of potential speakers is around 40 individuals, I have encountered fewer than a dozen fluent and semi-fluent speakers. Good language skills are attested only among Forest Enetses aged 50 and older, while the youngest potential speakers are 40 years and older.

Today, the majority of the remaining Forest Enets speakers live on the Taimyr Peninsula in the Taimyr Municipal District (Ru: Таймырский (ненецко-долганский) муниципальный район), which administratively belongs to Krasnojarskij kraj (Ru: Красноярский край). The majority of Forest Enets speakers live in the district capital Dudinka (69°24 N, 86°1 E), and in Potapovo (68°41 N, 86°1 E), a small village situated on the right bank of the Yenisei roughly 100 km south of Dudinka. Both Dudinka and Potapovo are located in the Dudinskij rajon (Дудинский район), a sub-area of the Taimyr Municipality District.

---

3. *Tundra Enets, which is the closest relative of Forest Enets, lies beyond the scope of the present study.*

4. *Several individuals have left the core area over the past 30 years and reside in other places, such as other villages on the Taimyr Peninsula, but also in other areas of the Russian Federation.*
In comparison to other Samoyedic languages, the Enets languages had remained comparatively unknown, and this made me think of engaging in a descriptive synchronic enterprise around 2004. With the fortune of having been awarded a DOBES grant, fieldwork began in 2006, which resulted in this grammatical description of contemporary Forest Enets, based on a period of roughly a year spent in the field. Although I initially intended to work on both Enets varieties, the situation on the Taimyr Peninsula turned out to be complicated and I deliberately concentrated on Forest Enets (see also Siegl 2007a, 2010 for further background information). As my attempts to contact Russian researchers who had worked on the same language or adjacent languages did not result...
in even basic contacts until late 2008, I simply continued working on Forest Enets from the perspective of language documentation (see Gippert et al 2006; Himmelmann 1998, 2006). In this respect, this study is a radical departure from the traditional, philological approach to the Samoyedic languages, which analyzes existing data gathered by earlier researchers. As Forest Enets had remained underdocumented and prior published data presented a variety spoken 20–40 years ago and now almost gone, I decided to compile a linguistic description from scratch. This decision should not be understood as a step ‘to be the first to write on Forest Enets in English without relying on earlier research’. Instead, a coherent description of the language at this point in time, as long as the language is still remembered by its speakers, is mandatory. As Forest Enets is functionally extinct and moribund, it is very likely that the grammar of the generation of the last speakers may already have undergone some change. As grammars do change, a detailed description is needed before one should begin evaluating the descriptions of earlier researchers. Consequently, this grammatical description of the core grammar of Forest Enets is an attempt to provide an overview of the most central aspects of phonology, morphology, and morphosyntax based on a theory-low descriptive approach, in spirit close to what in recent years became known as Basic Linguistic Theory. Second, this study presents data from an area which is not yet well known in general linguistics and, as a matter of fact, remains little known even in Samoyedology. The description is not aimed at an audience consisting of Samoyedologists but tries to reach a larger audience that is interested in the languages of northern Eurasia or the structure of human language in general.

Occasionally, materials from earlier resources are brought into the discussion for comparative reasons, but the majority of the data is derived from my own fieldwork. Although I have tried to employ a theory-low approach to the grammar of Forest Enets, for obvious reasons it is impossible to write a grammatical description without any specialized terminology, and occasionally I have incorporated terminology used in functional approaches to grammar. As I am more concerned with the function of structures than with structure itself, the chapters on phonology and morphology are shorter than traditional practitioners of Samoyedic linguistics would like to see them. On the other hand, I have put much effort into the description of morphosyntax and syntax – topics that are still largely neglected in standard Uralic and Samoyedic studies. Although I have tried to present as many examples from transcribed narratives wherever this was possible to minimize ‘artifacts of elicitation’, there are topics where I had to rely much more on elicited data than I would have liked to. Although this description of Forest Enets is rather lengthy, I still consider it an extended sketch grammar and not a reference grammar. There remain quite some topics which desperately call for further work in the future. And even having tried to minimize errors, I am convinced that despite my attempts, there are passages for which better interpretations might be found.

---

5. I was able to record a little more than 100 narratives during my fieldwork out of which around 60 are fully translated and 47 are transcribed and annotated in ELAN. Linguistic materials (both narratives and elicitation) make up about 9 GB of wav files and archiving at the DOBES archive has only begun. The preparation of a text collection is intended for the future.
As for the content of this monograph, its structure is quite straightforward. The remainder of this chapter offers a condensed overview of language classification, attested linguistic contacts, ethnology, and several sociolinguistic topics, and ends with a short history of Enets linguistic studies. The content of the following chapters is as follows: phonetics and phonology (chapter 2), morphonology and morphology (chapter 3), parts of speech (chapter 4), nominal morphology (chapter 5), structure of the noun phrase (chapter 6), verb morphology (chapter 7), and non-finite verb forms (chapter 8). This description is followed by several more detailed syntactic topics, namely, an inventory of clause types (chapter 9) and word order (10), a description of the benefactive (traditionally predestinative declension – chapter 11), passive (chapter 12), and complex sentences (chapter 13), which offer some more detailed investigations of topics that have been largely neglected in traditional Samoyedology. Finally, a collection of texts is provided.

All examples are presented in phonological transcription, though some marked phonetic features have not been eliminated. I have decided against both an abstract phonological transcription and normalization in order to preserve the encountered picture. At present normalization would be counter-productive; idiolectal variation in pronunciation, e.g. realization of glottal stops, alternating vowel length in identical forms, or the impossibility to identify a single underlying form which would be representative of ‘Forest Enets’, do not justify any abstract normalization from the point of view of language documentation. Where possible, examples contain morpheme breaks, and glossing has been added. This choice has added more volume to the description, but as I have decided to describe Forest Enets for a wider audience I have found no other solution that would guarantee readability.

0.3 Materials on Forest Enets vs. Sorokina’s Enetskij jazyk (2010b)

As mentioned above, despite trying to contact Russian researchers who have been working on Enets and other Taimyrian Samoyedic languages, all initial attempts remained without results. Finally, in fall 2008, I was able to meet Irina Sorokina during a conference in Saint Petersburg and it became obvious that both of us were working on a similar task, a grammatical description of Forest Enets. Whereas I had heard rumors about a Forest Enets grammar of hers in manuscript form being around since the 1990s, a new draft was said to be in preparation to be submitted for publication in the near future.

---

6. E.g. palatalization is marked in instances where its phonological nature has not been finally settled. Further, /u/ is occasionally followed by a short glide and where attested, it has been preserved as u’.

7. The propagated abstract phonological transcription of Tundra Nenets practiced in the works of Tapani Salminen and recently transferred to Forest Nenets (Salminen 2007) remains incomprehensible even to most Samoyedologists working on the same languages. Such transcriptions are counterproductive and reserve data for the few chosen ones who are initiated in its principles.

8. I have tried to follow general glossing conventions wherever possible, but I have not opted for any special system.
In late 2010, Irina Sorokina’s grammar appeared in print, around one month before my thesis went into pre-review. Consequently, I could neither react to nor introduce Sorokina’s data into my description, which was published in a small print run (Siegl 2011a). With upcoming fieldwork after my defense and planned reworking and corrections to the work, a fundamental decision became necessary – should a reworked version include and discuss data from Sorokina (2010b) or should I continue to produce a corrected and improved version of my 2011 dissertation? After a close reading of Sorokina (2010b) I have opted against taking on the challenge of rearranging my grammatical description; instead I offer an alternative approach to the grammar of Forest Enets, as the grammatical descriptions differ fundamentally from one another – the only uniting feature is the fact that both grammars are based almost entirely on field data gathered by their respective authors.9 Further, Irina Sorokina’s grammar describes the language of the current, parental and grandparental generation which she documented during her four fieldtrips (1969, 1974, 1977, and 1985), plus additional work with speakers from the current generation studying or residing in Leningrad / Saint Petersburg. In contrast, this monograph is almost entirely based on the language of the generation of the last speakers of Forest Enets. Data was collected over roughly 12 months of fieldwork and informant work in Potapovo, Dudinka, and Tartu.

Another difference can be found in both the organization and the representation of data. Irina Sorokina’s grammar follows the traditional morphosyntactic approach, thereby excluding a separate discussion of syntax. Examples are not glossed, nor is it possible to identify individual speakers or the origin of the data (e.g. whether a particular example is derived from elicitation or transcribed speech). One would prefer to have at least some information on the latter because Irina Sorokina has worked with bilingual Forest Enets-Tundra Nenets speakers, and unusual forms could be better explained if the speakers were identified. In contrast, the present description marks examples for origin (whether elicitation or transcribed speech) and for consultant; furthermore, every consultant can be identified and all examples are glossed, at least wherever clearly segmentable morpheme boundaries occur. In this respect, the present monograph is not primarily targeted at specialists of Samoyedic and Siberian languages, but should also be readable by linguists who are interested in language in general.

9. A detailed overview on research history follows later in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fieldwork and consultant work</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02.02.2006 – 16.02.2006</td>
<td>Dudinka (together with Kaur Mägi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.05.2008 – 23.05.2008</td>
<td>Dudinka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.08.2011 – 6.10.2011</td>
<td>Dudinka (together with Lotta Jalava)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
0.4 Genetic affiliation

Forest Enets belongs to the northern branch of the Samoyedic language sub-family. On the macro level, Samoyedic itself is classified as one of the principal branches of Uralic; the other branch consists of the generally better known Finno-Ugric languages. In recent years, a new proposal for the internal classification of Samoyedic has been proposed on the basis of Nganasan and Mator; the following figure shows the conventional taxonomy:

![Figure 0-1: Genetic affiliation of the Samoyedic languages (Janhunen 1998)](image)

In contrast to the Finno-Ugric branch, the Samoyedic branch is much more homogenous, and historical-comparative studies assume that Proto-Samoyedic dissolved ‘as recently as the last centuries BCE’ (Janhunen 1998: 457). Among the language represented in the traditional taxonomy, Sayan Samoyedic is nowadays extinct. While Kamas died out in 1989 and has been documented to a good degree (for a survey see e.g. Künnap 1999b or Helimski 2001), Mator is only known from 18th-century sources (Helimski 1997).

Concerning Northern Samoyedic, there is some evidence for a former transitional idiom technically called Yurats, whose position has not yet been settled due to the scarcity of material available. This variety, usually assumed to be a dialect of Tundra Nenets, is known only from handwritten materials from the 18th century (Helimski 2001b).

---

10. The relationship between Yukaghir and Uralic is still unclear and far from being settled. Although there have been numerous approaches to prove or discard this relationship, these attempts have not produced any significant historical-comparative evidence (see Janhunen 2009: 61). I personally assume that further research on this topic should first deal with the question of whether the similarity between Uralic and Yukaghir could not be attributed to influence from earlier contacts between Samoyedic and Yukaghir. Although nowadays speakers of Samoyedic and Yukaghir are separated from each other, this seems to be due to the expansion of speakers of Tungusic and Yakut.

11. Both taxonomies can be found in Janhunen 1998: 459.
Concerning the internal history of Northern Samoyedic, there is no doubt that both Enets varieties, Tundra Enets and Forest Enets, have to be considered the closest linguistic relatives of Tundra Nenets. Despite being very close as represented in their historical-comparative classification, both Enets varieties have been under strong pressure from Nenets for at least 150 years, and also this may have contributed to their ‘closeness’ to Tundra Nenets.12

As this monograph is concerned with the synchronic description of Forest Enets, interested readers are referred to the major sources of historical-comparative Samoyedology for further background information (e.g. Hajdú 1963, 1989; Mikola 1988, 2003; Janhunen 1977, 1998; Helimski 1982).

0.5 Forest Enets and its linguistic neighbors

From an areal perspective, Forest Enets has been surrounded by a variety of languages throughout its history as an individual language. Although Russian has been the most dominant contact language since the 1950s, Russian actually replaced Tundra Nenets, which dominated the Lower Yenisei since the arrival of Tundra Nenetses to this area in the 18th century. The dominance of Tundra Nenets is reflected in the Forest Enets lexical stock via borrowed lexemes.13 Offspring of interethnic Tundra Nenets-Forest Enets marriages were brought up bilingually. However, even among the oldest fluent speakers of Forest Enets born into Forest Enets marriages, good Tundra Nenets skills were preserved. In their case, such skills were usually acquired during childhood. Although the traditional homelands of Forest Enets in the 20th century were surrounded by Evenkis towards the south and perhaps some Dolgans too, no direct traces of even moderate linguistic contacts can be attested for the time being. This is not surprising, as there is good evidence that Taimyr Pidgin Russian ‘Govorka’ was used for interethnic communication with non-Samoyedic peoples and apparently especially with Evenkis until the 1950s.14 In earlier days, probably still in the 18th century when Forest Enetses roamed south of the Taimyr Peninsula15, there is some evidence for contacts with Yeniseian people, most probably Ket. This contact situation has left some highly unusual traces in Forest Enets as apart from the pronominal stems for 2P, uu, and 3P, bu, no lexical material was borrowed (Siegl 2008, 2012b).

---

12. Speakers of Enets (regardless of variety) usually had good skills in Tundra Nenets, but knowledge of Enets among speakers of Tundra Nenets was generally low if not absent.
13. At present it is hard to evaluate the degree of syntactic influence as this topic has never been approached. Further, Taimyrian Tundra Nenets is little covered in the standard literature.
14. Since the first scientific documentation of Taimyr Pidgin Russian in and around the Nganasan settlement Ust-Avam in the 1970s, research on this pidgin (Helimski 2000c; Stern 2005, 2009) has suggested that this pidgin was used locally in the northern areas of the Taimyr Peninsula. Several Forest Enetses and Tundra Nenetses confirmed that their parents and grandparents had spoken a kind of ‘broken Russian’ when they had to deal with Evenkis in the tundra. At least my major consultant Zoja Bolina could remember a few phrases, which are similar to those presented in the papers by Helimski and Stern.
15. This topic will be elaborated on in more detail below.
Map 2 – The Taimyr (Dolgano-Nenets) Municipal Area
As some Forest Enets place names and surnames are found in territories which are now occupied by northern Selkups (Prokof’ev 1935: 10; Helimski 2000d), initial evidence for another possible contact area in earlier periods is available but awaits further research in the future.

0.6 Enetses among Taimyrian indigenous peoples

Officially, five indigenous peoples are recognized on the Taimyr Peninsula. Based on official data from 2008, they are listed according to their numerical prominence: Dolgans (Turkic) – 5517 individuals, (Tundra) Nenetses (Samoyedic) – 3486 individuals, Nganasans (Samoyedic) – 749, Evenkis (Tungusic) – 270 and Enetses (Samoyedic) – 168. Administratively and statistically, Forest Enetses and Tundra Enetses are subsumed as Enetses in official data, although from both an ethnographic and a linguistic perspective, there are good reasons to keep them distinct. As already mentioned above, the vast majority of Forest Enets speakers live in both Potapovo and Dudinka, although local statistics also report Enetses in other villages.

0.7 How many Enetses are left?

Throughout the 20th century, demographic data on Enetses has been chaotic (see Siegl 2005), and even at present it is not possible to provide a reliable estimate. There are multiple reasons for this, which have been addressed elsewhere in more detail (Siegl 2005, 2007a). The following condensed overview is meant to address the most important topics for the purpose of this introduction.

0.7.1 The ethnonym “Enets” and its origin

Nowadays, Forest Enetses usually call themselves onai enčiʔ ‘the real people’; in Russian they refer to themselves as энец / энка, pl: энцы. The designation was created for the Soviet authorities by the linguist-ethnologist G. N. Prokof’ev as part of the early Soviet nationality policy of the 1930s. Before the 1930s, Enetses were called either Yenisei-Samoyeds (German Jenissej-Samojeden, Russian Енисейские самоеды, or occasionally by the fur-collection places where they paid their fur tribute, jasak (Ru: ясак), to the Russian czar, e.g. ‘Chantai-Karassiner’ and ‘Baicha’ (Castrén 1854: VII). From a modern perspective Castrén’s labels are misleading, as the ‘Chantai-Karrassiner’, the

17. The majority of Enets in other villages in the neighboring Ust-Jenisejskij rajon are predominantly descendents of Tundra Enets speakers. Several speakers of Forest Enets are said to reside Karaul; these speakers are not native to this area but come from Potapovo.
18. A similar case of ‘state ethnography’ is known for the creation of the Dolgans, a Turkic-speaking neighbor of the Enetses (see Anderson 2000).
equivalent of Tundra Enetses, now live 400 km north of the lake Xantajskoe ozero in the tundra areas around Vorontsovo and in this village. Actually, nowadays the lake Xantajskoe ozero is located south of even the area where the remaining Forest Enets live; the label ‘Baicha’, which is the equivalent of Forest Enetses, referred to those Enetses who paid their fur tributes as south as Turuxansk, which is located around 400 km south of Dudinka on the right bank of the Yenisei in Evenkija.

Before adopting the ethnonym Enets, Forest Enetses apparently had no general self-designation and referred to themselves by their clan as either mugadi, bai, juči, or čor. Occasionally, Forest Enetses also used the same ethnonym as the neighboring Tundra Enetses jurak, though pronouncing it in a nativized form, durak.

0.7.2 Census data on Enetses

Neither the Soviet censuses nor the first All-Russian Census in 2002 produced any accurate data on Enetses, regardless of the fact that both Tundra and Forest Enetses were lumped together. Enetses were counted in the first polar census in 1926/1927, which yielded 378 individuals. For the 1959 and the 1979 censuses no data on Enetses was available as they were subsumed as Tundra Nenetses. The 1989 census, again, counted Enetses, but throughout the literature two figures have been competing ever since – namely, 198 vs. 209 individuals. The first All-Russian Census conducted in 2002 reported 237 Enetses.

In contrast to the official census, the local Taimyrian administration in Dudinka has collected data independently. However, the existing data suggests that the number on the okrug level was much smaller: in 1959 – 18; 1966 – 179; 1992 – 105; 1997 – 130; 2002 – 147; 2008 – 167.

0.7.3 How many Forest Enetses are left?

Although some sociolinguistic data is available for the 1989 census, it is of no use for linguistic purposes because no difference was made between Forest Enets and Tundra Enets.19 No such statistics have ever been collected on the regional administrative level. In the summer of 2008, I gathered data which resulted in 41 potential speakers; several of them have died in the meanwhile. The label ‘potential speaker’ includes individuals who were either L1 speakers of Forest Enets or bilingual in Forest Enets and Tundra Nenets before entering the boarding school in Potapovo. This generation of speakers was also the last generation to enter the boarding school in Potapovo not knowing any Russian.20 All 41 potential speakers of Forest Enets are aged 40 and older. Medium and good language skills are characteristic of individuals aged 50 and older, and the oldest speakers of Forest Enets are now approaching their mid-60s. Following the current de-

---

19. The last 1989 Soviet census reported that 44.5% of all Enetses were speakers of Enets (Pika 1999: 180).
20. The next generation already entered the local boarding school in Potapovo and schools elsewhere as monolingual speakers of Russian.
mographic trends characteristic of Siberian minority peoples (e.g. Pika 1999, Pivneva & Funk 2005 (eds)), it is apparently a matter of one generation before the language will be gone forever. No semi-speakers are in the generation younger than 40. As far as I know, only two men of about 30 years of age have some passive knowledge of the language.

According to the underlying definition of fluent speaker21 I regularly worked with five fluent speakers in the period 2006–2008.22 In 2011, two new consultants found time to work with me.23 I assume that there are probably three to five more good speakers who for one reason or another did not want to work with me during my fieldwork. The exact number of semi-speakers is hard to determine, but it is safe to assume that the majority of potential speakers of Forest Enets have not used their language for a rather long period, and it appears that these speakers, together with the semi-speakers, form the majority.

0.8 Forest Enetses in early historical accounts

The first intensive contacts between Russians and Enetses date back to the early 17th century, when Czarist Russia began its expansion to Siberia. Whereas early contacts between Old Believers24 and Samoyeds seem to be very likely, as the influence of Old Believers on Dolgan is well attested, the first clear encounter between Russians and the Enetses followed the erection of the fortification Mangazeja (Ru: Мангазея) on the lower reaches of the Taz River in the early 17th century25 and the introduction of fur tributes to the new subordinates of the Russian Czar in the subsequent years.26 Soon, however, the Taz River proved to be difficult for the organization of transportation to eastern Siberia. Around the same time, another fortification, Turuxansk (Ru: Туруханск), was

21. As I have met with a variety of Enetses during my fieldwork, I have arrived at a rather unorthodox classification of a fluent speaker. A speaker was judged as fluent if he or she could produce a short narrative in Forest Enets without preparation. For the sake of completeness, the work of Krasnojarsk sociologist Krivonogov (1998, 2001) must be mentioned as his demographic data (including assumptions on the number of potential speakers) have been widely cited throughout Russia in recent years. A review on the (un)trustworthiness of his data was published in Siegl 2007a.

22. Elizaveta Bolina, who was judged to be the best remaining speaker, died unexpectedly after my first visit to Potapovo at the age of 51 in March 2008. Elizaveta Bolina was apparently also the last Enets who spoke Enets on a daily basis. As she spent most of her life in a reindeer brigade in the tundra, she kept on speaking Forest Enets to her brother and her two sons. Whereas her brother used both Russian and Forest Enets, her sons generally answered only in Russian. In this respect, it is understandable that Elizaveta Bolina, who was younger than other fluent consultants, preserved extraordinarily good language skills. However, Elizaveta Bolina did not speak Tundra Nenets, which made her akin to other younger speakers. The other major consultants were Leonid Bolin, his wife Nadežda Bolina, Leonid Bolin’s oldest half-sister Zoja Bolina and the youngest half-brother of Leonid, Vitalij Bolin. All of them also speak Tundra Nenets, though to varying degrees. Other speakers who helped me with different tasks were Anatolij Pačin, Ekaterina Glebova and Nina Bolina.

23. These were Dar’ja Bolina, who now belongs to the generation of the oldest speakers, and Anatolij’s younger brother Viktor Pačin. Apart from them, Zoja and Nina Bolina as well as their brother Vitalij helped with a variety of tasks.


25. On older maps, Mangazeja seemed to be located in the area of the settlement Tazaovskij (Ru: Тазо́вский). Müller wrote that Mangazeja was located 200 versts (one verst = 1067 m) from the estuary of the Taz on its right bank (Müller I 305).

26. According to Müller, the first Russian officials arrived at the estuary of the Yenisei in 1610 and soon after started to collect fur tributes among the locals (Müller II 30).
erected on the Yenisei on the estuary of its tributary Lower Tunguska (Ru: Нижняя Тунгуска). Rather early on, due to its location, Turuxansk became instrumental for the Russian conquest of eastern Siberia and the Far East, and Mangazeja gradually lost its importance. In 1672 Turuxansk was granted city rights, and on the orders of the Russian Czar the remaining inhabitants of Mangazeja were sent there. Although after this forced resettlement Turuxansk should have been renamed New Mangazeja (Новая Мангазея), the name Turuxansk was preserved (Müller II 99).

As both fortifications, Mangazeja and Turuxansk, were responsible for collecting fur tributes, tax registries listing the surrounding indigenous people were created. Although many tax lists have been lost, a fair number of them have been preserved and analyzed by a variety of Soviet ethnographers (Dolgix 1970, Vasil’ev 1979). Many surviving tax lists contain data on both Tundra and Forest Enets clans, names, and surnames, and Dolgix assumed on the basis of these documents that by the time of the Russian conquest, the number of Enetses was around 3100 (Dolgix 1970: 116). However, diseases appeared already shortly after the arrival of Russians, and the first recorded devastating epidemics among the Mangazeja Samoyeds broke out in 1642 (Müller III 86).

From the early 19th century onward the Taimyr Peninsula, and occasionally also its people, was described by several Russian geographers and travelers. Better known descriptions, at least from a Western European perspective, appeared after the expeditions undertaken by Alexander von Middendorff in the 1840s (for a recent survey see Tammiksaar and Stone 2007) and M. A. Castrén in the late 1840s. Castrén’s effort will be dealt with in more detail later.

Concerning the traditional territories of Forest Enetses, all existing data shows that in the 17th and 18th centuries Forest Enets lived much more in the south, and their drift towards the Taimyr Peninsula occurred in the centuries to come. Numerous ethnological publications have addressed the so-called ‘southern elements of Forest Enets culture’ (see e.g. Dolgix’s survey 1970: 221–240; Vasil’ev 1979: 29–45).

0.9 Traditional Forest Enets culture

In contrast to other indigenous peoples of Siberia, the Forest Enetses have never been subject to a monograph-length description. This, however, does not mean that Forest Enets ethnology is terra incognita, and a large number of specialized studies of traditional Forest Enets culture have been published. Many studies describe the traditional life of Forest Enetses as encountered in the early days of Soviet power, when the transition of a nomadic people towards becoming Soviet citizens took place. Recently, an
ethnographic overview (Narody 2005), which subsumes most of these papers, was published. Thus, instead of giving a detailed overview based on the original papers, I will present several topics shortly referring to the chapters in this recent compilation.

0.9.1 Reindeer breeding, foraging, and traditional diet

In contrast to both Tundra Nenetses and Tundra Enetses, the Forest Enetses were never engaged in large-scale reindeer breeding. Although every family owned a small herd of reindeer (usually not exceeding 40 animals), a tradition not even broken in the Soviet days, these were almost exclusively used for transportation. Only in times of acute hunger were reindeer slaughtered if other means of subsistence failed. As herds were rather small, their pressure on the local ecosystem was less drastic; consequently, Forest Enetses, in contrast to Tundra Nenetses, did not need to migrate large distances with their herds and practiced nomadism in a relatively small area. In the eyes of the surrounding Nenetses, who generally owned large reindeer herds, Forest Enetses were regarded as a poor people, a recurrent stereotype in Taimyrian Tundra Nenets folklore. As Forest Enetses did not rely on large-scale reindeer breeding, also native reindeer terminology was much more restricted and made fewer distinctions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>te</td>
<td>domesticated reindeer (generic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>įebľʻui / įablʻui</td>
<td>new-born reindeer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pižik</td>
<td>reindeer of a young age up to one year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kate</td>
<td>castrated reindeer bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dʻaha</td>
<td>two-year-old male reindeer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siri</td>
<td>two-year-old female reindeer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kora</td>
<td>reindeer bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nedi</td>
<td>reindeer calf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kora nedi</td>
<td>young reindeer bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dotid nedi</td>
<td>young female reindeer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dʻoxodi</td>
<td>female reindeer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bagid</td>
<td>reindeer that is no longer able to calve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auka</td>
<td>pet reindeer for children (sometimes even fed with bread and fish soup)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kedar te</td>
<td>wild reindeer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 0-2: Fragments of Forest Enets reindeer terminology

31. See the relevant stories in Labanauskas (2001b).
32. In the early 1960s a large number of reindeer were transferred from the Yamal to Potapovo to introduce industrialized reindeer breeding to this area. Several Komi reindeer breeders (probably Ižva Komi) accompanied this transfer, and some Komi families stayed for a longer period in Potapovo and continued to work in the brigades. It is highly possible that pižik (phonetically pɨžɨk) was introduced by these Komi reindeer breeders, as it is not accepted among all Forest Enetses. For a possible etymology of this Wanderwort and related discussions, see Anikin (2000: 461–462).
33. For wild reindeer, extraordinarily extensive phonetic variation has been attested, with variants such as kādar, kēdar, kēdir, kāder; the form given above is given as a kind of consensus form.
Although I certainly could not collect a comprehensive vocabulary, what could be collected showed that Forest Enets reindeer terminology clearly made fewer distinctions than Tundra Nenets as presented in Tereščenko (1965: 929). Tundra Nenets has two different lexemes for reindeer no longer able to calve: өңгү ‘a dry reindeer cow’ (Ru: яловая важенка) and ыңтăрка ‘an infertile reindeer cow’ (Ru: бесплодная важенка), but both are subsumed as ыңды in Forest Enets. Also, several other kinds of reindeer in Tereščenko’s list do not have an equivalent in Forest Enets.

As the traditional diet of Forest Enetses depended on the annual cycle, fishing was the cornerstone of nutrition. Hunting was seasonal and added meat of wild reindeer, ptarmigans, and other fowl. In summer, women and especially children collected eggs and berries. The role of staples was small due to missing storage possibilities, yet meat and fish were dried to a certain degree (FE: рохи, Ru: ыкока). Other consumables, such as tea, flour and tobacco, were usually traded.

Besides hunting, trapping was important both as a source of income but also for paying the ыса in the olden days. While furs of reindeer were used for both trading and traditional clothing, furs of arctic foxes in particular were highly valued for trading. Still, trapping was also necessary to keep the number of wolves, foxes, and wolverines low, as they would otherwise have attacked personal reindeer.

0.9.2 Traditional clothing

Although nowadays, traditional fur coats called мăлča (Ru dial: малица), high winter boots known as паa (Ru dial: бокари, пимы) and the like are no longer used, the local museum in Dudinka preserves a large number of such artifacts from the area of Potapovo. Concerning traditional clothing, the influence of the surrounding Tundra Nenetses is probably best seen as Forest Enetses wore the same type of fur clothing as their more numerous neighbors. It appears that even traditional ornaments and other techniques of decoration were shared.

0.9.3 Traditional way of life

A distinguished target of the Soviet minority policy was to discourage traditional nomadic life in the tundra and to make indigenous peoples live in villages. In the area of Potapovo it was achieved in the early 1960s, yet the majority of my consultants still spent most of their childhood and adolescence in the tundra. Traditionally, Enetses, as

---

34. Traditionally, mushrooms were not collected. Although now it is a popular activity during the summer, it has been introduced by Russians in recent decades.
35. It appears that this aspect of trapping became even more important during the second part of the 20th century. As the number of reindeer in the brigades around Potapovo increased after the introduction of industrialized reindeer herding, this also attracted many more predators.
36. The chapter on traditional clothing in Narody is unreliable, as it mixes both Tundra and Forest Enets dressing. Forest Enetses in Potapovo stood under intense cultural pressure from their more numerous neighbors Tundra Nenetses, such as Tundra Enetses living together with Tundra Nenetses. A smaller number of Tundra Enetses who lived with Nganasans in and around Ust-Avam seemed to have shared the same kind of fur coats. In this respect, it seems trivial to speak of ‘Enets clothing’ as Enetses took over the same style of clothing from their locally dominating neighbors.
37. The terminology is much richer, however this must be postponed for future lexicographic work.
is the case for the majority of Siberian and other northern indigenous peoples, lived in a *chum* (Ru: чум), a conical tent that was covered with reindeer skins (Forest Enets: д’и, Ru dial: нок). This type of conical tent, called (onai) мăʔ ‘real/Enets chum’, was usually shared by family members and close kin and could provide space for up to a dozen individuals. Occasionally, a different type of dwelling, known as *balok* (Ru dial: балок), was used. A *balok* is a tent-like wooden construction covered with reindeer skins and nowadays with a plastic sheet, which was and continues to be erected on runners so that it can be transported easily as a whole by a handful of reindeer. On the other hand, a *balok* offers less space and instead of one big *chum*, several *baloks* are needed to host an extended family. Again, after the beginning of industrialized re-organization of reindeer herding, the *balok* started to replace traditional *chums*, yet seemingly all consultants lived most of their childhood days in the latter.

0.9.4 Social organization

Nowadays, the remaining Forest Enetses belong to four major clans: *mugadi*, *bai*, *jući*, and ěor. The function of the former clans, including the accompanying marriage rules, has fallen into oblivion. The *mugadi* clan was further subdivided into two sub-clans. Whereas the remaining speakers speak only of *mugadi* and *kodeo mugadi* (owl-*mugadi*), Dolgix (1946: 117 but also later) mentions that in earlier times there seemed to be *d’otu mugadi* (goose *mugadi*) and *kod(d)eo mugadi*. Further, historical documents mention several other Forest Enets clans (see Dolgix 1970: 202–221) which are no longer known today. From a linguistic perspective, Helimski (2000d: 88–90) demonstrated that both *jući* and ěor should not be considered original Forest Enets clans. These ethnonyms are apparently originally Tundra Nenets and point to intermarriage and ‘Enetsization’. Even today, several Tundra Nenetses who belong to the ěor clan reside in the tundra around Tuxard north of the Forest Enets homelands of the 20th century. As for the *jući* clan, the last Forest Enets around Potapovo who belonged to this clan died in the 1970s, which means that all remaining speakers are representatives of *mugadi*, *bai*, and ěor. As social organization and earlier marriage rules revealed much variation and many contradictions, which were addressed in great detail in Soviet ethnology, space considerations do not permit the author of the present study to address this topic, and Tixonova (2005b) should be consulted instead.

0.9.5 Religion and taboo

While social structure is among the best-researched topics, religious practices have been largely neglected. The overview in Narody (Tixonova 2005c) freely mixes data on both Tundra Enets and Forest Enets religious beliefs and is therefore not very informative.

38 The same clan names are also known, at least historically, among Tundra Enetses.
39 Throughout the history of research it has been assumed that the name of the fortification Mangazeja should have been related to the Forest Enets *mugadi* clan as a kind of territorial designation (Helimski 2000d: 87)
Whereas most of my consultants knew that their parents still used idols and fed them, and remember minor sacrifices of reindeer fat, I could no longer document any special knowledge about religious practices. While historically shamanism must have played a decisive role in earlier society and its most central terms are still remembered (e.g. *tadib* ‘shaman’, *pedia* ‘shaman drum’), shamanism and shamans were fiercely attacked by early Soviet power, and such practices were stigmatized. Although I could collect several narratives on *dudigada enčiʔ* ‘clairvoyants’, with whom several consultants had had contacts, the last great Forest Enets shaman Olxo (Andrei) Bolin disappeared suddenly in the early 1930s and was apparently shot, perhaps already in the nearby Norilsk gulag.

In contrast, the sphere of taboo is remembered quite well; however, for reasons of space only some superficial comments can be made here. Taboos concerning the sphere of death are remembered well and have served as topics of several narratives. Relatives who had died in the *chum* needed to be transported out of the *chum* by lifting the rear part of the *njuk*; they were never transported out via the door-like opening. By choosing this practice one tried to assure that the soul of the deceased would not find its way back to the living relatives. As due to permafrost no special underground burial methods were possible, the deceased was placed on a sled together with his or her personal belongings and clothes and left in the tundra. In subsequent years, during annual wandering, one tried to avoid any route which would lead by the place. Also, the name of the relative was usually avoided, and other references were used instead. Whereas personal clothing and clothing were left with the deceased, metal gear, such as knife and axe blades, could be inherited, but wooden hafts and shafts had to be destroyed and replaced by new ones.

Another well-remembered sphere of taboo concerns the bear. Although I did not hear any taboo forms for the bear and *bogla* was used openly and without hesitation, Forest Enetses had to avoid bears whenever possible. Whereas local Potapovo Evenkis were proud of bear hunting and consumed bear meat, this was considered *kebi* ‘sin, misbehavior’ among Forest Enetses. Also, attacks by bears on personal belongings or personal reindeer were usually considered a kind of punishment for earlier misbehavior.

0.9.6 Warfare

The last point, warfare, leads us away from recent history. However, warfare is indirectly connected to the decline of Enetses and must therefore be addressed in more detail. Throughout the past 150 years, the area of Potapovo was clearly dominated by Tundra Nenetses, yet Tundra Nenetses are not native to the Taimyr Peninsula. In contrast to the Forest Enetses, Tundra Nenetses had been engaged in large-scale reindeer herding long
before the advent of Soviet-style industrialized reindeer herding. It is generally assumed that this change in traditional foraging in Tundra Nenets society occurred in the 17th or 18th century. The Forest Enetses continued small-scale reindeer herding typical for the taiga area.\textsuperscript{42} As the traditional pastures of the Tundra Nenetses could no longer cope with the increasing numbers of domesticated reindeer, this triggered their well-known expansion. In the east, this expansion led Tundra Nenetses to the Taimyr Peninsula, and in the west to the Kola Peninsula. This expansion, however, resulted in frequent battles with local indigenous peoples (e.g. Vasilëv 1975, 1977; Golovnov 2000).

Especially in earlier folklore collections there are numerous accounts of battles between Tundra Nenetses and Enetses, as well as between Enetses and Evenkis (e.g. stories in Dolgix 1961: 89–124 and their comments). To a certain degree, several people in Potapovo are familiar (by hearsay) with the accounts of such battles between Nenetses and Enetses. Lake Turucheda on the right bank of the Yenisei close to Potapovo was said to be a place where especially fierce fighting was encountered.\textsuperscript{43} The outcome of these wars resulted in Nenets domination on the left bank of the Yenisei while the right bank of the Yenisei remained Enets.\textsuperscript{44} However, the socio-economic domination of Tundra Nenetses started to dominate the lower Yenisei, and interethic marriages and the overall linguistic closeness between Enets and Tundra Nenets must have contributed to their assimilation. In addition to warfare between Tundra Nenetses and Enetses, wars between Evenkis and Enetses have also been reported. Stories about fighting and wars between Evenkis and their neighbors are a topic well known throughout central and western Siberia. Generally, Evenkis were regarded as a violent and military people by most if not all of their neighbors.\textsuperscript{45}

Whereas this short description offers a picture of Enetses as a peaceful people, it should not be considered proof of such an assumption, and most certainly attacks from the Enets side are equally possible. As the Forest Enetses (but also Tundra Enetses) have gradually wandered northward, it could well be that leaving the taiga belt characteristic of the Taz area for the subarctic tundra dominated areas on the Taimyr Peninsula was somehow conditioned by the expansion of other indigenous peoples from the south and by the Russian conquest of Siberia. The Taz area, where the first contacts between Russians and Enetses took place, was an area of intensive multiethnic contact in the 17th century.\textsuperscript{46} Besides the pressure from the west by expanding Tundra Nenetses and pressure from the south by the arriving Selkups, further pressure from the east by Evenkis

\textsuperscript{43} See e.g. Vasilëv (1975, 1977)
\textsuperscript{44} Only in the early 20th century, several Forest Enets families decided to resettle on the left side again and the area around the "Dry lake" (FE kas to) became increasingly attractive.
\textsuperscript{45} Similar to the Nenetses, also Evenkis started to expand rapidly, and they finally reached the Taimyr Peninsula. Whereas one part of the Evenkis reached the Taimyr Peninsula through the Xeta river and over the mountains from the Jessej area, this part assimilated with both Nganasans and Dolgans (and perhaps also with Tundra Enetses); however, apparently it did not affect the Forest Enetses. The latter must have come into contact with Evenkis from the Lower Tunguska who followed the Yenisei and Taz downstream (Vasilëvič 1969: 4, 41).
\textsuperscript{46} This is also reflected in the previously mentioned tax list, which offers data for several indigenous peoples of western and central Siberia.
must have pushed the Enetses further to the north. This retreat to remote areas required adaptation to new living conditions, and as such, nomadism in the subarctic tundra could have been a forced choice. As the number of Enetses has dropped drastically since they were first encountered in the 17th century, both epidemics and warfare have been responsible for dwindling numbers before the final phase of linguistic assimilation in the 20th century.

0.10 The advent of Communism on the Taimyr Peninsula

The advent of communism in remote areas of Siberia started later than similar efforts in the European part of Russia. Although the general history is covered by Slezkine (1994), a detailed account for the Taimyr Peninsula compiled after the collapse of the USSR is still lacking.

0.10.1 Early Forest Enets supporters of Communism

As Potapovo is situated on the bank of the Yenisei, 100 km south of the district capital Dudinka, it is and has historically been conveniently reachable via the frozen Yenisei or through the tundra. It is therefore understandable that the advent of communism and collectivization in and around Potapovo preceded the Soviet effort in other more remote areas by several years. Among the first native supporters of communist power, two Forest Enetses appear frequently: Pëtr Bolin was involved with the introduction and spread of communism on the Taimyr Peninsula and is probably the best-known Enets throughout the whole region. On the local Potapovo level, Nikolaj Pačin was a devoted promoter of communism, which led to his election as the first head of the kolkhoz Труженик in 1929. Also, Kuperjan Bolin, a Forest Enets, was among the first members of the Young Communist League (Ru: Комсомол).

47. Khazanov (1994) has convincingly argued for such an interpretation of nomadism on a general level. Nomads usually try to occupy areas with less interference with the predominant people, yet this choice of remote areas enforces their further dependency on trading with their dominating neighbors. (Khazanov 1994: 205.) Although, as noted, Forest Enetses owned only few reindeer which were used for transportation, their way of life was clearly nomadic.

48. The most comprehensive account (albeit a politically biased one) can be found in Eremina (1975). Anderson (2000) provides some more data, although from the perspective of the Taimyrian village Xantajskoe ozero, which is located south-east of Potapovo.

49. Nikolaj Pačin served as a major consultant for apparently all researchers (both linguists and ethnologists) in Potapovo after the Second World War until his death in 1997.

50. The role of both men has been discussed in numerous articles in the local newspaper Советский Таймыр and Таймыр e.g. 18.2.1966; 07.11.1967; 08.07.1975; 16.04.1998; 22.06.2000.
0.10.2 The Volochanka uprising in 1932

The advent of communism in Siberia was far from being a smooth process, and several areas witnessed local uprisings against collectivization, the imprisonment of shamans, and the introduction of compulsory education in distant boarding schools. A major uprising also occurred in the northern part of the Taimyr Peninsula, where about two dozen early Soviet activists were killed. This uprising is generally known as the Volochanka uprising.\(^{51}\) Although available sources on this uprising assume that the uprising was a reaction of Dolgans, Nganasans, and several Evenkis against the approaching collectivization, it turns out that this uprising was generally supported by all Taimyr- indigenous peoples (including Nenetses and Tundra Enetses). Whereas there is no safe evidence for Forest Enets participants, both Pëtr Bolin and Nikolaj Pačín were involved in the abatement of the uprising, either representing or supporting Soviet Power. Pëtr Bolin tried to interfere with negotiations during the beginning of the uprising but failed; Nikolaj Pačín guided a special division of the Red Army from Igarka to Volochanka.\(^{52}\)

0.11 Recent history – how Forest Enets ultimately became an endangered language\(^{53}\)

The decline of Forest Enets as a living language is tightly interwoven with the history of Potapovo in the 20th century and shows some features that require a more comprehensive description. Whereas the village’s history until the early 1960s was subsumed by Vasílev (1963)\(^{54}\), nothing comparable exists for the period after 1960. Events in this period have been reconstructed from my fieldnotes.\(^{55}\) The history of Potapovo itself is little known and for times before the 20th century only vague information exists. The story of the official date of foundation has more political spirit than historical relevance:

---

\(^{51}\) The topic of indigenous uprisings against Soviet power was discussed recently by Leete (2007). However, the description of the Taimyrian uprising is particularly incomplete because it is entirely based on secondary sources, which to a certain degree are not even correctly cited.

\(^{52}\) This episode was part of a narrative by Anton Pačín about his father, which I recorded in summer 2008.

\(^{53}\) This description follows an earlier one published as Siegl (2007a) with slight corrections reflecting results from subsequent fieldwork in 2008.

\(^{54}\) All of my Forest Enets consultants were born in the period which Vasílev describes in his seminal paper on Forest Enets ethnology. Many details presented by Vasílev came up independently in the narrations of consultants which back up Vasílev’s account. As Forest Enetses have never been the subject of a classic ethnological monograph in contrast to their neighbors, Vasílev (1963) remains one of the most important sources.

\(^{55}\) The reconstruction presented in this chapter is based on fieldnotes, discussions with various inhabitants, and stories I recorded in Forest Enets about the history of the area as well as Istorija, an article by Pëtr Bolin in Советский Таймыр (18.02.1966) and Vasílev (1963). The account is by no means comprehensive but is adequate enough for the purposes of this study.
“In 1881 a merchant from Krasnojarsk called Aleksandr Ivanov built a winter camp at this place which would become Potapovo in later years. This merchant was said to be greedy and was not loved by the indigenous population of the area. In 1886, a revolutionary called Potapov was exiled from St. Petersburg to this location, which still had no name. This brave revolutionary became a good friend of the indigenous population by offering them practical help. This revolutionary promised them a better life after the end of the Czarist period, which soon would come. This was seen as a worthy enterprise and due to his visions and his goodness the indigenous population named the yet unnamed place after the revolutionary Potapovo and not after the merchant…” (Istorija.)

Also many details in Vasilev’s account for the period prior to the Second World War are politically biased and are of no direct importance for the argumentation here.

It is, however, safe to assume that until the Second World War, the immediate surroundings of Potapovo were still inhabited mainly by Forest Enetses and Tundra Nenetses, as the majority of places around Potapovo have their own names in both languages.56 At this time, Potapovo consisted of a handful of houses and the village population must have consisted entirely of Russians.

Concerning the recent history of Potapovo, the following dates are of importance. The late 1920s saw the opening of the first kolkhozes57 and a primary school which first served only Russian children and later was opened to all. In 1935, a kul’t-baza58 was opened, followed by a first-aid point. The most decisive demographic impulses for Potapovo, however, happened during and after the Second World War. In 1942, a larger number of Volga Germans and Finns from the Leningrad oblast59 were deported to Potapovo, and many locals insist that it was only after the arrival of the deportees that the village actually started to exist.60

In 1950, regular flight service from the district capital of Dudinka to Potapovo began to operate twice a week and this improved transportation, offering a safer and quicker form of transportation all year round (Istorija)61. Around the same time, the next wave of deportees, now mainly from the Baltics, arrived in Potapovo.

56. Some Evenki families also inhabited this area, but these families lived exclusively on the right side of the Yenisei south and east of Potapovo towards Xantajskoe ozero.

57. Collectivization on the Taimyr Peninsula was a process that differed greatly by region. Whereas Forest Enetses, Nenetses, and Evenkis around Potapovo embraced Soviet power eagerly and early on, other more remote areas of the Taimyr Peninsula resisted until the late 1930s, especially the areas affected by the Volochanka uprising (Spisok). Whereas the first attempts are reported for 1927 (also mentioned above), the introduction of kolkhozes started in the 1930s.

58. Cultural base for cultural-political agitation. In this point, Istorija and the account by Pëtr Bolin diverge, as Pëtr Bolin reports the establishment of a kul’t-baza as early as in 1927. It could well be that the official account refers to a kul’t-baza in the village. The kul’t-baza Bolin refers to was a ‘red chum’ (Ru: красный чум), which was sent into the tundra for agitation among the indigenous peoples.

59. These Finns were most probably Ingrians. The last ‘Finn’ by the surname Karhu had been transferred to the hospital in Dudinka shortly before I arrived to Potapovo and died there.

60. As Potapovo was not equipped to accept large numbers of deportees, many of them died during the first winter due to epidemics, scurvy, and cold. The collection of life stories of deportees (Sveča 2006) makes several references to the indigenous people in the area of Potapovo who taught deported Germans how to fish on the Yenisei or adopted children of deportees for a while to prevent them from death.

61. The Yenisei around Potapovo is frozen for almost eight months, which allows transportation by boat only from June to late September.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the policy of closing non-perspective villages throughout the USSR affected the immediate surroundings of Potapovo. Two nearby villages, Nikolsk and (Ust-) Xantajka, were closed, and their inhabitants (mainly Volga Germans and Russians) were resettled in Potapovo.62

Sometime after the end of the Second World War, a fur farm and a dairy farm were opened in Potapovo. As a result of Soviet policy, colonists from the Ukraine, Belarus and other parts of the USSR arrived. There were also several reindeer brigades in the tundra around Potapovo, though it seems that such brigades had existed already before the war.63

In the early 1960s, Komi reindeer brigades transferred several thousand reindeer from the Jamal Autonomous Region to reindeer brigades around Potapovo. As local capacities could no longer cope with these huge new brigades, several Dolgan reindeer herders together with their families came from the eastern parts of the Taimyr Peninsula (probably form the Xatanga rajon) to Potapovo. Eventually, several of the Komi reindeer herders who had transferred the herds decided to settle in Potapovo.64 At the end of the 1960s, Potapovo had a population of approximately 500 inhabitants – a figure that remained stable until the end of the 1980s.

Although Potapovo served as an administrative anchor, not every registered inhabitant lived in the village. Vasilev (1963) claims that in the late 1950s, the indigenous population usually lived in the tundra and only once in a while came to the village to replenish supplies and to visit their children in the local boarding school.65 However, as Vasilev noted, several indigenous families were awarded apartments in newly built houses based on their productivity, which was intended to make the nomads permanent residents of Potapovo.

In the 1960s, the ethnic map of Potapovo was far more colorful than in most other areas of Siberia, but this point was mentioned only in passing by Vasilev (1963).66 As discourse on ethnicity is a prominent topic in Potapovo, it is not too difficult to obtain a sketch of the ethnic situation during this period. As most of the old kolkhoz inventory registers, which also included demographic data, are no longer available, the ranking of individual nationalities is based on the accounts of my language consultants.67

---

62. Nikolsk was located half way between Dudinka and Potapovo on the right bank of the Yenisei, (Ust-) Xantajka 30 km south of Potapovo (see the map above). Although Forest Enetses lived in the tundra around both villages, it seems that the Forest Enets population around Nikolsk was more prominent. As both villages were small, the local newspaper has sparse notes on them. However, a short article on December 1st 1946 has a short comment on the kolkhoz Kirov at Nikolsk, mentioning several Forest Enetses, Tundra Nenetses, and Evenkis.

63. For the second part of the 20th century, there were four brigades around Potapovo, three on the right and one on the left side of the Yenisei. Occasionally a fifth brigade existed, but only when new animals were transferred to the area and needed to be divided among the four brigades.

64. One of my central consultants witnessed the transfer as a young boy and claimed that the Komi reindeer herders had been given a five-year contract in Potapovo. When their contracts expired, the majority of them returned to the Jamal Autonomous Region.

65. Almost all of my consultants were at Potapovo’s boarding school during this period and independently confirmed Vasilev’s account.

66. Vasilev probably avoided making a clear statement because this would have led him to mention Potapovo’s close ties with deportation history, a topic not appropriate at this time.

67. After one of these instances when I went through the former nationalities in Potapovo with one of my consultants he concluded with a joke, “we never had any Japanese in our village, but who knows what the future brings.”
Introduction

Major nationalities
Russians, Volga Germans, Forest Enetses, Tundra Nenetses, Evenkis

Minor nationalities
(usually not more than one to three families or several individuals)
Finns (Ingrians), Selkups, Koreans, Komis, Nganasans, Dolgans, Belarusians, Ukrainians, Latvians, Chuvashs, Siberian Tatars, Black Sea Greeks, Estonians, Lithuanians (?), Kalmyks (?)

Table 0-3: Ethnic makeup of Potapovo in the early 1960s

By looking at the table above one can clearly see that Potapovo has hosted a wide variety of nationalities since the 1950s and this inevitably had an impact on the sociolinguistic situation of the village. Whereas in the first half of the 20th century Tundra Nenets dominated the tundra around Potapovo as a lingua franca, the influx of non-locals with different linguistic backgrounds created the need for a new means of communication. The rise of Russian as a new lingua franca was therefore only a result of social and socio-economic changes, and especially of deportations accompanying life in Potapovo after the Second World War.68

0.11.1 Assimilation and homogenization in Potapovo

After the Second World War, Potapovo was in need of a new lingua franca. Whereas this was inevitable in a village whose inhabitants spoke a variety of languages which were mutually not intelligible, the rise of Russian resulted in the extinction of all the other local languages, whether they were the indigenous (or heritage) languages of deportees or those of newcomers. Nowadays, Potapovo is functionally monolingual, and active command of any language other than Russian can be found only in the generation over 45 years of age, which owing to social problems, alcoholism and poor health care, is quickly dwindling.69

Concerning the decline of Forest Enets in and around Potapovo I argue that at least three factors have contributed extensively to this setting, namely, the boarding school, the loss of marriage rules and new interethnic marriages, and finally the new way of Soviet living.70

68. When comparing the situation in Potapovo with stories from other areas of the Taimyr Peninsula, it seems that Russian began to dominate in Potapovo much earlier on than in other parts of the Taimyr Peninsula.
69. There seems to be one exception, however. It is generally agreed that Evenki as a spoken language in Potapovo was almost extinct in the late 1970s. Nevertheless, some isolated speakers still reside in the village. Also, German has not been spoken in Potapovo since the 1990s, as many Volga Germans left for Germany.
70. It is perhaps needless to say that these processes were not limited exclusively to Potapovo. As the literature dealing with these and relating problems has become quite extensive, I refer the reader to Vaxtin (2001) for a general overview.
0.11.1.1 The role of the boarding school

Although a primary school was opened in Potapovo in the late 1920s, it was initially reserved for Russian children before indigenous children were finally admitted in the 1930s. In 1960, 101 children went to the local school; 47 of them were from indigenous minorities and lived permanently at the boarding school (Vasil’ev 1963: 65). Usually native children did not know any Russian at all when entering the boarding school. The same holds true for many Volga Germans who did not yet speak Russian (or spoke it poorly) when they came to Potapovo. As for the Germans, already the first generation born in Potapovo was said to have switched entirely to Russian. All native children spent the next years mainly in the boarding school, where, as elsewhere in the Soviet North, the use of native languages was prohibited. Although children were clearly discouraged from speaking their native language, no physical punishments occurred or they are at least not openly remembered. Although native children still spent their short summer vacation in the tundra, native language skills started to dwindle.

Instruction in the school was in Russian, and although teaching materials for primary and secondary schools for Tundra Nenets and Evenki had existed since the 1930s, no native language was taught on the Taimyr Peninsula until the early 1970s (Siegl submitted). In Potapovo, no indigenous language was taught in the boarding school during the Soviet period. Whereas the school is still in operation, it was cut down to an 8-year school and ceased its boarding school operations several years ago.

0.11.1.2 Loss of marriage rules and new interethnic marriages

Indigenous marriage rules have been described by Dolgix (1962: 221–224). For periods prior to extensive contact with other nationalities, a clear preference for intra-Forest Enets marriages or marriages between Forest Enetses and Tundra Nenetses was described. Marriages between Tundra Nenetses and Forest Enetses, however, usually resulted in the dominance of Tundra Nenets, which accelerated the decline in the number of Forest Enets speakers during the early 20th century. There are, however, hints that the marriage rules as documented by Dolgix with preference for exogamy might not be as old as they seem.

---

71. All consultants are from this generation and confirmed that they did not speak any Russian before entering school. Unfortunately, their generation was also the last.
72. Many older residents (regardless of ethnic background) told me that my way of speaking Russian reminded them of the way the Volga Germans had spoken Russian in Potapovo, but almost all conversations ended with the statement that their children already spoke Russian like Russians. The fact that German was given up so quickly might be explained by deportation traumas and the overall wish to be accepted as Russians as soon as possible.
73. As native families were still rather large in the 1950s, it was not unusual for several children from the same family to live in the same dormitory. Zoja Bolina remembered that in the evenings, unsupervised children did speak in their native language with their brothers and sisters.
74. Again, most of my consultants reported that teachers instructed their parents to talk to their children in Russian during their vacations, but this instruction was apparently not followed.
75. This step affected several families who still preferred to live in the tundra by that time and forced them to settle permanently in Potapovo to allow their children to attend the local school.
76. At least in an early article, Dolgix explored the possibility that an earlier existing practice of endogamy might not have been preserved (1946: 111), though as far as I know he did not mention this idea in his later works.
and that the reasons for a readjustment of marriage rules might be found in the 19th century. As both warfare and epidemics severely decimated the Forest Enets population, it is questionable whether interethnic marriages are indeed an old phenomenon.

Concerning the generation of the last speakers, they were still born into either monolingual Forest Enets or bilingual Forest Enets–Tundra Nenets families. This pattern abruptly ended in the 1960s and in the generation of the last fluent speakers of Forest Enets only two Enets marriages can be documented. Other marriages resulted in new constellations (e.g. marriages with Russians, Ukrainians, Dolgans, Evenkis, or Komis), but surprisingly, among the last fluent speakers, many of them had never married at all. Children born into mixed marriages were raised monolingually in Russian, whereas children from Forest Enets marriages at least have some – albeit very limited – passive language skills. Practically speaking, the current generation entered the local school monolingual.

0.11.1.3 New ways of living

The new way of living outside the tundra opened up a whole new variety of possible professions. Whereas the overall role of higher education at the Herzen Institute in Leningrad was apparently of marginal importance for Forest Enets, local colleges (Ru: училище) such as the one in nearby Igarka or the technical college (Ru: техникум) in Dudinka offered new professions, which meant life away from one’s speech community for a longer period, and several Enetses actually ended up in other areas on the Taimyr Peninsula (and elsewhere in the Soviet Union/Russia) where Enets was not spoken. Additionally, for men, service in the Red Army meant a prolonged stay in a Russian-speaking community (by that time three years), as they were sent as far away as East Germany or Kamchatka. Whereas the stereotype I rely on here might be too naïve, the generations educated in boarding schools continued their education according to Soviet ideology in new spheres of living, where the language of the tundra was not deemed appropriate (cf. Pika 1999: 123–132). Whereas reindeer breeding and life in the tundra was seen as prestigious among men, this was not deemed suitable for women or even families.

---

77. The last dramatic flu epidemic raged in the tundra around Potapovo in 1927, killing about a third of the Enets population (Vasilev 1963: 64).
78. Neither Dolgix (1962) nor Vasilev (1963) reported any other marriages for the first half of the 20th century, and no Forest Enets in Potapovo could recall any diverging marriages in earlier periods, with the exception of a mixed Forest Enets–Evenki marriage in Nikofsk. Otherwise, at least two cases are known from the early 20th century where children were born from a short-term liaison between a Russian man and Forest Enets women. However, these children were apparently reared in later Samoyedic mixed families.
79. I have no evidence of non-Enets spouses having learned Forest Enets.
80. Several older schoolteachers in Potapovo confirmed that the last children who still knew another language besides Russian or no Russian at all entered the school about 35 years ago.
81. Although several Forest Enetses have studied at the Herzen Institute during the 20th century, the number of Enetses who had studied in Igarka seems to be higher; unfortunately, no accurate figures are available. Occasionally, some Forest Enetses studied in Krasnojarsk and Jakutsk.
82. Both colleges should be understood as college-like institutions, which offered specialist instruction at the secondary level.
83. The so-called snowmobile revolution, whose impact has been described for many peoples of the North, started in the late 1970s in and around Potapovo.
0.11.2 The outcome of assimilation

“When I came to Potapovo about 30 years ago from the Altai, I still recall that people dressed in native clothes. The Evenki malitsas (traditional fur coats, F.S.) are still on my mind as they were so colorful, and people wearing them almost resembled dolls. But nowadays nobody wears any malitsas in the village. We all look the same now.”

This quote from a woman working in the local administration neatly summarizes the assimilation processes which took place in Potapovo. When walking through Potapovo, either camouflage or worn out working clothes of Norilskij Nikel’ dominate. Sometimes Russian fur coats can be seen, but only two permanent male residents of Potapovo, a retired Forest Enets reindeer breeder and a middle-aged Nenets, wear malitsas. After a closer look they turned out to be made of cloth and not of fur. Beside these two men, ethnicity was no longer visibly shown.84

Linguistic diversity, too, is no longer shown openly, and it is very unusual to hear some sentences uttered in a language other than Russian. Once in a while, some elder inhabitants might utter a greeting in their native language when entering the local store, but even this seldom occurs. If any language other than Russian is spoken, this is usually done by the oldest inhabitants of Potapovo.

For those residents who are not born in Potapovo, this situation is unusual. A young Dolgan man who married a girl from Potapovo, now a permanent resident of the village, told me that for him this village is still a mystery.

“In the Xatanga rajon where I come from, we all speak Dolgan and you hear Dolgan everywhere. Dolgans usually marry Dolgans, but this is no longer as strict as it was during the Soviet period. But look, here you can marry who you wish, and everyone speaks only Russian.”

Whereas many criticize the process of assimilation (among them also my language consultants), it is usually understood as having become an inescapable process in Potapovo over the past 50 years. It is generally agreed among the Forest Enetses that whatever language they speak in the village, there will still be Enetses around in Potapovo in the future, despite the fact that they will not speak the language. This point of view is also shared by the Enetses living in Dudinka, and statements like “whereas the language is dying, the people who feel themselves as Enetses will remain” could be heard frequently. These sentiments mean that the concept of being a (Forest) Enets has already been re-shaped or at least is undergoing reshaping. The concept of language as a central aspect of identity was stressed by all of my consultants who still spoke the language and saw

---

84. In late January 2007, several reindeer breeders from the last intact reindeer brigade came to Potapovo to restock their supplies and on these days malitsas could be seen in the village. Similar observations have been reported from other areas of the Taimyr Peninsula, too.
competence in Forest Enets as the most decisive factor for ethnical classification. As also several younger individuals who no longer speak the languages call themselves Enetses, other factors such as heritage are employed.

0.11.3 Geography for good and worse

In one of our sessions in Dudinka, my major consultant Zoja Bolina once remarked that to a certain degree, the geographic location of Potapovo had a distinctive impact which led to the extinction of Forest Enets.

“Whereas usually not more than three to five different peoples live in villages on the Taimyr Peninsula, the situation in Potapovo is quite different. Potapovo is comparatively accessible due to its location on the bank of the Yenisei, not too far away from Dudinka and precisely this fact has made the influx of other nationalities much easier than elsewhere.”

In the village, residents of Potapovo focused on the importance of its geographic location as well. Concerning its history, this accessibility is seen as the major source of multi-ethnicity and many people regardless of ethnic background agree that this is the major fact which has contributed to this distinctive social and linguistic situation in the village. Concerning the present situation, the location on the Yenisei is seen as a big advantage. Air transportation, which receives less and less local subsidy, results in astronomic prices for rides with antiquated Mi-8 helicopters. When possible, many locals use or share snowmobiles for short visits to Dudinka when appropriate. In summer, one can travel by ship to Potapovo on boats heading or coming from Krasnojarsk, but this service operates only as long as the Yenisei is ice-free. As transportation is a notorious problem on the Taimyr Peninsula, both the location of the village and its closeness to the area’s capital Dudinka are nevertheless seen as something positive.

85. It is perhaps worth mentioning that their classification is flawed, as the generation of last speakers is far from being homogeneous. Many Forest Enets speakers are descendants of mixed marriages and are actually bilingual if not trilingual.

86. When introducing myself and my research plans to the local people at the beginning of my stay, I frequently encountered people who were eager to stress that they, too, had some Enets or Volga German ancestors. I did not make a list of these encounters, but when scrolling my notebooks and my memory, there were more than a dozen such encounters. By simply adding these encounters to the number of registered Enetses and speakers of the language, one arrives easily at a number of Enetses that clearly outnumbers official statistics. This somehow hints at the works of Krivonogov, who has claimed that actually 96 Enetses resided in Potapovo (Krivonogov 1998, 2001). Whereas I consider this number to be much too high, one should realize that official ethnicity, which does not permit multiple ethnicities, stands in sharp contrast with what inhabitants in Potapovo understand as ethnic heritage.

87. When the ice on the Yenisei and Lake Xantajka is thick enough, helicopters are replaced by a small AN-2 aircraft which offers cheaper flights. This service, principally operating on a weekly basis – but of course weather dependent – temporarily eases transportation problems. Still, this service is restricted to a later period of winter. It usually does not start earlier than February and lasts only until April.

88. This is even more understandable as one might remain stuck in Dudinka for a long period before regular transportation becomes available. Having one’s own transportation with a snowmobile clearly enhances mobility. For the 2006–2007 season, helicopter rides to Potapovo and Xantajskoe ozero were scheduled for every 1st and 3rd Tuesday, but only if enough passengers were available. When this was not to be achieved, travels were postponed for a week for another try. In my case, I had to wait for three consecutive Tuesdays before a trip was finally made. A nice example for private mobility could be observed a few days before Christmas in late December 2006, when a convoy of 13 snowmobiles left for Dudinka to buy presents and to bring some fuel.
0.11.4 The fate of a village as the fate of a language

The fate of Forest Enets as a living language is entirely connected to the fate of a single village. Whereas until the 1950s two villages served as anchors for Forest Enetses, the closing of Nikol'sk focused Forest Enets life entirely on Potapovo. With the influx of other nationalities, a process of cultural and linguistic assimilation started and in the course of only two generations, the emergence of Soviet power under the stewardship of the new lingua franca Russian left no other language alive. The crucial difference, which makes the fate of Forest Enets so extraordinary, is the Forest Enetses’ dependence on Potapovo, both economically and socially. Whereas other Taimyrian indigenous languages (Tundra Nenets, Dolgan and Nganasan), which are also functionally extinct in Potapovo, are nevertheless still spoken in other villages, Forest Enets, which is spoken only in Potapovo, has lost this struggle and stands on the verge of extinction. Functionally the language has already been extinct for at least a decade, and all attempts concerning revitalization have produced no results; children in Potapovo are unwilling to learn the language and have not acquired any reasonable skills in it. The college program in Dudinka has not educated any new L2 speakers either. Almost all Forest Enetses who worked with me did not see any obvious reason why one should revitalize the language, and the sporadic attempts to teach the language at the local school were judged as unnecessary. However, recently a language nest has started.

0.11.5 Potapovo today

In 2006, Potapovo had 410 inhabitants, of which about 240 were registered officially as indigenous. Apart from its highly unusual “international” conglomerate, Potapovo does not differ from other villages of its kind in the Russian North and is characterized by high rates of unemployment and alcoholism, along with the related social problems. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, both the fur farm and the dairy farm went bankrupt; out of the four reindeer brigades, only one brigade survived the economic turmoil. Further, transportation facilities and possibilities were cut down around the turn of the millennium, and the local village administration stopped selling fuel for snowmobiles and other technical equipment, which must now be arranged independently. Most of the secure jobs in the village belong to the public sphere (hospital, school, administration,
kindergarten, post office, house of culture, and the local library). Some more jobs are
provided by the store, a Volga German family engaging in small-scale farming (of cows,
pigs, and chickens) and the local diesel-generator-based power station. This situation
leaves many families with no other sources of income than welfare benefits or pen-
sions. Although many residents engage in hunting and fishing, the dividing line between
legal and illegal hunting and fishing has become fuzzy, and occasional raids by officials
from Dudinka, resulting in high fines, introduce more tensions. Many elderly people,
regardless of ethnic background, blame the collapse of the USSR for their hardships
nowadays.94

0.12 Previous research

Until the turn of the millennium, Forest Enets was among the most underdocumented
still spoken Samoyedic languages.95 Further, the language is even absent from recent
major handbooks such as Abondolo (1998). Whereas Enets is constantly referred to in
Janhunen’s survey of the history of the Samoyedic languages (Janhunen 1998), the hand-
book lacks a separate sketch of Enets. Major resources such as both dictionaries (ERRE,
ES) and representative text collections (RS, ET) appeared in the first decade of the new
millennium.

0.12.1 Enets in M. A. Castrén’s work

The first detailed and reliable linguistic data on both Enets varieties were collected by
M. A. Castrén (1813–1852) during his second journey in Siberia. In the end of 1846
and early 1847, Castrén visited the Taimyr Peninsula, where he collected material on
both Enets varities and Nganasan (Castrén 1856: 245–247; 278–279). In contrast to his
work in other areas, Castrén’s stay on the Taimyr Peninsula was comparatively short;
nevertheless he must be rightfully given the merits of having produced the first accurate
materials on these Samoyedic languages (Castrén 1854, 1855). Unfortunately, Castrén’s
travels in Siberia seriously damaged his health and although he still prepared his data
on various languages and peoples of Eurasia for publication, he did not live to see their
publication as the monumental twelve-volume series Nordische Reisen und Forschun-
gen von Dr. M. Alexander Castrén (1853–1862) published by the Academy in St. Peters-

94. In this respect, the last leader of the Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev, whose reputation in the West is gener-
ally positive, is blamed almost personally for the fate of Potapovo. This understanding is of course not restricted to
Potapovo but reflects a general perspective shared widely throughout rural areas of Russia.
95. In Helimski’s state-of-the-art report on Samoyedic studies, a certain disfavoring tone of speaking of Samoyedic
languages as ‘little studied’ is found in the opener (Helimski 2001: 175). Whereas the Samoyedic branch as such clearly
did not qualify as “understudied” around the turn of the century, Enets indeed did. Helimski’s overview of Enets
studies in this article is superficial, but this was apparently dictated by space restrictions and the scope of his paper.
Further, there is unfortunately a certain trend in Samoyedology which assumes much knowledge simply as ‘given’ and
orally ‘passed down’ by senior researchers. The following overview is therefore apparently the most detailed survey on
previous studies on both Enets varieties from the perspective of linguistics.
burg. Even today several original writings of Castrén await publication, among them a separate description of Tundra Enets grammar.96

As Castrén spent only several weeks on the Taimyr Peninsula working simultaneously with both Enets varieties, Tundra Nenets and Nganasan, this has left traces in his description:


Whereas the accuracy of Castrén’s work is generally well known, the quotation reveals another problem concerning Castrén’s scientific idiolect; his criteria for calling a given idiom a language (Sprache) or dialect (Dialekt) cannot be unanimously pinned down. While Castrén’s somehow inconsistent use of Sprache vs. Dialekt is a general characteristic of his writings, there are numerous references which show that Castrén considered Enets more as a dialect of Nenets rather than an independent language, e.g. already in the table of contents, where Enets is referred to as the ‘Jenissei-Dialekt’. Castrén’s assumption of Enets as a dialect of (Tundra) Nenets would prevail for almost a century.

0.12.2 Other Finnish researchers among the Enetses

In the early 20th century, the Finno-Ugrian Society decided to send researchers to different Samoyedic peoples to collect further materials. According to the original plan, Toivo Lehtisalo was supposed to work on Nenets while Kai Donner was supposed to cover the other Samoyedic languages (Salminen 2008: 78–82). By chance, sometime in 1911 near the Taz river, Toivo Lehtisalo met a Forest Enets and collected a small set of lexemes, which he later used in his research on the history of Nenets vocalism (Lehtisalo 1927). Donner, who was supposed to work on Enets, visited Dudinka in December 1912 and intended to return in 1914, which was not possible due to the outbreak of the First World War (Joki 1944: XXIII–XXIV, XXXIV). Donner’s Enets materials, a word list, were published later by Joki (1956).

0.12.3 Enets studies by Soviet and Russian researchers

With the outbreak of the October Revolution, the Taimyr Peninsula became as unreachable as any other area of the USSR for non-Soviet fieldworkers for more than 70 years. Fieldwork in these areas became a monopoly for (Soviet) Russian researchers.

0.12.3.1 Enets studies by linguists from Leningrad and Tomsk

The first Russian description of Enets was published by Prokof’ev (1937c) based on his fieldwork on the Taimyr Peninsula as well with students in Leningrad in the early 1930s. Although Prokof’ev’s description presented data on Forest Enets (in contrast, Castrén presented more data on Tundra Enets and only occasionally data on Forest Enets), Prokof’ev followed Castrén in considering Enets a dialect, which would occupy a position between the Nganasan dialect (sic!) and the Nenets language. Concerning the syntax of Enets, he claimed that it was essentially the same as Nenets (Prokof’ev 1937c: 76). After the sudden death of Prokof’ev in 194297, it took a while before Enets was studied again. In the early 1960s, the Nenets and Ngansan specialist N. Tereščenko did some fieldwork in Potapovo98, during which she gathered data for her later major publications. Whereas Tereščenko published much data on Forest Enets in almost all her articles on comparative Samoyedic studies, very few articles are dedicated entirely to Forest Enets.99 In 1965, she published a short paper in which she intended to show that contrary to earlier assumptions (Forest) Enets must be considered an independent language (Tereščenko 1965).100 In 1966 Tereščenko published a short grammatical sketch of Forest Enets (Tereščenko 1966), which was followed by another even more condensed sketch grammar published already after her death (Tereščenko 1993). Concerning language planning, Tereščenko published an article on a possible orthography for Enets in 1986. Research on Enets was continued by Tereščenko’s student Irina Sorokina, who also defended the first ever dissertation on Enets in 1975. This dissertation itself remained unpublished and only the required abstract (Ru: автореферат) was distributed (Sorokina 1975a); several parts were published as articles later. In contrast to her predecessors, Sorokina focused her research entirely on Enets, and although she collected data on both Enets varieties, she preferred to work on Forest Enets.

In the 1970s and the early 1980s, several phonetic studies on both Enets varieties were published by Ja. Gluxij and V. Susekov from the Tomsk school.101 Both researchers did fieldwork in the 1970s and the early 1980s among speakers of both Enets varieties plus additional phonetic consultant work with several speakers in Novosibirisk.

---

97. Most of Prokof’ev’s field notes did not survive the German siege of Leningrad (see Gagen-Torn 1992). Recently, some of his writings and unpublished field notes on Enets were found in the archives of Kunstkamera in St Petersburg (Kazakevič 2010).

98. Unfortunately, it is not known how much time Tereščenko spent among Enetses. In her 1965 paper Tereščenko stated that she had visited Enetses in 1962, but I have found no evidence for active fieldwork on the Taimyr Peninsula in later years. Instead, Tereščenko worked with Enets students from the Institute of the Northern People in Leningrad.

99. As far as I know, Tereščenko never did any research on Tundra Enets and there is hardly any Tundra Enets data in her comparative studies. During a visit to the Department of Linguistics at the Russian Academy of Sciences in Saint Petersburg in March 2009, I was given a chance to browse through the part of the Tereščenko archive which is preserved there. Whereas it contains published and unpublished data on Nenets and Nganasan, I could not find any папка with Enets data.

100. This article was probably written for Soviet linguistics; Finnish and Hungarian specialists already regarded Enets as distinct from Nenets at this time.

101. Both Gluxij and Susekov defended their dissertations on Enets phonetics in Novosibirsk (Gluxij 1976; Susekov 1977). All dissertations defended (Sorokina, Gluxij, and Susekov) have been candidate dissertations (Ru: кандидатская диссертация).
0.12.3.2 Enets studies by Moscow-based researchers

In the late 1970s and again in the 1990s, several expeditions were organized by researchers and students from Moscow State University to conduct fieldwork on Tundra Enets and, to a lesser degree, also on Forest Enets. Most of the materials on Tundra Enets can be found in Helimski’s 1982 monograph and his collected works (Helimski 2000), but the majority of Helimski’s papers address diachrony (historical-comparative approaches and their implication for Siberian pre-history). One of Helimski’s last articles (Helimski 2007) was dedicated to language death and Forest Enets.102

In recent years, Anna Urmančieva, who attended Helimski’s trips as a student but continued with more fieldwork later, has started publishing on Enets (Urmančieva 2002, 2006, 2008). Researchers representing a new generation of Moscow graduates, Andrey Shluinsky and Olesia Khanina, have also started to work on Enets in recent years. Their work will be mentioned in more detail later.

0.12.3.3 Local efforts by Kazys Labanauskas

Among local work on Enets in Dudinka, the role of Kazys Labanauskas (1942–2002) must be mentioned. Although Kazys Labanauskas is probably better known for his research on Taimyrian Nenets and Nganasan, he also published several articles on Tundra Enets and a brief grammatical sketch of Forest Enets and Tundra Enets in 2002. Whereas his role as a dedicated fieldworker as well as editor of primary materials on all Taimyrian Samoyedic languages (1992a, 1992b, 2001a, 2001b, 2002) is well known, his 2002 Forest Enets sketch grammar is basically a condensed and slightly reworked version of Tereščenko (1966), which incorporated some more materials from Tereščenko (1973). Unfortunately, it contains many gaps and repeats earlier misunderstandings.

0.12.4 Insitute of the People of the North

As primary fieldwork among speakers of Enets was impossible for non-Soviet researchers, the only possibility for conducting informant work was with students at the Institute of the People of the North. This chance was used by several Hungarian researchers who gathered both grammatical and lexical data. Such meetings resulted in the papers by Pusztay (1978) and Mikola (1980).103 Also, the first texts in Forest Enets ever published outside the Soviet Union/Russia (Mikola 1967) were sent to Mikola by a Forest Enets via mediation of the same institute.104

102. The main topic of Helimski’s article was to address questions of phonetic reduction as an index of language death, which he tried to find in the speech of the parental generation (sic!), which is now dead. The overall conception of this article, as well as a very shallow data base, makes much of his argumentation superficial and unconvincing.
103. Both Pusztay and Mikola met with the offspring (actually sisters) of a Forest Enets-Tundra Nenets marriage and presented data on Enets from individuals who have a stronger preference for Tundra Nenets.
104. Ago Künnap, too, met Forest Enetses at the Institute occasionally and made his notes available to me.
0.12.5 Enets studies outside Russia

Concerning the study of Enets outside Russia, work was dominated by a philological approach based on almost everything published on Enets, as no direct possibilities for primary fieldwork were available. A major effort is the dictionary of Katzschmann & Pusztay (1978) which contains most of the hitherto available Enets sources of both linguistic and ethnographic research. Also, Katzschmann’s study of copula clauses in Samoyedic follows this approach (Katzschmann 1986), along with a recent paper of his (Katzschmann 2008). The data gathered by Pusztay and Mikola mentioned above differ. Later, this data was integrated into philological and historical-comparative research characteristic of the discipline (e.g. Mikola 1982, 1984, 1994–1995, 1995). Even in recent years, some Hungarian researchers have continued such approaches (Szeverényi & Körtvély 1997, Szeverényi 1999, 2001).

0.13 Some pitfalls of recent publications on Enets

Papers such as Szeverényi (1999, 2001) but also Katzschmann (2008), generally underestimate the difference between Tundra Enets and Forest Enets, on the one hand and language change on the other. Whereas the scarcity of available primary data is surely an obstacle for grammatical description, it is equally dangerous to mix data stretching over 150 years representing two closely related yet distinct languages. The same applies for Künnap’s sketch grammar (Künnap 1999b) which received some critical remarks already by Helimski (2001). Although Künnap does not mix both Enets varieties with each other and avoids too much diachronic interference by restricting himself to data from the 20th century, his sketch relies entirely on Tereščenko (1966, 1973). Interestingly, his bibliography mentions several papers by Sorokina, including some which corrected or enhanced Tereščenko’s description, but these results have not been incorporated into his description. In this respect, Künnap (1999b) meant no improvement of the general status quo of Enets studies. As this sketch was published in a convenient format for typologists, it is unfortunately frequently cited.

0.14 Primary language data on Enets

Forest Enets made the transition from an oral language to a written means of communication fairly recently. To speak of literacy in Forest Enets would however be exaggerating.

---

105. Occasionally, references to Enets with examples usually deriving from Sorokina can be found in the work by other Hungarian researchers.
106. The same is true of some recent Russian contributions (e.g. Urmančieva 2006; Shluinsky & Khanina 2008).
0.14.1 Materials published in recent years

In 1995, some portions of the Gospel of Luke (Лука 1995) were published by the Institute for Bible Translation. The translation was prepared by Darja Bolina, the only Forest Enets with a dedicated linguistic background. Since the 26th of March 1996, news in Forest Enets has been published in the local newspaper Таймыр roughly once a month. Although the initial orthography was based to a certain degree on Tereščenko’s proposed orthography, subsequent writers have not followed this convention, and in the meanwhile several ‘orthographies’ have evolved. Further, Darja Bolina has published a small Russian Forest Enets conversation guide (Bolina 2003) based on the initial orthography. As a joint venture with Irina Sorokina, a small school dictionary [ERRE] following the same orthography was published in 2001. As there are no published teaching materials, the conversation guide has been used for teaching the language in both Potapovo and the college in Dudinka (see also Siegl 2007b; Siegl submitted). In 2002, a text collection of both Forest Enets and Tundra Enets stories with Russian translations, two short grammatical sketches and further reading materials in Russian was published [RS]; this publication also followed Tereščenko’s orthography. From a linguistic perspective, the most important text collection compiled by Irina Sorokina and Darja Bolina Энецкие тексты [ET] was published in 2005. Although this text collection is intended for the academic community, the orthography is nevertheless mainly phonetic and fortunately not normalized. The publication of ET meant the appearance of the first comprehensive collection of Forest Enets texts representing the language of speakers from the parental and grandparental generations. It includes only a few narratives told by speakers from the present generation. In 2009, an extended Forest Enets Russian dictionary [ES] including a short and incomplete grammar sketch was published as a joint venture by Irina Sorokina and Darja Bolina. Finally, in 2010 Sorokina published her grammar (Sorokina 2010b).

0.14.2 Primary materials published on Forest Enets before 1995

As the short survey has shown, a serious obstacle for the study of Enets has been the general lack of longer texts before the publication of the Fragments of the Gospel of Luke in 1995. Quantitatively, most primary materials could be found in Tereščenko’s comparative syntax (Tereščenko 1973) but these did not exceed the sentence level. This overall lack of longer texts was even more puzzling, as researchers such as Mikola and Pusztay who had no chance to conduct primary fieldwork apart from meetings with students in Leningrad published initially much more texts than Russian researchers who had a monopoly.108

---

107. Darja Bolina, offspring of an Enets-Tundra Nenets marriage, studied Nenets in Leningrad. She also served as a consultant for Pusztay (1978) and has co-authored several important primary resources with Irina Sorokina.

108. The published works of Castrén do not include any Enets texts. To the best of my knowledge, Castrén’s unpublished materials do not include any Enets texts either.
Finally, an early text in Tundra Enets must be mentioned for the sake of completeness. Witsen’s *Noord en Oost Tartaryen* includes the Lord’s Prayer in Tundra Enets. This fragment was commented on and re-published by Helimski (2000e).

### 0.14.3 A note on unpublished data on Enets

Although Sorokina and Bolina have published a large part of their collected narratives in 2004, this is at best just the ‘tip of the iceberg’. In 2010 Olga Kazakevič communicated that parts of the presumably lost Prokof’ev archive had been found in St Petersburg at Kunstkamera. The archive is reported to include some Enets data (Kazakevič 2010). The whereabouts of the Enets part of Tereščenko’s archive is at present unclear.\(^{109}\) The Dulzon archive at the Pedagogical University in Tomsk holds about 16 hours of elicitation and stories recorded by Gluxij and Susekov in the 1970s and 1980s; some recordings have already been digitized. Further, the fieldnotes of Gluxij and Susekov, as well as a small Enets lexicographic card file, can be found there. Another large amount of older recordings in both Enets varieties are stored at the radio archive in Dudinka and a copy of the material could be obtained by Shluinsky and Khanina. Further Enets recordings (again in both varieties) can be found in both Helimski’s personal archive\(^{110}\) as well as in Labanauskas’ personal archive (stored in Dudinka). Apparently, there are more recordings in the personal archives of other researchers who have visited the Taimyr Peninsula, but no detailed information is available. As Forest Enets is on the verge of extinction and the same must be assumed for Tundra Enets, the future will show if any of these materials, especially the sound recordings, can be transcribed and published as long as some speakers of Enets are still alive.

\(^{109}\) As noted, I could not find any unpublished Enets data in Tereščenko’s archive stored at the Department of Linguistics at the Russian Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg or a папка containing her published Enets materials. Further, it is unknown to me whether any sound recordings were made, and if so, where they might be located.

\(^{110}\) Copies of these recordings are now archived at the Phonogrammarchiv in Vienna.
0.15 Generational variation in existing data

From the point of departure of the following grammatical description, data published on Forest Enets by Tereščenko, Gluxij, Susekov and Sorokina should represent the language of the parental and grandparental generation of today’s speakers. Due to the scarcity of published data collected by Prokof’ev, the grand grandparental generation must be considered, but its representation cannot be proven for the time being as almost nothing is known about Prokof’ev’s consultants. Although one is tempted to assume that almost all earlier descriptions did not incorporate the language variety which underlies this description, this impression is incorrect. Effectively, there is much variation at hand and the language of the current generation of last speakers is much more present in existing grammatical descriptions than one would initially assume. In fact, it is only in the early papers of Tereščenko on Forest Enets (1965, 1966) that the description seems to contain almost no data representing the speech of the current generation.

Although Tereščenko’s major consultants were never mentioned, the most central of them was Nikolaj Pačin, a speaker belonging to the Forest Enets čor clan. Later, he served also as the major consultant for Gluxij, Susekov and Sorokina and a very large proportion of published Forest Enets data actually represents his idiolect. Curiously, the idiolect of N. Pačin, as is the case for that of čor clan members in general, is always criticized by speakers of the current generation as being “very different” from the Enets they speak. This statement is justified as in phonetics and the lexicon, clear differences prevail. Among the most prominent features is the status of [ɔ], which appears in the speech of N. Pačin but almost nowhere in my data. As is known from research history, Tereščenko’s claim about the phonemic status of [ɔ] has been widely rejected and this is essentially still correct. In Tereščenko’s later work on Enets, when she could no longer rely on previously gathered field materials, the role of (Forest) Enets students in Leningrad rose, first and foremost the role of Dar’ja Bolina and her elder sister Galina Bolina. As early as in Tereščenko’s 1973 monograph, the language of the current generation played a very distinctive role and this would continue until the end of Tereščenko’s career. The same is true of Sorokina and her work. Again, based on a look at the texts published in ET, stories from the speakers of the parental and grandparental generation dominate and only a small number of short stories told by speakers of the current generation can be found. Still, apart from material collected during her four fieldtrips to the...
Taimyr Peninsula, Sorokina also relied on Dar’ja Bolina’s assistance in Leningrad. As the origin of data is not made explicit in Sorokina’s work, it is impossible to judge the ratio of materials obtained from different generations and their impact in her analysis and publications. Summing up this discussion, only Tereščenko’s earliest work contains a different variety of Enets, while all consecutive work has always incorporated data from speakers of the current generation. In the following study, the grammatical system of Forest Enets will be described by relying on data from one generation of speakers, a generation which coincides with being the last generation of speakers. The data used in this grammatical description is based almost entirely on the knowledge of Forest Enets among the oldest speakers of the current generation. However, the study is not representative of the last generation of Forest Enets speakers as I have restricted myself to working with speakers who have preserved good and very good skills in their language and who were willing to work with me. An account based on the skills among the youngest members of this generation would have resulted in a different grammar; this was deliberately not attempted at the current moment.\footnote{116}

\section*{0.16 Intergenerational language change}

Knowing that Forest Enets is critically endangered, fieldwork in the DOBES period (2005–2009) concentrated on creating a corpus for describing the language of the last generation of speakers from the perspective of language documentation. Therefore, language change and in particular intergenerational language change and possible signs of language attrition were not studied systematically.\footnote{117} During consecutive fieldwork in summer 2011 I also spent much time transliterating and translating recordings of the parental generation to see how much intergenerational language change would separate the parental generation from the speech of my major consultants. Quite unexpectedly, the difference appears to be very limited at the current moment. Major differences appeared in the lexicon, but as the current generation grew up in a more Russian-dominated environment, had undergone more education in Russian and in boarding schools and had had more contact with Russian throughout their lives, this observation should not come as a surprise. Of course, the current generation has better skills in Russian and several individuals could indeed be classified as almost fully bilingual, occasionally also with clear preference for Russian.\footnote{118} Still, almost all of my consultants entered the local boarding school not knowing any Russian, a feature they share with their parental generation.\footnote{119}
Concerning the grammar, the only marked difference concerns the use of several peripheral moods, most prominently the counterfactive mood. The latter could not be found in transliterated narratives of the current generation but was recognized in elicitation and full paradigms could be obtained. Other potential signs of language change (excluded from Sigl 2008), such as the extensive use of the š-converb instead of the purposive -uč (13.2.3) have their antecedents in the speech of the parental generation; otherwise morphosyntactic complexity in complex clauses has been preserved very well. If a really marked difference should be thought of, the speech tempo of the current generation, perhaps with the exception of the deceased EIB, is slower than of the parental generation. Otherwise, the language of the current speakers on whose knowledge this description is based is very close to the one of the parental generation.
1. A typological profile of Forest Enets

Forest Enets is an entirely suffixing, mainly agglutinative language with several fusional tendencies in noun morphology. The word order is predominantly SOV and entirely head-final. Both adjectives and relative clauses precede their head. Only postpositions are known; there are no prepositions in Forest Enets. Although the dominant word order is SOV, finite complement clauses in O position are usually placed in sentence-final position which results in SVO\textsubscript{COMPL} word order. The grammatical alignment follows the NOM-ACC pattern but with some morphosyntactic peculiarities which will be addressed below in more detail.

1.1 Nominal morphology and its morphosyntax

Forest Enets morphology is entirely suffixing and primarily agglutinative. Fusion is a characteristic feature of plural morphology on nouns where no segmentable number/case morphology is attested. Nouns and verbs can be easily distinguished using morphological criteria: nouns inflect for case and possession, verbs for person, mood, tense and aspect. In predicative position, nouns and adjectives can be encoded as intransitive verbs with several major restrictions, which are presented below. Adjectives form a subclass of nouns but lack inflectional morphology.

1.1.1 Nouns – case, possession, and grammatical relations

Nouns are inflected for number (singular, dual and plural) and case. Nominative and accusative encode grammatical relations. The genitive case is mainly found with possessive attributes; further, it marks dependents of relational nouns and postpositions. The locational cases, lative, locative, and ablative, encode spatial relations. For locational cases in the dual, a periphrastic construction with an inflected postposition is used instead of synthetic case morphology. The following table presents a sample paradigm for non-possessive declension:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>kodu</td>
<td>kodu-\textsubscript{xī}?</td>
<td>kodu-?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>kodu</td>
<td>kodu-\textsubscript{xī}?</td>
<td>kodu-?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>kodu</td>
<td>kodu-\textsubscript{xī}?</td>
<td>kodu-?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>kodu-d</td>
<td>kodu-\textsubscript{xī}? \textsubscript{nā}?</td>
<td>kodu-xid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>kodu-xun</td>
<td>kodu-\textsubscript{xī}? \textsubscript{nān}</td>
<td>kodu-xin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>kodu-xud</td>
<td>kodu-\textsubscript{xī}? \textsubscript{nād}</td>
<td>kodu-xit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-1: Class I noun in non-possessive declension
A particularly interesting feature of Forest Enets is the status of possession. Possession on phrase level is inflectional for NOM, GEN and ACC but derivational for locational cases. As Forest Enets has lost case markers for genitive and accusative on non-possessed nouns, case distinctions are made only in combination with possessive suffixes; non-possessed nouns have no formal case marker. In such instances, the potential case feature other than singular nominative is represented as e.g. [ACC] in the glossing:120

(1) a. \textit{te} to reindeer come.3SG ‘A reindeer came.’

b. \textit{štidi} te-xi? to-xi?
two reindeer-DU come-3DU ‘Two reindeer came.’

c. \textit{te-?} to-?
reindeer-\textit{[NOM.PL]} come-3PL ‘Reindeer (more than two) came.’

(2) a. \textit{mud} \textit{te} kada-d? lSG reindeer\textit{[ACC]} kill-1SG ‘I killed a reindeer.’

b. \textit{mud} \textit{štidi} te-xi? kada-d? lSG two reindeer\textit{[ACC.DU]} kill-1SG ‘I killed two reindeer.’

c. \textit{mud} \textit{te-?} kada-d? lSG reindeer\textit{[ACC.PL]} kill-1SG ‘I killed reindeer (more than two).’

(3) a. \textit{kodu} iru-n
sled\textit{[GEN]} under-LOC ‘under a/the sled’

Phrasal possession is marked with a set of possessive suffixes in the noun phrase. PX index both person and the number of the possessum and assign a case value to the noun. For nominative, possession appears as follows:

\footnote{120. For some nouns, different stems for nominative vs. genitive, accusative are attested. This has been excluded here as the class is very small and does not bear any overt morphosyntactic information. A discussion of inflection classes is postponed until chapter 3.}
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(4)  a.  kodu-iʔ <sled-PX.1SG>¹²¹ ‘my sled’

   b.  kodu-xuń <sled-PX.DU.1SG> ‘my two sleds’

   c.  kodu-ń <sled-PX.PL.1SG> ‘my many sleds’

The following table shows kodu ‘sled, narta’ in possessive declension with a first person possessor. The marking of the possessed lative is different from that in the non-possessive declension and a specialized allomorph appears. Periphrastic dual locational cases are based on the genitive dual form preceding the postposition; the possessive suffixes following locational cases belong to the genitive series of PX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NOM</th>
<th>GEN</th>
<th>ACC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>kodu-iʔ</td>
<td>kodu-xuń</td>
<td>kodu-ń</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU</td>
<td>kodu-xuń</td>
<td>kodu-xuń</td>
<td>kodiń</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-2: Class I noun in possessive declension with 1P possessor

The following examples demonstrate the glossing conventions for possessive nouns in subject and object position:

(5)  a.  te-iʔ to
       reindeer-PX.1SG come.3SG
       ‘My reindeer came.’

       b.  šidi te-xuń to-xiʔ
two reindeer-PX.DU.1SG come-3DU
       ‘Two reindeer of mine came.’

       c.  tiń to-ʔ
teenreindeer-PX.PL.1SG come-3PL
       ‘My reindeer (more than two) came.’

¹²¹.  PX without further specification always express a possesseum in the singular; in the glossing, the singular value is not marked.
(6) a.  
\[ \text{mud} \  \text{te-i?} \  \text{kada-d?} \]
1SG reindeer-ACC.1SG kill-1SG
'I killed my reindeer.'

b.  
\[ \text{mud} \  \text{śidi} \  \text{te-xuń} \  \text{kada-d?} \]
1SG two reindeer-ACC.DU.1SG kill-1SG
'I killed two reindeer of mine.'

c.  
\[ \text{mud} \  \text{tiń} \  \text{kada-d?} \]
1SG reindeer-ACC.PL.1SG kill-1SG
'I killed my reindeer (more than two).'

(7) a.  
\[ \text{kodu-ń} \  \text{iru-n} \]
sled-PX.GEN.1SG under-LOC
'under my sled'

Possession is derivational with locational cases (LAT, LOC, ABL) and PX belonging to the genitive series are added after the case ending:

(8)  
\[ \text{Mariä-xun-iń} \ <\text{bag-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.1SG}> \]  ‘in my bag’

The possessive lative case relies on an allomorph when used in the possessed declension:

(9) a.  
\[ \text{Mariä-d} \ <\text{bag-LAT.SG}> \]  ‘into the bag’

b.  
\[ \text{Mariä-xu-ń} \ <\text{bag-LAT.SG.Poss-PX.GEN.1SG}> \]  ‘into my two bags’

c.  
\[ \text{Mariä-x-iń} \ <\text{bag-LAT.PL.Poss-PX.GEN.PL.1SG}> \]  ‘into my bags’

Apart from its possessive function, PX.2SG can also be used referentially. This usage is clearly secondary and pragmatically highly restricted as it is used to maintain topical prominence in narratives:

(10)  
\[ \text{čiki} \  \text{nāāčiku-r} \  \text{ań} \  \text{padır?} \  \text{nedi-ku-da} \]
this woman.youngster-PX.2SG FOC spotted reindeer.calf-DIM-PX.3SG

\[ \text{tonä-bi} \  \text{exist-PERF.3SG} \]
‘This girl had a little spotted reindeer calf (not: your girl had…).’ [NKB Auka]
1.1.2 Adjectives

Adjectives form a distinctive word class in Forest Enets. In contrast to nouns, adjectives lack any inflectional morphology and show no agreement with the modified noun in noun phrases:

(11) a. aga \(\text{to}\)  
large lake  
‘a large lake’

b. aga \(\text{to-}\) \(\text{xi}\)?  
large lake-\(\text{DU}\)  
‘two large lakes’

c. aga \(\text{to-}\) ?  
large lake-\(\text{[NOM.PL]}\)  
‘large lakes’

Still, adjectives attract several nominal derivational suffixes, a fact which demonstrates that they belong to the nominal sphere:

(12) a. te-ru \(\text{<reindeer-LIM>}\)  
‘only a/the reindeer’

b. aga-ru \(\text{<big-LIM>}\)  
‘only a/the big’

However, there are three syntactic features which show that adjectives behave differently than regular nouns:\(^{122}\)

a) Adjectives cannot be used without the noun they modify. The only exception to this rule is a contrastive construction with an ellipsed noun. In this situation, adjectives can be marked with \(\text{PX}\) which results in a conversion from adjective to noun:

(13) ibleigu-r aga kasa-da sakra  
little-\(\text{PX.2SG}\) big child-\(\text{PX.ACC.3SG}\) bite,\(\text{3SG}\)  
‘Your little (one) bit the older boy (and not your older one)!’ [ZNB IV 54]

b) Adjectives cannot appear as the complement of postpositional phrases. This position is reserved for nouns and nominalized verbs:

\(^{122}\) In general, adjectives have already been classified as a distinctive part of speech in earlier research, though all accounts failed to work out distinctive differences between nouns and adjectives.
(14) a. *soi da kodu ńi-n
good  on-loc
‘On the good sled.’

b. *soi da ńi-n
   good  on-loc
   ‘On the good one.’

c) Only adjectives can be further modified by the adverb *yul ‘very’:

(15) a. *yul soi da enči
      very good man
      ‘a very good man’

b. *yul enči

Although there is no doubt that Forest Enets has adjectives, it appears that this word class is closed and comparatively small. A primary count in my data produced 49 adjectives, a count in ES 79. Further support for this assumption that adjectives form a closed word class is offered by the existence of a class of stative intransitive verbs which express properties. In modifying, attributive position, such verbs are realized as participles, and in predicative position they behave verbally, as negation shows. An exact count has not yet been made; the following examples are merely intended to exemplify this class:

(16) a. äsä-da ~ äsi-da osa
      be.tasty-PTCP.IPF meat
      ‘tasty meat’

b. osa äsä
   meat  be.tasty.3SG
   ‘The meat is tasty.’

c. osa ńi äsä-ʔ ~ äsi-ʔ
      meat  NEG.AUX.3SG be.tasty-CN
      ‘The meat is not tasty.’ [all ZNB IV 46]

(17) a. magtu-da enči
      be.poor-PTCP.IPF person
      ‘A poor person’
Typological profile

b.  

\[ \text{enči magtu} \]

person be.poor.3SG

‘The person is poor.’

c.  

\[ \text{enči ňe magtu-ʔ} \]

person NEG.AUX.3SG be.poor-CN

‘The person is not poor.’ [all ZNB IV 46]

1.1.3 Pronouns

Forest Enets pronouns express three persons in three numbers. Gender marking and
clusivity distinctions are unknown:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSON/NUMBER</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>mod ’</td>
<td>mod ’iʔ</td>
<td>modnaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>uu</td>
<td>uud ’iʔ</td>
<td>uudaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>bud ’iʔ</td>
<td>buduʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-3: Personal pronouns in the nominative case

Pronouns have distinctive case forms for NOM, ACC, LAT, LOC and ABL. Forms for GEN are
absent; where other languages would use genitive forms (e.g. for possession), Forest
Enets uses NOM instead:

(18) a.  

\[ \text{mud kanı-dʔ} \]

1SG go-1SG

‘I go ~ I’m going.’

b.  

\[ \text{mud koru-ʔ} \]

1SG knife-PX.1SG

‘My knife.’

Third person pronouns can substitute a full noun phrase but they tend to be dropped and
in fact are readily omitted if their referent can be recovered from the context. In contrast
to languages from the Finno-Ugric branch, Forest Enets regularly allows pro-drop in
third person as well, in addition to the first and second person pronouns.
1.2 Verbal morphology and its morphosyntax

Verbs fall into three different conjugations, each of them showing a distinct set of verbal endings.

1.2.1 Verbal endings

Conjugation I is the default conjugation for the majority of intransitive and all transitive verbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>nā-dʔ</td>
<td>nā-bʔ</td>
<td>nā-baʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>nā-dʔ</td>
<td>nā-riʔ</td>
<td>nā-raʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>nā</td>
<td>nā-xiʔ</td>
<td>nāʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-4: Sample paradigm of conjugation I

Conjugation II is possible with transitive verbs only. This means that transitive verbs can be conjugated in either conjugation I or II. Conjugation II indexes the number of a 3rd person object active in discourse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>ko-r</td>
<td>ko-riʔ</td>
<td>ko-raʔ</td>
<td>ko-xudʔ</td>
<td>ko-xudiʔ</td>
<td>ko-xudaʔ</td>
<td>ko-id</td>
<td>ko-id</td>
<td>ko-idaʔ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-5: Sample paradigm of conjugation II

Although the overall function of conjugation II has not been finally settled, the anaphoric maintenance of a topic in 3P is among its most central functions. This sequence from a story describing the preparation of fish for drying serves as an example:

(19) [...] sei-daʔr kari-d točgod seira-xad-ud
clean-FUT-SG.2SG fish-PX.ACC.2SG then cleanNLZ-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.2SG
lidida kaara-daʔd lidida
bone.PX.ACC.PL.3SG remove-FUT-2SG bone.PX.ACC.PL.3SG
kaara-xad-ud mo-daʔr nu motu-daʔr
removeNLZ-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.2SG take-FUT-SG.2SG so cut-FUT-SG.2SG

‘So you will clean the fish, then after having cleaned it, you will remove its bones. After having removed its bones, you will take it, so, you will cut it.’ [NKB Jukola]
Conjugation III is used for a heterogeneous set of intransitive verbs which are not assigned to conjugation I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N/P</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>sumo-ıb</td>
<td>sumo-ıb</td>
<td>sumo-ına?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>sumo-ıd'</td>
<td>sumo-ıdi?</td>
<td>sumo-ıda?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>sumo-ıd?</td>
<td>sumo-ıxi?</td>
<td>sumo-ıd?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-6: Sample paradigm of conjugation III

1.2.2 T-A-M-E

Forest Enets verbs can be inflected for tense, aspect, mood and evidentiality. The tense inventory comprises aorist, future, anterior in the future, general past, perfect, and distant past. The morphological structure of past and distant past is typologically unusual, as the past tense morpheme -š is found in word final position following person/number suffixes:

(20) kudaxai mud ṣàä-kuji-i badä-da-š
long.ago 1SG mother-DIM-PX.1SG tell-SG.3SG-PST
‘Long ago my mother told…’ [LDB Chervo]

All other TAME markers are expressed in positions between the verb stem and the person suffixes.

The aspectual system of Forest Enets contains special suffixes expressing durative, inchoative, frequentative, cumulative, and delimitative. The mood inventory in Forest Enets is very rich, but a definite number of moods cannot be given at the moment. Among the attested moods one finds imperative (commands in 2nd and 3rd person), hortative (commands in 1st person), necessative, interrogative, conditional, speculative, assertative, assumptive, counterfactual and desiderative. Two further moods whose exact function could not be determined are also attested. They are currently named past probabilative and potential.

Forest Enets has one evidential, labeled auditive, which refers to information obtained via indirect audible evidence or by hearsay.
1.2.3 Standard negation of verbal predicates

Standard negation of verbs is expressed by negative auxiliaries ňe- ~ ňi- and i- to which the verbal endings of the respective conjugation type of the main verb are attached. The negative auxiliary becomes the carrier of mood, person, and all non-future tenses. The future tense suffix as well as aspect suffixes remains on the negated lexical verb. The negated main verb loses finite morphology and is realized in a form called connegative which is identical with the stem used for 2sg intransitive imperatives.

(21) a. bu ňi kaņi-ʔ
   3SG NEG.AUX.3SG go-CN
   ‘He does not go.’

b. bu ňe-da ko-ʔ
   3SG NEG.AUX-SG.3SG find-CN
   ‘He did not find it.’

c. bu ňi-idʔ sumo-ʔ
   3SG NEG.AUX-R.1SG fall-CN
   ‘He did not fall.’

(22) a. bu ňi-š kaņi-ʔ
   3SG NEG.AUX-3SG.PST go-CN
   ‘He did not go.’

b. bu ňi kan-taʔ
   3SG NEG.AUX.3SG go-FUT-CN
   ‘He won’t go.’

1.2.4 Non-finite verb forms

Non-finite verb forms include participles and converbs. Further, several minor nominalization strategies are known (chapter 8). There are five participles: perfective, imperfective, futuritive, negative futuritive and caritive. Several participles can be inflected for locational cases and serve as infinite predicates for several temporal adverbial clauses. Among converbs one finds a same-subject manner converb in -š, which also serves as the notational infinitive in both dictionaries, ERRE and ES, and a temporal-conditional converb. Non-finite forms which do not underlie same-subject restrictions maintain reference to the actor via possessive suffixes.
1.2.5 Verbally conjugated nominals in predicative position

In predicative position, nouns, adjectives, and interrogatives are marked with \textit{vx} of conjugation I:

\begin{enumerate}[a.]
\item \textit{uu onai enči-d}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
2SG & real person-2SG
\end{tabular}
\hspace{1em} ‘You are an Enets.’
\item \textit{uu ibleigu-d}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
2SG & small-2SG
\end{tabular}
\hspace{1em} ‘You are young.’
\end{enumerate}

However, such verbally conjugated nominal predicatives are not fully verbal, as a variety of restrictions apply. First, only the general past tense is possible, while other tenses are blocked:

\begin{enumerate}[a.]
\item \textit{to dōdīgun kasa āči-d-uš}
\begin{tabular}{llll}
that period.LOC.SG & [man youngster]-2SG-PST
\end{tabular}
\hspace{1em} ‘In those days you were a young boy.’ [LDB & NKB I 140]
\item \textit{uu ibleigu-d-uš}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
2SG & small-2SG-PST
\end{tabular}
\hspace{1em} ‘You were young.’ [LDB & NKB I 140]
\end{enumerate}

Second, mood and evidentiality are blocked too. Finally, this construction is negated by a special negation \textit{ńi-vx jaʔ} relying on a locational copula and not with the standard negation as shown above:

\begin{enumerate}[a.]
\item \textit{muđ ḍuraku-d ńi-d yaʔ muđ onai enči-dʔ}
\begin{tabular}{llllllll}
1SG & Nenets-1SG & NEG.AUX-1SG & be.LOC-CN & 1SG & real person-1SG
\end{tabular}
\hspace{1em} ‘I am not a Nenets, I am an Enets (Lit. I am a Nenets, I’m not. I am an Enets)’ [ZNB IV 62]
\end{enumerate}

1.2.6 Valency-decreasing and valency-increasing operations

Forest Enets has two morphological operations which increase and decrease valency. The causative is highly lexicalized and therefore not very productive. The passive in \textit{-ra-}, which can only be formed from transitive verbs not denoting states, triggers conjugation III on the verb. It topicalizes the patient and demotes it to subject position. The former subject is demoted and expressed via a non-core case, namely the lative case.
Although the encoding of passive agents by a lative case (and similar cases/adpositions) is cross-linguistically rare, this strategy is, indeed, a widespread Siberian isogloss and not restricted to Forest Enets:

(26) a. bunik šiʔ sakra
dog 1SG.ACC bite.3SG
‘The dog bit me.’ [ZNB IV 37]

b. bunki-d sakra-r-iiʔ
dog-LAT.SG bit-PASS-R.1SG
‘I was bitten by the dog.’ [ZNB IV 37]

1.3 Syntax

Forest Enets is strictly head-final and basic word order is strictly SOV:

(27) a. busi bodun te modąʔä
old.man tundra.LOC reindeer[ACC] see.3SG
‘The old man saw a reindeer in the tundra.’

b. bunik šiʔ sakra
dog 1SG.ACC bite.3SG
‘The dog bit me.’ [ZNB IV 37]

In accordance with its predominant SOV word order, the ordering of other elements is also head-final: GEN+N (28a), ADJ+N (28b), NUMERAL+N (28c), DEMONSTRATIVE + N (28d):

(28) a. muď kasa-ń ńe
1SG companion-PXGEN.1SG child
‘My companion’s child.’

b. tonin enči-giđ ńi̱b soída ná noń
there.LOC person-ABL.PL one good woman 1SG.LAT
bilu-da miʔą-ś
ticket-PXACC.3SG give-3SG.PST
‘So there, out of the crowd (Lit. out of the people) one good woman gave me her ticket.’ [ZNB Weekend]
Typological profile

In accordance with SOV word order, Forest Enets has no prepositions and relies exclusively on postpositions and several relational nouns. The dependent is uniformly marked for genitive case:

(29) a. kasa-ń no?
    companion-PX.GEN.1SG with
    ‘with my friend’

b. dėtšu mi-n
    Yenisei[GEN] in-LOC
    ‘on the Yenisei ~ in the Yenisei’

c. to ke-xun
    lake[GEN] side-LOC.SG
    ‘on the shore’

Relative clauses which are based on participle-constructions precede their head. It appears that only subjects and objects can be relativized:

(30) ńubuku-xin sanuku-da kati
    doll-LOC.PL play-PTCP.IPFL girl
    ‘A girl who is playing with dolls…’ [ZNB I 61]

(31) tit-tu-i-b koru-i male
    buy-DETRS-PTCP.IPFLPX.ACC.1SG knife-PX.ACC.1SG already
    noda miä-b-uš
    3SG.LAT give-SG.1SG-PST
    ‘The knife which I bought, I have already given it to him.’ [ZNB I 66]
(32)  kasa  enči  id-tu-ŋa
    [man  person]  consume-DETRS-FREQ.3SG  poga  šiti-go
    net[ACC]  repair-DUR.3SG
‘The man is smoking and repairing the net.’ [LDB II 54]

Occasionally, the Russian connector *i* ‘and’ can be found in Forest Enets. In contrast to Russian, which uses *i* ‘and’ as a connector on both phrase and clause level, Forest Enets prefers it as a coordinator on clause level:

(33)  onsi-on  ma-bi  i  enču  ma-nim  aa
    so-PROL  say-PERF.3SG  and  person[ACC]  say-ASS.3PL  EXCL
‘So he said and the people say “oh!”’ [LDB Shaman]

Finite clausal complements most frequently appear in O position. Such complements show a bundle of features which are restricted to this clause type: first, the word order is SVO\_COMPL and second, the matrix verb must be conjugated in conjugation II:

(34)  ää-b  mot-pi-da-š  <ńe-da  kidi  moriā>
    mother-PX.1SG  see-PERF-SG.3SG-PST  child-PX.3SG  cup[ACC]  break.3SG
‘My mother saw that her child broke a cup.’ [NKB I 142]

Occasionally, non-finite complements in O position are found. Such complements appear in the regular O position:

(35)  ää-b  nā  kasa-i  sosoru-č  toxola-go-da
    mother-PX.1SG  [woman man]-PX.ACC.1SG  sew-CON  teach-DUR-SG.3SG
‘My mother taught her daughter to sew.’ [LDB I 110]

Adverbial subordinate clauses are non-finite and are formed with inflected participles or nominalizations with postpositions:

(36)  [kañe-ń  oru-n]  Leonid  obu-xo  noǐ  mana-ś
    go\_NLZ-PX.GEN.1SG  before-LOC  Leonid  what-INDEF[ACC]  1SG.LAT  say-3SG.PST
‘Before I left, Leonid said something to me.’ [VNB IV 143]

(37)  [diri-da-xa-da]  tor  mana
    live-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG\_POSS-PX.GEN.1SG  such  say.3SG
‘While she was still alive (lit. living), so she said…’ [EIB Clairvoyant]
A specialized same-subject converb in -š is used in adverbial clauses expressing manner. This converb is also used in ERRE and ES as the citation form of verbs:

The other converb in -bu+PX is used in temporal and conditional adverbial clauses; here, no same-subject restriction applies, although the examples suggest so:

Forest Enets has no specialized means for expressing comparison. Instead, the entity to which something is compared to is marked with the ablative case:

Finally, probably the most typologically interesting morphosyntactic category of Forest Enets is the benefactive (chapter 10). This category is intriguing, as it cannot be characterized as either derivation or case and seems to be a defective nominal declension.
2. Phonetics and Phonology

As this description focuses on the morphosyntax of Forest Enets as it was encountered during fieldwork, the present chapter provides only a basic overview of the phonological system and the practical orthography designed for this study. Consequently, both previous historical phonological studies, as well as phonetic and phonological studies of the parental generation of last speakers, will not be included in the discussion.\footnote{E.g. Mikola’s accounts of historical phonology (Mikola 1984, Mikola 2004), the candidate dissertations on Forest Enets consonants by Gluxij (1976) and on Forest Enets vowels by Susekov (1977), and their subsequent phonetic publications until the early 1980s. Also excluded are Helimski (2007), who addressed possible phonological and morphological changes in the parental generation against earlier accounts, as well as Helimski (1984) on Tundra Enets phonology.} Although this chapter offers some limited phonetic observations, its main emphasis is on segmental phonology. The orthography is essentially morphophonemic and loosely based on Finno-Ugric Transcription (FUT).

2.1 Phoneme inventory

The following tables present the phoneme inventory of Forest Enets in the practical orthography and IPA. The phonemic status of two consonants marked with brackets is at present unclear.\footnote{At present, Andrey Shluinsky and Olesia Khanina are engaged in a phonological description of Forest Enets sponsored by the Hans Rausing Endangered Languages Project (SOAS), yet no comprehensive account has been published so far. The only published account, a phonological sketch (Khanina & Shluinsky 2008) favors a different interpretation. For example, \[d\] is phonologically analyzed as \(z\), which I have found no evidence for; the consonant under discussion is a dental fricative. Presumably, the Cyrillic orthographic representation of \[d\] by \\(з\), e.g. \(к\)аза ‘granny’, is responsible for this. Also \[b’\] and \[r’\], which I have registered in some minimal pairs, were not observed.}

### Consonant phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LABIAL</th>
<th>DENTAL</th>
<th>ALVEOLAR</th>
<th>POSTALVEOLAR</th>
<th>PALATAL</th>
<th>VELAR</th>
<th>GLOTTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLOSIVE (UNVOICED)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLOSIVE (VOICED)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRILL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRICATIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROXIMANT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATERAL APPROXIMANT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1: Forest Enets consonant phonemes
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABIAL</th>
<th>DENTAL</th>
<th>ALVEOLAR</th>
<th>POSTALVEOLAR</th>
<th>PALATAL</th>
<th>VELAR</th>
<th>GLOTTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLOSIVE (UNVOICED)</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>ʈ</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLOSIVE (VOICED)</td>
<td>b, (b')</td>
<td>d, d'</td>
<td>ɬ</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASAL</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n, n'</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRILL</td>
<td>r, (r')</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRICTIONATIVE</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROXIMANT</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATERAL-APPROXIMANT</td>
<td>l, l'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-2: Forest Enets consonant phonemes IPA

Vowel phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRONT</th>
<th>BACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE-MID</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN-MID</td>
<td>ɐ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-3: Forest Enets vowel phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRONT</th>
<th>BACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE-MID</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN-MID</td>
<td>ɐ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-4: Forest Enets vowel phonemes IPA

2.2 Palatalization and distribution of palatal consonants

From a phonetic perspective, palatalization is audibly prominent, though one must clearly distinguish between optional palatalization (co-articulation), which palatalizes velars, alveolars and labials before front vowels (1), and inherently palatalized consonants (2), whose distribution is not limited to a position next to front vowels. The following two examples in a broad phonetic transcription illustrate these phenomena:

(1) [kañi] ‘he went’ [kanta] ‘he will go’ [kanuta] ‘he will always go’

(2) [ñe] ‘girl’ [ńamĩ] ‘tongue’ [ńugu] ‘soft’

The distribution of /t/ and /č/ (← tʃ) reflects an earlier allophonic opposition, as /č/ evolved from /tʃ/ before /i/ or /u/. But as e.g. čor ‘name of an Enets clan’ as well as tiniŋ ‘my many reindeer’ (phonetically [tinʔ]) are attested, the former allophone [tʃ] has acquired phonemic status and its occurrence is no longer triggered by high front vowels. The same development is characteristic of /s/ and /š/ where /š/ is derived from an earlier allophone [ʃ] after high front vowels.

125. Cases still remain in which the phonological status of a palatalized consonant cannot be identified unanimously using either criterion. In the practical orthography used here, such consonants will be marked as inherently palatalized. Juha Janhunen has suggested (p.c.) that a different interpretation appears to be equally possible. Palatalized alveolars [ɲ, l, l'] and postalveolars [ɕ, ʃ] could be regrouped as ‘palatals’, which contrast with non-palatal dental ‘alveolars’. The latter group is not palatalized before front vowels, as sequences /ni/ (phonetically /ni/) versus /nɨ/ show. This would be further supported by the fact that front vowels [i, e, ə] have a velarized quality in such instances. Such an interpretation looks initially promising and I leave this open for future research.
2.3 Consonants

2.3.1 Oral stops

/p/ is a labial voiceless stop. It is never aspirated. /p/ is lexically restricted to word-initial position opposed to /b/:

(3) padur ‘paper, letter’ pu ‘stone’ po ‘year’

When followed by a front vowel, /p/ is palatalized and realized as [p]. However [p] and [p] are in complementary distribution and do not form minimal pairs:

(4) pāda [pēda] ‘skin from reindeer leg, kamus’ pišiŋa [pišiŋa] ‘(s)he laughs’
peri [pēri] ‘always’ pā [pē] ‘tree’

As a result of morphophonemic assimilation, [p] is found word-medially when a stem final glottal stop fuses with the initial /b/ of a suffix. Such processes will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. For the time being, it is sufficient to present one example: /mipi/ ‘(s)he has given’ {← stem miʔ + -bi PERF}

/b/ is an unvoiced labial and never aspirated. It can be found in both word-initial and word-medial position; its appearance in coda position is rather rare:

(5) bar ‘edge, shore’ busi ‘old man’ bada ‘word, language’
koba ‘skin’ aba ‘snow goose’ diba ‘warm’
tadib ‘shaman’ ub ‘end’ šudib ‘enormous, very large’

When followed by a front vowel, /b/ becomes strongly palatalized [b] though no phonemic contrast could be detected:

(6) bādi [bēdi] ‘metal, money’ bāuda [bēuda] ‘enough’
biʔ [bīʔ] ‘water’ bāxana [bēxana] ‘sturgeon’

In coda position, there is one possible minimal pair where /b/ contrasts with /b/ cf. /šudib/ ‘enormous, large’ vs. /toib/ ‘I arrived’. In the latter case, /b/ is depalatalized when the general past tense marker is added e.g. toibuš ‘I have arrived.’

/t/ is a voiceless dental stop and never aspirated.

(7) to ‘lake’ tu ‘fire’ tā ‘birch bark’ te ‘reindeer (generic)’
motu ‘six’ itu ‘hair’ otu ‘smell’ lata ‘floor’

126. Forms given in square brackets denote a broad phonetic transcription where necessary.
In coda position, /t/ is very rare. Examples include the following verb stems /kitku-/ ‘tease’ or /pātru-/ ‘cut wood’. /t/ in word-final position is a result of phonological fusion, e.g. when the lative singular -d is attached to a glottal stop stem: enčit ‘to the man’ {← enčiʔ+d ‘LAT.SG’}

/č/ is a postalveolar affricate. /č/ was apparently once the palatalized counterpart of /t/ before it acquired phonemic status. Concerning its distribution, /č/ can be found in word-initial as well as in word-medial onsets:

(8) čedi ‘lasso’ čiki ‘this’ čubai ‘thumb’
koci ‘fog’ liču ‘cradle’ tekuča ‘reindeer.DIM’

Concerning /č/ in coda position, the picture is unclear. The only indisputable example, the adverb /točgođ/ ‘after, then’ is the outcome of lexicalization. In other examples where /č/ is found in coda position, it has resulted from phonological fusion of /š/ with a glottal stop, here exemplified by the assimilation of VX.3PL -ʔ with the general past tense marker -š:

(9) dori-ya-č {← speak-FREQ-ʔ + š PST}
speak-FREQ-3PL.PST ‘They were talking.’

/d/ is a voiced and always non-aspirated dental stop. It is banned from word-initial syllables and appears most frequently in word-internal syllabic onsets:

(10) kada ‘(s)he carried’ bodu ‘tundra’ kodu ‘sled’

Several grammatical morphemes have the shape -d, and in these instances /d/ can be found as a coda consonant:

(11) kodu-d
    sled-PX.GEN.2SG
(12) to-d
    lake-LAT.SG

‘on your one sled’ ‘to the lake, into the lake’

As parts of lexical items, /d/ in coda position is very rare, as in e.g. /sodľa/ ‘a little bird’. In several cases word-medial /d/ can be the outcome of fusion with the glottal stop:

127. Before /i/, ANP and EIB sometimes pronounce /č/ as a palatalized stop /t/ yet this seems to be restricted to their idiolect.
128. /ča/ is unattested in word-initial onsets, except from two loan words čai ‘tee’ and čamde ‘frog’ (the latter probably from Tundra Nenets).
129. In coda position I have frequently noted voiceless stops /t/ as /D/; a phonetic study of such words would be necessary in order to arrive at a deeper understanding.
(13) \[ bu \ dori-da \ \{\leftarrow \text{stem } dori? \ ‘speak’ + da FUT} \]
\[
3SG \quad \text{speak-FUT.3SG}
\]
‘He will speak.’

/\d/ is a voiced and palatalized dental stop. Its distribution is uneven. In word-initial onsets, /\d/ can be found before any vowel except /ä/:

(14) \[ \overline{d}oxa \ ‘river’ \quad \overline{d}a \ ‘earth’ \quad \overline{d}uba \ ‘warm’ \quad \overline{d}eri \ ‘day’ \quad \overline{d}iri \ ‘moon’ \]

In word-medial position, a true palatalized /\d/ can be found only before /a/ and /u/, e.g. \[ \overline{k}ad’a \ ‘he hunts/is hunting’ \] or \[ \overline{pe}d’u \ ‘south’. \] Before high front vowels, \[ [d] \] is an allophone of /\d/ e.g. \[ \overline{ad}i \] ‘she sits/is sitting’ or \[ \overline{kod}i \] ‘she sleeps/is sleeping’; in such cases, palatalization is interpreted as a result of co-articulation and is not represented in the orthography.

The status of /\d/ in coda position is problematic. Codas such as /mod/ ‘ego’ or /modinaʔ/ ‘we’ are clear instances of /\d/. Earlier materials on Forest Enets clearly show that the palatalization derives from the loss off an earlier /i/ in this position. On the other hand, /i/ returns when the limitative suffix -\(ru\) is attached to these personal pronoun resulting in e.g. \[ \overline{modiru}n \] ‘only I’, though now, \[ [d] \] is no longer in coda position.\(^{130}\) Further, \[ [d] \] should now not be recognized as a genuinely palatalized consonant as palatalization is triggered by the following /i/. Although I will mark the coda consonant of ‘ego’ \[ mod’ \] and other first person pronouns (dual, plural) as palatalized, the status of coda /\d/ remains controversial.

Finally, in word-final position, /\d/ can be the outcome of fusion of a glottal stop and /š/, e.g. 1SG past in conjugation I:

(15) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{ka}ni-d\? & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{ka}ni-d ud\? \\
\text{go-1SG} & \quad \text{go-1SG-PST} \\
‘I go’ & \quad ‘I went’
\end{align*}
\]

/k/ is a velar stop, voiceless and non-aspirated. Although before high vowels /k/ is realized phonetically as palatalized [k\acute{}], no minimal or near-minimal pairs are attested. Concerning distribution, /k/ is well-attested in word-initial position, but rare in word-internal syllable onsets and coda position.

(16) \[
\begin{align*}
koru \ ‘knife’ & \quad kasa \ ‘man, person’ & \quad keri\acute{n} \ ‘I myself (emphatic)’ \\
tuka \ ‘axe’ & \quad osaku \ ‘meat.DIM’ & \\
\acute{c}uk\acute{c}i \ ‘all’ & \quad bunik \ ‘dog’ & \quad \acute{t}uduk \ ‘mushroom’
\end{align*}
\]

In word-internal syllable onsets, /k/ can also be the outcome of glottal stop fusion again:

\(^{130}\) This problem concerning stem choice will be taken up later.
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(17) $mi$-$ku$-$iʔ$\{← $miʔ$ ‘give’+-$xu$ HORT + -$iʔ$ ‘1DU’\}
give-HORT-1DU
‘Let us two give.’

/g/ is a voiced velar. It is banned from word-initial onsets:

(18) $moga$ ‘forest’ $pagi$ ‘parka’ $poga$ ‘net’

Sporadically /g/ is attested in codas, but this is strictly speaking rare, e.g. $bag$ ‘hole’. Also in instances such as $bogla$ ‘bear’ and $bagla$ ‘Ket, Selkup’ /g/ should be seen as occupying the coda position, especially if one wants to avoid an interpretation of consonant clusters in word-medial onsets. Finally, again, due to phonological fusion with the glottal stop, /g/ can be found in word-internal syllables:

(19) $dɔri$-$gu$-$iʔ$\{← $dɔriʔ$ + -$xu$ HORT + -$iʔ$ 1DU\}
speak-HORT-1DU
‘Let us two speak.’

2.3.2 The glottal stop

/ʔ/ is clearly the most complex phoneme in Forest Enets and in Northern Samoyedic in general (e.g. Janhunen 1986) as it plays a central role in morphonology via phonological fusion. As the glottal stop and its interaction with morphonology will be addressed in more detail in the next chapter, the following description tries to remain within the boundaries of phonology.

Concerning its distribution, the glottal stop is nowadays found almost exclusively in coda position, either as part of a lexeme such as $mαʔ$ ‘chum’ or $d'uu$ ‘fat’ or much more commonly, as part of grammatical morphemes in coda position e.g. $t0$-$ʔ$ [lake-NOM.PL] ‘lakes’. In contrast to the Tundra Nenets glottal stop, which is audibly prominent, the Forest Enets glottal stop is indeed articulated much more weakly and tends to be omitted. In certain lexemes, it has apparently already been lost, e.g. in those nouns belonging to class IIa (see 3.4.1.2.1), though only on the surface, as regular alternations typical of glottal stop stems still appear.

Concerning the distribution of intervocalic glottal stops, the situation is problematic. In a phonetic study by Gluxij (1976), glottal stops in intervocalic position (-VʔV-), such as $baʔa$ ‘bed’ $nαʔα$ ‘is hard’ $sαʔo$ ‘seven’ $ŋαʔo$ ‘duck’, $piʔir$ ‘your trousers’ were reported to be on their path to extinction. In my materials, only $nαʔα$ ‘be.hard.3SG’ shows a glottal stop with more frequency than chance; in most other examples, the glottal stop

131. Probably better analyzed as ‘non-Russian people in the south’; concerning the etymology see Siegl (2012b).
132. Especially in the first days of fieldwork I could not hear the glottal stops at all, even when pronounced by consultants who had preserved the glottal stop rather well.
Florian Siegl: Materials on Forest Enets

is no longer audible. Still, the eliminated glottal stop in nouns has occasionally left its trace, as emerging long vowels or diphthongs are accompanied by an HL intonation which seems absent from etymologically older long vowels and diphthongs. In contrast, intervocalic glottal stops in verbal stems such as nāʔā are better preserved. They can be found reasonably well in verbs of the IIb class, e.g. miʔā ‘(s)he gives/is giving’ in both elicitation and spontaneous speech. This is probably due to its morphologicalized function in stem distribution. Relatively speaking, glottal stops in intervocalic position are rarer than glottal stops in coda positions.

In coda position, in -CVʔ or -VCʔ syllable types, the omission of glottal stops in spontaneous speech follows a good ‘rule of thumb’, which interacts with phonological correlations in the sentence. In spontaneous speech, glottal stops in codas are simply dropped. (20a) shows a non-normalized transcript from a recorded story, whereas in the normalized version (20b) all missing glottal stops are added:

(20) a. ńeđud dusri muđxo manad ńa da bo ńexun

b. ńe-d-ud    dusri-ʔ    muđ-xo    mana-dʔ    ńa-da
   bo    pe-xun
   bad.3SG    outside-LOC.SG

‘I did not listen. I said to myself, the weather is bad outside.’

[ZNB Trip to Tartu]

If the glottal stop is followed by an intonation break or occurs at the right edge of an utterance in intonation-final position, the glottal stop tends to be preserved. The following example was uttered under one intonation curve though only the glottal stop of the verbal ending in intonation final position was clearly pronounced:

(21) a. točgod kanid biṭuđui mooḍ?

b. točgod    kani-dʔ    biṭu-du-iʔ    moo-dʔ
   then    go-1SG    ticket-BEN-PX.ACC.1SG    take-1SG

‘Then I went and bought a ticket.’ [ZNB Trip to Tartu]

In slow speech, depending on the speech habits of individual consultants and especially in elicitation, glottal stops usually appear in coda position where they are to be expected. One consultant no longer pronounces glottal stops, regardless of position.134


134. This speaker is the youngest fluent speaker of the language I am aware of.
2.3.3 Nasal stops

/m/ is a bilabial nasal stop. It is attested word-initially and in syllabic onsets:

(22)  
moga ‘forest’  mud ‘liver’  male ‘already’  
sama ‘animal’  kamir ‘dead person’

Again, before front vowels, /m/ appears as palatalized [ᵐ], though no phonemic opposition is attested:

(23)  
mär [ʳär] ‘quick(ly)’  mipi [ⁿipi] ‘(s)he has given’

As a result of allomorphy, /m/ is attested in coda position as an allomorph of PX.1SG with lexemes ending in a glottal stop, e.g. mâm ‘my chum’ in contrast to teiʔ ‘my reindeer’. Also in other instances of allomorphy, /m/ can be found:

(24)  
ma-mbi { ← maʔ + -ubi HAB}  (25)  
kad-a-ubi { ← kadə + -ubi HAB} 
say-HAB.3SG  hunt-HAB.3SG
‘She usually said’  ‘He usually hunts’

As a true coda consonant, /m/ is very rare, e.g. /lumbiː/ ‘to run away because of fear (of reindeer)’.

/n/ is a dental nasal stop, attested mainly in word-initial and word-medial positions:

(26)  
nui ‘island’  nara ‘spring’  no ‘opening, door’  nā ‘woman’  
mona ‘egg’  bunik ‘dog’  onai ‘real’  tonā ‘it exists’

/n/ is rare in codas, e.g. enčiʔ ‘person’, kanta ‘(s)he will go’. As /n/ is a frequent component of grammatical morphemes (27) or itself a postpositional case marker (27), it occupies the coda position in such instances:

(27)  
moga-xun  (28)  ċa  ķi-n  
forest-LOC.SG  earth[GEN]  on-LOC  
‘in the forest’  ‘on the ground’

/ⁿ/ is a palatalized dental nasal and forms clear minimal pairs with /n/:

niga [ⁿiga] ‘branch’  –  ńiʔ ‘name’  
nuja ‘nalim’  –  ńugu ‘soft’  
nara ‘spring’  –  ńaba ‘hare/rabbit’.
/ń/ is attested in all possible positions, yet it is infrequent in coda position:

(29) ńi? ‘name’ ńaba ‘hare/rabbit’ ńuglaigu ‘soft’
tuńi ‘gun’ man‘ ‘he said so’ kuń ‘how’

/ŋ/ is a velar nasal and attested almost entirely in word-initial syllables:

(30) ńa ‘sky, weather’ yo ‘foot’ ńul ‘very’

In syllable-initial onsets, there are currently only two lexical items in my data: seņiš ‘look’ and teņi ‘opposite shore’. Both ERRE and ES show some more lexemes, but nevertheless the occurrence of the velar nasal in this position is very rare. Verbs belonging to inflection class IIa show /ŋ/ in word-internal syllable onsets e.g. doriņa ‘(s)he speaks/is speaking’ or kadiņa ‘(s)he is ill’, however this is conditioned morphonologically and will be addressed in more detail in the following chapter. /ŋ/ is banned from coda position.

2.3.4 Fricatives

/đ/ is a voiced dental fricative and appears mainly in word-medial position. It is banned from word-initial onsets. In coda position, /đ/ is comparatively rare in lexemes:

(31) kada ‘grandmother’ bada ‘word’
mud ‘liver’ paddur- stem of ‘write’

On the other hand, /đ/ is a very frequent phoneme in grammatical morphemes e.g. VX.1SG-đʔ, FUT -da. It can occasionally occupy coda position as part of a morpheme:

(32) moga-xud
    forest-ABL.SG
‘from the forest’
(33) kasa-ń
    brother-PX.GEN.1SG
‘book(s) for my brother’
(34) kņiga-đ
    book-BEN

/s/ is a voiceless alveolar fricative. In word-initial position there is a tendency to pronounce /s/ as a voiceless dental fricative [θ]. Concerning its distribution, /s/ is much more frequent word-initially than elsewhere.

(35) soida ‘good’ sama ‘animal (generic)’ salba ‘ice’
kasa ‘man’ osa ‘meat’ tosa ‘did (s)he come’
In coda position, /s/ is comparatively rare, e.g. the verbal stem /tasla-/ ‘explain’. Verbs belonging to class IIb have /s/ in their connegative forms, e.g. /mis/ ‘give.CN’.

/š/ is a voiceless postalveolar fricative. Its phonetic realization varies, and especially ANP pronounces /š/ almost like a voiced, palatalized alveolar [ʃ�专业知识] for /s̪/. Before /i/ and /u/, /š/ is heavily palatalized. Also, the homonymous infinitival gerund marker and past tense marker -š in coda position e.g. kaniemš <go-CON> or <go-3SG.PST> are heavily palatalized, but this kind of palatalization produces no phonemic contrasts. As the following minimal pairs show, the contrast between /š/ and /s/ is phonemic:

(36) šidi ‘two’ – siru [sɨra] ‘snow’
šudibicu ‘fairytale’ – sumoib ‘I fall’.

/š/ is attested in onsets and codas; if found in codas, š is a grammatical marker:

(37) šidi ‘two’ – še ‘who’
oša ‘Evenki/Dolgan’ – soši ‘hill’
toš ‘down’ – kaniš ‘go.CON’
šuđibiču ‘fairytale’ – sumoib ‘I fall’.

/x/ is a velar fricative. Whereas /x/ can be palatalized before high front vowels, no phonemic contrasts are attested. As for its distribution, /x/ is restricted to word-medial onsets and banned from codas.

(38) dọxa ‘river’ – nāxu ‘three’

/x/ is a frequent component of grammatical morphemes, e.g. -xiʔ DU, -xVn LOC.SG; however, also here /x/ remains in word-medial onsets, e.g. toxiʔ ‘two lakes’, toxun ‘in the lake’.

Several Tundra Nenets loanwords have preserved /x/ in onsets, such as xalāu ‘seagull’, xobarta ‘elk’, but these words are readily identified as borrowings by Forest Enets speakers.

2.3.5 Approximant

The approximant /j/ is a rare phoneme and is restricted to onsets of word-internal syllables:

(39) kaja ‘sun’ – puja ‘nose’ – nuja ‘nalim’
2.3.6 Trills and laterals

The status of /r/ and /l/ as distinctive phonemes is unclear; their distribution points to a former complementary distribution, which has been abandoned (Mikola 2004: 66). Although a phonemic contrast is postulated, this question has not been definitively settled.

With the single exception of rođa ‘Russian’, /r/ cannot be found in word-initial onsets; this position is reserved for /l/:

(40) leu ‘cry’ lidi [lidi] ‘bone’ lumbiś ‘run away in fear (of reindeer)’

In coda position, /r/ is attested much more frequently than /l/, e.g. kamir ‘dead person’, šer ‘thing’. In those cases where /l/ can be found in coda position, it is usually part of a consonant cluster, e.g. alke ‘huge’ or salba ‘ice’. /l/ in coda position can also be the result of glottal stop fusion:

(41) mā-l {mā? + -r ‘PX.2SG’} (42) koru-r
chum-PX.2SG knifē-PX.2SG
‘your chum’ ‘your knife’

In word-medial position, the distribution of /l/ and /r/ is problematic. In word-internal syllable onsets, /r/ clearly dominates, e.g. koru ‘knife’ or kari ‘fish’. For, only three clear examples are currently registered /l/ in the same position. The first example, sola ‘stupid’ is potentially of Tundra Nenets origin; also for the name Kašali, a possible Tundra Nenets origin must be assumed although this name underwent partial adaption to Enets phonology, as the onset appears as /k/. Only the verbal stem bogali- ‘stretch out’ seems to be a true Forest Enets lexeme.135

Likewise, the status of /ŕ/ as an independent phoneme is questionable. Whereas in word-medial position /r/ is realized as [f] before /l/, no phonemic contrast could be detected elsewhere. However, in coda position, a perfect minimal pair between /r/ and /ŕ/ is attested /tor/ ‘your lake’ vs. /toń/ ‘such’. Another lexeme with a clearly palatalized [f] in coda position is /logaŕ/ ‘hill’; it is also marked in ERRE (63) as palatalized логарь.

Whereas a sound opposition between /r/ and /ŕ/ remains unattested, several examples for a phonemic contrast between /l - l’/ remains unattested, several examples for a phonemic contrast between /l - l’/ can be found:

(43) lidi [lidi] ‘bone’ – libi ‘eagle’
alke ‘enormous’ – nolku- stem of ‘strive, drive after’

In word-internal syllable onsets, /l/ is attested before /a/ and /u/:

135. Some more examples with /l/ in syllable-initial onsets can be found in ERRE. Unfortunately they have not been registered in my data.
Concerning coda position, the situation is not entirely clear. Apart from nołku- the only other good example for /l/ in coda position is ṣul ‘very’.

2.4 Vowel phonemes, their allophones and distribution

2.4.1 High vowels [i], [u]

/i/ is a high front vowel; no positional restrictions apply:

(45) itu ‘hair’ ibleigu ‘small’ soši ‘hill’

After non-palatalized consonants, /i/ tends to be pronounced slightly centralized as [ɨ], e.g. niga [nɨga] ‘branch’, lidi [lidɨ] ‘bone’, or tida [tida] ‘his many reindeer’.

/u/ is a rounded high back vowel. As is the case with /i/, no positional restrictions apply:

(46) ub ‘end’ uda ‘hand, arm’ tu ‘fire’ motu ‘six’

2.4.2 Close mid [e], [o]

/e/ is a close-mid front vowel.

(47) ńe ‘child’ še ‘who’ te ‘reindeer (generic)’ malẽ ‘already’ kate ‘castrated reindeer bull’

/o/ is a rounded close-mid back vowel, occasionally pronounced with less labialization:

(48) odu ‘boat’ to ‘lake’ doxa ‘river’

In non-initial syllables, /o/ is relatively rare; d’oxora ‘(s)he does not know’ represents one of the few clear examples.

136. In examples such as sileigu ‘white’ the phonological status of palatalization cannot be determined as /l/ is followed by a front vowel. As /siræ/ ‘snow’, an etymologically related lexeme shows a trill in this position and relying on distribution, /l/ could have historically been just a palatalized allophone of /r/, before acquiring phonemic contrast. I assume that the /l/ in sileigu ‘white’ should be considered as phonologically palatal. Another example ibleigu ‘small’, apparently related to ibleigu ‘youngster’ points into the same direction.
2.4.3 Open mid [ɛ]

/ä/ is an open-mid front vowel and clearly pronounced lower than /e/. Historically it seems to have appeared first only after non-palatalized consonants, but its development is far from being clear at the moment. The best minimal pairs which demonstrate the difference between the two forms vowel phonemes /e/ and /ä/ are te ‘reindeer’ vs. tä ‘birch bark’ or ter ‘your reindeer’ vs. tär ‘content, member of a family/clan’. A variety of other sub-minimal pairs can be found such as ñe ‘child’ vs. nä ‘woman’ or še ‘who’ vs. säʔ ‘face’. Also the initial /e/ in the diphthong /eu/ such as leuŋa ‘(s)he screams’ is clearly higher than /ä/ in läxäči ‘cover made of twigs’. As labial and dental stops are automatically palatalized before front vowels, the difference between /e/ and /ä/, e.g. pexun ‘outside’ and pä ‘tree’, is once in a while difficult to perceive. /ä/ is also attested in non-initial syllables, e.g. tonä ‘it exists’ though in the currently preferred local orthography it is represented by Cyrillic ə and not by Greek ɛ, which is one of the graphemes marking /ä/. /ä/ can also be found in word-initial position, but similar problems appear. The initial component of the diphthong in äuʔ ‘here (LAT)’ is clearly low, and ERRE (41) also represents it as ɛu ‘cюда’, but e.g. ‘mother’ ää is represented as ə ERRE (152), although I perceive a clear /ä/. To be sure, there are more instances in word-initial position, e.g. äba ‘head’ but ERRE (152) эба, and this question is far from being settled. Still, the functional load of /ä/ in minimal pairs with /e/ is relatively low. As /ä/ has never been reported for Tundra Enets, it is apparently a recent innovation in Forest Enets.

2.4.4 Low back [ɑ]

/ɑ/ is a low open back vowel. It is attested in every position:

(49) 
aba ‘older sister’ bar ‘edge, shore’
kora ‘reindeer cow’ kasa ‘man, person’

2.5 Diphthongs

A variety of diphthongs are registered, most of which are rising. A definitive inventory of attested diphthongs cannot be given at the current moment:

(50)  
kouduŋa ‘(s)he quarrels’ säu ‘seven’
ŋau ‘duck’ bai ‘name of an Enets clan’
leuŋa ‘(s)he shouts’ soida ‘good’
pei ‘dark’

Several lowering diphthongs are attested too, but their phonemic status is questionable. In word-final position, /o/ is occasionally diphthongized, e.g. čigo [čigood] ‘it flies/is flying’, and one is almost attempted to mark the vowel as long. On the other hand, /uo/ in
e.g. *kinuo* ‘(s)he sings’ seems to be a stable diphthong regardless of position, e.g. *kinuod* ‘you sing’, yet this diphthong is actually split by a disguised glottal stop, /kinuʔo/, which surfaces in morphonology, e.g. in inchoative derivation.

In addition to lexical diphthongs, diphthongs can also arise as a result of suffixing:

(51)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Derivation</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lata ‘board’</td>
<td>→ lataiʔ</td>
<td>&lt;board.PX.1SG&gt;</td>
<td>‘my board’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>te ‘reindeer’</td>
<td>→ teiʔ</td>
<td>&lt;reindeer.PX.1SG&gt;</td>
<td>‘my reindeer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tu ‘fire’</td>
<td>→ tuiʔ</td>
<td>&lt;fire.PX.1SG&gt;</td>
<td>‘my fire’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koš ‘find’</td>
<td>→ kou</td>
<td>&lt;find.SG.1SG&gt;</td>
<td>‘I found it’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerning length, diphthongs are audibly clearly longer than single vowels, though no phonetic measurements were made.\(^{137}\)

### 2.6 Vowels and their allophones

Allophonic variation is attested and especially the status of the vowels [ɔ] and [ǝ] in the vowel system has not been settled yet.\(^{138}\)

#### 2.6.1 The status of [ɔ]

The phonemic value of [ɔ] as an independent phoneme has been controversial since its first description by Tereščenko (1966). In principle, Khanina and Shluinsky (2008: 248–249) follow Tereščenko’s assumption, but mention that much variation is attested. In their vowel chart, [ɔ] is classified as a low-mid back vowel.\(^{139}\) I, too, encountered extensive variation during my fieldwork, as what was described as [ɔ] earlier was once pronounced as [u] and once as [o], and as such even by the same speakers. Further, I have not found any good examples of [ɔ] in those examples published in Mikola (Mikola 1980) which were said to contain [ɔ]. Here, either /u/ or /o/ was pronounced. Based on the data I could gather during my fieldwork, I have not found evidence for the existence of a phonemic [ɔ].\(^{140}\)

\(^{137}\) Whether diphthongs (and the long vowels below) should be phonologically interpreted as independent vowel phonemes is currently unclear. An analysis as a sequence of two vowels seems to be likely, and this question awaits a more thorough study.

\(^{138}\) These vowels imposed problems already in earlier research. A good overview is provided by Mikola (2004: 59–61).

\(^{139}\) Khanina and Shluinsky did not present any lexical data or clear minimal pairs in their paper, which makes it impossible to evaluate their findings, nor did Tereščenko (1966) present any minimal pairs to support her interpretation.

\(^{140}\) At least in a recording of Gluxij or Susekov with Nikolaj Pačin from the early 1970s I once encountered a minimal pair. As already stated in the introduction, however, the idiolect of speakers belonging to the čor clan is not considered “standard” Forest Enets by other speakers and it is currently unclear whether this feature was idiolectal or restricted to the speakers of this clan. For other speakers of the same generation as well as speakers of the current generation, a phonemic contrast cannot currently be postulated.
2.6.2  [u] and [o]

The contrast between /u/ and /o/ is often neutralized, despite the clear phonemic status of both vowels, e.g. tu ‘fire’ - to ‘lake’\textsuperscript{141}. This variation is not restricted to spontaneous speech but prevails also in carefully elicited speech. A small number of lexemes in my materials were resistant and clearly showed /o/ where expected e.g. sobrig ‘five’, obu ‘what’, ko ‘birch’. Other lexemes, such as moga ‘forest’, mod ‘ego’, poga ‘net’, odu ‘boat’, d\’ori- stem of ‘speak’ and mogadi ‘clan name’, vary freely and show both /o/ and /u/. I have not normalized such instances.

2.6.3  [ǝ] and [e]

After non-palatalized /n/ and /s/, several speakers (ANP, LDB) pronounce a central vowel [ǝ], e.g. [naxu] ‘three’ or [sɔŋa-] stem of ‘look’. For ANP, [nəga] ‘branch’ is also attested, while other consultants uniformly pronounced it as [nɪga]. This pronunciation, however, is not uniform. In the speech of ZNB and EIB, this allophone remained unattested and a close-mid /e/ appeared. In this position, [ǝ] is an allophone of /e/\textsuperscript{142}.

2.7  Quantity

Quantity is a distinctive feature, though its functional load is low.

2.7.1  Long vowels

For the following vowels, minimal or near-minimal pairs are attested. At present, they are analyzed as sequences of identical vowels. Graphically, long vowels are marked by doubling the vowel grapheme:

\begin{align*}
(52) & \quad nä ‘woman’ \quad nää ‘needle’ \\
& \quad pəʔ ‘tree\textsubscript{[nom.pl]}’ \quad pəʔ\textsuperscript{[nom.pl]} ‘boot\textsubscript{[nom.pl]}’ \\
& \quad uʔ ‘track’ \quad uu ‘you’ \\
& \quad ko ‘birch’ \quad koo ‘ear’ \\
& \quad dəri ‘talk’ \quad dəri ‘deep’ \\
& \quad či ‘pole’ \quad čii ‘lung’ \\
& \quad nara ‘spring’ \quad naara ‘мездра’ (inner side of skin)
\end{align*}

The existence of an opposition between /e/ and /ee/ is not attested in my materials. Lexical long vowels seem to be restricted to initial syllables, yet they must be clearly distinguished from contractions, e.g. nääči from nā āči ‘young girl’, which are typical in quick, spontaneous speech.

\textsuperscript{141} As the same phenomenon appears in several texts in ET, it does not seem to be a recent innovation among the generation of last speakers.

\textsuperscript{142} A similar interpretation was first proposed by Mikola (1984).
2.7.2 Long vowels in non-initial syllables

Occasionally long vowels are attested in non-initial syllables, but their phonemic status is not entirely clear. Examples are e.g. [inaa] ‘older brother/relative’ or [modää] ‘(s)he looks’. Whereas the first case remains problematic and could be indeed an example of a long vowel in a non-initial syllable, the second case varies greatly. As the verb modäč ‘to see’ is a glottal stop verb (class IIb), the underlying stem in the aorist is modāʔä- which due to the elimination of intervocalic glottal stops is frequently realized as modää-.

2.7.3 Long vowels triggered by morphonology

Long vowels in non-initial syllables may result from morphonology. This is characteristic for both the essive-translative and prolative cases. Both case markers lack a specified vowel and when translative -Vš or prolative -Vn are attached to a lexeme, the word-final vowel becomes lengthened:

(53) šidi-iš (from šidi ‘two’)
    two-TRSL
    ‘as the two of us’

(54) aga-an (from aga ‘big, large, old’)
    big-PROL
    ‘along the big/long ~ largely, loudly’

2.7.4 Long consonants

Quantity in consonants is controversial and needs further research. At present, one sound minimal pair for /đ/–/đđ/ is attested:

(55) bu āda
    3SG be-FUT.3SG
    ‘He will be’

(56) bu āddā
    3SG drive.3SG
    ‘He drives (a reindeer sled)’

2.8 Relicts of gemination

In all prior accounts starting with Castrén, voiced stops have been registered as geminates, such as /g/ in agga ‘big’, /b/ in libbi ‘eagle’ and /d/ in oddu ‘boat’. While once in a while, geminated forms can be registered even in contemporary Forest Enets, degeminated forms such as aga, řibi and odu clearly dominate. Only EIB produced geminated forms somewhat more frequently. However, this was far from being productive even in her idiolect. Sparadically, I could register also geminated /m/, e.g. umma ~ uma ‘mommy’ and ummu ~ umu ‘north’. Concerning the practical orthography used in this study, if geminated consonants were registered in individual examples, they have been reproduced as such.
2.9 Syllable structure and phonotactics

2.9.1 Syllable structure – general remarks

The majority of non-derived lexemes in Forest Enets are either mono- or disyllabic. In word-initial position, both consonants and vowels can be found. The nucleus of a syllable is reserved entirely for vowels or diphthongs. In word-initial position, Forest Enets follows the typical Uralic constraint and consonant clusters do not occur. This constraint also applies to older Russian loanwords, which underwent simplification. Contemporary Russian loanwords are no longer subject to this rule; both clusters and different stress patterns are preserved.

2.9.2 Syllable types

Concerning syllable types, light, heavy and superheavy syllables are attested. Whereas light and heavy syllables can be found in isolated lexemes, heavy and especially superheavy syllables are more common in inflected forms because a variety of suffixes do not contain vowels and, thus, do not fulfill the minimum syllable criteria. When such suffixes are attached (e.g. LAT.SG -d, PX.2SG -r, NOM.PL-ʔ, VX.1SG -dʔ) heavy and superheavy syllables emerge.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>a.ba ‘ptarmigan’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>u.da ‘hand, arm’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>uʔ ‘track, trace’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ub ‘end’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V:</td>
<td>aā ‘mother’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>uu ‘thou’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V:C</td>
<td>aāb ‘my mother’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;mother.PX.1SG&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV</td>
<td>āu.bi ‘usually was’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;be-HAB.3SG&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ai.bad ‘traditional dish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVC</td>
<td>āuʔ ‘to here’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[here.LAT]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>bu ‘(s)he’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ka.mi.ta ‘(s)he loves’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
<td>biʔ ‘water’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to.bik ‘mouse’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i.tuʔ ‘hair’ (NOM.PL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV:</td>
<td>baa ‘bed’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nāa ‘needle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV:C</td>
<td>pāʔ ‘boots’ (NOM.PL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>čiʔ ‘pole’ (NOM.PL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVV</td>
<td>leu.ŋa ‘(s)he cries’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kou.duŋa ‘(s)he quarrels’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVC</td>
<td>leuʔ ‘cries’ (NOM.PL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yauʔ ‘ducks’ (NOM.PL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCC</td>
<td>todʔ ‘I come’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-5: Syllable types

The VC and VVC types seem to be rare. Syllables of the type VCC where the second consonant is not a glottal stop are currently not attested in my materials; syllables of the type VCʔ should however be possible, e.g. ubʔ ‘ends’. Finally, the problematic syllable type CVCV must be mentioned. The peculiarity of this syllable type is the realization
of the second consonant as a glottal stop (CVʔV). Such intervocalic glottal stops were still found by Gluxij (1976). Nowadays, the glottal stop is usually no longer realized and a long vowel or a diphthong with a HL tone has emerged.\(^{143}\) Whereas I have some examples for CVʔV lexemes such as *näʔä* ‘it is hard’, *noʔo* ‘it is audible’, and *mo.däʔä* ‘he saw’, this type is very rare. Once in a while some speakers, especially ZNB, tend to split long vowels, as in *pääʔ* ‘boots’, and realize them as [ṕεʔεʔ], especially in careful speech. In contrast to ZNB’s idiolect, the aforementioned examples belonging to CVʔV, as in *näʔä* or the like differ from [ṕεʔεʔ] as the glottal stop belongs to the lexeme.\(^{144}\) The overall question emerging from such lexemes with genuine intervocalic glottal stops lies in their description. Assuming that such CVʔV lexemes are monosyllabic, this interpretation would collide with the usual concept of syllables as having one vowel. On the other hand, a disyllabic interpretation would enforce a restatement of phonotactics as a bisyllabic CVʔV interpretation would result in a glottal stop in word-medial onsets. This topic awaits additional research.

### 2.9.3 Phonotactics

#### 2.9.3.1 Distribution of consonant phonemes

The following chart summarizes the previous treatment of consonant distribution:

1) The phonemes /d/, /g/ and /ʔ/ are banned from word-initial position.
2) Word-initially, /x/ is restricted to Tundra Nenets borrowings; /x/ is banned from codas.
3) The only attested nativized lexeme beginning with /ɾ/ is *rođa* ‘Russian'; otherwise /ɾ/ is banned from word-initial position.\(^{145}\)

The distribution of other consonants is much freer, though they may not occur frequently in a particular position; uncertain instances are marked as C?. Finally, the appearance of some consonants results from either phonological fusion with the glottal stop or morphological alternations including allomorphy, and such instances are marked as [mp] in this chart:

\(^{143}\) Whereas Gluxij found forms as *baʔa* ‘bed’ (CVCV), this lexeme is now *baa* and represents the CV: type.
\(^{144}\) There is even a good minimal pair *näʔi* ‘is hard’ – *nää* ‘needle’. For needle, I have never heard any vowel split with a glottal stop.
\(^{145}\) In the speech of NKB, the Nenets form *luca* ‘Russian’ can be found, albeit infrequently.
2.9.3.2 Distribution of vowel phonemes

As a syllable does not necessarily require a consonant onset, vowels may occur word-initially. In non-initial syllables /o/ and /e/ are comparatively rare.

Among diphthongs, /äu/, /ai/ and /ui/ do not seem to require a consonant onset:

(57) a) äu.bi ‘usually was’
    b) ai.bad ‘cargadaii’ (dish of raw frozen meat or fish)
    c) ui.ya ‘she is breast-feeding’

In contrast, other diphthongs require a consonant onset:

(58) a) leu.ya ‘(s)he cries/is crying’
    b) jau ‘duck’

The only exception, an onset in /au/ is restricted to a Siberian ‘Wanderwort’ auka ‘pet reindeer’.

The vowels /o/, /e/, and /ä/ do not appear in word-final position as parts of suffixes.

2.9.3.3 Intervocalic consonant cluster

The fate of old consonant clusters which were eliminated in Enets is well known (Mikola 2004: 65ff) and this feature is among the most marked why Forest Enets is characterized as less conservative in comparison to Tundra Nenets. Although the amount of old clusters is indeed restricted, Helimksi (2007) postulated that a new series of secondary clusters has emerged in recent decades as a result of reduction. This trend is considered to have started in the parental generation (Helimski 2007), where contracted forms co-occurred with older ‘fully articulated forms’. Based on this assumption, Helimski proposed that the current generation acquired only ‘contracted forms’ and that such forms would be awaited in a scenario of language death. The overall tenor of this paper is slightly confusing; further, Helimski did little direct work with the speakers of the current generation and only superficial work with Forest Enets of the elder generation. If the proposed development would turn out to be correct, the following chart of attested
intervocalic consonant clusters should contain clusters which could have been absent in the speech of those Forest Enetses recorded in the 1960s and 1970s. As a necessary prerequisite, this would require a large phonological database in order to determine what counts as an old cluster in contrast to recent clusters, along with detailed data for both ‘fully articulated’ (no clusters) and ‘contracted forms’ (new clusters) in the parental and grandparental generation. Still, even two random words chosen from the existing corpora challenge Helimski’s assumption, e.g. the noun for ‘ice’ $salba$ and the verb $mosraš$ ‘work’. Whereas in earlier descriptions ‘ice’ was registered as $salaba$ and the same form can be found in the school dictionary $салаба$ (ERRE 116), this lexeme is generally pronounced as a disyllabic $salba$. Consequently, a consonant cluster -$lb$- is registered. Further, already in the parental generation in ET, occurrences of the reduced form $salba$ clearly outnumber $salaba$. The same is valid for $mosraš$ ‘work’. In ERRE (73) the contracted $мосрашь$ is found, and in general a contracted $mosraš$ dominates in my materials; consequently, a cluster -$sr$- should also be postulated; occasionally $mosaraš$ can also be found, and the same variation is attested in ET. As without specialized preparation the existing data is not representative, there is no need to cast this discussion into a potential scenario of simplification based on assumptions about language attrition and language death. The following chart shows the intervocalic clusters attested in my materials, regardless of whether the attested cluster should be considered an old cluster or a new, secondary cluster.

| mb | tr | dl’ | lt | rt | st | dd |
| mg | tk | dr | lb | rč | št | dt |
| nč | kr | dt | lk | rd | sr | dn |
| nt | kt | bl’ | lt | rs | sl |
| ns | kč | br | lč | rb |
| nčx | kn | bt | l’k |
| gl’ |

Table 2-7: Attested consonant clusters

Clusters are found predominantly around syllable boundaries. This interpretation rests on the assumption that there is a kind of symmetry between word-initial and word-medial onsets. As no consonant clusters are allowed in word-initial position, one should not expect syllable-initial clusters in Forest Enets.

---

146. *mg* is registered once in an older Russian borrowing *bomga* ‘paper’ (← бумага)
2.10 Criteria for wordhood

Minimally, a word consists at least of a monosyllabic foot. This foot requires at least a long vowel, e.g. uu ‘thou’, ää ‘mother’, or a short vowel either preceded by a consonant onset, e.g. to ‘lake’ or followed by a consonant coda, e.g. uʔ ‘track’, ub ‘end’.147

Although morae have proven helpful for the description of Nganasan, they are not necessary for the analysis of Forest Enets.

Forest Enets has a clitic -jet, which expresses modality and can be found on both nominal categories and less frequently also on verbs. Although the syllabic shape of -jet fulfills all necessary criteria for wordhood, it was not found as a freestanding element and attaches only to grammatical words.

2.11 Stress

Stress is fixed and the main stress falls on the first syllable; therefore it does not need to be marked separately. Stress is realized in terms of intensity, and vowels in stressed syllables tend to be slightly longer than unstressed ones.148 A weak secondary stress falls on the following odd-numbered syllables.149 Words containing more than five syllables occur seldom in either transcribed data or material from elicitation. Tereščenko (1966: 441) listed some native lexemes, which she reported as having stress on non-initial syllables, however none turned out to be stressed in this position in contemporary Forest Enets. ERRE, too, has a variety of Enets lexemes, which are marked for stress on non-initial syllables. A random test with several consultants showed that such lexemes are nevertheless stressed initially.

2.12 Morphonology

Despite being a predominantly agglutinative-suffixing language, morphophonemic alternations play a dominant role in Forest Enets. The role of the glottal stop in particular is crucial for the understanding of morphonology. This will be addressed in more detail in the following chapter.

Other morphonological processes, such as vowel assimilation, vowel deletion, epenthetic vowel insertion, and the like are common but cannot match the complexity of

147. The affirmative interjection ä ‘yes, that’s how it is’ consists of V only. Apart from that, the Russian conjunction i ‘and’ is the second such token I am currently aware of.
148. Especially in the beginning, my fieldwork materials contain many instances where I had erroneously marked a stressed vowel as long.
149. In Russian, vowel length and stress are dependent on each other. Stressed Russian vowels are pronounced longer than unstressed vowels, and this rule can be found disguised in written Forest Enets. In many instances vowels in syllables carrying secondary stress are written as double (=long), as they are perceived to be long from a Russian perspective.
alternations triggered by the glottal stop, which will be discussed later in more detail. Before describing the basics of glottal stop alternations, less complex processes will first be presented.

2.12.1 Morphonological alternations excluding /ʔ/

2.12.1.1 Vowel assimilation in LOC.SG and ABL.SG

The default vowel in LOC.SG -xVn and ABL.SG -xVn is /u/, e.g. tuxun ‘in the fire’ or toxun ‘in the lake’. When the vowel in the immediately preceding syllable is /a/, the vowel in the suffix assimilates and becomes /a/, e.g. siraxan ‘in the snow’ from sira ‘snow’. In contrast to Tundra Nenets, Forest Enets does not have /i/ assimilation and -xin is reserved as the LOC.PL marker. In cases where Tundra Nenets has /i/, at least on the surface, the default /u/ is found in Forest Enets, such as in pixun ‘in the night’. Finally, there are some infrequent cases, such as toxon ‘in the lake’.150

2.12.1.2 Epenthetic vowel insertion

When suffixes of the shape /c/ or /cʔ/ are added to a noun ending in any consonant but a glottal stop, an epenthetic vowel /u/ is inserted. The added vowel also leads to re-syllabification. This process is triggered, for example, by the LAT.SG ending -d.

(58)  
bar ‘shore’ → barud ‘to the shore’  
kod ‘sled’ → kodud ‘to the sled’  
Potab ‘Potapovo’ → Potabud ‘to Potapovo’

Recent Russian loans, too, are subject to this rule: gorod ‘town’ → gorodud ‘to town’. Another case of epenthetic /u/ insertion is attested phonological fusion concerning the addition of non-syllabic morphemes to a cʔ coda

2.12.1.3 PX of the genitive series and epenthetic vowel insertion

When a non-syllabic PX of the genitive series is added to the locative and the ablative, an epenthetic vowel /i/ is added.151 This will be demonstrated with odu ‘boat’ and PX.GEN.1SG -ń and PX.GEN.2SG -d:

(59)  
odu-xun-ń  odu-xun-id  
boat-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.1SG boat-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.2SG  
‘in my boat’ ‘in your boat’

150. Concerning the previous discussion of whether [ɔ] is phonemic in Enets, Mikola has marked the vowel of the LOC.SG marker several times as [ɔ], but not always.
151. Phonetically, this vowel is realized as [i]
As PX.GEN.3SG -da is syllabic, this rule cannot apply, and PX appears following CX, e.g. oduxunda ‘in his boat’.

The same rule applies to the emphatic pronoun ker- ‘x-self’. The stem ker- is not attested independently and such forms as keriin ‘I myself’ (ker + PX.GEN.1SG) follow the same pattern.

2.12.2 /i/ and morphonology

/i/ is a frequent element in morphemes. In instances where /i/ is part of a complex morpheme it triggers a variety of morphonological processes, such shortening of the preceding vowel or even its deletion. In certain phonological environments, /i/ is dropped. Compare (61), where /i(ʔ)/ is a non-complex morpheme expressing PX.1SG/PX.ACC.1SG and consequently does not trigger any morphonological processes, with (61), where the stem-final vowel of loba ‘ski’ is dropped.

(61) loba-iʔ
ski-PX.1SG
‘my one ski’

(62) lobińʔ {loba + -iʔ ‘PX.PL.1SG’}
ski.PX.PL.1SG
‘my pair of skis’ or: ‘my many skis’

The following rules triggered by /i/ in complex morphemes have been registered:

2.12.2.1 Vowel deletion of fi nal /a/

When /i/ follows a syllable ending in /a/, vowel deletion is triggered. This rule applies to both verbs and nouns:

(63) a. pu-ŋa
put-FREQ.3SG
‘She is putting something’

b. pu-ŋa-da
put-FREQ.3SG
‘She is putting it’

c. pu-ŋida
put-FREQ.PL.3SG
‘She is putting them’

(64) a. ača
daddy
‘daddy’

b. ača-iʔ
daddy-PX.1SG
‘my daddy’

c. ačinaʔ
daddy.PX.PL.1PL
‘our daddies’

2.12.2.2 Shortening of long vowels before /i/

A rule related to vowel deletion is vowel shortening; where /i/ meets a stem-final long vowel, this vowel is shortened. As quantity has a low functional load and suitable lexemes are rare, the following example with nää ‘needle’ remains the clearest one:

152. In all the instances discussed, /i/ is a plural marker.
2.12.2.3 Assimilation of /i/ before rounded vowels in polysyllabic words

This rule applies only to polysyllabic nouns ending in rounded vowels. When followed by a complex morpheme with /i/, /i/ assimilates to the preceding vowel. The outcome of this assimilation process triggers homonymy between e.g. PX.PL.1SG -inaʔ and PX.SG.1PL -naʔ:

(66) dogu ‘trap’ → dogunaʔ
   a) ‘our one trap’ {dogu+naʔ}
   b) ‘our many traps’ {dogu+inaʔ}.

In such instances, the interpretation of these forms has to rely on contextual information or agreement.

2.12.2.4 Assimilation of /i/ and vowel deletion in monosyllabic words

The aforementioned assimilation and deletion rules are attested in monosyllabic nouns. a) /i/ is assimilated when the suffix attaches to a stem ending in a rounded vowel:

(67) to ‘lake’ → tonadinyaʔ ‘our many lakes’ {to+inaʔ}.

b) Concerning monosyllabic nouns with low and mid-vowels, the situation is unclear. For nouns with /e/, the stem vowel is replaced by /i/, e.g. te ‘reindeer’:

(68) te-iʔ [tińʔ]
    reindeer-PX.1SG reindeer.PX.PL.1SG
    ‘my one reindeer’ ‘my many reindeer’

Also in the case of /ä/ in nä ‘woman, wife’, the stem vowel is replaced by /i/:

(69) nä-iʔ [nińʔ]
    woman-PX.1SG woman-PX.PL.1SG
    ‘my wife’ ‘my wives’

This is, however, not the case for pä ‘tree’, where vowel raising from /ä/ → /e/ can be observed:
A question that must be postponed for the future concerns the phonological quality of the vowel in (70). While acoustically, the vowel is clearly pronounced as /e/, vowel raising from /ä/ → /e/ could be phonetic due to the influence of the following /i/, and phonologically /ä/ should be assumed.

### 2.12.2.5 Mid-vowels and assimilation of /i/ in polysyllabic words

The behavior of /i/ before mid-vowels in polysyllabic words has not been finally settled. This is partly due to the relatively infrequent occurrence of these vowels in non-initial syllables. The only example currently attested, *kate* ‘castrated reindeer bull’, shows lengthening of the stem-final vowel:

(72)  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{kate}} & \quad \text{‘castrated reindeer’} \\
\rightarrow & \\
\text{\textit{kateen}} & \quad \text{‘my many castrated reindeer’}
\end{align*}
\]

Lengthening as a process of assimilation is not encountered elsewhere and further examples are needed.

### 2.12.2.6 Assimilation of /i/ + /i/ → /i/

When a stem-final /i/ is followed by another /i/, the assimilation rule applies, and the vowel remains short. This rule applies to both nouns and verbs:

(73)  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{bu täni\textbar{da}}} & \quad \text{‘he knows it\textbar{SG}’} \\
\rightarrow & \\
\text{\textit{täni ← -da}} & \quad \{\text{täni ← -ida}\}
\end{align*}
\]

(74)  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{bäsi}} & \quad \text{‘iron, money’} \\
\rightarrow & \\
\text{\textit{bäsi\textbar{ji}}} & \quad \text{‘my many coins’}
\end{align*}
\]

In the case of non-complex morphemes, such as *px.1sg -i?, this rule does not apply, and -i? becomes -j? instead, e.g. *bäsi\textbar{j}i?* ‘my money’.

### 2.12.2.7 Morphophonemic palatalization before /i/

The final morphophonological alternation to be discussed is perhaps no longer fully productive and could be considered lexicalized.\(^{153}\) The following two examples, *kasa* ‘man, companion’ and *osa* ‘meat’, represent this phenomenon. Whereas the stem-final /a/ in

---

\(^{153}\) *kasa* should indeed be seen as an irregular entry in the lexicon.
both lexemes is deleted before a complex /i/ morpheme as expected, in the case of *kasa*,
the sibilant changes its quality and undergoes palatalization:

(75)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kasa} & \text{ ‘man, person, companion’} \\
\text{kašiñ?} [\text{kašiñ?}] & \text{ ‘my many companions’} \quad \{\leftarrow \text{kasa}+\text{iñ?}\}
\end{align*}
\]

In the case of osa ‘meat’, however, no change in quality is attested:

(76)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{osa} & \text{ ‘meat’} \rightarrow \text{osida} \quad \text{‘his many different kinds of meat’} \quad \{\leftarrow \text{osa}+\text{ida}\}
\end{align*}
\]

2.12.3 Morphonological processes including the glottal stop

The glottal stop is responsible for a number of alternations that belong to the most com-
plex rules of Forest Enets morphonology. As these alternations are too complex for a
short description, the following survey discusses the two central underlying processes,
as morphonology is centered on them. A more detailed discussion can be found in chap-
ter 3.

2.12.3.1 Phonological fusion

Processes which alter the shape of consonant onsets of morphemes added to a glottal
stop are grouped under the concept of phonological fusion. The following example de-
scribes phonological fusion for the dual marker -giʔ. When added to a non-glottal stop
stem, the morpheme remains invariant (77); when added to a glottal stop, the glottal stop
and the morpheme onset fuse into either -giʔ (78) or -kiʔ (79).

(77)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{toxiʔ} & \quad \text{enčigiʔ} & \quad \text{mäkiʔ} \\
\{\text{to-xiʔ}\} & \quad \{\text{enči-xiʔ}\} & \quad \{\text{mä+xiʔ}\}
\end{align*}
\]

Whereas the dual marker belongs to a set of morphemes which shows three different
forms as the outcome of fusion (-xiʔ/-giʔ/-kiʔ), other morphemes show only two forms,
here shown with the inchoative in -ra. Note that the deletion of /a/ as part of the incho-
ative marker before /i/ is regular, as the suffix of conjugation III is complex:

(80)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{daráridʔ} & \quad \text{dorilidʔ} \\
\{\text{dara-ra-idʔ}\} & \quad \{\text{doriʔ-ra-idʔ}\}
\end{align*}
\]

‘(S)he started to cry’ ‘(S)he started to speak’
2.12.3.2 Allomorphy triggered by the glottal stop

Besides fusion, the glottal stop also triggers allomorphy, as the following two examples from verbal morphology (82, 83) and nominal morphology (84, 85) show:

(82) \textit{kounu đ a} \quad (83) \textit{pemnu đ a}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{ko-unu đ a} \quad \textit{peʔ-nu đ a}
  \begin{align*}
    \textit{find-AUD.3SG} \\
    \text{‘He found it as it was said’}
  \end{align*}
\end{itemize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{ko-unu đ a} \quad \textit{peʔ-nu đ a}
  \begin{align*}
    \textit{find-AUD.3SG} \\
    \text{‘He was looking for it as it was said’}
  \end{align*}
\end{itemize}

(84) \textit{teiʔ} \quad (85) \textit{mäm}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{te-iʔ} \quad \textit{mäʔ+iʔ}
  \begin{align*}
    \textit{reindeer-PX.1SG} \\
    \text{‘my reindeer’}
  \end{align*}
\end{itemize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{mäʔ+iʔ}
  \begin{align*}
    \textit{chum-PX.1SG} \\
    \text{‘my chum’}
  \end{align*}
\end{itemize}

2.12.3.3 Alternations triggered by the glottal stop and how to predict them

On phonological grounds, no criteria could be worked out which would help to predict the nature of expected morphonological processes. To put it another way, the glottal stop itself in isolation is non-diagnostic.\textsuperscript{154} From a morphological perspective, almost no problems occur because fusion, and allomorphy can be predicted by diagnostic cells within a given paradigm. These principles will be presented in detail in the next chapter.

2.13 A note on rule ordering

Concerning the potential ordering of rules, the glottal stop assimilation rule precedes any other rule. The second important rule, epenthetic vowel insertion, must follow the glottal stop rule. Other rules, then, follow, however no detailed hierarchy has been established.

---

\textsuperscript{154} In standard Tundra Nenets Cyrillic orthography, glottal stops are represented by two different graphemes, though the overall reasons for this decision were driven by the assumption that there are two different glottal stop phonemes. I do not intend to go into this discussion (see Janhunen 1986) because I do not see any justification for Tereščenko’s idea concerning the existence of two different synchronic glottal stops. From a strictly phonetic perspective, Tereščenko’s idea of a voicing or nasalizing distinction for glottal stops is impossible, as has been stated already by Hajdú and subsequent researchers (see Janhunen 1986). Also the IPA chart judges voicing contrasts impossible for glottal stops. This discussion will be continued in the following chapter.
2.14 A note on loanword phonology

Speakers of Forest Enets have been in contact with a variety of peoples, such as Northern Selkups, Kets, Evenkis, Dolgans, Tundra Nenetses, and Russians. As earlier contacts with Northern Selkups, Kets and Evenkis have left only moderate traces in Forest Enets, this short note on loanword phonology discusses the more prominent and recent impact of Tundra Nenets and Russian.

2.14.1 Tundra Nenets loanwords

Although it started comparatively late, perhaps as late as the 19th century, the cultural and linguistic impact of Tundra Nenets on Forest Enets is well attested. Concerning semantic fields, borrowings from Tundra Nenets are usually restricted to the spheres of transportation, nature, animals, and several aspects of reindeer herding. As both languages are genetically fairly close, and Forest Enetses were often fluent in Tundra Nenets (if not fully bilingual), lexical borrowings from Tundra Nenets usually did not undergo any phonological simplification or adaptation. Although good skills in Tundra Nenets are only present among the oldest speakers of contemporary Forest Enets, many loanwords can be identified as such due to preserved phonemes which are not native to Forest Enets. Both *xobarta* ‘elk, moose’ and *xaläu* ‘large seagull’ show word-initial /x/, which is banned from this position in Forest Enets. The same is true for /w/, e.g. *wanduku* ‘transport sled reserved for valuable belongings’, and /j/, e.g. *jalul* ‘waste’. On the other hand, there are Tundra Nenets loans which as such are not as obvious, as they do not differ phonotactically from Forest Enets, e.g. *parandei* ‘snowbank, traces in the snow after a snow storm’ and only chance indicates that they are of foreign origin. Although no detailed analysis has been made, the majority of (identified) Tundra Nenets borrowings seems to consist of nouns.

2.14.2 Borrowings from Russian

Historically, the first speakers of the Russian with whom Enetses must have come into direct contact were apparently ‘Old Believers’ who spoke a non-standard variety of Russian. Linguistically, however, it is impossible to demonstrate these contacts. Also, further contacts with Russian were restricted to non-standard varieties of Russian before
the advent of communism in the early 1930s introduced standard Russian to this area via education.

From a phonological perspective, borrowings from Russian fall into two groups. Recent borrowings, such as kolxoz, radio, etc., are not of interest as they preserve their shape (including consonant clusters in onsets, original stress patterns, etc.) and, if necessary, are inflected with Forest Enets suffixes. If consonant final, such borrowings are subject to the same rules as native lexemes, e.g. epenthetic vowel insertion gorod ‘town’ → gorod-ud ‘to town’ <town-LAT.SG>.

In contrast, older borrowings had to undergo adaptation to fit Forest Enets phonotactics:

(86) lubaxa ‘shirt’ from рубаха ‘ibid.’; as /r/ is banned from word-initial onsets, it had to be substituted with /l/.

(87) tol ‘table’ from стол ‘ibid.’ underwent onset simplification by dropping the first consonant.

(88) labka ‘shop’ from лавка ‘ibid.’ substituted /v/ with /b/.

(89) kirba ‘bread’ from хлеб ‘ibid.’. As /x/ cannot occur in word-initial onsets, it was substituted with /k/, and for phonotactic reasons an epenthetic /i/ was inserted to split a cluster onset. kirba is apparently an older borrowing as it underwent the intervocalic *-l- to -r- change, characteristic of Forest Enets but absent from Tundra Enets (Mikola 2004: 69). As kirba ends in a vowel, it seems to reflect the genitive/partitive form хлеба in Russian.

2.15 Forest Enets in Cyrillic orthography

All attempts at creating literacy standards for Forest Enets have been based on the Cyrillic alphabet. As no unified written standard for Forest Enets is in use, much idiosyncratic variation is characteristic, which reflects personal choices by those who write in Forest Enets. This topic will be addressed in Appendix I and II.
3. **Morphonology and Morphology**

This chapter will provide an overview of morphonology, inflection classes and stem distributions. Although Forest Enets is an entirely suffixing Uralic language, it is by no means a prototypical agglutinative language in comparison to e.g. Komi and Udmurt within the Finno-Ugric branch. It is often the case that morphemes cannot be segmented unambiguously, which violates the classic agglutinative principle; this feature is prominent in plural and possessive morphology, where many portmanteau realizations are attested. Also, morphonological alternations at morpheme boundaries show that Forest Enets is comparatively distant from a prototypical agglutinative language. Therefore morphonological alternations and stem-distribution play a decisive role and must be addressed separately. Finally, a short note is in order: throughout this chapter, categories such as e.g. locative, imperative or converb are repeatedly referred to. No attempt will be made to motivate labeling or characterization of their functions here; this will be done in the following chapters.

3.1 **Inflectional categories – a condensed overview**

Nouns, pronouns, numerals, postpositions, adverbs, participles, and converbs belong to the nominal class; these categories can be combined with case, number and possessive suffixes or even combinations of these categories. Marginally, categories such as tense, mood, and aspect can be found on non-finite verbs, though this is clearly not a prototypical characteristic.

Verbs inflect for tense, aspect, modality, and evidentiality; a combination of several categories is equally possible. Further, verbs index the actor via verbal endings. Occasionally, transitive verbs can index object reference under certain pragmatic conditions to be addressed in chapters 7.1.2 and 10.5.1.3.

3.2 **Morphological Processes**

Compounding and suppletion are relatively rare in Forest Enets and play a very limited role.

---

159. Derivational morphology has not been studied in detail and is excluded from this description. Some short notes on nominal derivational morphology can be found in chapter 5. Verbal derivational morphology is entirely excluded; some remarks on the latter can be found in Sorokina (1976).

160. Such modifications do not, however, change the morphosyntactic behavior of non-finite verbs, and the verb remains indeed non-finite.
3.2.1 Notes on compounding

Compounding is a restricted morphological operation. It appears most productively with kinship terms, yet these should eventually be considered lexicalized:

(1) a. \( nā ńe \)
   woman child
   ‘daughter’

b. \( kasa ńe \)
   man child
   ‘son’

c. \( āā-xuń āsi-xuń \)
   mother-PX.DU.1SG father- PX.DU.1SG
   ‘my parents’

Other compounds are frequently encountered with place names:

(2) a. \( pu  bar \)
   stone shore
   ‘right bank of the Yenisei’ (lit. stony shore)\(^{161}\)

b. \( čor to \)
   clan.name lake
   ‘Chor lake’

c. \( libi to \)
   eagle lake
   ‘Eagle lake’

d. \( kodela to \)
   transport.sled lake
   ‘transport sled lake’

e. \( umu mādi \)
   north wind
   ‘north wind’

\(^{161}\) The Yenisei serves as a natural border in Forest Enets terminology. Whereas the left side of the Yenisei is tundra, the right side of the Yenisei around Potapovo is closer to the mountains (around 50–60km east of the village).
As Forest Enets shows no case marking for NOM/GEN/ACC on non-possessed nouns, in most of the instances it is not possible to assign case to the first component of a compound. For example, in (2b) the first component could just as well be in the genitive, as the ‘Chor clan’s lake’, but no formal justification can be found. In such cases, the first component of compounds will be glossed as \([N/G]\), which means that either interpretation would be possible but formal means for identification are lacking.

(2b) \( \ddot{c}or \) to \\
[clan\([N/G]\) lake] \\
‘Chor lake’

For some other compounds, it is possible to gloss the first component as genitive on the basis of stem distribution. Nouns belonging to class IIb show a different stem for GEN/ACC, e.g. NOM \( m\ddot{a}\dddot{a} \) ‘chum’ vs. GEN/ACC \( m\ddot{a}\dddot{d} \). In (3), the first component could hypothetically also be analyzed as ACC, but as the example expresses adnominal possession, a core function of the genitive case, and as ACC is reserved for objects, a GEN interpretation is most likely:

(3) \( m\ddot{a}\dddot{d} \) tär \\
[chum\([GEN]\) content] \\
‘family’

Also in the following example, the first constituent should be analyzed as GEN. In this compound based on a postpositional phrase, the formally unmarked to ‘summer’ must be analyzed as GEN, as this case occurs with postpositions:

(4) to d\( \ddot{o}da-i \) um \\
summer\([GEN]\) middle\([\neg ADJ]\) north \\
‘Northern wind around midsummer’ (Lit. ‘midsummerish north’) [ZNB IV 185]\(^{162}\)

In several cases, a test for identifying a compound as NOM+NOM versus GEN+NOM exists, but a possible possessive relation must be available. Again, kasa \( \acute{n}e \) serves as an example: when kasa \( \acute{n}e \) means ‘son’, the whole compound must be marked for possession:

(5) kasa \( \acute{n}e-i? \) \\
[man child]-PX.1SG \\
‘my son’

In those instances when the first component is possessed, we are not dealing with a compound but with adnominal possession:

\(^{162}\) After midsummer, strong northern winds are common on the Taimyr Peninsula.
This means that a companion’s child, which is not a compound but an example of adnominal possession, would be glossed as follows:

(7) \[ kasa \text{[GEN]} \ne \text{child} \]

‘a companion’s child’

Consequently, the equivalent of ‘son’ without a possessor is a compound.

(8) \[ kasa \ne \text{[male child]} \]

‘son’

3.2.2 Suppletion

Suppletion, too, is a limited and non-productive morphological process. The most suppletive categories in Forest Enets are personal pronouns, e.g. *mud*[^1] \(<1\text{SG.NOM}> ‘I’ vs. *ši(\text{j})ʔ* \(<1\text{SG.ACC}> ‘me’ vs. *noń* \(<1\text{SG.LAT}> ‘to me’. Other examples of suppletion come from the formation of ordinals *orte* ‘first’ vs. *ŋoľu* ‘one’ and *nak~naak* ‘second’ vs. *šidi* ‘two’.

3.3 Realization-based morphology

– the role of paradigms

The following presentation of Forest Enets morphology will be based on a realization-based model of morphology, loosely following the insights of word-and-paradigm approaches[^2]. This choice has not been made due to preferences for this particular theory; instead, a word-and-paradigm solution has actually been evolving after a bottom-up approach concerning glottal stop assimilations. As no single phonological rule is capable of predicting assimilation with the glottal stop as demonstrated in the preceding chapter (2.12.3), realization within a given paradigm cell is the only unambiguous means of identifying a glottal stop. Such a form within the paradigm will be labeled ‘diagnostic’, as it will assign a given lexeme to an inflection class from which the whole paradigm can

[^1]: See, for example, Stump (2001)
[^2]: See, for example, Stump (2001)
be derived.\footnote{That said, a short comment is in order. Occasionally, glottal stop assimilations do not occur in elicitation and especially nouns ending in a glottal stop can be treated as a non-glottal stop stems. In spontaneous speech, however, such instances are very rare. To be sure, both cases must be tested before a lexeme can be identified correctly. The other logical possibility, spontaneous mutation of a non-glottal stop stem into a glottal stop stem, has never occurred during my work.} Whereas assimilation is the most prominent instance of morphonology in Forest Enets, ‘morphomic’ stem distribution is also attested. In this respect ‘morphomic’ stem distribution (Aronoff 1994) must be rightly considered as the core of morphology, as neither phonology nor morphonology can predict stem distribution.

3.3.1 Inflectional macro-classes

For nouns and verbs, three different inflectional classes can be postulated for Forest Enets. The first class comprises stems ending in any vowel or consonant other than the glottal stop. The second class comprises stems that end in a glottal stop. This system was already identified correctly by Castrén.

With slight modifications this principle was preserved by Prokof’ev and Tereščenko in their sketch grammars. The following table presents this paradigmatically:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class I</th>
<th>Class II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEM ENDING IN A VOWEL</td>
<td>STEM ENDING IN A VOWEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM ENDING IN GS I</td>
<td>STEM ENDING IN GS I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM ENDING IN GS II</td>
<td>STEM ENDING IN GS II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1: Inflectional classes in Forest Enets in prior descriptions

In Tereščenko’s approach (1966), inflectional classes were classified as Class I (comprising non-glottal stop stems) and Class II (comprising glottal-stop stems). Further, class II was subdivided into IIa and IIb, which would reflect the character of the underlying glottal stop.\footnote{As mentioned en passant in chapter 2.12.3, Tereščenko (but also earlier Castrén) postulated that Nenets and Enets have two glottal stops, which differ in their phonetic realization. For an overview, see Janhunen (1986: chapter I.)} In principle, also the following description follows Tereščenko’s classifi-
cation, yet here the glottal stops characteristic of class II do not reflect any phonological reality.\footnote{This is also the major reason why I decided against marking the glottal stops differently. For Forest Enets, in a variety of surroundings, it is impossible to claim whether one is dealing with glottal stop I or glottal stop II as a former distinction has disappeared (e.g. vx.1sg -$d\ddot{a}$ is a good example). Second, if a glottal stop can be identified via diagnostic cells, its realization in other paradigms can be predicted correctly and a two-fold graphemic representation is superfluous.}

Whereas these three stem classes (regardless of grouping preferences) are undisputedly central for morphology, one should better speak of two macro-classes. These two macro-classes (non-glottal stop stems vs. glottal stop stems) can be seen as the central underlying organizational principle in Forest Enets morphology. This organizational principle is a macro-parameter under which a variety of stem choices are subsumed. Assigning nouns or verbs to class IIa only means, that they end in a glottal stop and undergo similar assimilations which will be demonstrated below. Still, nouns and verbs in class IIa do not necessarily have the same number of sub-stems, even if they show the same assimilation processes. Consequently, the existence of different stem types allows speaking of different inflectional classes, which will be labeled as inflection classes I, IIa and IIb throughout this study. As every inflectional class and its morphological realization rely on more than one stem, Forest Enets is not an ideal agglutinative language. Therefore, inflectional noun classes as well as verb classes will be presented independently.

3.3.2 Morphonology and the glottal stop

The role of the glottal stop in Forest Enets morphonology is as important as its much better studied counterpart in Tundra Nenets (Janhunen 1986, Salminen 1997). As already noted in chapter 2.12.3, the glottal stop in Forest Enets is acoustically less prominent than the glottal stop in Tundra Nenets. Moreover, there is a strong tendency to omit glottal stops in Forest Enets. Still, even if omitted, the glottal stop reappears via morphonological processes.
As shown earlier, the glottal stop triggers both allomorphy and assimilation. The following description focuses on those types of assimilation that result from the fusion of a glottal stop with a following consonant. As no phonological rule for the formulation of assimilation rules could be postulated, the phenomenon will be partly explained via diachrony. First, the history of the glottal stop is presented. Then, an explanation how the glottal stop and the reflex of the historically underlying consonant affect assimilation will follow.

3.3.2.1 The history of the glottal stop

Although the glottal stop is common to all Northern Samoyedic languages Nenets, Enets, and Nganasan, it is not considered to be an inherited feature of an earlier protolanguage. Only at a later stage, the glottal stop developed apparently independently in all Northern Samoyedic languages. (Mikola 2004: 29.)

In contrast to its closest linguistic relative Tundra Nenets the development of which is comparatively well reconstructed, and therefore will not be subsumed here (see e.g. Janhunen 1986, Mikola 2004: 42–54), the emergence of the glottal stop in Forest Enets and apparently also Tundra Enets followed a different evolution: in contrast to Tundra Nenets, all coda consonants became glottal stops. The following Proto-Samoyedic reconstructions are adapted from Mikola (2004: 66–70), current Forest Enets forms are presented in the orthography designed for this description:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROTO-SAMOYEDIC RECONSTRUCTION</th>
<th>TRANSLATION</th>
<th>CONTEMPORARY FOREST ENETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS *wit</td>
<td>‘water’</td>
<td>biʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS *mät</td>
<td>‘chum, home’</td>
<td>mäʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS *op</td>
<td>‘one’</td>
<td>ñoʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS *ceŋ</td>
<td>‘sinew’</td>
<td>tiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS *äŋ</td>
<td>‘mouth’</td>
<td>naʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS *nim ~ nüm</td>
<td>‘name’</td>
<td>ñiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS *kēm</td>
<td>‘blood’</td>
<td>kilʔ³⁷⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS *jür</td>
<td>‘hundred’</td>
<td>ɖuʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-2: Reconstruction of coda consonants in Proto-Samoyedic

---

167. A terminological note is necessary here. ‘Assimilation’ which is triggered by the glottal stop, is an instance of allomorphy, indeed, and the reader can replace assimilation with allomorphy. The overall reason for coining a terminological distinction is my intention to stress the role of the glottal stop in morphonology. Other morphonological processes triggering allomorphy are thereby easier to distinguish.

168. In several positions, intervocalic stops and earlier stop clusters became glottal stops, but as Mikola showed, this process was relatively unproductive in Enets (2004: 65–66). Nowadays, such glottal stops are almost all vocalized.

169. Several lexemes from older sources used by Mikola but nowadays unknown are excluded from this list. Although this chart contains only nouns, the process affected also verbs, which for reasons of simplicity are omitted.

170. Nowadays meaning marrow; for blood buja is used instead.
3.3.2.2 Assimilation processes triggered by the glottal stop

The historical excursus is needed to understand the assimilation processes. For the present discussion, the dual marker -xʔ will be used to demonstrate a fairly common assimilation process. By adding the dual marker -xʔ to doxa ‘river’, bar ‘edge, shore’, tiʔ ‘sinew’ and mäʔ ‘chum’ the following forms result:

(9) a. dˈoxa ‘river’ → dˈoxaxiʔ ‘two lakes’
    b. bar ‘shore, edge’ → barxiʔ ‘two edges, two shores’
    c. tiʔ ‘sinew’ → tigiʔ ‘two sinews’
    d. mäʔ ‘chum’ → mäkiʔ ‘two chums’

While the dual marker -xʔ attaches unmodified to dˈoxa and bar, it is realized as -giʔ with tiʔ and -kiʔ with mäʔ. As noted already above, the syntagmatic occurrence of a glottal stop does not predict which kind of assimilation is to be expected; this is also shown by the examples in (9). From a diachronic perspective, assimilation processes as shown here reflect the origin of the former consonant which underlies the glottal stop. In tiʔ ‘sinew’ the glottal stop comes from an earlier voiced nasal /n/. When the glottal stop merges with the first component of the dual marker -xʔ, assimilation results in a voiced stop -giʔ as the historically underlying consonant was a voiced nasal. One could well say that the historically underlying feature [+voiced] surfaces again in morphonology.

The same holds for mäʔ ‘chum’ where the glottal stop derives from an earlier voiceless stop. Consequently, when the glottal stop merges with -xʔ, it results in -kiʔ. Here, the historically underlying feature [-voiced] surfaces in morphonology. Assimilation processes similar to the formation of dual are numerous in Forest Enets, and morphology is sensitive to the presence or absence of glottal stops. In general, assimilation processes can be divided into two groups, simple and two-way assimilation.

3.3.2.3 Simple assimilation (double allomorphy)

Simple assimilation is a process where a given morpheme changes its shape to one alternative morph. The PX.2SG marker -r serves as an example. When attached to class I stems, PX.2SG -r remains in its original form:

(10) Class I: kasa ‘companion’ → kasa-r ‘your companion’

When attached to class II stems, the outcome of assimilation {ʔ+r} is /l/, regardless of sub-class IIa or IIb:

171. Precisely here, a word-and-paradigm approach is capable of solving this problem as certain diagnostic forms identify the type of assimilations.
(11) Class IIa: enčiʔ ‘person’ → enči-l ‘your person’

Class IIb: māʔ ‘chum’ → mā-l ‘your chum’

The underlying assimilation rule can be formulated as followed:

(12) a. _V/C# + /r/ → /r/ (Class I)
b. _ʔ# + /r/ → /l/ (Class II)

3.3.2.4 Two-way assimilation (triple allomorphy)

The dual marker -xiʔ is an example of two-way assimilation. With class I nouns, the original morpheme does not undergo any assimilation:

(13) Class I: doxa ‘river’ → doxa-xiʔ ‘two lakes’

With nouns belonging to class IIa, assimilation results in -giʔ

(14) Class IIa: tiʔ ‘sinew’ → ti-giʔ ‘two sinews’

Finally, for nouns belonging to class IIb, assimilation results in -kiʔ

(15) Class IIb: māʔ ‘chum’ → mā-kiʔ ‘two chums’

In this case the underlying assimilation rule can be stated as follows:

(16) a. _C# ∧ V# + xiʔ → xiʔ (Class I)
b. _ʔ# + xiʔ → giʔ (Class IIa)
c. _ʔ# + xiʔ → kiʔ (Class IIb)

3.3.2.5 Diagnostic cells

In every paradigm there is at least one diagnostic cell which uniquely assigns a noun or a verb to an inflectional class. As the diagnostic cell must trigger two-way assimilation, a variety of diagnostic forms are possible as the tables exemplify: for nouns, locative singular -XVn and for verbs the hortative -xo/-xu have produced the best and most reliable results in elicitation.

The following two tables show a variety of suffixes which undergo either simple or two-way assimilation. In the following chapters, the morphosyntactic description of a given category will present possible assimilation forms wherever they are attested;
the first form is always represented in its default shape. If a form is represented with two variant options, the first form represents the unassimilated and the second form the outcome of assimilation. Consequently, if three forms are presented, a three-way alternation is underlying.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>CLASS I</th>
<th>CLASS IIA</th>
<th>CLASS IIB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-d</td>
<td>LAT.SG</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-r</td>
<td>PX.2SG</td>
<td>-r</td>
<td>-l</td>
<td>-l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ra</td>
<td>INCH</td>
<td>-ra</td>
<td>-la</td>
<td>-la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-go/-gu</td>
<td>DUR</td>
<td>-go/-gu</td>
<td>-ko/-ku</td>
<td>-ko/-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bi</td>
<td>PERF</td>
<td>-bi</td>
<td>-pi</td>
<td>-pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-r(a)xa</td>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>-r(a)xa</td>
<td>-l(a)xa</td>
<td>-l(a)xa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-on</td>
<td>PROL</td>
<td>-on</td>
<td>-mon</td>
<td>-mon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-i?</td>
<td>PX.1SG</td>
<td>-i?</td>
<td>-m</td>
<td>-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-r</td>
<td>PX.1SG</td>
<td>-r</td>
<td>-l</td>
<td>-l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ubi</td>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>-ubi</td>
<td>-mubi/-u(m)bi</td>
<td>-mubi/-u(m)bi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(u)nu</td>
<td>AUD</td>
<td>-(u)nu</td>
<td>-m(u)nu</td>
<td>-m(u)nu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-3: Morphemes undergoing simple assimilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>CLASS I</th>
<th>CLASS IIA</th>
<th>CLASS IIB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-xi?</td>
<td>DU</td>
<td>-xi?</td>
<td>-gi?</td>
<td>-ki?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-xVn</td>
<td>LOC.SG</td>
<td>-xVn</td>
<td>-xVn</td>
<td>-kVn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-xVd</td>
<td>ABL.SG</td>
<td>-xVd</td>
<td>-gVd</td>
<td>-kVd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-da</td>
<td>FUT</td>
<td>-da</td>
<td>-da</td>
<td>-ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-du</td>
<td>PTCP.IPF</td>
<td>-da</td>
<td>-da</td>
<td>-ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sai</td>
<td>COM</td>
<td>-sai</td>
<td>-dai</td>
<td>-čai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-š</td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>-š</td>
<td>-d´</td>
<td>-č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-š</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>-š</td>
<td>-d´</td>
<td>-č</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-xid</td>
<td>LAT.PL</td>
<td>-xid</td>
<td>-gid</td>
<td>-kid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-xin</td>
<td>LOC.PL</td>
<td>-xin</td>
<td>-gin</td>
<td>-kin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-xii</td>
<td>ABL.PL</td>
<td>-xii</td>
<td>-gii</td>
<td>-kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sa</td>
<td>IRG</td>
<td>-sa</td>
<td>-da</td>
<td>-ča</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-4: Morphemes undergoing complex assimilation

172. This extends to all the possessive suffixes with a -d in their onset (both genitive and accusative series).
173. Again, this extends to all the possessive suffixes with a -d in their onset.
3.4 Nouns and their inflectional classes

Although no detailed lexicon count has been undertaken so far, most nouns fall into class I, which can be labeled as default. In contrast to class I, class II is more complex, and the existence of several stems is characteristic.

Nouns are prototypically inflected for case, number and possession. The core case system of Forest Enets consists of the following cases NOM, GEN, ACC, LAT, LOC, and ABL. The category number comprises singular, dual and plural. In possession, Forest Enets treats possession as an inflectional category for NOM, GEN, and ACC as both possessor/possessee and case are fused in a portmanteau morpheme.\textsuperscript{174}

In the dual paradigm, no synthetic forms of locational cases are known and a postpositional construction is used instead. Its structure is NOUN-[GEN,DU] PP-CX. Whereas less-fluent speakers tend to produce synthetic dual locational case forms, none of them can be found in narratives. Such forms must therefore be classified as artifacts of elicitation. Although locational dual cases are based on a postpositional construction nä- ‘side’, I present these forms in the paradigms as equivalents of synthetic case forms because this postposition is encountered with the dual locational paradigm.\textsuperscript{175}

3.4.1 Stem distribution in noun inflection

The following table shows the paradigmatic realization of non-possessed nouns for all three inflectional classes. Concerning stem distribution, paradigm cells which rely on different stems are highlighted with bold script. Whereas the different realization of NOM/GEN/ACC in both singular and plural is the most characteristic feature of individual inflection classes, the formation of all dual and locational cases is uniform and the stem as encountered in the nominative singular is used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CX / NUM</th>
<th>doxa ‘river’ class I</th>
<th>enčiʔ ‘person’ class IIA</th>
<th>mäʔ ‘chum’ class IIB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>dóxa</td>
<td>dóxa?</td>
<td>enčiʔ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dóxa</td>
<td>dóxa?</td>
<td>enčiʔ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>dóxa</td>
<td>dóxa?</td>
<td>enčiʔ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>dóxad?</td>
<td>dóxaiʔ?</td>
<td>enčiʔ?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-5: Case inflection for I, IIA and IIB nouns

Below, the principles of ‘morphomics’ for each class will be described separately.

\textsuperscript{174} This is also the reason why it is still possible to speak of a case system in Forest Enets. While in non-possessive inflection, no overt morphological marking for NOM/GEN/ACC is attested; in possessive inflection a difference between NOM/GEN/ACC is attested. This argumentation will be taken up in detail in chapter 5.

\textsuperscript{175} Otherwise the postposition ke- ‘next to, at the side of x’ is used.
3.4.1.1 Class I

For nouns belonging to class I, stem variation is marginal. For nouns ending in a vowel, no stem alternations are known at all, and only one stem is used. The stem is identical with the form surfacing in nominative singular. Concerning nouns ending in a consonant, a necessary distinction between nouns ending in /k/ and other consonant final nouns must be made. In the case of the latter, epenthetic /u/ insertion is triggered e.g. Potabud <Potapovo.LAT.SG> ‘to Potapovo’ ( NOM Potab ). In the case of nouns ending in -k e.g. bunik ‘dog’ a second stem in bunki- is used for possessive declension. In fact, nouns ending in -k could be considered a subgroup of I, but it is very small. Its central members bunik ‘dog’, tobik ‘mouse’ and sanik ‘little seagull’ are lexicalized diminutives and form a marginal class of their own.176

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CX/NUM</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>doxa</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ</td>
<td>doxaʔ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>doxa</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ</td>
<td>doxaʔ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>doxa</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ</td>
<td>doxaʔ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>doxad</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ nāʔ</td>
<td>doxaíd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>doxaxan</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ nān</td>
<td>doxaxin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>doxaxud</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ nād</td>
<td>doxaxit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-6: Inflection of class I noun doxa ‘river’

3.4.1.2 Class II nouns

Class II includes nouns that end in a glottal stop. In contrast to nouns of class I, glottal stop nouns have two different stems which are not evenly distributed within the paradigm. As already mentioned above, the locative singular can be regarded as a diagnostic cell for determining whether a noun belongs to class IIa or IIb.

In contrast to class I, class II is a closed class with a very small number of tokens.

3.4.1.2.1 Class IIa

Class IIa is clearly the more problematic of both glottal stop classes as for many nouns the glottal stop cannot be perceived acoustically any longer. Whereas one might ask if such nouns should not be classified as class I nouns, the answer for postulating class IIa lies in morphonology. Although the glottal stop in enčiʔ ‘person’ is no longer pronounced, and one virtually hears only enči, assimilation clearly shows that it is a class IIa lexeme.177

176. All nouns in this subclass once ended with the regular diminutive marker -ku, yet the loss of the final vowel has resulted in lexicalization, and these nouns are no longer understood as diminutives by current speakers. Whereas Tereščenko still registered buʔ ‘dog’ (Tereščenko 1966: 444), this lexeme has become obsolete and only the historical diminutive form bunik is used nowadays.

177. The glottal stop of IIa stems is generally barely audible. Glottal stops of IIb lexemes are usually well perceivable.
Nouns belonging to class IIa have two stems. Stem₂ enču- is reserved for the plural stems of NOM, GEN, and ACC to which the plural marker -ʔ attaches. Otherwise, stem₁ enčiʔ is used elsewhere in the paradigm. Concerning the plural cases of IIa nouns, stem-vowel changes such as enčiʔ ~ enčuʔ are not characteristic. Instead, the existence of a different stem for grammatical plural cases is the central morphological property of IIa (and as a matter of fact also of IIb) nouns, e.g. tiʔ ‘sinew, twine, thread’ → NOM/GEN/ACC.PL tinʔ.[178]

Other nouns belonging to class IIa are:


The lexeme kedar ‘wild reindeer’ is notoriously complicated, and it seems that this lexeme is related to IIa. Whereas in singular and plural kedar behaves regular kedar ~ kedarʔ, the dual is not as expected kedärxiʔ but kedāgiʔ,[179] which would require a stem *kedaiʔ which currently is not attested. As I have no example for kedar with locational cases available, further research is needed.

3.4.1.2.2 Class IIb

Nouns belonging to class IIb usually end in a well perceivable glottal stop when uttered in isolation.

Table 3-8: Inflection of class IIb māʔ ‘chum’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CX/NUM</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>māʔ</td>
<td>mākīʔ</td>
<td>mādʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>mād</td>
<td>mākīʔ</td>
<td>mādʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>mād</td>
<td>mākīʔ</td>
<td>mādʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>māt</td>
<td>mākīʔnāʔ</td>
<td>mākid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>mākun</td>
<td>mākīʔnān</td>
<td>mākin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>mākud</td>
<td>mākīʔnād</td>
<td>mākit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

178. Occasionally, yet only during elicitation tinoʔ was also registered.
179. NNB repeatedly offered kedärxiʔ in elicitation, apparently following barxiʔ ‘two shores’.
In contrast to IIa, nouns of class IIb show a different stem distribution. Stem₂ māʔ is restricted to GEN.SG and ACC.SG as well as the plural cases NOM/GEN/ACC.PL which is based on the singular GEN stem plus the plural marker -ʔ. In all other cells within the paradigm, māʔ serves as the primary stem for locational cases and dual.

The following nouns belong to class IIb: biʔ ‘water’ [GEN biʔ] boʔ ‘half’ [GEN boʔ] uʔ ‘track of an animal’ [GEN uʔ].

3.4.1.2.3 Unclassified nouns ending in a glottal stop

Contrary to earlier research where a handful of nouns could still be classified as belonging to either class IIa or IIb, some nouns can no longer be assigned to any of the two class II sub-classes today. Prominent members of this class are the numerals nāxuʔ ‘three’, motuʔ ‘six’ and biuʔ ‘ten’ which were classified as belonging to class IIb by Tereščenko. In contemporary Forest Enets, glottal stops for ‘three’ and ‘six’ were no longer registered by me and for ‘ten’ realization varied quite considerably. Whereas all three lexemes undergo assimilation with the limitative marker -ru, this particular morpheme triggers only simple assimilation to -lu with glottal stop stems and nothing more can be said. For biuʔ ‘ten’, numerals from 11 to 19 which are clausal, show assimilation typical of IIb stems as ‘ten’ surfaces in the ablative:

(18) bi-kuđŋ̥u bođad
ten-ABL.SG one be.more.3SG
‘From ten one is more = 11’

3.5 Possessive nominal inflection

Apart from non-possessive inflection, nouns can be inflected possessively via PX which express possessor, possessee and in several instances also case. As the morphosyntax of this category will be described in detail in chapter 5, only a superficial account will be given here.

Although number of possessee, either singular (unmarked), dual -xu, or plural -i\(^{180}\) precedes the possessive suffix, the interpretation favored here is based on a portmanteau analysis because non-singular possessee cannot be derived from the singular paradigm. For the nominative case, the system looks as follows:

(19) a. kodu-iʔ
sled-PX.1SG ‘my one sled’
b. kodu-xuń
sled-PX.DU.1SG ‘my two sleds’
c. kodu-ń
sled-PX.PL.1SG ‘my (more than two) sleds’

As PX fuses with case, a distinctive set of PX is used for NOM/GEN/ACC. Their paradigmatic realization is presented in the following section.

---

180. As /i/ as part of complex morphemes is assimilated before /u/, the underlying plural marker remains unexpressed.
3.5.1 PX nominative series

The following table shows PX of the nominative series:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSSESSOR</th>
<th>SG\textsubscript{POSSESEE}</th>
<th>DU\textsubscript{POSSESEE}</th>
<th>PL\textsubscript{POSSESEE}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>-iʔ</td>
<td>-xuʔ</td>
<td>-iʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>-r</td>
<td>-xud</td>
<td>-id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>-da</td>
<td>-xuda</td>
<td>-ida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DU</td>
<td>-iʔ</td>
<td>-xuʔ</td>
<td>-iʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DU</td>
<td>-riʔ</td>
<td>-xudi</td>
<td>-idi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DU</td>
<td>-diʔ</td>
<td>-xudi</td>
<td>-idi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>-Vʔ / -baʔ</td>
<td>-xuna</td>
<td>-ina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>-raʔ</td>
<td>-xuda</td>
<td>-ida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>-duʔ</td>
<td>-xudu</td>
<td>-idu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-9: PX nominative series (class I nouns)

3.5.2 PX genitive series

The following table shows PX of the genitive series:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSSESSOR</th>
<th>SG\textsubscript{POSSESEE}</th>
<th>DU\textsubscript{POSSESEE}</th>
<th>PL\textsubscript{POSSESEE}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>-ň</td>
<td>-xuň</td>
<td>-ň</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td>-xud</td>
<td>-id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>-da</td>
<td>-xuda</td>
<td>-ida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DU</td>
<td>-ňʔ</td>
<td>-xuňʔ</td>
<td>-ňʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DU</td>
<td>-diʔ</td>
<td>-xudi</td>
<td>-idi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DU</td>
<td>-diʔ</td>
<td>-xudi</td>
<td>-idi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>-naʔ</td>
<td>-xuna</td>
<td>-ina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>-daʔ</td>
<td>-xuda</td>
<td>-ida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>-duʔ</td>
<td>-xudu</td>
<td>-idu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-10: PX genitive series (class I nouns)

3.5.3 PX accusative series

The following table shows PX of the accusative series:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSSESSOR</th>
<th>SG\textsubscript{POSSESEE}</th>
<th>DU\textsubscript{POSSESEE}</th>
<th>PL\textsubscript{POSSESEE}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>-iʔ</td>
<td>-xuʔ</td>
<td>-iʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>-d</td>
<td>-xud</td>
<td>-id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>-da</td>
<td>-xuda</td>
<td>-ida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DU</td>
<td>-iʔ</td>
<td>-xuʔ</td>
<td>-iʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DU</td>
<td>-diʔ</td>
<td>-xudi</td>
<td>-idi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DU</td>
<td>-diʔ</td>
<td>-xudi</td>
<td>-idi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>-Vʔ / -baʔ</td>
<td>-xuna</td>
<td>-ina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>-raʔ</td>
<td>-xuda</td>
<td>-ida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>-duʔ</td>
<td>-xudu</td>
<td>-idu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-11: PX accusative series (class I nouns)
3.5.4 PX allomorphy in 1st person NOM and ACC

Whereas the distribution of PX.1SG (both NOM/ACC) -iʔ and -m results from allomorphy conditioned by a glottal stop, e.g. class I teiʔ ‘my reindeer’, class IIa enčim ‘my person, my man’ or Iib bim ‘my water’, another less frequent PX.1SG marker -b is attested. In contemporary Forest Enets, -b is another allomorph of -iʔ which is triggered by phonotactics: in nouns ending in a long vowel, a diphthong or -ji, the possessive suffix -iʔ is realized as -b (occasionally also -b), e.g. näāb ‘my needle’, buib ‘my soup’ or āsikujib ‘my dead father’.

3.5.5 PX and stem extension with several kinship terms

Already Tereščenko (1966: 444) reported that several kinship terms show an extra (linking) element -ńi- or -ďi- with plural possessive suffixes in the nominative. The following examples for PX.PL.1PL were presented:

(20) a. ээнина’ — ээдина’ ‘наши матери’ (‘our mothers’)
    b. ээниа’ ‘наши отцы’ (‘our fathers’)
    c. казанина’ ‘наши бабушки’ (‘our grandmothers’)

This feature was also encountered in the speech of the current generation for the following kinship terms: āā ‘mother’, āsi ‘father’, kāda ‘grandmother, other older female relative’, dďi ‘grandfather, other older male relative’:

(21) a. mudnä¹ modnä¹ modnä¹
    pl. father-Link.PX.PL.1PL aš 1PL
    piri nod kada-š always together hunt-CON
    dudu-mubiʔ
goMUDI-HAB-3PL
    ‘Our fathers used to go hunting together.’ [NKB I 123]

    b. modnä¹ kada-ńina?
    pl. grandmother-Link.PX.PL.1PL lodä¹
    lodä¹ pl. Russian word[ACC]
    bāda not.know-3PL.PST
    ‘Our grandmothers did not know Russian.’ [NKB I 123]

    c. modnä¹ didi-ńina?
    pl. grandfather-Link.PX.PL.1PL ṣokun
    mosara-č not.know-3PL.PST
    ‘Our grandfathers worked together.’ [NKB I 123]

181 This representation of lodä instead of roda ‘Russian’ is also unusual. Infrequently NKB used Tundra Nenets luca for Russian; this form is somehow a contaminated Nenets-Enets form.
This linking morpheme is preserved with other PX/CX combinations:

(22) a. modnaʔ äsi-ńiniʔ noʔ kaňe-bače
   1PL father-LINK-PX.GEN.PL.1PL with go-1PL-PST
   ‘We went with our fathers.’ [ZNB V 1]

   b. āāńiniʔ noʔ <mother-LINK-PX.GEN.PL.1PL with> ‘with our mothers’

   c. kadaniniʔ noʔ <grandmother-LINK-PX.GEN.PL.1PL with> ‘with our grandfathers’

Further, also aba ‘older sister, older female relative of one’s mother’ behaves unusually with PX.PL.1PL. Although one would expect /a/ deletion before this compound morpheme with /i/, no alternations occur.182

(23) mudnaʔ aba-ina? Dudinka-xan mosraʔ?
   1PL older.sister-PX.PL.1SG Dudinka-LOC.SG work-3PL
   ‘Our older sisters are working in Dudinka.’ [NKB I 124]

3.5.6 PX and CX – overlapping and plural neutralization

A close look at the three constellations for PX/CX in NOM, GEN and ACC reveals several instances of overlapping and neutralization:

1. In singular, the PX genitive and accusative are homonymic for non-first person context. In this respect, word order is needed for additional support.

2. In non-singular context, both nominative and accusative PX are homonymic, and no formal difference can be made. Again, word order is needed for additional support.

3.5.7 PX and non-core grammatical cases

Also, locational cases can be inflected in the possessive conjugation. For this, the regular CX are followed by PX of the genitive series. Note that the locational case system has no synthetic forms for dual, which relies on postpositional constructions and only singular and plural forms are attested.

The lative case behaves irregularly concerning PX addition. When used possessively, the lative is realized by a special allomorph in -xu- which can further undergo two-way assimilation if necessary.

182. Although ERRE (12) shows a long vowel abaa, I registered aba throughout my fieldwork.
Florian Siegl: Materials on Forest Enets

3.6 Verbs and their inflectional classes

Also for verbs, three classes I, IIa, and IIb can be postulated. Although similar assimilation processes are characteristic of both nouns and verbs, the evolution of glottal stops in verb stems is no longer historically opaque and will not be discussed in the same detail as above.

In contrast to nouns, there seem to be no verbs which end in consonants other than the glottal stop. Otherwise, the same I, IIa and IIb distinction can be postulated:

In comparison with noun inflection, verb inflection is more complex. Further, the distribution of stems is not undisputedly clear at the moment. Therefore, the following short overview of verb morphology should be understood as an initial classification, which awaits more detailed research in the future.

183. Instead of the expected /i/ deletion rule, the suffix vowel is deleted. This rule seems to be restricted to the possessive lative only.

184. “Die Untersuchung der enzischen Glottisverschlußlaute kann am zweckmäßigsten ausgehend von den Nominalstämmen vorgenommen werden, weil sekundäre analoge Veränderungen die ursprünglichen Verhältnisse in den Verbalstämmen verschleiert haben.” (Mikola 1996: 93.) Juha Janhunen (p.c.) has pointed to a diachronic inconsistency in the approach chosen here. Verbs belonging to the IIa group have no diachronic reality because they are not the result of any process related to the glottal stop. Whereas this is historically correct, the overall behavior of IIa verbs resemble that of glottal stop stems, apparently due to analogy. Analogical assimilation patterns in IIa verbs behave as if the verb would show a glottal stop stem; but indeed only verbs belonging to class IIb are historically glottal step stems.
For reasons of simplicity, the following paradigms do not present all inflectional realizations; this will be postponed until chapter 7. As a Northern Samoyedic language, Forest Enets verbs are conjugated in three conjugations whose function will be discussed in chapter 7.1. For the sake of the description of morphological principles, all verbs shown here are presented in conjugation I.

3.6.1 Class I

Although no detailed quantitative study has been made, verbs belonging to class I are most numerous. Concerning stem distribution, the whole paradigm can be derived from any form as only one stem is used. The following paradigm (conjugation I) as well as other forms shows the realization of Class I verbs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSON/NUMBER</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>nā́ʔ</td>
<td>nāb́ʔ</td>
<td>nābáʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>nād</td>
<td>nār</td>
<td>nāráʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>nā</td>
<td>nāxi</td>
<td>nā́ʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-12: Class I verbs in conjugation I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTCP.IP</th>
<th>nā́a</th>
<th>PTCP.PF</th>
<th>nā́ʔ</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>nā́ʔ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMP.2SG</td>
<td>nā́ʔ</td>
<td>IMP.2PL</td>
<td>nāráʔ</td>
<td>HORT.1PL</td>
<td>nāxoóʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP.3SG</td>
<td>nāb́ʔ</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>nā́ʔ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A general problem of allomorphy is characteristic for both VX.1DU and VX.1PL. For 1DU an alternative -iʔ/-jʔ and 1PL a lengthened vowel -VVʔ are attested. At the moment, no morphophonological rule predicting either VX has shown satisfying results, yet a certain correlation is nevertheless visible. When VX.1DU is realized as -b́ʔ, VX.1PL, too, is realized as -báʔ, and consequently when VX.1DU is realized as -iʔ/-jʔ, then VX.1PL is realized as -VVʔ.185

3.6.2 Class II

Verbs belonging to inflection class II are morphologically more complex as several stems are used.

185. Occasionally, verbs belonging to class I show an additional vowel before the verbal endings, e.g. toa ~ to ‘he comes’, diriá-đʔ ~ diri-dʔ ‘I am living’ or totagoa ‘he is reading’. This vowel, once a while also realized reduced, is restricted to the aorist as in the perfect it is absent e.g. tobi ‘he has come’ not *toabi ‘he has come’. It is quite likely that this vowel is a reflex of the historical aorist marker, but there is extensive variation and this vowel does not appear regularly. I have decided not to gloss it separately, but it is not normalized and preserved where it appears.
3.6.2.1 Class IIa

Verbs falling into inflectional class IIa belong to a historically uniform group. The stem-final consonant -r historically a reflex of a frequentative marker surfaces only in two forms (see also 7.3.3). In other forms, no traces of -r can be found and alternations at the morpheme boundary similar to assimilations typical for glottal stops appear. Based on this behavior, class IIa verbs are classified as glottal stop stems, even though historical evidence is not supportive. Concerning stem distribution, class IIa verbs have three different stems; stem₁ ending in a glottal stop is used in a variety of less-finite or non-finite verbal forms such as singular imperative, participles and converbs. Stem₂ is expanded with a stem extensional element -ŋa- and serves as the stem for all finite forms and a handful of less-finite forms. Finally, stem₃ in which the historical frequentative marker -r returns appears in both IMP.2SG and CN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSON/NRMBER</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>doriγad?</td>
<td>doriγai?</td>
<td>doriγaba?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>doriγad</td>
<td>doriŋari?</td>
<td>doriŋara?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>doriŋa</td>
<td>doriŋaxi?</td>
<td>doriŋa?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-13: Class IIa verb in conjugation I

Some evidence for a sub-class in IIa is currently at hand. A very small set of verbs shows an infinitival converb in -d’ typical for class IIa. However, all verbs lack the typical stem extension in -ŋa- and instead -m- appears such as e.g. odiδ ‘appear’ → odima ‘he appeared, he came out’ or od ‘eat’ → oma ‘he ate it up’. In other forms, assimilation around the morpheme boundary occurs, all of them again typical for class IIa. Although they are currently subsumed in this class, this topic is not yet fully settled.

---

186. -ŋa is the reflex of the historical aorist marker (e.g. Mikola 2004); however, synchronically it does not fulfill this function any longer. From a synchronic perspective -ŋa should be best classified as a frequentative marker (7.3.2), but this interpretation is not without shortcomings.

187. No obvious synchronic function can be attached.

188. Whether -r in both imperative and connegative are indeed followed by a further glottal stop is unclear as much variation is registered.

189. The infinitival converb marker -š when fusing with a stem-final glottal stop should be diagnostic for assigning verbs to either class IIa {ʔ + š → d’} or IIb {ʔ+š → c} it is no longer.
3.6.2.2 Class IIb

In comparison to class IIa, class IIb contains verbs with an etymological glottal stop; in absolute terms, verbs belonging to class IIb are outnumbered by verbs belonging to class IIa. A further complicating factor for IIb is the fact that verbs belonging to this group show a glottal stop in intervocalic position which is easily omitted. For several verbs, IIb membership can only be traced by the typical morphonological assimilations. Concerning stem distribution, three stems are attested; only stem 1 has an intervocalic glottal stop before vx are attached. Stem 2 ends in the glottal stop to which derivational morphology attaches and consequently assimilations around the morpheme border occur. In stem 3 /s/ appears instead of the glottal stop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSON/NUMBER</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1p</td>
<td>miʔādʔ</td>
<td>miʔāiʔ / miʔābʔ</td>
<td>miʔāāʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p</td>
<td>miʔād</td>
<td>miʔārīʔ</td>
<td>miʔārāʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>miʔā</td>
<td>miʔāxīʔ</td>
<td>miʔā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-14: Class IIb verb in conjugation 1

PTCP.IPF  mīta
IMP.2SG  mīs(ʔ)
IMP.3SG  n.a.

PTCP.PFT  mīʔāiʔ
IMP.2PL  mīʔārīʔ
CON  mīč
HORT.1PL  mīkooʔ

3.6.3 Regularity and irregularity in the verbal paradigm

Irregularity in the verbal paradigm of Forest Enets is restricted. Whether this is indeed a conservatism or the outcome of imposed analogy (by language change or beginning language attrition) remains impossible to answer as no detailed study of verb morphomics reflecting older stages of Forest Enets are available. Much of the system as described above was registered by Sorokina (1975a) which partly reflects the language of one or two generations ago. The major difference between Sorokina’s approach and the present study lies in the number of stems. Sorokina operated with only two stems instead of three stems for class II verbs.

A variety of minor stem modifications are reported by Castrén (1854: 495–501); as his description concentrated on Tundra Enets more than a century ago, this reflects a different variety of Enets and no attempts of comparison will be made.

190. This stem type could eventually be explained by a simple morphonological rule because due to phonotactics a stem-final glottal stop cannot be followed by non-syllabic vx, and an epenthetic vowel must be inserted. The quality of such an epenthetic vowel varies and apart from default /u/, other vowels appear here too (here /ā/ e.g. mīʔā-). The quality of epenthetic vowels for IIb stems is not finally settled and calls for further research. Also here the vowel under discussion is historically related to the assumed old aorist marker.
3.6.3.1 Irregular verbs

Three irregular verbs are attested in Forest Enets. The first one is mad’ ‘say, tell’, which has several irregular stems. For aorist and past tense, a stem in mana- is used to which several mood markers and vx are added. The stem that is used for the future tense is not as would be expected *manađa- but mata- (from *maʔ + fut -da) to which vx are added. Especially with regard to the future tense stem, mad’ behaves as a glottal stop stem which is reflected also in its infinitival converb marker -d’. Also, the imperative form (conjugation I) which is identical to the connegative stem is slightly irregular as instead of manaʔ a truncated form mana is used. The same truncation rule can be found with kańiš ‘go’ whose imp.2sg form (conjugation I) resp. connegative form is kaniʔ ~ kanʔ. The future form is also slightly irregular kanita ‘he will go’.

The third irregular verb is eš ‘be’. First, the infinitival converb eš cannot be realized in the aorist but only either with past or future tense reference. For past tense reference the stem e- must be followed by temporal/aspectual morphemes e.g. ebi ‘he has been’ eubi ‘he usually was’. Surprisingly, the stem for future tense reference is pronounced as ā- such as āđa ‘he will be’ (-da being the regular future tense morpheme) and will represented in this form throughout this monograph.

3.6.3.2 Defective verbs

Verbs that do not have a full paradigm but otherwise behave both morphologically and morphosyntactically regularly are classified as defective verbs. For reasons of classification, a further subdivision into verbs that are restricted to third person contexts and verbs without a particular inflectional realization in a certain cell of their paradigm is necessary.

3.6.3.2.1 Verbs restricted to 3P contexts

At least four verbs that can only be used in 3p context are registered (all forms represented by their stems): tonä- ‘exist’ dagu- ‘not exist’,191 de- ‘hurt’ and tara- ‘must, is necessary’. Whereas for tonä-, dagu- and de-, agreement in number is possible (sg, du, pl) forms in non-3p context are blocked. For tara- no examples for agreement in dual and plural are currently registered. Further, as tonä- and dagu- are polarity antonyms, verb negation cannot apply (see further 7.6. and 7.7.). In contrast to them, de- and tara- can be negated. Otherwise, temporal or modal modification of these verbs is possible.

---

191. In the meaning of ‘perish, die’ dagu- can be used in other persons, too, but as this meaning is a semantic extension of ‘not exist’, I prefer to classify this verb as a different lexical entry. A similar conversion is possible for tara- but also here, the personalized use mud tarad? <1sg must.1sg> ‘I am needed’ results in different lexical entry.
3.6.3.3  Verbs with individual gaps in their paradigm

A set of verbs are defective in the sense that certain cells within their paradigms are blocked by semantic reasons (see 7.7). The first group of verbs (all represented as bare stems) consists of inherently negative verbs such as *doxora- ‘not know, not being able’, *dekar- ‘not know’, and *lođe- ‘not being able’, which have fully productive paradigms with the exception of negation. When negating *doxor-a- ‘not-knowing’, the affirmative verb *tāni- ‘know’ must be used.\(^{192}\) When negating *lođe--, also *tāni- ‘know, be able’ has to be used.

Other defective verbs are the negative auxiliary verbs *i-, *ni-, *buńi-, and *kići- which lack e.g. infinitival converbs; the negative auxiliaries will be described in detail in the chapter on negation (7.6.).

3.7  Morpheme ordering principles

As already noted in the beginning, Forest Enets is an exclusively suffixing and agglutinative language. Morpheme-ordering principles are rigid and fixed.

3.7.1  Nouns

For reasons of clarity, ordering principles will be split up in several paradigms; elements in brackets [ ] are optional

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammatical Cases (Nom, Gen, Acc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-possessed:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Root-[Derivation]-[cx]** | **Root-[Derivation]-Cx.Px** | a) **Root-[Derivation]-Px**  
b) **Root-[Derivation]-Px-Pst** |
| **Nom.Sg kudo ‘sled’** | **koru-i?** | a) **āsi-d? <father-1sg>**  
b) **iblēigu-d-uš <little-2sg-Pst>** |
| **Gen.Sg kudo min** | **a) knife-Px.1sg**  
**b) knife-Px.Acc.1sg** | **‘I am a father.’**  
**‘You were young.’** |
| **<sled-[GEN] in.loc> ‘on the sled’** | | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Cases (Lat, Loc, Abl, Prol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-possessed:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Root-[Derivation]-Cx.Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>to-xun &lt;lake-Loc.Sg&gt; ‘in the lake’</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-15: Morpheme-ordering principles of nouns

\(^{192}\) In contrast, *tāni- ‘know’ can be negated regularly, but *doxor-a- is more frequent.
3.7.2 Verbs

A detailed study of Forest Enets verb morphology was carried out by Sorokina (1975a, 1977) and against the data collected for this thesis, no substantial revision of her results is currently needed. The following chart reflecting the maximal morphological projection is adopted from Sorokina (1977). The only modification concerns Sorokina’s interpretation of circumfixes which is not followed here; past tense and distant past are analyzed as being compositional. Note that not all positions have to be or can be filled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>word formation suffixes</td>
<td>Transitivity / Causative</td>
<td>Causative</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>Voice</td>
<td>Tense and Mood</td>
<td>Conjugation type</td>
<td>vx and number</td>
<td>Tense / conjugation type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Discont.</td>
<td>Compulsory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-16: Morpheme-ordering principles of verbs

3.8 -nuju derivation and morphonology

Finally, the derivational suffix -nuju (adverbializer) must be mentioned separately because it differs morphonologically from all other derivational suffixes. Whereas inflectional and derivational morphology is usually added to a stem either directly or with the help of linking vowels or linking morphemes, this is not the case for -nuju which triggers vowel deletion instead. The following examples show this behavior:

(25) a.  *kiuđu* ‘morning’ → *kiudnuju* ‘in the morning’

b.  *nara* ‘spring’ → *narnuju* ‘in spring’

c.  *otude* ‘fall’ → *otudnuju* ‘in fall’

d.  *sira* ‘winter’ → *sirnuju* ‘in winter’

Due to wordhood constraints, a phonological word in Forest Enets must contain a vowel. Monosyllabic words such as *to* ‘summer’ cannot undergo this rule, and the expected *tonuju* ‘in the summer’ is attested. All other polysyllabic lexemes which end in a vowel are subject to this truncation rule.
4. Parts of speech

4.1 An inventory of parts of speech

Whereas parts of speech in Forest Enets fall under labels such as adjective, noun and verb, one should bear in mind that these labels are language-specific. The following major parts of speech can be recognized:

1. Nominals:
   a) nouns
   b) adjectives
   c) pronouns
   d) numerals
   e) demonstratives
   f) postpositions
   g) inflectable adverbs (manner and temporal adverbs)
   h) participles and converbs
2. Verbs
3. Adverbs (remaining)
4. Interjections and particles
5. Clitics

PoS have not been subject to a detailed analysis in previous research. Sorokina’s two attempts (2010a, 2010b: 47–51) are at best impressionistic thoughts about major categories and transcategorical derivation. Neither of these attempts presents a clear-cut description.

4.2 Criteria for distinguishing parts of speech

Parts of speech in Forest Enets can be identified to a very large degree by morphological means. Concerning adjectives, several syntactic criteria have to be taken into consideration, which will be shown in detail below. A small set of adverbs as well as interjections and particles resist morphological classification as they show no morphology.¹⁹³

The major subdivision into nouns and verbs relying on morphological principles is unproblematic; a small set of morphemes is sufficient for assigning a given string of sounds to one of the two word classes. For verbs, negation by negative auxiliaries and the connegative form of the negated main verb unambiguously classify a predicate as

¹⁹³. The central role of morphology for the identification of PoS in Tundra Nenets was shown by Salminen (1993). A comparative study of PoS in Samoyedic with historical comments by Tereščenko (Tereščenko 1968), but not included in Salminen’s study, had come to a similar conclusion already more than two decades earlier: “В современных самодийских языках глагол является морфологическим антиподом существительного.” (Tereščenko 1968: 293).
verb. If a category is negated by different means, the negated category is not a verb. This categorization will be presented here in a simplified manner; a thorough discussion can be found in chapter 7.6.

Negation is best described as a constructive morphology, as it consists of a finite negative auxiliary and the negated lexical verb which transfers inflectional morphology to the negative auxiliary. The latter hosts polarity, mood and person, and with some restrictions also tense. The negated main verb is realized in a form called connegative, which is homonymous with the stem used for 2SG intransitive imperatives.

(1) a. mud’ kaňi-d-ud’
   1SG go-1SG
   ‘I went.’

b. mud’ ni-d-ud’ kaňi-
   1SG NEG.AUX-1SG-PST go-CN
   ‘I have not gone.’

c. tāda kaňi-
   now go-IMP.2SG
   ‘Now go!’

Two types of negation can be found for nominal categories. In denominal predicate clauses, the clause is dependent on the negative copula clause and serves as a complement. For this, the negative auxiliary niinflected for person and the connegative form of the locational copula ŋa- have to be used (see also 9.4):

(2) a. mud’ ďuraku-d ni ŋa-? mud’ onai enči-d?
   1SG Nenets-1SG NEG.AUX-1SG beLOC-CN 1SG real person-1SG
   ‘I am not a Nenets, I am an Enets.’ (Lit. ‘I am a Nenets, I am not. I am an Enets’) [ZNB IV 62]

b. koru poju ni ŋa-?
   knife sharp.3SG NEG.AUX.3SG beLOC-CN
   The knife is not sharp.’ (Lit. ‘the knife is sharp, it is not’) [ZNB I 32]

Converbs occupy an intermediate position between nominals and verbs. Converbs are non-finite but can take arguments, such as verbs. In negation, a negative auxiliary is used and the expected connegative form of the lexical verb also appears. Still, the nominal character is preserved as the actor is indexed on the negative auxiliary via a possessive suffix and not by a regular verbal ending:

194. The only exception is a small class of negative verbs to be discussed in 7.7, which lack negation. This class of verbs is not, however, a counterexample but behaves neutrally in this respect.
195. Although in principle, the existence of specialized VX would be an equally good starting point for the characterization of verbs, the existence of several sets of verbal suffixes would result in a very complicated list.
When it comes to nominals, inflectional morphology cannot serve as the diagnostic means for categorization, as inflection is only attested with nouns and pronouns. On the other hand, derivational morphology, such as the limitative -ru/-lu ‘only X’ which can be attached to almost any nominal category, but not to verbs, shows that a token under investigation is a member of the nominal class:

4.3 Open lexical classes

Nouns and verbs are open word classes and can attract new members. Some basic characteristics will be presented in this chapter; for a full account, the relevant chapters 5 and 6 should be consulted.

4.4 Closed lexical classes

Adjectives, pronouns, interrogatives, numerals, and postpositions are closed lexical classes. Furthermore, adjectives and adverbs differ from the other members of the nominal class as these word classes are not homogeneous. The closed word class ‘adjective’ is small, but there are other possibilities for modifying nouns, e.g. participles of stative-
intransitive verbs. Again, negation is the best-suited means to investigate the word-class membership of modifiers: when adjectives are negated, the same strategy demonstrated in (2b) is used:

(2b) \textit{koru poju ņi ńa-ʔ}  
knife sharp.3SG NEG.AUX.3SG be\textsubscript{LOC-CN}  
‘The knife is not sharp.’ (Lit. ‘the knife is sharp, it is not’) [ZNB I 32]

If a modifier is not negated in this way, it is consequently not a member of the adjective class.

Adverbs, too, are clearly a closed word class, but morphologically this class is not homogenous either. Manner adverbs are based on adjectives, which are further inflected for prolatative case. Other adverbs do not show any overt morphology at all, but are also members of a closed class.

4.5 The nominal class

4.5.1 Nouns

Morphologically, nouns can be marked for number, case, and possession or a combination of all three. Although Forest Enets is a predominantly synthetic agglutinative language, suffixes on nouns need not be readily segmentable from a synchronic perspective. For practical reasons a relatively well-segmentable noun, \textit{auka} ‘pet reindeer’, has been chosen:

(5) a. \textit{auka PET.REINDEER}  
‘a/the pet reindeer’

b. \textit{auka-xiʔ PET.REINDEER\textsubscript{[NOM.DU]}}  
‘two pet reindeer’

c. \textit{auka-ʔ PET.REINDEER\textsubscript{[NOM.PL]}}  
‘(more than two) pet reindeer’

d. \textit{auka-iʔ PET.REINDEER\textsubscript{[1SG.PX]}}  
‘my pet reindeer’

e. \textit{auka-d PET.REINDEER\textsubscript{LAT.SG}}  
‘to a/the pet reindeer’

f. \textit{auka-xan PET.REINDEER\textsubscript{LOC.SG}}  
‘with a/the pet reindeer’

g. \textit{auka-xin PET.REINDEER\textsubscript{LOC.PL}}  
‘with (more than two) pet reindeer’
Nouns are prototypically used as heads in NPs and can be further modified by determiners, numerals, adjectives, or participles (see chapter 6 for more information on NP structure):

(6) a. čiki auka
    this pet.reindeer
    ‘this pet reindeer’

b. padir auka
   spotted pet.reindeer
   ‘a/the spotted pet reindeer’

c. yolu padir auka
    one spotted pet.reindeer
    ‘one spotted pet reindeer’

d. poltì-da bunik
    be.black-PTCP.IPF dog
    ‘a/the black dog’

Prototypically, nouns in Forest Enets are used as arguments of predicates:

(7) padir auka kirba o-ma
    spotted pet.reindeer bread[ACC] eat-RES.3SG
    ‘A spotted pet reindeer ate bread.’

Apart from their use as arguments of predicates, nouns can also be used predicatively. In predicative position, nouns are marked with VX belonging to conjugation I. Further, such nominal predicates allow the addition of the general past tense:

(8) a. mod’ onai enči-d?
    1SG real person-1SG
    ‘I am an Enets.’

b. Igarka nā-d to-i oša-š
    Igarka[GEN] side-ABL come-PTCP.PFT Evenki-3SG.PST
    ‘He was an Evenki who came from around Igarka.’ [LDB Taboo]

Despite the fact that they behave verbally, such predicative nouns cannot be inflected for aspect, mood, evidentiality, and other tenses (apart from the general past tense). These categories are reserved for verbal categories and to a certain degree also for converbs and nominalized verbs. Further, as already shown in example (2a), the type of negation demonstrates that the category is not verbal:197

(2) a. mud’ dîraku-d ni-d ŋa-?
    1SG Nenets-1SG NEG.AUX-1SG be-LOC-CN 1SG real person-1SG
    ‘I am not a Nenets, I am an Enets.’ [ZNB IV 62]

197. Throughout the history of research on this category in Northern Samoyedic, it has often been misinterpreted as support for the assumption of a missing or weak distinction between nouns and verbs. Salminen (1993, 1997: 91–94) sums up the futility of this approach.
The word class ‘noun’ is an open class and attracts new members. While earlier nouns were mostly borrowed from the predominant neighbor Tundra Nenets, nowadays only Russian nouns are borrowed.

4.5.2 Adjectives

Forest Enets has a small, closed set of adjectives. As adjectives do not attract case morphology, inflectional morphology is not a diagnostic feature for determining word class membership. Furthermore, as attributes, Forest Enets adjectives do not take any inflectional suffixes and agreement with the head is absent:

(9) a. *aga odu* big boat ‘a large boat’
b. *aga odu-ixo* big boat-LOC.SG ‘two large boats’
c. *aga odu-?* big boat-PL ‘large boats’ (more than two)
d. *aga moga-xun* big forest-LOC.SG ‘in the large forest’
e. *aga moga-xu?* big forest-ABL.SG ‘from/out of the big forest’

As several nominal derivational suffixes can also attach to adjectives, e.g. *aga-ru* <big-LIM> ‘only the large’, their membership in the nominal class is indisputable. However, only the introduction of several syntactic criteria can unanimously assign a nominal to the PoS adjective. First, adjectives cannot be used as arguments and must therefore accompany nouns as attributes. Registered exceptions are adjectives that are marked by PX, which substitute a noun due to pragmatic considerations. The following shows a prototypical example for conversion of an adjective via PX:

(10) a. *? aga to* big come.3SG ‘The old one came.’
b. *aga enči? to* big man come.3SG ‘The old man came.’
c. *ibleigu-r aga kasa-da sakra* little-PX.2SG [big man]-ACC.3SG bite.3SG ‘Your little one bit the older boy (and not your older son).’ [ZNB IV 54]

198. Obvious exceptions are adjectives inflected for prolicative case, which then serve as manner adverbs.
Further, adjectives marked by the topicalizer -ju can occur without a head noun:

(11) a. čiki aga-ju
   this big-TOP
   ‘The big one’ (Lit. ‘the big(ger) of the two’) [NKB Prisoners]

b. naaku-ju sileig bunik naaku-ju poldi-ŋ
   other-TOP white dog other-TOP black-FREQ.3SG
   ‘One dog is white (Lit. the other white dog), the other one is black.’ [LDB II 27]

Second, adjectives differ from nouns in that they cannot serve as the complement of postpositional phrases:

(12) a. soiđa kodu ńi-n
   good sled[GEN] on-LOC
   ‘on the good sled’

b. *soiđa ńi-n
   good on-LOC
   ‘on the good one’

Further, only adjectives can be modified by the adverb ŋul ‘very’:

(13) a. ŋul’ soiđa enči
   very good man
   ‘a very good man, person’

b. * ŋul’ enči

4.5.3 Pronouns

Pronouns (5.10) form a closed class. Personal pronouns distinguish person (1p, 2p, and 3p) and number (singular, dual and plural). A clusivity distinction is unknown. Personal pronouns distinguish case, but the system deviates from that found on lexical nouns as fewer distinctions are made; genitive\(^\text{199}\), translativ-essive and comitative forms are absent. Personal pronouns are highly suppletive and rely on a variety of different stems e.g. mod’ <1SG> ‘I’ vs. šiʔ <1SG.ACC> ‘me’, vs. noń <1SG.LAT> ‘to me’. The locational case

---

\(^{199}\) I have not found any evidence for the genitive pronouns which were registered by Tereščenko (1966) and Sorokina (2010b: 228).
forms of pronouns are morphologically closer to adverbs than to prototypical nouns, as they share the same set of specialized case suffixes.

Other pronouns include interrogative pronouns, such as še ‘who’, obu ‘what’, or kunin ‘where’, the intensive pronoun ker-PxGEN, indefinite pronouns such as šexo ‘somebody’ or obuxo ‘something’, and negative pronouns, e.g. šexuru ‘nobody’ or obuxuru ‘nothing’.

4.5.4 Numerals

Numerals are a closed sub-class of nouns. Morphosyntactically, numerals are close to adjectives in that they show no inflection for case or number. The only exception are clause-like numerals in the teens (11–19) as the numeral ten in such constructions must be marked for ABL.SG (see 5.9.1.); still, some nominal morphology, such as the limitative -ru/-lu and the translative -Vš can be found with numerals, which shows that they belong to the nominal class.

4.5.5 Demonstratives

Morphologically, demonstratives (5.11) overlap with postpositions and adverbs as they share specialized spatial case markers (LAT-ʔ, LOC -n, and ABL -d) which do not occur with lexical nouns. Demonstratives fall into two sets: the first set contains demonstratives with a clear spatial meaning, e.g. äki ‘this here’ versus tāxā ‘this over there’ and several other possible members. Another kind of demonstrative is čukči ‘this’, which appears to be a general referential tracking device without spatial reference and is used with the usual locational case morphology.

4.5.6 Postpositions and relational nouns

Postpositions (5.12) fall into several morphological sub-classes. First, a set of apparently etymologically old postpositions expressing such notions such as ‘on top of’, ‘under’, ‘in front of’, or ‘behind’ make use of the same special set of case markers as demonstratives. Further, such postpositions allow inflection for prolative case. Another set of postpositions, which could also be classified as relational nouns, shows regular locational case morphology and seems to be etymologically younger. Finally, some postpositions show only a decreased case morphology or even no synchronically segmentable case morphology at all. Several postpositions can further be marked for possession using Px. In these particular instances, the border line between postpositions and adverbs is fuzzy:

(14)  dōxa mod iru-n-iũ kodi-bi
      river 1SG under-LOC-PX.GEN.1SG freeze-PERF.3SG

‘The river under me is frozen.’ [ZNB I 77]
4.5.7 Infl ectable adverbs

The class labeled adverbs (5.13) actually consists of a heterogeneous group of lexemes. Morphologically, only two subgroups of adverbs qualify here, as they attract some specialized morphology. Other adverbs which show no morphology are subsumed in a second group later.

Manner adverbs, whose main scope is the characterization of verbs, are usually based on adjectives which are inflected for proative case.\textsuperscript{200} The meaning of manner adverbs is much wider than the prototypical meaning of a given adjective:

\begin{align*}
\text{(15)} & \quad \text{bunik aga-an modu-ja} \\
& \quad \text{dog big-PROL bark-FREQ.3SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘The dog barks loudly (Lit. bigly).’ [ZNB I 38]}
\end{align*}

Temporal adverbs are indeed also heterogeneous. Many of them are derived from nouns with a special adverbalizer -nuju, e.g. kiudnuju ‘in the morning’ from kiudu ‘morning’; others, such as tāda ‘now’, toř ‘so, in such a manner’ or male ‘already’, do not show (synchronically) overt morphology at all and discussed later.

4.5.8 Participles and converbs

Morphologically, both participles and converbs (chapter 8) are clearly nominal categories. In certain domains, both the past participle (perfective participle) and the present tense participle (imperfective participle) can be inflected for cx or for possession and cx via px.\textsuperscript{201}

\begin{align*}
\text{(16) a. } & \quad \text{okoška-da ke-xun adi-da nā āči} \\
& \quad \text{window-PX.GEN.3SG side-LOC.SG sit-PTCP.IPF [woman youngster]} \\
& \quad \text{kasa āči-d modi-l-id} \\
& \quad \text{[man youngster]-LAT.SG see-PASS-R.3SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘The girl who is sitting at the window is seen by the boy.’ [VNB IV 104]}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{b. } & \quad \text{soši āba ni-nā nā-da-xa-nī} \\
& \quad \text{hill[NS] head[GEN] on-LOC stand-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.1SG} \\
& \quad \text{dottuʔ modā-d-ud’} \\
& \quad \text{goose-[ACC.PL] see-LSG-PST} \\
& \quad \text{‘While I was standing on the hill I saw geese.’ [ZNB I 67]}
\end{align*}

\textsuperscript{200} Among the postulated cases of Forest Enets, the place of the proative is at best peripheral. In contrast to other cases, the proative does not occur with e.g. personal pronouns, which places it in the no-man’s land between derivation and inflection.

\textsuperscript{201} PX can further be used to establish interclausal person reference; discussion of this is postponed until chapter 13.
(17) a. mud Tartu-xud to-i enči-d?
1SG Tartu-ABL.SG com-e-PTCP.PFT person-1SG
‘I’m a person from Tartu.’ (Lit. ‘I from Tartu coming person am’) [ZNB I 27]

b. tidi-du-ˇb koru-da male dopi-da
buy-DETRS-PTCP.PFT-PX.1SG knife-PX.ACC.SG.3SG already loose-SG.3SG
‘The knife that I bought him, he has already lost it.’ [ZNB III 14]

Converbs, which behave syntactically like verbs as they can take adverbs and objects, are also considered to belong to the nominal sphere due to their morphology. This has already been shown above in example (3), which is repeated here for convenience. Another such example is presented in (18):

(3) i-bu-ń to-ʔ yoľu-uš kań-ʔ
NEG.AUX-CON-PX.GEN.1SG come-CN one-TRSL go-IMP.2SG
‘If I won’t come, go alone!’

(18) kadada-bu-d id dori-rʔ
hunt-CON-PX.GEN.2SG NEG.AUX.IMP.2SG speak-FREQ.CN
‘When you are hunting, do not speak!’ [ZNB I 78]

4.6 Verbs

Verbs (chapter 7) are marked for person but also for mood, tense, aspect, and evidentialy (19 a-d), and non-obligatorily for the number of the object via conjugation II (18e). As already noted in the introduction of this chapter, only verbs can be negated with one of the negative auxiliaries, and the negated main verb must surface in the connegative. The narrow scope of a definition of verbs based entirely on their negation is based on the observation that other categories, which are generally perceived as belonging to the sphere of verbs (e.g. tense, mood, and aspect) can occasionally be found in nominal categories, such as predicative nouns (7.1.1, 9.2) and converbs (13.3). In this respect, only those predicates that can be negated with the negative auxiliaries ňi-, i-, kiči-, or buňi- followed by vx and a negated main verb in the connegative form can be considered without reservations to be verbs.

Prototypically, a verb constitutes the predicate of a clause. Once in a while a verb does not require arguments at all and can function by itself as a fully independent utterance (19e). This requires some specialized contexts and is clearly not default:
(19) a. mud äku-xun ḏiri-dʔ
    1SG here-LOC.SG live-1SG
    ‘I live here.’

b. mud äku-xun ḏiri-d-udʔ
    1SG here-LOC.SG live-1SG-PST
    ‘I (have) lived here.’

c. mud äku-xun ḏiri-i-ń-d-udʔ
    1SG here-LOC.SG live-COND-1SG-PST
    ‘I would live here.’

d. padir auka kirba o-ma
    spotted pet.reindeer bread[ACC] eat-RES.3SG
    ‘A spotted pet reindeer ate bread.’

e. ko-in-uš
    find-PL.1SG-PST
    ‘I found them (many).’

Finite verbs cannot function as arguments of a predicate, which further proves that nouns and verbs are two distinctive word classes.

The word class ‘verb’ is an open class and attracts new members.

4.7 Non-inflectional word classes

Two word classes lacking overt morphology are attested. The first one comprises adverbs, and the second one interjections, particles and conjunctions.

4.7.1 Non-inflectional adverbs

From a morphocentric perspective, the remaining adverbs do form a separate word class as they show no overt derivational morphology. Although they are described here as an independent class, they will be discussed together with other adverbs in chapter 5 as they share the same word-ordering principles and their appearance is syntactically rather fixed. A good number of uninflectable adverbs are apparently the results of lexicalization, e.g. ṣobtoř ‘once’ (← ṣoʔ ‘one’ toř ‘so, in such a manner’), točgod ‘after’ (compare TN mād mukakād), or pontaik(u) ‘then, so, afterwards’. Other adverbs, such as toř ‘so, in such a manner’, lokri ‘suddenly’, or the modal adverbs änsai and änrai show no segmentable morphology at all.
4.7.2 Interjections, particles, and conjunctions

Interjections, particles, and conjunctions cannot be inflected, and in this respect they form a group of their own. The most important particle is the focus particle aňʔ 'again, but, and', which is very frequent, especially in narratives. From a cultural perspective, the class of interjections and particles is interesting, because many members are borrowings from either Tundra Nenets or Russian. The most common interjections (which can form a complete utterance of their own) are awei/abei ‘oh’, pilu ‘what a pity’ and či ‘so, this way’. Especially in spontaneous speech, Russian discourse particles such as no and vot are frequently attested, and although vot and či seem to be functionally similar, there are several examples where one finds vot and či together.

Finally, the Russian conjunction i ‘and’ appears in spontaneous speech, which makes it the only real syntactic conjunction in Forest Enets in my data. As it differs in several respects from Russian i ‘and’, a more detailed description is provided in chapter 13.1.

4.8 Clitics

Currently, two clitics are documented. The first clitic in -jet can be found on nouns and verbs; a functional interpretation is currently impossible. The second clitic -ńu shows two-fold behavior. When attached to verbs, a modal interpretation emerges and in such instances the clitic can be analyzed as a mood marker as proposed here (see 7.4.6.4). When found on nouns, a simple emphatic interpretation emerges.
5. Nominal morphosyntax, case functions and possession

Chapter 3 on morphonology and morphology presented all major inflectional classes, but did not include a discussion motivating individual labels. The functional description will be presented now. This chapter presents a paradigmatic overview of noun morphology, case functions, and their morphosyntax, as well as remarks on possession as the latter is partly fused with case morphology. Further, the morphology and function of other nominal categories such as numerals, pronouns, interrogatives, demonstratives, postpositions and adverbs will be presented.

5.1 Number

With the exception of abstract nouns, nouns inflect for three numbers, namely singular -ø, dual -xiʔ/-giʔ/-kiʔ and plural -ʔ. As nominative singular has no case marking, it is considered the unmarked category. In very restricted cases, the singular has a collective meaning:

(1)  
\[ \text{bu kari-xun kodu potta-go-da} \]
\[ 1\text{SG fish-LOC.SG sled}_{\text{[acc]}} \text{load-DUR-SG.3SG} \]
\[ \text{‘He loaded the sled with fish.’ [ZNB I 50]} \]

(2)  
\[ \text{bu te-xun ädda-š} \]
\[ 3\text{SG reindeer-LOC.SG drive-3SG.PST} \]
\[ \text{‘He came on a reindeer (sled) (Lit. with a reindeer).’} \]

The dual refers to two items/entities (e.g. two persons, two reindeer, two sleds) but does not refer to paired entities such as lungs, legs, hands, eyes or the like, which are plurals. As the account on NP structure shows, the dual is not obligatory after the numeral šidi ‘two’, and singular is found, too.\(^2\) Due to the existence of the category dual, the plural refers to any quantity larger than two.

---

\(^2\) As is shown in chapter 6 on NP structure, numerals require their head noun to be in singular e.g. tät kasa enčiʔ? <four male person> which means literally ‘four man’; *tät kasa enčuʔ? <four male person-pl> ‘four men’ is ungrammatical.
5.2 Case and its functional domains

Case inflection marks a syntactic and/or semantic relation between a nominal argument and the verb. Cases which mark syntactic relations are traditionally called ‘grammatical cases’, such as NOM and ACC. These ‘syntactic cases’ are opposed to cases which primarily encode spatial relations, such as LATive, LOCative and ABLative, which in traditional Uralic terminology are called ‘oblique cases’. The genitive case is used for the expression of adnominal possession as well as a casus rectus for postpositions. Concerning their frequency, NOM, GEN, ACC, LAT, LOC, and ABL can be considered central cases. Minor cases, which all are at the margins of case morphology, such as esse-translative, the functionally almost extinct prolative\(^{203}\) and the comitative are excluded from the paradigms but will nevertheless be discussed in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>doxa ‘river’</th>
<th>enči? ‘man, person’</th>
<th>māʔ ‘chum’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(class I)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>doxa</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ</td>
<td>doxaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>doxa</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ</td>
<td>doxaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>doxa</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ</td>
<td>doxaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>doxa</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ</td>
<td>nāʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>doxa</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ</td>
<td>nān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>doxa</td>
<td>doxaxiʔ</td>
<td>nād</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-1: Sample paradigms – non-possessive declension

5.2.1 Case and Possession

The interplay between case and possession in Forest Enets differs from that in Tundra Nenets (Salminen 1997: 123–129) quite fundamentally. In contrast to Tundra Nenets, which has case marking for GEN.SG/PL and ACC.SG/PL, Forest Enets shows no case markers due to the elimination of word-final consonants (see Mikola 2004: 98–104). Also, the dual and plural have no clear formal case marking as only number is marked overtly. From this perspective, it would make little sense to speak of a case system in which the NOM, GEN, and ACC cases would be distinguished morphologically by a varying set of zero-morphemes. However, Forest Enets has a set of PX markers which have distinctive forms for NOM, GEN, and ACC, and therefore case remains distinguishable via PX. As Forest Enets prefers possessed nouns wherever possible (an alienable-inalienable possession distinction is, however, not made), PX are indeed rather frequent, which makes it possible

---

203. Concerning noun morphology, the prolative is indeed almost extinct but occurs reasonably frequently with a handful of postpositions and adverbs.
to speak of a case system. As clausal possession will be discussed in chapter 9.5.2, the
following discussion of possessive case discusses its morphosyntactic behavior on the
phrasal level.

5.2.2 Possessive suffixes and their use

The function of possessive suffixes is to index both possessor and possessee on a noun,
and _PX_ also indicates the number of the possessee and the possessor. Etymologically,
the non-singular forms consist of the number suffix of the noun (dual _-xu_204, plural _-i_)
and a possessive pronominal suffix. Still, the system is not symmetrical and instead of
the expected clear-cut agglutinative morpheme stacking, a fair amount of allomorphy is
attested:

(3) a. _kodu-iʔ_ <sled-PX.1SG> ‘my sled’
    b. _kodu-xuń_ <sled-PX.1SG> ‘my two sleds’
    c. _kodu-iʔ_205 <sled-PX.PL.1SG> ‘my many sleds’

The ordering principle is realized as NOUN-[NUMBER.Possessor]_PX_.

5.3 Grammatical cases and their functions

The mapping of semantic roles onto grammatical cases is difficult as one case can ex-
press more than one semantic role. Instead of a semantic approach to the mapping of
grammatical roles onto case morphology, the following grammatical roles will be dis-
tinguished (e.g. Farrell 2005):

a) _S_ = sole argument of intransitive verbs
b) _A_ = agents and similar arguments of transitive verbs
c) _P_ = patients and similar arguments of transitive verbs

5.3.1 Nominative and possessive nominative

Morphologically, nominative singular is unmarked. _DU_ and _PL_ are marked by a portman-
teau morpheme expressing both case and number: _DU_ _-xiʔ/-giʔ/-kiʔ_, _PL_ _-ʔ._

204. The regular dual suffix is nowadays _-xu_.
205. From (_-iń_); see the rule on _i_-deletion in chapter 2.12.2.
5.3.2 Possessive nominative

The morphosyntactic realization of the possessed nominative case is demonstrated in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSSESSOR</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>koru-iʔ</td>
<td>koru-xuʔ</td>
<td>koru-ʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>koru-ʔ</td>
<td>koru-xuʔ</td>
<td>koru-ʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>koru-da</td>
<td>koru-xuda</td>
<td>koru-da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DU</td>
<td>koru-iʔ</td>
<td>koru-xuʔ</td>
<td>koru-ʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DU</td>
<td>koru-riʔ</td>
<td>koru-xudiʔ</td>
<td>koru-diʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DU</td>
<td>koru-diʔ</td>
<td>koru-xudiʔ</td>
<td>koru-diʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>korooʔ/korubaʔ</td>
<td>koru-xunaʔ</td>
<td>koru-naʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>koru-raʔ</td>
<td>koru-xudaʔ</td>
<td>koru-daʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>koru-duʔ</td>
<td>koru-xuduʔ</td>
<td>koru-duʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-2: *koru* ‘knife’ and possessive nominative

The nominative case expresses both grammatical roles S and A:

(4) *bunik aga-an modu-ŋa*
   dog big-PROL bark-FREQ.3SG
   ‘The dog barks loudly (Lit. bigly).’ [ZNB I 38]

(5) *nä osa piri-go*
   woman meat[ACC] cook-DUR.3SG
   ‘The woman cooks meat.’ [IIS IV 111]

Further, it expresses semantic roles such as agent in the active (4, 5), and experiencer (6) and patient of passives (7):

(6) *kasa āči āsi-da tuka modā*
   [man_\[N/G\] youngster] father-PX.GEN.3SG axe[ACC] see.3SG
   ‘The boyi saw hisj father’s axe.’ [VNB IV 112]

(7) *kirba čukči tidi-r-ʔd?*
   bread all sell-PASS-R.3SG
   ‘All bread was sold.’ [ZNB IV 10]
Finally, after 2nd person imperatives, a non-pronominal object is marked with nominative case:\textsuperscript{206}

(8) \begin{align*}
\text{uu} & \quad \text{āē-}r \\
2\text{SG} & \quad \text{mother-}2\text{SG} \\
\text{mana-}ś & \quad \text{say-}3\text{SG.PST} \\
\text{āsi-}r & \quad \text{father-}2\text{SG} \\
\text{pārdi-}ʔ & \quad \text{help-}IMP.2\text{SG}
\end{align*}

‘Your mother said: “Help you father!”’\textsuperscript{207} [LDB \& NKB II 21]

5.3.3 Genitive and possessive genitives

Morphologically the non-possessed genitive shows no overt case marking; only number marking is attested: \text{SG} -\emptyset, \text{DU} -\emptyset-xiʔ/-\emptyset-kiʔ, \text{PL} -\emptyset.\textsuperscript{208}

5.3.4 Possessive genitive

The following table shows the morphosyntactic realization of possessed genitive case:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSSESSOR</th>
<th>SG _POSSESEE</th>
<th>DU _POSSESEE</th>
<th>PL _POSSESEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>kodu-ń</td>
<td>kodu-xun</td>
<td>kod-ń.\textsuperscript{209}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>kodu-d</td>
<td>kodu-xud</td>
<td>kod-id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>kodu-da</td>
<td>kodu-xuda</td>
<td>kod-ida?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DU</td>
<td>kodu-ńʔ</td>
<td>kodu-xunʔ</td>
<td>kod-ńʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DU</td>
<td>kodu-diʔ</td>
<td>kodu-xudʔ</td>
<td>kod-idʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DU</td>
<td>kodu-diʔ</td>
<td>kodu-xudʔ</td>
<td>kod-idʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>kodu-naʔ</td>
<td>kodu-xunaʔ</td>
<td>kod-inaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>kodu-daʔ</td>
<td>kodu-xudaʔ</td>
<td>kod-idaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>kodu-duʔ</td>
<td>kodu-xuduʔ</td>
<td>kod-iduʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-3: Paradigm of possessive genitive

The genitive case encodes primarily adnominal possession (9), (10):

(9) \begin{align*}
\text{ājei}ču-ð \quad \text{bada} \quad \text{mata-r} \quad \text{ma-ńu} \\
\text{older.relative-}2\text{SG.PX.GEN} \quad \text{word}_{\text{ACC}} \quad \text{break-}2\text{SG} \quad \text{say-ASS.3SG}
\end{align*}

‘She said, “you broke your promise”.’ (Lit. ‘your older relative’s word’) [EIB Clairvoyant]

\textsuperscript{206} This peculiar way of object marking (2nd person imperative governing an object in nominative case) is assumed to be an ancient syntactic feature in Uralic and has been registered for Samoyedic too (Tereščenko 1973: 176–177). On the other hand, there are attested instances that Forest Enets is undergoing change as direct objects of imperatives can nowadays also be found in the accusative. This is apparently due to Russian influence.

\textsuperscript{207} Forest Enets has no possibility to render indirect speech.

\textsuperscript{208} Nouns in class IIA and IIB show some stem alternation in this position, but these alternations themselves cannot be seen as equivalents of case such as similar alternations in e.g. Estonian.

\textsuperscript{209} For reasons currently not understood, a different stem was used in this paradigm.
Further, the genitive case marks the dependent of postpositional phrases:

(11)  
\[
\text{aga kasa kasa-ń} \quad \text{no? orde kańi-ji?} \\
\text{[big man[SG] man]-PX.GEN.1SG with ahead go-1DU}
\]
‘I went ahead with my older brother.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

(12)  
\[
kudaxai muđna? bodu-n \quad \text{onai mäđ mi-n đire-ba-č} \\
\text{long.ago 1PL tundra-LOC210 real chum[GEN] in-LOC live-1PL-PST}
\]
‘Long ago, we lived in the tundra in an Enets chum.’211 [ZNB Chum]

With participles in attributive function, agents are marked with the genitive case:

(13)  
\[
\text{äsi-ń} \quad \text{mä-du-i kodu} \\
\text{father-PX.GEN.1SG make-DETRS-PTCP.PFT sled}
\]
‘The sled my father made.’ (Lit. ‘my father’s made sled’) [LDB II 32]

5.3.5 Accusative and possessed accusatives

Morphologically, the non-possessive accusative shows no overt case marking; here, too, only number marking is attested: SG -Ø, DU - xiʔ/-giʔ/-kiʔ, PL -ʔ.

5.3.6 Possessive accusative

The paradigm for possessed nouns in accusative case overlaps partly with other possessive paradigms. With a singular possessee, the possessive paradigms of the genitive and accusative series overlap in 2nd and 3rd person and a distinction is only found for PX.GEN.1SG and PX.ACC.1SG. As in non-1P context PX are homonymous, their syntactic function can only be distinguished by word order:

(14)  
\[
\text{baa-da} \quad \text{ni ad-ıd?} \\
\text{bed-PX.GEN.3SG ON.LAT sit-R.3SG}
\]
‘He sat down on his bed.’ [LDB Shaman]

210. bodu~boddu ‘tundra generic’ does not use the locational case markers but the same markers as postpositions, demonstratives, and adverbs. It is the only noun that exhibits such behavior.

211. mäʔ ‘chum’ as a IIb noun shows stem variation within its paradigm and mäđ is the general GEN.SG/ACC.SG form. Together with example (12) it is safe to assume that ‘chum’ is realized in the genitive.
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Homonymy is also attested for all non-singular possessees in the nominative and accusative paradigms and there is no morphological difference between \( \text{PX}_{\text{NOM}} \) non-singular and \( \text{PX}_{\text{ACC}} \) non-singular:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSSESSOR</th>
<th>SG(_{\text{POSSESEE}})</th>
<th>DU(_{\text{POSSESEE}})</th>
<th>PL(_{\text{POSSESEE}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>te-iʔ</td>
<td>te-xuń</td>
<td>tiń?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>te-d</td>
<td>te-xud</td>
<td>tić</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>te-da</td>
<td>te-xuda</td>
<td>tida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DU</td>
<td>te-iʔ</td>
<td>te-xuńʔ</td>
<td>tińʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DU</td>
<td>te-diʔ</td>
<td>te-xudiʔ</td>
<td>tidiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DU</td>
<td>te-diʔ</td>
<td>te-xudiʔ</td>
<td>tidiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>təʔ/tebaʔ</td>
<td>te-xunaʔ</td>
<td>tinaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>te-da</td>
<td>te-xudaʔ</td>
<td>tidaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>te-duʔ</td>
<td>te-xuđuʔ</td>
<td>tiđuʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-4: Paradigm of possessive accusative with \( \text{te ‘reindeer’} \) + \( \text{PX}_{\text{ACC}} \)

The central function of the accusative case is to mark the P role in transitive clauses:

(16) \( \text{soku mana kači bu ňi ma-tʔ?} \)
relative say.3SG disease 3SG NEG.AUX.3SG tell-FUT-CN
“‘Relative,’ she said, ‘the disease, she will not tell!’”
[EIB Clairvoyant]

(17) \( \text{da bärtu-š pâʔ ań} \)
earth\([\text{ACC}]\) throw-CON begin-3PL FOC
‘They started to throw earth (on her grave).’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(18) \( \text{ăă-́b ne-da oo-ta-go} \)
mother-PX.1SG child-PX.ACC.3SG eat-CAUS-DUR.3SG
‘My mother feeds her child.’ [LDB & NKB I 110]

Occasionally, direct objects of imperatives can also appear in the accusative. This seems to be a recent syntactic borrowing from Russian:
This innovation is, however, not representative for all consultants, as the expected encoding with nominative case is equally attested:

(8) uu aā-r mana-š āsi-r pār-đ
2SG mother-PX.2SG say-3SG.PST father-PX.2SG help-IMP.2SG
‘Your mother said: “Help you father!”’

With negated imperatives, object marking with accusative is obligatory.

5.3.7 Grammatical cases in earlier accounts

Nouns in contemporary Forest Enets are not overtly marked for grammatical case in singular when non-possessed. Also in dual and plural, no formal case distinction can be made. In this respect, the current shape of the language differs from that found in almost all earlier accounts.

Although this grammar describes contemporary Forest Enets, it is particularly interesting to show other accounts of Enets grammatical cases by Castrén (1853), Prokof’ev (1937) and Tereščenko (1966), which documented a slightly different constellation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CX/NUM</th>
<th>Castrén</th>
<th>Prokof’ev</th>
<th>Tereščenko</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM (SG)</td>
<td>-ø</td>
<td>-ø</td>
<td>-ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN (SG)</td>
<td>-ʔ213</td>
<td>-ʔ for class I nouns</td>
<td>-ʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC (SG)</td>
<td>-ʔ</td>
<td>-ø for class II nouns</td>
<td>-ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-5: Grammatical cases in earlier description of Enets

In contrast to the accounts above, Pusztay (1978), who worked with Dar’ja Bolina, a speaker of the last generation (a representative of the language variety on which this

212. Forest Enets has no possibility to render indirect speech.
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Also concerning plural paradigms, the encountered situation differs radically from Tereščenko’s sketch grammar. Although not mentioned explicitly, ACC.PL formation in several of her examples shows the same complex formation as known from Tundra Nenets (see Salminen 1997: 120–123), yet nowadays no examples for this are found. However, in her paradigmatic overview, Tereščenko claims that ACC.PL is also unmarked.

In contemporary Forest Enets, ACC.PL and NOM.PL are homonymous in both the non-possessive and possessive declension. To a certain degree, diverging accounts on how grammatical cases are marked can already be found in Castrén’s grammar.

Finally, another observation by Tereščenko needs to be discussed. In her 1966 sketch (but also later, e.g. 1973: 174, 179; 1993: 347), Tereščenko claimed that Forest Enets employed differential case marking, a fact not mentioned by other grammarians of Forest Enets, including Sorokina (2010b). According to Tereščenko’s description, definite objects would be marked with nominative case and indefinite with the genitive case. However, no evidence of this could be found in my data. Further, during several random tests where I presented Tereščenko’s examples to my consultants, all original examples were judged as ungrammatical. No clear examples could be found for the time being in ET either. With the absence of a significant corpus of narratives from the generation of speakers with whom Tereščenko could work, the existence of such a differential case marking strategy cannot be verified and seems therefore very unlikely.

5.3.8 A final note on alignment

As non-possessive nouns show no overt case marking in the singular, dual, or plural, grammatical roles such as S, (sole argument of intransitive verbs e.g. 21), A (agents or similar arguments of transitive verbs, e.g. 22), and P (patient and similar arguments of transitive verbs, e.g. 22) remain morphologically unmarked, which results in an \( A=S=P \) encoding system.

---

214. In principle, Sorokina (2010b: 62–65; 99–113) also opts against the case system as presented by Tereščenko (1966). This is particularly interesting, as both researchers seemed to have worked with the same speakers, but their results differed quite drastically from one another.

215. Further, Tereščenko (1966) stands in sharp contrast to Prokof’ev (1937) who, while having little to say on objects, does not mention Nenets-type ACC.PL formation for Forest Enets.

216. “Die Endungen des Genitivs und des Accusativs des Plurals ist in diesem wie auch in anderen Dialekten etwas unbestimmt und wechselnd. In der zweiten und dritten Declination (here class IIa and IIb, FS) besteht sie immer in u’, in der ersten verhältnis sie sich aber mit ihr folgender Maassen: a) die Nomina auf e, i, u nehmen keine besondere Endung an, sondern bilden den Genitiv und Accusativ des Plurals wie den Nominativ; b) bei den Wörtern auf o wechseln die Endungen i, u’ und die Wörter auf a können so wie in dem Tawgy-Dialekt, u’, e’, i’ annehmen” (Castrén 1854: 170–171).


218. This point has been addressed in somewhat more detail in Sigl 2008.

219. The morphonological alternation for nouns in class IIa and IIb is not relevant here.
(21) äki enči? kodi
this person sleep.3SG
‘This person sleeps.’ [ZNB I 53]

(22) kasa äči pu sumu-ita
‘The boy let the stone fall.’ [VNB IV 113]

\[A\neq S\neq P (\text{NOM-ACC})\] alignment is attested with possessed nouns:

(23) enči piši-ŋa
person laugh-FREQ.3SG
‘This person is laughing.’ [LDB & NKB I 109]

(24) enči ňe-da piši-lta-da
person child-PX.ACC.3SG laugh-CAUS-SG.3SG
‘This person makes his child laugh.’ [LDB & NKB I 109]

In this respect, alignment shows a possessive split, whereby \text{NOM-ACC} alignment is only expressed in possessive declension. Otherwise, alignment is neutral.

For the sake of completeness, personal pronouns, which will be addressed in more detail later on, follow a coherent \text{NOM-ACC} alignment:

(25) mod tāđa kańi-d?
1SG now go-1SG
‘I’m going now.’

(26) mod tāxā te kad-da-a
1SG that reindeer[ACC] kill-FUT-SG.1SG
‘I will kill that reindeer.’ [LDB I 109]

(27) āsi-r ši? bodu-n modā-š
father-PX.2SG 1SG.ACC tundra-LOC see-3SG.PST
‘Your father saw me in the tundra.’

(28) mod šit soida-an tāni-d?
1SG 2SG.ACC good-PROL know-1SG
‘I know you well.’ [NKB I 177]
5.4 Local cases – general comments

In contrast to the grammatical cases, local cases encode spatial orientation, such as movement towards or away from a target, as well as position. Local cases in Forest Enets do not make an exterior/interior distinction as in a variety of Uralic Languages\(^{220}\), and local cases are used only for interior case distinction. A semantic distinction between exterior and interior can be expressed by postpositions, which will be discussed later.

Local cases tend to have several secondary functions based on metaphorical extensions. In contrast to grammatical cases, local cases do not have their own set of PX but use the genitive PX series instead. Here, PX is derivational and not inflectional. Note that possessive lative has a special case allomorph used only with PX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>döxa ‘river’ (Class I)</th>
<th>enčiʔ ‘man, person’ (Class IIA)</th>
<th>mäʔ ‘chum’ (Class IIB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SG</strong></td>
<td><strong>DU</strong></td>
<td><strong>PL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>döxad</td>
<td>döxaʔį nąʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>döxaʔan</td>
<td>döxaʔį nän</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>döxaʔad</td>
<td>döxaʔį năd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-6: Paradigms of local cases in Forest Enets

5.4.1 Local cases, number and morphology

5.4.1.1 Local cases in the dual

Before we proceed with a description of the functions of local cases, special attention must be paid to the dual forms. In contrast to singular and plural local cases, dual local cases are formed analytically with the postposition nă- ‘at’, which is further inflected for local case:\(^{221}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ši} & \text{đ}i \text{ to-xiʔ} & \text{năʔ} & \text{to-inaʔ} \\
\text{two} & \text{lake-}[\text{GEN. DU}] & \text{at-LAT} & \text{come-R.1PL} \\
\text{We arrived at the two lakes.}
\end{align*}
\]

During elicitation, some consultants occasionally produced synthetic local duals such as toxiʔid / toxuxad ‘from the two lakes’ (lake.DU.ABL.PL, lake.DU.ABL.SG) instead of toxiʔ năd, but as no such forms are attested in texts, these forms represent artifacts of elicitation. Especially during elicitation, dual local case forms were avoided by using the

\(^{220}\) E.g. Finnish pöydä-lää <table-adesive> ‘on a/the table’ versus auto-ssa <car-inessive> ‘in a/the car’.

\(^{221}\) Several postpositions and adverbs have a different set of case markers, which will be described later in this chapter. The postposition nă- belongs to this category of postpositions.
numeral šidi ‘two’ with a singular noun instead. Therefore, instead of toxiʔ nād di ‘from the two lakes’ <lake_{GEN, PL} at.ABL> šidi toxuđ <two lake.ABL.SG> is both possible and grammatical, and was preferred:

(30) šidi to-xun karida oka
two lake-LOC.SG fish.PL.3SG many.3PL
‘There is a lot of fish in these two lakes.’ (Lit. In the two lake fish are many) [EIB I 146]

5.4.1.2 Local cases and their non-dual realization

With respect to their morphological realization, all local cases share another characteristic: plural reference is expressed by a portmanteau morpheme. Further, the shape of ABL.PL and LAT.PL differs from their singular forms:

(31) to-xun to-xin
lake-LOC.SG lake-LOC.PL
‘in the lake’ ‘in the lakes’

(32) to-xud to-xit
lake-ABL.SG lake-ABL.PL
‘from the lake’ ‘from the lakes’

(33) to-d to-xid
lake-LAT.SG lake-LAT.PL
‘to the lake’ ‘to the lakes’

5.4.2 Lative

Morphologically, the non-possessive lative is marked -d/-t in singular and -xid/-gid/-kid in plural.

5.4.2.1 Possessive lative

The possessive lative differs from all other cases as it does not follow the usual pattern of adding px directly to the cx marker. Instead, a special case allomorph is used: -xu/-gu/-ku for possessive reference in the singular and -xi/-gi/-ki for possessive reference in the plural. Px in the genitive series are attached to these endings:
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Table 5-7: Paradigm for possessive lative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSSESSOR</th>
<th>SG POSSEESSE</th>
<th>PL POSSEESSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>oduxuń</td>
<td>oduxįń</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>oduxud</td>
<td>oduxid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>oduxuda</td>
<td>oduxida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DU</td>
<td>oduxuńʔ</td>
<td>oduxįńʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DU</td>
<td>oduxudiʔ</td>
<td>oduxidiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DU</td>
<td>oduxudiʔ</td>
<td>oduxidiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>oduxunaʔ</td>
<td>oduxinaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>oduxudaʔ</td>
<td>oduxidaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>oduxuduʔ</td>
<td>oduxiduʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.2.2 Function of the lative case

The primary function of the lative is to express movement towards a goal or into something:

(34) āā-da Potabu-d to-bi
    mother-PX.3SG Potapovo-LAT.SG come-PERF.3SG
    ‘Her mother came to Potapovo.’ [NKB Auka]

(35) aga enči mā-ku-da to
    big person house-LAT.SG.POSS-PX.GEN.3SG come.3SG
    ‘The giant entered his home.’ [ANP Man and Giant]

Further, the lative case is used to mark agents of passives:

(36) mādī-d no tora-r-ićʔ
    wind-LAT.SG door close-PASS-3SG
    ‘The door was closed by the wind.’ [ZNB III 65]

(37) nā āči odi-d īuulta-l-ićʔ
    ‘The girl was kissed by the youngster.’ [NKB & LDB IV 161]

The verb komaš ‘want’ governs the lative case:

(38) mod’ osa-d koma-dʔ
    1SG meat-LAT.SG want-1SG
    ‘I want meat.’ [ZNB I 81]
Further, the lative is used to encode recipients (40) and addressees (41):

(40) \[ \textit{sāsurʔ sāsurʔ kariʔ terik enči-t mi-ku-ina-t} \]
\[ \textit{fox-\text{[ACC.PL]} fox-\text{[ACC.PL]} fish-\text{[ACC.PL]} rich man-LAT.SG give-DUR-PL.1PL-PST} \]
‘Foxes, foxes, fish, we gave the rich man.’ [ANP Flood]

(41) \[ \textit{obu-du-ń ē-xu-ń mə-bi-dʔ} \]
\[ \textit{what-BEN-PX.GEN.1SG child-LAT.SG\text{POSSESS-PX.GEN.1SG say-PERF-1SG} \]
‘Why did I tell my child?’ [NKB Auka]

The encoding of benefactivity is reserved for the specialized benefactive, which will be presented in more detail in chapter 11.

5.4.3 Locative

The locative case is marked by \(-xVn/-gVn/-kVn\) in the singular and \(-xin/-gin/-kin\) in the plural.

5.4.3.1 Possessive locative

The following table shows the morphosyntactic realization of possessive locatives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSSESSOR</th>
<th>SG\text{POSSESSEE}</th>
<th>PL\text{POSSESSEE}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>tučixuniń</td>
<td>tučixiniń</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>tučixunid</td>
<td>tučixinid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>tučixunda</td>
<td>tučixinđa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DU</td>
<td>tučixunińʔ</td>
<td>tučixinińʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DU</td>
<td>tučixunidiʔ</td>
<td>tučixinidiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DU</td>
<td>tučixunidiʔ</td>
<td>tučixinidiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>tučixuninaʔ</td>
<td>tučixininaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>tučixunidaʔ</td>
<td>tučixinidaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>tučixunidaʔ</td>
<td>tučixinidaʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-8: Possessive locative tuči ‘little bag’

222. Once in a while, NKB produced reduced vowels in forms where other speakers pronounce /a/ or /o/. According to DSB and ZNB (p.c.), this idiolectal variation was also prominent in the speech of NKB’s father and is preserved wherever it was encountered.
5.4.3.2 Function of the locative case

The prototypical function of the locative is to encode spatial location inside something:

(42)  
\[ \text{busi-da no? Potabu-xun } \text{ŋa-xi-t'} \]  
\[ \text{man-\text{PX.GEN.3SG} with Potapovo-\text{LOC.SG} be_{\text{LOC.3DU-PST}}} \]  
‘She was in Potapovo with her husband.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(43)  
\[ \text{muđna? tina? tina? } \text{dóoba-? kodu-xun} \]  
\[ \text{1PL reindeer.PL.1PL reindeer.PL.1PL get.lost-3PL snow.storm-LOC.SG} \]  
‘Our reindeer, our reindeer got lost, our reindeer, our reindeer ran away in a snowstorm.’ [LDB Plundered sled]

The locative has a further, secondary meaning, expressing instrumentality:

(44)  
\[ \text{āku-xu đ mu đ Potabu-xu đ nona ratši-xun mana-č […]} \]  
\[ \text{here-\text{ABL.SG} so Potapovo-\text{ABL.SG} 1PL.LAT radio-\text{LOC.SG} say-3PL.PST} \]  
‘So from here, from Potapovo, they told us by radio…’ [LDB Plundered sled]

(45)  
\[ \text{koru-xun } \text{doktu-š ma-ń kebi čiki-r} \]  
\[ \text{knife-LOC.SG cut-CON say-ASS.3SG sin this-PX.2SG} \]  
‘Cutting it with a knife is a sin, one says.’ [LDB Taboo]

The locative can also express a comitative meaning:

(46)  
\[ \text{āki enči-gun mod kada-š dadu-ŋa-đ-ud} \]  
\[ \text{this person-LOC.SG 1SG hunt-CON go-freq-1SG-PST} \]  
‘With this person I went hunting.’ [ZNB I 53]

Another extension of the locative is to express location in time:

(47)  
\[ \text{säu čas-xun muđna? o-da-a? āki děri} \]  
\[ \text{seven hour-LOC.SG 1PL eat-fut-1PL this day} \]  
‘We will eat at seven o’clock today.’ [NKB II 20]

(48)  
\[ \text{naak děri-xun kiđnju ań mär når-iį?} \]  
\[ \text{other day-LOC.SG morning.ADV FOC quick stand.up-r.1SG} \]  
‘The other day, too, I got up early.’ [ZNB Weekend]
Occasionally, in passives and participle constructions, the agent can be encoded with the locative, however this is rare:  

(49) \( \text{tu} \text{duku}-? \text{nā} \text{āči-xin} \text{tođa-ra-i?} \)

mushroom-\([\text{NOM.PL]}\) [woman-\([\text{N/G}]\) youngster]-\([\text{LOC.PL]}\) bring-PASS-PTCP,PTF

‘Mushrooms brought by the girls.’ [ZNB 12.12.07]

5.4.4 Ablative

Morphologically, the ablative is realized as -\(xVd/-gVd/-kVd\) in the singular and as -\(xit/-git/-kit\) in the plural.

5.4.4.1 Possessive ablative

The possessive ablative is realized as follows:

| POSSESSOR | SG\text{POSSESEE | PL\text{POSSESEE |
|-----------|----------------|
| 1SG       | \(\text{oduxuduñ}\) | \(\text{oduxituñ}\) |
| 2SG       | \(\text{oduxudud}\) | \(\text{oduxitud}\) |
| 3SG       | \(\text{oduxudda} / \text{oduxududa}\) | \(\text{oduxituda}\) |
| 1DU       | \(\text{oduxuduñi}\) | \(\text{oduxituñi}\) |
| 2DU       | \(\text{oduxududi}\) | \(\text{oduxitudi}\) |
| 3DU       | \(\text{oduxududi}\) | \(\text{oduxitudi}\) |
| 1PL       | \(\text{oduxuduna} / \text{oduxudna}\) | \(\text{oduxituna}\) |
| 2PL       | \(\text{oduxudda} / \text{oduxududa}\) | \(\text{oduxituda}\) |
| 3PL       | \(\text{oduxuddu}\) | \(\text{oduxituddu}\) |

Table 5-9: Possessive ablative \(\text{odu} \) ‘boat’

5.4.4.2 Function of the ablative case

The prototypical function of the ablative is to mark the source of movement:

(50) \( \text{oo} \text{kudaxai} \text{da-xad} \text{mud} \text{to-d?} \)

excl distant place-ABL.SG 1SG come-1SG

‘Oh, I come from a distant place.’ [LDB Shaman]

223. This feature seems to be an instance of language change; this topic will be discussed again in chapter 12.
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(51) tonin enči-giđ ɲoɓı̀ soída nā noń
the there.LOC person-ABL.PL one good woman 1SG.LAT
bilu-da miʔäš ticket-PX.ACC.3SG give-3SG.PST
‘A good woman from the crowd (Lit. ‘out of the people’) gave me her ticket.’
[ZNB Weekend]

Another function of the ablative, probably based on metaphorical extension, is to express out of which material something is made:

(52) koba-xađ-du? obu mā-daʔ?
skin-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.3SG what make-FUT-3PL
‘What will they make out of their one skin?’ [LDB & NKB II 28]

(53) nääkuju kasa ńe-da mana te
other.ADV [man child]-PX.3SG say.33 SG [reindeer, [n/ό] osa-xađ bui piriʔ?
meat]-ABL.SG soup cook-IMP.2SG
‘But the other said: “cook soup out of reindeer meat”.’ [ANP Three brothers]

(54) morga-xađ lota-ku čukči naldi-ŋa
cloudberry-ABL.SG laida-DIM all be.red-FREQ.3SG
‘The little laida is all red because of cloudberrries.’ [IIS IV 154]

The entity to which something is compared to is also marked with the ablative. As there are no morphological means of gradation, this construction is its closest functional equivalent:

(55) te bunku-xuđ māriä
reindeer dog-ABL.SG224 fast.3SG
‘A reindeer is faster than a dog.’ [LDB I 126]

(56) muđ koru-i uu koru-xuđ-ud soída
1SG knife-PX.1SG 2SG knife-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.2SG good.3SG
‘My knife is better than your knife.’ [LDB IV 179]

224. The realization bunkuxud is unusual here; one would expect bunkixud.
5.4.5  Excursus – expression of time by case

For the expression of time, several cases are used. In several instances, considerable differences between Forest Enets and Tundra Nenets are observable and a more differentiated account is necessary.

As could be seen above, the locative can be used for the expression of location in time. This seems to be a metaphorical extension of its function expressing spatial location:

(47)  sāu  čas-xun  mudhā?  o-da-a?  āki dērī
seven  hour-LOC.SG  1PL  eat-FUT-1PL  this day
‘We will eat at seven o’clock today.’ [NKB II 20]

(48)  naak  dērī-xun  kiudnujū  aį  mār  nār-ij?
other  day-LOC.SG  morning.ADV  FOC  quick  stand.up-R.1SG
‘The other day, too, I got up early.’ [ZNB Weekend]

The locative case is, however, not the only way to express location in time. Occasionally, it can also be expressed by the nominative (57), however the locative (58) is clearly preferred:

(57)  āki  pi  kāni-ńi-i  mu  oti-ńi-i
this  night  go-COND-1DU  PART  wait-COND-1DU
‘This night we should go, we should wait.’ [LDB Fishermen]

(58)  i-bu-d  to  ši  šer-gu-š  mana
NEG.AUX-CON-PX.GEN.2SG  come.cn  1SG.ACC  bury-DUR-CON  say.3SG
čik-ru  pi-xun  mana  mu
this-LIM  night-LOC.SG  say.3SG  PART
‘“If you do not come to bury me,” she said “on the very same night,” she said…’
[EIB Clairvoyant]

The expression of time with the nominative is unusual, as in Tundra Nenets the same temporal meaning is encoded by the genitive:

(59)  тюкок-худ  нэрē‘  хан-ма-ээ’
here-ABL.SG  fall-GEN  go-FUT-1PL
‘From here we leave in fall.’ (Ru: ‘Отсюда мы уедем осенью.’) [T65: 876]
This unusual encoding is the outcome of the already mentioned fact that Forest Enets has lost its case markers for GEN/ACC. It is very likely that e.g. *pi* ‘night’ in (50) was followed by a glottal stop expressing genitive before this case marker was eliminated. Synchronically there is no possibility for assigning genitive case to *pi* as it cannot be combined with *PX*, and therefore it must be analyzed as nominative. An alternative glossing, e.g. GEN<sub>TEMP</sub>, is not feasible, as no language-internal evidence can be found.

5.5 Minor cases

Two lesser productive cases, prolative and essive-translative, can be identified. Due to their restricted productivity and several derivational characteristics, they are excluded from the list of core cases.

5.5.1 Prolative case

The prolative case is marked by the suffix -<sub>V</sub>n; plural forms are not attested. When attached to nouns, the prolative refers to movement through, across, or along a location:

(60) vezdexod ăki dêri to-ču boddo-on to-da
    all.terrain.vehicle this day come-N3SG tundra-PROL come-FUT.3SG
    ‘A vezdexod is supposed to come today; it will come through the tundra.’
    [LDB & NKB I 170]

The prolative case on nouns is indeed very rare<sup>225</sup>, but it is commonly used with local postpositions. Further, adjectives inflected in the prolative case serve as manner adverbs, e.g. *soiđa* ‘good’ → *soiđaan* ‘well’.

Finally, in the meaning ‘to speak a language’, the verb *dorid*`governsthe prolative case on the accompanying noun:

(61) bu soïd-an onai bada-an dârî-ŋa
    3SG good-PROL real language-PROL speak-FREQ.3SG
    dârâk bada-an aiʔ oçig-on dôrî-ŋa
    Nenets language-PROL FOC bad-PROL speak-FREQ.3SG
    bu oša bada-an ńi dôrî-rʔ
    3SG Evenki/Dolgan language-PROL NEG.AUX.3SG speak-FREQ.CN
    ‘He speaks Enets well but Nenets he speaks badly, he does not speak Evenki.’
    [ZNB I 37]

<sup>225</sup> For crossing a river, the prolative is not used, and instead the verb *motraš* ‘cut’ expresses this meaning:

ăki enči šidi doxa mut-rida-š
this person two river[<sub>PL</sub>] cut-FREQ-PL.3SG-PST
‘This person crossed two rivers.’ (Lit: ‘he cut two rivers’) [LDB I 100]
5.5.2 The essive-translative case

The essive-translative case -\( V\ddot{s} \) has a double-lable, as its function resembles that of its functional equivalents in Finnic. The vowel of the essive-translative case suffix is not specified, and the stem-final vowel becomes lengthened instead. No plural forms have been found thus far.

The essive-translative case marks noun phrases that function as an adjunct and express the role, function, or identity of the subject referent (62, 63), as the predicative complement of the copula \( k\ddot{a}ni\ddot{\imath} \)\textsuperscript{226} or as an adjunct that expresses the purpose of the object of a transitive clause.

(62) \( \begin{array}{llll}
\text{tina} & \text{bemu-\( u\ddot{s} \)} & \text{Spiridon Petrovi\c{c}} & \ldots \\
\text{reindeer},\text{PN,GEN,PL.1PL} & \text{chief-TRSL} & \text{PN}
\end{array} \)

‘As the head of our reindeer brigade, Spiridon Petrovi\c{c}…’ [LDB Brigades]

(63) \( \begin{array}{llllll}
\text{Leonid} & \text{te} & \text{ponida-\( \ddot{s} \)} & \text{mosara-\( \ddot{s} \)} \\
\text{PN} & & \text{[reindeer [n/g] herder]-TRSL} & \text{work-3SG.PST}
\end{array} \)

‘Leonid worked as a reindeer herder.’ [LDB & NKB I 135]

(64) \( \begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{narei} & \text{\( \ddot{d} \)eri-i\( s \)} & \text{ka\( \ddot{n} \)} & \text{u\( \ddot{\imath} \)} & \text{mu\( \ddot{d} \)} & \text{durak} \\
\text{spring,ADJ} & \text{day-TRSL} & \text{go.3SG} & \text{already} & \text{1SG} & \text{Nenets}
\end{array} \)

‘And it became spring and I already turned into a Nenets girl.’ [NKB Childhood]

(65) \( \begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{bunk-i} & \text{aga} & \text{bunki-i\( s \)} & \text{ka\( \ddot{n} \)} & \text{to\( \ddot{\imath} \)gud} & \text{ka-\( \ddot{n} \)u} \\
\text{dog-PX.1SG} & \text{big} & \text{dog-TRSL} & \text{go.3SG} & \text{then} & \text{die-ASS.3SG}
\end{array} \)

‘My dog became old and then he died.’ [LDB I 109]

Occasionally, translative case can be found on adjectives too, yet apparently not in attributive position.

(66) \( \begin{array}{llll}
\text{\( \ddot{d} \)eri-r} & \text{\( \ddot{d} \)abu-\( u\ddot{s} \)} & \text{ka\( \ddot{n} \)} \\
\text{day-PX.2SG} & \text{long-TRSL} & \text{go.3SG}
\end{array} \)

‘The days get longer.’ [LDB & NKB II 67]

Syntactically speaking, the essive-translative is the preferred means to express depictive secondary predication:

\textsuperscript{226} Here a constructional interpretation is necessary, as \( k\ddot{a}ni\ddot{\imath} \) can only be analyzed as a copula with an essive-translative-marked noun phrase. This construction expresses a change of state and is resultative. Otherwise, \( k\ddot{a}ni\ddot{\imath} \) remains a verb of movement.
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The reindeer herder will kill a reindeer for a malitsa skin.’
(Lit. ‘kill a reindeer as his malitsa skin’)[227] [LDB I 109]

5.6 Nominal derivational morphology

A variety of derivational suffixes are attested. Here, only the most typical suffixes will be discussed.

5.6.1 Similative -raxa/-laxa

The similative suffix -raxa/-laxa expresses that the entity or its behavior resembles a certain property. It is best translated as ‘like X’.[228] It can be found on both nouns and adjectives. For the latter, it is currently attested only in predicative position. The following examples are typical of its usage:

(68) mä-kun šeu nëi-n mušči bunki-rəxa chum-[LOC.SG] šeu[Gen] on-[LOC] lie.3SG dog-sim
‘He lies on the šeu like a dog.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

(69) taxa-n boglə-raxa modä-dʔ behind-[LOC] bear-sim[ACC] see-1SG
‘There in the distance, I see something like a bear.’ [ZNB I 36]

(70) kasi tu njuľu tu-da kasi-raxa [dry lake] one lake-[PX.3SG] dry-sim.3SG
‘The dry lake, this lake is somehow dry.’[230] [ANP Lakes around Potapovo]

Further, -raxa is used for deriving two color terms šudraxa ‘blue’ (lit. ‘like smoke’) and odisdraxa ‘green’ (lit. ‘like grass’). Also, in at least one place name on the right side of the Yenisei, roughly 15 km north of Potapovo, -raxa is attested too: korioraxa to ‘xorej-like lake’. The name is explained by its unusual shape, which is said to look like two crossing xorej.

227. Although this clause seems semantically close to a purposive clause, it is clearly an instance of secondary-predication. Purposive clauses will be discussed in some detail in chapter 12.
228. -raxa plays an equally prominent role in verbal morphology as it can be found in several moods which diachronically have arisen from earlier nominalizations.
229. Certain place in a chum.
230. kas to ‘dry lake’ is a lake (actually said to consist of several lakes) on the left side of the Yenisei, around 40–45 km west of Potapovo. The area around the lake was the core settlement area of ZNB’s family Enetses throughout much of the earlier 20th century. The lake is said to be rather shallow and does not allow fishing in winter; therefore it is referred to as the ‘dry lake’. Also on Russian maps of the area, the lake is called Cyxoe озеро.
5.6.2 Diminutives

The diminutive is used to diminish the size of an entity or to create a more familiar or intimate association. Diminutive formation is synchronically difficult to grasp, as several competing markers seem to exist and in the case of -ku vs. -kuča only a diachronic explanation can explain the distribution. When talking about the deceased, a special diminutive -kuji+PX must be used. A small class of nouns ending in -ik, e.g. bunik 'dog' or tobik 'mouse', consists of historical diminutives. Due to the loss of the suffix vowels, they are no longer recognized as such.

5.6.2.1 Diminutive -ku vs. -kuča

The prototypical diminutive -ku, which expresses small size or intimacy, can be found in the following examples:

(71) tobku-ku sāxāri-ku-da me-on kāni
mouse-DIM way-DIM-PX.GEN.3SG in-PROL go.3SG
‘The little mouse went along its little way.’ [NKB Mouse and Fish]

(72) čiki nāčći-ku-r ań padir?
this woman.youngster-DIM-PX.2SG FOC spotted
nedi-ku-da tonā-bi
reindeer.calf-DIM-PX.3SG exist-PERF.3SG
‘This little girl had a spotted small reindeer calf.’ [NKB Auka]

The second diminutive -kuča shows no difference in meaning in contrast to -ku, and one should therefore classify -kuča as an allomorph of -ku. Concerning its formation, -kuča is attached to monosyllabic nouns which end in a short vowel, e.g. to 'lake' → tokuča 'little lake' or še 'hole' → šekuča 'little hole'. However, monosyllabic nouns ending in either a diphthong or a long vowel are followed by the general diminutive marker -ku, e.g. koo 'ear' → kooku 'little ear', sei 'heart' → seiku 'little heart', ŋau 'duck' ŋauku 'little duck'.

(73) āā-xuda āsti-xuda čiki ir
mother-PX.DU.3SG father-PX.DU.3SG this own
te-kuč-idi tonā-bi-xiʔ
reindeer-DIM-PX.PL.3DU exist-PERF-3DU
‘Her parents had their own reindeer.’ [NKB Auka]

231. NKB has a clear preference for diminutives while telling stories. Other consultants consider this a little exaggerating.

232. As already mentioned once, Tereščenko (1966: 444) reported a non-derived lexeme buʔ 'dog' which has fallen out of usage and is no longer known.

233. In the suffix inventory in ET (335), -ku and -kuča are presented as different suffixes, for which I have found no evidence.
5.6.2.2 Double diminutives

There is no evidence for stacking of diminutives, such as -kuku or the like, in contemporary Forest Enets. In example (71), the lexeme tobik ‘mouse’ is historically a diminutive, but is no longer understood as such; the linking vowel is therefore the regular outcome of vowel insertion necessary for phonotactic reasons:

\[(71) \quad \text{tobk}-\text{ku}-\text{säxäri-ku}-\text{da} \quad \text{me}-\text{on} \quad \text{käni} \]
\[
\text{mouse-DIM way-DIM-PX.GEN.3SG in-PROL go.3SG}
\]

‘The little mouse went along its little way.’ [NKB Mouse and Fish]

Sorokina’s morpheme inventory in ET registers besides the diminutive in -kuča also an independent diminutive in -ča (ET 335), but for the latter I do not have any clear evidence in my own materials.

5.6.2.3 Diminutives with the deceased

When talking about the deceased and especially about deceased close kin, the deceased must be addressed with a special diminutive -kuji+PX. As many recorded stories contain personal stories about the distant past including relatives as protagonists, such examples are numerous:

\[(74) \quad \text{kudaxai} \quad \text{mu}^\text{d} \quad \text{āa-kuji-}^\text{b} \quad \text{ba}^\text{đ} \quad \text{aš} \quad \text{bagl}^\text{a} \]
\[
\text{long.ago 1SG mother-DIM-PX.1SG tell-SG.3SG-PST Selkup}
\]

‘Long ago my deceased mother told this story. There was a Selkup man…’ [LDB Chervo]

\[(75) \quad \text{kasa} \quad \text{enču} \quad \text{čiki} \quad \text{āsi-kuji-}^\text{b} \quad \text{točgu}^\text{d} \quad \text{čiki} \quad \text{busi} \]
\[
\text{[man[NSG] person]NSOM.PL.1 this father-DIM-PX.1SG then this old.man}
\]

‘These men, my deceased father and then this old man…’ [NKB Prisoners]

5.6.3 Augmentative/Pejorative

The function of -je is ambiguous, and much idiosyncratic variation could be documented. Whereas in stories, a clear pejorative function prevails, e.g. in (76) and (77), elicitation data suggests that it can still function as an augmentative (78):
(76)  
\[
\text{ŋo? ro\-da-je ma-mnu-da} \\
\text{one Russian-PEJ say-AUD-3SG}
\]
‘A tall Russian said…’ [NKB Prisoners]

(77)  
\[
n\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{a}}\text{k}\text{u}\text{ju-xo minxuda o\text{\textipa{c}}} \text{\textipa{li}-ru-ku} \text{-je minxuda} \\
\text{other-TOP-INDEF suddenly bad bone-LIM-DIM-PEJ suddenly}
\]
\[
\text{odi-ma pe-d} \\
\text{go.out-RES.3SG outside-LAT.SG}
\]
‘The other one, suddenly, the little bad bony guy came out.’ [NKB Prisoners]

(78)  
\[
t\ddot{\text{a}}\ddot{\text{x}}\ddot{\text{a}} \text{\textipa{\textit{\textipa{s}u}}} \text{\textipa{dib logri-je taxa-n}} \\
\text{that huge mountain-AUG[GEN] behind-LOC}
\]
‘There, behind the huge mountain…’ [ZNB I 16]

When -je expresses a clearly pejorative meaning, it can even be preceded by a diminutive (see also 77):

(79) a.  
\[
adu-je <\text{louse-PEJ}> \\
\text{‘a nasty louse’}
\]

b.  
\[
adu-ku-je <\text{louse-DIM-PEJ}> \\
\text{‘a nasty little louse’ [ZNB IV 26]}
\]

In several cases, the pejorative is almost lexicalized; both the cuckoo, kuči, and the moon, d'iri, are very often referred to with the augmentative/pejorative, with the forms kučije and d'irije, respectively.

5.6.4 Comitative and Caritive

Both the comitative as well as the caritive are discussed together for a variety of reasons, as they stand in clear opposition to each other.

5.6.4.1 Comitative

The function of the comitative -sail-dáil-čai is to express possession (80), a general property (81) or with whom (82) or what (83) an action takes place:

(80)  
\[
\text{bu te-sai enči} \\
\text{3SG reindeer-COM person.3SG}
\]
‘He is a man with reindeer.’ (Lit. ‘he is a reindeery man’) [ZNB 13/2/06]

(81)  
\[
\text{čor tu piri kari-sai} \\
\text{[chor[\text{n/G}]] lake always fish-COM.3SG}
\]
‘The chor lake is always full of fish.’ (Lit. ‘fishy’) [ANP Chor To]
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(82) enču ne-sai dada-č
people[NOM.PL] child-COM go-UDT 3PL.PST
‘People travelled with their child.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

(83) sayi-b ań Vitalik karabin-sai nā
see-SG.1SG FOC PN rifle-COM stand.3SG
‘I saw that Vitalik stood (there) with his rifle.’ [LDB Bear]

The comitative is not used to express by which instrument a particular action is done; for this, the locative case is used. Finally, concerning number marking, it seems to be possible to add number to the comitative marker [ROOT-COM-PL], but much variation is attested (see also 84c). The comitative stands on the borderline of case, but resists classification as such. Although pronouns lack a comitative form, the secondary instrumental-comitative function of the lative case expresses concomitance, which points towards derivation. This is further supported by lexicalization patterns, which show a marked difference between (84b) and (84c).

(84) a. ḏupu-cau nu
moon-COM night
‘moonlit night’ (Lit. ‘moon with light; Ru: лунная ночь’) [ET 118]

b. ne-sai enči
woman-COM person
‘a gifted man’ (Lit. ‘woman-with man’)

c. kasa enči ne-sai te-sai bodu-n diri
[man person] woman-COM reindeer-COM tundra-LOC live.3SG
‘The man lives with the woman and the reindeer in the tundra.’ [ZNB I 65]

5.6.4.2 Caritive

The caritive stands in semantic opposition to the comitative; it states the absence of something. In earlier analyses of the caritive, several related categories have been mixed with each other and its description in previous research, including Siegl (2011b), was incorrect. In Sorokina (2010b: 148–150) and similar earlier accounts, a caritive in -šiđa/-dida/-čida was postulated. This interpretation is incorrect, as -šiđa consists of two morphemes -ši, the verbal caritive and -đa the imperfective participle. As a modifier, the caritive is of course a nominal category (85a), but in predicative function, it is clearly verbal, as is demonstrated by negation:
(85) a. **osa-ši-da enči**
    meat-CAR-PTCP.IPF person
    ‘person without meat’ (Lit. ‘meatless-being person’)

b. **enči osa-ši**
    person meat-CAR.3SG
    ‘The person is without meat.’

c. **bu ni osa-ši-ʔ**
    3SG NEG.AUX.3SG meat-CAR-CN
    ‘He is not without meat.’ [ZNB IV 44]

The caritive in -šida/-dida/-čida is therefore an instance of verbal caritivity. -ši is a denominal verbal suffix expressing absence, but it should not be confused with the prototypical nominal caritive in -šud/-dud/-čud which appears, as one would expect syntactically, as an adjunct.

(86) **tori-jet bednye kari-šuđ kaji-bi-ši-jet**
    such-EMPH poor fish-CAR remain-PERF-3PL.PST-EMPH
    ‘So, the poor remained without fish.’ [LDB Fishermen]

(87) **muđ bi-čuđ adi-dʔ eri-č kaňi-š tara**
    1SG water-CAR sit-1SG fetch.water-CON go-CON must.3SG
    ‘I am without water, I must go fetch some.’ [LDB IV 99]

(89) **dětuśu mi-n ŋulšišu-ruś kod-šuđ kaiʔe-iʔ**
    Yenisei in-LOC very two-LIM-TRSL sled-CAR remain-1DU
    ‘We, only by the two of us, remained without a sled on the Yenisei.’ [NKB Yenisei]

5.6.5 Limitative suffix -ru/-lu

The limitative suffix -ru/-lu, equivalent to the English ‘only’, emphasizes that something is limited to an action, entity, individual, place or the like:

(90) **āba-ru-da seri-š kaji-bi bini-xun**
    head-LIM-PX.3SG bind-CON stay-PERF.3SG rope-LOC.SG
    ‘Only the head tied with a rope remained.’ [LDB Plundered sled]

(91) **modś silėigu te-ruʔ modiʔa-dʔ**
    1SG white reindeer-LIM-[ACC.PL] see-1SG
    ‘I saw only white reindeer.’ [ZNB I 73]
Nominal morphosyntax, case functions and possession

(92) \[\text{mod} \quad \text{labka-ru-d} \quad \text{dadu-d?}\]
\[\text{1SG \quad store-LIM-LAT.SG \quad go}_{\text{MUDI-1SG}}\]
‘I will only go to the shop.’ [LDB II 32]

5.6.6 Indefinite and negative suffixes

The last pair of derivational suffixes to be discussed fall into the sphere of indefinite and negative meaning. Of these suffixes, neither the indefinite (occasionally also emphatic) \(-xo/-go/-ko\) nor the negative \(-xuru/-guru/-kuru\) are frequent with lexical nouns. Instead, they are much more characteristic of pronouns. In fact, both examples (93) and (94) are the only attested instances in transliterated narratives so far.

5.6.6.1 Indefinite-emphatic \(-xo/-go/-ko\)

The function of the indefinite-emphatic marker \(-xo/-go/-ko\) is to express a further non-specifiable property of an entity:

(93) \[\text{bäsi-xo} \quad \text{ni} \quad \text{kebi} \quad \text{ma-ñ} \]
\[\text{iron-INDEF} \quad \text{NEG.AUX.3SG} \quad \text{be.sinful.cn} \quad \text{say-ASS.3SG}\]
‘Anything of iron is not a sin, one says.’ [LDB Taboo]

(94) \[\text{ka}đ\text{a-xu} \quad \text{piri} \quad \etaa-ñu\]
\[\text{snow.storm-INDEF} \quad \text{always} \quad \text{be}_{\text{LOC-ASS.3SG}}\]
‘There is always some snowstorm.’ [LDB I 142]

5.6.6.2 Negative \(-xuru/-guru/-kuru\)

The negative marker \(-xuru/-guru/-kuru\) is used to mark the non-existence of a property. The only non-pronominal example attested in transliterated narratives is with a numeral:

(95) \[\text{no-krudu} \quad \text{ni-d} \quad \text{nā-r}\]
\[\text{one-NEG.PX.PL.3PL} \quad \text{NEG.AUX-R.3SG} \quad \text{stand-FREQ.cn}\]
‘Not a single one of them was alive.’ (Lit. ‘not a single one stood’) [LDB Plundered Sled]
5.7 Benefactive -đu/-du/-tu (predestinative declension)

The suffix -đu/-du/-tu expressing benefactivity, ‘X for Y’, is clearly the most intriguing of all nominal suffixes. Due to its complex behavior, which brings this morpheme close to case, it is not classifiable as a simple derivational morpheme. As this category remains among the most poorly understood categories in Northern Samoyedic, a detailed discussion concerning its syntax and semantics will be given in chapter 11. For the time being, the following two examples show the basic function of the benefactive on either A or P arguments:

(96)  
\[ \text{te-đu-i? to \ reindeer-BEN-PX.1SG come.3SG} \]
\[ \text{‘A reindeer came for me.’} \]

(97)  
\[ \text{mod́ kodu-du-da kamida-go-d?} \]
\[ \text{1SG sled-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG make-DUR-1SG} \]
\[ \text{‘I’m currently making a sled for him.’ [ZNB I 44]} \]

5.8 Adjectives

Adjectives form a small, apparently closed class of nominals with reduced morphology. Apart from the essive-translative case, adjectives do not attract other inflectional morphology.

(66)  
\[ \text{deri-r dábú-uš kañí} \]
\[ \text{day-PX.2SG long-TRSL go.3SG} \]
\[ \text{‘The days get longer.’ [LDB & NKB II 67]} \]

As several derivational suffixes, e.g. limitative -ru/-lu, also attach to adjectives, sufficient evidence for their classification as a nominal category is at hand. Adjectives can be inflected for prolative case, but this results in a manner adverb interpretation.

(4)  
\[ \text{bunik aga-an modu-ña} \]
\[ \text{dog big-PROL bark-FREQ.3SG} \]
\[ \text{‘The dog barks loudly (Lit. bigly).’ [ZNB I 38]} \]

A topic reserved for future research concerns the question of whether adjectives are indeed a closed word class, as the gathered data suggests. The overall number of non-de-

---

234. As this sentence is semantically odd in English, its translation is better rendered as follows: ‘A reindeer came for me and I benefit from its coming – it is now at my disposal.’
rived adjectives is medium; currently around 50 instances are attested. Other concepts, which one would often find in languages with large adjective classes, are expressed as stative intransitive verbs. In attributive position, such stative intransitive verbs are encoded as imperfective participles, and although participles will be addressed in chapter 8 in more detail, a short excursus will be offered in 5.8.4.

5.8.1 Derivational morphology and adjectives

The following short overview presents the most frequently encountered derivational suffixes which can be found on adjectives. Apart from the augmentative-pejorative and the limitative, there seems to exist some derivational morphology whose appearance is restricted to adjectives.

5.8.1.1 Augmentative-pejorative -je

The augmentative-pejorative -je is compatible with both nouns and adjectives:

(98) a. aga-je čiki šeblonitse-je ma-mnuda…
   big-PEJ this prisoner-PEJ say-AUD.3SG
   ‘The big one, this prisoner said…’ [NKB Prisoners]

b. alki-je čiki rođa-je ma-mnuda
   enormous-PEJ this Russian-PEJ say-AUD.3SG
   ‘The enormous one, this Russian said…’ [NKB Prisoners]

It is even possible to mark both adjectives and nouns with the pejorative, however this is not an instance of agreement. Such instances are nevertheless very rare and are pragmatically highly marked:

(99) ālki-je kari-je ā-da-raxa
    huge-PEJ fish-PEJ be-PTCP.IPF-SIM.3SG
    ‘This seemed to be a huge fish.’ [ANP Taimeń]

5.8.1.2 Limitative -ru/-lu

The limitative on adjectives is rare and there are currently no examples in transliterated speech. In elicitation, however, the limitative on adjectives is possible, e.g. aga-ru <big-LIM> ‘only big’ or ibleigu-ru <small-LIM> ‘only small’.
5.8.1.3 Contrastive topic marker -ju (polaritive)

As much as the available data allows for addressing the function of -ju, it seems to be a contrastive or polaritive topic marker reserved for adjectives. -ju is added when an action concerns two entities to be chosen from:

(100)a. čiki aga-ju no oburi-da čiki mdaʔaʔa
this big-TOP part thing-PX.3SG this see.3SG
‘The big one, so, the thing, this he saw…’ [NKB Prisoners]

b. no nääku-ju-xo minxuda očik liði-ru-ku-je minxuda
so other-TOP-INDEF suddenly bad bone-LIM-DIM-PEJ suddenly
odi-ma pe-d…
appear.RES.3SG out-LAT.SG
‘The other one, the bad bony one suddenly appeared outside…’ [NKB Prisoners]

Example (101) from an elicitation session serves as the answer to a hypothetical question, which fish a person should chose if two were at one’s disposal:

(101) aga-ju mu
big-TOP take.IMP.2SG
‘Take the big(ger) one.’ [ZNB IV 18]

5.8.1.4 -(V)igu derivation

This suffix is not productive in contemporary Enets, but can be found in a variety of adjectives which are derived from nouns focusing on property, e.g. ibl̚eigu ‘little, young’ from ibla ‘youngster’, sileigu ‘white’ from siʔ/sira ‘white/snow’. Also nubčaigu ‘soft’ must belong to this derivation, although no immediately related noun could be found.235

5.8.1.5 -ita ‘a little more X than usual’ derivation

This suffix is not productive either. Its function is to derive a kind of minimal augmentative, which was translated as ‘a little more X than usual’.

(102) tāxā aga-ita-d mu
there big-AUG2-PX.ACC.2SG take.IMP.2SG
‘Take the (fish) that is a little bigger.’ (Lit. ‘take that little bigger one’)236

[ZNB IV 18]

235. It might be possible that this unproductive derivation triggers some morphonological alternation of the stem vowel /a/ → /e/ before /i/. In Castrén’s materials, /a/ is attested in examples for both Enets varieties, e.g. ulaigu Ch. ‘klein, wenig’ or kē’elaiggu Ch. kēmlaiku B. ‘kurz’ (Castrén 1855: 79, 80)
236. This is another clear example of language change as the direct object is encoded by the accusative case.
The increasing augmentative function is further attested by the fact that *ibleigu cannot be further derived with this suffix as ‘a little smaller’: *ibleiguita is judged as ungrammatical.

Manner adverbs can also be derived from this adjectival base:

(103)  
oka-ita-an  oo-r  
many-AUG2-PROL  eat-IMP,SG.2SG  
‘Eat a little more!’ [ZNB IV 18]

5.8.1.6 -rka ‘a little more than X’ derivation

In meaning, the -rka derivation comes close to being the functional equivalent of a comparative. Still, since in all translations, the Russian чуть ‘a little’ was used, this restriction must be accommodated and therefore it will not be labelled as comparative. So far, -rka is only found in predicative position:

(104)a.  
bu  äsi-xud-da  pidi-rka  
3SG  father-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.3SG  tall-AUG3.3SG  
‘He is a little taller than his father.’ [ZNB IV 18]

b.  
bu  noduń  düdi-rka  
3SG  1SG.ABL  young-AUG3.3SG  
‘He is a little younger than me.’ [ZNB IV 18]

c.  
äki  döxa  detšu-guđ  tădi-rka  
this  river  Yenisei-ABL.SG  broad-AUG3.3SG  
‘This river is a little broader than the Yenisei.’ [ZNB IV 18]

5.8.2 Number and PX on adjectives

Prototypically, adjectives do not agree with their head in number or possession, however under certain pragmatic functions, apparently definiteness, a kind of number agreement (though not in the dual) seems to be possible. Concerning PX on adjectives, the situation is clearer and will be introduced first. In (105), the adjective is marked for possession and serves as the transitive subject. This use, which points to noun ellipsis and conversion via PX, is infrequent yet attested and shows that under certain definiteness conditions, here contrastive focus, adjectives can be marked for PX and function as pivots of transitive predicates:

237. Although detši ‘Yenisei’ was reported as being a IIa noun in earlier research, this is one of the very few examples where it behaves as such.
However, PX marking of both the adjective and the noun, e.g. *sīleigu-r te-r* <white-PX.2SG reindeer-PX.2SG> ‘your white reindeer’, seems impossible and only the noun would receive PX marking in such instances.

Concerning agreement, the picture is highly fragmented. Trubetskoj (2010) claims that he discovered some kind of agreement in case, though, as much of the data in his article is apparently based on elicitation plus deriving from a very short visit to Potapovo and without reference to consultants, it is impossible to verify his observation. Although I have some examples for agreement in plural of the type ADJ-PL N-PL, these instances are too uncertain for any interpretation at this moment in time. Instances of agreement in case are absent in my data.

5.8.3 -i derivation

Another, again unproductive item of derivational morphology is the suffix -i, which derives adjective-like modifiers from nouns.238 In the following two examples, adjectives are derived from a noun or from a postposition:

(106)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{obu} & \quad \text{dōdīgun} & \quad \text{utuđu-i} & \quad \text{ŋa-aš} & \quad \text{kānī} \\
\text{what}_{\text{[GEN]}} & \quad \text{period.}_{\text{LOC.SG}} & \quad \text{autumn-}_{\text{ADJ}} & \quad \text{sky-}_{\text{TRSL}} & \quad \text{go.}_{\text{3SG}}
\end{align*}
\]

‘At some time, autumn arrived.’ (Lit. ‘autumnal sky’) [ANP Stupid people]

(107)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{to} & \quad \text{dōda-i} & \quad \text{um} \\
\text{summer}_{\text{[GEN]}} & \quad \text{middle}_{\text{PUS-ADJ}} & \quad \text{north}
\end{align*}
\]

‘Northern wind around midsummer’ (Lit. ‘midsummerish north’) [ZNB IV 185]

Also, the same suffix occurred in an earlier example:

(64)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{narei} & \quad \text{deri-iš} & \quad \text{kānī} & \quad \text{uże} & \quad \text{mud} & \quad \text{dūrak} \\
\text{spring.}_{\text{ADJ}} & \quad \text{day-}_{\text{TRSL}} & \quad \text{go.}_{\text{3SG}} & \quad \text{already}_{\text{1SG}} & \quad \text{Nenets} \\
\text{nāači-iš} & \quad \text{kānī-dʔ} \\
\text{youngster.}_{\text{woman-TRSL}} & \quad \text{go-}_{\text{1SG}}
\end{align*}
\]

‘And it became spring and I already turned into a Nenets girl.’ [NKB Childhood]

---

238. Interestingly, this morpheme is homonymous with the perfective participle in -i(ʔ), a fact which was already observed by Tereščenko (1968: 295).
5.8.4 Excursus – participles as modifiers

Switching from a morphological to a syntactic perspective, a few preliminary comments on participles as modifiers are in order. As has been shown above, derivational means of adjective formation are unproductive in Forest Enets. Instead of adjectives, many attributive modifiers are imperfective participles of stative verbs (see also 8.3.2). In the following example, ‘black’ is a participle of the stative verb *poldid’* meaning ‘to be black’:

(108) *poldi-da*  *bunk-i*  *pogu-đ*  *pońi-mub-ău*
    be.black-PTCP.IPF  dog-PX.ACC.1SG  fish-CON  hold-HAB-SG.1SG
    ‘I keep the black dog for fishing.’ [LDB II 27]

In predicative position, the stative intransitive verb behaves as a usual verb:

(109) *bunki-xuń*  *poldi-ńa-xiʔ*  
    dog-PX.DU.1SG  black-FREQ-3DU
    ‘My two dogs are black.’ [LDB II 27]

Concerning negation, participles of stative verbs are negated as usual verbs with a negative auxiliary verb:

(110) *mud’*  *bunki-xuń*  *ńi-xiʔ*  *poldi-r-ʔ*
    1SG  dog-PX.PL.1SG  NEG.AUX-3DU  black-FREQ-CN
    ‘My two dogs are not black.’ [LDB II 27]

In contrast, adjectives are negated as nouns by *ńi ńa?* This will be addressed in more detail in 9.4; the following two examples illustrate this phenomenon:

(111) *poju*  *koru*  *soida-an*  *motora*
    sharp  knife  good-PROL  cut.3SG
    ‘A sharp knife cuts well.’ [ZNB I 32]

(112) *koru*  *poju*  *ńi*  *ńa?*
    knife  sharp.3SG  NEG.AUX.3SG  be.loc-CN
    ‘The knife is not sharp.’ (Lit. ‘the sharp knife is, it is not’) [ZNB I 32]
5.8.5 Expression of gradation

Forest Enets has no synthetic morphology for the gradation of adjectives expressing a construction ‘X-er than Y’. The prototypical construction employed sets two nouns into relation by marking the entity under comparison for ablative case. As adjectives cannot be marked for case, any other proper nominal category must be marked instead:

(113)  

\[ uu \, nöduń \, aga-d \]  
\[ 2SG \, 1SG.ABL \, big-2SG \]  
‘You are older than me.’ (Lit. ‘from me you are big’) [LDB I 126]

(114)  

\[ te \, bünki-xuđ \, mäřiä \]  
reindeer dog- ABL.SG quick.3SG  
‘A reindeer is faster than a dog.’ [LDB I 126]

Functionally close to gradation of adjectives are the aforementioned instances of derivation based on -\textit{ita} and -\textit{rka}:

(102)  

\[ täxä \, aga-ita-d \, mu \]  
there big-AUG2-PX.ACC.2SG take.IMP.2SG  
‘Take the (fish) that is a little bigger.’ (Lit. ‘take that little bigger one’)\textsuperscript{239}  
[ZNB IV 18]

(104a)  

\[ bu \, āsi-xuđ-da \, pidi-rka \]  
3SG father- ABL.SG-PX.GEN.3SG tall-AUG3.3SG  
‘He is a little taller than his father.’ [ZNB IV 18]

5.9 Numerals

The numeral system of contemporary Forest Enets is basically decimal, although relics point to a different system used in the past. For example ‘eight’ \textit{šidiät} seems to be a fossilized compound of \textit{šidi tät} ‘two four’. \textit{šidu} ‘twenty’ seems to be synchronically unsegmentable, too.\textsuperscript{240}

Numerals do not show number morphology (no dual or plural) and apparently cannot be used with \textit{px} either. Numerals, too, take only some derivational morphology.

\textsuperscript{239} This is another clear example of language change as the direct object is encoded by the accusative case.  
\textsuperscript{240} This numeral is also unsegmentable in a variety of other Uralic languages (e.g. Udmurt, Komi, and Hungarian).
5.9.1 Cardinals

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>šidi</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>nāxu(ʔ)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>tāt</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>motu(ʔ)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>său</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>šidiät</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A variety of observations concerning the phonetic representation of numerals could be made. First, the glottal stops in ‘three’ and ‘six’ are no longer audible. By adding the limitative -ru, assimilation to -lu occurs, which shows that both numerals are underly-
ingly still glottal stop stems. Whether these numerals belong to class IIa or IIb could no longer be determined. Second, the phonetic shape of several numerals differs from speaker to speaker; instead of ŋol ‘one’ and sobirig ‘five’, also ŋulu and sobrig occur frequently. ANP pronounces motu(ʔ) ‘six’ generally as mutu and occasionally, instead of său ‘seven’ the historically older sāʔu is infrequently attested. Also the glottal stop in biʔ ‘ten’ is sometimes omitted and once a while biuʔ, a form matching older accounts, could be heard too.

Numerals from 11–19 are morphologically complex and could be eventually inter-
preted as clauses. The last element, bodad, a stative intransitive verb meaning ‘is more’, is apparently a defective stative verb which requires its first teen in the ablative, followed by a cardinal number. The numerals ‘eleven’ and ‘twelve’ translate as follows:

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>bi-kuđ</td>
<td>ŋol</td>
<td>bodad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ten-ABL.SG</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>be.more.3SG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>‘From ten one is more = 11’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numerals 13–19 are formed on the same principles.

The numeral ‘twenty’ differs from the rest as it is not a compound of the high-
est power of ten followed by ten and cardinals, which is the pattern for numerals from 30–99. Instead, an invariable šidū ~ šiduu ~ šidiu ‘twenty’, which is then followed by cardinals, is used:

(118) ŋol | bodad |
| one | be.more.3SG |
| ‘One is more = 11’ |

In spontaneous speech, such clauses are often simplified:

Another version of ‘one’, ŋoʔ or ŋob, is also attested. It may well be the case, that ŋolū is a fossilized form of the numeral ‘one’ ŋoʔ and the limitative -ru/-lu.
Higher numbers from 30 to 99 are compounds whose second component is the numeral biʔ ‘ten’.

Further, cardinals are attached, e.g. motubiʔ tät ‘64’
duʔ meaning ‘hundred’ is used following the same pattern as for figures with ten. The glottal stop is often omitted:

The native Forest Enets system seems to end with 999. Whereas the numeral ‘thousand’ is known, there is considerable variation among the speakers in how it is expressed. Speakers who were born in monolingual Forest Enets marriages use the Tundra Nenets lexeme for ‘thousand’ jonar ju. In contrast, speakers raised in bilingual Forest Enets Nenets families prefer the Russian тысяча. Still, in spontaneous speech numerals exceeding thousand are always uttered in Russian, preserving the syntactic peculiarities of Russian numeral agreement:

The same is registered in a narrative by LDB who told about the transfer of a large flock of reindeer to Potapovo in the early 1960s. After some hesitation as he could not produce the numerals in Forest Enets, he switched to Russian:

242 As Forest Enets reindeer herds were small because large-scale reindeer breeding was previously unknown around Potapovo, there was apparently no necessity to talk about things in thousands.
5.9.2 Ordinals

Ordinals are formed by adding the suffix -dä to cardinals. The first two ordinals are suppletive. Also, other numerals (e.g. five) seem to use two different stems. No glottal stop fusion was encountered with ‘three’ and ‘six’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARDINALS</th>
<th>ORDINALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṅoḷu ~ ṅo(ʔ)</td>
<td>1 ortë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šidi</td>
<td>2 nāk ~ naak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nāxuʔ</td>
<td>3 nāxudā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tāt</td>
<td>4 tātudā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sobrig</td>
<td>5 sobudā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motuʔ</td>
<td>6 motudā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāu</td>
<td>7 sāudā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-10: Cardinals and ordinals

5.9.3 Other numerals and their morphology

Tereščenko’s sketch (1966: 446–447) provided an overview of the morphology of collectives, distributives, iteratives, fractionalals, and temporals. In the language of the current generation, only the collectives have survived. Morphologically, the collectives are cardinals, which are case-marked for translative case:

(124) ounuñu nāxu-uš ḏoḏu-ŋa-a-č
fall.ADV three-TRSL goMUDI-FREQ-1PL-PST
‘In fall, we went by the three of us.’ [LDB Supernatural]

(125) mud ḏetšu mî-n ṅoḷu-uš kaija-ɗ
1SG Yeniseī[GEN] in-LOC one-TRSL remain-1SG
‘I remained alone on the Yenisei.’ [NKB Yenisei]

Tereščenko’s distributive is attested, but this might be a simple postpositional construction and not a special kind of numeral:

(126) kirba šidi lod tidā-ɗ
bread[ACC] two DIST buy-1SG
‘I bought bread in twos.’ [ZNB IV 71]

244. Although postpositions govern genitive case, no modification for numerals is attested; therefore they are analyzed as NOM.SG which is not glossed separately.
The iterative, which according to Tereščenko is based on the plural of numerals, is no longer attested. For this, either Russian раз ‘time’ or its Enets equivalent д’ор is used:

(128) \[ bu \hspace{1em} šidi \hspace{1em} d’or \hspace{1em} döditu-ŋa \]
\[ 3SG \hspace{1em} two \hspace{1em} time \hspace{1em} shoot-FREQ.3SG \]
‘He shot twice (Lit. ‘two times’).’ [ZNB IV 71]

Fractionals could not be documented.

5.9.4 Limitative on numerals

The limitative -ру/-лу is the final element that occurs with numerals:

(129) \[ nāxu-lu \hspace{1em} kari \hspace{1em} todā \]
\[ three-LIM \hspace{1em} fish[ACC] \hspace{1em} bring.3SG \]
‘He brought only three fishes.’ [ZNB IV 72]

5.9.5 Syntax of numerals

Numerals trigger singular on the nouns they modify. Whereas verbs agree with nouns in person and number, predicates with numerals remain in the singular:

(130) \[ tu \hspace{1em} bar-xun \hspace{1em} sobrig \hspace{1em} muguđi \hspace{1em} dīri-bi \]
\[ lake[GEN] \hspace{1em} shore-LOC.SG \hspace{1em} five \hspace{1em} clan \hspace{1em} live-PERF.3SG \]
‘On the shore of a lake lived five mugadi Enetses.’ [ANP Seven girls]

(131) \[ tāt \hspace{1em} nā \hspace{1em} enči \hspace{1em} lata \hspace{1em} kolta-go-da \]
\[ four \hspace{1em} [woman_[N/G] \hspace{1em} person] \hspace{1em} floor[ACC] \hspace{1em} clean-DUR-SG.3SG \]
‘Four women clean the floor.’ [ANP Hospital]

Concerning the numeral šidi ‘two’, both dual and singular can be found. In this respect, semantic agreement between the predicate and the NP can also be found, as example (133) shows:
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(132) šidi enči-gi? to-xi? āku-xun šidi enči-gi? 
 two person-[NOM.DU] come-3DU here-LOC.SG two person-[NOM.DU]

\[\text{tonä-xi-č operativnik-xi?} \]
\[\text{exist-3DU-PST operativnik-3DU} \]

‘Two men came. Here [in Potapovo] were two men, two special policemen.’
[NKB Prisoners]

(133) sidi-ru enči mādi-da enči onai mā-či 
 two-LIM person nomadize-PTCP.IPF person real chum-PX.ACC.SG.3DU

\[\text{mokta-gu-š pā-xi?} \]
\[\text{put.up-DUR-CON begin-3DU} \]

‘Only two persons, two people practicing nomadizing began to put up a their chum.’
[LDB Shaman]

The non-obligatoriness of the dual after šidi ‘two’ is best demonstrated by dual local cases which are formed periphrastically (see earlier in this chapter). During elicitation, periphrastic dual locative forms were usually avoided, as the singular can be used too. Whereas (134) shows a periphrastic dual, examples such as (135) are, however, clearly preferred:

(134) šidi toxi? nā-? to-inə?
 two [lake[GEN.DU] LOC.PL=LAT] come-R.1PL

‘We arrived at the two lakes.’

(135) šidi to-xun karida oka
 two lake-LOC.SG fish.PL.3SG many.3PL

‘There are many fish in these two lakes.’ [EIB I 146]

5.10 Pronouns and interrogatives

Forest Enets has a set of free-standing pronouns for three persons in singular, dual and plural. As a typical Uralic language, both specification for gender and clusivity are unknown. Special honorific pronouns such as the Hungarian ŧon/ōnōk have never been reported nor could consultants recall any honorific use of plural pronouns (cf. German Sie, Finnish te).

Case inflection for pronouns differs from nominal case inflection in several respects:
• Pronouns are suppletive and have three stems, which correspond to their distribution as S/A, O, and OBL. Thereby pronouns follow NOM-ACC alignment.
• Pronouns lack a genitive, translative-essive, or comitative paradigm.
• In locational cases, pronominal latives have a restricted recipient and goal function.
• Locative-marked pronominals express comitativity.

As verbs must index the subject, pronouns can be dropped. In contrast to many other Uralic languages, Forest Enets also allows pro-drop of 3P pronouns.

5.10.1 Pronouns in nominative case

The internal morphological structure of nominative pronouns is unusual. Dual and plural pronouns are actually derived from singular pronouns followed by possessive suffixes belonging to the genitive series:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOM</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>mod’ ~ mud’245</td>
<td>mod’in?</td>
<td>mod’na?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>uu</td>
<td>uu’di?</td>
<td>uuda?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>bu’di?</td>
<td>budu?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-1: Personal pronouns in nominative case

The phonetic realization reveals considerable variation. The vowel in 1st person pronouns is another example of o/u variation, and besides mod’, also mud’ is frequently attested. Only ANP used mud’, mud’i? and mod’na? consistently. NKB’s idiolect differs from all the other consultants as she pronounces mod’ also as mód’ or even mid’. In careful speech, at least ZNB tended to pronounce both 2SG and 3SG pronouns with a final glottal stop. Also, the vowel in 3SG bu can sound like a long vowel.

Whereas lexical nouns in imperatives are inflected for nominative case, pronouns in imperatives must be used in the accusative.

(136) šita pärdi-?
3SG.ACC help.IMP.2SG
‘Help him!’

5.10.2 Excursus – genitive possessive pronouns

Tereščenko/Künnap presented a full genitive paradigm though without any examples (Künnap 1999b: 21). Also Sorokin’s account (2010b: 227–234) mentions such pronouns, but no further evidence nor examples are given. Despite having invested quite some time into this question, I was unable to verify their existence.

245. Once in a while, the archaic mod’ for 1sg was encountered.
In contexts where other Uralic languages would use a genitive pronoun as a possessive pronoun e.g. Finnish (138 a, c) or Udmurt (138 b, d), Forest Enets relies on nominative pronouns:

(137)  
\[ uu \text{ } \tilde{n}i-l \text{ } obu \text{ } // \text{ } mud' \text{ } a\text{ } \tilde{n}i \text{ } \tilde{n}i-m \text{ } \text{Lo}\text{\'na} \]

\[ \text{you name-PX.2SG what.3SG 1SG FOC name-PX.1SG PN} \]

\[ \text{‘What is your name? My name is Leonid.’ [LDB I 141]} \]

(138) a. \[ \text{min}\tilde{\text{a}} \text{ ty\text{"oskentele}-n} \]

\[ 1SG \text{ work-PX.1SG} \]

\[ \text{‘I am working/I work.’} \]

b. \[ \text{мона ужасько} \]

\[ 1SG \text{ work-PRS.1SG} \]

\[ \text{‘I am currently working.’} \]

c. \[ \text{тама on минун kirja-ni} \]

\[ \text{this be.3SG 1SG.GEN book-PX.1SG} \]

\[ \text{‘This is my book.’} \]

d. \[ \text{та мынам книга-е} \]

\[ \text{this 1SG.GEN book-PX.1SG} \]

\[ \text{‘This is my book.’} \]

In this respect, Forest Enets and Northern Samoyedic in general are typologically much closer to Hungarian, as also here nominative personal pronouns can be used as possessive pronouns:246

(139) a. \[ \text{én dolgoz-om} \]

\[ 1SG \text{ work-1SG} \]

\[ \text{‘I am working.’} \]

b. \[ \text{ez az én kőnyv-em} \]

\[ \text{DET ART 1SG book-PX.1SG} \]

\[ \text{‘This is my book.’} \]

c. \[ \text{te dolgoz-ol} \]

\[ 2SG \text{ work-2SG} \]

\[ \text{‘You are working.’} \]

d. \[ \text{ez az te kőnyv-ed} \]

\[ \text{DET ART 2SG book-PX.2SG} \]

\[ \text{‘This is your book.’} \]

5.10.3 Pronouns in accusative case

Accusative pronouns have a unique stem, \( \tilde{s}i- \), which is then followed by accusative possessive suffixes. The non-singular stem is further extended by a synchronically unanalyzable linking element \(-d\). Pronouns in accusative case encode direct objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1p</td>
<td>( \tilde{s}i(j))</td>
<td>( \tilde{s}idi? )</td>
<td>( \tilde{s}idna? )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p</td>
<td>( \tilde{s}it )</td>
<td>( \tilde{s}iddi? )</td>
<td>( \tilde{s}idda? )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>( \tilde{s}ita )</td>
<td>( \tilde{s}idi? )  ( ~ \tilde{s}id'di? )</td>
<td>( \tilde{s}iddu?^{247} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-12: Personal pronouns in accusative case

246. See also Helimski (1982).
247. The underlying form is apparently \( \tilde{s}idtu? \)
5.10.4 Pronominal forms of local cases

From a historical perspective it seems that Forest Enets (and as a matter of fact also its closest Northern Samoyedic relatives) apparently did not have independent pronouns in oblique cases. What from a synchronic functional perspective can be called pronoun is a periphrastic construction consisting of the nominative pronoun followed by a local postposition *no-*., which is marked for case and possession; possessive suffixes attached to *no-* derive from the genitive series. As *no-* was originally a postposition, the case markers for local cases derive from the postpositional/adverb series which will discussed in the latter part of this chapter.²⁴⁸

As this periphrastic construction [personal pronoun + local postposition-CX-PX] fills a cell in a paradigm, such constructions are labeled as compound pronouns here. That said, a final note is in order; in casual speech, the first component, the personal pronoun in nominative case is usually omitted. Nevertheless, in carefully elicited speech or under emphasis, as in example (140), the whole construction is uttered. As the realization of these is transparent, compound forms are only shown for singular in the paradigms.

5.10.4.1 Lative compound pronouns

Lative compound pronouns consist of a facultative personal pronoun followed by the postposition *no*. In contrast to locative and ablative pronouns, the lative is morphologically unmarked as no formal case marker is segmentable.²⁴⁹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAT</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>mud noń</td>
<td>nońʔ</td>
<td>nonaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>uu nod</td>
<td>nodiʔ</td>
<td>nodaiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>bu noda</td>
<td>nodiʔ</td>
<td>nodaiʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-13: Equivalents of personal pronouns in lative case

The function of pronominal compound latives differs from lexical nouns. Pronominal compound latives are restricted to such semantic roles as recipient, addressee or goal of movement:

(141)   *mu’dna*  *nona*   *toda-ubida*   *ma-ń*  
         1PL  1PL.LAT  bring-HAB.PL.3PL  say-ASS.3SG  
         ‘So he brought them [his reindeer] to us, one says.’ [LDB Chervo]

(142)   *Alik-or*  *noń*   *badă-da-š*  
        PN-PX.2SG  1SG.LAT  tell-SG.3SG-PST  
        ‘So this Alik told me…’ [LDB Clairvoyant]

²⁴⁸. *no(ʔ)* can be used without a PX which then translates as ‘together with’.
²⁴⁹. No assimilation between PX and the postpositional lative maker -ʔ is attested which would allow to indentify a case marker via glottal stop assimilation.
Pronominal agents of passives are also encoded with the lative:

\[(143) \quad \text{mud’ bu noda kolu-t toda-r-i?}\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
1SG & 3SG & 3SG.LAT & \text{school-LAT.SG} \\
\text{mud’} & \text{bu} & \text{noda} & \text{kolú-t} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘I was brought to school by her.’ [ZNB IV 54]

Pronominal benefactives are not encoded with lative compound pronouns. This function is taken over by the benefactive, which will be addressed in chapter 11.

5.10.4.2 Locative compound pronouns

Locative compound pronouns consist of a non-obligatory personal pronoun; the postposition \textit{no} inflected for locative case -\textit{n} followed by \textit{PX\textsubscript{GEN}}. Occasionally, the \textit{i}-insertion rule as sketched in chapter 1 applies, but for reasons unknown this does not occur regularly:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1p</td>
<td>nonin</td>
<td>nonin</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p</td>
<td>nonid</td>
<td>nonid</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>nonida</td>
<td>nonida</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-14: Equivalents of personal pronouns in locative case

The function of the pronominal locative differs from the prototypical function of the locative as it is reserved for the expression of concomitance:

\[(144) \quad \text{yu}{\text{u} \pi} \text{nonin â-da-d}\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{one} & \text{night} & 1SG.\text{LOC} & \text{be-FUT-2SG} \\
yu{\text{u}} & \pi & \text{nonin} & â-da-d \\
\end{array}
\]

‘You will be one night with me.’ [ANP Seven girls]

\[(145) \quad \text{tu do} \text{\acute{b}un} \text{nonina e\text{\c{s}o} \textit{\c{c}}or-? \textit{\c{c}}or-? d\textit{\acute{u}}ri-\textit{\acute{c}}}\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{that}_{[\text{GEN}]} & \text{time.PROL} & 1PL.\text{LOC} & \text{still clan}_{[\text{NOM.PL}]} \text{clan}_{[\text{NOM.PL}]} \text{live-3PL.PST} \\
tu & do \text{\acute{b}un} & \text{nonina} & \text{e\text{\c{s}o} \textit{\c{c}}or-? \textit{\c{c}}or-? d\textit{\acute{u}}ri-\textit{\acute{c}}} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘In those days a Chor family lived together with us.’ [NKB Prisoners]

5.10.4.3 Ablative compound pronouns

Ablative compound pronouns consist of a non-obligatory personal pronoun; the postposition \textit{no} is inflected for ABL -\textit{d} followed by \textit{PX\textsubscript{GEN}}

\[250\quad \text{For reasons currently unknown, the } \textit{i}-\text{insertion rule does not fully apply here. In } 1\text{SG and } 2\text{SG, the vowel } /u/ \text{ seems to belong to the ablative suffix and the the } \textit{i}-\text{insertion rule applies and only to } 1\text{DU.}\]
In contrast to the lative and locative pronominal equivalents, no case-to-meaning mismatch is attested here. Similarly to the non-local use of the ablative on nouns, pronouns, too, can express the concept of gradation:

(146) \(\text{bu } \text{čiki odu } \text{nodda? } \text{mo-da-š}\)

\(3\text{SG this boat}_{\text{ACC}} \text{2PL-ABL take-SG.3SG-PST}\)

‘He took the boat from you.’ [ZNB 10.02.2006]

(147) \(\text{uu } \text{no}důň \text{aga-d}\)

\(2\text{SG 1SG.ABL big-2SG}\)

‘You are older than me.’ [LDB I 126]

5.10.5 Intensive-Emphatic Pronoun \(\text{ker+PX}_{\text{GEN}}\)

In Künnap’s Enets sketch grammar, \(\text{ker+PX}_{\text{GEN}}\) is erroneously classified as a reflexive pronoun (Künnap 1999b: 22). In Tereščenko’s sketch (1966: 448), the same pronoun is labeled a determinate pronoun and translated via Russian \text{cam}, though no examples of its usage are provided. Some examples can be found in Tereščenko (1973: 181–183), though the discussion is not exhaustive. The analysis chosen here departs from both earlier attempts and analyzes this pronoun as an intensive-emphatic pronoun. Morphologically, the stem \(\text{ker-}\) is followed by \(\text{PX}_{\text{GEN}}\), resulting in the following paradigm:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>(\text{keriň})</td>
<td>(\text{keriň?})</td>
<td>(\text{kerina?})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>(\text{kerit }\sim \text{kert})</td>
<td>(\text{keriti?})</td>
<td>(\text{kerita? }\sim \text{kerta?})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>(\text{kerta})</td>
<td>(\text{keriti?})</td>
<td>(\text{kerta?})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-16: Intensive-emphatic pronouns

\(\text{ker+PX}_{\text{GEN}}\) emphasizes the syntactic subject. As subject pronouns can be dropped, \(\text{ker+PX}_{\text{GEN}}\) can be found in sentence-initial position, too:
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(148) čiki äjeiču-kuji-b kudaxai [o] ker-ta
    this older.relative-DIM-PX.1SG long.ago PRODROP self-PX.GEN.3SG
    ker-ta bari-da toi-đ tonā-š
    self-PX.GEN.3SG song-PX.3SG such exist-3SG.PST
    ‘So this dead relative\(^{251}\) of mine, long ago, she herself had her own song.’
    [EIB Clairvoyant]

In (149) *kerta* establishes emphatic anaphoric co-reference with its lexical antecedent *sola enči?* ‘stupid person’.

(149) toř sola enči ki-ku-da toi-đ
    such stupid person side-LAT.SG.POSS-PX.GEN.3SG come-R.3SG
    anś ker-ta piširi-ma
    FOC self-PX.GEN.3SG laugh-RES.3SG
    ‘So this stupid person came to his side. Again he laughed.’ [ANP Stupid people]

Example (150) is another clear example of emphasis:

(150) d’urak enči bu ker-ta d’urak bađa-an peri
    Nenets person 3SG self-PX.GEN.3SG Nenets word-PROL always
    d’uri-mubi-š mensi-da anś d’urak bađa-an
    speak-HAB-3SG.PST old.woman-PX.3SG FOC Nenets word-PROL
    d’uri-ŋa-š
    speak-FREQ-3SG.PST
    ‘This Nenets, he usually spoke in Nenets. His wife spoke Nenets too.’
    [LDB Shaman]

Also concerning clausal co-reference, the function of *ker-* is clearly one of an emphaser. The following two examples are ‘minimal pairs’ with regard to 3p clausal co-reference:

(151) nā ņe-da mosu-go
    women child-PX.ACC.3SG wash-DUR.3SG
    ‘The woman\(_i\) is washing her\(_i\) child.’ [ZNB 15.02.06]

(152) nā bu ņe-da mosu-go
    women 3SG child-PX.ACC.3SG wash-DUR.3SG
    ‘The woman\(_i\) is washing her\(_j\) child.’ [ZNB 15.02.06]

By adding 3SG *kerta*, the emphatic interpretation is enforced. Further, the object must now be interpreted as being co-referential with the subject, ruling out an interpretation as in (152):

\(^{251}\) Concerning *äjeiču*, translations of this kinship term gave rise to much confusion. For EIB it meant ‘wife of older brother’, but other consultants disagreed yet failed to propose a better translation. For the time being, it is simply glossed as elder relative.
5.10.6 Reflexive-like pronoun \( puđu^{\text{PX}_{\text{ACC}}}(\text{M}^{\text{ACC}}) \)

Forest Enets does not have a real reflexive pronoun, and instead a full noun \( puđu \) ‘body’ followed by \( px_{\text{ACC}} \) can be used in this function.\(^{252}\) For this interpretation, \( px \) on \( puđu \) must be co-referential with the syntactic subject:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mud} & \quad \text{zerkal-xun} & \quad puđu-i & \quad \text{modā-d' 1SG mirror-LOC.SG body-PX.ACC.1SG see-1SG} \\
\text{I see myself in the mirror.’ [LDB \& NKB II 162]}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mud' čiki koru-xun} & \quad puđu-i & \quad mota-d' 1SG this knife-LOC.SG body-PX.ACC.1SG cut-1SG \\
\text{I cut myself with this knife.’ [LDB IV 141]}
\end{align*}
\]

Although from a cross-linguistic perspective it is well known that body parts can develop into reflexive pronouns, there are some arguments which speak against such an interpretation for Forest Enets.\(^{253}\) Verbs that prototypically allow a reflexive interpretation of an event, e.g. \( motaš \) ‘cut’, prefer full NPs as objects. Both ZNB and NKB insisted many times that it would be impossible to translate ‘he cut himself’ into idiomatic Forest Enets and offered the following as the closest possible translation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kasa} & \quad āči & \quad čubai-da & \quad mota [\text{man}[N/G] youngster] thumb-PX.ACC.3SG cut.3SG \\
\text{‘The boy cut his thumb.’}
\end{align*}
\]

During consecutive fieldwork, ZNB hesitatingly offered the following as equivalent of ‘cut x-self’ but often stressed that this was “not good Enets”:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{? kasa} & \quad āči & \quad puđu-da & \quad mot-ubi [\text{man}[N/G] youngster] body-PX.ACC.3SG cut-HAB.3SG \\
\text{‘The boy usually cuts himself.’}
\end{align*}
\]

---

\(^{252}\) In Tereščenko’s accounts (1966: 448; 1973: 182) the same was attributed to \( nyxož \) ‘body’, and it seems that this lexeme has since undergone further erosion.

\(^{253}\) It may well be the case that Forest Enets has entered such a cline of grammaticalization, but at present this is no more than speculation. Due to the immediate extinction of the language, this process will obviously not reach its end.
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(158)  
\[ \text{mod} \quad \text{pudu-}i \quad \text{motu-}\text{ŋ}-d? \]  
1SG body-PX.ACC.1SG cut-FREQ-1SG  
‘I cut myself often.’

Further, another prototypically reflexive verb such as \textit{mataš} ‘to wash oneself’, (note conjugation I) is not preferred with the reflexive reading. Whereas (159) is fine, (160) was again offered with some hesitation:

(159)  
\[ \text{mud} \quad \text{mata-}d? \]  
1SG wash-1SG  
‘I washed myself.’

(160)  
\[ \text{mud} \quad \text{pudu-}i \quad \text{mata-}d? \]  
1SG body-PX.ACC.1SG wash-1SG  
‘I washed myself.’ [All examples ZNB III 67]

The following examples show a variety of other verbs with \textit{pudu} in a reflexive pronoun-like position:

(161)a.  
\[ d\text{d-}k\text{n-}in \quad k\text{er-i}n \quad \text{pudu-}i \quad \text{modi}a-\text{d}? \]  
dream-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.1SG self-PX.GEN.1SG body-PX.ACC.1SG see-1SG  
‘I myself saw myself in my dreams.’

b.  
\[ b\text{u} \quad k\text{er-ta} \quad \text{pudu-da} \quad d\text{odi}a \]  
3SG self-PX.GEN.3SG body-PX.ACC.3SG hit.3SG  
‘He \textbf{himself} hit himself.’

c.  
\[ b\text{u} \quad \text{pudu-da} \quad \text{maida-bi} \]  
3SG body-PX.ACC.3SG commit.suicide-PERF.3SG  
‘He killed himself.’ [All examples ZNB III 67]

As can be seen, reflexive interpretations are restricted to highly transitive verbs. This is, of course, no accident as reflexives express an action which is targeted at the syntactic subject. Co-referentiality is created with \textit{pudu} and \textit{PX}_{\text{ACC}}, and although a reflexive interpretation is close at hand, the sentence itself remains syntactically transitive. So far, there is no instance of \textit{pudu} without a \textit{PX} in the role of a ‘reflexive’ in my data. Finally, co-referential recipients, such as \textit{he poured himself some tea} cannot be encoded with \textit{pudu}+LAT\textsuperscript{254} for which the benefactive must be used (see chapter 11).

\textsuperscript{254} In this respect, the situation stands in sharp contrast with other Uralic languages that allow reflexive pronouns in other cases e.g. Finnish:  
\[ h\text{\text{\textae}n} \quad o\text{sti} \quad \text{itse-}l\text{lle-en} \quad u\text{ude-n} \quad a\text{uto-n} \]  
3SG buy.PST.3SG self-ALL-PX.3SG new-ACC car-ACC  
‘He bought himself a new car.’
5.10.7 Reciprocal-like kasa+PX

The lexeme kasa ‘companion’ can function as a reciprocal pronoun-like element, however only when accompanied with PX co-referential with the subject:

(162) šidi  enči-gi?  kašidi?  dut-bi-xi?
two  man[NOM,DU]  companion.PX.ACC.PL.3DU  beat-PERF-3DU
‘Two men beat each other.’ [LDB I 107]

The distribution of this reciprocal-like element is again uneven and somehow resembles that of puđu+PX ‘X-self’. However, in contrast to puđu+PX, which cannot be used with local cases, kasa+PX can be used, however only with the appropriate postpositions:

(163) a.  āčui-?  kaštu?  ke-xun  adi-?
child[NOM.PL]  companion.PX.GEN.3PL  side-LOC.SG  sit-3PL
‘The children sit next to each other (Lit. ‘on each other’s side’).’ [LDB I 107]

b.  te  koba-?  kod  ní-n  kaštu?
[reindeer[N/G] skin]-[NOM.PL]  sled[GEN]  on-LOC  companion.PX.GEN.3PL
‘The reindeer skins lie on each other on the sled.’ [LDB I 108]

c.  pu-?  bārtu-ŋa-?  kaštu?  ded
stone[ACC.PL]  throw-FREQ-3PL  companion.PX.GEN.3PL  toward
‘They throw stones at each other.’ [LDB II 83]

The equivalent of ‘with each other’ cannot be expressed with kasa+PX. Instead, adverbs (164) or postpositions (165) must be used:

(164) uu  kasa  ňe-r  mud  kasa  ňe-i  ṣot  sanko-xi?
2SG  [man child]-PX.2SG  1SG  [man child]-PX.1SG  together  play-3DU
‘Your son and my son play with each other ~ together.’ [LDB I 107]

(165) te  ponida  enču-?  pomn-idu?  kouđu-ŋa-?
[reindeer[N/G] herder person]-[NOM,PL]  between-PX.GEN.PL.3PL  argue-FREQ-3PL
‘The reindeer herders argue with each other (Lit. ‘among themselves’).’
[LDB I 108]

255. The palatalization of /s/ before /i/ for kasa was addressed in chapter 2. In some examples /i/ was dropped, but palatalization nevertheless remained. In careful speech /i/ is attested.
5.10.8 Interrogative pronouns

Although the impact of animacy in Forest Enets morphosyntax is low, interrogative pronouns are a noteworthy exception. For human reference, the interrogative pronoun še ‘who’ is used; it is also used for the bear.\textsuperscript{256} Everything else falls under obu ‘what’.

(166) \textit{kuń ań doku-š ań a muđ ańi še-d}
\begin{tabular}{llllll}
how & FOC & orphan-TRSL & FOC & but & 1SG & FOC & you-2SG \\
\end{tabular}

‘How, as an orphan – again I – but who are you?’[ESG Two Brothers]

(167) \textit{uu ņi-l obu}
\begin{tabular}{llllll}
2SG & name-PX.2SG & what.3SG \\
\end{tabular}

‘What is your name?’

Morphologically, interrogative pronouns behave as proper nouns and show no overt case marking for genitive or accusative:

(168) \textit{āki še kodu}
\begin{tabular}{llll}
this & who\textsuperscript{[GEN]} & sled.3SG \\
\end{tabular}

‘This is whose sled?’ [ZNB IV 67]

(169) \textit{čiki täni-r obu te ňami}
\begin{tabular}{llllllll}
this & know-SG.2SG & what\textsuperscript{[GEN]} & reindeer\textsuperscript{[GEN]} & tongue.3SG \\
\end{tabular}

‘Do you know whose reindeer’s tongue this is?’[NKB Auka]

(170) \textit{busi obu pu-go kod-da ni-ʔ}
\begin{tabular}{llllllll}
old.man & what\textsuperscript{[ACC]} & put-DUR.3SG & sled-PX.3SG & on-LAT \\
\end{tabular}

‘What did the old man put on his sled?’ [LDB Clairvoyant]

(171) \textit{še modä-d}
\begin{tabular}{llllllll}
who\textsuperscript{[ACC]} & see-2SG \\
\end{tabular}

‘Who do you see?’ [ZNB IV 67]

It is, however, possible to attach \textit{PX} to interrogative pronouns which then co-express case:

(172) \textit{busi-r bitu-ŋa še-da toidu-ŋa}
\begin{tabular}{llllllllll}
old.man-PX.2SG & think-FREQ.3SG & who-PX.3SG & ask-FREQ.3SG \\
\end{tabular}

‘The old man thinks whom he can ask.’ [VNB I 118]

\textsuperscript{256} This is a relict of old religious belief. The bear, as a holy animal, should not be offended or killed, nor could its meat be eaten. There are also other taboos connected to this animal, though they are not reflected in grammar.
Whether interrogative pronouns allow marking for number is unknown; currently there are no examples in my data.

Both pronouns are also attested with local cases; the same secondary case extensions as attested with lexical nouns are found:

(173)a. še-d to
    who-LAT come.3SG
    ‘He came to whom?’ [NKB IV 182]

b. še-xun to-sa-d
    who-LOC.SG come-IRG.2SG
    ‘With whom did he come?’ [ZNB V 2]

c. še-xuđ to-sa-d
    who-ABL.SG come-IRG.2SG
    ‘From whom did he come?’ [ZNB V 2]

(174)a. obu-d koma-d
    what-LAT.SG want-2SG
    ‘What do you want?’ [ZNB V 2]

b. obu-xun kan-ta-riʔ
    what-LOC.SG go-FUT-2PL
    ‘With what will you go?’ [ZNB V 2]

c. obu-xuđ sumo-id
    what-ABL.SG fall-IRG.2SG
    ‘From what did you fall?’ [ZNB V 2]

The following table presents the attested interrogative pronouns paradigmatically

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>še ‘who’</th>
<th>obu ‘what’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM še</td>
<td>obu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN še</td>
<td>obu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC še</td>
<td>obu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT šed</td>
<td>obud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC šexun</td>
<td>obuxun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL šexuđ</td>
<td>obuxuđ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-17: Interrogative pronouns and cases
Interrogatives for spatial reference are based on a different stem, \textit{ko-}/\textit{ku-}. Further, the case markers derive from an independent set, although some resemblance with the one used with adverbs and postpositions can be found:257

\begin{verbatim}
(175) ku-ʔ kan-ta-d äse-i uu kadi-ŋa-d
where-LAT go-FUT-1SG father-PX.1SG 2SG be.ill-FREQ-2SG
ku-ʔ kan-ta-d
where-LAT go-FUT-1SG
‘Where will I go my father, you are ill, where will I go?’ [ESG Two Brothers]

(176) Kasali ku-nin ŋa
PN where-LOC be.LOC.3SG
‘Kasali, where is he?’ [ESG Two Brothers]

(177) ko-kod toidu-š pā-du ko-kod to-d
where-ABL ask-CON begin-SG.3PL where-ABL come-2SG
‘“From where,” they started asked him “from where do you come?”’
[LDB Shaman]
\end{verbatim}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
INTERROGATIVES EXPRESSING LOCAL RELATIONS & \\
LAT & kuʔ \\
LOC & kunin \\
ABL & kokod \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Table 5-18: Interrogative pronouns and locational cases}
\end{table}

Other interrogative pronouns are e.g. \textit{kursi} ‘what kind/which’ (178), \textit{sān} ‘how much’ (179), \textit{kuń} ‘how’ (180) and \textit{kuna} ‘when’ (181):

\begin{verbatim}
(178) seŋi-ŋa-d kursi tonin ŋa
look-FREQ-1SG which there.LOC sky.3SG
‘I looked which kind of weather is (out) there.’ [ZNB Hat]

(179) sān po kaie-bu-ta obu po e-i
how.much year go_{NLZ}-CON-PX.GEN.3SG what year NEG.AUX-PTCP.PFT
āā-bu-da ŋurta-u
be-CON.PX.3SG forget-SG.1SG
‘How many years have passed, what year this was, I have forgotten this.’
[LDB Plundered Sled]
\end{verbatim}

257. Compare \textit{kuʔ} ‘where to’ vs. \textit{miʔ} ‘into’; \textit{kunin} ‘where’ vs. \textit{mi-n} ‘inside’; \textit{kokod} ‘from where’ vs. \textit{mi-d} ‘from inside’. The LOC marker on \textit{kunin} can also be found on demonstratives, e.g. \textit{tonin} ‘there’.
Florian Siegl: Materials on Forest Enets

(180)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{muč} & \quad \text{bada-i} & \quad \text{ań} & \quad \text{doxora-du}\,? & \quad \text{kuń} & \quad \text{sanuku-da-d} & \\
1SG & \quad \text{language-PX.ACC.1SG} & \quad \text{FOC} & \quad \text{forget-ASU.1SG} & \quad \text{how} & \quad \text{play-FUT-1SG} & \\
torsi & \quad \text{ni-xin} & \\
so & \quad \text{children-LOC.PL} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘I must have forgotten my language, how can I play with the children?’
[NKB Childhood]

(181)  
\[
\begin{align*}
bäuđa & \quad \text{ma-ńu} & \quad \text{školu-t} & \quad \text{kani-ta-d} & \quad \text{ańi} & \quad \text{kuna} & \quad \text{tonin} & \\
soon & \quad \text{say-ASS.3SG} & \quad \text{school-LAT.SG} & \quad \text{go-FUT-2SG} & \quad \text{FOC} & \quad \text{when} & \quad \text{there.LOC} & \\
ođi-da-d & \quad \text{kada-d} & \quad \text{tak i} & \quad \text{ńe-d} & \quad \text{modi-t} & \\
\text{come.out.FUT.2SG} & \quad \text{granny-PX.ACC.2SG} & \quad \text{so} & \quad \text{NEG.AUX-2SG} & \quad \text{see-FUT.CN} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘“Soon”, she said “you will go to school. When you come out (of school) you won’t see your grandmother (any longer).”’
[NKB Childhood]

The interrogative obuš ‘why’ is based on the interrogative pronoun obu ‘what’ marked with the translative case:

(182)  
\[
\begin{align*}
obu-ś & \quad \text{lubaxiń} & \quad \text{ńi-n} & \quad \text{ādi-d} & \\
\text{what-TRSL} & \quad \text{cloth.PX.GEN.PL.1PL} & \quad \text{on-LOC} & \quad \text{sit-2SG} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘Why do you sit on our clothes?’
[ANP Seven Girls]

Interrogative pronouns can be used in both main and subordinate clauses, but not with indirect questions, as Forest Enets lacks indirect speech.

Finally, a highly specialized quantifying pronoun ‘who of X’ is known. It is no longer actively used by speakers of the current generation, but a full paradigm could be collected nevertheless. As this pronoun refers two at least two individuals, singular forms are absent. The forms for 1DU and 1PL turn out to be homonyms; personal reference is maintained via PXNOM:

(183)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kokiju} & \quad ‘\text{who of us two}’ & \quad \text{kokiju} & \quad ‘\text{who of us}’ & \\
\text{kokiri} & \quad ‘\text{who of you two}’ & \quad \text{kokira} & \quad ‘\text{who of you}’ & \\
\text{kokiđi} & \quad ‘\text{who of them two}’ & \quad \text{kokida} & \quad ‘\text{who of them}’ & \\
\end{align*}
\]

[DSB V 48]

5.10.9 Indefinite pronouns

Indefinite pronouns are formed by the addition of the indefinite suffix -xo~xu. Case markers are added after the indefinite marker. For locational cases, markers of the post-position/adverb series are used:
Nominal morphosyntax, case functions and possession

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOM</th>
<th>še-xo ‘somebody’</th>
<th>obu-xo ‘something’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>še-xo</td>
<td>obu-xo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>še-xo</td>
<td>obu-xo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>kuxo? / koxo?</td>
<td>‘somewhere’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>koxon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>koxođ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-19: Indefinite pronouns

Indefinite pronouns express that a further unspecified person or entity is responsible for or affected by a certain action. With local cases, indefinite pronouns express movement from or to an unspecified place or location at such a place:

(184)  aa to dori še-xo toš ďu-ŋ ań
EXCL that talk who-INDEF down go_{MUDI}^{FREQ-3SG,PST} FOC
Potabu-d ďu-ŋ ań
Potapovo-{LAT.SG} go_{MUDI}^{3SG-PST} FOC
‘And then such a rumor, somebody went down, somebody went to Potapovo.’²⁵⁸
[LDB Shaman]

(185)  še-xo so moga-xan soo
who-INDEF[GEN] voice forest-{LOC.SG} be.heard.3SG
‘Someone’s voice can be heard in the forest.’ [ZNB IV 66]

(186)  obu-xo sumo-i đʔ lata ňiʔ
what-INDEF fall-{R.3SG} ground-{GEN} on-{LAT}
‘Something fell on the ground.’ [LDB I 117]

(187)  mod đe-xo-d ďut-r-ij?
1SG who-INDEF-{LAT.1SG} beat-PASS-R.1SG
‘I was beaten by somebody.’ [ZNB IV 8]

The indefinite -xo on personal pronouns emphasizes a speaker’s personal judgment:

(188)  muď xo nonin torsi šer pinuri-da-raxa-š
1SG-INDEF 1SG.{LOC} such thing fear-{PTCP.IPF-SIM-3SG-PST}
‘For me it was frightening.’ (Lit. ‘to me, this thing was somehow frightening’)
[ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

²⁵⁸. toš ďuduć ‘to go down’ was used as a general expression meaning ‘going to Potapovo’
(189) \[ uu-\text{xo} \ mana-\text{d} \ mod\text{na} \ ka\text{n}i-\text{sabam} \]
\[ 2\text{SG-INDEF} \ say-2\text{SG} \ 1\text{PL} \ go-\text{PROBPST.1PL} \]
‘You said that we have gone?’ [ZNB III 9]

Also, interrogative pronouns can be marked with -\text{xo}:

(190) \[ ku\text{n}i-\text{xo} \ \dd{a}-\text{sau} \]
\[ \text{how-INDEF} \ \text{be-PROBPST.3SG} \]
‘How was that?’ [LDB Shaman]

(191) \[ i\text{r} \ te-\text{ku\text{c}-idi} \ \text{ton\text{\text{-bi-xi?} s\text{n}-xo} \ \text{ton\text{\text{-sau}}} \]
\[ \text{own} \ \text{reindeer-DIM-PX.PL.3DU} \ \text{exist-PERF-3DU} \ \text{many-INDEF} \ \text{exist-PROBPST.3SG} \]
‘They had their own little reindeer, several there were.’ [NKB Auka]

5.10.10 Negative pronouns

Negative pronouns are formed by the addition of the negative suffix -\text{xoru} \sim \text{xuru}/-\text{guru}/-\text{kur}u. The case markers for local cases are shared with those used by postpositions and adverbs.

![Table 5-20: Negative pronouns](image)

Table 5-20: Negative pronouns

Negative pronouns express the non-existence or non-movement of something. Negative pronouns are used together with negation (192) and (193) or with negative verbs (194) and (195):

(192) \[ d\text{ak} \ \text{mud} \ si\text{nga-\text{d}?} \ si\text{nga-\text{d}?} \ obu-\text{xuru} \ \dd{n}-\text{d} \ \text{mod\text{a-s}?} \]
\[ \text{no} \ 1\text{SG} \ \text{look-1SG} \ \text{look-1SG} \ \text{what-NEG[ACC]} \ \text{NEG.AUX-1SG see-CN} \]
‘No, I’m looking and looking, I don’t see anything.’ [LDB Supernatural]

(193) \[ uu \ a\text{ni} \ obu-\text{xuru} \ isi \ \text{modi-s} \]
\[ 2\text{SG} \ \text{FOC} \ \text{what-NEG[ACC]} \ \text{NEG.AUX.ASU.3SG see-CN} \]
\[ d\text{ak} \ \text{mud} \ obu-\text{xuru} \ \dd{n}-\text{d-ud} \ \text{modi-s} \]
\[ \text{no} \ 1\text{SG} \ \text{what-NEG[ACC]} \ \text{NEG.AUX-1SG-PST see-CN} \]
‘Did you not see anything? – No I did not see anything.’ [LDB Bear]
mud ma-neds u bo a ni enči a-da še-xuru dagu-š
1SG say-ASS.1SG what FOC person be-FUT.3SG who-NEG not.exist-3SG.PST
‘I said what person will this be – there is nobody.’ [LDB Supernatural]

săm obu-xuru Đoxora
how many what-NEG[ACC] not.know.1SG
‘I don’t know more.’ [LDB Chervo]

No example of obu with negatives in local cases is attested, but for še there is at least one:

še-xuru-n ni-d Đori-r
who-NEG-LOC NEG.AUX-1SG speak-FREQ.CN
‘I did not speak with anybody.’ [LDB I 117]

obu-xuru še-xuru-d ni-d Đa-ra-ʔ
to Đa-RA-ʔ
‘Nothing was brought by nobody.’ (Lit. ‘nothing was not brought by anybody’) [ZNB IV 54]

Also other negative interrogatives are formed this way:

őy kyn-apy nu mo-ʔ
3SG when-NEG NEG.AUX.3SG come-FUT.CN
‘He will never come.’ [ERRE 59]

Whether personal pronouns can be marked with the negative is currently not known. No such examples have been encountered so far.

5.10.11 Personal pronouns and the limitative

The unusual morphological structure of Forest Enets pronouns [pronominal stem + PX_{GEN}] has already been stated. In contrast to other Samoyedic languages such as Nganasan and Selkup, which have partly preserved the old pronoun system, Forest Enets uses PX_{GEN} to derive dual and plural pronouns from singular pronouns. When the limitative marker -ru is added to personal pronouns, they become split, as -ru appears in a position closer to the stem than PX. After the insertion of the limitative suffix, even singular pronouns are marked by a PX from the genitive series.

---

259. This phenomena and its history was addressed in more detail in Siegl (2008).
260. As already stated above, consultants once a while pronounced a glottal stop with 2SG uu and 3SG bu. However, as the limitative -ru for 2SG is uu-ru-d ‘only you’ and bu-ru-da ‘only he/she’, it is safe to assume that pronouns do not behave like glottal stop stems, as otherwise assimilation to -lu would be attested. In this position, the glottal stop is not etymologic but secondary.
Concerning its function, limitative-marked pronouns express that ‘only X’ participated, was agentative or was affected in a situation:

(199) mud-ru-ń äki déri äku-xun mosara-d?  
1SG-LIM-PX.GEN.1SG this day here-LOC.SG work-1SG  
‘Only I am working here today.’ [ZNB IV 63]

Accusative pronouns, too, can be split by the limitative. In this case, -ru is inserted between the pronominal accusative stem ši- and the \( \text{PX}_{\text{ACC}} \):

(200) mud ši-ru-da bodu-n modā-d-ud  
1SG PROACC-LIM-PX.ACC.3SG tundra-LOC see-1SG-PST  
‘I saw only him in the tundra (and nobody else).’ [ZNB III 14]

The same morphological split appears in locational pronouns, here exemplified with ablative and lative. For morphological reasons, instead of the usual glossing of pronouns, a full specified morpheme glossing is given:

(201) bu bäsi-? no-ru-d-ün moo-š  
3SG money-[ACC.PL] PROOBL-LIM-ABL-PX.GEN.1SG take-3SG.PST  
‘He took money only from me.’ [ZNB V 1]

(202) bu no-ru-ń bäsi-? mi-ta  
3SG PROOBL-LIM-PX.GEN.1SG money-[ACC.PL] give-FUT.3SG  
‘He will give the money only to me.’ [ZNB V 1]
5.11 Demonstratives and determiners

Demonstratives have never been addressed in earlier research, and, therefore, no point of reference is available. As the expression of spatial reference via demonstratives shows considerable variation, no coherent picture can be presented at this moment, and the following description should therefore be understood as preliminary. Morphologically, demonstratives are closer to adverbs and postpositions as they use the same set of markers for local cases.

5.11.1 Demonstratives äki ‘this’, tāxā ‘that’ and čiki ‘this’

Three demonstratives, äki ‘this’ čiki ‘this’ and tāxā ‘that’ have been registered. These are clearly the most prototypical demonstratives; other potential candidates will be discussed in the end of this section:

(203)  
äki d̄i d̄i tidiā-t koma-d  
this bowl[GEN] buyNLZ-LAT.SG want-1SG  
‘I want to buy this bowl.’ [LDB & NKB IV 159]

(204)  
čiki tu čukči kari-sai  
this lake always fish-COM.3SG  
‘This lake is always rich in fish.’ (Lit. ‘lake is with fish’) [ANP Chor To]

(205)  
tāxā d̄i d̄i tidiā-t koma-d  
that bowl[GEN] buyNLZ-LAT.SG want-1SG  
‘I want to buy that bowl.’ [LDB & NKB IV 159]

Both äki ‘this here’ (proximal) and tāxā ‘that over there’ (distal) have an inherent spatial meaning. In contrast, čiki ‘this’ seems to be a kind of general presentational determiner expressing anaphoric reference to an entity previously mentioned in discourse. In the following example this function can be seen best: čiki refers to dudigada enči ‘clairvoyant’ in an afterthought and a spatial interpretation can be ruled out:

(206)  
ši toida-d-uš či dudigada enči obu čiki  
1SG.ACC ask-2SG-PST so clairvoyant what this  
‘So you asked me, a clairvoyant, what is this…’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

čiki can be accompanied by PX for expressing referentiality:

---

261. One is, of course tempted, to see signs of language death in variation but at present, this is nothing more than speculation.
262. This function of PX.2SG will be discussed in more detail in 10.5.
5.11.2 Demonstratives of quality *torsi* ‘this kind of’ and *älsi* ‘that kind of’

Two other demonstratives which indicate quality have been registered. Whereas *torsi* ‘this kind of’ is very frequent both independently and as a modifier, *älsi* ‘that kind of’ is only attested from elicitation:

(208)a. kursi karandaš mu-da-ʔ which pencil[ACC] take-FUT-1SG

‘Which kind of pencil will I take?’

b. *torsi* mu c *älsi* mu this.kind.of take.IMP.2SG that.kind.of take.IMP.2SG

‘Take this kind of (pencil)!’ ‘Take that kind of (pencil)!’

[ZNB IV 60]

5.11.3 Spatial demonstratives and local cases

Although both *äki* and *täxä* incorporate special meanings, *täxä* seems to be incompatible with local case morphology. For *äki*, no restrictions apply. This suggests that *täxä* is a modifying determiner, but apparently not a spatial demonstrative. The overall spatial deixis system of Forest Enets is far from being clear, as almost every consultant produced his or her own system and virtually only two forms were generally agreed on, namely ‘proximal’ *äki* and ‘distal’ *ton*- . An independent stem in *to* ‘distal’ is no longer attested in Forest Enets,\(^{263}\) which seems to explain why *täxä* is used as a modifying demonstrative. The paradigms for *äki* and *ton-* are presented below; local case markers are shared with postpositions and differ from noun morphology, though ZNB prefers regular case morphology for LOC and LAT here. Whether forms for PROL are known is unclear:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PROXIMAL</th>
<th>DISTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>āu(ʔ)</td>
<td>toniʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>ākun ~ ākuxun</td>
<td>tonin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>ākud ~ ākuxud</td>
<td>tonid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 5-22: General spatial demonstratives |

The following examples show several forms in spontaneous speech:

\(^{263}\) The same fossilized *to* can be found in the adverbial construction *to dödigan* ‘in those days, back then’.
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(209)a. āā-ni kada tonin čiki pošolka-xan ārī-š
mother-PX.GEN.1SG granny there.LOC this village-LOC.SG live-3SG.PST
‘My mother’s granny lived there in this village.’ [NKB Childhood]

b. tonid to ań mana kań
there.ABL come.IMP.2SG FOC say.3SG go.IMP.SG
‘“Come from there”, she said “go!”’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

c. no aga bāsi duku-je // toni kaada-bi-xi?
PART big iron trap-PEJ there.LAT bring-PERF-3DU
‘So, a big iron trap, they brought here.’ [LDB Fishermen]

(210)a. točgod āu to-d? čiki-ru-n modā-u
then here.LAT come-1SG this-LIM-LOC see-SG.1SG
‘Then I came here, and only this I see…’ [ZNB Hat]

b. kudaxai ākun yo? oša busi ārī-š
long.ago here.LOC one Dolgan/Evenki man live-3SG.PST
‘Long ago, an Evenki lived here.’ [LDB Clairvoyant]

c. Xorila mariā mi-n ādī biitu-ña kuń
PN bag[GEN] in-LOC sit.SG think-FREQ.3SG how
ōkuđ udi-da-d?
here.ABL come.out-FUT-1SG
‘Horila is sitting in the bag and is thinking: “how will I get out of here?”’
[ANP Man and Giant]

5.11.4 Other possible deictic demonstratives

Although work on spatial deixis was done almost entirely with fluent speakers, the results vary profoundly. With a much higher probability than chance, inu(k) seems to be a deictic demonstrative expressing a location farther away from the speaker. During an elicitation session, ANP used inu(k) as follows:

(211) Baka inuku-n uđi
Baka there-LOC be.visible.3SG
‘Baka over there, it is visible.’264 [ANP II 49]

ZNB and LDB also agreed on inukun as meaning ‘there, a little farther’. Further, the individual systems contradict one another; whereas LDB and ZNB claim the existence of

264. Originally translated as “Бака недалеко, уже видно.” Anton has a balok at Baka, 15 km northwest from Potapovo on the left side of the Yenisei. If the weather is clear, Baka can be seen from Potapovo.
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four degrees of distance, work with ANP produced a threefold system. NKB also criticized her husband LDB during our sessions for the fourfold system, which she called wrong.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEREPROX</th>
<th>ZNB</th>
<th>LDB</th>
<th>ANP</th>
<th>NKB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>akuxun (LOC)</td>
<td>akun (LOC)</td>
<td>akun (LOC)</td>
<td>akun (LOC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEREPROX.MED</td>
<td>inukun (LOC)</td>
<td>inukui (ADJ)</td>
<td>inukun (LOC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEREDIST.MED</td>
<td>tojun (LOC)</td>
<td>toju (ADJ)(^{265})</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEREDIST</td>
<td>tonin (LOC)</td>
<td>tonin (LOC)</td>
<td>tonin (LOC)</td>
<td>tonin (LOC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-23: Further spatial demonstratives

As cognition is culture-dependent and as the orientation system of Forest Enets is relative, a village or a city are not ideal surroundings for working on a spatial system, which would most likely produce better results in the tundra. It remains to be seen whether this can be achieved during future fieldwork.

5.12 Postpositions and relational nouns

In accordance with OV word order, Forest Enets uses postpositions; prepositions are unknown. Syntactically, postpositions are heads of postpositional phrases and immediately follow the noun phrase they govern. In all the examples at my disposal, postpositions govern genitive case.\(^ {266}\)

5.12.1 The morphology of postpositions

From a morphological perspective, postpositions fall into three major classes. One set of postpositions is inflected for local cases including prolative and, if required, also for possessor. Case marking on inflectable postpositions differs from that on nouns as a different set of local case markers is used; only for the prolative, the same case marker (-\(V_n\)) is shared.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CX WITH INFLECTABLE POSTPOSITIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-24: Case markers of local cases with postpositions, adverbs and several other wh-words

\(^{265}\) This was produced only with hesitation and disapproved of by NKB.

\(^{266}\) As already seen numerous times, the postulation of a genitive case can only be made via PX and morphonological alternations of 11b nouns. Postpositions governing nominative case can not be ruled out, but cannot be proven either. As far as I know, postpositions in other Northern Samoyedic languages govern only genitive case and this should be postulated for Forest Enets, too.
A second set of postpositions inflects for lative and prolate only and apparently can be followed by possessive suffixes. From a morphosyntactic perspective, these postpositions show several features of adverbs and are located somewhere between postpositions and adverbs. The third set of postpositions either lack morphological inflection entirely or are marked with PROL, which can no longer, however, be synchronically segmented.

In contrast to this set of apparently etymologically old postpositions, there is a small set of postpositions whose case-marking pattern follows that of nouns. These postpositions, which could also be called relational nouns, are most probably later grammaticalizations.

5.12.2 Inflectable postpositions

The following list shows the most important postpositions which can be inflected for all four spatial cases.

*mi*-‘inside’

(212)a. mariä mi-đ dā-d ka-id?
   bag [GEN] in-ABL ground-LAT.SG fall-R.3SG
   ‘He fell out of the bag onto the ground.’ [ANP Man and Giant]

   b. nā kašiń? anś? aā-du?
      [woman [N/G] companion].PX.PL.1PL FOC mother-PX.ACC.SG.3PL
      mād mi-n pāsri-go-?
      chum [GEN] in-LOC help-DUR-3PL
      ‘The daughters helped their mother in the chum.’ [ANP Baka]

   c. bagu-ń mi-ʔ ši pu-bu-tu ań mana
      hole-PX.GEN.1SG in-LAT 1SG.ACC put-CON-PX.GEN.3PL FOC say.3SG
      ‘“While they are laying me in my grave”, she said…’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

   d. tobkuku doxo me-on ūda
      mouse.DIM river [GEN] in-PROL go.UDF.3SG
      ‘The little mouse went on on the river…’ [NKB Mouse]

In the singular, the locative inflected postposition *min* is used parallel to the locative case -xVn for which numerous examples can be found in both spontaneous and elicited speech. This development of substituting a synthetic case by an analytic postpositional construction is reserved for singular only and no change in meaning could be documented. For the plural context, only synthetic case forms have been registered.

267. In the speech of other Forest Enetses, the verb is realized as pārdiš.
268. This was already observed by Pusztay, who attributed it to language decay (1978). Although this tendency to analyticize morphology is clearly unusual, it is questionable whether this should be connected to either language decay or Russian influence, as Pusztay assumed.
To show this behavior in some detail, the nouns mäʔ ‘chum’ and balok ‘special type of cottage’ are used:

(213)a. mä-kun šeu ní-n mušči bunki-rxa
chum-LOC.SG šeu_{[GEN]} on-LOC lie.3SG dog-SIM
‘He lies on the šeu in the chum like a dog.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

b. säxäti po-xon onai mä-kun díri-ba-ı’
ancient year-LOC.SG real chum-LOC.SG live-1PL-PST
‘In the old days we lived in an Enets chum.’ [ANP Old Way of Life]

c. tonin kutui-du=jet onai mä-kun díri
there.LOC some-PX.3PL-EMPH real chum-LOC.SG live.3PL
kutui-du bolok mì-n díri-ʔ
some-PX.3PL balok_{[GEN]} in-LOC live-3PL
‘Some lived in chums, some lived in baloks.’ [NKB Childhood]

d. čuuni-ta-d mäd mì-n dăba á-da
heat-FUT-1SG chum_{[GEN]} in-LOC warm be-FUT.3SG
‘I will heat it will be warm in the house.’ [ANP Oven]

e. nonina ešo ɣulu mäd mì-n dîr-ńebam to
1PL.LOC still one chum_{[GEN]} in-LOC live-ASS.1PL that_{[GEN]}
dobun nonina ešo čor-ʔ čor-ʔ díri-č
period 1PL.LOC still clan_{[NOM.PL]} clan_{[NOM.PL]} live-3PL-PST
‘With us, we lived in one chum, in those days with us a family of čor still lived with us.’ [NKB Prisoners]

ńi- ~ rîe-’on, on top of

(214)a. kod ńiʔ ad-iũʔ
sled_{[GEN]} on-LAT sit-R.1DU
‘We sat on the sled.’ [NKB Yenisei]

b. ɣulu koba ńi-n mušči
one skin_{[GEN]} on-LOC lie.3SG
‘(He) lies on one skin.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

c. kodu-ń ńi-dʔ sumo-ib
sled-PX.GEN.1DU on-ABL fall-R.1SG
‘I fell from our sled.’ [NKB Yenisei]
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d. modiʔ lota ne-on ñodu-ŋa-i?
1DU laida GEN on-PROL go-FREQ-1DU
‘We went along the laida.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

iru- ‘under, below’

(215)a. kodu iru-
sled GEN under-LAT
‘under the sled (movement)’ [ZNB I 75]

b. tonin logri iru-n
there LOC mountain GEN under-LOC
‘There, under the mountain…’ [ESG Two Brothers]

c. kodu iru-d
sled GEN front-ABL
‘from under the sled’ [ZNB I 75]

oru- ‘in front of, before’

(216)a. kodu oru-
sled GEN front-LAT
‘in front of the sled (movement)’ [ZNB I 75]

b. kodu oru-n adi
sled GEN front-LOC sit 3SG
‘He is sitting in front of the sled.’ [ZNB I 75]

c. kodu oru-d
sled GEN front-ABL
‘from in front of the sled’ [ZNB I 75]

d. kodu ɔrnen dada
sled GEN front-PROL go UDI 3SG
‘He is going along the front of the sled.’ [ZNB I 75]

269. The segmentation of this form is currently unclear.
taxa- ‘back, behind’

(217)a. bunik kodu taxa-ʔ näbr-edʔ
dog sled[GEN] back-LAT run-R.3SG
‘The dog ran to the back of the sled.’ [ZNB I 75]

b. kodu taxa-n
sled[GEN] back-LOC
‘behind the sled’ [ZNB I 75]

c. bunik kodu taxa-đ odi-ma
dog sled[GEN] back-ABL appear-RES.3SG
‘The dog appeared from behind the sled.’ [ZNB I 75]

5.12.3 Postpositions with decreased inflection

A small number of postpositions show a reduced case inventory.

đe- ‘movement towards’

The postposition đe- inflects for two cases only, LAT and PROL. Further, the lative marker is unusual, as it has an erroneous form -đ.

(218)a. i Potab đe-đ kańi-đʔ odda-ś²⁷⁰
and Potapovo[GEN] toward-LAT go-1SG pick.berries-CON
‘And I went to Potapovo to pick berries.’ [ZNB Potapovo]

b. säsur di-on terik enči nona dása saxar
fox[GEN,PL] toward-PROL rich person IPL,LAT flour[ACC] sugar[ACC]
šoru kirba toda-ubi
papiroso[ACC] bread[ACC] bring-HAB.3SG
‘And in return for the fox skins (Lit. foxes) the rich man brought us flour, sugar, cigarettes, bread.’ [ANP Flood]

In addition to its spatial meaning, it can be used with the verb kadaś ‘hunt’:

c. mud đ bodu-ʔ kaña-ʔ säsor dëd kada-ś
lSG tundra-LAT go-1SG fox[GEN] toward hunt-CON
‘I went in the tundra to hunt for foxes.’ [ANP Fox hunting]

²⁷⁰ Later corrected by the speaker to ođida-ś
Although no coherent meaning can currently be provided for this postposition, glottal stop alternation shows that both (208a) *dōdit* ‘until, to’ and (208c) *dōdīgon* ‘during, while’ must be connected with *dōdīʔ*-. When marked with LAT\(^{271}\), both spatial and temporal meanings are attested:

(219)a. äku-*d*  
here-ABL  
Dudinka-xad  
Dudinka-ABL.SG  
Potab  
Potapovo\([_{GEN}]\)  
dōdī-*t*  
until-LAT.SG  
paraxod  
ferry\([_{GEN}]\)  
ńi-n  
dāda-ba-č  
on-LOC  
go\(_{UDI}, 1^{st}PL\)-PST  
‘From here, from Dudinka as far as Potapovo we went on a boat.’ [ZNB Potapovo]

b. četa  
dōdī-*t*  
tomorrow\([_{GEN}]\)  
until-LAT.SG  
‘We meet tomorrow (Lit. ‘until tomorrow’).’

When marked with the locative, *dōdīgon* means ‘during, in a certain period’ and functions as a temporal adverbial:

c. nare-*š*  
spring-TRSL  
kani-xad-*da*  
come\(_{NLZ}, ABL.SG,PX-{GEN},3^{rd}SG\)  
mai  
May  
āeri  
May day\([_{GEN}]\)  
dūdi-gon  
during-LOC.SG  
‘After spring arrived, in May…’ [LDB Chervo]

d. *obu*  
dūdi-gon  
modā-*b*  
what\([_{GEN}]\)  
during-LOC.SG  
see\(-SG,1^{st}SG\)  
‘After a while I saw…’ [NKB Yenisei]

5.12.4 Other postpositions

The following postpositions do not fall into any of the other classes above and will be discussed separately as they show non-segmentable morphology\(^{272}\) or no morphological inflection at all.

---

\(^{271}\) It appears that here, the lative singular marker *-d* is used which undergoes assimilations with the glottal stop.

\(^{272}\) Several postpositions in this group seem to be marked with *PROL*, but an independent base is missing.
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đábon ‘along’

(220) kodu đábon
sled [GEN] along
‘along the sled’ [ZNB I 75]

dábút ‘throughout’

(221) no kudaxan modín? ää-ň no?
sō long 1DU mother-px,gen.1sg with
tonin dēri-bi-č otud dábút
there.loc live-perf.1du-pst fall [GEN] throughout
‘So for a long time, throughout fall my mother and I lived there.’ [NKB Childhood]

narū ~ noru ‘across’

(222) kodu naru-noru
sled [GEN] across
‘(Lying) across a sled’ [ZNB I 75]

poštīš ‘around’

(223) bunik kodu poštīš nābi-ňa
dog sled [GEN] around run freq.3sg
‘The dog runs around the sled.’ [ZNB I 76]

pomon ‘between’

(224) dōxa-? logar pomon mod dīrī-d?
river [GEN,pl] hill [GEN,pl] between 1sg live 1sg
‘I live between the rivers and the mountains.’ [ZNB I 77]

pogid ‘movement into the middle’

From a diachronic perspective it appears that pogid is related to pomon. Synchronically, they do not show a clear connection due to differences in their phonological form. Therefore pogid meaning ‘movement into the middle’ is classified as an independent postposition:

from a diachronic perspective it appears that pogid is related to pomon. synchronically, they do not show a clear connection due to differences in their phonological form. therefore pogid meaning ‘movement into the middle’ is classified as an independent postposition:
pogun ‘middle’

Apparently, this postposition is etymologically related to the above-mentioned one, yet synchronically it should be considered as an independent stem because the connecting vowel does not match:

(226) to-xi lota-xi pogun logar nā
     lake_[GEN,DU] laida_[GEN,DU] middle mountain stand.3SG
‘Between the lake and the river (Lit. ‘in the middle’) stands a mountain.’
        [ZNB III 7]

no(ʔ) ‘with’

Concerning the phonetic shape of this postposition expressing concomitance, forms with and without a glottal stop were registered.274

(227) mudin Genka no?
     1DU PN_[GEN] with
‘Genka and I’ (Lit. ‘we with Genadij’) [LDB Supernatural]

noju ‘towards’

(228) bu to noju đa đa
     3SG lake_[GEN] towards go_[DET.3SG]
‘He went towards the lake.’ [ZNB I 51]275

isigun ‘from now’

(229) šidi čas isigun to-ńi-d
     two hour_[GEN] from.now come-COND-2SG
‘Come again in two hours.’ [ZNB From Dudinka to Tartu]

274. Presumably, this postposition is the historical base for the pronoun-like obliques described earlier.
275. According to ZNB dəd and noju are not synonyms; however, the difference in meaning could not be worked out.
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kaun ‘besides’

(230) kaun-id še-xuru dagu
beside-PX.GEN.2SG who-NEG not.exist.3SG
‘Beside you, I don’t have anybody.’ [ERRE 50]

kebon ‘along the side’

Although the stem ke- ‘side’ is attested as a relational noun, kebon is a prolative form which synchronically cannot be connected to ke- due to the additional voiced stop. Therefore it is presented independently.

(230) kodu kebon
sled[GEN] side
‘along the side of the sled’ [ZNB I 75]

5.12.5 Relational nouns inflecting for regular local cases

Relational nouns functioning as postpositions use the usual set of local case markers. The most frequent of them is ke- meaning ‘next to, side’. In the idiolect of ANP, this postposition is realized as kiku- ‘next to, side’. Other consultants consider it to be čor-style:

(231)a. kuna Potab ke-ud to-bu-na?
when Potapovo[GEN] side-LAT.SG come-CON-PX.GEN.1PL
‘When coming to Potapovo…’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

b. mäđ ke-xun dūr-ŋa-?
chum[GEN] side-LOC.SG speak-FREQ-3PL
‘They spoke (outside) next to the chum.’ [NKB Prisoners]

c. barte-d ke-xud ma-ńu bogla soo-id-ṭč
reindeer-PX.GEN.2SG[GEN] side-ABL.SG say-ASS.3SG bear jump-R.3SG-PST
‘He said: “a bear came from the side of your outer reindeer”.’ [LDB Bear]

d. mäđ mii? ḋoo-ba mäđ šiđ nā
chum[GEN] in-LAT enter-1PL chum[GEN] two side[GEN]
ke-on ad-na?
side-PROL sit-R.1PL
‘We entered the chum and sat down along the two sides of the chum.’
[LDB Shaman]

276. каун-ид сехуруй дагу in the original, which shows a typo, and therefore it is rendered in my orthography
277. A barte is a harnessed reindeer that runs on the side of a sled.
5.13 Adverbs

As already mentioned in the chapter on parts of speech, adverbs from a heterogeneous group; manner adverbs are generally based on prolative case-marked adjectives and show some morphology. A rather productive derivational suffix which derives adverbs from nouns is -nuju; it encodes both temporal and spatial modification. Finally, a set of adverbs with local meaning is attested, and especially this group shares several morphological properties with both demonstratives and postpositions because they can be inflected for local case. Other adverbs are morphologically non-segmentable, yet a closer look reveals that this group consists of both morphologically simple adverbs and recent lexicalizations (which are partly still transparent). Modal adverbs are attested but seem to be less frequent, as Forest Enets has a rich mood inventory.

As the encountered variation is too diverse to be discussed in strictly morphological terms, adverbs are presented on the basis of their functional scope.

5.13.1 Degree adverbs

Degree adverbs seem to be non-derived.

peri’ often, always’

(232)  

\[ \text{dú-kn-ida } \text{obu-ida } \text{mod-pu-da } \text{peri} \]

\[ \text{dream-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.3SG what-PX.ACC.PL.3SG see-CON-PX.GEN.3SG always} \]

\[ \text{badi-ubida} \]

\[ \text{tell-HAB.PL.3SG} \]

‘What she had been seeing in her dreams, she always told.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

ŋul’ very’

(233)  

\[ \text{ŋa-kuča-da } \text{ŋul’ soida-š} \]

\[ \text{sky-DIM-PX.3SG very good-3SG.PST} \]

‘The weather was very good.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]
małe 'already'

(234) morga-\textsuperscript{\text{[NOM.PL]}} male yul soita-an pi-bi-\textsuperscript{\text{[PROL-3PL]}}

‘The cloudberrys have already been ripe.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

Frequently, *małe* is substituted by Russian *уже* in spontaneous speech:

(235) nare-i deri-š kani uže muď ďurak

‘And spring arrived. I already had become a Nenets girl.’ [NKB Childhood]

5.13.2 Manner adverbs

Manner adverbs are usually adjectives which are inflected for prolicative case:

(236) muď kadi-ŋa-đ aga-an kadi-ŋa-đ

‘I am ill, I am very ill.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

(237) točgod ibleig-on divan ńi-n mošći-đ?

‘Then I rested on the sofa for a little while.’ [ZNB Weekend]

(238) enču? oka-an odu-ńi-n poroxod ńed ľĎdi-đ?

‘People came in large numbers to the ferry.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

In the following example, a very rare derivational suffix *-Vk* is encountered:

(239) busi lixun nä-xu-da mana mär-uk

‘The man shouting at his wife said: “quickly light a fire, may it burn well”.’ [ANP Hoax Bai]

Other manner adverbials are formally non-derived:
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**toř** ‘so, this way, in such a manner’

(240)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{toř} & \quad \text{muñna?} & \quad \text{diri-ā?} \\
\text{so} & \quad \text{1PL} & \quad \text{live-1PL}
\end{align*}
\]

‘So we lived’ [ANP Oven]

**minxuda** ‘suddenly’

(241)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nääku-ju-xo} & \quad \text{minxuda} & \quad \text{očik} & \quad \text{lidí-ru-ku-je} & \quad \text{minxuda} \\
\text{other-TOP-INDEF} & \quad \text{suddenly} & \quad \text{bad} & \quad \text{bone-LIM-DIM-PEJ} & \quad \text{suddenly}
\end{align*}
\]

‘So the other, the bony one came out at once.’ [NKB Prisoners]

**lokri** ‘suddenly, then’

(242)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lokri} & \quad \text{torsi} & \quad \text{mādi} & \quad \text{to-da} & \quad \text{ma-ńu…} \\
\text{then} & \quad \text{such} & \quad \text{wind} & \quad \text{come-FUT.3SG} & \quad \text{say-ASS.3SG}
\end{align*}
\]

‘“Suddenly, such a wind will come”, she said…’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

### 5.13.3 Directional and spatial adverbs

Directional adverbs are equally heterogeneous. Adverbs such as **toš** ‘down, downwards’ and **pursi** ‘back’ show no synchronic morphology. Other adverbs are marked with the adverbializer **-nuju**, e.g. **tošnuju** ‘down’:

(243)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{še-xo} & \quad \text{toš} & \quad […] & \quad \text{Potabu-d} & \quad \text{dōdu-ŋa-ś} & \quad \text{ań} \\
\text{who-INDEF} & \quad \text{down} & \quad \text{Potapovo-LAT.SG} & \quad \text{go MüD-LIM-FREQ-3SG.PST} & \quad \text{FOC}
\end{align*}
\]

‘Somebody went down to Potapovo.’ [LDB Shaman]

(244)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pursi} & \quad \text{kaniä-ba} & \quad \text{kani-sabam} & \quad \text{obu} & \quad \text{pursi} & \quad \text{to- xo-na?} \\
\text{back} & \quad \text{go-1PL} & \quad \text{go-PROB PST.1PL} & \quad \text{what back} & \quad \text{lake-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.1PL}
\end{align*}
\]

‘We went back; probably we went back to our lake.’ [NKB Prisoners]

(245)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{toš-nuju} & \quad \text{kaa-gu-id} & \quad \text{soši} & \quad \text{ńi-d} \\
\text{down-ADV} & \quad \text{come.down-DUR-R.3SG} & \quad \text{hill [GEN]} & \quad \text{on-ABL}
\end{align*}
\]

‘He came down, down the hill.’ [LDB Supernatural]

---

278. Historically, this adverb is certainly complex, but it cannot be segmented synchronically. One of its components is the Proto-Samoyed verb *mi*- (Janhunen 1977: 94), the etymological cognate of Finnish *mennä* ‘to go’. As an independent verb, this verb is absent in Forest Enets.

279. This group of adverbs derived with **-nuju** is larger, and more examples follow.
The concepts ‘left’ (Lit. ‘face side’) and ‘right’ (Lit. ‘back side’) belong to this group:

(246)  
\[ \text{děst̩i} \quad \text{sātmă} \quad \text{bar-xun-da} \]  
\text{Yenisei\textsubscript{GEN}} \quad \text{left\textsubscript{GEN}} \quad \text{shore-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.3SG}  
‘On the left bank of the Yenisei…’ [ANP Lakes around Potapovo]

(247)  
\[ \text{čiki} \quad \text{tu-xuď} \quad \text{maxa-nju} \]  
\text{this} \quad \text{lake-ABL.SG} \quad \text{right-ADV}  
‘From this lake, on the right…’ [ANP Lakes around Potapovo]

Further, several local adverbs inflected for LOC have been registered. Further research is needed, because these could belong to the sphere of demonstratives:

(248)  
\[ \text{Potab} \quad \text{Dudinka-xaď} \quad \text{kudaxa-n} \quad \text{ŋa} \]  
\text{Potapovo} \quad \text{Dudinka-ABL.SG} \quad \text{distant-LOC} \quad \text{be\textsubscript{LOC.3SG}}  
‘Potapovo is far from Dudinka.’ [NKB IV 179]

(249)  
\[ \text{Červo} \quad \text{Potabu-xuď} \quad \text{bileigu-n} \quad \text{ŋa} \]  
\text{Chervo} \quad \text{Potapovo-ABL.SG} \quad \text{close-LOC} \quad \text{be\textsubscript{LOC.3SG}}  
‘The Chervo laida is closer to Potapovo.’ [NKB IV 179]

(250)  
\[ \text{Nikolska-xaď} \quad \text{Dudinka} \quad \text{kuku-n} \quad \text{ŋa} \]  
\text{Nikolsk\textsubscript{GEN,RU-ABL.SG}} \quad \text{Dudinka} \quad \text{close-LOC} \quad \text{be\textsubscript{LOC.3SG}}  
‘From Nikolsk, Dudinka is a little closer (than Potapovo).’ [NKB IV 179]

Connected to the sphere of spatial adverbs is the derivational suffix -\text{nuk}. Its function is not fully understood at present; it seems to indicate that a movement should be continued a little more than usual.282

(251)  
\[ \text{toš-nuk} \quad \text{dado-u?} \]  
\text{down-ADV} \quad \text{go\textsubscript{UDB.IMP.2SG}}  
‘Go further downstream!’ [NKB Mouse and Fish]

(252)  
\[ \text{săro-ď} \quad \text{koma-ď?} \quad \text{taxa-nuk} \quad \text{kăn} \]  
\text{dress\textsubscript{NLZ-LAT.SG}} \quad \text{want-1SG} \quad \text{back-ADV} \quad \text{go\textsubscript{IMP.2SG}}  
‘I want to dress, go back further.’ [ANP Seven Girls]

---

280. This variant for Yenisei is restricted to the idiolect of ANP. Otherwise, either děst̩i ~ děst̩u is used.
281. According to NKB, kuku is somewhat closer than bileigu.
282. Similar forms are attested in Castrén’s manuscript on Tundra Enets. Castrén assumed that the k-element could be connected to the diminutive.
283. Emphatic imperative, the diphthong is otherwise not attested
In some examples, -nuk can be further modified by a morpheme -i, which looks similar to the non-productive adjectivizer:

(253) nodna toš-nuku-Červo lota  
1SG.ABL down-ADV-ADJ Chervo laida  
‘Further down from us (down the Yenisei) is the Chervo Laida.’  
(Probably: ‘from us is the downstreamish Chervo laida’) [NKB IV 178]

5.13.4 Temporal adverbs

A number of temporal adverbs are derived from nouns via -nuju:

(254) tin kodat-nuju särin-śe  
reindeer.PX.ACC.PL.1DU evening-ADV harness-CON sled-PX.GEN.PL.1DU before  
‘Our reindeer, in the evening, harnessing them…’ [LDB Clairvoyant]

(255) päusum-nuju ań säsor bago ko-d?  
evening-ADV FOC fox[N/G] hole[ACC] find-1SG  
‘In the evening I found a fox hole.’[ANP Fox hunting]

(256) kiud-nuju piši-ʔ uka-aš kaní-ʔ  
morning-ADV gadfly-[NOM,PL] many-TRSL go-3PL  
‘The gadflies became more and more in the morning.’ [LDB Bear]

(257) pi-nuju bogla dađu-bi ań čukči sumoi-ta-bida  
night-ADV bear goMUDI-PERF.3SG FOC all fall-CAUS-PERF.PL.3SG  
‘During the night a bear must have come and killed all reindeer.’[LDB Plundered Sled]

(258) to-nuju otuđ-nuju otuđ-nuju năxu-uš dođu-ŋa-a-č  
summer-ADV fall-ADV fall-ADV three-TRSL goMUDI-TREQ-1PL-PST  
‘During the summer, during fall we went by the three of us.’ [LDB Supernatural]

(259) nar-nuju ņe-eč ŋa-ʔ tonin  
spring-ADV NEG.AUX-1PL beLOC-CN there.LOC  
‘During spring we were not there.’ [LDB Supernatural]

284. Although in both examples the adverb translates into English as ‘in the evening’ (and into Russian as вечером), there is a difference in meaning. Whereas kodatnuju is based on a fossilized nominalization of the verb ‘sleep’ and means roughly ‘about the time of going to sleep’, päusumnaju is derived from the resultative verb ‘become dark’ and means ‘about the time of getting dark’. In an area beyond the Arctic circle with long polar nights (30.11–13.01) and bright polar days (19.05–25.07), the cultural-environmental reasons for having two different lexemes for an SAE concept of evening (the time when it is getting dark) is understandable.

285. This sentence contains remedies for bear-related taboos. Instead of saying that the bear killed all reindeer, the euphemism “the bear made all the reindeer fall” is used.
Two other temporal adverbs have been registered which express more or less the same notion, ‘after’. The first is *tocguđ* ‘then, after this’:

(260)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{subota-xan} & \quad \text{mär} \quad \text{när-i}? \\
\text{quick} & \quad \text{stand.up-R.1SG} \\
\text{točguđ} & \quad \text{kidīń} \\
\text{then} & \quad \text{dish.PX.ACC.PL.1SG} \\
\text{čai-ŋa-d?} & \quad \text{wash-1SG} \\
\text{Saturday} & \quad \text{I got up (Lit. ‘stood up’) early and drank tea; then I did the dishes.}
\end{align*}
\]

The other one, *pontaik(u)* ‘then, afterwards’ is found almost exclusively in the speech of ANP:

(261)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ŋulu} & \quad \text{sira} \quad \text{ŋa} \\
\text{one} & \quad \text{winter} \\
\text{dūri-bi} & \quad \text{live-PERF.3SG} \\
\text{pontaiku} & \quad \text{ań} \\
\text{then} & \quad \text{be.PERF.R.3SG} \\
\text{kadoru-bid?} & \quad \text{he has lived. Then he fell ill…’}
\end{align*}
\]\[ZNB Seven Girls]

5.13.5 Modal adverbs

Forest Enets has a rich mood system, and perhaps therefore only a few modal adverbs are attested. The frequency of modal adverbs is, generally speaking, very low. In spontaneous speech they are only attested in recordings of fully fluent speakers.288 As the meaning of modal adverbs is hard to grasp, the English translations should not be taken too literally, but, rather, as an initial attempt to classify their possible meanings.

änsai ‘probably’ is used when there is good evidence based on inferentiality:

(262)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{bi-ń} & \quad \text{iru-n} \\
\text{mind-PX.GEN.1SG} & \quad \text{on-LOC} \\
\text{mana-d?} & \quad \text{say-1SG} \\
\text{čiki} & \quad \text{this} \\
\text{soi-b} & \quad \text{hat-PX.1SG} \\
\text{tonin} & \quad \text{kaji-bi} \\
\text{there.LOC} & \quad \text{stay-PERF.3SG} \\
\text{änsai} & \quad \text{probably} \\
\text{‘I said to myself, probably my hat remained there.’}
\end{align*}
\]\[ZNB Hat]

The possible meaning of *änrai* seems to be that something was done on purpose:

286. Lexicalization of an adverbial phrase, possibly deriving from a construction related to täda čikixođ <now this.ABL> ‘after this’. Its cognate in Tundra Nenets mekä mu saxađ <now there.ABL> is still preserved.
287. This form does not occur in any text of a mugadi Bolin [LDB, NKB, ZNB, VNB] who constantly use *točguđ*. ANP uses *pontaik(u)* instead of *točguđ*. In the speech of EIB both forms could be found.
288. This frequency/speaker correlation is not surprising. In a closely related area of investigation during fieldwork, the area of mood and modality, work with semi-speakers produced no reliable results either. The infrequent use of modal adverbs in the speech of fluent speakers is hardly a matter of chance.
289. As the phonetic shape of *änsai* and *änrai* are rather close, a historical connection could exist, but no synchronous evidence is available.
Nominal morphosyntax, case functions and possession

(263) änrai mana tāda pida-da soida-ko-on
  on.purpose say.3SG now scare-SG.3SG good-DIM-PROL²⁹⁰
  ‘And he purposely scared him well.’ [EIB Bear and Brothers]

The exact meaning of another modal adverb, tominda, could not be determined. The current glossing ‘and so’ points to a temporal meaning, but a modal component is likely as tominda could not be replaced by e.g. točgod:

(264) tominda toř soida-ko-on ári-r-id?
  after.this such good-DIM-PROL live-INCH-3PL
  ‘And after this, so they began to live well.’ [EIB Bear and Brothers]

onsi is attested frequently in spontaneous speech. Its meaning is to express knowledge based on generally valid assumptions:

(265) bini ńi-da såbet ma-ńi bintu
  rope[ACC] NEG.AUX-SG.3SG tear.CN say-ASS.3SG rope.PX.ACC.3PL
  śi-da såbet onsi à-tau
  NEG.AUX-SG.3SG tear.CN so be-POT.3SG
  ‘The rope, [the bear] did not tear it apart; he did not tear it apart. Yes, so it must have been.’ [LDB Plundered Sled]

The adverb taruš also shows a certain modal connotation, but a further characterization is currently not possible:

(266) kuń ñe-d? dori-t taruš öku-xun adi-ńu
  how NEG.AUX-1SG say-FUT.CN MOD.ADV here-LOC.SG sit-ASS.3SG
  ‘How will I not say this, he is sitting here.’ [ZNB III 68]

²⁹⁰. The suffix -ko before PROL is attested several times but the difference between PROL soida-an and soida-ko-on has not been understood as yet. It has been preliminarily glossed as diminutive.
6. The Noun Phrase

In Forest Enets, the NP is head-final. With the exception of the floating quantifier čukči ‘all’, all other satellites precede the head.

(1)  
\[
\text{kasa-ń ńe} \\
\text{friend-PX.GEN.1SG child} \\
\text{‘My friend’s child’}
\]

(2)  
\[
\text{soiđa meju pagi pońi-dau} \\
\text{good new parka[ACC] wear-PROBPST.3SG} \\
\text{‘He apparently wore a good new parka.’ [ZNB III 42]}
\]

Although a detailed syntactic investigation of the NP has yet to be conducted, fixed ordering principles point to its existence as a syntactic constituent.

The following description discusses the ordering principles of non-clausal dependents. The major types of adnominal dependents are determiners, possessors, attributive modifiers, non-possessive nominal dependents, and quantifiers. This chapter also addresses apposition and coordination in the nominal domain. An overview of clausal dependents (relative and complement clauses), as well as the place of the benefactive in the NP are to be found in chapters 11 and 13.

6.1 Determiners and demonstratives

Determiners such as čiki ‘this’ and demonstratives such as äki ‘this’ and tāxā ‘that’ characterize a noun phrase for definiteness, referentiality, specificity and sometimes also quantification:

(3)  
\[
\text{čiki poćtovij kātir ŋi?- ad-īń?} \\
\text{this postal[ADJ.RU] boat[GEN] on-LAT sit-R.1DU} \\
\text{‘We sat on this post boat.’ [NKB Childhood]}
\]

(4)  
\[
\text{āki tu uu ŋi-l puni-ŋa-i} \\
\text{this lake 2SG name-PX.2SG hold-FREQ-IMP.3SG} \\
\text{‘This lake here should bear your name.’ [ANP Chor to]}
\]

291. The discussion of other possible demonstratives, as discussed in the previous chapter, must be postponed for the time being.
täxä logar déd kań
that mountain[gen] towards go.imp.2sg

‘Go towards that mountain’ [ESG Two Brothers]

busi čiki torsi dori noda-ś ań
old.man this such rumor[acc] hear-CON FOC
koxo māddi-š kańi-ś
where.indef.lat arguish-CON go-3sg.pst

‘The old man hearing these, such rumors, again went somewhere else.’
[LDB Shaman]

The determiner čiki cannot take px when modifying a head noun; only the head noun can be marked for possession:

čiki ājeiču-kuji-ḥ kudaxai
this relative-dim-px.1sg long.ago

‘Long ago, this relative of mine…’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

Further, agreement in person e.g. *čiki-r to-r <this-px.2sg lake-px.2sg> ‘this lake of yours’ is ungrammatical. However, the determiner čiki can be marked to express referentiality via px.2sg292, resulting in two different constellations; in (8), the demonstrative is marked for px and the noun is present. Such a constellation is, generally speaking, rare:

čiki-r lota ma-ńu
this-px.2sg laida say-ass.3sg

“‘Behind the hill, on its side”, he said, “this laida”, he said…’ [LDB Shaman]

In general, čikir takes the plaq of an ellipsed noun:

čiki-r ma-ńůr auka-t ínaami
this-px.2sg say-ass.3sg pet.reindeer-px.gen.2sg tongue

“‘This” she said “is your pet reindeer’s tongue’.” [NKB Auka]

čiki-r mudña nonina aga-n kebi
this-px.2sg 1pl 1pl.loc big-prol sin.3sg

‘This (behavior) is a real sin for us (Lit. ‘with us’).’ [LDB Taboo]

292. See also the discussion in 10.5.
Similar examples of substitution of ellipsed nouns are found with adjectives too:

(11) ibleigu-

ā
g

aga

kasa-

d

ā

sakra

\(\text{little-PX.2SG big child-PX.ACC.3SG bite.3SG}\)

‘Your \underline{little one} bit the older boy (and not the older one).’ [ZNB IV 54]

Whether determiners can show number agreement with their head noun is not entirely settled, as this feature is more prominent in the idiolect of ZNB but less so in the speech of the other consultants:

(12) bu čiki-

ʔ

šer-

ʔ
tānī-

j
e-

bu-

da

3SG this-[PL] thing-[ACC.PL] know-PTCP.PFT be-CON-PX.3SG

bu āu i-

ń

š to

3SG here.LAT NEG.AUX-COND-3SG.PST come.CN

‘If he had known these things, he would not have come.’ [ZNB III 45]

A determiner cannot be located after a lexical possessor:

(13) čiki Leonid silēigu bunik

this Leonid[GEN] white dog

‘this Leonid’s white dog’

(14) *Leonid čiki pogu

Leonid[GEN] this net

‘this net of Leonid’s’

The determiner can precede the possessor, as seen above and in the following example:

(15) čiki Ľonka pogu

this Leonid[GEN] net

‘this Leonid’s net’ [LDB II 30]

It is probable that naak ‘other’ could be analyzed as a determiner, but no detailed investigation has been conducted.
6.2 Quantifiers and numerals

With the exception of čukči ‘all’, the position of quantifiers is fixed; quantifiers precede their heads. Scalar quantifiers differ from other quantifiers in that they trigger plural on heads. This seems to be a major syntactic difference between Forest Enets and Tundra Nenets, which lacks this feature. Most probably, this difference derives from bilingualism in Russian and has been borrowed from Russian.

Cardinal and ordinal numerals do not differ from other quantifiers and precede their heads. For šidi ‘two’, optional dual marking on the head is attested, but this is not obligatory. Otherwise numerals trigger singular on the head.

6.2.1 Universal quantifiers

6.2.1.1 čukči ‘all’

The universal quantifier čukči ‘all’ is a floating quantifier and may appear before or after the head:

(16) 
torsi čikuxud čukči kasa enču tu
so this.ABL.SG all [man[N/G] person][NOM.PL] fire[GEN]
ded to-ʔ sou-ŋa-ʔ kiuo-ʔ
toward come-3PL jump-FREQ-3PL sing-3PL
‘So after this, all men came towards the fire, they sang, they jumped.’ [ANP Hoax Bai]

(17) ňe-ʔ čukči odamu oo-ŋa-će
child-[NOM.PL] all food[ACC] eat-FREQ-3PL.PST
‘All the children ate the food.’ [ZNB I 72]

(18) ňe-ʔ odamu čukči o-ma-duʔ
child-[NOM.PL] food[ACC] all eat-RES-SG.3PL
‘The children ate all the food.’ [ZNB I 72]

Although there may be a subtle difference in meaning concerning the position of čukči, there is currently too little material available for further characterizations. The picture is much clearer with regard to frequency. Example (16) is, indeed, one of the very few examples of čukči preceding its head in spontaneous speech; the quantifier is much more frequent after the head and appears almost to be default:
(19) kaśina čukči Ṳuṭu-ʔ kani-ā no šeru-gu-š pā-baʔ
friend.PX.PL.1PL all gathering-LAT go-1PL so bury-DUR-CON begin-1PL
‘All we friends went to the gathering and so we started to bury her.’
[EIB Clairvoyant]

(20) enču čukči to māt no mudna
person[NOM.PL] all come.3PL chum-LAT.SG so 1PL
enčuna čukči mā-k-du kani-āʔ
person.PL.PX.PL.1PL all chum-LAT.SGposs-PX.GEN.3PL go-1PL
‘All people came, so we all went to their chum.’ [LDB Shaman]

(21) mudnaʔ kaśiń čukči ošaʔ
1PL friend.PX.PL.1SG all Evenki-3PL
mud naʔ kašiń čukči ošaʔ
1PL friend.PX.PL.1SG all Evenki-3PL
‘All my colleagues (Lit. ‘friends’) were Evenkis. I was the only Enets.’
[LDB Brigade]

6.2.1.2 segmit ‘every’

The other universal quantifier, segmit ‘every, each’, precedes the NP; segmit is otherwise very infrequent and has so far not been attested in recorded narratives:

(22) mod segmit šer tasla-š piriā-ʔ
deז segmit thing[ACC] explain-CON can-1SG
‘I can explain everything.’ [ZNB I 71]

(23) segmit ņedelja-xan mod dasa tidi-go-ʔ
every week-LOC.SG 1SG flour[ACC] buy-DUR-1SG
‘Every week I buy flour.’ [ZNB I 72]

6.2.1.3 kuruxaru ‘anything’

The negative polarity quantifier kuruxaru ‘any, anything’ is attested only in pre-head position:

(24) kuruxaru oburu=jet kebi-ʔ
any thing=EMPH sin-3SG.PST
‘Any kind of behavior was a sin.’ (Lit. ‘anything was a sin’) [LDB Taboo]

293 Interestingly, here -go resembles the Russian imperfective aspect although one would expect the Enets habitual -ubi.
6.2.1.4 *oburu* ‘any’

Another negative polarity item, *oburu* ‘any’, is attested in pre-head position only. At present, it is not clear how this quantifier differs from *kuruxaru* ‘anything’; further fieldwork is needed:

(25) *oburu kusi mu-*?
any spoon take-IMP.2SG
‘Take any spoon.’ [ZNB I 71]

(26) *oburu tu kari-*? *tonä-*?
any [lake[N/G] fish][NOM.PL] exist-3PL
‘Any kind of lake fish‘ is there (in this lake).’ [LDB Chervo]

6.2.2 Scalar quantifiers

Scalar quantifiers such as *oka* ‘many’ and *tänä* ‘few’ usually require the following NP to occur in the plural. As was already noted, this behavior is unusual, because it seems to be absent in the other Northern Samoyedic languages, e.g. Tundra Nenets (28), as the following examples with ‘many’ demonstrate:

(27) *oka enču šimi-*č-ač *oka enču to-*
many person[NOM.PL] run-FREQ-3PL.PST many person[NOM.PL] such
‘Many persons fled, there were many such persons.’ [NKB Prisoners]

(28) *ŋoka kniça-m’ tolä-ðm’
many book-ACC.SG read-1SG
‘I read many books.’ (Ru: ‘Я прочёл много книг.’) [T65:369]

6.2.2.1 *oka* ‘much, many’

Apart from the previous example, the scalar quantifier requires even non-count nouns to be in the plural:

(29) *kurun oka-*? *bid-*? *lati-bi-*?
‘Everywhere much water has split (the ice).’ [ZNB IV 4]

294. For Enetses and probably other indigenous peoples of the Taimyr Peninsula living along the Yenisei, a sharp division between lake fish and Yenisei fish is made as both ecosystems host different species. This knowledge is central for planning fishing trips throughout the year.
Additionally, *oka* can be found in predicative position:

(30)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{kari} & \text{pog}a-xan-da & \text{yu}l' & \text{oka} & \text{pog}a-ru-da \\
\text{fish.PX.PL.3SG} & \text{net-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.3SG} & \text{very many.3PL} & \text{net-LIM-PX.3SG} \\
\text{ni} & \text{udi-?} \\
\text{NEG.AUC.3SG} & \text{be.visible-CN}
\end{array}
\]

‘The fish in his net were so many, his net was not visible.’ [ANP Chor to]

6.2.2.2 *kutui ’some, few’*

Also the counterpart *kutui ’some, few’* triggers plural on its head:

(31)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{mud} & \text{kutui} & \text{en}ču & \text{tāni-n} \\
\text{1SG} & \text{some} & \text{person}_{\text{ACC.PL}} & \text{know-SG.1SG}
\end{array}
\]

‘I know some people.’ [VNB I 118]

(32)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{tāda} & \text{kutui} & \text{en}ču & \text{kertu} & \text{bada-du} \\
\text{now} & \text{some} & \text{person}_{\text{NOM.PL}} & \text{own.PX.GEN.3PL} & \text{language-PX.ACC.SG.3PL} \\
\text{d'urta-?} & \text{forget-3PL}
\end{array}
\]

‘Now, some Enetses have forgotten their language.’ [ZNB Autobiographic]

6.2.2.3 The status of *tānā ’few, little’*

Evidence for the status of *tānā* as a pre-head quantifier in my material is insufficient and no real example of *tānā* meaning ‘few, little’ is attested. Although a variety of derivations of this stem, e.g. resultative 3 SG *tānima* ‘it has become little’, have been attested, *tānā* does not qualify as a quantifier. In fact, my materials show *tānā* only in predicative position:

(33)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{dōxo-xan} & \text{kari} & \text{tānā} \\
\text{lake-LOC.SG} & \text{fish.PX.PL.3SG} & \text{little.3SG}
\end{array}
\]

‘There is little fish in the lake.’ (Lit. ‘in the lake its fish is little’) [LDB I 152]

The lemma for *tānā* in ERRE has no examples, and only a Russian translation, *мало*, is given. ES has, at least, two examples, (ES 434) and classifies *tānā* as an adverb:

(34)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{mēu} & \text{mēne} \\
\text{te-i} & \text{tānā} \\
\text{reindeer-PX.1SG} & \text{little.3SG}
\end{array}
\]

‘I have few reindeer.’ (Ru: ‘Оленей у меня мало.’)
(35)  
\[\text{тεнε каса-д} \quad \text{тεнε-p} \]
\[\text{tάнα касα-d} \quad \text{тάнα-r} \]
little companion-PX.ACC.2SG know-SG.2SG

‘Little you know your companion.’ (Ru: ‘Мало ты товарища знаешь.’)

For the time being it appears that there is no quantifier meaning ‘little’, and it could equally be interpreted as an adverb, especially when taking (35) into consideration. If this is correct, then \textit{kutui} seems to express not only ‘some’ but also ‘few’.

6.2.3 Numerals

Cardinal and ordinal numerals precede their heads. In contrast to scalar modifiers, numerals require their heads to occur in the singular:

(36)  
\[\text{sobrig čas Viktor noʔ mosra-da-i} \]
\[\text{five clock Viktor[GEN] with work-FUT-1DU} \]
‘At five o’clock I will work with Viktor.’ (Lit. ‘we will work with Viktor’) [ZNB I 26]

(37)  
\[\text{naak koru-iʔ nodda soïdà} \]
\[\text{second knife-PX.1SG 3SG.ABL good.3SG} \]
‘My other knife is better (than his).’ [LDB I 126]

(38)  
\[\text{bu orte kasa ıe-i} \]
\[\text{3SG first [man[NG] child]-PX.1SG} \]
‘He is my first son.’

For \textit{šidi} ‘two’, optional dual marking on the head is attested, but it is not obligatory and singular is equally possible (40):

(39)  
\[\text{šidi aga tuka-xiʔ kodu ıi-n mošṭi-xiʔ} \]
\[\text{two big axe-DU sled[GEN] on-LOC lie-3DU} \]
‘Two big axes lie on the sled.’ [ZNB I 63]

(40)  
\[\text{niʔa Dudinka-xan mosara-ʔ šidi nā} \]
\[\text{child.PX.PL.3SG Dudinka-LOC.SG work-3PL two [woman[NG]} \]
\[\text{ńe-da kasa ıe-da āku-n ŋa} \]
\[\text{child-PX.3SG [man[NG] child]-PX.3SG here-LOC be-LOC.3SG} \]
‘His children are working in Dudinka. Two daughters and a son are here (in the village).’ [LDB Brigade]
Collective numerals which are actually translatively-marked cardinals are syntactic ad-

juncts (depictives):

(41) \( \text{mud} \ \text{ŋulu-š} \ \text{onai} \ \text{enči-d-ud} \)

\begin{tabular}{llll}
\text{1SG} & \text{one-TRSL} & \text{real person} & \text{1SG-PST} \\
\end{tabular}

‘I was the only Enets.’ [LDB Brigade]

(42) \( \text{bud} \ \text{i ši di-iš ŋolu te kada-xi-č} \)

\begin{tabular}{llll}
\text{3DU} & \text{two-TRSL} & \text{one reindeer} & \text{kill-3DU-PST} \\
\end{tabular}

‘They killed one reindeer.’ (Lit. ‘they as two’) [VNB III 120]

6.3 Adjectives

Adjectives precede the heads they modify. Case agreement between adjectives and

heads is not attested in Forest Enets.

(43) \( \text{näxu si} \text{leig te [...]} \)

three white reindeer

‘three white reindeer…’ [ESG Two Brothers]

(44) \( [... \text{ŋob soida nā noń biľu-da mi} \text{ʔa-š} \)

one good woman \text{1SG.LAT ticket-Acc.3SG give-3SG-PST}

‘…one good woman gave me her ticket.’ [ZNB Weekend]

(45) \( \text{čiki bo děri minsi modă-bi} \)

this bad day old.woman see-perf.3SG

‘This bad day the woman foresaw.’ [ANP Old Woman and Son]

(46) \( \text{utuď-nuju aga muga-t dđa-a?} \)

fall-ADV big forest-LAT.SG go-lat-1PL

‘In the fall we went into the big forest.’ [LDB Old Way of Life]

(47) \( \text{oo kudaxai dă-xad mud to-đ?} \)

EXCL distant land-Abl.SG 1SG come-1SG

‘Oh, I come from a distant land.’ [LDB Shaman]

An example from elicitation shows two qualitative adjectives; similar examples are ab-

sent in transcribed speech. Whether there is a preference for a certain order of adjectives

has not been investigated separately.

295. This example is interesting for two reasons. First, although the word order is \( S_\text{TopSV-OSV} \) depending on the

analysis of the left-detached noun, it does not trigger conjugation II. Further, although the verb is a glottal stop stem

and \text{modăpi} should be expected, it was realized as a class I verb.
The Noun Phrase

(2)  *soiđa*  *meju*  *pagi*  *pońi-dau*
    good  new  parka\,[\text{ACC}]  wear-\text{PROBPST.3SG}

    ‘He apparently wore a good new parka.’ [ZNB III 42]

As already reported for *čiki*, adjectives, too, can be marked for *px.2SG* when substituting a noun via ellipsis. The resulting possessed adjective then serves as a nominalized subject, but this results in an interpretation of strong contrastive focus:

(11)  *iблигу-r*  *ага*  *каса-da*  *сакра*
    little-\text{PX.2SG}  big  child-\text{PX.ACC.3SG}  bite.3SG

    ‘Your little one bit the older boy (and not your older one).’ [ZNB IV 54]

6.4 NN constructions

In many instances, the modification of a head with another noun poses problems for analysis because of the absence of case marking. Only possessively inflected nouns and the small group of class IIb stems can be glossed unambiguously. From a wider perspective, NN constructions of the type \(N_{\text{GEN}}^N N_{\text{NOM}}\) interact with possession, a fact which will be addressed in detail in 6.5. Unfortunately, this complicates the analysis even further.

As a starting point, we may begin with a clear example. For *kasa ńe*, there are two possible interpretations:

(48) a.  *kasa ńe-iʔ*  \(<\text{man}_{\text{NOM}}\text{child-PX.1SG}>\)  ‘my son’

b.  *kasa-ń ńe*  \(<\text{man-PX.GEN.1SG child}>\)  ‘my friend’s child’

In (48a), the first dependent seems to be encoded with the nominative, as it refers to the general quality of an entity. Although lexicalization is probably also involved, the possessive suffix \(\text{PX.1SG} -iʔ\) marks the whole compound, and the first component should be seen as the general quality of the entity. This means that nouns which characterize the concept denoted by the head noun and do not specify the referee, are unmarked. In contrast, in (48b), the first component is encoded with the genitive, and one seems to be dealing with a special property relation or, more broadly speaking, with an associate relationship. Unfortunately, (48b) is also an instance of possession and could equally well be assigned to the discussion of possessive constructions in 6.5.

The following example, which is morphologically unsegmentable, should also be an instance of a special property relation encoded by the genitive. During an elicitation session on tools and tableware, LDB pointed to a pot that he characterized as ‘the special pot for cooking porridge’, as it was said to be used for nothing else but this.

(49)  *kaša ńidi*  \(<\text{porridge}_{\text{GEN}}\text{pot}>\)  ‘pot for (cooking) porridge’
In contrast, examples such as *dětši kari* ‘Yenisei fish’, which are equally unsegmentable, describe general properties and should be considered $N_{\text{NOM}}N_{\text{NOM}}$ constructions. The same should therefore hold also for the following two examples:

50) *ynulu*  *kasa*  *ńe-da*  *mana*  *umaa*  *dotu*

one  [man$_{\text{N/G}}$]  child-]-PX.3SG  say.3SG  mommy.PX.1SG  goose

*bui*  *piri*-?

soup  cook-IMPP.2SG

‘His other son said, “Mother, cook goose soup”.’ [ANP Three Brothers]$_{\text{296}}$

51) *ań*  *kasa*  *ńe-da*  *mana*  *kari*  *bui*  *piri*-?

FOC  [man$_{\text{N/G}}$]  child-]-PX.3SG  say.3SG  fish  soup  cook-IMP.2SG

‘And the other son said, “cook fish soup”.’ [ANP Three Brothers]

A similar pattern, a general property encoded by a $N_{\text{NOM}}$ dependent vs. special property encoded by $N_{\text{GEN}}$, was reported by Tereščenko (1973: 218–220), and one Forest Enets example is reproduced here:

52) *nə*  *køy*  

wood  knife

‘a wooden knife’ [T73:219]

53) *nə*-’  *køy*

wood-GEN.SG  knife

‘knife for making a hole in a tree’$_{\text{297}}$ [T73:219]

As formal means for identifying a dependent as NOM or GEN are rare, and as Tereščenko’s potential genitive marker has been eliminated, a fully satisfying analysis is hard to achieve.

6.5 Possessive constructions

In the following subsections, possessive constructions containing pronominal and lexical possessors will be discussed. The prototypical function of PX and the structure possessor-possessum was described in detail in chapter 5.2.1ff. Discussion of the associated functions of the possessive NP, such as referentiality, will be postponed until the end of chapter 10.

---

296. Occasionally, PX.1SG expresses a kind of vocative. This is frequently combined with abnormal vowel-lengthening as in this example; instead of the regular PX.1SG *umaa-i* <mommy-1SG> we find *umaa*.

297. Original translations of both examples (50) деревянный нож; (51) нож для протачивания отверстий в дереве (букв: нож для дерева).
6.5.1 Pronominal possessor

Concerning pronominal possession, the structure of the NP looks as follows:

\[
\text{[PERSONAL PRONOUN}\_\text{NOM}]_{\text{OPTIONAL POSSESSEE-NUM/CX/POSSESSOR}}
\]

As was already shown, number, possessor, and case have merged into a portmanteau-morpheme. Further, to account for the difference between the partly homonymous genitive and accusative series, information on constituent order is needed. The following set of constructed examples shows what was addressed in chapter 5 in much more detail:

NOM

(54) a. \text{mod} kudo-\text{i} soida
   1SG sled-PX.1SG good.3SG
   ‘My sled is good.’

   b. \text{mod} kudo-xu\text{n} soida-xiʔ
   1SG sled-DU.1SG good-3DU
   ‘My two sleds are good.’

   c. \text{mod} kudo-\text{n} soida-ʔ
   1SG sled-PL.1SG good-3PL
   ‘My sleds are good.’

GEN

(55) a. \text{mod} kudo-\text{n} \text{ni}-\text{n} oka koba-ʔ \text{ya-ʔ}
   1SG sled-PX.GEN.1SG on-LOC many skin-[NOM,PL] \text{be}_{LOC-3PL}
   ‘On my sled are many reindeer skins.’

   b. \text{mod} kudo-xu\text{n} \text{ni}-\text{n} oka koba-ʔ \text{ya-ʔ}
   1SG sled-PX.GEN.DU.1SG on-LOC many skin-[NOM,PL] \text{be}_{LOC-3PL}
   ‘On my two sleds are many reindeer skins.’

   c. \text{mod} kod-\text{n} \text{ni}-\text{n} oka koba-ʔ \text{ya-ʔ}
   1SG sled-PX.GEN.PL.1SG on-LOC many skin-[NOM,PL] \text{be}_{LOC-3PL}
   ‘On my sleds are many reindeer skins.’
Florian Siegl: Materials on Forest Enets

ACC

(56) a.  
\[
\text{bu kodu-}i \quad \text{modäʔä} \\
\text{3SG sled-PX.ACC.1SG see.3SG}
\]
‘He saw my sled.’

b.  
\[
\text{bu kodu-xuń} \quad \text{modäʔä} \\
\text{3SG sled-PX.ACC.DU.1SG see.3SG}
\]
‘He saw my two sleds.’

c.  
\[
\text{bu kodu-ń} \quad \text{modäʔä} \\
\text{3SG sled-PX.ACC.PL.1SG see.3SG}
\]
‘He saw my sleds.’

As Forest Enets is a pro-drop language, personal pronouns are usually omitted. Also in examples (56) the noun could, in principle, be preceded by a nominative personal pronoun \text{bu mud’ kodu modäʔä}.

6.5.2 Lexical possessors

Lexical possessors are marked with the genitive case whereas the possessee usually remains unmodified. Although in non-possessive declension there is no overt case marking for GEN, fused CX/PX markers show that lexical possessors are indeed encoded with GEN:

(57)  
\[
\text{čiki Lónka poga} \\
\text{this Leonid GEN net}
\]
‘This is Leonid’s net.’ [LDB II 30]

(58)  
\[
\text{muđ kasa-ń poga} \\
\text{1SG companion-PX.GEN.1SG net}
\]
‘my companion’s net’

(59)  
\[
\text{kašiń poga} \\
\text{friend.PX.GEN.PL.1SG net}
\]
‘my many friends’ (one) net’ [LDB II 30]

In several examples, the possessee can be marked with PX, which looks like a kind of NP-internal possessor.298 This topic, however, requires further investigation, and the fol-

298. Concerning intonation, an NP internally marked for possession must have both elements under the same contour.
lowing two examples are merely intended to demonstrate the possible existence of such a feature in Forest Enets:299

(60) \(č\text{iki} \quad L\text{onka} \quad p\text{oga}_{\text{]}\text{net}_{\text{]}\text{š}}\text{e}_{\text{]}\text{sa}}\)  
this Leonid_{GEN} net-PX.3SG hole-COM  
‘This one net of Leonid’s has a hole.’ (Lit. ‘is with a hole’) [LDB II 30]

(61) \(d\text{oxa} \quad b\text{i}_{\text{]}\text{ta} \quad a\text{ru}_{\text{]}\text{ma}}\)  
river_{GEN} water-PX.3SG grow-RES.3SG  
‘The water of the river is rising.’ [ZNB III 18]

6.5.3 Possession and recursion

The only example of recursion, in this case ‘my uncle’s grandfather’ comes from the opener of a recorded narrative:

(62) \(m\text{ud}_{\text{]}\text{di}_{\text{]}\text{s}}\text{i} \quad a\text{si}_{\text{]}\text{ń} \quad a\text{s}_{\text{]}\text{i}_{\text{]}\text{ń}}\text{...}\)  
1SG uncle_{GEN} father-PX.GEN.1SG father  
‘My uncle’s grandfather…’ [ANP Chor To]

6.5.4 Alienable vs. inalienable possession

A formal distinction between alienable possession (‘my knife’) and inalienable possession (‘my nose’) does not exist. The following examples (all in first person) show a variety of instances of possession which would be encoded for alienable and inalienable possession in languages which make such a distinction:

(63) \(m\text{ud}_{\text{]}\text{ń} \quad n\text{ọ}_{\text{]}\text{i}_{\text{]}\text{ń} \quad d\text{i}_{\text{]}\text{ń}_{\text{]}\text{ń}}\)  
1SG leg-PX.PL.1SG hurt-3PL  
‘My legs hurt.’ [ZNB I 15]

(64) \(m\text{ud}_{\text{]}\text{kodu}_{\text{]}\text{i} \quad n\text{a}\text{b}_{\text{]}\text{i} \quad so\text{i}_{\text{]}\text{j}_{\text{]}\text{a} \quad m\text{ā}_{\text{]}\text{b}_{\text{]}\text{u}_{\text{]}\text{ń}}\text{š}\)  
1SG sled-PX.1SG new.3SG only make-SG.1SG-PST  
‘My sled is new, I just made it.’ [ANP II 11]

The following opener of a narrative shows a variety of different possessives in spontaneous speech:

299. For Tundra Nenets see Nikolaeva (2003).
‘So somewhere, sometimes there lived a girl.’

‘She had parents.’ (Lit. ‘there were her mother and her father’)

‘Her mother and father had their own little reindeer.’ [NKB Auka]

However, a distinction which comes close to an alienable-inalienable distinction is observable. Close kin (e.g. father, mother, daughter, son, etc) are usually marked with PX; in annotated texts there are few instances of such kinship terms without a possessive marker. Domesticated reindeer can be and are usually also marked for possession, but wild reindeer, for example, cannot be marked. Tundra, mountains, the Yenisei or forests cannot be marked for possession either, but smaller lakes that have served as a ‘homeland’ for several families can be marked for possession. It is perhaps futile to speak of an alienable-inalienable distinction, as the conceptualization of possession is based on culturally-based principles. Whereas there are entities which can be owned independently, ranging from natural resources to close kin, there are other entities which cannot be owned, such as wild animals, nature, or supernatural beings, such as clairvoyants or shamans.

6.5.5 Dummy PX

In a subset of intransitive clauses referring to meteorological activities but also entities, such as the earth, the NP must be marked with PX.3SG As no antecedent possessor can be identified, this PX must be classified as a dummy PX:300

‘It’s getting cold.’ (Lit. ‘its sky is getting cold’) [ZNB III 18]
Part-whole relations

Part-whole relations do not differ from other lexical possessor constructions, however more research is needed in order to test whether some kind of NP-internal possessor could be possible here. Although as usual it is not entirely possible to determine whether the first part of such possessor constructions is really in the genitive, at least morphological alternations in example (64) show that the dependent ‘chum’ is not in the nominative case and should be considered genitive.

In the next example, no formal justification for a genitive-marked dependent can be found, an analysis of this compound as a possessive part-whole relationship based on metaphorical extension is appealing:

(71) \( \text{kod}_{\text{GEN}} \text{puja}_{\text{GEN}} \) nose

‘front tip of a sled’ (Lit. ‘sled’s nose’)

(67) \text{kiud-nuju-xo}_{\text{ADV-INDEF}} \text{ya-da}_{\text{PX.3SG}} \text{soida-š}_{\text{good-3SG.PST}}

‘That morning, the weather was good.’ [NKB Yenisei]

(68) \text{i}_{\text{and}} \text{nari}_{\text{ADJ}} \text{deri-ku-š}_{\text{PX.3SG.PST}} \text{mart}_{\text{month}} \text{deri}_{\text{month}} \text{ä-sau}_{\text{be-PROB_PST.3SG}}

\text{kaja-ku-da}_{\text{.sun-DIM-PX.3SG.already}} \text{uže}_{\text{warm-RES-3SG.PST}}

‘And it was a nice spring day, it might have been March. The sun was already warm.’ [NKB Childhood]

(69) \text{Baka-xan}_{\text{LOC.SG} \text{da-da}_{\text{ground-PX.3SG}} \text{soida}_{\text{good.3SG}}

‘At Baka, the land is good.’ [ANP Autobiographic]
6.5.7 Pseudo-partitives

Pseudo-partitives of the type ‘a cup of tea’ have not been studied separately, but the few scattered examples in my data do not show any special or diverging structure within the noun phrase:

(72) \( \text{dāsa \ mariā} \)
    flour \ bag
    ‘a bag of flour’ (Lit. ‘a flour bag’)

When such pseudo-partitives are quantified, a change in word order is resulting but due to the absence of case morphology the first noun is not further analyzable (NOM vs. GEN). This is clearly the dependent as number marking and possession on the head demonstrate:

(73) a. \( \text{šidi \ mariā \ dāsa-xi} \)
    two \ bag \ flour-DU
    ‘two bags of flour’ [ZNB III 2]

b. \( \text{šidi \ mariā \ dāsa-xuń} \)
    two \ bag \ flour-PX.DU.1SG
    ‘my two bags of flour’ [ZNB III 2]

6.6 Attributive oblique NPs and PPs

Oblique cases and postpositions as modifiers are unusual though attested.

(74) \( \text{mensi-xi? \ odi-xi? \ no? \ mā} \)
    old.woman-[GEN,DU] \ young.lad-[GEN,DU] \ with \ chum
    ‘the chum of the old woman and the young lad’ [ZNB IV 15]

The comitative suffix, which is on the border between derivation and case, also fits here:

(75) \( \text{te-sai \ te-sai \ enči \ e-bi \ ma-ń} \)
    reindeer-COM \ reindeer-COM \ person \ be-PERF.3SG \ say-ASS.3SG
    ‘He was a man with reindeer.’ (Lit. ‘a reindeery man’) [LDB Chervo]

Although postpositions such as (76) can be used as modifiers, there are several instances in my data in which postpositions undergo adjective derivation with -\( i? \) :
The same marker \(-i\) is found in a temporal context, too:

(77) \(\text{četa-i} \quad \text{deri-xun} \quad \text{tu-ču}\)  
\(\text{tomorrow-ADJ} \quad \text{day-LOC.SG} \quad \text{come-NESS.3SG}\)  
\(\text{‘He should come tomorrow.’ [NKB IV 164]}\)

However, this derivation is not fully productive. Contrary to an expected derivation on the relational noun \(nā \ ‘\text{side}’\), the head ‘chum’ is modified by two nouns in the genitive:

(78) \(\text{bar} \quad \text{nā} \quad \text{mā-t} \quad \text{ču-ʔ}\)  
\(\text{edge} \quad \text{side} \quad \text{chum-LAT.SG} \quad \text{enter-IMP.2SG}\)  
\(\text{‘Go into the chum at the edge!’ [ZNB IV 19]}\)

6.7 Constituent order in the NP

The following order of dependents is attested in a simple NP. Currently it is not known whether all the positions can be filled in a maximal projection:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION 1</th>
<th>POSITION 2</th>
<th>POSITION 3</th>
<th>POSITION 4</th>
<th>POSITION 5</th>
<th>POSITION 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Determiner</td>
<td>Possessor</td>
<td>Quantifier</td>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>Modifying Noun</td>
<td>Head</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-1: Constituent order in the NP

As shown earlier, a determiner cannot occur after a lexical possessor:

(13) \(\text{čiki} \quad \text{Leonid} \quad \text{silēigu} \quad \text{bunik}\)  
\(\text{this} \quad \text{Leonid} \quad \text{white} \quad \text{dog}\)  
\(\text{‘this Leonid’s white dog’}\)

(14) \(*\text{Leonid} \quad \text{čiki} \quad \text{pogu}\)  
\(\text{Leonid} \quad \text{this} \quad \text{net}\)  
\(\text{‘this net of Leonid’s’}\)

The determiner can precede the possessor, as seen above and in the following example:

(15) \(\text{čiki} \quad \text{Łonka} \quad \text{pogu}\)  
\(\text{this} \quad \text{Leonid} \quad \text{net}\)  
\(\text{‘this Leonid’s net’ [LDB II 30]}\)
Concerning pronouns in position 2, no difference concerning the nature of a pronoun is attested. Both personal pronouns (77) and indefinite pronouns (78) are attested in this position:

(79)  
\[ \text{mod} \  \text{šidi} \  \text{aga} \  \text{odu-xuŋ?} \]  
1SG two big boat-PX.DU.1SG  
‘my two large boats’

(80)  
\[ \text{obu-xo} \  \text{ālki-je} \  \text{kari-je} \  \text{kiku-xun-id} \  \text{ya} \]  
what-INDEF enormous-PEJ fish-PEJ side-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.2SG be-LOC.3SG  
‘“Some enormous fish is next to you!”’ [ANP Taimeń]

### 6.8 Constituent order in NPs modified by relative clauses

Concerning the order of constituents in an NP with relative clauses based on particles (on relative clauses see 13.7), a slightly different picture emerges. First, in relative clauses that relativize an object, inflected participles precede quantifiers and number is marked separately twice, once on the participle via the PX and once on the NP:

(81)  
\[ \text{tidi-du-i-xiŋ} \  \text{šidi} \  \text{meju koru-xiʔ[…]} \]  
buy-DETR-PTCP.PFT-ACC.DU.1SG two new knife-[NOM.DU]  
‘The two new knives which I have bought…’ [ZNB III 14]

In the following example the relative clause also precedes the nominal possessor:

(82)  
\[ \text{ää-da} \  \text{tit-tu-i} \  \text{nā} \  \text{āči-da} \]  
mother-PX.GEN.3SG buy-DETR-PTCP.PFT [woman-[N/G] youngster]-PX.GEN.3SG  
kukla baa ni-n mošči  
doll bed-[GEN] on-LOC lie.3SG  
‘The girl’s doll bought by her mother lies on the bed.’ [LDB & NKB IV 181]

In this respect it appears that the constituent structure of NPs modified by relative clauses contains another slot before the possessor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos 1</th>
<th>Pos 2</th>
<th>Pos 3</th>
<th>Pos 4</th>
<th>Pos 5</th>
<th>Pos 6</th>
<th>Pos 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Determiner</td>
<td>Relative clause</td>
<td>Possessor</td>
<td>Quantifier</td>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>Modifying Noun</td>
<td>Head</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-2: Constituent order in NPs with relative clauses
6.9 Coordination within NP – general remarks

A variety of means is attested for NP coordination. The most typical instances are juxtaposition, postpositional constructions with noʔ, double dual with noʔ, comitative -sai and occasionally coordination with the locative case. Coordination of personal pronouns differs slightly and will be discussed separately at the end of this chapter.

6.9.1 Juxtaposition

Juxtaposition is the general strategy used to combine two NPs:

(83) soi-b ōbiʔ tol ni-n moštū
    hat-PX.1SG glove.PX.PL.1SG table[GEN] on-LOC lie.3SG

‘My hat and my gloves lie on the table.’ [ZNB IV 15]

6.9.2 Double dual

Double dual is attested primarily with natural coordination, for example the equivalents of English ‘parents’.

(84) āā-xuń āsi-xuń
    mother-PX.DU.1SG father-PX.DU.1SG

‘my parents’ (Lit. ‘my two, mother and my father’)

6.9.3 Postposition noʔ ‘with’

Also the postposition noʔ ‘with’ can be used to conjoin two NPs:

(85) mensi odi no mā-di
    old.woman young.lad[GEN] with chum-PX.SG.3DU

‘The chum of the old woman and the young lad’ [ZNB IV 15]

Double dual outside the scope of natural coordination, which coordinates two participants with noʔ, is also possible.

302. Although expected, no assimilation with the PX is found with the IIb noun ‘chum’.
303. Currently, non-animate entities are not encountered in this construction. Whether a clause ‘a man with an axe and knife’ could be rendered with the same construction is not known.
6.9.4 Comitative **-sai/-dai/-čai**

The comitative marker **-sai** can be used both in pre-head and post-head position. Concerning its comitative interpretation, no difference in meaning is attested, however it appears to be more frequent in post-head position:

(87) \[ \text{enči} \text{ ne-sai te-sai bodu-n díri} \]
\[ \text{woman-[GEN.DU] reindeer-[GEN.DU] tundra-LOC live.3SG} \]

‘The man lives in the tundra with his wife and his reindeer.’ [ZNB I 65]

6.9.5 Coordination with Russian **i’and’**

NP coordination with the Russian connector **i** ‘and’ is attested in the speech of less-fluent speakers:

(88) \[ \text{enču díri-č ná } \text{ i kasa} \]
\[ \text{woman-[NOM.PL] live-3PL.PST woman and man} \]

‘Once people lived, a woman and a man.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

Whereas **i** ‘and’ for NP coordination is not frequently attested in the speech of fluent consultants, **i** has entered Forest Enets as a connector on the clause level. This will be discussed in more detail in the chapter on co-ordination on the clause level.

6.9.6 Excursus: **ańʔ**

Sorokina (1994) argued that **ańʔ** ‘and, and again, but’ functions as a coordinator in Forest Enets. This was explained as Russian-induced contact. In my data, coordination in NPs with **ańʔ** is far from obvious. Sorokina is correct when characterizing **ańʔ** as something connected to noun phrases, as it usually follows an NP. However, it seems that Sorokina based her assumptions too much on translatability, as the best translation of **ańʔ** into Russian is, indeed, the non-coordinating function of **i** as a kind of focusing element, e.g. Я говорил и с братом. ‘And I also spoke with my brother’. The following

---

304. During the transliteration of this narrative, ZNB mentioned that she found the sentence stylistically odd and corrected it to šidi enči-giʔ <two person-[NOM.DU] >’two persons’.
305. This topic was addressed in Sigl (2008).
example from a narrative shows that although the translated equivalent of *ańʔ* comes close to ‘and’ or ‘and again’, it is far from being a coordinating conjunction:

(89) *pinuju bogľa daď-ubi ań čukči sumoi-ta-bida*

*night*.ADV *bear go-HAB.3SG FOC all fall-CAUS-PERF.PL.3PL*

‘During the night, a bear came and again [he] PRODROP killed them [=reindeer] all.’

[LDB Plundered Sled]

It appears that *ańʔ* in (89) is a kind of focusing element; it focuses on the assertion that the bear is responsible for both coming and killing the reindeer. As the 3SG pronoun *bu* is dropped, *ańʔ* lacks its focus entity. In contrast to (89), where at least some kind of coordination could be interpreted, (90) cannot be explained as coordination:

(90) *bem-ou bem-ou ań debi-š to-d*

*master-PX.1SG master-PX.1SG FOC be.hot-CON come-2SG*

‘My god, again you come drunk.’ [NKB II 64]

In the following examples, *ańʔ* can be interpreted neither as a coordinator nor as ‘and again’, but is rather a contrastive focus element close to ‘but’:

(91) *kasa äči te toda āsi-da ań*

*[man[N/G] youngster] reindeer[ACC] bring.3SG father-PX.3SG FOC drive.away-SG.3SG*

‘The boy brought a reindeer, but his father drove it away.’ [ZNB I 25]

(92) *bu soida-an onai bada-an duři-ŋa bu oša bada-an ni dori-r-ʔ*

*3SG good-PROL real language-PROL speak-FREQ.3SG 3SG Evenki/Dolgan language-PROL NEG.3SG speak-FREQ-CN*

‘He speaks Enets well, but Nenets he speaks badly, he does not speak Evenki.’ [ZNB I 37]

Whereas Sorokina is certainly correct stating that *ańʔ* is ‘multifunctional’ meaning both ‘and’ and ‘and again’, ‘again’ or even ‘but’, her classification of *ańʔ* as being primarily a coordinator is not backed up by the data underlying this study. Further, as *ańʔ* can split a constituent, here a postpositional phrase, it is clearly a particle:
Given the available evidence, only *i* ‘and’, which is clearly a recent borrowing, functions as a coordinating conjunction. In contrast to Russian, where *i* ‘and’ can be used for coordination of both NPs and clauses, only the latter function is indisputably attested in my fieldwork data.

### 6.10 NP coordination in different syntactic positions

The following examples show coordination of NP in different syntactic positions. This collection of examples adds further material to the description given above.

(93) \[pu \overset{\text{[GEN]}}{\text{déd}} kani-ä Vitalik aní no\]

mountain toward go-1DU PN[GEN] FOC with

‘With Vitalij I went towards the mountain.’ (Lit. ‘with Vitalij we went…’)  [LDB Bear]

Concerning the difference in coordination, (94) shows semantic dual agreement between the predicate and the argument ‘man together with his wife’ whereas in (93) the predicate agrees with the pivot ‘man’.

### 6.10.1 Coordination of NPs in object position

Coordination of NPs in subject and object positions does not differ with regard to means. The following examples show an interesting case of coordination and its impact on verbal morphology:

(94) \[kasa enči ne-sai te-sai bodu-n díri\]

[man[SG] person] woman-COM reindeer-COM tundra-LOC live.3SG

‘The man lives in the tundra with his wife and his reindeer.’ [ZNB I 65]

(95) \[kasa enči nä-da no? te-sai bodu-n díri-xi?\]

[man[SG] person] wife-PX.Gen.3SG with reindeer-COM tundra-LOC live-3DU

‘The man together with his woman and with reindeer live in the tundra.’ [ZNB I 65]

Concerning the difference in coordination, (94) shows semantic dual agreement between the predicate and the argument ‘man together with his wife’ whereas in (93) the predicate agrees with the pivot ‘man’.

(96) \[mod’ čiki kasa enči kasa ñe-da\]

1SG this [man[SG] person] [man[SG] child]-Px.Gen.3SG

‘I saw the man with his son.’ [ZNB IV 15]
Although the NP in object position is encoded as a singular object, the predicate refers to an object in dual. In this respect, reference follows semantic criteria because syntactically, only one NP is encoded as an object.

6.10.2 Coordination of NPs in modifier position

Concerning coordination of two NPs in modifier position, an equally complex example is attested:

(97) `I see the chum of the poor old man and the poor old woman.' [ZNB IV 15]

The syntax of this example is slightly unusual as there is some number concord between the adjective and the other modifiers and the NP shows natural dual coordination. However, semantically, it is understood as plural and agrees with the object.306

Also the following example shows a syntactically less complex case of NP coordination in modifying position:

(98) ‘I bought bread for the father and his son.’ [ZNB IV 15]

6.11 Coordination with personal pronouns

Finally, a short note on coordination with personal pronouns is needed. The usual strategy for conjoining two pronouns is to use the locative forms of pronouns. When personal pronouns and lexical nouns (including names) are coordinated, a different strategy similar to the Russian мы с PNINST is used.

306. This example of agreement on the NP is problematic. It might be the case that numeral agreement on adjectives excludes dual, as other examples I have gathered also never showed agreement for dual. If these observations turn out to be correct, it would mean that concerning number agreement in NPs, dual can only be used for natural dual coordination on lexical nouns; by contrast, adjectives show only singular and plural. This should nevertheless be understood as a working hypothesis.
6.11.1 Coordination of two pronouns

Although the locative is seldom used to conjoin two lexical NPs, the default choice for coordination of two pronouns is the locative form. Frequently, the subject pronoun is dropped:

(99) \( \text{nonida äku-n d} \)\( \text{'I will live here with you.' [LDB Shaman] } \)

6.11.2 Coordination of pronoun and noun

The Forest Enets strategy of conjoining pronouns and personal names with a postposition is rather close to the Russian мы с тобой or мы с PN\text{PNINST} (Lit. ‘we with you’ meaning ‘you and I’ or ‘we with PN\text{PNINST} meaning ‘X and me’) as the initial pronoun refers already to the number of conjoined entities. Due to pro-drop, the pronoun can remain unexpressed, but in the following instances, verb agreement still shows that we are dealing with a мы с PN\text{PNINST} construction:

(100) \( \text{pu d} \)\( \text{e} \)\( \text{đ} \)\( \text{kani-} \)\( \text{Vitalik a} \)\( \text{no} \)\( \text{mountain}[^{GEN}] \text{toward go-1DU PN[^{GEN}] FOC with} \)
\( \text{‘With Vitalij I went towards the mountain.’ (Lit. ‘with Vitalij we went…’) [LDB Bear] } \)

(101) \( \text{no kutkut tonin ŋa-bi-č āu-ā no?} \)\( \text{so some there.} \text{LOC be-1DU-PST mother-PX,GEN,1SG with} \)
\( \text{‘So, for a while I was there with my mother.’ (Lit. ‘we two with my mother’) [NKB Childhood] } \)

When a lexical noun is conjoined with a pronoun, the pronoun has to be encoded in the locative case as expected:

(102) \( \text{to dobun nonina e} \)\( \text{čor-} \)\( \text{čor-} \)\( \text{d} \)\( \text{čor-} \)\( \text{diri-č} \)\( \text{that time.PROL 1PL,LOC still Chor-} \text{Chor-} \text{live-3PL,PST} \)
\( \text{‘In those days with us, a family of Chor lived with us.’ [NKB Prisoners] } \)
7. Verb complex

The following description of the verb complex highlights the most important categories of verbs, such as conjugation type, tense, mood, aspect and evidentiality (henceforth TAME). Further, this chapter also offers notes on clausal negation.

The second part of this description is devoted to operations decreasing or increasing transitivity; a more detailed account on the passive can be found in chapter 12.

7.1 Conjugation types

As a Northern Samoyedic Language, Forest Enets has three different conjugation types\(^{307}\), which have been labeled in different ways by different researchers. Three central positions can be identified. Tereščenko (1966: 894–895) labeled the three conjugation types as I субъектный тип спряжения (subjective conjugation), II объективный тип спряжения (objective conjugation) and III субъектно-безобъектный тип спряжения (subjective-non-objective conjugation). A similar approach was followed by Salminen (1997) in his description of Tundra Nenets, in which he called the three conjugation types the subjective, objective and reflexive conjugations.\(^{308}\) From a typological perspective, the labels proposed in earlier research are misleading, as the nature of these conjugation types is much more complex than their labels suggest. A different approach based on Tundra Nenets data was advocated by Körtvély (2005), who called the three conjugations indeterminative, determinative and reflexive-medial conjugation.\(^{309}\)

Concerning morphology, every conjugation type has its own set of verbal endings (VX) which indicate agreement with the subject in number and person, and additionally in specialized contexts, with the number of the object as well.

From a morphosyntactic perspective, conjugation types correlate with certain syntactic features which will be described below, though these features are not sufficient to motivate the labels subjective, objective and reflexive.\(^{310}\) In principal, Forest Enets has three sets of VX for each conjugation; further specialized VX can be found with several peripheral moods and to a certain degree also within the imperative mood. Alternative VX forms are presented where necessary.

\(^{307}\) Conjugation type and inflectional class are two independent concepts and should not be confused. Inflectional class (class I vs IIa and IIb) is a morphological label that shows which morphophonological alternations are to be expected due to the phonetic shape of a verb stem. Conjugation type, on the other hand, is a morphosyntactic label that shows which set of VX is used for a given verb.

\(^{308}\) Künnap (1999) also used these labels in his translation of Tereščenko (1966).

\(^{309}\) The labels indeterminative and determinative seem to be based on Hungarian concepts of grammaticography following a similar characterization of the Hungarian conjugation. The third label, reflexive-medial, is a result of Körtvély’s analysis, which identified a medial component in addition to earlier reflexive interpretations.

\(^{310}\) Several verbs whose exact number awaits a more thorough investigation can be used in all conjugations, though the choice of conjugation type alters their semantics.
Conjugation I, traditionally called the subjective conjugation, can be labeled as the default conjugation, as the vast majority of verbs fall into this class regardless of whether they are intransitive or transitive.\(^{311}\) Verbs conjugated in conjugation I agree with their subject in number and person.\(^{312}\) The following table shows the paradigm for \(nāš\) ‘stand’ (class I) and \(ped\) ‘look for’ (class IIa):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1P</th>
<th>2P</th>
<th>3P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SG</strong></td>
<td>nä-dʔ</td>
<td>nä-d</td>
<td>nä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DU</strong></td>
<td>nä-bʔ</td>
<td>nä-riʔ</td>
<td>nä-xiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PL</strong></td>
<td>nä-baʔ</td>
<td>nä-raʔ</td>
<td>nä-riʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SG</strong></td>
<td>peña-dʔ</td>
<td>peña-d</td>
<td>peña</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DU</strong></td>
<td>peña-iʔ</td>
<td>peña-riʔ</td>
<td>peña-xiʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PL</strong></td>
<td>peña-baʔ</td>
<td>peña-raʔ</td>
<td>peña-ʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-1: Sample paradigm of conjugation I

As the paradigm shows, two allomorphs, -bʔ and -iʔ, are attested for 1DU; also, for 1PL a lengthened vowel -VVʔ is attested instead of -baʔ. A morphonological rule which would predict the occurrence of either allomorph has not yet been identified.

The following two examples show that both intransitive (1) and transitive verbs (2) can be encoded with conjugation I:

(1) \(bunik\) \(aga-an\) \(modu-ŋa\)
    dog big-PROL bark-FREQ.3SG
    ‘The dog barks loudly (Lit. bigly).’ [ZNB I 38]

(2) \(čiki\) \(deri-xun\) \(mud\) \(uka\) \(sāsurʔ\) \(kada-d-uʔ\)
    this day-LOC.SG 1SG many fox-[ACC.PL] kill-1SG-PST
    ‘This day I killed many foxes.’ [ANP Fox Hunting]

Conjugation I is also used to form predicates from nouns, adjectives, and interrogatives:

(3) \(uu\) \(kurši\) \(enči-d\)
    2SG what.kind.of person-2SG\(^{313}\)
    ‘What kind of man are you?’ [ANP II 36]

(4) \(uu\) \(tone\) \(ibleigu-d\)
    2SG still small-2SG
    ‘You are still young.’ [LDB & NKB II 140]

---

311. Note, that for verbs belonging to inflectional class II, a connecting element must be inserted (IIa -ŋa- IIb -V-).
312. This is also the underlying motivation for its traditional labeling.
313. In predicative position, enčiʔ seems to behave as a non-glottal stop stem; otherwise morphonological assimilation as demonstrated in chapter 3 would be expected.
In this case, the paradigm is defective, as nouns, adjectives and interrogatives are only inflected for present tense (aorist) and general past tense (6). Relative tenses, all moods and aspects are excluded from this usage.

(6) \[ \text{mud} \ ι̣\nụlu-ṣ \ οnai \ enči-d-ud } \\
1SG one-TRSL real person-1SG-PST \\
‘I was the only Enets (in the brigade).’ [LDB Brigade]

A more thorough syntactic analysis will be given in chapter 9.2.

7.1.2 Conjugation II (objective conjugation)

Conjugation II, traditionally labeled objective conjugation, is by all means the most complex conjugation type. As a necessary prerequisite, only transitive verbs can appear in conjugation II. A morphological characteristic of this conjunction is that verbs agree with both subject and the object; with the subject in person and number, but with the object in number only:

(7) a. \[ \text{minsi-da} \ \text{mo} \ \text{didi} \ \text{mi} \ \text{naurda-da} \\
old.woman-PX.ACC.3SG take.3SG pot\text{[gen]} \ \text{in.LAT} \ \text{push-}\text{SG.3SG} \\
‘He took his wife and pushed her into the pot.’ [ANP Man and Giant]

b. \[ \text{ań} \ \text{noo-xuń} \ \text{sama-xu đa} \ \text{tona} \ \text{dubi-xiʔ} \\
FOC take-DU.1SG beast-PX.DU.3SG still warm-DU \\
‘So I took them both, his two beasts were still warm.’ [LDB Clairvoyant]

c. \[ \text{āki} \ \text{pi} \ \text{ma-ń} \ \text{du-kn-iń} \ \text{mod-in-uš} \\
this night say-ASS.3SG dream-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.1SG see-PL.1SG-PST \\
‘“This night”, he said, “I saw them in my dream”.’ [LDB Clairvoyant]

Although traditionally labeled as objective conjugation, this label is quite misleading. The assumed ‘agreement with objects’ is not a syntactic feature, as transitive verbs do not fall automatically into conjugation II. Further, ‘agreement with objects’ is not lexically determined either, as one and the same verb, e.g. ‘kill’, can be used in either conjugation I or conjugation II. A corpus search with the same verb in annotated narratives produced the following result:
It appears that the use of conjugation II is sensitive to information structure, but before turning to a preliminary description, inflectional paradigms will first be presented.\(^\text{314}\)

### 7.1.2.1 Indexing of objects

Principally, indexing of both object and subject on verbs follows a similar pattern as that already encountered in possession (see chapter 5.2.1ff).

Further, the sets of markers used for possession and object indexing are almost identical. The major difference lies in the fact that in conjugation II, the historical plural marker -i never assimilates with the preceding vowels as regular PXs do (the so-called i-deletion rule, see 2.12.2). Both categories seem to share a common history\(^\text{315}\); synchronically, however PX and VX have to be distinguished. Compare:

\begin{align*}
(8) & \quad a. \quad \text{odu-}i & b. \quad \text{odu-xu}i & c. \quad \text{odu-}n\left(\leftarrow \text{i}n\right) \\
& \quad \text{boat-PX.1SG} & \quad \text{boat-DU.1SG} & \quad \text{boat-PL.1SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘my one boat’} & \quad \text{‘my two boats’} & \quad \text{‘my many boats’} \\
(9) & \quad a. \quad \text{ko-}u & b. \quad \text{ko-xu}i & c. \quad \text{ko-}i\left(\leftarrow \text{i}n\right) \\
& \quad \text{find-SG.1SG} & \quad \text{find-DU.1SG} & \quad \text{find-PL.1SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘I found him/her/it.’} & \quad \text{‘I found them/those (two).’} & \quad \text{‘I found them/those.’}
\end{align*}

Similar to possessive suffixes, VX in conjugation II are portmanteau morphs in first and second person; historically clearly segmentable morphology is only attested in third person context:

\begin{align*}
(10) & \quad a. \quad \text{odu-}d\text{a} & b. \quad \text{odu-xu}d\text{a} & c. \quad \text{odu-}i\text{d}a \\
& \quad \text{boat-PX.3SG} & \quad \text{boat-PX.3SG} & \quad \text{boat-PL.3SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘his one boat’} & \quad \text{‘his two boats’} & \quad \text{‘his many boats’} \\
(11) & \quad a. \quad \text{ko-}d\text{a} & b. \quad \text{ko-xu}d\text{a} & c. \quad \text{ko-}i\text{d}a \\
& \quad \text{find-SG.3SG} & \quad \text{find-DU.3SG} & \quad \text{find-PL.3SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘He found him…’} & \quad \text{‘He found them…(two).’} & \quad \text{‘He found them…’}
\end{align*}

\(^{314}\) A more detailed overview concerning function will be given in chapter 10; the following remarks remain therefore preliminary. From a cross-linguistic perspective, the use of conjugation II in Forest Enets shares many similarities with a similar category in Khanty which was addressed in Nikolaeva (2001).

\(^{315}\) For the historical-comparative background see Mikola (2004: 123–124).
With singular reference, the verbal ending encodes both agreement with the subject (number and person) and the number of the object, which can be seen when contrasting conjugations I (12) and II (13):

(12)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Inflection</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pāusumnuju</td>
<td>aṅ sāsor bago ko-dʔ</td>
<td>evening ADV FOC [fox [n/g] hole] [ACC] find-1SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘In the evening I found a fox hole.’ [ANP Fox hunting]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(13)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Inflection</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ćiki te muḍ male ko-u</td>
<td>this reindeer 1SG already find-SG.1SG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘This reindeer, I already found it.’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As already shown above, for first and second person with non-singular reference, the picture is less transparent as morphology is not synchronically segmentable; SG.1SG is expressed via two allomorphs, -u and -b; DU.1SG is realized as -xuń and PL.1SG as -iń:

(14)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Inflection</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ko-u</td>
<td>find-SG.1SG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ko-xuń</td>
<td>find-DU.1SG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ko-iń (?)</td>
<td>find-PL.1SG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I found him/her/it.’</td>
<td>‘I found them/those (two).’</td>
<td>‘I found them/those.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.2.2 Reference to a singular object

Following the explanation given above, the suffixes of conjugation II with reference to a singular object show no separate exponents for number agreement with the object and for person and number agreement with the subject. For SG.1SG reference, two allomorphs, -u and -b, are attested. Occasionally a lengthened vowel is attested, which seems to derive from the assimilation of -u.

| koś ‘find’ with reference to singular object |
|---|---|---|
| SG | DU | PL |
| 1p | ko-u | ko-bʔ | ko-baʔ |
| 2p | ko-r | ko-riʔ | ko-raʔ |
| 3p | ko-da | ko-diʔ | ko-duʔ |

Table 7-3: Conjugation II with singular object reference

7.1.2.3 Reference to dual objects

As noted, the VX for reference to dual objects differ from those used for singular reference. The paradigm contains an element -xuń-, which is historically connected to the dual marker that can also be found with possessives. Synchronically, the ending should be analyzed as belonging to the VX due to the segmentation problems sketched above.

316 Whether this is an instance of exponent of two or a portmanteau morph is a question of no importance for the description of this category.
Florian Siegl: Materials on Forest Enets

koš ‘find’ with reference to dual objects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>ko-xuñ</td>
<td>ko-xuñʔ</td>
<td>ko-xunaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>ko-xud</td>
<td>ko-xudiʔ</td>
<td>ko-xudaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>ko-xuda</td>
<td>ko-xudiʔ</td>
<td>ko-xuḍuʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-4: Conjugation II with dual object reference

7.1.2.4 Reference to plural objects

Structurally, the realization of the VX for reference to plural objects is similar to dual, as the VXs following the historical plural marker -i (also found in the possessive paradigm) are the same. For the same reasons, -i is analyzed as part of the VX.

koš ‘find’ with reference to plural objects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>ko-iñ</td>
<td>ko-iñʔ</td>
<td>ko-inaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>ko-id</td>
<td>ko-idíʔ</td>
<td>ko-idaʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>ko-ída</td>
<td>ko-idíʔ</td>
<td>ko-idúʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-5: Conjugation II with plural object reference

7.1.2.5 The use of conjugation II (objective conjugation)

As a necessary prerequisite, conjugation II is only used with 3P objects:

(15) a. mod̄ boddu-n šidi te ko-xuñ
    1SG tundra-LOC two reindeer[ACC] find-DU.1SG
    ‘I found these two reindeer in the tundra.’ [LDB I 125]

b. mud̄ šita soída-n tāna-u
    1SG 3SG.ACC good-PROL know-SG.1SG
    ‘I know him well.’ [NKB I 177]

With objects in non-3P context, conjugation II is ungrammatical and conjugation I must be used:

(16) a. *mud̄ šit soída-n tāne-u
    1SG 2SG.ACC good-PROL know-SG.1SG
    ‘I know you well.’ [NKB I 177]

b. mud̄ šit soída-n tāni-dʔ
    1SG 2SG.ACC good-PROL know-1SG
    ‘I know you well.’ [NKB I 177]
Further, animacy does not play a role and conjugation II can refer to both animate (see examples in (15)) and inanimate entities:

(17) kasa-da pagi-ku poni-l’ pū-bi-da
man-PX.Gen.3SG parka-DIM[ACC] wear-CON begin-PeRF-SG.3SG
‘And she started to wear her man’s parka.’ [LDB Taboo]

(18) famil-da dūrta dūxara mud
surname-PX.ACC.3SG forget.1SG not.know.1SG 1SG
‘I forgot his surname, I don’t know it.’ [LDB Shaman]

Conjugation II, too, can express anaphoric reference. In the following example, the verb koidu? ‘they found them’ which is uttered as an afterthought (including an intonation break) anaphorically refers to tidu? ‘their reindeer’ in the preceding clause:

(19) pi dūdan // toda-umu-du? tidu? // ko-idu?
light[GEN] along bring-AUD-3PL reindeer.PX.ACC.PL.3PL find-PL.3PL
‘During the night // they brought their reindeer // they found them.’ [LDB Shaman]

In the next example, the verb refers anaphorically to an object which is present in the narrative but currently not active:

(20) no uu pe-da-r
so 2SG find-PeRF-SG.2SG
‘So, you will find it.’ (=the village) [NKB Prisoners]

Whereas so far the presentation has dealt with Forest Enets examples which match similar traditional descriptions of conjugation II in other Northern Samoyedic languages, we now turn to several examples which show that the usage of connection II is connected to information structure.317

Returning to the starting point of this chapter, conjugation I is the default conjugation type for most intransitive and, apparently, all transitive verbs. In intonation-neutral and information-structure-neutral context, e.g. when introducing a new topic (‘I saw an old man in the tundra’), word order is sov and the verb is inflected in conjugation I:

(21) mod bodu-n busi modā-d
1SG tundra-LOC old.man[ACC] see-1SG
‘I saw an old man in the tundra.’ [VNB IV 94]

317. Körtvély (2005) has proposed calling conjugation II the ‘determinative conjugation’, which follows Hungarian grammaticography. Hungarian, too, uses different verbal endings expressing the indefiniteness or definiteness of objects, whose usage is not restricted to the sentence level. Körtvély’s description of conjugation II in Tundra Nenets (114–127), tries to leave the sentence level beyond isolated clauses but does not offer a satisfying new solution.
In contrast to (21), when focusing on *busi* ‘old man’, word order switches to $s_{\text{TOP}}\ SV$ and the verb is without exception encoded in conjugation II:

(22) \[
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The understood kill (fox and wolf) is mentioned in turn (a) but the verb *nooxuń* ‘I took both’ which ‘agrees’ in dual with turn (a) two beasts is uttered in turn (e) which comes ten seconds later in the recording. Further, some references to other animals one can hunt and which were seen in the dream are made (b) but anaphoric ‘agreement’ in number (=dual) with turn (a) in turn (e) is the most decisive point in this fragment.318

Summing up the discussion of conjugation II, there are few solid syntactic reasons (if any at all) to speak of ‘agreement with objects’ in the strict sense of this term. As agreement is generally seen as a feature operating within the boundaries of a clause, a definition of agreement which could accommodate examples such as (23) would surely be too holistic, and therefore another solution must be found. Instead of agreement, I favor an interpretation based on information structure, and this topic will be dealt with again in the end of chapter 10.

### 7.1.3 Conjugation III (reflexive conjugation)

In the relevant literature, conjugation III has been referred to in different ways. Tereščenko (1966) called conjugation III the subjective non-objective conjugation (Ru: субъектно-безобъектный тип спряжения). In recent descriptions of Tundra Nenets, Salminen (1997) called this conjugation the reflexive conjugation, and Körtvély (2005) labeled it reflexive-medial. The overall reason the label ‘reflexive conjugation’ seems to have gained ground is, again, a historical consideration: conjugation III uses its own set of *vX*, which is preceded by an element *-i*. This element *-i* was reconstructed as a reflexive derivational suffix *-j* by Lehtisalo (1936: 78), and thus it seems to be the reason the label ‘reflexive conjugation’ was attached to this category. Although there is no reason to disagree with this reconstruction, *-i* cannot be regarded as an independent derivational suffix in Forest Enets, because it has fused with *vX* and constitutes a special set of *vX*. It seems that the historical reflexive element *-i* can never appear without *vX* of conjugation III, which again demonstrates that they firmly belong together:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| (24) | *mud*  
|   | *kani-*
|   | *dʔ*  
| 1SG | go-1SG  
|   | ‘I go / am going.’|

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| (25) | *mud*  
|   | *sumo-*
|   | *ib*  
| 1SG | fall-r.1SG  
|   | ‘I fell down.’|

For this reason, I have decided to analyze the *vX* including *-i* as a single unit. The following table shows the verbal endings employed in conjugation III:

---

318. Note that in turn (e), conjugation II cannot encode a cataphoric reference; *nooxuń* ‘I took both’ cannot be analyzed as referring to *samaxida* ‘his two beasts’. The only instance of cataphoric reference with conjugation II is found in complement clauses, which will be discussed in chapter 13.5.
Table 7-6: Sample paradigm of conjugation III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>sumo-ib</td>
<td>sumo-ib?</td>
<td>sumo-ina?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>sumo-id’</td>
<td>sumo-id’?</td>
<td>sumo-id’a?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>sumo-id’?</td>
<td>sumo-ixi’</td>
<td>sumo-id’?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that for R.1SG, an allomorph -i(ʔ)/-j(ʔ) is attested, yet the triggering morphological context is not fully understood.

Turning to a functional characterization of conjugation III, the following remarks remain inevitably superficial as this category requires detailed research in the future. First, only intransitive verbs can be found in conjugation III. The following table shows all non-derived verbs found in conjugation III in annotated narratives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>meaning</th>
<th>morph</th>
<th>meaning</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>äddidʔ</td>
<td>He drove.</td>
<td></td>
<td>tātij</td>
<td>I entered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad’ii</td>
<td>I sat down.</td>
<td>nārtij</td>
<td>1) I stopped. 2) I woke up.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kajidʔ</td>
<td>He remained.</td>
<td>padeedʔ</td>
<td>It filled up.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koddidʔ</td>
<td>It froze.</td>
<td>koddiʔ</td>
<td>I fell asleep.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lumidʔ</td>
<td>They ran away in a frightened manner.</td>
<td>kaaguidʔ</td>
<td>He descended.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šimidʔ</td>
<td>He ran.</td>
<td>nātādʔ</td>
<td>It opened.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sooidʔ</td>
<td>He jumped.</td>
<td>pātbindʔ</td>
<td>It burst.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sumoidʔ</td>
<td>He fell down.</td>
<td>kamadij</td>
<td>I got ready.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>todʔ</td>
<td>They arrived.</td>
<td>pōidʔ</td>
<td>It ended.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-7: Verbs encoded in conjugation III in annotated narratives

In ERRE, the following verbs in conjugation III are found:

319. Occasionally, transitive verbs can be found in conjugation III, but they must undergo further derivational processes which will be described below.

320. In ERRE, verbs are listed as aspectual pairs following Russian lexicography. Verbs derived with -gu, which serve as translation equivalents of Russian imperfective verbs, are excluded if non-derived forms are missing (see also the discussion of aspect later in this chapter).
Verb complex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aduš</td>
<td>to sit down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atraciš</td>
<td>to lay down on one’s back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baxad’</td>
<td>to appeal, address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>debič</td>
<td>to dress oneself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dōseguš</td>
<td>to end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaaš</td>
<td>to come out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kexolaguš</td>
<td>to lie on the side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kunuš</td>
<td>to run away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loiluč</td>
<td>to flame up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modaxaš</td>
<td>to slip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mosteš</td>
<td>to lie (for humans)³²¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nertaš</td>
<td>to lift, rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nitâš</td>
<td>to rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pediš</td>
<td>to burst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polxad’</td>
<td>to stick to a person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sod’</td>
<td>to return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sooš</td>
<td>to jump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sumoš</td>
<td>to return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tačuš</td>
<td>to catch fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>todaš</td>
<td>to ascend, climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tooš</td>
<td>to arrive, reach a point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tosaš</td>
<td>to be worried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čiš</td>
<td>to start flying</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-8: Verbs in conjugation III in ERRE

A closer look at the examples shows that only a few examples from this list are indeed reflexive verbs in which the action is targeted at the actor, e.g. to dress, rest. The majority of verbs do express some kind of movement, e.g. to run away, jump, descend or ascend, or denote semelfactives with a further movement component, e.g. to catch fire, open a door, come out or start flying. Prototypical reflexive verbs, such as to cut oneself or to wash oneself, do not belong to this group of verbs and, therefore, I do not consider the proposed label ‘reflexive conjugation’ to be appropriate. As there are no clear-cut semantic criteria for why verbs are assigned to conjugation III, this conjugation’s distinctive characteristic is heterogeneity, as membership seems to be determined lexically.

Several intransitive verbs whose exact number must still be determined can appear in both conjugations I and III, but a semantic difference (semelfactivity or inchoativity) is expressed:³²²

(26) a. mud adi-d?  1SG sit-1SG  ‘I sit / I am sitting.’
    b. mud to-ib?  1SG come-1SG  1SG come-R.1SG  ‘I come / I came.’
    c. mud adi-d?  1SG sit-1SG  1SG sit-R.1SG  ‘I sit / I am sitting.’
    d. mud adi-ij? 1SG sit-1SG  1SG sit-R.1SG  ‘I sat down.’

³²¹ In my collected data, I have not encountered any examples for this verb in conjugation III. Further, for several consultants, this verb was not restricted to humans.
³²² Whether such verbs are zero-derived remains a question for the future. As far as I could collect data for such verbs, these probable zero-derivations do not allow a derivation with inchoative -rai/-la because they already express an inchoative meaning.
e.  bu či-š?  f.  bu či-id?
3SG fly-3SG.PST  3SG fly-3SG.R
‘He flew.’ ‘He started to fly.’ [ZNB III 17]

g.  mud diri-id?  h.  mud dir-i-j?
1SG live-1SG  1SG live-3SG.R
‘I am living.’ ‘I start/lived here.’ [ZNB III 28]

The following example with the stem lat- ‘break’ belongs to this group, however a deri-
vational suffix is involved too:

(27) a.  latni-ŋa  b.  lat-i-dʔ
break-FREQ.3SG  break-R.3SG
‘It broke many times.’ ‘It broke once.’ [ZNB III 28]

Further examples for the usage of conjugation III can be found here:

(28)  lokri no nät-idʔ?
suddenly door open-R.3SG
‘Suddenly the door opened.’ [NKB Prisoners]

(29)  odu-ku-da ni-ʔ  ad-idʔ  kāni toðku-ku
do-3SG-DIM-GEN.3SG on-3SG sit-3SG go.3SG mouse-DIM
river[GEN] in-PROL
‘…sat down in its little boat and the little mouse went down the river.’
[NKB Mouse and Fish]

(30)  näbeä näbeä nhu  ākāda da-d sumu-idʔ?
run.3SG run.3SG very be.tired.3SG ground-LAT.SG fall-R.3SG
‘He ran, he ran, became very tired and fell to the ground.’ [ANP Wolf and Hare]

(31)  modiń ma-ńw Norilskij ūrm-ąda šimnič
1DU say-ASS.3SG Norilsk[ADJ.RU] prison-ABL.SG run.away.R.1DU.PST
‘“We two”, he said, “ran away from the Norilsk camp”.’ [NKB Prisoners]

(32)  da bara-xun ā-da salba ni-ʔ soo-idʔ?
ground[GEN] shore-LOC.SG be-PTCP.IPF ice[GEN] on-LAT jump-R.3SG
‘He jumped on the ice next to the shore.’
(Lit. ‘on the river bank being he jumped on the ice’) [ANP Legend]
7.1.4 Verbal derivation and conjugation III

So far we have only described formally non-derived transitive verbs in conjugation III. However, two derivations are closely connected to conjugation III and will therefore already be addressed here. First, the inchoative derivational suffix -ra/-la alters the conjugation of verbs, which then fall into conjugation III:\(^{323}\)

(33) a. \(\text{ńe \ dara} \) b. \(\text{ńe \ dara-r-id} \)
   child cry.3SG child cry-INCH-R.3SG
   ‘The child is crying.’ ‘The child starts / started to cry.’

c. \(\text{bu \ kinuo} \) d. \(\text{bu \ kinu-l-id} \)
   3SG sing.3SG 3SG sing-INCH-R.3SG
   ‘He is singing.’ ‘He starts singing.’\(^{324}\)

Second, the same re-assignment of verbs in conjugation I or II to conjugation III is triggered by the passive marker -ra/-la:

(34) a. \(\text{bunik \ šii \ sakra} \) b. \(\text{bunki-d \ sakra-r-ii} \)
   dog 1SG.ACC bite.3SG dog-LAT.SG bite-PASS-R.1SG
   ‘A/ the dog bit me.’ ‘I was bitten by a/the dog.’ [ZNB IV 37]

7.1.5 Intransitivity and transitivity and Forest Enets conjugation types

To sum up, the discussion of conjugation types of Forest Enets shows some peculiarities which make this language interesting from a typological perspective. Intransitive verbs can be encoded in two conjugations, namely, conjugation I and conjugation III. On the other hand, also transitive verbs can be encoded in two different conjugations, namely conjugation I and II. It remains a question for the future whether Forest Enets (and again, Northern Samoyedic in general) could be classified as split transitive. As the choice of split transitivity is not lexically grounded but depends on discourse factors, it requires a profound investigation which this grammatical overview cannot produce. Concerning the interplay of transitivity and conjugation class assignment, the following four class system is visible:

---

323. Note that the vowel deletion rule before /i/ applies.
324. \(\text{kinu-} \) has an unexpressed glottal stop in its stem, \(\text{kinu?} \)-, which still surfaces when the inchoative is added and triggers assimilation. Although the infinitival converb of \(\text{kinu-} \) should be \(\text{kinuč} \) (IIb) with two stems, \(\text{kinu?} \) and \(\text{kinu?o-} \), it is frequently found in a class I form \(\text{kinuš} \). However, the aforementioned alternation shows that it is actually still a member of IIb (see 3.8.2.1).
### 7.1.6 Conjugation types and their **v_x**

For convenience, the following overview presents all **v_x** of the three conjugation types in one table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conj. type</th>
<th>Conjugation I</th>
<th>Conjugation II reference to singular object</th>
<th>Conjugation II reference to dual object</th>
<th>Conjugation II reference to plural object</th>
<th>Conjugation III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number/Person</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>DU</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>DU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-10: Conjugation types and their **v_x**

### 7.2 Tense

Forest Enets has a tense system expressing past, present, and future tense reference. Both past and future tense are morphologically marked, and thereby past/future is structurally opposed to the general present tense, which for a variety of reasons will be called aorist.\(^{325}\) Tense interacts closely with both aspect (both lexical and grammatical) and mood; further, several moods have an inherent temporal meaning and block tense altogether, but this discussion will be presented during the description of individual moods in 7.4.\(^{326}\)

---

\(^{325}\) The term **aorist** is generally used in Samoyedology.

\(^{326}\) The incompatibility of tense, that is to say the inherent tense value of several moods, has been addressed several times in the literature (e.g. Sorokina 1987, Urmančieva 2006, Katzschmann 2008), however no investigation is reasonably comprehensive. Sorokina (1987) seems to rely on a small data set, but consequently discusses only Forest Enets. Urmančieva and Katzschmann mix data from both Tundra and Forest Enets.
7.2.1 Tense inventory

The tense inventory of Forest Enets contains several past tenses, aorist, future and a category labeled anterior in the future.\textsuperscript{327} In several descriptions of Northern Samoyedic languages, future tense is excluded from the tense inventory as it is a derivational and not an inflectional category (e.g. Salminen 1997 54–55).\textsuperscript{328} As this description does not make a distinction between inflectional and derivational morphology but addresses tense from a mixed semasiological and onomasiological perspective, the future can and must be included here.\textsuperscript{329}

Concerning past tense reference, a distinction is made between absolute tense and relative tense. In the category of absolute tense, only one tense form is attested, which is labeled as the general past. Typologically speaking, the general past is unusual because the general past tense marker -š is found in verb-final position, following person markers. Among relative tenses one can find a category labeled perfect and marked with -bi. By adding the general past tense marker -š to the perfect, a distant past can be formed. The distant past tense forms show some unusual compositional morphology, which will be discussed in 7.2.3.3.

Finally, a category called anterior in the future is attested. Also this tense is expressed via compositional morphology.

7.2.2 Aorist (general present tense)

The aorist is the morphologically unmarked tense category. The reason for calling it aorist and not present tense is the incompatibility of this category with a present tense interpretation. The Forest Enets aorist does not refer exclusively to a currently ongoing action but refers also to actions which have their implications for the current situation but precede the moment of speech. This largely coincides with the inherent lexical aspect of a verb; this will be illustrated with three examples. In (35), the atelic verb diriš 'live' has a stable present tense reference:

\begin{align*}
(35) & \quad \text{täda kasa ňe-da āku-n dīri} \\
& \quad \text{now [man child]-PX.3SG here-LOC live.3SG}
\end{align*}

‘Now, his son lives here.’ [LDB Yamal]

With action verbs, such as kadaš ‘kill’, the aorist forms allow two interpretations; they can either refer to an ongoing action (killing) or the outcome of an action (killed). In contrast, forms marked by the past tense marker -š refer to actions further back in the

\textsuperscript{327} Tense was addressed by Sorokina in connection with her general description of verb morphology. Apart from the category of anterior in the future, which is missing in her description, no differences were observed (Sorokina 1975b, 1984, 1987).

\textsuperscript{328} Morphological evidence in negation shows that FUT is indeed a derivation but this has no impact on grammaticography.

\textsuperscript{329} In a similar vein also Sorokina (1984).
past that are no longer directly relevant for the present. Also, telic verbs such as koš ‘to find’, which refer to an action just completed, lack formal past tense marking:

\[(36)\] nu obu dudigun kasa-ijishi koš
\[\text{so what period.GEN man-PX.1SG 1SG.ACC find.3SG}\]
‘So after a while my husband found me.’ [NKB Yenisei]

Consequently, both the Forest Enets aorist tense and the past tense are translated by the English past tense, but the equivalent of the English past tense is not necessarily past tense in Forest Enets. Also, if one were to add the past tense marker -š to ‘find’, the action would be shifted back considerably in time and a simple past translation in English would not capture this difference in meaning adequately.

7.2.3 Reference to the past

A distinction between absolute and relative past tense is characteristic of Forest Enets. The general past (absolute past tense) is in opposition to an anterior (relative) tense which allows further fine-graded modification for the relative distant past.

7.2.3.1 General past

The past tense marker -š, which shows two-way assimilation to -d’ and -č with glottal stops, follows VX regardless of conjugation type. As tense is marked word-finally, Forest Enets (and Northern Samoyedic in general) differ from the general principles of morpheme ordering, which has tense closer to the stem than person (e.g. Bybee 1985: 33ff).

The function of the general past is to mark an action that has taken place sometime in the past, regardless of whether it has an implication for the present moment or not:

\[(37)\] ää-ńi kada tonin čiki pošolka-xan
diri-š
\[\text{mother-PX.GEN.1SG grandmother there.LOC this village-LOC.SG live-3SG.PST}\]
‘My mother’s grandmother lived in this village.’ [NKB Childhood]

\[(38)\] kudaxai mud’ää-kuji-i badā-da-š
\[\text{long.ago 1SG mother-DIM-PX.1SG tell-SG.3SG-PST}\]
‘Long ago my mother told this…’ [LDB Chervo]

\[(39)\] motu stada-š mä-du-č
\[\text{six herd-TRSL make-SG.3PL-PST}\]
‘[The reindeer] were divided into six herds.’ [LDB Yamal]
263  Verb complex

(40)  ko-ina-č // lota-xan
find-PL.1PL-PST  laida-LOC.SG
‘We found them, on the laida.’ [LDB Clairvoyant]

A morphonological note

As noted, the Forest Enets past tense marker -š undergoes assimilation to either -d’ or -č (occasionally also -ť instead of -č). In Tereščenko’s paradigm (1965: 449), assimilation to -d’ and -č can be found in special cells within the paradigm; this paradigm also reflects the historically underlying assimilation processes; -š assimilated to -d’ in 1SG and throughout the dual; -č was the outcome of assimilation in the plural paradigm. Whereas relics of this system can still be encountered, a clear trend to generalize -č in 1SG and the dual is observable, regardless of speaker.330 This diverging realization is presented in the following table for kaňiš ‘go’:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Etymologically correct assimilation (Tereščenko 1966)</th>
<th>Present realization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>kaňiđuć</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>kańiđuš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>kańiš</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-11: General past tense and glottal stop assimilation

7.2.3.2  Perfect -bi/-pi

In contrast to the general past in -š, there is an anteriority marker in -bi which undergoes assimilation to -pi with glottal stop stems. Its function is to indicate anteriority with respect to some point of reference. The contrast between the general past and the perfect is readily seen in the following opener of a story:

(41)  kudaxai  mudő  ää-kuji-i  badő-da-š
long.ago  1SG  mother-DIM-PX.1SG  tell-SG.3SG-PST
baglā  busi  ma-ni  tonä-bi
Selkup  old.man  say-ASS.3SG  exist-PERF.3SG
‘Long ago my mother told this. There once was a Selkup…’ [LDB Chervo]

330.  This is less clear for the idiolect of ANP, whose speech shows -ť and -č as allophonic variation.
Besides its perfect interpretation, a secondary evidential and mirative interpretation is attested which can be seen as an extension of the perfect function.331

The mirative interpretation in (42) derives from an elicitation session. As Zoja and I prepared to drink tea, Zoja went to wash the cups. During her absence, I put a new box of tea on the table because we had used up the last teabags the day before. Zoja returned, put the cups on the table, and after a moment said to herself:

(42) \[ \begin{array}{lll} \text{Florian} & \text{čai} & \text{toda-bi} \\
\text{PN} & \text{tea} & \text{bring-PERF.3SG} \\
\end{array} \]

‘Florian brought tea (to my surprise).’ [ZNB I 48]

The next example shows the inferential function, which is another extension of the perfect:

(43) \[ \begin{array}{lll} \text{mud} & \text{ko-i} & \text{sumoi-b-idʔ} \\
1SG & \text{pus-PX.1SG} & \text{fall-PERF-R.3SG} \\
\end{array} \]

‘My pus has dripped [on the floor, and I was not aware of this until now that I see it]’ [LDB I 192]

The interchangeability of mirative and inferential, which are encoded by the same means, can produce ambiguity in discourse, but the perfect interpretation underlies both of them.

A person came into the kitchen and sees that somebody had cooked soup and as its result there is a pot of soup:

(44) \[ \begin{array}{lll} \text{še-xo} & \text{bui} & \text{píri-bi} \\
\text{who-INDEF} & \text{soup} & \text{cook-PERF.3SG} \\
\end{array} \]

‘Somebody has cooked soup.’ [ZNB I 29]

The primary function of the perfect is to indicate that a past event is relevant for the present, whereas the evidential shading is clearly a secondary evidential strategy.332 Concerning frequency, the usage of the perfect in spontaneous speech is low. Speakers who had intimate contact with Tundra Nenets tend to use the perfect more often in narratives.

331. Such an opposition between a general past and a perfect with a further evidential extension is well attested in numerous languages of Eurasia. In this concern, Forest Enets is interesting because it is located outside the Turkic belt which has influenced many of its neighboring languages.

332. Sorokina’s description of the perfect favored a similar interpretation (Sorokina 1980).
7.2.3.3 Distant past -bi/-pi + PST

The perfect marker -bi/-pi can be combined with the general tense marker -š in word-final position to refer to the distant past. The Vx occupies a position between both markers, which results in the order root-perf-vx-pst.

(45) Baka-xan mud poga-bi-d-ud
Baka-LOC.SG 1SG fish-PERF-1SG-PST
‘I had been fishing on Baka.’ [ANP Baka]

In addition to its temporal meaning, the distant past can also receive a secondary evidential interpretation encoding events that have not been witnessed by the interlocutor:

(46) āba-da boa-š ań Krasnojarska nā-n
head-PX.3SG bad-3SG.PST FOC Krasnojarsk[GEN,RU] side-LOC
dagu-bi-š
die-PERF-3SG-PST
‘She was insane (Lit ‘her head was bad’), she was said to have died close to Krasnojarsk.’ [LDB Taboo]

(47) āku-d Salexard-xu teʔ tidi-bi-č
here-ABL Salexard-ABL.SG reindeer-[ACC,PL] buy-PERF-3PL.PST
‘[They], from here, had bought reindeer from Salexard.’ [LDB Yamal]

7.2.3.4 Anteriority in the future

A category labeled anterior in the future is attested, however these forms appear rarely and no textual examples were found. As the forms obtained in elicitation were hard to translate into Russian, translations inevitably contained a modal-like component. Currently, I assume that this category should be regarded as tense, but this issue has not been settled. All examples come from work on paradigms and no example phrases can be given:

(48) a. kańi-da-š
go-FUT-3SG.PST
‘He will have gone.’

b. sanuko-da-š
play-FUT-3SG.PST
‘He will have played.’ [ZNB IV 18.12.07]
7.2.4 Future tense

The function of the future tense is to refer to an event which at the moment of speech has not yet taken place. The future tense marker in -da/-dai/-ta is morphologically problematic as it could also allow a different analysis as -da/-ta.\textsuperscript{333} Further, future tense is derivational as negation demonstrates (see 7.6.3). The Forest Enets future is a temporal category which cannot express modal connotations of obligation or necessity, as a special mood labeled necessitive must be used for this instead (see 7.4.2).

(49) \textit{ma-ńu nod to-da-dʔ}
  \textit{say-ASS.3SG 2SG.LAT come-FUT-1SG}
  ‘She said, “I will come to you”.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(50) \textit{lokri torsi mäđi to-da ma-ńu}
  \textit{Suddenly such wind come-FUT.3SG say-ASS.3SG}
  ‘“Suddenly, such a wind will come”, she said.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(51) \textit{oo kudaxa da-xad mud to-dʔ mäddi-ś}
  \textit{oh distant land-ABL.SG 1SG come-1SG argish-CON}
  \textit{to-dʔ nonida äku-n dırı-da-dʔ}
  \textit{come-1SG 2PL.LOC here-LOC live-FUT-1SG}
  ‘Oh I come from a distant land, I come argishing. I will live with you here.’ [LDB Shaman]

7.3 Aspect

The aspectual system as described in Tereščenko’s sketch (1966) was re-examined by Sorokina (1975a, b), whose conclusions showed that the aspectual system was much more elaborate.\textsuperscript{334} During my fieldwork, no new categories could be identified. As most of Sorokina’s aspect labels were given in Russian, I have chosen different labels; a comparative table can be found below:

\textsuperscript{333} Alternatively, the future tense marker could be postulated as -\textit{da} with assimilation to -\textit{ta} with glottal stop stems. For this solution, -\textit{da} should be classified as an irregular allomorph of -\textit{da}. The merit of this alternative solution is that it would explain cases where non-glottal stop stems show -\textit{da} as their future tense marker instead of -\textit{ta}. However, non-glottal stem verbs do also show -\textit{da} as future tense markers, which leaves this rule with too many exceptions. As the history of this category was not discussed in Mikola (2004), a solution is not possible at present.

\textsuperscript{334} In this respect, the overview of aspect in Künnap (1999) was actually already outdated because it relied on Tereščenko (1966) and failed to incorporate later corrections proposed by Sorokina.
Table 7-12: Comparative chart of aspectual categories and their labeling

In ERRE, Forest Enets verbs are represented in a way that resembles aspectual pairs in Russian. Verbs marked with -gu/-ku appear as Forest Enets equivalents of Russian imperfective verbs. The following example of totaš ‘to read’ serves as a starting example (ERRE 143):

(52) totaš /totaš/ прочитать ‘read\textsubscript{pf}’

Bu padur tota
3SG letter\textsubscript{[acc]} read.3SG
‘He read a/the letter.’ (Ru: ‘Он прочитал письмо.’)

(53) totaguš /totaguš/ читать ‘read\textsubscript{pf}’

Bu kīiga tota-go
3SG book\textsubscript{[acc]} read-dur.3SG
‘He is reading a/the book.’ (Ru: ‘Он читает книгу.’)

335. Although this was mentioned by Sorokina (1975a, b), no further examples were given. The label постепенность действия (‘graduality’) comes from Tereščenko, though slightly different suffixes -do/-to were given (1966: 453). The label cumulative was introduced by Künnap (1999b: 28)

336. The same principle is followed in ES.
Initially, such a presentation seems to suggest that aspect in Forest Enets operates on an imperfective/perfective basis, which is similar to Russian. However, Sorokina (1975b) stated that although Forest Enets verbs in -gu/-ku are, indeed, close to Russian imperfective verbs, this parallel is superficial.337 The analysis chosen here excludes the existence of aspectual pairs and analyzes aspect as an optional derivational category (see also Siegl 2011b for a more detailed discussion).

### 7.3.1 Durative -gu/-ku

Verbs marked by the durative suffix -gu/-ku338, which in ERRE and ES have a similar function as Russian imperfective verbs, express an atelic action. The suffix is also the most productive derivational suffix among the aspectual suffixes.

(54)  
\[
\text{torsi } \text{vot } \text{noda-go-}\ddot{d} \text{?} \\
\text{such } \text{so hear-DUR-1SG}
\]

‘Such, so I heard.’ [LDB Taboo]

Occasionally, -gu/-ku can be used to mark statements as general, but this blocks a habitual interpretation. These instances are however not very frequent:

(55)  
\[
\text{tu } \text{ni-n } \text{en\text{'}ci } \text{puga } \text{\ddot{c}i-go} \\
\text{lake}_{[\text{GEN}]} \text{on-LOC person net}_{[\text{ACC}]} \text{put.up-DUR.3SG}
\]

‘On this lake, a man is fishing.’ [ANP Lakes around Potapovo]

In contrast to Russian imperfective verbs, Forest Enets durative verbs do not express any habitual action as this is expressed by verbs carrying the habitual suffix -ubi.

(56)  
\[
\text{Утром } \text{обычно } \text{читаю } \text{немного.} \\
\text{morning,INST.MASC.SG } \text{usually read.1SG little,ADV}
\]

‘In the morning I usually read a little bit.’

(57)  
\[
\text{kiudnuju } \text{mod } \text{peri } \text{k\text{'}niga } \text{tota-ubi-}\ddot{d} \\
\text{morning,ADV 1SG always book}_{[\text{ACC}]} \text{read-HAB-1SG}
\]

‘In the morning I usually read a little bit.’

337. “При помощи суффикса -гу образуются глагольные основы, близкие по значению глаголам русского несовершенного вида.” (With the help of the suffix -gu verbal bases are derived whose meaning is very near to the Russian imperfective aspect.) (Sorokina 1975b: 132, 134). Still, for the compilation of the school dictionary, Sorokina and Bolina (2001) were apparently guided by Russian lexicographic principles, and verbs were presented in a way that would allow an interpretation of aspectual pairs. During a short meeting with Irina Sorokina in St. Petersburg in December 2009, she informed me that she had abandoned her 1975 position and now believes that Forest Enets indeed has aspectual pairs.

338. The usual u/o variation applies.
With verbs with an inherent lexical perfective meaning, -gu/-ku derives an atelic version focusing on an ongoing process which resembles the Russian imperfective aspect very closely.

(58) a. $bu$ $kňiga$ $tota-go$
   3SG book$_{[ACC]}$ read-DUR.3SG
   ‘He is reading a/the book.’ [IIS IV 148]

   b. $mod ņ$ $kňiga$ $tota-u$
   1SG book$_{[ACC]}$ read-SG.1SG
   ‘I read a/the book.’ [IIS IV 148]

Some verbs denoting states/processes cannot be marked with the durative. These verbs include, e.g. tāniš ‘know’, komitaš ‘love’, and mosraš ‘work’. Interestingly, důriš ‘live’ has a durative důriš, which means ‘living at a location for a longer period’. Also verbs of movement can be derived with the durative aspect:

(59) $tošnuju$ $kaa-gu-id$
   down$_{ADV}$ descend-DUR-R.3SG hill$_{[GEN]}$ on$_{ABL}$
   ‘Down he came, from the hill.’ [LDB Supernatural]

(60) $ań$ $kiu-da$ $ni-ʔ$ $sumo-g-idʔ$
   FOC side-PX GEN.3SG on-LAT fall-DUR-R.3SG
   $ań$ nääk $kiu-da$ $ni-ʔ$ $sumo-g-idʔ$
   FOC other side-PX GEN.3SG on-LAT fall-DUR-R.3SG
   ‘So [the mouse] fell on the one side, then it fell on the other side.’ [NKB Mouse]

The durative can be combined with the past tense marker -š:

(61) $bočka$ $mi-ʔ$ $to$ $dogun$ $sirta-go-č$
   barrel$_{[GEN]}$ in-LAT that period LOC SG salt-DUR-3PL PST
   ‘Into a barrel, they salted them [the fish] in those days.’ [LDB Transportnik]

Further, the durative can also co-occur with the converb marker -š/-d/-č, which serves as the citation form of verbs in both dictionaries. According to both Tereščenko (1966) and Sorokina (1975b), this is possible with all aspectual suffixes. In my data it is attested predominantly with the durative suffix; other instances are attested too, but are infrequent:

339. This may, however, be an accidental gap in my collected data.
Verbs belonging to inflectional class IIa block durative derivation. This constraint is semantically motivated and will be analyzed in more detail in the next section.

7.3.2 Frequentatives

From a historical perspective, one could speak of the existence of two frequentative markers sharing the initial consonant -r. As the picture concerning frequentatives and their appearance is complicated, one has to reserve some more space for its discussion. The proposed solution below is preliminary and awaits a more thorough investigation in the future.

7.3.2.1 Lexicalized (historical) frequentative

Verbs belonging to class IIa show a stem extension in -ŋa in the aorist. In the case of negation, this stem extension cannot be found, and, instead, the negated main verb ends in -r. One example of such a verb is dörid ‘speak’:

(63) a. bu dör-ŋa
    3SG speak-LINK.3SG
    ‘(S)he is speaking.’

b. bu ní dör-r
    3SG NEG.AUX.3SG speak-CN
    ‘(S)he is not speaking.’

In fact, all verbs belonging to class IIa are historical frequentatives. From a historicizing perspective, the stem-final element -r in (63b) is a frequentative-augmentative marker (Lehtisalo 1936: 190). However, in the affirmative conjugation and in the infinitival verb dörid’, no traces of -r can be found. Instead, in finite and several less-finite forms (e.g. imperative 3SG, but also in the plural), a stem extension in -ŋa is found (see also 3.8.2.2). As an intermediate solution, I have chosen to analyze -ŋa as an allomorph of frequentative -r as their realization is mutually incompatible. The overall question of whether it is justifiable to attribute a frequentative meaning to -r and -ŋa cannot be

---

340. In Salminen’s description of Tundra Nenets morphology, -ŋa is discussed in his account on “general finite stems” (1997: 99–101). The same morpheme behaves superficially similarly, as it can be found in finite verbs only. However, a clear semantic meaning is connected to -ŋa which suggests that it is not only a linking morpheme.

341. Concerning language history, this classification is unorthodox as -ŋa is the fossilized historical aorist marker (e.g. Mikola 2004: 115). As such it does not longer function in Forest Enets.
settled finally, but I will present data which makes such an interpretation likely. Turning to the meaning of these possible frequentative suffixes, they express an ongoing or sometimes also a repeated action at a certain point in time in both aorist and past tenses. Further, the frequentative can also be used to express verbal plurality. The potential frequentative meaning cannot be combined with future tense reference. The following examples show several verbs in spontaneous speech and elicitation:

(64) šidi  déri  pe-ŋ-ina? ñale
two   day   look-FREQ-PL.1PL already
‘We have been looking for two days already (and still are).’ [LDB Shaman]

(65) ŋolu  da-xan  ñi-?  ña-?  peri  nābi-ŋa-?
one    place-LOC.SG   NEG.AUX-3PL   be-LOC-CN   always   run-FREQ-3PL
‘They [reindeer] don’t stay in one place, they always run.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

(66) čai-ŋa-ba-č  dōri-ŋa-ba?
drink.tea-FREQ-1PL-PST   speak-FREQ-1PL
‘We drank tea, we chatted…’ [LDB Weekend]

(67) durak  bada-ru-n  dūr-ŋa-d?
Nenets   word-LIM-PROL   speak-FREQ-1SG
‘I’m only speaking Nenets.’ [NKB Childhood]

(68) bu  aga-an  puditu-ŋa
3SG   big-PROL   breath-FREQ.3SG
‘He breathes/is breathing hard.’ [ZNB III 21]

As noted, class IIa verbs block aspectual derivation with the durative -gu → *dōri-ku ‘speaking for a while’. Further, as the following examples show, both the durative -gu and frequentative form minimal pairs and should not be considered allomorphs:

(69) a. tāda  poga  šiti-ŋa-d?
now   net[ACC]   repair-FREQ-1SG
‘I am repairing a net.’ (or: ‘I frequently repair a net.’)342 [LDB II 79]

b. mud  poga  šiti-go-d?
1SG   net[ACC]   repair-DUR-1SG
‘I am currently repairing a net.’ (atelic) [LDB II 79]

---

342. The frequentative has a further interpretation of verbal plurality. In contrast, the durative cannot express this notion.
Finally, two verbs borrowed from Russian behave as IIa verbs:

(70) ŋobkutan pāušumnuju noñ  Oksana zvonì-ña
    once  evening,ADV  1SG.LAT   Oksana call-FREQ.3SG
ma-ñu noñ noñ  Florian zvonì-ña-ñ
say-3SG.ASS 1SG.LAT 1SG.LAT Florian call-FREQ-3SG.PST
‘Once in the evening, Oksana called me. She told me that Florian had called…’

In another narrative, the Russian verb учиться ‘study’ appears twice with the durative marker as učiduguđud’<study.DUR.1SG.PST> ‘I was studying’ and once as učidujaa <study.FREQ.1PL> ‘We were studying’. Although these instances are problematic, both verbs звонить and учиться could have fallen into the IIa class not on semantic grounds, but via analogy. The Russian infinitive marker -t could have been interpreted as equivalent to the Forest Enets infinitival converb marker -d’, which is the marker for IIa verbs. If this interpretation turns out to be correct, verbs borrowed from Russian (at least recent borrowings) are assigned to this class by morphological analogy and not by their semantics. Although such a solution derives from my limited data, a much more comprehensive study is needed.

7.3.2.2 Productive frequentative in -rV/-lV-

There is a second, reasonably productive frequentative in -rV/-lV. Historically, it must be related to the frequentative in -r from above although it contains a further vowel. The productive frequentative is seen in the following example:

(71) mod’ kirba koru-xun motu-ra-a
    1SG bread [ACC] knife-LOC.SG cut-FREQ-SG.1SG
‘I have cut up one loaf of bread with a knife.’ [ZNB IV 12]

In contrast to class IIa verbs, the productive frequentative marker -rV seems to be combinable with the durative marker -gu:

(72) modña? sänuku dor dëtši nooru
    1PL several time Yenisei[GEN] across
bei-ru-gu-ina-ñ
CROSS-FREQ-DUR-R.1PL-PST
‘We crossed the Yenisei several times (with a boat).’ [ZNB I 67]

As this initial categorization is still preliminary, this unusually complicated aspectual category calls for more detailed research in the future.
7.3.3 Habitual -ubi/-mubi/-umbi/-mbi

The habitual\(^{343}\) marks verbs for actions that occur either on a regular basis or frequently enough to be considered a habit. The suffix -ubi is attached to non-glottal-stop stems; all the other versions were encountered with glottal-stop stems:\(^{344}\)

\[(73)\]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{mɒd̪n̪a} + \text{čas} + \text{xun} + \text{oo-mubi-ā} + \text{tādə} + \text{aŋ?} + \text{orču-Č} \\
1\text{PL hour-LOC.SG eat-HAB-1PL now FOC before-ABL} \\
\text{oo-ŋa-č} \\
\text{eat-FREQ-1PL}
\end{array}
\]

‘We usually eat at 1 o’clock, but today we ate earlier.’ [NKB II 20]

\[(74)\]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{tɔrsi} + \text{enču} + \text{badi-ubi-?} + \text{ma-mbi-?} + \text{dudigada enči} \\
such person[\text{NOM,PL}] + \text{tell-HAB-3PL} + \text{say-HAB-3PL} + \text{clairvoyant}
\end{array}
\]

‘So the people tell, they usually say, a clairvoyant…’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

The habitual can be combined with the general past tense marker -š, which results in the reported action being shifted considerably into the past:

\[(75)\]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{dūrak} + \text{enči} + \text{bu} + \text{kerta} + \text{dūrak} + \text{bada-an} \\
\text{Nenets person 3SG own.PX.GEN.3SG Nenets word-PROL} \\
\text{perí} + \text{dūrī-mubi-š} + \text{mensi-Ča} + \text{aŋ dūrak} \\
\text{always speak-HAB-3SG.PST old.woman-PX.3SG FOC Nenets} \\
\text{bada-an} + \text{dūrī-ŋa-š} \\
\text{word-PROL speak-FREQ-3SG.PST}
\end{array}
\]

‘The Nenets, he usually spoke in Nenets, but his wife spoke (only) Nenets.’ [LDB Shaman]

Further, the habitual can be combined with the perfect tense -bi and the general past tense marker -š, which indicates that an action occurred regularly in the distant past:

\[(76)\]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{kudaxai} + \text{ąku-xun} + \text{šidi} + \text{po} + \text{dūrī-ubi-ubi-d-ud’} \\
\text{long.ago here-LOC.SG two year live-HAB-PERF-1SG-PST}^{345}
\end{array}
\]

‘A long time ago I had been living here for two years.’ [ZNB IV 70]

Sorokina (1984: 117–118) also has an example for habitual with the future where HAB precedes FUT kolta-ubi-da-d’<clean-HAB-FUT-1SG> ‘I will be constantly cleaning’, however no such forms are attested in my materials. Further, Sorokina (1975b: 136) shows

\(^{343}\) In ET (336), this category was re-labeled усинатив ‘usinative’, which in contrast to its initial classification as continuative fits its semantics better. I prefer to call this category habitual.

\(^{344}\) Currently, no fully productive morphonological rule can be presented.

\(^{345}\) /u/ is apparently added for phonotactic reasons.
several examples where HAB is found on verbs preceding the infinitive converb marker -š e.g. kolbi-ubi-š <lie-HAB-CON> ‘lie constantly’ or mosra-ubi-š <work-HAB-CON> ‘work constantly’. Such forms are not attested in my materials.

Excursus: habitual in the future -uta?

Forest Enets may have a second habitual expressing a repeated event occurring in the future. During an elicitation session with both ZNB and LDB, the following example was produced. However, this is the only example that is currently attested:

(78) uu segmit dér magazin-ud kan-uta-d
   2SG every day store-LAT.SG go-HAB.FUT-2SG
   ‘Every day, you will go the shop.’ [ZNB II 92]

The first part of -uta is similar to the initial component of -ubi, and the second part, -ta, could be related to the future tense marker. Although such an interpretation seems possible, it must be said that both ERRE and ES have a lexical entry for a verb of movement with the forms kanuš and kanuč, and example (78) could equally be analyzed as a future tense form of kanuč. As I could document neither kanuš nor kanuč, this question must remain unanswered for the time being.

7.3.4 Discontinuative -ga/-ka

The discontinuative aspectual marker -ga/-ka is not productive, and only a few examples are currently attested. The discontinuative expresses an action that takes place irregularly:

(79) televizor kutuixin mosra-ga
   TV sometimes work-DISC.3SG
   ‘Once in a while, the TV works (but usually it does not).’ [ZNB I 66]

(80) bid toda-ga
    water [ACC] bring-DISC.3SG
    ‘Once in a while, he brings some water.’ [NKB II 88]

(81) në leu-ka
    child cry-DISC.3SG
    ‘The child cries once in a while.’ [ZNB III 16]

Example (82) is one of the very few instances where the discontinuative was found in a recorded narrative:
7.3.5 Delimitative -ita

The delimitative -ita is another infrequent aspectual derivational suffix without any textual examples. It characterizes an event that takes place for a short period of time, including a repetition if possible:

(83) bu ibleigu-n adi-ita
1SG little-PROL sit-DEL.1SG

‘He sits for a little while.’ [ZNB I 67]

(84) mud ibleigu-n kod-ita-d
1SG little-PROL scratch-DEL-1SG

‘I scratched myself for a little while.’ [VNB II 78]

As an interesting case of lexicalization, the verb komitaš ‘love’ seems to be a delimitative derivative of the verb komaš ‘want’.

7.3.6 Cumulative

The cumulative -do marks a continuing event. At present, no examples have been found in spontaneous speech. The examples in (85) are taken from Tereščenko (1966: 453)

(85) souxud ‘improve’ → souxudoš ‘keep on improving’
  sobut ‘take’ → sobutoš ‘keep on taking’

Since I was unable to elicit any similar forms, I showed the original examples to several consultants. Only LDB recognized this form, and offered the following example:

(86) diričima souxu-do-š tara-ńu
life improve-CUM-CON must-ASS.1SG

‘Life must improve.’ [LDB II 33]
7.3.7 Inchoative -ra/-la

The inchoative -ra/-la focuses on the beginning of an action. Concerning its morphological behavior, the inchoative changes the assignment of verbs and transfers them to conjugation III.\(^{346}\) This rule seems to apply without exception:

\[(87) \text{a. } \bar{n}e\, d\acute{a}\, ra \quad \text{b. } \bar{n}e\, d\acute{a}\, r\, -i\bar{d}\?]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{child} & \quad \text{cry.3SG} & \quad \text{child} & \quad \text{cry-INCH-R.3SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘The child is crying.’} & & \quad \text{‘The child starts/started to cry.’}
\end{align*}
\]

\[(88) \quad \text{d\acute{u}rak\, bada-an\, s\ddot{o}i\ddot{a}-an\, d\ddot{u}r\, -i\bar{l}\, i?}]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Nenets} & \quad \text{word-PROL} & \quad \text{good-PROL} & \quad \text{speak-INCH-R.1SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘I started to speak Nenets well.’} & & \quad [\text{NKB Childhood}]
\end{align*}
\]

The inchoative blocks all other aspectual derivations.\(^{347}\) However, it can be combined freely with the perfect tense -bi/-pi:

\[(89) \quad \text{kasa\, \ddot{a\ddot{c}}\ddot{i}\, kodu-da\, ni\, ad\, -i\bar{d}\?\, \ddot{s}\ddot{e}m\ddot{n}i\ddot{a}}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[man,\,n\ddot{a}]\, \text{youngster}} & \quad \text{sled-PX,\,GEN.3SG\, on,\,LAT\, sit-R.3SG\, some\,time} \\
\text{kuda-ra-bi-d} & \quad \text{sleep-INCH-PERF-R.3SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘The young man sat down on his sled and fell asleep for some time.’} & & \quad [\text{ANP Old Woman and Son}]
\end{align*}
\]

7.3.8 Translative-resultative -ma

The translative-resultative -ma focuses on the changing state of an action and its result. In this respect, the translative-resultative is the functional opposite of the inchoative, which stresses the beginning of an action.

\[(90) \text{a. } \text{kasa\, en\ddot{c}i\, aru-ma}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[man,\,n\ddot{a}]\, \text{person}} & \quad \text{grow-RES.3SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘The boy grew tall.’} & & \quad [\text{ZNB III 18}]
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{b. } bi?\, \text{laxu-ma}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{water} & \quad \text{cook-RES.3SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘The water boiled.’} & & \quad [\text{ZNB III 18}]
\end{align*}
\]

---

\(^{346}\) If not followed by, e.g. the PERF as in the example below, the suffix final /a/ undergoes the a-deletion rule.

\(^{347}\) Sorokina (1975b: 136) stated that it would never combine with the durative.
From a morphological perspective, the translative-resultative aspectual marker also shows some derivational properties, as it can derive translative-resultative verbs from nouns:

(91) a. dëri dëba → b. yä-da dëri-ma
    day warm.3SG       sky-PX.3SG day-RES.3SG
    ‘The day is warm.’ ‘It’s getting day.’ [ZNB III 18]

c. bu busi-ma
    3SG old.man-RES.3SG
    ‘He became old.’ [ZNB III 18]

d. bu mensi-ma
    3SG old.woman-RES.3SG
    ‘She became old.’ [ZNB III 18]

An unusual member of this group is the verb ood ‘to eat’. Its imperfective counterpart oo-ya <eat-FREQ.3SGG> is a frequentative, but the perfective version shows a form similar to the resultative derivation.

(92) a. točgod kiudâ čai-b o-ma-d?
    then morning tea-PX.ACC.1SG eat-RES-SG.1SG
    ‘Then I drank my morning tea.’ (Lit. ‘I ate morning tea’) [ZNB Hat]

Whereas it is quite possible that this verb is perceived as belonging to the same aspectual derivation via analogy, the verb stem historically ends in -m (Janhunen 1977: 15). The next example, too, shows a verb in which the -ma marker belonged historically to the stem as it is preserved in Tundra Nenets.348

(92) b. kaja odi-ma
    sun appear-RES.3SG
    ‘The sun comes out.’ [ZNB III 18]

As there are several instances of future forms ođida ‘will become visible, will appear’ which follow the assumed glottal stop assimilation, it is very likely that -ma has been reinterpreted as an aspect marker already.

348. ңадымдăсь and related, see [T65:373].
7.4 Mood

Whereas both tense and aspect were studied in more detail in individual studies by Sorokina (1975b, 1987), the mood system has never been the subject of an independent study. Also the overview in Sorokina (2010b) is incomplete. The only overview is therefore still Tereščenko’s sketch grammar (1966), which was reduplicated later in Künnap (1999) and Labanauskas (2002). Some new moods are mentioned *en passant* in ET (335–336), but they lack descriptions. The collected data suggests that Forest Enets has more than the five moods originally recognized by Tereščenko (1966), but the overall number is hard to determine, and the exact number will have to remain open for the time being.349 A variety of factors make the study of mood complicated. First, the number of moods is still not fixed and even after primary fieldwork ended, new forms appeared in re-transcribed speech once in a while. Second, for several moods, no full paradigm could be collected, and ‘minimal pairs’ that would show the difference between semantically close moods were hard to obtain. Third, as Russian knows only imperative and conditional mood, many Forest Enets moods were simply translated by the same Russian modal adverbs, which introduced further vagueness. And finally, several moods which were produced in spontaneous speech could not be retrieved via elicitation. The following table summarizes the attested mood forms excluding the unmarked indicative mood; the table remains preliminary for the reasons mentioned above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FORM</th>
<th>SECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imperative (2p, 3p)</td>
<td>distinctive set of vx</td>
<td>7.4.1–7.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hortative (1p)</td>
<td>-xu/-gu/-ku + vx</td>
<td>7.4.1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessative</td>
<td>-ču + vx</td>
<td>7.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrogative</td>
<td>-sá/-dá/-ča + vx</td>
<td>7.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td>-ńi + vx + pst</td>
<td>7.4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speculative</td>
<td>verb + PTCP + SIM + further morphology</td>
<td>7.4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past probabilative</td>
<td>-sa + vx&lt;sub&gt;EXP&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>7.4.6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential</td>
<td>-te + vx&lt;sub&gt;EXP&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>7.4.6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound past potential</td>
<td>verb + PTCP.IPF + PX copula + POT</td>
<td>7.4.6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertative</td>
<td>verb + CN + NEG.AUX + vx&lt;sub&gt;EXP&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>7.4.6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumptative</td>
<td>verb + CN + NEG.AUX + isi + vx&lt;sub&gt;EXP&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>7.4.6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterfactive</td>
<td>NEG.AUX + ŋi + vx + CN</td>
<td>7.4.6.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-13: Comparative chart of moods and their labeling

This overview begins with the imperative, as this category has some morphosyntactic peculiarities, including a particular set of vx. Further, derivational moods will be presented, which are then followed by moods that diachronically seem to come from former

349. Salminen (1997: 98) provides 16 possible moods for Tundra Nenets, but a detailed morphosyntactic study is still lacking. First steps were undertaken by Jalava (2012).
nominalizations or are based on negative auxiliaries. Finally, a list of possible other moods for which no safe description can be offered will be given.

7.4.1 Imperative mood and hortative mood

The imperative mood is the prototypical mood used for giving commands. Imperatives can be formed for 2P and 3P in singular, dual and plural, although their illocutionary force varies. In this respect, one might wish to speak of the category imperative for 2P only (direct commands), whereas commands for 3P are weaker and could be called optative. In principal, the three basic conjugation classes have their own distinct verbal endings for the imperative. Still, these endings overlap to a large degree with those which are used in the indicative.350 By contrast, commands in the 1P context have a special mood marker -xu/-gu/-ku, but no special vx, and the hortative is therefore presented independently.

7.4.1.1 Imperative conjugation I

The following verbal endings are used for imperatives in conjugation I:

Imperatives in 2nd person

(93) a.  
\textit{toʔ}  
come-IMP.2SG  
‘Come!’  
[ZNBI 30]

b.  
\textit{to-ʔiʔ}  
come-IMP.2DU  
‘You two come!’  

[ZNBI 30]

c.  
\textit{to-raʔ}  
come-IMP.2PL  
‘Y’all come’

Imperatives in 3rd person

(94) a.  
\textit{bu} \textit{āuʔ} \textit{to-ʔi}  
3SG here-LAT come-IMP.3SG  
‘He should come here!’ [ZNBI 30]

b.  
\textit{buðiʔ} \textit{āuʔ} \textit{to-xiʔ}  
3DU here-LAT come-IMP.3DU  
‘They (two) should come here!’ [ZNBI 30]

c.  
\textit{buðuʔ} \textit{āuʔ} \textit{to-ʔ}  
3PL here-LAT come-IMP.3PL  
‘They should come here!’ [ZNBI 30]

350. Class IIa verbs use different stems for the imperative, but this has no morphosyntactic implication (3.9.2.1).
In Sorokina (2010b), the markers for commands in 3rd person show different verbal endings, which are shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imperative conjugation I</th>
<th>Sorokina (2010b: 322)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>DU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>-ʔ̣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>-b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-14: Imperative and conjugation I

As can be seen, verbal endings show a certain kind of overlapping. Whereas the imperative has an independent set of VX in the singular, the non-plural series for 2nd person is formally homonymous with general VX. In 3rd person context, only the non-dual form is independent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imperative conjugation I</th>
<th>VX conjugation I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>DU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>-ʔ̣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>-b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-15: VX imperative conjugation I and affirmative conjugation I

7.4.1.2 Imperative conjugation II

Imperatives in conjugation II are inevitably more complex due to the required object reference. Whereas imperatives in conjugation I and III have only 6 possibilities (three forms for commands in second person and three for third person), imperatives in conjugation II have nine forms for second person and nine for third person, resulting in 18 forms. As my own data still lacks some forms, the following overview discusses my own data as well as data from Sorokina (2010b) side by side:

Imperative 2SG

(95) a. mu-ʔ̣
   take-IMP.SG.2SG
   ‘Take it.’
   [all ZNB I 31]

b. mu-xuʔ̣
   take-IMP.DU.2SG
   ‘Take both!’

c. mu-ŋ
   take-IMP.PL.2SG
   ‘Take many!’

351. Some morphonological alternations apply; verbs belonging to class IIa show -r, while those in class IIb show -s. This, however, has no relevance for the overall discussion.

352. Tereščenko (1966: 451) has -giʔ̣ for 3DU.
Imperative 2\(DU\)

(96) a. \(\text{udi? } \text{äki } \text{mariä } \text{kada-ri?}\)
\(\text{2DU } \text{this } \text{bag } \text{carry-IMP.SG.2DU}\)
‘You two carry this one bag!’

\(\text{b. } \text{udi? } \text{kada-xudi? } \text{c. } \text{udi? } \text{kad-idi?}\)
\(\text{2DU } \text{carry-IMP.DU.2DU } \text{2DU } \text{carry-IMP.PL.2DU}\)
‘You two carry two bags!’ ‘You two carry the bags!’

[all ZNB V 5]

Imperative 2\(PL\)

(97) a. \(\text{uda? } \text{äki } \text{mariä } \text{kada-ra?}\)
\(\text{2PL } \text{this } \text{bag } \text{carry-IMP.SG.2PL}\)
‘Y’all carry this one bag.’

\(\text{b. } \text{uda? } \text{kada-xuda? } \text{c. } \text{uda? } \text{kad-ida?}\)
\(\text{2PL } \text{carry-IMP.DU.2PL } \text{2PL } \text{carry-IMP.PL.2PL}\)
‘Y’all carry these two bags.’ ‘Y’all carry these bags!’

[all ZNB V 6]

3P with reference to singular object

(98) a. \(\text{bu } \text{moo-da}\)
\(\text{3SG } \text{take-IMP.SG.3SG}\)
‘He should take it!’

\(\text{b. } \text{bud? } \text{moo-di? } \text{c. } \text{budu? } \text{moo-du?}\)
\(\text{3DU } \text{take-IMP.SG.3DU } \text{3PL } \text{take-IMP.SG.3PL}\)
‘They (two) should take it!’ ‘They should take it!’

[all ZNB I 31]

3P with reference to dual object

(99) a. \(\text{dotu-xuda?}\)
\(\text{hit-IMP.DU.3SG}\)
‘He should beat these two!’

\(\text{b. } \text{dotu-xudi? } \text{c. } \text{dotu-xudu?}\)
\(\text{hit-IMP.DU.3DU } \text{hit-IMP.DU.3PL}\)
‘They two should beat these two!’ ‘They should beat these two.’

[all Sorokina 2010b: 324]
3P with reference to plural object

(100)a.  *dot-ida*
hit-IMP.PL.3SG
‘He should beat them all!’

b.  *doti-diʔ*
hit-IMP.PL.3DU
‘They two should beat them all!’

c.  *dot-idaʔ*
hit-IMP.PL.3PL
‘They should beat them all!’

[all Sorokina 2010b: 324]

The following chart lists the verbal endings for imperatives in conjugation II with number reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Imperative with reference to singular object</th>
<th>Imperative with reference to dual object</th>
<th>Imperative with reference to plural object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>DU</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-d/-d</td>
<td>-riʔ</td>
<td>-raʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-daʔ</td>
<td>-diʔ</td>
<td>-duʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-16: Imperative and conjugation II

Again, the paradigm overlaps to a large degree with the regular paradigm of conjugation II:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regular vx with reference to singular object</th>
<th>Regular vx with reference to dual object</th>
<th>Regular vx with reference to plural object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>DU</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-r</td>
<td>-riʔ</td>
<td>-raʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-da</td>
<td>-diʔ</td>
<td>-duʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-17: Imperative vx conjugation II and affirmative conjugation II

The independent vx for imperative in conjugation II are restricted to the 2nd person singular; all non-singular forms in 2nd person are homonymous with the forms in the affirmative. The forms for constellations in third person seem to differ too, but are not fully representative for the language of the current generation due to the lack of such forms in my gathered data.
7.1.4.3 Imperative conjugation III

For imperatives belonging to conjugation III, all VX encountered in the present generation match the VX as presented in Sorokina (2010b: 325–326).

Imperatives in 2nd person

(101) a. adi-dʔ
sit-IMP.R.2SG
‘Sit down!’
[all ZNB I 32]
b. adi-diʔ
sit-IMP.R.2DU
‘You two sit down!’
c. adi-daʔ
sit-IMP.R.2PL
‘Y’all sit down!’

Imperatives in 3rd person

(102) a. adi-d́
sit-IMP.R.3SG
‘He should sit down!’
b. adi-giʔ
sit-IMP.R.3DU
‘They (two) should sit down!’
c. adi-dʔ
sit-IMP.R.3PL
‘They should sit down!’ [all ZNB I 32]

The most unusual characteristic of the imperative forms for conjugation III is the fact that in contrast to conjugations I and II, this conjugation has an independent set of VX for the imperative for all persons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imperative conjugation III</th>
<th>Conjugation III regular VX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>DU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>-dʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>-d́</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-18: Imperative VX conjugation III and affirmative VX conjugation III

7.4.1.4 Hortative -xu/-gu/-ku

The hortative in -xu, or -gu and -ku after glottal stop stems, expresses that the speaker thinks that he himself or he and the addressee should do what is expressed by the verb. Currently, only examples for conjugation I are at my disposal:
(103) \textit{ka\text{"n}i-xu-i yul\text{"i} det\text{"s}i bar-ud}
\[\text{go-HORT-1DU so Yenisei\textsubscript{[GEN]} shore-LAT.SG}\]
‘Let us two go to the bank of the Yenisei.’ [ZNB III 15]

(104) \textit{ka\text{"n}i-xu-gu-d\dagger yul\text{"i} toni?}
\[\text{go-HORT-DUR-1SG so there.LAT}\]
‘I should go there.’ [ZNB III 15]

In 1pl context, the \textit{vX} fuses with the durative marker which results in the lengthening of
the vowel in the hortative suffix:

(105) \textit{ka\text{"n}i-xu-goo? yul\text{"i} toni?}
\[\text{go-HORT-DUR.1PL so there.LAT}\]
‘Let us go there.’ [ZNB III 15]

This assimilation process is regular, as the following example shows:

(106) \textit{dori-goo <speak-HORT.1PL> ‘Let us speak!’ [ZNB I 32]}

7.4.1.5 Aspect and imperatives

Whereas tense cannot be added to imperatives, the durative aspectual marker -\textit{gu} is
compatible with imperatives in elicited examples:

(107) \textit{uu padu-d}
\[2SG write-IMP.SG.2SG\]
‘Write it up!’ (perfective reading) [ZNB IV 29]

(108) \textit{uu padu-gu-d}
\[2SG write-DUR.IMP.SG.2SG\]
‘Write now!’ [ZNB IV 29]

7.4.2 Necessative -\textit{\text{"c}u}

The necessative -\textit{\text{"c}u} expresses an action that is supposed to occur after the moment of
speech.\textsuperscript{353} It can express obligation and necessity, though it is hard to draw a line be-
tween these two usages if there really should be some.

\textsuperscript{353} In the manuscripts of Castrén, the necessative forms are labeled future, but I do not suspect that it was used as
such earlier. Besides, the usual future is frequently found next to \textit{nness} forms in his manuscripts.
The necessative does not imply whether the completion of an action is indeed intended. The following minimal pairs should be helpful for locating the necessative in a wider modal landscape:

(112) kirba tidi-ču-đ?
      bread[ACC] buy-NESS-1SG
   ‘I am supposed to buy bread.’ [EIB II 179]

(113) kirba tidi-ta-đ?
      bread[ACC] buy-FUT-1SG
   ‘I will buy bread.’ [EIB II 179]

(114) mud’ labka-d kańi-ču-đ?
      1SG shop-LAT.SG go-NESS-1SG
   ‘I am supposed to go to the store (but I’m not sure if I will go).’ [EIB II 179]

(115) mud’ labka-d kańi-š tara
data
      1SG shop-LAT.SG go-CON must.3SG
   ‘I must go to the store.’ [EIB II 179]

7.4.3 Interrogative -sa/-Ďa/-ča

The interrogative marker -sa/-Ďa/-ča is used in questions with past-time reference. It cannot be used in questions about the present, such as ‘how old are you’ or ‘where do you live’, which rely on intonation alone.354 The interrogative cannot be combined with tense markers nor other moods:

354. Although IRG is a specialized interrogative suffix, intonation follows the same contour as in yes-no questions, which have a rising LH(L) intonation. See also Siegl (2012a) for more synchronic and diachronic background.
(116)  obu-š  Potabu-xud  to-sa-d
    what-TRSL  Potapovo-ABL.SG  come-IRG-2SG
    ‘Why did you come from Potapovo?’ [ZNB I 69]

(117)  bu  mosra-sa
    3SG  work-IRG.3SG
    ‘Did he work?’ [ZNB 18.12.2007]

(118)  bu  tăni-sa
    3SG  know-IRG.3SG
    ‘Did he know it?’ [ZNB 18.12.2007]

7.4.4  Conditional -ńi

The marker -ńi can be analyzed as a conditional marker. When used as such it must be
obligatorily followed by the past tense marker -š. The use of -ńi without the past tense
suffix will be discussed separately below.

7.4.4.1  Conditional -ńi + PST

In simple clauses, -ńi + general past tense expresses a counterfactual condition which
did not come into being:

(119)  äki  dă  soiđa  muđ  āku-n  dńi-ńi-d-uč
    this  earth  good.3SG  1SG  here-LOC  live-COND-1SG-PST
    ‘This is a good place. I’d like to live here.’ [EIB II 179]

(120)  tu  ni-ńi  piri-ńi-n-uš  o-ńi-n-uš
    fire[GEN]  on-LOC  cook-COND-PL.1SG-PST  eat-COND-PL.1SG-PST
    ‘I would have cooked them (his pieces of meat) on the fire, I would have eaten
    them.’ [NKB Prisoners]

(121)  bu  šit  toxola-ńi-ś
    3SG  2SG.ACC  teach-COND-3SG.PST
    ‘He would have taught you.’ [ZNB III 45]

(122)  bu  soiđa-an  dući-ńi-ś
    3SG  good-PROL  dream-COND-3SG.PST
    ‘He would have dreamed well.’ [ZNB III 45]
The situation is more complicated when a protasis is involved. In constructions expressing if $X$ then $Y$, the protasis must be encoded by the -bu verb and the conditional appears on the finite verb: 355

(123) $bu$ $mosa$-$da$ tone-$i$ e-$bu$-$da$ $bu$ mosra-$ńi$-$ś$

3SG work-PX.3SG exist-PTCP.PFT be-PX.3SG 3SG work-COND-3SG.PST

‘If he had had work, he would have worked.’ [ZNB III 44]

Occasionally, also the -bu verb can be followed by -ńi, which means that one is speaking about a hypothetical action in the future:

(124) četa soida déri e-bu-ńi-$da$ mod
tomorrow good day be-COND-PX Gen.3SG 1SG

morgada-$ś$ kani-ńi-$d$-$ud'$
pick.cloudberries-CON go-COND-1SG-PST

‘If the weather is good tomorrow, I would go pick cloudberries.’ [ZNB III 45]

Several instances are attested in which the -bu verb is marked with -ńi but the main verb is tense-marked (e.g. future) or mood-marked (e.g. necessative). This seems to suggest that the expressed action is hypothetical but possible:

(125) četa soida déri e-bu-ńi-$da$ mod
tomorrow good day be-COND-PX Gen.3SG 1SG

morgada-$ś$ kani-ta-$d'$?
pick.cloudberries-CON go-FUT-1SG

‘If the weather is good tomorrow I will go pick cloudberries.’ [ZNB III 45]

(126) četa soida déri e-bu-ńi-$da$ mod
tomorrow good day be-COND-PX Gen.3SG 1SG

morgada-$ś$ kani-ču-$d'$?
pick.cloudberries-CON go-NESS.1SG

‘If the weather is good tomorrow I should go pick cloudberries.’ [ZNB III 45]

7.4.4.2 Conditional -ńi without further past tense marking

Without the past tenser marker, the conditional marker -ńi is used in polite requests which allow them to be interpreted as wishes. In contrast to the previously discussed counterfactual meaning, such examples are much more numerous in transcribed speech.

355. A more detailed description can be found in 12.3.
(127) šiʔ šer-ńi-d
1SG.ACC bury-COND-2SG
‘Please, bury me!’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(128) četa tu-bu-ńi-d šordu-du-iʔ todo-ńi-d
tomorrow come-COND-GEN.2SG papiros-BEN-PX.1SG bring-COND-2SG
‘If you come (for more work) tomorrow, please bring me cigarettes.’ [ANP II 65]

7.4.5 Speculative moods with -raxa

The speculative mood\(^{356}\) belongs to the morphologically more complex moods as it is based on a conglomerate of several morphemes. The underlying construction derives from a nominalization, but synchronically, the speculative mood is a regular verbal mood. The first component is a participle marker and the second component the simulative element -raxa, which can also be found on nominals (see 5.6.1).\(^{357}\) The basic tense value of the speculative mood depends on the participle,\(^{358}\) which serves at the historical basis of this mood. Nevertheless, the speculative behaves verbally and is a verb form; it licenses the appearance of both subjects and objects. Although the underlying participle assigns a basic temporal point of reference to the predicate, it can further combine with both general past -š and perfect -bi, but not with the future tense.\(^{359}\) Apparently, aspectual and other mood elements are blocked; currently no data for such combinations exists in the gathered data. The basic morphology of the speculative mood series is exemplified by the following forms:

(129) dođu-da-raxa from dođud – dadud ‘go’
go-PTCP.IPF-SIM.3SG
‘He seems to go.’ \([=\text{SPEC}_\text{NON-FUT}]\)

(130) pon-da-raxa-b-uš from ponidhold
hold-PTCP.IPF-SIM-SG.1SG-PST
‘I seemed to have held it.’ \([=\text{SPEC}_\text{NON-FUT}]\)

(131) to-da-raxa-biʔ from toš ‘come’
come-PTCP.IPF-SIM-PERF-3PL
‘They seemed to have come.’

\(^{356}\) In descriptions of Tundra Nenets, this mood has been called superprobabilitative (Hajdú 1988, Salminen 1997), which is equally questionable.

\(^{357}\) When found on verbs, the suffix -raxa cannot be added to glottal-stop stems (glottal stops merge with the initial component of the preceding participle markers where possible), and morphonological assimilation is not triggered.

\(^{358}\) Participles and converbs will be described in the next chapter.

\(^{359}\) The related form in Forest Nenets does not allow any temporal modification and preserves its nominal nature (Kaur Mági p.c.).
The function of the speculative is to encode a situation as probable in the past, present and future. As the speculative mood is morphologically expressed discontinuously, the following table shows how this mood expresses time reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENSE REFERENCE</th>
<th>MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present tense reference</td>
<td>verb + PTCP.IPF + raxa + VX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General past tense reference</td>
<td>verb + PTCP.IPF + raxa + VX + general past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect tense reference</td>
<td>verb + PTCP.IPF + raxa + PERF + VX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant past tense reference</td>
<td>verb + PTCP.IPF + raxa + PERF + VX + general past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future tense reference</td>
<td>verb + PTCP.FUT + raxa + VX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-19: Speculative mood and time reference

The following collection of examples shows various temporal forms of this mood:

(133)  
\[ \text{to bar-xun enči dđu-da-raxa} \]  
\[ \text{lake[GEN] shore-LOC.SG person go-PTCP.IPF-SIM.3SG} \]  
‘A man seems to walk on the shore of the lake.’ [ANP Man and Bear] \( [=\text{SPEC\_NON\_FUT}] \)

(134)  
\[ \text{šidi čas bu mā-kun-ida mud adi-da-raxa-du-č} \]  
\[ \text{two hour 3SG house-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.3SG 1SG sit-PTCP.IPF-SIM-1SG-PST} \]  
‘I seemed to have visited her for two hours.’ (Lit. ‘I seemed to have sat in her home for two hours.’) [ZNB Weekend] \( [=\text{SPEC\_NON\_FUT}] \)

(135)  
\[ \text{tasovski nā-d to-da-raxa-bi-ʔ} \]  
\[ \text{Tas[ADJ.RU] side-ABL come-PTCP.IPF-SIM-PERF-3PL} \]  
‘They seemed to have come from the Taz area.’ [LDB Shaman] \( [=\text{SPEC\_NON\_FUT}] \)

(136)  
\[ \text{āku-n bu diri-da-raxa-bi-š} \]  
\[ \text{here-LOC 3SG live-PTCP.IPF-SIM-PERF-3SG.PST} \]  
‘He seemed to have lived here.’ \( [=\text{SPEC\_NON\_FUT}] \)

(137)  
\[ \text{āki pāušummuju kaba ter loidi-ŋa} \]  
\[ \text{this evening ADV [aurora borealis] burn-FREQ.3SG} \]  
\[ \text{naldi-da tu-raxa kādu-uš kani-uda-raxa} \]  
\[ \text{be.red-PTCP.IPF fire-SIM snow.storm-TRSL go-PTCP.FUT-SIM.3SG} \]  
‘This evening the northern lights burn like reddish fire. Apparently a snow storm will come.’ [LDB I 173] \( [=\text{SPEC\_FUT}] \)
An anterior in the past was also possible in elicitation, however this form was judged to be odd; the closest possible English translation does not sound good either:

(138) \textit{mod} an \, \ddot{a}ki \, deri \, tonin \, n\ddot{a}\text{-}uda\text{-}raxa\text{-}d\text{-}ud

1SG FOC this day there.LOC stand-PTCP.FUT-SIM-1SG-PST

‘It seems that I will have had to stand there too today.’ [ZNB IV 77] \[=\text{SPEC}_{\text{FUT}}\]

7.4.6 Other moods

A variety of possible moods in Forest Enets show some unusual morphology. Further, as their semantic potential is not yet fully understood, these moods are presented in a separate section and await a more thorough analysis.

7.4.6.1 Past probabilative mood

The first among these moods is the past probabilative mood. The label derives from its preliminary classification as expressing a possible action or event in the past:

(149) \textit{mu}d \, \ddot{a}si-\ddot{z} \, \textit{bodu} \, \ddot{a}ni-sau

1SG father-\text{PX.1SG} tundra-LAT go-\text{PROB}_{\text{PST.3SG}}

‘Apparently my father went into the tundra (but I did not see him leaving).’ [ZNB III 8]

Morphologically, the past probabilative mood is slightly irregular as it has a different set of verbal endings. Although one is tempted to analyze the -\textit{sa} element as the interrogative mood marker, this is better analyzed as the old past tense marker underlying the interrogative mood marker\(^{360}\) due to the inherent past tense meaning of this mood and the absence of an interrogative function. Still, the distinctive \textit{VX} are equally important and the whole construction -\textit{sa} + \textit{VX} forms the mood marker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>\textit{ka\tilde{n}i\tilde{s}} ‘go’ in past probabilative</th>
<th>\textit{ka\tilde{n}i\tilde{s}} ‘go’ in conjugation I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textit{SG}</td>
<td>\textit{DU}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1r</td>
<td>\textit{ka\tilde{n}isadu}?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2r</td>
<td>\textit{ka\tilde{n}isadu}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3r</td>
<td>\textit{ka\tilde{n}isau}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-20: Past probabilative and VX

The first component of the probabilative mood undergoes regular assimilation with glottal stop stems:

\(^{360}\) See Mikola (2004: 115)
Verb complex

When comparing examples from the current generation of speakers with those of the parental generation, several diverging features can be noticed. First, in ET, the past probabilative marker is preceded by other morphemes, including also other mood markers:

(151) Дёа, тохоз, пареда ѣоло ѣохоз седанизау.
D’oa toxo pare-da ѣo-lu ѣo-xo sеда-ни-дau
PN then361 rack-PX.ACC.3SG one foot-ABL.SG make-COND-PROBPST.3SG

‘Now D’oa made his rack on one foot.’ (Lit. ‘out of one foot’) [8/46]362

(152) Онэй нэда одасаау, куньри мудасаау
onei ná-da o-d-sa-dau
real woman-PX.ACC.3SG eat-PTCP-IRG-PROBPST.3SG
ekuirí mu-d-sa-dau
how make-PTCP.IP-IRG-PROBPST.3SG

‘Might she eat that Enets woman or how might she act?’ [12/91]363

(153) Мана: «Эки энич э̀б нэзау казад, казадаза, о̀д пиреаа».
mana äki enči-l ä-b’ нэ-дau
say.3SG this person-PX.2SG mother-PX.ACC.1DU NEG.AUX-PROBPST.3SG
kada-d kada-da-da o-d pireå-da
take.away-PTCP.IP kill-FUT-SG.3SG eat-CON can-FUT.3SG

‘She said ‘this person might take our mother away, she will kill her, perhaps she will eat her’.” [12/40]364

In the language of the current generation, there are instances in which the marker is added directly to the verb:

(154) čenju mariä mi-ʔ kaji-sau
yesterday.ADV bag[GEN] in-LAT remain-PROBPST.3SG

‘It must have remained in my bag yesterday.’ [ZNB Hat]

(155) Vitalik kańi-sau tonin
PN go-PROBPST.3SG there.LOC

‘Vitalij might go over there.’ [LDB Supernatural]

361. Unknown form, perhaps it is a misprint and točgod ‘then’ was intended
362. Дёа тепер, каркас свой на одной ноге сделал.
363. Энецкую женщину то ли съест она, или как еще с ней поступит.
364. Говорит: «Этот человек ведьма мать нашу уведет ведь, убьет ее, съесть может.»
The probabilative may still co-appear with other mood markers:

(156)  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
bu & \text{kodu-}i
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
kada-sa-sau
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
3SG & \text{sled-PX.ACC.1SG}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
take-\text{IRG-PROBPST.3SG}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
doxora & \text{koda-sa-sau}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
not.\text{know.SG.1SG} & \text{take-IRG-PROBPST.3SG}
\end{array}
\]
‘Did he take my narta? I don’t know; he might have taken it.’ [ZNB III 36]

(157)  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{maľča} & \text{iro-n}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{poňi-sa-sau}^{365}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{malitsa}_{[\text{GEN}]} & \text{under-LOC}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{wear-IRG-PROBPST.3SG}
\end{array}
\]
‘He must have worn it under his malitsa.’ [ZNB III 42]

(158)  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{obu-}ś & \text{bu}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{baru-ma}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
koxod
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{what-TRSL}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
3SG & \text{be.angry-RES.3SG}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{where.from.INDF}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{ma-d-}i-sa-du
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
noda
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{say-PTCP.IPF-X-IRG-PROBPST.2SG}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
3SG.LAT
\end{array}
\]
‘Why did he become angry? You must have said something to him.’ [ZNB III 9]

Finally, a note on the copula is necessary. In ET, the copula is regularly expressed as äsađau, but nowadays it occurs exclusively in a shortened form as äsa:

(159)  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{düdīgada enči}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{ää-sau}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{clairvoyant}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{be-PROBPST.3SG}
\end{array}
\]
‘She was apparently a clairvoyant.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

7.4.6.2 Potential

Another epistemic modal with diverging morphology is preliminarily labeled potential mood. The modal suffix in -ta/-te- looks like an etymological cognate of what Labanauskas (1987) called potential mood (-tta/-tte-) in Tundra Enets. Morphologically, this mood is quite problematic, because of the attested variation. In the following two examples, one form shows a regular vx (160), while the other shows a verbal ending belonging to the same paradigm of endings as attested with the past probabilative (161):

(160)  
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
budu & \text{tiđu}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
soida & \text{ääu}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
dōdīgūn
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
3PL & \text{reindeer.PX.PL.3PL}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
good.3PL & \text{here.LAT}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
during.\text{LOC.SG}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
mā-k-tu
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
to-te-du
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{chum-LAT.SG}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{chum-POS-PX.GEN.3PL}
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{come-POT-R.3SG}
\end{array}
\]
‘Their reindeer are good, by now they have potentially arrived at their chum.’ [LDB I 173]

---

365. I have heard poňisadau several times, but as I infrequently heard [d] instead of [s] due to the spirantization trend in Enets, I have corrected this and other example to -sau.
Verb complex

(161) mäke mä-kun dūridu ńi
neighbor chum-LOC.SG talk.PX.ACC.PL.3PL NEG.AUX.3SG
so tāda kota-ra-te-dum
be.audible-CN now sleep-INCH-POT-R.3PL

‘Nothing can be heard in the neighboring chum. Now, they might have fallen asleep.’ [LDB I 174]

In general, forms with the set of endings as found within the past probabilative paradigm, preceded by a specialized marker in -tal/-te, are most prominent. This conglomerate should therefore also be analyzed as the mood marker:

(162) tāda obu-xo musei-xun ā-tau koxon
now what-INDEF museum-LOC.SG be-POT.3SG where.INDEF

‘Now, [this artifact] seems to be in some museum, somewhere it must be […] there it must lie.’ [NKB Bear Paw]

(163) sira-xan ke ār toni-tau obu-xuru ĉe-i ko-
snow-LOC.SG wild.reindeer exist-POT.3SG what-NEG[ACC] NEG.AUX-1DU find-CN

‘There might be a wild reindeer in the snow, but we two did not find any.’ [LDB Bear]

(164) bu tāda pā-? pātru-tau
3SG now wood-[ACC.PL] cut-POT.3SG

‘He is probably cutting wood now.’ [ZNB III 43]

(165) bu tāda moga-xun sanku-tau
3SG now forest-LOC.SG play-POT.3SG

‘She seems to be playing in the forest now.’ [ZNB III 43]

(166) bu tāda morga-ʃ dādu-tau
3SG now pick.cloudberries-CON go_mud-POT.3SG

‘She seems to be out picking cloudberries now.’ [ZNB III 43]

In contrast to the past probabilative, for the potential several restrictions were noticed. First, the existence of non-3P forms is unclear. In spontaneous speech, no such forms could be found, nor could non-3P forms be obtained via elicitation. As all the examples above are in singular; the following examples show dual and plural forms:
Second, in a spontaneous example offered during elicitation, a surprising ordering of mood and aspect appeared; here, aspect precedes mood:

(169) \[ \text{bu} \quad \text{tāda} \quad \text{kirba-du-da} \quad \text{tidi-gu-tau} \]
\[ 3\text{SG} \quad \text{now} \quad \text{bread-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG} \quad \text{buy-DUR-POT.3SG} \]
‘She seems to be buying bread for herself now.’ [ZNB III 43]

Finally, forms for the potential mood can also be found in ET. In contrast to the probabilative with the attested variation, the potential mood attaches directly to the verb and no diverging behavior can be found in ET.

7.4.6.3 The compound past potential mood

A compound mood is formed with the copula es/äš ‘be’ marked for potential mood in 3sg. The auxiliary ätau is the second component; the lexical verb is realized as a perfective participle; and furthermore a morpheme which frequently appeared in work on detransitivization strategies precedes the participle ending before the addition of a PX belonging to the nominative series. This compound mood has a clear past tense connotation due to the perfective participle. It is preliminarily labeled as potential past mood:

(170) \[ \text{āki} \quad \text{dēri} \quad \text{kiudnuju} \quad \text{muđ} \quad \text{pu-du-i-b} \quad \text{ā-tau} \]
\[ \text{this} \quad \text{day morning.ADV} \quad 1\text{SG} \quad \text{put-DETR-PTCP.PFT.PX.1SG} \quad \text{be-POT.3SG} \]
‘This morning I seemed to have put it down (but in the evening I had forgotten).’ [LDB II 2]

Concerning Samoyedic, the existence of such a compound modal predicate is indeed unusual but has been documented earlier for Tundra Enets. In contrast to Tundra Enets, only one compound mood has been attested in Forest Enets thus far. Its semantic potential remains unclear as such forms are infrequent and are produced only with reservations. In general, consultants tried to rely on other strategies (e.g. other moods paired

---

366. Castrén’s unpublished manuscript on Tundra Enets contains several such forms which were partly published by Künnap (Kjunnap 1976). Such forms have been reported for Nganasan. Labanauskas (1987) has re-investigated such forms in Tundra Enets based on his own fieldwork data collected in the late 1970s. Still, already Labanauskas’ description shows that the semantic potential of such compound moods could no longer be determined.
with modal adverbs) and avoided such forms. Until now, no examples in transcribed speech have been found.

The following elicited paradigm of ‘put’ is apparently not entirely correct: the 3SG form does not follow the principles of this paradigm as this contracted form looks like deriving from something like *pudui āśau and not an expected puduidā ātau.

| compound potential mood with pud‘put’ |
|-----|-----|-----|
| SG  | DU  | PL  |
| 1P  | puduib ātau | puduib ātau | puduib ātau |
| 2P  | puduir ātau | puduir ātau | puduir ātau |
| 3P  | pudisau  | puduidi ātau | puduidu ātau |

Table 7-21: Compound mood with pud‘put’

7.4.6.4  Assertative mood

The assertative mood is most frequently attested when reported speech is introduced in a narrative to back up an information source. As Forest Enets has no possibility to render indirect speech, direct speech in narratives is always followed by the verb ma-ńu <say-ASS.3SG> ‘(s)he said so’. Examples of the assertative mood and the verb mad‘say’ are very frequent in spontaneous discourse:

(171)  modiń mańu Norilskij ūrma-xađ šimnič
      1DU say-ASS.3SG [ADJ.RU] prison-ABL.SG run.away-R.1DU.PST
      “We two,” he said so, “ran away from the Norilsk camp.” [NKB Prisoners]

As already encountered earlier, also this mood uses a different set of vx similar to the one found in the past probabilative mood.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mad‘say’ in assertative mood</th>
<th>mad‘say’ in conjugation I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>DU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>mańidu&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>mańidu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>mańu, mań’u mańixim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-22: Assertative mood with mad‘say’

In spontaneous speech, mańu occurs most frequently, and it is hard to find examples with other verbs. In elicitation, such forms can be found without problems:

367. The same usage can be found when quoting, for example in conversations in fairytales which have not taken place in the real world.
Florian Siegl: Materials on Forest Enets

(172)  
\[ \text{kui} \ \text{ne-d?} \ \text{dori-t} \ \text{tarush} \ \text{aku-xun} \ \text{adi-nu} \]  
how NEG.AUX-1SG say-FUT.CN MOD.ADV here-LOC.SG sit-ASS.3SG

‘How will I not say this, he is sitting here.’ [ZNB III 68]

(173)  
\[ \text{aki} \ \text{deri} \ \text{padur} \ \text{no-ni-d-ud'} \ \text{cita} \ \text{basi} \]  
this day letter [ACC] receive-COND-1SG-PST fly.HTCP.IPF iron
\[ \text{sama} \ \text{daga-nu} \]  
bird not.exist-ASS.3SG

‘I would have received a letter today, but there was no helicopter.’ \[368\] [LDB II 3]

Concerning its morphological structure, this mood differs from all other moods presented above in that it is apparently based on an inverse negative construction. For this, an excursion into Forest Enets verb negation is necessary to create the required background. The following excursion into standard negation is necessary for this and several other upcoming moods.

In general, standard negation relies on a negative auxiliary which receives VX, mood and tense marking whereas the negated main verb remains in the so-called con-negative form, which is formally identical to IMP.2SG in conjugation I:

(174)a.  
\[ \text{mud} \ \text{boddu-} \ \text{ka} \ \text{n} \ \text{i-d-ud'} \]  
1SG tundra-LAT go-1SG-PST

‘I went into the tundra.’

b.  
\[ \text{mud} \ \text{boddu-} \ \text{ni-d-ud'} \ \text{ka} \ \text{n} \ \text{i-} \]  
1SG tundra-LAT [NEG.AUX-1SG-PST go-CN]

‘I did not go into the tundra.’

What makes all the following moods similar is the fact that they are based on negation. In contrast to prototypical negation (NEG.AUX + NEGATED VERB), the order of elements is frequently reversed (NEGATED VERB + NEG.AUX). First, the lexical verb appears, however the glottal stop of the connegative form is not always pronounced, and instead a short pause is equally likely. Then one of the negative auxiliaries *ni-* or *i-* follows before VX are added.

Returning to the assumptive mood, its affiliation with a negative construction is quite safe as in one elicited paradigm for the verb ‘come’, the glottal stop belonging to the lexical verb’s connegative form sporadically appeared, e.g. *toʔiibim* <come-ASS.1DU> and *toʔiirim* <come-ASS.2DU>. The second component is the negative auxiliary in *ni-* to which the extended VX are added. Consequently, the whole suffix, *ni*+extended VX, should also here be analyzed as the mood marker.

368. This version of helicopter (= ‘flying iron bird’) was a spontaneous creation of LDB on that day, otherwise he used Russian sepmoxém.
7.4.6.5 Assumptative -isi

The assumptative in -isi is apparently another form historically deriving from a reversed negation construction to which the extended VX are added. Its exact function remains unclear; the assumptative seems to express statements based on inference:

(175) mud-xo mana-ð uu kañi-isí-d
    1SG-INDEF say-1SG 2SG go-ASU-2SG
    ‘And I thought (Lit. ‘said’) you already left!’ [ZNB III 6]

Again, the reversed negative auxiliary together with the extended VX should be analyzed as the mood marker.

The following two examples are morphologically and semantically interesting. In (176), a clear intonation break between the negated main verb and the negative auxiliary appeared:

(176) [kadi-r isiu] peñía-t mokta-r-id
    [be.ill-CN NEG.AUX.ASU.3SG] pension-LAT.SG put.up-PASS-R.3SG
    ‘Presumably he was ill and so he was sent to retire.’ [EIB Autobiographic]

In (177), the expected order of negative auxiliary and negated main verb is attested; further, the default VX appeared;

(177) mod toná isi-dʔ kañi
    1SG still NEG.AUX.ASU-1SG go-CN
    ‘I have not yet left.’ [ZNB III 55]

Similar forms, but with additional extended VX, were also produced by other consultants. Although no detailed study concerning either ordering has been made, the data available suggests that the order NEG.AUX.ASU VERB is more frequent when used in questions.

(178) čenuju isi to-ʔ
    yesterday.ADV NEG.AUX.ASU.3SG come-CN
    ‘Did he really not come yesterday?’ [ZNB V 3]

The reversed order seems to imply a modal judgment, but no question:

(179) bu čenuju to-ʔ isi
    3SG yesterday.ADV come-CN NEG.AUX.ASU.3SG
    ‘He probably came yesterday.’ [ZNB V 4]369

369. Translated as “Он наверное приехал.”


7.4.6.6 Counterfactive mood

The counterfactive mood is a construction based on the negative auxiliary \(-i\)-, the mood marker \(-\etai\) (occasionally also \(-\etaa\)) followed by regular \(vX\) and the connegative form of the negated verb. So far, no other order has been documented. The counterfactive mood expresses an action or a state which has come into being despite the speaker’s doubts. It is comparatively rare in the speech of the last speakers, but abundant in the speech of the parental generation as the following example shows:

(180) \[\text{roda-ji-l mana to }i-\etai \etaa-?\]
\[\text{russian-PEJ-PX.2SG say.3SG such NEG.AUX-CTF.3SG be }\text{LOC-CN}\]

‘That unpleasant Russian said: “so it will be (Lit. yes, of course that’s how it is)”.’

[NSP Russian and Enets]

Although the current generation recognizes this form and may produce examples once in a while, such forms are absent in recorded narratives:

(181) \[\text{bu }\ddi \text{deri }i-\etai \text{to}\]
\[\text{3SG this day NEG.AUX-CTF.3SG come-CN}\]
\[\text{mosa-da }\text{šita=niu ote}\]
\[\text{work-PX.3SG 3SG.ACC=EMPH wait.3SG}\]

‘Of course he will come today; his work is waiting for him.’ [ZNB IV 69]

(182) \[\text{uuda }\ddi \text{deri }i-\etai-ra? \text{to}\]
\[\text{2PL this day NEG.AUX-CTF-2PL come-CN}\]
\[\text{mosa-ba }\text{šidna?=niu ote}\]
\[\text{work-PX.1PL 1PL.ACC=EMPH wait.3SG}\]

‘Of course you will come today; our work is waiting for us.’ [ZNB IV 69]

7.4.6 Desiderative \(-ra/-la\)

In Tereščenko’s sketch (1966: 452), a desiderative mood in \(-ra/-la\) (Ru: желательная форма) was mentioned, but the English translation (Künnap 1999b) excluded this category. Matching forms have not been encountered and this category may well be extinct.

7.4.7 Inherent temporal reference of moods

In establishing a preliminary classification of attested moods, the following picture evolves:

---

370. My consultant assisting in translation provided “Этот-тот сказал, так конечно будет.”
Table 7-23: Inherent temporal reference of Forest Enets moods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>FORM</th>
<th>TENSE VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>imperative (2p, 3p)</td>
<td>distinctive set of vx</td>
<td>non-present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hortative (1p)</td>
<td>-xu/-gu/-ku + vx</td>
<td>non-present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>necessative</td>
<td>-ča + vx</td>
<td>future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interrogative</td>
<td>-sa/-dá/-ča + vx</td>
<td>past (absolute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditional</td>
<td>-ńi + vx + PST</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speculative</td>
<td>verb + PTCP + SIM + further morphology</td>
<td>past, aorist, future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past probabilative</td>
<td>-sa + vx EXP</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potential</td>
<td>-te + vx EXP</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compound past potential</td>
<td>verb + PTCP.IPF + PX copula + POT</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assertative</td>
<td>verb + CN + NEG.AUX + vx EXP</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assumptive</td>
<td>verb + CN + NEG.AUX + isi + vx EXP</td>
<td>past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>counterfactive</td>
<td>NEG.AUX + ĭi + vx + CN</td>
<td>past, aorist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4.8 Moods and verbal endings – concluding remarks

Although the general literature on Northern Samoyedic languages, especially Tundra Nenets, mentions a larger number of moods, both the overall number of moods and a sound description of their functions still await thorough re-examination. The morphological description of mood formation in Tundra Nenets (Salminen 1997: 97–99) operates with ‘16 moods and submoods’ but has little to say about their function. Some preliminary steps have been undertaken by Jalava (2012).

After having gone through Castrén’s unpublished Tundra Enets grammar as well as Labanauskas’ work on Tundra Enets, it appears that Tundra Enets, too, has more than a dozen possible moods and submoods to offer. Whereas it remains unsettled how many moods should be posited for Forest Enets, this preliminary inventory should make clear that the Forest Enets mood inventory contains more forms than initially reported by Tereščenko (1966). This is of course also an outcome of a rather unorthodox classification of several moods based on extended vx and where necessary also on a further inverse negative constructions. Such extended vx are also assumed by Shluinsky (2010), though the analysis proposed is not identical to the one here. In contrast, most of the moods in 7.4.6 are subsumed in Sorokina (2010b: 392–394) under the category модальные слова, modal words, but not as moods. In Hajdú (1970), similar forms in Tundra Nenets are presented as modal clitics, which is diachronically speaking of course correct but still not satisfying from the perspective of grammaticography. Although I admit that the present overview concerning moods is not satisfactory, I have not yet found any tool which could help to clarify subtle differences in meaning between different hard-to-classify moods. The overall reason why relatively raw data has been discussed is based on the fundamental preliminaries of language documentation. Whereas a category might not be fully understood at the present moment, data should not be excluded as it may be useful for subsequent research (e.g. Mosel 2006: 53).
7.5 Grammatical and lexical means of evidentiality

Although a variety of the previously discussed moods can be used to express evidentiality, they are nevertheless considered to be moods as they show some epistemic judgments of truth and/or possibility. This contrasts with evidentials, the primary function of which is to mark a predicate for the source of evidence an utterance relies on. For Forest Enets, only one clear evidential category is attested, which will be labeled auditive.\(^{371}\)

7.5.1 Auditive -\(\text{-nu}^{-}\)/-\(\text{mnu}^{-}\)/-\(\text{munu}\)

The evidential suffix -\(\text{-nu}^{-}\)/-\(\text{mnu}^{-}\)/-\(\text{munu}\) encodes that evidence is based on either second-hand knowledge (hearsay) or audible evidence. The \(\text{VX}\) added to the auditive are formally identical to the \(\text{VX}\) of conjugation II with singular reference. Historically, there is sufficient evidence that the evidential was once a nominal category to which \(\text{PX}\) were added. Etymologically, the evidential suffix seems to go back to the freestanding noun \(\text{mun(u)}\) ‘sound, noise’. As the \(\text{VX}\) of conjugation II with singular reference are identical to the \(\text{PX}\) of the nominative series with one possessee, this adds further proof of this.\(^{372}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(183)} & \quad \text{alki-je} \quad \text{čiki} \quad \text{rođa-je} \quad \text{ma-mnu-da} \quad \text{mođin} \\
& \quad \text{enormous-PEJ} \quad \text{this} \quad \text{Russian-PEJ} \quad \text{say-AUD-3SG} \quad \text{1DU} \\
& \quad \text{ma-\(\text{ńu}^{-}\)} \quad \text{Norilškij} \quad \text{turma-xad} \quad \text{šimnič} \\
& \quad \text{say-ASS.3SG} \quad \text{Norilsk\(\text{[ADK.RU]}\)} \quad \text{prison-ABL.SG} \quad \text{run.1DU.PST} \\
& \quad \text{‘The large one, the Russian said: “we two”, he said “fled from the camp in Norilšk”.’} \\
& \quad \text{[NKB Prisoners]}
\end{align*}
\]

The existence of a \(1\text{SG}\) form is currently not attested and needs further investigation, but forms for other \(1\text{P}\) appear in texts.\(^{373}\) Further, the evidential can be modified for general past tense:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(184)} & \quad \text{pinuju} \quad \text{bunik} \quad \text{mođu-mnu-b-uč} \\
& \quad \text{night.ADV} \quad \text{dog\(\text{[ACC]}\)} \quad \text{bark-AUD-1PL-PST} \\
& \quad \text{‘During the night we heard the dog barking.’} \quad \text{[LDB Plundered Sled]}
\end{align*}
\]

The following example shows that also second-hand information, if perceived auditively, can be expressed by the auditive:

\[^{371}\text{Künnap (2001) provides an alternative approach to evidentiality, though mixing evidence from secondary sources on both Enets varieties. His survey includes the perfect as well as several moods as evidentials, for which I find little evidence. At best, such forms could be called secondary strategies.}\]

\[^{372}\text{Mikola’s account (2004: 114) on the history of this category is unfortunately not informative.}\]

\[^{373}\text{As no negated forms are currently available, it is not settled whether the auditive is morphosyntactically fully verbal, despite its nominal history. Tentatively, I assume this to be the case; whereas in Forest Nenets the moods of the -\(\text{raxa}\) series are negated as nominal categories, they are clearly verbal in Enets.}\]
(185) \( pi \quad d\odan \quad to\-da\-umu\-du? \quad tidu? \)
\( \text{night}_{\text{GEN}} \quad \text{during} \quad \text{bring-AUD-PL.3PL} \quad \text{reindeer.PX.ACC.PL.3PL} \)
‘During the night, they brought their reindeer.’ [LDB Shaman]

So far, the evidential was only found in declarative contexts in main clauses.

7.5.2 A note on quotatives

As already mentioned in the description of the perfect (7.2.3.2), a certain evidential shading including inferential, mirative and to a certain degree, also hearsay is attested. Still, they are secondary extensions of the prototypical use of perfects.\(^{374}\)

On the other hand, in narratives, the verb \( ma\-nu <\text{say.ASS.3SG}> \) can serve as a kind of evidential quotative marker:

(183) \( alki\-je \quad \check{c}iki \quad roda\-je \quad ma\-mmu\-da \)
\( \text{enormous-PEJ} \quad \text{this} \quad \text{Russian-PEJ} \quad \text{say-AUD-3SG} \)
\( mod\,\in \quad ma\-nu^{*} \quad \text{Noril\,škij} \quad \text{turma-xad} \quad \text{\check{shim}ni\-c} \)
\( 1\text{DU} \quad \text{say-ASS.3SG} \quad \text{Norilsk}_{\text{ADK.RU}} \quad \text{prison-ABL.SG} \quad \text{run.R.1DU.PST} \)
‘The large one, the Russian said: “we two”, he said “fled from the camp in Norilsk”.’
[NKB Prisoners]

Frequently, the assertative 3SG \( ma\-nu \) is reduced to \( ma\-\), and in such instances, the verb stands on the borderline of being a quotative particle. In a narrative where LDB tried to remember taboos concerning the sphere of the dead,\(^{375}\) a much higher frequency of \( ma\-n \) is attested. Consequently, \( ma\-n \) begins to resemble a quotative particle, as there is no concrete person to whom reference is made, and reference is generic:

(186) \( \check{b}\,\tilde{a}di\-xo \quad ni \quad kebi \quad ma\-n \quad \check{b}\,\tilde{a}di \quad \check{b}\,\tilde{a}di \)
\( \text{iron-INDF} \quad \text{NEG.AUX.3SG} \quad \text{be.sin.CN} \quad \text{QUOT iron iron} \)
\( onai \quad \check{b}\,\tilde{a}di\-ru\-da // \quad p\,\tilde{a}\-da \quad onai \quad p\,\tilde{a}\-da \)
\( \text{real iron-LIM.PX.3SG} \quad \text{wood-PX.ACC.3SG} \quad \text{real wood-PX.ACC.3SG} \)
\( ni\-da \quad ooda\-\check{s} \quad \text{tara-\,\check{n}u}^{*} // \quad \text{tor\,\check{s}i} \quad \text{vot} \quad \text{noda-go\,-d}^? \)
\( \text{shaft-PX.ACC.3SG} \quad \text{change-CON} \quad \text{must-ASS.3SG} \quad \text{such PART hear\,-DUR-1SG} \)
‘(Keeping) something made of iron was not a sin (\text{one says}), but only iron. A wooden shaft had to be changed. That’s what I was hearing.’ [LDB Taboo]

\(^{374}\) Considerable efforts have been made (e.g. Sorokina 1980; Künnap 2001, 2002) to show that the perfect is a primary evidential category, but all formal and semantic criteria come short of this classification as the temporal component is most central. In this respect, the Forest Enets perfect is functionally akin to the perfect in Turkic.

\(^{375}\) Such practices seem to have fallen out of cultural practice but are still remembered.
7.5.3 Frequency and distribution of evidentiality

Of all the means of expressing evidentiality, only the assertative mood, as found in mańu, and the emerging quotative particle mań are attested frequently. The proper auditory evidential is attested only sporadically in texts. Narratives are not told in auditives and the indicative is preferred. If context requires the use of auditives, they are nevertheless used. Although evidentials show a low text-frequency, it does not mean that this category is unproductive. During elicitation, if proper context is provided, auditives appear frequently.

Concerning the perfect with its evidential shading, some idiosyncratic variation is observable. In narratives by NKB, the perfect is much more frequent and its use resembles that of the related Tundra Nenets narrative, but as NKB has had much more exposure to Tundra Nenets than other central consultants, this might well be a sign of interference.

7.6 Negation of verbal predicates by negative auxiliaries

This chapter describes standard verbal negation. Negation of nominal categories relies on different means and will be presented in chapter 9.4.

The basic means for the negation of verbs have been shown earlier in this chapter and for convenience the same example is re-used. For the negation of a verbal predicate, a special negative auxiliary is used attracting finite morphology; consequently, the negated main verb loses its finite morphology:

(174)a. mud’ bodduʔ kańi-d-ud’
   1SG tundra-LAT go-1SG-PST
   ‘I went into the tundra.’

   b. mud’ bodduʔ ni-d-ud’ kańiʔ
   1SG tundra-LAT [NEG.AUX-1SG-PST go-CN]
   ‘I did not go into the tundra.’

The negated verbal predicate differs from an affirmative in that:

a) The negative auxiliary is the finite verb form carrying the inflectional morphology for person and tense.

b) The main verb is realized as a non-finite form, called the connegative. This form is homonymous with the stem used for 2SG imperatives in conjugation I. Occasionally, some derivational morphological material (e.g. aspect) remains on the negated main verb preceding the connegative form, but this will be addressed in more detail later.
c) As negation in Forest Enets requires both the negative auxiliary and the negated main verb in connegative form, negation can be characterized as a construction.

d) Although negative auxiliaries are finite verb forms, they are morphologically defective as they have no infinitival converbs, imperative or connegative forms.

7.6.1 Negative auxiliaries – general remarks

Forest Enets operates with several negative auxiliaries ńi-, i-, buñi- and kiči-. The negative auxiliaries ńi- and i- may be called canonic negative auxiliaries and are discussed here; buñi- and kiči-, which have a modal component, will be discussed at the end of this section.

The negative auxiliary ńi-, sometimes also realized as ńe-, is used for the negation of verbal predicates which are not mood-marked or are marked for general past reference:

(187) d’exa kariʔ mud ńi-dʔ o-mubiʔ […]
    perch fish ACC.PL 1SG NEG.AUX-1SG eat-HAB-CN
    ‘I usually do not each perch…’ [NKB Mouse and Fishermen]

(188) kudaxad torsi te ńe-baʔi mudi-s
    long.ABL.SG such reindeer ACC NEG.AUX-SG.1PL-PST see-CN
    ‘For a long time, we have not seen such a reindeer.’ [ANP Stupid people]

The negative auxiliary i- is used to negate verbs inflected for mood (189) and relative past tenses such as perfect and distant past (190):

(189) mod ńi-b-uš muʔ
    1SG this knife ACC NEG.AUX-COND-SG.1SG-PST take-CN
    ‘I would not have taken this knife.’ [ZNB I 70]

(190) buduʔ i-biʔ dödu-r kaxuru
    3PL NEG.AUX-PERF-3PL go-CN where.INDEF.LAT
    mä-kun-ida adži-biʔ	house-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.3SG sit-PERF-3PL
    ‘They did not go anywhere, they were sitting at home.’ [ZNB Weekend]

Further, the auxiliary in i- is used with non-finite categories such as participles and converbs:
Florian Siegl: Materials on Forest Enets

7.6.2 Negation and conjugation types

Negation does not interfere with conjugation types. The negative auxiliary takes the same verbal endings of all three conjugations which would be appropriate for the main verb in the affirmative conjugation. Therefore, the following paradigms show only the inflected auxiliary, and the lexical verb in the connegative form is omitted.

7.6.2.1 Negation and conjugation I

The following paradigm shows the inflection of the canonical negative auxiliary ňi- in conjugation I. The phonetic realization of the negative auxiliary ňi- varies freely in both elicitation and spontaneous speech, and the forms ňi- and ňe- can both be found:

Table 7-24: Negative auxiliary with vx of conjugation I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>ňe-ʔ</td>
<td>ňe-ʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>ňe-ʔ</td>
<td>ňe-ʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>ňi</td>
<td>ňi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

(192) obu-xuru ňe-iʔ ko-ʔ
what-[ACC] NEG.AUX-1DU find-CN
“We two found nothing.’ [LDB Bear]

(193) udaʔ ňe-raʔ pidaʔ toʔ paraxod ňi-d
2PL NEG.AUX-2PL fear-CN so ferry-[GEN] on-ABL
kaara-gu-š
descend-DUR-CON
‘Are you not afraid to descend from the ferry in such a manner?’
[ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

376. The vx for 1PL varies in affirmative conjugation, but apparently only -baʔ is used with the negative auxiliary.
**7.6.2.2 Negation and conjugation II**

The following paradigm shows the inflection of the canonical negative auxiliary *ńi*- in conjugation II. Its phonetic shape is fairly clear-cut. With $O_{SG}$ and $O_{DU}$ markers, *ńe*- tends to be preferred. For plural reference only *ńi*- is attested:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>REFERENCE TO $O_{SG}$</th>
<th>REFERENCE TO $O_{DU}$</th>
<th>REFERENCE TO $O_{PL}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>DU</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>ńe-b</td>
<td>ńe-bi</td>
<td>ńe-ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>ńe-r</td>
<td>ńe-ri</td>
<td>ńe-ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>ńe-da</td>
<td>ńe-di</td>
<td>ńe-da</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-25: Negative auxiliary with $vX$ of conjugation II

Examples:

(195) *mod’ čiki* te *ńe-b-uš* ko-?
1SG this reindeer\[ACC\] NEG.AUX-SG.1SG-PST find-CN
‘I did not find this reindeer.’ [ZNB 07.02.2006]

(196) *mod’ čiki* enču-? *ń-in-uš* ko-?
1SG this person\[ACC.PL\] NEG.AUX-PL.1SG-PST find-CN
‘I did not find these people.’ [ZNB 15.02.2006]

(197) *boglā* bin *ńi-da* sābet-?
bear rope\[ACC\] NEG.AUX-SG.3SG tear-CN
‘The bear did not tear the rope apart.’ [LDB Plundered Sled]

(198) *no-d* *ńe-r* nāti-t-? *noń* no-ń mana
doors-PX.ACC.2SG NEG.AUX-SG.2SG open-FUT-CN 1SG.LAT 1SG.LAT say.3SG
‘“You won’t open the door for me,” she said to me.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

**7.6.2.3 Negation and conjugation III**

With $vX$ of conjugation III, the shape of the canonical negative auxiliary *ńi*- remains unaltered as *ńi*-

377. *ńe-u* is also attested.
Table 7-26: Negative auxiliary with $\text{vx}$ of conjugation III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>DU</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>$n\acute{i}-b^\text{378}$</td>
<td>$n\acute{i}-b\ ?$</td>
<td>$n\acute{i}-na?$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P</td>
<td>$n\acute{i}-d\ ?$</td>
<td>$n\acute{i}-d\ ?$</td>
<td>$n\acute{i}-d\ ?$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P</td>
<td>$n\acute{i}-d\ ?$</td>
<td>$n\acute{i}-x\dot{i}\ ?$</td>
<td>$n\acute{i}-d\ ?$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

(199) $d\acute{\text{o}}x\acute{\text{ora}}$ $\tilde{\text{a}}\acute{\text{k}}\tilde{\text{i}}$ $p\acute{\text{o}}x\acute{\text{on}}$ $n\acute{i}-d\acute{-}u\acute{\text{c}}$ $t\acute{\text{ota}}-g\acute{\text{u}}\ ?$

not.know.SG.1SG this year-LOC.SG NEG.AUX-R.3PL count-DUR-CN

‘I don’t know, this year they were not counted.’ [LDB Yamal]

(200) $k\acute{\text{o}}d\acute{\text{u}}-i$ $n\acute{i}-d\ ?$ $n\acute{\text{a}}\acute{\text{r}}\acute{\text{t}}\acute{\text{a}}\ ?$

sled-PX.1SG NEG.AUX-R.3SG stop-CN

‘Isn’t my sled stopping?’ [NKB Yenisei]

(201) $t\acute{\text{a}}\acute{\text{d}}\acute{\text{a}}$ $p\acute{\text{a}}\acute{\text{r}}\acute{\text{a}}\acute{\text{z}}\acute{\text{o}}\acute{\text{d}}$ $b\tilde{\text{i}}\tilde{\text{d}}$ $b\acute{\text{a}}\acute{\text{r}}-u\tilde{\text{t}}$ $n\acute{i}-d$ $n\acute{\text{a}}\acute{\text{r}}\acute{\text{t}}\acute{\text{a}}-g\acute{\text{o}}$ $t\acute{\text{o}}$

now ferry water$_{[\text{GEN}]}$ shore-LAT.SG NEG.AUX-R.3SG stop-DUR-CN

‘Nowadays the ferry is not stopping at the shore.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

7.6.3 The negated main verb

The negated main verb usually appears in a special non-finite form called connegative. Morphologically, this form is homonymous with the stem used for imperative 2SG in conjunction I. As the negative auxiliary hosts only inflectional morphology, derivational morphology (aspect, future tense$^\text{379}$) is not transferred and remains on the negated main verb. This behavior could be seen in several of the examples given above:

(187) $d\acute{\text{e}}x\acute{\text{a}}$ $k\acute{\text{a}}r\acute{\text{i}}-\tilde{\text{?}}$ $m\acute{\text{u}}d$ $n\acute{i}-d\ ?$ $o\acute{\text{m}}\acute{\text{u}}\acute{\text{b}}i-\tilde{\text{?}}$ $[\ldots]$

perch fish$_{[\text{ACC.PL}]}$ 1SG NEG.AUX-1SG eat-HAB-CN

‘I usually do not each perch….’ [NKB Mouse and Fishermen]

(198) $n\acute{\text{o}}-d$ $n\acute{\text{e}}-r$ $n\acute{\text{a}}\acute{\text{t}}\acute{\text{i}}-\tilde{\text{?}}$ $n\acute{o}\acute{\text{n}}$ $n\acute{o}-n$ $m\acute{\text{a}}\acute{\text{n}}$

door-PX.ACC.2SG NEG.AUX-2SG open-FUT-CN 1SG.LAT 1SG.LAT say.3SG

‘“You won’t open the door for me”, she said to me.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

$^\text{378}$ In contrast to the affirmative conjugation, which has a second allomorph $\text{vx}.r.1\text{SG} -i\tilde{\text{?}}$, it is not attested in negation.

$^\text{379}$ The passive also falls into this category. It will be addressed in chapter 11.
This behavior has been known for a long time and serves as the major argument for distinguishing inflection from derivation (e.g. Salminen 1997: 51–56 for Tundra Nenets). Especially the discussion of whether Tundra Nenets and Forest Enets have an inflectional category of future tense is symptomatic of this debate:

“It can therefore be concluded that the future is best regarded as a derivative, and that Tundra Nenets exploits different morphological means, inflection and derivation, for the expression of past and future tenses” (Salminen 1997: 54).

For Forest Enets, Sorokina (1984) arrived at a slightly different interpretation and stated that although the Forest Enets future tense marker is structurally restricted to the same position as other derivational suffixes, such as aspect, it clearly behaves functionally as a tense marker. In this respect, Northern Samoyedic imposes a very interesting structural mismatch between derivation and inflection within its tense system. However, this mismatch has no immediate impact on a functional description as offered here.

7.6.4 The negative auxiliary i-

The majority of examples above show the negative auxiliary ňi- that is used for negating verbal predicates, which are not further specified for mood or relative past-tenses. Below, moods negated with the negative auxiliary i- are presented; the imperative complex is postponed. Full paradigms will not be given as with the help of every representative example, the full paradigm can be derived without problems:

Negation of relative past tense -bi

(202)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knife-loc.sg</th>
<th>Reindeer-PX.ACC.3SG</th>
<th>Neg.AUX-PERF-SG.3SG</th>
<th>Kill-CN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kuru-xun</td>
<td>te-da</td>
<td>i-bi-da</td>
<td>kada?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘He has not killed the reindeer with the knife.’ [ANP Stupid people]

Negation of neccessitive -ču

(203)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1SG</th>
<th>Say-ASS.1SG</th>
<th>Neg.AUX-NESS-1SG</th>
<th>Go-CN</th>
<th>Person[NOM,PL]</th>
<th>Many-3PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mud</td>
<td>ma-ńedę</td>
<td>i-ču-d</td>
<td>kani</td>
<td>enču-ʔ</td>
<td>oka-ʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘I said “I probably will not go, there are many people”.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]
Negation of conditional -ńi

The conditional mood -ńi has two negation strategies, thereby preserving symmetry with its usage in the affirmative as the tensedness parameter is preserved.

(204) nääčik-ur ńami-da o-ma-da
girl.youngster-PX.2SG tongue-PX.ACC.3SG eat-RES-SG.3SG
i-ńi-da oo-ʔ
NEG.AUX-COND-SG.3SG eat-CN
‘The girl ate the reindeer tongue. How would she not eat it?’ [NKB Auka]

(205) mud čiki koru i-ńi-b-uš mu-ʔ
1SG this knife [ACC] NEG.AUX-COND-SG.1SG take-CN
‘I would not have bought this knife.’ (…and in fact, I did not) [ZNB I 70]

Negation of speculative -ravax complex

a) non-future reference

(206) mod to döban kolu-t i-da-raxa-d-uđ paddu-r
1SG that time.PROL school-LAT.SG NEG.AUX-PTCP.IPF-SIM-1SG-PST write-CN
‘I apparently did not yet go to school.’ (Lit. ‘I did not write to school’) [NKB Bear Trap]

b) future reference

(207) uu nää-d i-uda-raxa-r mi-s
2SG needle-PX.ACC.2SG NEG.AUX-PTCP.FUT-SIM-2SG.2SG give-CN
‘You should probably not give your needle away.’ [NKB I 167]

Negation of the interrogative -sa

Shluinsky claims that the interrogative mood in -sa uses a “non-standard allomorph” (2010: 283) in negation which is expressed as -si and to which regular vx are added. In the materials I gathered, no such forms are attested and negation is symmetrical:

(208) noñ mana bemo-u nod i-sa-u° mañ kañ
1SG.LAT say.3 SG master-PX.1 SG 2SG.LAT NEG.AUX-IRG-SG.1 SG say-CN go.IMP.2SG
‘She said to me, “Oh my god, did I not say go!”’ [EIB Clairvoyant][381]

381. Interestingly, ‘say’ is used as a transitive verb here. Such instances are very rare in my materials.
The negation of past probabilative

In the negation of the past probabilative mood, two constellations, \textsc{neg.aux+verb} and \textsc{verb + neg.aux}, are attested. Due to its limited productivity, a preferred order cannot be postulated:

\begin{verbatim}
(211)   lokri  kasa-i  ňe-sau  modi-s  \\
        suddenly friend-PX.1SG  NEG.AUX-PROBPST.3SG  see-CN
\end{verbatim}

‘Suddenly, my companion probably did not look… ’ (LDB Dead boy)

\begin{verbatim}
(212)  kuna-xo  bu  yobčik  täni-t  ňe-sau  \\
        when-INDEF  3SG  once  know-FUT-CN  NEG.AUX-PROBPST.3SG
\end{verbatim}

‘Sometimes he gets to know it.’ [ZNB III 36]

7.6.5 Negation and the imperative complex

The negation of imperatives is not straightforward and several instances of overlapping can be identified. As the elicitation of negative imperative forms has been problematic, additional data from ET is used.

7.6.5.1 Negation of imperatives in conjugation I and II

Although the affirmative has specialized verbal endings for both conjugations, the negated imperative uses the same verbal endings which in non-singular overlap with standard negation:
For 2SG, *id* is attested with intransitive and transitive verbs; whereas in elicitation reference to number was possible, similar examples do not appear in textual data and this possible artifact of elicitation is therefore excluded:

(213)  
\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{kadada-bu-d} & \text{id} & \text{dori-r}\? \\
\text{hunt-CON-PX GEN.2SG} & \text{NEG.AUX.IMP.2SG} & \text{speak-FREQ-CN} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘When you are hunting, do not speak!’ [ZNB I 78]

(214)  
\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{busi} & \text{mana} & \text{poludi-d […]} & \text{kasa-xu-d} \\
\text{old.man} & \text{say.3SG} & \text{awl-PX ACC.2SG} & \text{companion-LAT SG POSS-PX GEN.2SG} \\
\text{id} & \text{mi-s} & \text{NEG.AUX.IMP.2SG} & \text{give-CN} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘The old man says: “don’t give your awl to your friend”.’ [ET 62:223]

In the plural, no distinction appeared (not even in elicitation) and the negative imperative paradigm was homonymous with standard negation:

(215)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{obuxuru} & \text{né-ri}\? & \text{noit} & \text{obuxuru} & \text{né-ri}\? \\
\text{what-NEG ACC} & \text{NEG.AUX-2DU} & \text{touch-CN} & \text{what-NEG ACC} & \text{NEG.AUX-2SG} \\
\text{mu-?} & \text{čikod} & \text{take-CN} & \text{from here} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Don’t touch anything, don’t take anything along!’ [ET 79:79]

(216)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
\text{sei-da} & \text{déd} & \text{da} & \text{tuka-xan} & \text{né-ra}\? & \text{soptu-?} \\
\text{reason-PX GEN.3SG} & \text{toward earth ACC} & \text{axe-LOC SG} & \text{NEG.AUX-2PL} & \text{hack-CN} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘For no reason, do not hack the earth with an axe!’ [LDB Taboos]

Currently, only a form for a negated 3SG imperative in conjugation I is attested. Other forms have yet to be encountered:

(217)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{še} & \text{to-sa} & \text{noí} & \text{čuo-b} & \text{né-b} & \text{pida-?} \\
\text{who} & \text{come-IRG.3SG} & \text{1SG LAT} & \text{enter-IMP.3SG} & \text{NEG.AUX-IMP.3SG} & \text{be afraid-CN} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Who has come to me? He should enter, he should not be afraid.’ [ET 215:21]
7.6.5.2 Negation of imperatives in conjugation III

Evidence from own data and published texts do not offer sufficient examples and data from elicitation is questionable. It appears that in 2SG context, imperatives in conjugation III were negated as any other imperative in 2SG, with iđ and the connegative:

\[(218) \quad \text{uu ćiki baʔa ńi-} \quad \text{id} \quad \text{ad}^{\text{CN}}\]

\[2\text{SG this bed} \quad \text{on-LAT NEG.AUX.IMP.R.2SG sit.CN} \]

‘Don’t sit down on the bed!’ [ZNB I 30]

For all other forms, the negative auxiliary in ńi- was used. For 2PL, the 2PL from conjugation I was given; the other forms except 3PL match the regular conjugation III endings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONJ. TYPE</th>
<th>NEGATED IMPERATIVE IN CONJUGATION III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUM/PERSO N</td>
<td>SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p</td>
<td>idʔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>ńe-ńdiʔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-28: Negated imperatives conjugation III

7.6.5.3 Negation of hortative

The negation of hortative is straightforward and uses the negative auxiliary in i-, to which the hortative marker -xu and VX are attached:

\[(219) \quad \text{muđ ma-ńedu i-xu-i kudeiʔ} \]

\[1\text{SG say-ASS.1SG NEG.AUX-HORT-1DU sleep-CN} \]

‘I said: “Let us not sleep!”.’ [NKB Yenisei]

7.6.6 The negative auxiliaries buńi- and kiči-

Apart from ńi- and i-, two further negative auxiliaries, buńi- and kiči-, are attested. Whereas buńi- is attested in several narratives\(^{382}\), kiči- emerged only once during elicitation. Both negative auxiliaries clearly encode modality, but it proved impossible to characterize both any further. Therefore, nothing substantial can be added to Tereščenko’s original description (1966: 452), which also merely stated the existence of such auxiliaries. It is perhaps worthwhile to mention, that neither buńi- nor kiči- were attested with any further modal morphology. First, examples for buńi- are given:

\(^{382}\). However, only in the speech of fully fluent consultants.
The following two examples for buñi- come from spontaneous speech:

(221) čiki enči-je aň buñi koma ńi
this person-PEJ FOC NEG.AUX.3SG want-CN NEG.AUX.3SG
koma piri takar-idʔ?
want-CN always hide-R.3SG
‘So this person, he seemed not to want, he did not want (to come out), he always tried to hide.’ [NKB Prisoners]

(222) Potab d́odid mod naʔ sobrig d́eri dada-a
Potapovo[GEN] until 1PL five day go_uni-1PL
oi sobrig deri buñi ńa aň
EXCL five day NEG.AUX.3SG be LOC-CN FOC
‘Until Potapovo we went (on the ferry) five days, oh that was not five days (but five hours)…’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

For the other negative auxiliary, kiči-, only a small number of elicited examples are attested. Further, it diverges from buñi- in that respect that it is semantically not fully negative as its Russian translation equivalent чуть не ‘almost’ proposes. Although kiči-behaves formally as a negative auxiliary because the following negated lexical verb appears in the connegative form, it is semantically not negative but still affirmative. Its classification as a negative auxiliary is therefore based on formal characteristics not on both formal and semantic considerations.

(223) pudu-i kiči-dʔ beira-ʔ
body-PX.ACC.1SG NEG.AUX.1SG hurt-CN
‘I almost hurt myself (but nevertheless did not).’ [ZNB III 67]

(224) kiči-j sumoi-ʔ
NEG.AUX-R.1SG fall-CN
‘I almost fell down.’ [ZNB III 67]

Further, kiči- is attested with the general past tense:

---

383. Juha Janhunen (p.c.) mentioned that such forms would allow a negative interpretation if they were rendered as ‘fortunately not…’ in English. Although this idea sounds promising, this is incompartable with the translation offered by ZNB.
Verb complex

[225] *bu kiči-š mosra-ka-*?
3SG NEG.AUX-3SG.PST work-DISC-CN
‘He did almost start working (but he did not in the end).’ [ZNB III 67]

7.6.7 The syntax of negation – signs of language change?

The constructional negation strategy of Forest Enets, which relies on both a negative auxiliary and the negated main verb, makes it impossible to answer a simple question with ‘no’. Any negation must result in a simple clause:

(226) A: *bu čiki busi modä*
3SG this old.man[acc] see.3SG
‘Did he see the old man?’

B: (bu) *ńi modi-s*
3SG NEG.AUX.3SG see-CN
‘He did not see (him).’

However, a shorter strategy with *dák*, a reduced form of the negative existential *dagu* <not.exist.3SG>, is also possible. Similar strategies have been reported for other Northern Samoyedic languages (T73: 83–84). While Tereščenko’s Forest Enets examples revealed only the full form *dago*, nowadays only a reduced *dák* is attested. Therefore, it is likely that the reduction of a former verb resulting in a particle similar to Russian *нет* could be explained by extensive bilingualism with Russian:384

(227) *täxä täxä dada ňe-r modä*
there there go.3SG NEG.AUX-2SG see-CN
‘“There, there he is walking. Don’t you see him?”’

*muď ma-nidu* *dák ni-u* modä-?
1SG say-ASS.1SG PART NEG.AUX-SG.1SG see-CN
‘I said: “No I don’t see him”.’ [LDB Supernatural]

---

384. In contrast, Tereščenko’s examples of Russian influence on negation, the borrowing of the Russian negative particle *ни*, so far occurred only once in the summer 2011.
### 7.7 Negative verbs in Forest Enets

A small group of verbs behaves irregular with regard to negation. Such verbs are labelled negative verbs as they express a negative concept, ‘to not X’, such as doxoräš ‘to not know’ which is the negated counterpart of täniš ‘to know’ or piri(ä)š ‘to be able, can’ and its negative counterpart lodäš ‘to not be able’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFFIRMATIVE</th>
<th>NEGATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tonäš ‘to exist’</td>
<td>daguš ‘to not exist’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>täniš ‘to know’</td>
<td>doxoräš ‘to not know’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>täniš ‘to be able, can’</td>
<td>lodäš ‘to not be able; cannot’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piri(ä)š ‘to be able, can’</td>
<td>domgaš ‘to not be aware’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-29: Negative verbs

The uniting feature of the negative verbs in the right column lies in their inherent negative meaning and the fact that they cannot be negated with any of the negative auxiliaries. In contrast, the affirmative counterpart permits negation, albeit not prototypically. Otherwise, such verbs are morphologically regular and can be nominalized:

(229)  
\[
\text{famil-da} \quad \text{đ urta} \quad \text{doxorä} \quad \text{mud} \\
\text{last.name-PX.ACC.3SG} \quad \text{forget.SG.1SG} \quad \text{not.know.SG.1SG} \quad \text{1SG}
\]
‘I have forgotten his last name, I do not know it.’ [LDB Shaman]

(230)  
\[
\text{čiki-r} \quad \text{doxorä-da} \quad \text{obu-xu} \quad \text{enči} \quad \text{to} \\
\text{this-PX.2SG} \quad \text{not.know-PTCP.IPF} \quad \text{what-INDEF} \quad \text{person come.3SG}
\]
‘And this one, some unknown some person came.’ [NKB Childhood]

(231)  
\[
\text{momägøy} \quad \text{bu} \quad \text{piriä} \\
\text{read-DUR-CON} \quad \text{3SG} \quad \text{can.3SG}
\]
‘He can read.’ (Ru: ‘Считать он умеет.’) [ES 342]

385. The uniting missing morphosyntactic feature in their individual paradigms is the absence of negation.
In addition to doxoräs, ‘to not know’, another verb translated as ‘to not know’, domgaš ~ domgaš, is attested. I was not able to clarify the semantic difference between both verbs, but in contrast to doxoräs, whose affirmative counterpart is tänäs, an affirmative counterpart of domgaš ~ domgaš is currently missing in my data. In one respect, the structure of the following two examples differs in that the verb doxoräs is transitive and governs a complement clause while the example with domgaš cannot be considered a complement clause similarly to its English translation equivalent.386

(233)  
muđ doxoräs <ćenuj uđa to-bi-ra>  
1SG not.know.SG.1SG yesterday 2PL come-PERF-2PL  
‘I did not know that you came yesterday.’ [LDB II 80]

(234)  
muđ domgaš-dʔ ćenuj uđa to-bi-ra  
1SG not.aware-1SG yesterday.ADV 2PL come-PERF-2PL  
‘I was not aware that you came yesterday.’ [LDB II 80]

Although a detailed semantic study has not yet been undertaken, the overall function of negative verb pairs, apart from the existential tonäš and its negative pendant daguš, is connected to epistemic modality.

Finally, a short note on the affirmative counterparts of negative verbs is in order. First, at least in elicitation, tänäs ‘to know’ could occur with standard negation, but no such instances in transcribed spontaneous speech could be found. Second, in ET, a unique constellation with the modal auxiliary buńi- and the affirmer pirič can be found. As much as this constellation is clearly unusual, it fits the semantics of the unusual occasion reported extraordinarily well:

(235)  
täda seni-r rosa-xuruʔ? modnäʔ?  
now look-IMP.2SG Russian-NEG-[ACC.PL] 1PL  
te-šudunaʔ buńiʔ? piri-s  
reindeer-CAR.PX.PL.1PL NEG.AUX-3PL can-CN  
‘Now look, not even the Russian can live without our reindeer.’ [ET 52:51]387

386. The translation ‘to not be aware’ is preliminary. The overall difference in meaning between domgaš and doxoräs needs to be worked out in detail during future fieldwork. Occasionally a verb whose stem is dekar-, meaning ‘not knowing’, was also uttered but is not reproduced here.

387. The negated predicate is unusual as one would expect the negative counterpart of pirič, namely lodäs, to occur here. The predicate is negated with the modal negative auxiliary buńi which seems to offer an explanation here. With the regular negative auxiliaries, this appears to be impossible.
7.8 Transitivity and valency-changing morphology

The role of transitivity and valency-changing morphology in Forest Enets is restricted to two operations, causativization with -\(\text{đa}/-(l)\text{đa}/-\text{lt}\) and passivization with -\(\text{ra}/-\text{la}\). The field of detransitivization was not studied in detail during fieldwork, but preliminary notes can be found at the end of this section.

7.8.1 Causatives

Forest Enets has a causative derivation which is, however, not fully productive. In general, the causative in -\(\text{đa}\) derives causatives from non-causative verbs. In contrast to other suffixes, the causative marker -\(\text{đa}\) shows some unique assimilation features with glottal stop stems; when added to non-glottal stop stems, the causative marker remains unaltered and is expressed as -\(\text{đa}\). Occasionally, stem-final vowels are deleted:

\[
(236)\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \text{pora} \quad \text{<burn.3SG>} \quad \text{‘it burns’} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{por-đa} \quad \text{<burn-CAUS.3SG>} \quad \text{‘he makes it burn, he burns it’} \\
\text{c.} & \quad \text{ka(a)} \quad \text{<die.3SG>} \quad \text{‘he died’} \\
\text{d.} & \quad \text{ka-đa} \quad \text{<die-CAUS.3SG>} \quad \text{‘he killed’}
\end{align*}
\]

For a variety of non-glottal-stop stems the causative marker may also be realized as -\(\text{ta}\); the variation encountered matches that of the future tense marker -\(\text{đa}\).

With verbs belonging to inflectional class IIa, the expected assimilated shape -\(\text{đa}\) is not found, and instead -\(\text{lt}\) was registered:

\[
(237)\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \text{oo-ŋa} \quad \text{<eat-FREQ.3SG>} \quad \text{‘she is eating’} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{oo-\text{ta} <eat-CAUS.3SG>} \quad \text{‘she is feeding’}
\end{align*}
\]

Other verbs belonging to class II do not show the expected assimilation in -\(\text{ta}\), but instead the marker is realized as -\(\text{lt}\).\(^{388}\)

\(^{388}\) Infrequently, also -\(\text{rt}\) is attested.
(238)a. čai-ŋa <drink.tea-FREQ.3SG> ‘she is drinking tea’
    b. čai-lta <drink.tea-CAUS.3SG> ‘she is giving tea’ (Lit. ‘make drink tea’)
    c. modiʔä <see.3SG> ‘he sees it’
    d. modi-lta <see-CAUS.3SG> ‘he is showing it’

It appears that the causative is not a productive category and a fair number of transitive verbs with a causative meaning are historical causative derivations; such verbs should best be analyzed as lexicalized.

The overall function of the causative in Forest Enets is to add an agent to a situation. After having undergone causativization, the S argument appears as O and the causer is expressed as A. The increase in transitivity also enables the use of conjugation II with causativized verbs:

(239)a. kudi sumo-i/dʔ
    spoon fall-r.3SG
    ‘The spoon fell down.’ [EIB I 98]
    b. uu kudi sumoi-ta-r
    2SG spoon[ACC] fall-CAUS-SG.2SG
    ‘You let/made the spoon fall down.’ [EIB I 98]

Still, the increase in transitivity does not trigger conjugation II; with non-3p objects, conjugation II is blocked as expected:

(240) nā kasa-i ši čai-lta
    [girl person]-PX.1SG 1SG.ACC drink.tea-CAUS.3SG
    ‘My sister gave me tea.’ [ZNB Weekend]

(241) no nā āči-xin dad-ta-da-dʔ
gō-CAUS-FUT-1SG
    so [girl[n/G] youngster]-LOC.PL ‘I will make you meet with the girls.’
    [NKB Childhood]

As noted, several verbs which are formally causative derived are most probably lexicalized such as kaš ‘die’ and kadaš ‘kill’

389. Translated as ‘meet’ during transliteration. This sentence does not mean ‘I will make you go with the girls’.
(242)a. bunk-i aga bunki-iš kani točgod ka-ňu
dog-PX.1SG big dog-TRSL go.3SG then die-ASS.3SG
‘My dog got old and died.’ [LDB I 109]

b. mud’ tāxä te ka-d-da-a
1SG that reindeer[ACC] kill-CAUS-FUT-SG.1SG
‘I will kill that reindeer.’ [LDB I 109]

The form ‘sit’ (both intransitive and causative transitive) is also probably lexicalized:

(243)a. mod’ stol keuxo-d ad-ij täda oo-da-u
1SG table[GEN] side-LAT.SG sit-R.1SG now eat-FUT-SG.1SG
‘I sat down at the table. Now I will eat.’ [LDB I 109]

b. nā né-da kod nī ad-ta-da
woman child-PX.ACC.3SG sled[GEN] on-LAT sit-CAUS-SG.3SG
‘The woman seated her child on the narta.’ [LDB I 109]

Also in the following verbs, the causative seems to be lexicalized:

(244)a. kasa āči āsi-da tuka modä
[man youngster] father-PX.GEN.3SG axe[ACC] see.3SG
‘The youngster saw his father’s axe.’ [VNB IV 112]

b. āsi-b’ né-xu-da tuka-da modi-lta
father-PX.1SG child-LAT.SGposs.PX-GEN.3SG axe-PX.ACC.3SG see-CAUS.3SG
‘My father showed his axe to his child.’ [VNB IV 112]

(245)a. mud’ né-i kirba oo-ya
1SG child-PX.1SG bread[ACC] eat-FREQ.3SG
‘My child is eating bread.’ [LDB I 110]

b. āā-b’ né-da oo-ta-go
mother-PX.1SG child-PX.ACC.3SG eat-CAUS-DUR.3SG
‘My mother is feeding her child.’ [LDB I 110]

More causative pairs (all intransitive → transitive):

(246)a. mā-m pora
chum-PX.1SG burn.3SG
‘My chum burned.’ [VNB IV 113]
b. bolku-\text-i \textit{še-xo} \textit{por-da-bi-da}
\textit{balok-PX.1SG} \textit{who-INDEF} \textit{burn-CAUS-PERF-SG.3SG}

‘My balok, somebody burned it down.’ [VNB III 113]

(247) a. \textit{kidida} \textit{kasa-ʔ}
\textit{tableware.PX.PL.3SG} \textit{be.dry-3PL}

‘The tableware is drying.’ [LDB I 112]

b. \textit{ää-b\text{́}} \textit{kidida} \textit{kas-ta-go}
\textit{mother-PX.1SG} \textit{tableware.PX.ACC.PL.3SG} \textit{dry-CAUS-DUR.3SG}

‘My mother is drying her tableware.’ [LDB I 112]

(248) a. \textit{ää-b\text{́}} \textit{boru-ma}
\textit{mother-PX.1SG} \textit{be.angry-RES.3SG}

‘My mother got angry.’ [VNB IV 112]

b. \textit{kasa} \textit{äči} \textit{āsi-da} \textit{boru-lta}
[\textit{man} \textit{youngster}] \textit{father-PX.ACC.3SG} \textit{be.angry-CAUS.3SG}

‘The youngster made his father angry.’ [VNB IV 112]

(249) a. \textit{bu} \textit{ādda}
\textit{3SG} \textit{drive.3SG}

‘He is [sled] driving.’

b. \textit{bu} \textit{nod} \textit{padur} \textit{ād-ta-da}
\textit{3SG} \textit{3SG.LAT} \textit{letter[ACC]} \textit{drive-CAUS-SG.3SG}

‘He has sent you a letter.’ [IIS IV 155]

For some other verbs, different kinds of valency alternations are found. None of these are, however, productive, nor are they segmentable. Most of them fall into the sphere of anticausatives, or in other words, inchoative/causative alternations:\footnote{E.g. Haspelmath (1993).}

(250) a. \textit{korio-b} \textit{morjī}
\textit{xorej-PX.1SG} \textit{break.3SG}

‘My xorej broke.’ [LDB I 111]

b. \textit{še-xo} \textit{korio-da} \textit{morī-ā-bi}
\textit{who-INDEF} \textit{xorej-PX.ACC.3SG} \textit{break-PERF.3SG}

‘Somebody broke my xorej.’ [LDB I 111]

\footnote{E.g. Haspelmath (1993).}
(251)a. tāb ńi-tušidi-š
nail[gen] on-loc gun hang-3sg.pst
‘On the nail, a gun was hanging.’ [LDB I 112]

b. tāb ńituiidi-ś
nail[gen] on-lat gun hang-2sg
‘On the nail you hang up the gun.’ [LDB I 112]

(252)a. akoška nā-idʔ
window open-3sg
‘The window opened on its own.’ [LDB I 111]

b. āā-ˈakoška-da nābti
mother-px.1sg window-px.acc.3sg open.3sg
‘My mother opened the window.’ [LDB I 111]

(253)a. bui pi
soup cook.3sg
‘The soup is cooking.’

b. nā osa piri-go
woman meat[acc] cook-dur.3sg
‘The woman is cooking meat.’ [IIS IV 111]

As already mentioned, there seems to be a high degree of lexicalization for causative-derived verbs in Forest Enets. It proved problematic to elicit instances, such as ‘to make X work’, ‘to make X sleep’, ‘to make X kill Y’ or ‘to make X buy Y’, which produced no results. The closest rendering of such possible causative situation relied on an imperative-marked verb following a verb belonging to a commanding speech act e.g. ‘I told X doIMP Y’.391

7.8.2 Passive -ra/-la

The most productive transitivity-decreasing derivation is the passive in -ra/-la. As the passive will be addressed in more detail in chapter 11, the following description concentrates on the minimum morphosyntactic prerequisites. Passivization in Forest Enets is apparently only possible with transitive (non-stative) verbs. Verbs that have undergone passivization fall unanimously into conjugation III and are, as expected, morphosyn-

391. Sorokina (1976) argued that Forest Enets has double causatives resembling similar double causatives known in Turkic (e.g. die → kill → make kill). I have spent considerable time investigating this question, but I do not have a single example following this pattern in current Forest Enets. See also Sigl (2008).
tactically intransitive. Further, the former patient, the syntactic object, surfaces as the subject. The former agent can be expressed and if so, it is encoded by the lative case. This means that the expression of the semantic roles of the agent can be preserved.

(254)a.  *mädi pā sumuitabi* ‘The wind felled the tree.’ [ZNB IV 36]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mädi</th>
<th>pā</th>
<th>sumui-ta-bi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wind</td>
<td>tree</td>
<td>fall-CAUS-PERF.3SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTOR</td>
<td>UNDERGOER</td>
<td>PRED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-30: Active diathesis

b.  *pāʔ mädid sumuitarabid?* ‘The trees were felled by the wind.’ [ZNB IV 36]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pāʔ</th>
<th>mädi-d</th>
<th>sumui-ta-ra-bi-dʔ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>OBL</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDERGOER</td>
<td>ACTOR</td>
<td>PRED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-31: Passive diathesis

Also personal pronouns behave in the same way:

(255)a.  *bunik šij sakra*  
dog 1SG.ACC bite.3SG  
‘The dog bit me.’ [ZNB IV 37]

b.  *mod bunki-d sakra-riʔ*  
1SG dog-LAT.SG bite-PASS.R.1SG  
‘I was bitten by a/the dog.’ [ZNB IV 37]

7.8.3   Transitivity-decreasing strategies

Künnap’s Enets sketch grammar described an intransitivizing aspectual marker (sic!) in -ta. As I have not yet found this example in Tereščenko’s writings from which it must ultimately derive, it is presented as discussed by Künnap (1999: 28):
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(256)a. \( \text{mod} \ \text{äa-b} \ \text{perdi-go-d?} \)
   1SG mother-PX.ACC.1SG help-DUR-1SG
   ‘I help my mother.’

   b. \( \text{mod} \ \text{ä-xa-ń} \ \text{perdi-ta-gua-d?} \)
   1SG mother-LAT.SG.POSS-PX.GEN.1SG help-DETR-DUR-1SG
   ‘I am being helpful to my mother.’

Although the existence of a ‘transitivity-decreasing aspect’ which in Künnap’s example behaves like an antipassive, is highly questionable, I did register a suffix in -\( \text{du/tu} \) which behaves as a detransitivizer in the following examples. The data I collected show a number of transitive verbs that are derived from nouns\(^{392}\) and which can be detransitivized by the suffix -\( \text{du/tu} \), to which the frequentative aspect is added:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOUN</th>
<th>TRANSITIVE VERB IN 3SG</th>
<th>DETRANSITIVIZED VERB IN 3SG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>soči ‘spit’</td>
<td>sočia ‘spits at s.o.’</td>
<td>sočituja ‘always spits’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kođa ‘finger nail’</td>
<td>kodiä ‘scratches s.o.’</td>
<td>kodiituja ‘always scratches’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sojama ‘birth’</td>
<td>soja ‘gives birth’</td>
<td>sojatuja ‘is birth-giving’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-32: Verbs detransitivized with -\( \text{du/tu} \)

Examples:

(257) a. \( \text{kasa} \ \text{äči} \ \text{ši} \ \text{sočiä} \)
   [man youngster] 1SG.ACC spit.3SG
   ‘The young boy spit on me.’ [ZNB III 22]

   b. \( \text{čiki} \ \text{busi} \ \text{peri} \ \text{soči-tu-ña} \)
   this old.man always spit-DETR-FREQ.3SG
   ‘This old man is always spitting.’ [ZNB III 22]

(258)a. \( \text{kasa} \ \text{äči} \ \text{ši} \ \text{kodiä} \)
   [man youngster] 1SG.ACC scratch.3SG
   ‘This young boy scratches me.’ [ZNB III 23]

   b. \( \text{nä} \ \text{äči} \ \text{peri} \ \text{kodi-tu-ña} \)
   [girl youngster] always scratch-DETR-FREQ.3SG
   ‘The young girl is always scratching.’ [ZNB III 23]

\(^{392}\) Transitive verbs seem to be derived via zero-conversion from nouns. The third example sojama ‘birth’ is actually a fossilized action noun, and a plain lexeme soja is currently not attested in my data.
A reindeer gives birth to a calf.' [IIS IV 120]

b. te soja-tu-ŋa
reindeer give.birth-DETR-FREQ.3SG
'The reindeer is ‘birth-giving’ (right now).’ [IIS IV 120]

More examples of this type:

(260)

lobituŋa ‘he is skiing.’ from loba ‘ski’
kodituŋa ‘he is scratching himself.’ from kod ‘finger nail’
malčatuŋa ‘he is wearing a malitsa.’ from malča ‘malitsa’
sokoatutuŋa ‘she is wearing a soko.’ from sokoʔo ‘trad. shirt’
pāatutuŋa ‘he is going in high boots.’ from pāa ‘trad. high boot’
soiitutuŋa ‘she is wearing a hat.’ from soʔi ‘trad. fem. hat’
toditutuŋa ‘he is going in short boots.’ from todi ‘trad. short boot’
lubaxatuŋa ‘he is wearing a shirt.’ from lubaxa ‘shirt’
biitutuŋa ‘he is thinking.’ from bi ‘wits’

ixituŋa ‘he is smoking’, also seems to belong to this group, although no noun can be currently identified.393

Finally, the detransitivizing suffix is found with participles whose constructions are equivalent to relative clauses: (see also 13.7):

(261)

tidi-du-i-b koru-da male dopi-da
buy-DETR-PTCP.PFT-PX.1SG knife-PX.ACC.3SG already loose-SG.3SG
‘The knife which I bought for him, he has already lost it.’ [ZNB III 14]

Apart from this overt morphological derivation, some examples which must be considered lexical need to be mentioned. In the discussion of conjugation I and III (7.1.1, 7.1.3), it was shown that a small class of verbs allow the use of either conjugation I and III without any overt derivational material. While this choice expresses subtle actional differences with intransitive verbs, the following examples differ from those because here detransitivization seems to apply. Several examples are therefore included here under detransitivizing strategies, although this process is apparently lexically triggered and not a result of overt derivational morphology:

393. A verb stem in ixri- is attested a ‘drink_{m}’.
Finally, another lexical detransitivization strategy must be mentioned, although this strategy is again lexically restricted. Occasionally, denominally derived verbs resemble incorporation, as the free-standing object can be verbalized:

(264)a.  
\[\text{ačui čukči bui oo-ŋa-č} \]
youngster[NOM,PL] all soup[ACC] eat-FREQ-3PL

‘All the kids ate soup.’ [LDB & NKB II 24]

b.  
\[\text{ačui čukči bui-ŋa-č} \]
youngster[NOM,PL] all soup-FREQ-3PL

‘All the kids were soup-eating.’ [LDB & NKB II 24]

Other incorporated verbs are e.g. \(\text{bu čaiŋa} \) ‘he is drinking tea’ (from \(\text{čai} \) ‘tea’) or \(\text{kādaruŋa} \) ‘he is hunting wild reindeer’ (from \(\text{kādar} \) ‘wild reindeer’), \(\text{bu pogoŋa} \) ‘he is fishing with a net’ (from \(\text{poga} \) ‘net’). As the last verb shows, some further morphology may be necessary to derive such verbs, but a detailed description is outside the scope of this description.
8. Non-finite verb forms – participles, converbs, and nominalizations

This chapter describes the morphology and to a lesser degree the syntax of non-finite verb forms such as participles, nominalizations and converbs. As these categories play an important role in subordination, a more detailed syntactic description will be postponed until chapter 13.

8.1 Infinitival converb -š/-d’/-č

The infinitival converb in -š is used as the citation form of verbs in ERRE and ES. In principle, it is a diagnostic form for assigning verbs to a particular conjugational class, e.g. *toš* ‘come’ (I), *dorid* ‘speak’ (IIa) and *mič* ‘give’ (IIb), but for unknown reasons, both dictionaries show a larger number of misclassifications.394

The function of the infinitival converb is syntactically straightforward. If a clause already contains a finite verb, other verbs that depend on the finite verb must be realized as -š converbs. The infinitival converb cannot be followed by a VX or PX:

(1) da būrto-š pā an
    earth[ACC] throw-CON begin.3PL FOC
    ‘…and they started to throw earth (on her grave).’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(2) Kasali kudi bāuđa neri-č tara
    PN sleep.3SG soon rise-CON must.3SG
    ‘Kasali is sleeping, soon he has to get up.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

Second, the infinitival converb can be used to express manner adverbial clauses. Here, the converb appears in the adjacent clause, clearly separated from the finite main verb:

(3) nā kod soču ni-n adi-š ņe-da
    woman sled[NG] nose[GEN] on-LOC sit-CON child-PX.ACC.3SG
    mosta-go
    lull.to.sleep-DUR.3SG
    ‘Sitting on the front part of the sled, the woman lulled her child to sleep.’
    [LDB & NKB & VNB II 55]

(4) onai bada-an ma-d’ mud nod ājeiču-d
    real language PROL say-CON 1SG 2SG.LAT older.relative-1SG
    ‘Saying it in Enets, I am an elder relative to you.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

394. Such variation is usually found with verbs belonging to class II. Especially verbs belonging to class IIa ending in -d’ are often presented as -č.
Some of the attested examples allow a further temporal-consecutive interpretation, though I currently prefer to regard such instances as extensions of the original manner function:

(5)  
\[stol \text{ke-xun adi-š minxuda karida}\]  
\[table[GEN] sit-CON at.once fish.PX.ACC.PL.3SG\]  
\[sei-gu-š pā\]  
\[clean-DUR-CON begin.3 SG\]  
‘Sitting at the table, he started to clean the fish at once.’ [LDB II 44]

(6)  
\[busi čiki torsi dőri noda-š aň koxo\]  
\[old.man this such talk[ACC] hear-CON FOC where.INDEF.LAT\]  
\[măddi-š kaňi-š\]  
\[argish-CON go-3SG.PST\]  
‘The old man, hearing such rumors, again somewhere else went argishing.’ [LDB Shaman]

8.2 Temporal-conditional converb -bu/-pu

The temporal-conditional converb -bu/-pu is used in a non-finite protasis of complex clauses. In earlier accounts (e.g. Tereščenko 1966: 453), the marker contained a suffix-final glottal stop and was realized as -buʔ, which once in a while can still be tracked via PX assimilation, though this glottal stop has never been attested “on the surface” in my collected data.

Reference to actor/undergoer is maintained and separately marked on this converb. As the converb is a nominal category, reference is maintained via PX:

(7)  
\[kadada-bu-d id dőri-rʔ\]  
\[hunt-CON-PX.GEN.2SG NEG.AUX.IMP.2SG speak-CN\]  
‘When you are hunting, do not speak!’ [ZNB I 78]

(8)  
\[ŋolu-uš kaïj-bu-ń dētšu mi-n pida-dʔ\]  
\[one-TRSL remain-CON-PX.GEN.1SG Yenisei[GEN] in-LOC be.afraid-1 SG\]  
‘While I remained alone on the Yenisei, I was afraid.’ [NKB Yenisei]

(9)  
\[kuna Potab keu-d to-bu-naʔ Potab\]  
\[when Potapovo[GEN] come-CON-PX.GEN.1PL Potapovo[GEN]\]  
\[nā-d bid bar-xud encuʔ oka-an\]  
\[side-ABL water[GEN] shore-ABL.PL person[NOM.PL] many-PROL\]  
\[odu ni-ń poroxod dēd ādd-idʔ\]  
\[boat[GEN] on-LOC ferry[GEN] toward drive-R.3PL\]  
‘When arriving at Potapovo, from the shore many people came (Lit. people came ‘manily’) on their boats toward the ferry.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]
The -bu/-pu converb will be discussed in detail in chapter 13.3.

8.3 Participles

Four participles are attested: perfective, imperfective, futuritive and negative futuritive. Whereas the perfective and the imperfective participles are well attested in transcribed speech and elicitation, the remaining two are found only in a few examples deriving from elicitation.

8.3.1 Perfective participle -iʔ/-miʔ

The perfective participle has two allomorphs, -iʔ and -miʔ. The latter is currently found regularly on class IIa verbs only and it appears that the system is decaying and -iʔ has started to become generalized.\(^{395}\) The perfective participle indicates that an action modifying a noun has already taken place:

\[\text{(10) a. } \text{Igarka } nā-đ to-i oša-š \]
\[\text{Igarka}_{[\text{GEN}]} \text{ side-ABL come-PTCP.PFT Evenki-3SG.PST} \]
\[\text{‘He was an Evenki who came from Igarka.’ [LDB Taboo]} \]

\[\text{b. } nā tonā-š // mugadi-xiđ odi-mi ņob toř} \]
\[\text{woman exist-3SG.PST clan-ABL.PL appear-PTCP.PFT one such} \]
\[\text{‘There was a woman. She was from the mugadi clan.’} \]
\[\text{(Lit. ‘from the mugadis having come one such’)} \text{[EIB Clairvoyant]} \]

Perfective participles can be further modified by \(\text{PX}\) to maintain reference with actor or undergoer. Possessed participles serve as equivalents of relative clauses:

\[\text{(11) } \text{duino-iʔ koru } <\text{loose-PTCP.PFT knife}> ‘a lost knife’ \]

\[\text{(12) } \text{duino-i-b koru-i ko-b} \]
\[\text{loose-PTCP.PFT-PX.ACC.1SG knife-PX.ACC.1SG find-SG.1SG} \]
\[\text{‘I found my lost knife.’ (Lit. ‘I found my knife which I have lost’)} \text{[LDB I 182]} \]

The participle of the verb kaś ‘die’ differs from all other attested as it based on a suffix in -bi:

\[\text{(13) } \text{dōdu-ŋa dōdu-ŋa ka-bi te koō} \]
\[\text{go}_{\text{MUDI-FREQ.3SG}} \text{ go}_{\text{MUDI-FREQ.3SG}} \text{ die-PTCP.PFT reindeer}_{[\text{ACC}]} \text{ find.3SG} \]
\[\text{‘He walked, walked and found a dead reindeer.’ [ANP Stupid People]} \]

\(^{395}\) Tereščenko (1966: 452) did not show a glottal stop for this participle, however many consultants do pronounce a glottal stop.
8.3.2 Imperfective participle -da/-dal/-ta³⁹⁶

Regardless of the inherent lexical aspect of a given verb, the imperfective participle marks an action, event or state modifying a noun as ongoing:

\[(14) \text{ńaba} \quad \text{pugi-}n \quad \text{kasadu-da} \quad \text{ńaba} \quad \text{tonä-bi} \]

\[\text{hare}_{[\text{GEN,pl}]} \quad \text{among-LOC} \quad \text{boast-PTCP.IPF} \quad \text{hare} \quad \text{exist-PERF.3SG} \]

‘Among the hares was a boasting hare.’ [LDB Wolf and Hare]

The imperfective participle serves further as the basis for finite and non-finite constructions. The speculative mood with non-future tense reference (see also 7.4.5) is a historical nominalization based on the imperfective participle:

\[(15) \text{to} \quad \text{bar-xun} \quad \text{enći} \quad \text{dođu-da-raxa} \]

\[\text{lake}_{[\text{GEN}]} \quad \text{shore-LOC.SG} \quad \text{person} \quad \text{go-PTCP.IPF-SIM.3SG} \]

‘A man seems to be walking on the shore.’ [ANP Man and Bear]

Adverbial clauses expressing simultaneity of an action are based on the imperfective participle and are further inflected for lative case and \(\text{PX}_{\text{GEN}}\). The latter establish reference to the actor/undergoer:

\[(16) \text{điri-da-xa-da} \quad \text{toř} \quad \text{mana} \]

\[\text{live-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG}_{\text{POSS}} \quad \text{PX}_{\text{GEN}.3SG} \quad \text{such} \quad \text{say.3SG} \]

‘While being alive she said so…’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

\[(17) \text{đad-ta-xa-ń} \quad \text{koti-da-xa-ń} \]

\[\text{go-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG}_{\text{POSS}} \quad \text{PX}_{\text{GEN}.1DU} \quad \text{swim-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG}_{\text{POSS}} \quad \text{PX}_{\text{GEN}.1DU} \]

\[\text{kasa-i} \quad \text{man} \quad \text{obu} \quad \text{täxä} \quad \text{soši} \quad \text{ne-on} \quad \text{man} \quad \text{enći} \quad \text{đada} \quad \text{man} \quad \text{go}_{\text{UDL}.3SG} \]

‘While floating on the lake (Lit. while going, while swimming), my companion said: “there along the hill a man is walking”.’ [LDB Supernatural]

Finally, some professions are lexicalized or partly lexicalized participle constructions, e.g. \(\text{te pońda} <\text{reindeer keep-PTCP.IPF}> \) ‘reindeer keeping = reindeer herder’, \(\text{poguda enći} <\text{fish.with.net-PTCP.IPF person}> \) ‘a fishing man = fisherman’.

³⁹⁶ Concerning its morphological realization, the interpretation of the underlying imperfective participle suffix shares the same problems as those attested with the future tense and the causative suffix (7.2.4, 7.9.1).
8.3.3 Futuritive -uda

The futuritive participle in -uda is currently not attested in transcribed spontaneous speech but only in data from elicitation. Its function is to express an action, event, state which will affect an noun in the future:

(18) tāxā te-kuča ka-uda te
    that reindeer-DIM die-PTCP.FUT reindeer

   ‘That reindeer which will be killed.’ (Lit. ‘that reindeer a will-die reindeer’) [LDB II 62]

The futuritive participle underlies the speculative mood with future-tense reference (see 7.4.5):

(19) āki pāušumnju kaba ter loidi-ŋa naldi-da
    this evening.ADV aurora borealis burn-FREQ.3SG be.red-PTCP.IPF

    tu-raxa kādu-uš kani-uda-raxa
    fire-SIM blizzard-TRSL go-PTCP.FUT-SIM.3SG

   ‘This evening the northern lights burn like reddish fire. Apparently a blizzard will come.’ [LDB I 173]

Whether the suffix -uda has a second form resulting from glottal stop assimilation is currently not known.

8.3.4 Negative futuritive participle -udai

The existence of a negative futuritive participle was mentioned by Tereščenko (1966: 452). This category is attested in contemporary Forest Enets too, though no examples are found in transcribed spontaneous speech. Whether this morpheme undergoes any morphonological processes is not known either. As the only reliable example is a class IIb verb ‘give’ and the suffix looks similar to one attested by Tereščenko, it speaks against possible morphonological alternations for the time being. The negative futuritive participle states that a future action will not modify a noun:

(20) āki bāsi mi-udai bāsi
    this money give-PTCP.FUT.NEG money

   ‘This money is money which will not be returned.’
   (Lit. ‘this money will-not-give money’) [LDB I 183]
8.3.5 Excursus – unoriented and passivized participles

All previously mentioned, participles can be classified as unoriented. In this respect, Forest Enets differs from such languages as e.g. Finnish (21b) (22b):

(21) a. to-i?  enči?  <come-PTCP.PFT  person>  ‘a person who has arrived’
   b. saapu-nut  vieras  <arrive-PTCP.PFT  guest>  ‘a guest who has arrived’

(22) a. padu-mi?  padur  <write-PTCP.PFT  letter>  ‘a written letter’
   b. kirjoite-ttu  kirje  <write-PTCP.PST.IPERS  letter>  ‘a written letter’

Nevertheless, unoriented perfective participles can undergo passive derivation. This derivation based on the regular passive marker -ra/-la is by no means frequent, but it is at least attested in several examples with the perfective participle:

(23) kasa  enči-gun  komita-ra-i  kati
    [man  person]-LOC.SG  love-PASS-PTCP.PFT  girl
    ‘A girl loved by the boy’ (Lit. ‘a by-the-boy-loved girl’) [ZNB IV 7]

Other participles have not been encountered with the passive marker in the gathered materials.

8.4 Nominalization

8.4.1 zero-/ma action nominalization

Of all the non-finite verb forms, action nominalizations are clearly the most complicated forms. First, in contemporary Forest Enets, nominalizations are in general very unproductive. A number of abstract nouns ending in -ma point to a former nominalization strategy, but synchronically they are entirely lexicalized. They include dörima ‘talk, talking’ from dörid ‘speak’, saiduma ‘war’ from saidud ‘make war’ and d’irima ‘life’ from d’iriš ‘live’, although d’iriču ‘life’ seems to be preferred. However, traces of the same -ma nominalization are attested in several adverbial clauses, and we will start the discussions with several examples. In the first example, we see how the ABL.SG marker -xVd is attached without any stem modification to the bare verb stem šero- ‘bury’:
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(24) ājeiču-d šero-xud-ud kań tāxā
older.relative-PX.GEN.2SG bury-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.2SG go.IMP.2SG those
kašixid friend.LAT.PL
‘After your older relative’s burial, go to those friends.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

In contrast, in the following example, the stem final vowel of kańiš ‘go’ changes and the form kańe- serves as a stem before ABL.SG is attached. In this case, nominal morphology cannot be attached directly to the verbal stem:

(25) ājiču-š kańe-xad-da neri-xiʔ
morning-TRSL go-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.3SG wake.up-R.3SG
‘After it began to dawn, they woke up.’ [LDB Fishermen]

What makes (25) interesting is the appearance of a stem that is not attested elsewhere. I therefore assume that in (25) we are dealing with reflexes of a nominalization strategy as case markers cannot be added directly to verbal nouns. On the other hand, one cannot see any reflexes in (24) and one could assume here a kind of zero conversion. Example (25) suggests that a different glossing convention might be necessary; even if verbs followed by nominal morphology are added to verbal stems without direct traces of nominalization, there is still some evidence for stem modification, which will become evident soon. Therefore, both examples are re-glossed as follows and this convention will be used further:

(24) ājeiču-d šero-xud-ud kań tāxā
older.elative-PX.GEN.2SG buryNLZ-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.2SG go.IMP.2SG those
kašixid friend.LAT.PL
‘After your older relative’s burial, go to those friends.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

In contrast to the interpretation chosen here, Sorokina (1981a: 140–142; 1990) analyzed similar examples as deverbal zero-derivations. Although Sorokina mentioned that in the case of several verbs a further vowel is inserted before case markers can be attached, she did not pay further attention to this phenomenon. In the following description I will show why I perceive this interpretation to be incorrect, as there exists only one nominalization type, which I will call zero/vowel alternation/-ma action nominalization and which relies on three different morphological realizations. First, in a small number of
examples case morphology is not attached to the verbal stem or to a modified verbal stem, but a nominalizer in -ma is found. Such forms can be found easily with komaš ‘want’, which governs lative case, and verbs must undergo nominalization before case morphology can be added. Alternatively, the postposition šer requires the same nominalization on verbs. The following two examples demonstrate the action nominalization and its glossing conventions:

(26) \[\begin{array}{llllll}
  & bu & díi-da & sosu-ma-t & koma-š & \\
= & 3SG & njuk-PX.GEN.3SG & sew-NLZ-LAT.SG & want-3SG.PST & \\
\end{array}\]

‘She wanted to sew a njuk.’ [NKB IV 159]

(27) \[\begin{array}{llllll}
  & čiki & enču & kou-du-t & taru-ma-ru-t & koma-bi-ʔ & \\
= & this person[NOM.PL] & swear_NLZ-LAT.SG & quarrel-NLZ-LIM-LAT.SG & want-PERF-3PL & \\
\end{array}\]

‘These people wanted to swear, only wanted to quarrel.’ [ANP Hoax]

All three verbs, sosud´’sew’ (IIa), koudu´’swear’ (IIa), and taruč ‘quarrel, fight’ (IIb), belong to class II.

In the case of verbs belonging to class I, no overt nominalization morphology is attested. Apart from example (24), the following two examples also demonstrate it:

(28) \[\begin{array}{llllll}
  & torsi & mūd & tāda & torsi & badiā-t & koma-d & \\
= & such 1SG now such tell_NLZ-LAT.SG & want-1SG & \\
\end{array}\]

‘Such (a story), now, such I want to tell.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(29) \[\begin{array}{llllll}
  & busi & ań & nadui-ŋa & obu-š & ši & kada-t & koma-t & \\
= & old.man FOC & ask-FREQ.3SG & what-TRSL 1SG.ACC & kill_NLZ-LAT.SG & want-2SG & \\
\end{array}\]

‘The old man asked: “why do you want to kill me?”’ [ANP Man and Bear]

The overall evolving question is whether there are any predictable instances for the appearance of zero, vowel change, or -ma, and the preliminary answer is no. Even among the nominalizations from the introduction to this chapter it is clear that -ma can be attached to any verb, regardless of inflection class: dörima ‘talk, talking’ from dörid´ ‘speak’ (IIa), saiduma ‘war’ from saiduđ´ ‘make war’ (IIa), or dērima ‘life’ from dēriš ´live’ (I). In a later paper by Sorokina, the question of -ma was brought up again, though only en passant (Sorokina 1990: 208). Concerning the suffix -ma, Sorokina states that it is attested in at least two different functions, namely as ‘nomen actionis’ e.g. dörima ‘talk, talking’ and as the marker of the resultative aspect, e.g. odima ´(s)he apparead, came out’ or tečuma ´it became cold’. As far as I understand Sorokina’s interpretation, she assumes that -ma as nomen actionis or resultative aspect represents one and the same category and opts against the interpretation of two homonymic suffixes. On what can be found in my data I opt against this interpretation for two reasons. First,
action nouns such as *dorima* cannot be combined with verbal endings. As a verb, only *dorînd* ‘I speak, I am speaking’ is possible. A resultative *dorima* ‘he has spoken’ is not attested. Further, neither resultative 3SG, such as *odima* or *tečuma* can be interpreted as *nomen actionis*, because they are negated as regular verbs. Even if there were a historical connection between both forms, synchronically they are clearly distinct.

To sum up, Forest Enets seems to have an action noun nominalization that is realized by one of the following three strategies: a) zero conversion, b) vowel change, and c) -*ma*. This allomorphy does not seem to be triggered by the glottal stop, and, apparently, this represents a system in decay. As language-internal argumentation does not offer a satisfying explanation, a short excursion to Forest Nenets is necessary. The situation in Forest Nenets confirms that the Forest Enets zero conversion/vowel change/-*ma* nominalization strategy is a reflex of the same nominalization pattern, which for unknown reasons shows signs of decay. In Forest Nenets (Sammallahti 1974: 89, Kaur Mägi, p.c.), -*ma* nominalizations are used to express posteriority (-*ma*+ABL) and with the verb ‘want’ (-*ma*+LAT). No exceptional morphology was reported by Sammallahti (confirmed by Kaur Mägi, p.c.), and all the verbs take -*ma*. As these nominalizations are used in the same context as in Forest Enets, we seem to be dealing with the same etymological category. This means that one should not postulate two different types of nominalization in Forest Enets (zero vs. -*ma*), but rather subsume them as one. Concerning such nominalizations in -*ma*, a final important observation is in order. As Sorokina’s data is similar to mine, it is unlikely that we are dealing either with a recent innovation or language decay. The underlying change and its triggering conditions must therefore be sought elsewhere.

8.4.2 -*ba* nominalization

Both ET and Sorokina (1990) reported another nominalization in -*ba*. This nominalization was not found in my data, nor could Sorokina’s forms be verified with the help of my consultants.
9. Clause types and interrogation

The following chapter offers a basic overview of simple clauses. These are classified according to the form of their predicate and are further divided into declarative and interrogative clauses. The following clause types are discussed:

1. Nominal clauses
2. Clauses with conjugated nominal predicates
3. Affirmative copula clauses
4. Negative copula clauses
5. Existential clauses
6. Intransitive clauses
7. Transitive clauses
8. Ditransitive clauses
9. Notes on interrogation

9.1 Nominal clauses

In nominal clauses, the predicate is formed by an NP, though only equative and equative-possessive clauses can be classified as nominal. This clause type shows some unique syntactic features which are not attested elsewhere. It is the only clause type that does not show any copula support or conjugated nominal predicates in the aorist. The semantic function of nominal clauses is identification (1), (2) or classification (3):

(1) \( \text{čiki} \ nā \ \text{mud}^{\prime} \ \text{ää-b} \)
    this woman 1SG mother-PX.1SG
    ‘This woman is my mother.’ [DSB V 46]

(2) \( \text{čiki-r} \ uu \ \text{āsi-r} \)
    this-PX.2SG 2SG father-PX.2SG
    ‘This is your father.’ [NKB Childhood]

(3) \( \text{čiki-r} \ \text{meju} \ \text{māʔ} \)
    this-PX.2SG new house
    ‘This is a new house.’ [ZNB 08.02.06]
9.2 Clauses with conjugated nominal predicates

In this clause type, the predicate is formed by a verb form of conjugation type I that is derived from a noun, an adjective or an interrogative pronoun by attaching the suffixes of conjugation I to it. In earlier descriptions of Northern Samoyedic languages, the label ‘predicative conjugation’ was used. Although this predicate can be tensed with the general past tense in -š, several restrictions apply to this clause type. First, AME categories cannot be attached to nouns, and, second, the future tense cannot be added. This predicative construction is only capable of expressing states, meaning that concepts of doubt, dynamicity, possibility and other related concepts must be encoded by a prototypical verb, which then results in a different construction. Strictly speaking, these predicative clauses are a subtype of intransitive clauses, but they are presented as a separate category due to the restrictions mentioned above. The following examples show this clause type with aorist and general past tense reference:

(4) uu še-d
   2SG who-2 SG
   ‘Who are you?’ [ANP II 37]

(5) uu tone ibleigu-d
   2SG still small-2 SG
   ‘You are still young.’ [LDB & NKB I 140]

(6) uu kursi enči-d
   2SG what.kind.of person-2 SG
   ‘What kind of person are you?’ [ANP II 36]

(7) āki deri ṣa-da ība
   this day sky-px.3SG warm.3 SG
   ‘Today the weather is warm.’ [ZNB I 33]

(8) to dodigun kasa āči-d-uš
   that period.LOC.SG [man youngster]-2 SG-PST
   ‘In those days you were a young boy.’ [LDB & NKB I 140]

(9) tadišš
   shaman-3 SG,PST
   ‘He was a shaman.’ [LDB & NKB I 175]

397. Further, this clause type differs in negation from intransitive clauses as a different negation strategy must be employed. This will be discussed below.
398. In predicative position, enči behaves as a non-glottal stop stem because otherwise morphonological assimilation would be expected, as demonstrated in chapter 3.
The internal structure of such clauses can be complex, as the conjugated noun can be further modified by participles:

(11) \[ \text{mud} \] Tartu-xud to-i enči-d?  
1SG Tartu-ABL.SG come-PTCP.PFT person-1SG  
‘I am a person from Tartu.’  
(Lit. ‘I from Tartu having-come person-I am’) [ZNB I 27]

9.3 Affirmative copula clauses

9.3.1 eš ‘be’

Copula clauses with eš (the stem for the future tense being ā-) form a predicate with a noun or an adjective in non-aorist and non-general past contexts. The semantic functions of this clause type are identification (12), classification (13), attribution, or property/qualification (14, 15):

(12) kuna-xo čiki soiča tuka e-bi  
when-INDEF this good axe be-PERF.3SG  
‘This knife was once a good axe.’ [DSB V 47]

(13) ālki-je kari āba uđi-ma čiki taimeń e-bi  
huge-PEJ fish\[N/G\] head appear-RES.3SG this taimeń be-PERF.3SG  
‘A huge fish head appeared. This was a taimeń.’ [ANP Taimeń]

(14) no kuń ā-da či nu ās-kuiţi-b ma-mnu-da  
PART how be-FUT.3SG PART PART father-DIM-PX.1SG say-AUD-3SG  
‘“So how will it be,” so my father said...’ [NKB Prisoners]

(15) mud ma-ńedu obu ań enči ā-da še-xuru  
1SG say-ASS.1SG what FOC person be-FUT.3SG who-NEG  
dagu-š  
not.exist-3SG.PST  
‘I said: “what person will this be, there was nobody”.’ [LDB Supernatural]
9.3.2  *kańiš* ‘become’

A special kind of copula clause is formed with the predicate introduced with *kańiš* ‘become’ and a translative-marked noun or adjective. Its semantic function is to indicate that something has become a member of the class denoted by the translative-marked noun or has acquired the property denoted by the adjective in the translative:

(16)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>täda</th>
<th>mud’</th>
<th>aga-aś</th>
<th>kańi-d?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>now</td>
<td>big-TRSL</td>
<td>go-1SG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Now I am getting old.’ [LDB Taboo]

(17)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nja-da</th>
<th>mädi-iš</th>
<th>käni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sky-PX.3SG</td>
<td>wind-TRSL</td>
<td>go.3SG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘The weather becomes windy.’ [ANP Old Way of Life]

(18)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>narei</th>
<th>dëri-iš</th>
<th>kańi</th>
<th>uže</th>
<th>mud’</th>
<th>durak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spring.ADV</td>
<td>day-TRSL</td>
<td>go.3SG</td>
<td>already 1SG</td>
<td>Nenets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nääći-iš</td>
<td>kańi-d?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman.youngster-TRSL</td>
<td>go-1SG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘And it became spring and I already turned into a Nenets girl.’ [NKB Childhood]

(19)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bunk-i</th>
<th>aga</th>
<th>bunki-iš</th>
<th>kańi</th>
<th>točgud</th>
<th>ka-ńu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dog-PX.1SG</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>dog-TRSL</td>
<td>go.3SG</td>
<td>then</td>
<td>die-ASS.3SG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘My dog became old and then he died.’ [LDB I 109]

9.3.3  *ŋaš* ‘be at’

Copula clauses with a NP in the locative case or a locative adverb are formed with the locational copula *ŋaš* ‘be at’:

(20)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>to do bun</th>
<th>mud’</th>
<th>ker-iń</th>
<th>aba-kuji-b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>that period.LOC.SG</td>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>own-PX.GEN.1SG</td>
<td>older.relative-DIM-PX.1SG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nää</th>
<th>kas-sai</th>
<th>busi-da</th>
<th>no?</th>
<th>Potabu-xun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[girl companion]-COM</td>
<td>old.man-PX.GEN.3SG</td>
<td>with</td>
<td>Potapovo-LOC.SG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ŋa-xi-t’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>be_{ioc} 3DU-PST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘By that time, my older relative was in Potapovo with her daughter and her man.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

---

399. From a functional perspective, the copula-like meaning of *kańiš* ‘become’ is a direct extension of its prototypical goal-oriented movement meaning ‘go’, but this meaning is at best metaphorical here. As *kańiš* together with the translative case is only possible in this clause type, it is justified to speak of a construction here.
Further, the negated locational copula is used in the negation of several non-verbal and semi-verbally conjugated nominal predicates (trad. predicative conjugation):

(22) mud́ ēraku-đ ni-đ  y-a-?  mud onai enči-d?
1SG Nenets-1SG NEG.AUX-1SG be LOC-CN 1SG real person-1SG

‘I am not a Nenets, I am an Enets.’ [ZNB IV 62]

This use of ŋaš will be discussed in more detail below in 9.4.

9.3.4 Summary of affirmative copula clauses

Copulas in affirmative clauses are used as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COPULA</th>
<th>PREDICATIVE COMPLEMENT</th>
<th>TAM RESTRICTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eš</td>
<td>noun, adjective</td>
<td>PERF, FUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaňiš</td>
<td>translative-marked noun or adjective</td>
<td>none attested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋaš</td>
<td>locative NP, locative adverb</td>
<td>none attested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9-1: Copulas in affirmative clauses

9.4 Negative copula clauses

Negative copula clauses with NEG.AUX ī-ni-VX ya? form a specialized copula clause that negates several verbal and semi-verbal clauses (including clauses with conjugated de-nominal predicates). The following example serves as a starting point:

(23) a. mod́ še-d?
1SG who-1SG
‘Who am I?’

b. mud́ ēraku-đ ni-đ  y-a-?  mud onai enči-d?
1SG Nenets-1SG NEG.AUX-1SG be LOC-CN 1SG real person-1SG

‘I am not a Nenets, I am an Enets.’ [ZNB IV 62]
Syntactically it appears that in this negative copula clause, the predicative clause is dependent on the negative copula clause and serves as its complement. Formally, the construction is bi-clausal, but semantically it is a single unit as it is the way to negate this special clause type. Therefore, example (23) could be better translated as “I am a Nenets, I am not located (as such). I am an Enets.” Also in the negation of equative clauses, a complement interpretation seems plausible, as the negative copula clause follows and is the privileged syntactic element in this construction:

(24) čiki šuibiču
    this fairytale NEG.AUX.3SG beLOC-CN
    ‘This is not a fairytale.’ [ANP Cuckoo]

(25) čiki bada šuibiču
    this word fairytale NEG.AUX.3SG beLOC-CN
    ‘This story is not a fairytale.’ [ANP Cuckoo]

This bi-clausal construction is syntactically interesting as the referent must be marked twice in both the affirmative and the negative clause:

(23) a. mod še-d?
    1SG who-1SG
    ‘Who am I?’

b. mud duraku-d ni-d iʔa mud onai enči-d?
    1SG Nenets-1SG NEG.AUX.3SG beLOC-CN 1SG real person-1SG
    ‘I am not a Nenets, I am an Enets.’ [ZNB IV 62]

Adjectives are also negated with ni-VX iʔa, but require movement from attributive to predicative position:

(26) a. poju koru soida-n moto-ra
    sharp knife good-PROL cut-FREQ.3SG
    ‘A sharp knife cuts well.’ [ZNB I 32]

b. koru poju ni iʔa
    knife sharp NEG.AUX.3SG beLOC-CN
    ‘This knife is not sharp.’ [ZNB I 32]

400. Only ANP uses šuibiču for fairytale, all other speakers pronounce this lexeme as šuđibiču.
401. When moving from attribute to predicative position, the morphological nature of ‘adjectives’ is revealed, and it becomes clear whether an adjective is indeed an adjective or a participle of a stative verb. A question that needs to be investigated in more detail is whether there exists a bi-categorial class of adjectives. By bi-categorial I mean adjectives which do not have overt participle-like morphology in attributive position but are negated as verbs in predicative usage. At present, my data contains a few unclear examples but a more thorough study is needed.
(27) a.  
\[ \text{dabu bini} \]
long rope
‘a long rope’ [ZNB I 34]

b.  
\[ \text{bini dabu ni ya} \]
rope long NEG.AUX.3SG be\_LOC-CN
‘This rope is not long.’ [ZNB I 34]

Finally, copula clauses with \( \text{ni-vx ya?} \) are found when negating equative clauses and instances of proper inclusion (28), which are subtypes of equative clauses (29):

(28)  
\[ \text{bu no\text{"n}i mab-mbi mud\text{"a}-r ni-\text{d}\text{"a} ya-\text{?}} \]
3SG 1SG.LAT say-HAB.3SG 1SG sister-PX.2SG NEG.AUX-1SG be\_LOC-CN
‘She usually told me: “I am not your sister”.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(29) a.  
\[ \text{\ddot{a}ki \text{\ddot{d}eri mosra-da \ddot{d}eri ni ya-\text{?}} } \]
this day work-PTCP.IPF day NEG.AUX.3SG be\_LOC-CN
‘This day is not a working day.’ [ANP My Father]

b.  
\[ \text{\ddot{a}ki na\text{"a} mud\text{"a-i} ni ya-\text{?}} \]
this woman 1SG mother-PX.1SG NEG.AUX.3SG be\_LOC-CN
‘This woman is not my mother.’ [VNP V 13]

c.  
\[ \text{mud\text{"a-i} \ddot{c}ik\text{"i en\ddot{c}i ni ya-\text{?}} } \]
1SG mother-PX.1SG this person NEG.AUX.3SG be\_LOC-CN
‘My mother is not this person (in the picture).’ [VNP V 13]

9.5 Existential clauses

Existential clauses form a subclass of intransitive clauses but are discussed separately for semantic reasons. The predicate is formed by the existential verbs \text{ton\ddot{a}s} ‘exist’ and \text{d\ddot{a}gu\ddot{s} ‘not exist’ which appear only in 3P context. This clause type is also used for the expression of possession on the clause level. The word order of existential clauses is fixed and the verb appears in final position. It is preceded by the subject and optionally by adverbials expressing locations.

\[ \text{In the idiolect of VNP, ‘mother’ \ddot{a}\ddot{a} is shortened to \ddot{a} and attracts the regular PX.1SG -i after short vowels. His elder brother ANP used the regular forms instead. Also in texts told by ESG, \ddot{a}i instead of \ddot{a}\ddot{a}b could be found.} \]
9.5.1 Proper existential clauses

(30)  tuniŋ soiŋa nääčuk tonä bai nääčuk
there.LOC good girl.youngster exist.3SG clan.name girl.youngster
‘Over there, there is a good girl, a bai girl.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

(31)  täda dák čiki enčuŋ še-xuru dák
now not.exist.3SG this personpl.px.pl.2SG who-NEG not.exist.3SG
ŋolu-uš kaji-dʔ
one-trsl stay-1SG
‘Now they are no more, these people, there is nobody left. I am the last one alive
(Lit. ‘I remain alone’).’403 [LDB Brigade]

9.5.2 Existential clauses expressing possession

Existential clauses are also used to express possession on the clause level. For this, the
same existential verbs tonäš ‘exists’ and its negative counterpart daguš ‘does not exist/is
absent’ are used. Unlike regular existential clauses, for the expression of possession
the NP must be possessed.404

(32)  a.  mudna kerinä tina tonä-t
1pl own.px.gen.1pl reindeer.px.pl.1pl exist-3pl.pst
‘We had our own reindeer.’ (Lit. ‘our own reindeer existed’)  
[ANP Autobiographic]

b.  mud šidi bunki-xuń tonä-xi
1sg two dog-px.du.1sg exist-3du
‘I have two dogs.’ (Lit. ‘my two dogs exist’) [LDB II 27]

c.  čiki nääčiku-r aŋ padirʔ nedī-ku-da
this woman.youngster-px.2sg foc spotted reindeer.calf-dim-px.3sg
tonä-bi
exist-perf.3sg
‘This girl had a little spotted reindeer calf.’ [NKB Auka]

The negation of clausal possession is expressed by the negative existential daguš ‘does
not exist/is absent’:

403. Here, px.pl.2sg -(i)jā is used referentially and not possessively. See also the discussion in the next chapter.
404. Phrasal expression of possession is addressed in chapter 5.2.1ff.
Frequently, *dagu* is shortened to *dak* and in many instances *dak* already behaves like a kind of negative particle. The following two examples are borderline cases between a negative verb and a negative particle:

(34)  
\[
\text{bi-m} \quad \text{dak}
\]
\begin{align*}
\text{water-PX.1SG} & \quad \text{not.exist.3SG}
\end{align*}

‘I have no water.’ (Lit. ‘my water does not exist’) [LDB I 138]

(35)  
\[
\text{kirba-i} \quad \text{dak}
\]
\begin{align*}
\text{bread-PX.1SG} & \quad \text{not.exist.3SG}
\end{align*}

‘I have no bread.’ (Lit. ‘my bread does not exist’) [LDB I 138]

9.5.3 Existential clauses introducing a new discourse topic

Occasionally, existential clauses can introduce new discourse topics, however this function should be analyzed as an extension of its regular existential semantics:

(36)  
\[
\text{kudaxai} \quad \text{mu} \quad \text{ää-kuj-i} \quad \text{badä-da-š} / \quad \text{bagła}
\]
\begin{align*}
\text{long.ago} & \quad \text{1SG} & \quad \text{mother-DIM-PX.1SG} & \quad \text{say-SG.3SG-PST} / \quad \text{Selkup}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{busi} & \quad \text{mañ} & \quad \text{tonä-bi}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{old.man} & \quad \text{QUOT} & \quad \text{exist-PERF.3SG}
\end{align*}

‘A long time ago my mother told this / there was an old Selkup man…’

[LDB Chervo]

(37)  
\[
\text{Baka-xan} \quad \text{da-da} \quad \text{soida} / \quad \text{muga} \quad \text{tonä} \quad \text{lota}
\]
\begin{align*}
\text{Baka-LOC.SG} & \quad \text{ground-PX.3SG} & \quad \text{good.3SG} & \quad \text{forest exist.3SG} & \quad \text{laida}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{döxo-ku} & \quad \text{kasari} & \quad \text{tu} / \quad \text{narnuju} & \quad \text{kasariu-xun}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{river-DIM} & \quad \text{sandbank} & \quad \text{lake} & \quad \text{sprinADV} & \quad \text{sandbank-LOC.SG}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{dotu} & \quad \text{ŋau} & \quad \text{didu} & \quad \text{ŋul} & \quad \text{oka}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{goose} & \quad \text{duck} & \quad \text{swan} & \quad \text{very many.3SG}
\end{align*}

‘At Baka, the land is good. There is a forest, a *laida*, a little river, a sandbank, a lake. In spring on the sandbank, there are many geese, ducks, swans…’

[ANP Autobiographic]
(38)  
\[ \text{āā-ē} \text{ ma-ńu} \text{ tōdīń} \text{ ma-ńu} \text{ kādā-r} \]
\[ \text{mother-PX.1SG say-ASS.3SG downstream say-ASS.3SG grandmother-PX.2SG} \]
\[ \text{tonā} \text{ exist.3SG} \]

‘My mother said, “downstream”, she said, “you have a grandmother”.’
[NKB Childhood]

9.6 Intransitive clause

Intransitive clauses are clauses whose predicate does not govern an accusative object. Predicates of intransitive clauses are formed using intransitive verbs, such as verbs of position, e.g. \( \text{adiś} \) ‘sit’, \( \text{mośćiś} \) ‘lie’, mental or emotional processes, e.g. \( \text{leud} \) ‘shout’, \( \text{dāraś} \) ‘cry’, \( \text{biid} \) ‘think’, \( \piśid\) ‘laugh’, movement, e.g. \( \text{kaniś} \) ‘go’ \( \text{dađaś} \) ‘go\(_{UDI}\)’ \( \text{toś} \) ‘come’ or ‘arrive’\(^{405}\), \( \text{sumoiś} \) ‘fall (III)’, physical processes, e.g. \( \text{lođiś} \) ‘burn’, \( \text{laxuś} \) ‘boil\(_{INTR}\)’, and states, e.g. \( \text{poldiś} \) ‘be black’, \( \text{kodiś} \) ‘sleep’.

Three subclasses can be distinguished among intransitive clauses. The first subclass contains monovalent predicates (9.6.1). The second class contains bivalent predicates which govern either oblique objects or allow the addition of adverbials (9.6.2). The third class actually contains only one verb, namely \( \text{taraś} \) ‘is necessary that, must’, which governs sentential complements in subject position.

9.6.1 Intransitive clauses with a monovalent predicate

Intransitive clauses formed with monovalent verbs have only a subject argument (if not dropped) and a predicate:

(39)  
\[ \text{piri} \text{ dāra} \]
\[ \text{always cry.3SG} \]
‘He was always crying.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

(40)  
\[ \text{bi?} \text{ laxu-bi} \]
\[ \text{water cook-PERF.3SG} \]
‘The water has boiled.’

\(^{405}\) The difference between ‘come’ and ‘arrive’ is expressed by morphosyntactic means. Whereas ‘come’ is conjugated in conjugation I, ‘arrive’ follows conjugation III. ERRE and ES show a difference in vowel length, \( \text{toś} \) ‘come’ vs. \( \text{tooś} \) ‘arrive’, although my own data does not show it for the language of the current generation. Historically, the two verbs derive from different sources (see Janhunen 1977: 146, 164) but have merged into one form.
(41) **tor soi-da-xa-du maššidu pora-?**
such jump-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG POSS-PX.GEN.3PL malitsa.PX.PL.3PL burn-3PL

‘After having jumped around in such a manner, their malitsas caught fire (Lit. burned).’ [ANP Hoax]

Meteorological expressions are also monovalent:

(42) a. **sari dāda** <rain go<sub>UDI.3SG</sub> ‘It’s raining’

b. **mādi dāda** <wind go<sub>UDI.3SG</sub> ‘It’s windy ~ wind is blowing’

c. **sira dāda** <snow go<sub>UDI.3SG</sub> ‘It’s snowing’

Changes in meteorological activities are rendered by denominal verbs further inflected for resultative aspect in 3SG. The predicate is preceded by a ‘dummy subject’ *ŋa-da* ‘sky.PX.3SG’:

(43) **ŋa-da deri-ma**

sky-PX.3SG day-RES.3SG

‘The day begins to dawn.’ (Lit. ‘its sky is day-getting’) [ZNB III 18]

(44) **ŋa-da tečšu-ma**

sky-PX.3SG cold-RES.3SG

‘It’s getting cold.’ (Lit. ‘its sky is getting cold’) [ZNB III 18]

(45) **ŋa-da dübi-ma**

sky-PX.3SG warm-RES.3SG

‘It’s getting warm.’ (Lit. ‘its sky is getting warm’) [ZNB III 18]

Occasionally, such resultatives are used impersonally without *ŋa-da* but this kind of headless clause is rare and a dummy subject is generally preferred.

Other meteorological states, such as ‘thunder’ and ‘hail’ are also expressed by intransitive predicates:

(46) **kiu aga-n munuo**

thunder big-PROL growl.3SG

‘Thunder is rolling.’ [ANP I 187]

---

406. Also here a vowel change is attested, *d'uba* ‘warm’ → *dübi-ma*, but a stative-intransitive verb ‘be warm’ is not attested.
9.6.2 Intransitive clauses with a bivalent predicate

In addition to the subject argument, the predicate of such clauses allow a non-object adverbial.

(49) mudna Potabu-xun diri-ba?
1PL Potapovo-LOC.SG live-1PL
‘We lived in Potapovo.’ [ANP Flood]

(50) obu-š Potabu-xuđ to-sa-d
what-TRSL Potapovo-ABL.SG come-IRG-2SG
‘Why did you come from Potapovo?’ [ZNB I 69]

Further, bivalent verbs that govern non-object cases also fall into this group, e.g. komaš + LAT ‘want’ or dōrid + PROL ‘speak’:

(51) mud osa-d koma-d?
1SG meat-LAT.SG want-1SG
‘I want meat.’ [ZNB I 81]

(52) mud onai bada-an dori-ŋa-d?
1SG real language-PROL speak-FREQ-1SG
‘I speak Enets.’
9.6.3 *taraš* construction

A group of its own is formed by constructions with the verb *taraš* ‘be necessary, must’. Concerning its morphosyntactic realization, *taraš* differs from all other intransitive verbs as it can be used only in 3SG and only in conjugation I.\(^{407}\) *tara* requires its verb complement to be encoded as a -š converb:

(53)  
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{ājeiću-} & \text{bāda} & \text{mata-} & \text{ma-} & \text{kañi-} & \text{š} \\
\text{older.relative-PX.GEN.2SG} & \text{word}_{\text{ACC}} & \text{break-SG.2SG} & \text{say-ASS.3SG} & \text{go-CON} \\
\end{array}
\]

```
\text{tara[.../}
```

‘“You broke your older relative’s word,” she said, “you must go!”’
[\text{EIB Clairvoyant}]

(54)  
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{tāda} & \text{aī} & \text{pā̂̂či} & \text{cuñi-} & \text{š} & \text{tara} \\
\text{now FOC oven light-CON must.3SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Now, one must light the oven.’ [\text{ANP Oven}]

(55)  
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{mā-} & \text{kuv-} & \text{všo} & \text{ravno} & \text{kañi-} & \text{š} & \text{tara-} \\
\text{chum-LAT.SG POSS-PX.GEN.1DU anyway go-CON must-ASS.3SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘One must go home anyway’. [\text{NKB Yenisei}]

(56)  
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{mud} & \text{labka-} & \text{kañi-} & \text{š} & \text{tara} \\
\text{1SG shop-LAT.SG go-CON must.3SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘I must go to the shop.’ [\text{EIB I 179}]

Whereas non-core functions, e.g. movement, are not altered, the encoding of grammatical roles is currently unclear. In example (54), the syntactic function of ‘oven’ cannot be further specified as no overt morphology is attested:

(54)  
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{tāda} & \text{aī} & \text{pā̂̂či} & \text{cuñi-} & \text{š} & \text{tara} \\
\text{now FOC oven light-CON must.3SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Now, one must light the oven.’ [\text{ANP Oven}]

In the following example, the possessive suffix on malitsa allows both a PX.1SG and a PX.ACC.1SG interpretation as the suffix is homonymous:

(57)  
\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{mud} & \text{četa} & \text{malča-i} & \text{dūdi-} & \text{š} & \text{tara} \\
\text{1SG tomorrow malitsa-PX.1SG finish-CON must.3SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Tomorrow I must finish sewing my *malitsa*.’ [\text{EIB I 179}]

\(^{407}\) All tests show that *taraš* is defective; it lacks an infinitival converb and forms other than 3SG. Tense marking is fully productive; also, some moods are compatible with *taraš*. Although *taraš* can be inflected for other persons, too, its meaning changes, e.g. *mud taraš?* ‘I am needed’. This use should probably be classified as a different verb.
In an example from the parental generation, the object of *tara* is encoded as nominative:

(58) *salba-r* kodāda *poga-du-r* čii-š *tara* salaba ne-on

ice-PX.2SG freeze.FUT.3SG net-BEN-PX.2SG put.up-CON must ice<sub>[GEN]</sub> on-PROL

‘The ice will freeze, you must put up a net for ice-fishing.’ [ET 71:57]

This means that with *taraš*, argument marking follows a different pattern. If a pronominal argument is expressed, it is encoded in the nominative, but agreement on the verb shows that this is not the subject:

(56) *mud’* labka-d kańi-š *tara*

1SG shop-LAT.SG go-CON must.3SG

‘I must go to the shop.’ [EIB I 179]

As was seen above in (58), the undergoer role is expressed by nominative case. As this case cannot occupy the object position in transitive clauses, the formal intransitive character is preserved. As the verb shows no further agreement, it is safe to classify *taraš* as an impersonal verb which appears in 3SG as a kind of default finite form. Syntactically speaking, although *taraš* is impersonal, the clause is intransitive.

Finally, a short note on language contact is in order here: in elicitation with possessed nouns and to a certain degree also with pronouns, the dative of the Russian *надо* construction is becoming intrusive. One of the youngest speakers of Forest Enets produced a lative-marked construction as early as 1969 when recorded by Sorokina at the boarding school:

(59) *ää-du* mana xuči xuči tāda-xo neniiń bi?

mother-PX.3PL say.3SG xuči xuči now-INDEF 1SG.LAT water

ni *tara-ʔ*

NEG.AUX.3SG must-CN

‘Their mother said: hu hu, now I don’t need water (Lit. water is not necessary to me).’ [ET 33:14]

In 2011, the same speaker still preferred lative-marked arguments:

(60) *mud’* kasa-xu-ń četa kada-š kańi-š *tara*

1SG friend-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.1SG tomorrow hunt-CON go-CON must.3SG

‘Tomorrow, my friend must go hunting.’ [NNB V 16]

With other speakers, the same could be observed, though occasionally also genitive could be documented:

---

408. The other instance, object marking of imperatives in 2sg plays no role here.
(61) a. *mudá kasa-xu-ń kaňi-ş tara*
   1SG friend-LAT.SG.POSS-PX.GEN.1SG go-CON must.3SG
   ‘My friend must go.’

b. *mudá kasa-ń kaňi-ş tara*
   1SG friend-PX.GEN.1SG go-CON must.3SG
   ‘My friend must go.’ [VNP V 45]

Summing up the discussion of *taraš*, the observation of variation is perhaps best explained via Russian influence. As *taraš* forms a construction of its own, influence from the Russian *надо*/*нужно* construction is quite likely. This calls, however, for a wider investigation comparing the use of *taraš* in the language of the current and parental generation with one another.

9.6.4 Passive

The Forest Enets passive derives an intransitive clause from a transitive clause. The underlying verb must be transitive and may not express a state. The demoted agent can be expressed and if present, it is encoded by the lative case. In spontaneous speech, agents are nevertheless rare. As the passive will be discussed in more detail in chapter 12, the following two examples are sufficient:

(62) a. *āsi-b bunki-da dūta*
   father-PX.1SG dog-PX.ACC.3SG beat.3SG
   ‘My father beat his dog.’ [VNB IV 104]

b. *bunki-i āsi-xu-ń dut-r-iđ*
   dog-PX.1SG father-LAT.SG.POSS-PX.GEN.1SG beat-PASS-R.3SG
   ‘My dog was beaten by my father.’ [VNB IV 104]

9.7 Transitive clauses

Transitive clauses are clauses with verbs as their predicates; transitive verbs take a subject and an accusative object as their arguments. Transitive verbs fall into either conjugation I or II, and the choice of conjugation type depends on topic prominence. If the subject referent is retrievable from the context, it does not need to be overtly expressed by a noun or a pronoun as person reference is indexed on the verb. The direct object position can be held by an accusative-marked NP or a benefactive construction. The latter is excluded from the discussion here but will be described in more detail in chapter 11.

Verbs which form transitive clauses include the following semantic groups, but the list is far from being exhaustive:
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(a) Physical impact or transformation: *dodoš* ‘hit’, *kadaš* ‘kill’, *kodraš* ‘touch’, *piriš* ‘cook<sub>TRS</sub>’, *pordaš* ‘burn<sub>TRS</sub>’, *koltaš* ‘clean’, *ńuidas* ‘kiss’

(b) Manufacturing: *mujuš* ‘make, create’, *pātruš* ‘hack wood’

(c) Transportation: *mensiriš* ‘carry’, *todaš* ‘bring’, *ādtaš* ‘send’

(d) Verbs of perception, cognition and utterance (PCU): *tāniš* ‘know’, *noiduš* ‘hear’, *modāč* ‘see’, *pič* ‘fear’

(e) Verbs of consumption: *ood* ‘eat’, *uid* ‘breast feed’

(f) Verbs of searching and finding: *ped* ‘search’, *koš* ‘find’

(g) Causative verbs *ootaš* ‘feed’

Some examples for transitive verbs:

(63)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tu-čai</th>
<th>kirba</th>
<th>o-ma-d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fat-&lt;sub&gt;COM&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>bread&lt;sub&gt;[ACC]&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>eat&lt;sub&gt;-RES-1SG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘I ate bread with fat.’ [NKB IV 118]

(64)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>oka</th>
<th>teʔ</th>
<th>toda-č</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>many</td>
<td>reindeer&lt;sub&gt;[ACC,PL]&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>bring&lt;sub&gt;-3PL,PST&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘They brought many reindeer.’ [LDB Yamal]

(65)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>aba</th>
<th>noit-ubi</th>
<th>säsor</th>
<th>noit-ubi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ptarmigan&lt;sub&gt;[ACC]&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>catch-HAB.3SG</td>
<td>fox&lt;sub&gt;[ACC]&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>catch-HAB.3SG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘He caught ptarmigans, he caught foxes.’ [LDB Chervo]

9.7.1 Transitive clauses expressing reciprocal actions

Forest Enets has no specialized reciprocal clauses. Clauses describing an action in which participants are both agents and patients are rendered syntactically as regular transitive clauses where the subject is co-referentially indexed by *px<sub>[ACC]</sub>* on *kasa* ‘friend’.409

---

409. Russian also uses *друг* ‘friend’ as reciprocal, e.g. *Что мы можем сказать друг другу*? ‘What can we say to each other?’ Whether this reciprocal is indeed a native strategy or a borrowing awaits further research.
9.7.2 Transitive clauses expressing reflexive actions

The existence of specialized reflexive clauses is uncertain. As mentioned earlier (5.10.6), Forest Enets has no true reflexive pronoun but employs the lexeme puđu+PXACC ‘body’ in this role. A special reflexive derivational suffix is lacking too. The following example with puđu+PXACC which semantically comes close to a reflexive clause, remains syntactically a regular transitive clause:

(67) mudčiki korus-xun puđu-i mota-dʔ
1SG this knife-LOC.SG body-PX.ACC.1SG cut-1SG
‘I cut myself with this knife.’ [LDB & NKB IV 141]

9.7.3 Transitive clauses expressing causation

Causative clauses, too, do not constitute a special clause type, but form regular transitive clauses. As the morphological principles of causativity derivation were addressed in 7.8.1, the following reappraisal is condensed.

Synchronically, causativization in Forest Enets is no longer productive, but traces of the causative -da/-da/-ta can be found in the following lexicalized causative verb pairs:

(68) ood ‘eat’ ootaś ‘feed’
āddaś ‘drive’ ādtas ‘send’
kaš ‘die’ kadaś ‘kill’
modiče ‘see’ modiltaś ‘show’

In contemporary Forest Enets, causativization does not seem to be very productive. In general, causativization applies to intransitive verbs and derives transitive verbs. Causativization of transitive verbs did not produce any results and it appears that such instances as ood ‘eat’ vs. ootaś ‘feed’ are fully lexicalized. As the gathered data is scarce, a further semantic classification of the productive intransitive-to-transitive causative type as either direct or indirect causation is currently not possible. The following two examples are representatives of causativization of either ‘let’ or ‘make’, and the same semantic vagueness applies to the other examples too:
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(69) 
\( \text{ti} \text{da} \) \( \text{šimi-}lta\text{-gu-š} \)
reindeer.PX.ACC.PL.3SG run-CAUS-DUR-3SG.PST
‘He let his reindeer run.’ [LDB Shaman]

(70) 
\( \text{ńe-če-b} \) \( \text{dăr-}t\text{-a-đʔ} \)
child-DIM-PX.ACC.1SG cry-CAUS-1SG
‘I made my child cry.’ [NKB Auka]

9.8 Ditransitive clauses

A small class of verbs which express the transfer of goods and information enter a ditransitive construction. In ditransitive constructions, the subject encodes the agent, the object encodes the theme, and the lative recipients. Prototypical ditransitive verbs in Forest Enets are \( \text{mič} \) and \( \text{taš} \) ‘give’ and \( \text{pud} \) ‘put’.

(71) 
\( \text{ań} \) \( \text{maria} \) \( \text{mi} \) \( \text{pu-}\text{na-da} \) \( \text{săra-da} \)
foc bag.INLAT put-FREQ-SG.3SG tie.up-SG.3SG
‘[The giant] put him into the bag, he tied it (=the bag) up.’ [ANP Giant]

The existence of two verbs expressing ‘give’ is surprising, but has parallels in other Samoyedic languages. In transfer situations 3P \( \rightarrow \) 3P and 1P \( \rightarrow \) 3P one finds \( \text{mič} \) ‘give’:

(72) a. 
\( \text{tonin} \) \( \text{encį-gid} \) \( \text{nįb} \) \( \text{soida} \) \( \text{nä} \) \( \text{noń} \)
there.LOC person-ABL.PL one good woman 1SG.LAT
\( \text{bifu-da} \) \( \text{mię-a-š} \)
ticket-PX.ACC.3SG give-3SG.PST
‘There, out of the crowd, a good woman gave me her ticket.’ [ZNB Weekend]

b. 
\( \text{săsur} \) \( \text{săsur} \) \( \text{kari} \) \( \text{terik} \) \( \text{enći-t} \) \( \text{mi-ku-iną-t} \)
‘Foxes, foxes, fish, we gave them to the rich man.’ [ANP Flood]

In transfer situations of the kind 2P \( \rightarrow \) 1P, a different ditransitive verb is found. This shows some variation in both the current and also in the parental generation and one finds both \( \text{taš} \) and \( \text{tadaš} \).

410. Also here, the benefactive plays a prominent role, but this will be postponed until chapter 11.
411. Other verbs of transfer such as \( \text{bađiš} \) ‘tell’ or \( \text{ađiš} \) ‘send’, also allow the addition of a third argument (= recipient). In contrast to ‘give’, ‘tell’ and ‘send’ are grammatically well formed without a recipient.
412. Szeverényi & Wagner-Nagy (2010) discuss a similar phenomenon in Nganasan; the same is attested in Tundra Nenets (at least in the Taimyrian variant).
413. Although this verb is also known to mean ‘bring’, in these instances it was always translated as ‘give’!
(73) a. \texttt{kirba-\textit{du-i} \texttt{ta}} \\
\hspace{1em} \text{bread-BEN-PX.1SG give.IMP.2SG} \\
‘Give me bread!’ [ZNB III 16]

b. \texttt{uu \textit{kudi-\textit{r}} \texttt{ta-d}} \\
\hspace{1em} \text{2SG spoon-PX.2SG give-IMP.SG.2SG} \\
‘Give me your spoon!’ [LDB & NKB II 68]

(74) a. \texttt{uu \textit{no\textit{n}} \textit{\texttt{k\textit{niga}} \texttt{tada-d}} \\
\hspace{1em} \text{2SG 1SG.LAT book[ACC] give-2SG} \\
‘You gave me a book.’ [DSB V 46]

b. *\texttt{uu \textit{no\textit{n}} \textit{\texttt{k\textit{niga}} mi\textit{\texttt{\textit{\texttt{a-d}}}}} \\
\hspace{1em} \text{2SG 1SG.LAT book[ACC] give-2SG} \\
‘You gave me a book.’ [DSB V 46]

Also in other instances where the agent is an argument in 2\textsubscript{P}, the same verbs are used. For 2\textsubscript{P} → 3\textsubscript{P}, \textit{mi\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{c}}} was also accepted in elicitation, though some subtle though unclear difference remained. Finally, clear grammaticality judgments are also available. Compare the two following examples:

(75) a. *\texttt{\textit{k\textit{niga} no\textit{n}} \textit{mi\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{c}}} tara}} \\
\hspace{1em} \text{book 1SG.LAT give-CON must.3SG} \\
‘A book must be given to me.’ [DSB V 46]

b. \texttt{\textit{k\textit{niga no\textit{n}} tada-\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{s}}} tara}} \\
\hspace{1em} \text{book 1SG.LAT give-CON must.3SG} \\
‘A book must be given to me.’ [DSB V 46]

(76) a. *\texttt{\textit{k\textit{niga} nod mi\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{c}}} tara}} \\
\hspace{1em} \text{book 2SG.LAT give-CON must.3SG} \\
‘A book must be given to you.’ [DSB V 46]

b. \texttt{\textit{k\textit{niga nod} tada-\texttt{\texttt{s}}} tara} \\
\hspace{1em} \text{book 2SG.LAT give-CON must.3SG} \\
‘A book must be given to you.’ [DSB V 46]

Only in 3\textsubscript{P} context were both equally acceptable, however there is also a small semantic difference which could not be verbalized:
(77) a. knčga noda mič tara
book 3SG.LAT give-CON must.3SG
‘A book must be given to him.’ [DSB V 46]

b. knčga noda tadaš tara
book 3SG.LAT give-CON must.3SG
‘A book must be given to him.’ [DSB V 46]

9.9 A note on interrogation

Interrogation was not studied in detail, though some basic patterns can nevertheless be identified. Two question types can be identified; on the one hand polar yes/no questions and content questions on the other. There is some overlap between both types of interrogation, mainly involving intonation and the use of the interrogative mood.414 In general, interrogatives of both types rely on intonation; the typical intonation contour is shown in the following two examples. In polar questions, the intonation is clause final and LH:

(78) uu čiki mosa male mä-da-r
2SG this work [ACC] already make-FUT-SG.2SG
‘Will you already do this work?’ [ZNB IV 61]

Figure 9-1: Intonation in polar questions

In content questions, the interrogative pronoun usually receives a rising intonation:

(79) četa ku? kan-ta-d
tomorrow where.LAT go-FUT-2SG
‘Where will you go tomorrow?’ [ZNB IV 61]

414. The overview on yes/no questions is partly based on Siegl (2012a)
9.9.1 Yes/no questions

In future, aorist and relative past tense contexts, yes-no questions rely entirely on intonation; neither word order changes nor other structural alternations are attested. In the following example, only intonation decides whether one deals with a yes-no question or a simple declarative speech act:

\[(80)\]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
bu_{3SG} \quad to-bi_{3SG}\quad \text{(come-PERF.3SG)} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Has he arrived? ~ He has arrived.’

In instances where the interrogative mood is found, a general past tense interpretation arises. To put it differently, when the verb is marked for the interrogative mood, a general past tense interpretation results; tense does not have to be marked on the verb separately. The intonation pattern is preserved, too:

\[(81)\]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
obu-\acute{s}_{TRSL} \quad Potabu-xud_{Potapovo-ABL.SG} \quad to-sa-d_{come-IRG-2SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Why did you come from Potapovo?’ [ZNB I 69]

In question-answer pairs with general past tense reference, however, the answer must be marked for general past tense:

\[(82)\]
\[
\begin{array}{l}
koko_{from.where} \quad to-sa-d_{come-IRG-2SG} \quad \rightarrow \quad Karaul-xud_{Karaul-ABL.SG} \quad to-d-ud_{come-1SG-PST} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘Where did you come from?’ ‘I came from Karaul.’ [LDB I 141]
Summing up, in the analysis of yes/no questions, the following picture emerges. In non-
past context, yes/no questions are based on intonation alone. With absolute past tense
reference, yes/no questions are based on both intonation and verbal morphology. Still, 
the interrogative mood is not the default concerning interrogative formation in a past
tense context, as it is incompatible with the two relative past tenses labeled perfect and
distant past. In the latter, the default is again intonation. The following table summarizes 
the interaction between intonation, tense, and mood:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NON-PAST</th>
<th>ABSOLUTE PAST TENSE</th>
<th>RELATIVE PAST TENSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTONATION</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERROGATIVE MOOD</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: 1 – Interaction between intonation, tense and interrogative mood

9.9.2 Content questions

Content questions or information questions substituting constituents are formed by in-
terrogative pronouns and intonation:

(79) četa ku? kan-ta-d
    tomorrow where.LAT go-FUT-2SG
    ‘Where will you go tomorrow?’ [ZNB IV 61]

(83) uu še-d
    2SG who-2SG
    ‘Who are you?’ [ZNB IV 62]

When a question has general past tense reference, the predicate must be further marked
with the interrogative mood:

(81) obu-š Potabu-xud to-sa-d
    what-TRS Potapovo-ABL.SG come-IRG-2SG
    ‘Why did you come from Potapovo?’ [ZNB I 69]

Similarly to the case of yes/no questions, no changes in word order are found. When 
core grammatical constituents are enquired, these can attract P[...]

‘Where did you come from Potapovo?’ [ZNB I 69]

Similarly to the case of yes/no questions, no changes in word order are found. When 
core grammatical constituents are enquired, these can attract P[X] for reference but this is
optional. Whereas interrogative pronouns enquiring about constituents in O or adverbial
position can appear in sentence-initial position, this is usually due to pro-drop and a
covert pronominal constituent must be assumed nevertheless. This suggests that inter-
rogation in Forest Enets is in-situ.
9.9.2.1 Constituent questions

It appears that every constituent of a simple clause can be the target of a question. The following examples illustrate this for a variety of constituents.

Subject

(84) čenuju še to-sa yesterday.ADV who-INDEF come-IRG-3SG
   ‘Who has come yesterday?’

(85) obu to bunik mosu-ŋa what come.3SG dog bark-FREQ.3SG
   ‘What came? The dog is barking. [ZNB I 93]

Object

(86) bu še bodu-n modäʔä 3SG who [acc] tundra-LOC see-3SG
   ‘Whom did he see in the tundra?’

(87) busi obu pu-go kod-da niʔ old.man what [acc] put-DUR.3SG sled-PX.GEN.3SG on-LAT
   ‘What did the old man put on his sledge?’ [LDB Clairvoyant]

(88) dű-kn-ida obu-ida mod-pu-ta peri dream-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.3SG what-PX.ACC.PL.3SG see-CON-PX.GEN.3SG always
   badi-ubiđa tell-HAB.PL.3SG
   ‘What he sees while dreaming (Lit. what in his dreams while seeing), he usually tells.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

Adjuncts

(89) keriń doxorora ku kāni-bu-tu čiki self.PX.GEN.1SG not.know.SG.1SG where.LAT go-CON-PX.GEN.3PL this
    enču person [nom.pl]
   ‘I myself do not know where these people were going to.’ [ANP Stupid People]
Clause types and interrogation

As mentioned earlier, several speakers use a slightly different interrogative pronoun for movement from a location. Otherwise, the structure of the clause is preserved:

Concerning human addressees, instead of ku? ´where to’, šed ´to whom’ is used. Other interrogatives based on this stem are regular and are not presented here in detail:

Apart from questions about constituents of simple clauses, dependents can also be the target of questions.

Adnominal possessor

As interrogatives, like proper nouns, lack case marking, formal case marking for GEN is absent. Still, the adnominal possessor exists as an independent category and can be the target of a question:
(94) nääčiku-r kuni d koa-da obu te
girl.younger-\text{PX,2SG} where.ABL find-SG,3SG what_{[\text{GEN}]} reindeer
ńääami a-da
tongue be-\text{FUT,3SG}

‘How (Lit. from where) does the little girl know (Lit. find it) whose reindeer tongue
this will be?’ [NKB Auka]

Similarly to interrogative pronouns, \text{PX} can be added to the genitive pronoun. Apart from
referentiality, such an interrogative construction already implies the potential referent
in the answer:

(95) še-d äki te
who-\text{PX,GEN,2SG} this reindeer

‘Whose reindeer is this reindeer here?’ (I assume it is yours) [ZNB I 70]

Modifiers can be enquired about using \text{kursi} ‘which’:

(96) kursi karandaš mu-da-d?
which pencil_{\text{[ACC]}} take-\text{FUT,1SG}

‘Which pencil will I take?’ [ZNB IV 60]

9.9.2.3 Benefactives and questions

For questions about benefactives, the interrogative receives \text{px}_{\text{GEN}}, which indexes the
actor of the benefactive action. The pronoun precedes the benefactive marked argument:

(97) še-ń bui-d piri-go-d?
who-\text{PX,GEN,1SG} soup-\text{BEN} cook-\text{DUR,1SG}

‘Soup for whom did I cook?’ [NKB IV 182]

(98) še-d bui-d piri-go-d
who-\text{PX,GEN,2SG} soup-\text{BEN} cook-\text{DUR,2SG}

‘Soup for whom did you cook?’ [NKB IV 182]

Also for a benefactive construction in adjunct position, the same strategy is used. The
interrogative pronoun must be marked with \text{px}_{\text{GEN}} to index the actor of an action:

(99) obu-du-ń įe-xu-ń mə-bi-d?
what-\text{BEN-PX,GEN,1SG} child-LAT,SG\text{POS}\text{px}-\text{PX,GEN,1SG} say-\text{PERF,1SG}

‘Why (Lit. as for what-my) did I tell my child.’ [NKB Auka]
Questions about adverbials

For questioning purposive adverbials, the translatative form of *obu* ‘what’ *obuš* is used:

(100)  
\[ \text{obu-š äjeiču-d bada ma-ta-r ma-ńu} \]
\[ \text{what-TRSL older.relative-PX.2SG word[ACC] cut-FUT-SG.2SG say-ASS.3SG} \]
‘Why did you break your promise (Lit. your older relative’s word)?’

[EIB Clairvoyant]

Manner adverbials are questioned with *kuń* ‘how’:

(101)  
\[ \text{tor ţäsi dörı kuń i-bi-da nodā} \]
\[ \text{such iron sound how NEG.AUX-PERF-SG.3SG hear-CN} \]
‘Such a sound of an iron trap (Lit. sound of iron), how did they not hear it?’

[LDB Two fishermen]

Other uses of *obu* ‘what’

Apart from its use as a regular interrogative, *obu* can be used as a modifier in a variety of different constructions. The following list presents the most central instances attested.

In (102), the interrogative no longer serves as a plain interrogative but as the modifier of a dependent of a postposition. Functionally, it resembles *kursi* ‘which kind of’ however I have not yet been able to test whether *obu* and *kursi* are interchangeable in this context:

(102)  
\[ \text{obu to ne-on dada-d} \]
\[ \text{what lake[GEN] in-PROL go UDI-2SG} \]
‘Along which lake are you going?’

[ZNB IV 62]

Similar instances from spontaneous speech demonstrate that this is no artifact of elicitation:

(103)  
\[ \text{kasa-i mań obu tāxā soši ne-on mań} \]
\[ \text{COMPANION-1SG say.ASS.3SG what that hill[GEN] on-PROL say.ASS.3SG} \]
\[ \text{enči dada} \]
\[ \text{man go_{UDI.3SG}} \]
‘My companion said: “there along the hill a man is walking”.’

[LDB Supernatural]

Also in the following example, *obu* most certainly does not serve as an interrogative but is again as the modifier in a NP. Sometimes, this use resembles that of the exclamative use of English ‘what’ in instances such as ‘what man would do such a thing’.
(104) busi biitu-ŋa obu enči tu bar-xun ındo-ŋa
old.man think-FREQ.3SG what man lake[GEN] shore-LOC.SG go-FREQ.3SG
‘The old man is thinking: what kind of man would walk along the lake shore!’
[ANP Man and Bear]

In the following examples, an exclamative interpretation is not as likely as in (104), but a plain interrogative interpretation is equally unlikely. In both instances, obu appears as a pre-head modifier in an NP in object position:

(105) āā-da mana obu bui piri-du-bu-ń
mother-PX.3SG say.3SG what soup[ACC] cook-DETR-CON-PX.GEN.1SG
keriń ındoxora
own.PX.GEN.1SG not.know.SG.1SG
‘His mother said: “what soup to cook, I myself don’t know!”’ [ANP Three Brothers]

(106) obu mosa četa poñi-da-ń
what work[ACC] tomorrow hold-FUT-2SG
‘What work you will do tomorrow!’ [ZNB IV 62]
10. **Word order, topicality and topic marking**

In the following chapter, several topics which are interconnected with word order are grouped together. The chapter begins with a basic description of word order in simple and complex clauses. As Forest Enets shows no overt case morphology, word order is diagnostic for the identification of grammatical roles in non-possessive declension. This discussion will be followed by a short characterization of an alternative word order and its connection to topicality. A short note on alternative means of topic marking concludes this discussion.

10.1 **Constituent order**

The general order of constituents is verb final and this rule is followed rigidly. All attempts with a verb initial constituent word order were judged as bad; the only accepted example comes from a stylized question-answer pair in the passive. This was judged as possible, though only with heavy stress on the fronted verb.\(^{415}\)

(1) a. Vitalik-ud koru mi-l-id?  
   PN-LAT.SG knife give-PASS-R.3SG  
   ‘Was Vitalij given a knife?’

b. mi-l-id? mi-l-id? Vitalik-ud koru  
   give-PASS-R.3SG give-PASS-R.3SG PN-LAT.SG knife  
   ‘[Yes, yes] Vitalij was given a knife.’ [ZNB IV 9]

10.1.1 **Constituent order in intransitive verbal clauses**

In intransitive verbal clauses, the verb is located in clause-final position. No diverging word patterns are attested:

(2) čiki Kasali dara ma-ńušä-ä-i kadi-ŋa  
   this PN cry.3SG say-ASS.3SG mother-PX.1SG be.sick-FREQ.3SG  
   ‘This Kasali cries, he says: “my mother is ill”.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

Due to pro-drop, the pronominal subject is not required; adjuncts have to be placed in preverbal position:

---

415. This example was spontaneously produced by the consultant.
Also in other subtypes of intransitive clauses, e.g. with the locational copula, the verb is final:

(4) bunik muga-xan ŋa
dog forest-LOC.SG be LOC.3SG
‘The dog is in the forest.’

10.1.2 Constituent order in semi-verbal clauses

For semi-verbal clauses, some variation can be encountered. Verbally encoded nominal predicators are always in clause-final position:

(5) mud Tartu-xud to-i enči-d?
1SG Tartu-ABL.SG come-PTCP.PFT person-1SG
‘I am a person from Tartu.’ (Lit. ‘I from Tartu having-come person-I am’) [ZNB I 27]

(6) uu še-d
2SG who-2SG
‘Who are you?’ [ANP II 37]

In apparently the only non-verbal clause type which is used in instances of identification, a noun appears clause-finally:

(7) čiki nā mud ėā-b
this woman 1SG mother-px.1SG
‘This woman is my mother.’ [DSB V 46]

When such clauses are shifted into the past, a free-standing copula is used, which then occupies the clause final position as one would expect:

(8) kuna-xo čiki soida tuka e-bi
when-INDEF this good axe be-PERF.3SG
‘Once, this was a good axe.’ [DSB V 47]
10.1.3 Constituent order in transitive verbal clauses

In simple unmarked transitive clauses, the dominant word order is **SOV**:

(9) \[ \text{kasa-i } \text{te } \text{toda} \]
\[ \text{friend-PX.1SG } \text{reindeer[ACC]} \text{ bring.3SG} \]
\[ \text{‘My friend brought a reindeer.’} \]  

Occasionally, **SVO** is attested too, but this has to be approached with caution. Especially in elicitation, **SVO** is produced once in a while and often when the Russian translation equivalent was presented as **SVO** too. Speakers with lesser proficiency in Forest Enets produce **SVO** more often than more fluent, but they correct themselves when this is brought to their attention. Sometimes, **SVO/SVX** is attested in cases of disfluency or when an adverbial constituent is delayed:

(10) \[ \text{te } \text{ponida-š } \text{mosara-bu-i-ń } \text{orte } \text{mud’} \]
\[ \text{[reindeer herder]-TRSL work-CON-PST,CO-PX.GEN.1SG first 1SG} \]
\[ \text{mosara-d-uč } \text{pervo } \text{brigada-xun} \]
\[ \text{work-1SG-PST first brigade-LOC.SG} \]
\[ \text{‘While I was working as a reindeer herder, first, I worked // in the first brigade.’} \]

[\text{LDB Brigade}]^{416}

10.1.4 Constituent order in ditransitive clauses

In ditransitive constructions with lative-marked recipients, the recipient precedes the theme, resulting in **SXOV** word order:

(11) \[ \text{ää-du? } \text{ni-xita } \text{morga } \text{mi?ä-da} \]
\[ \text{mother-PX.3PL child-LAT.PLPOSS.PX.GEN.PL.3SG cloudberry[ACC] give-SG.3SG} \]
\[ \text{‘Their mother is giving cloudberrries to her children.’} \]

When the direct object is focused via stress, word order switches to **SOXV**:

(12) \[ \text{ää-du? } \text{morga } \text{ni-xita } \text{mi?ä-da} \]
\[ \text{mother-PX.3PL cloudberry[ACC] child-LAT.PLPOSS.PX.GEN.PL.3SG give-SG.3SG} \]
\[ \text{‘Their mother is giving } \text{cloudberry[ACC] to her children.’} \]

\[ \text{[ZNB IV 3]} \]

\[ \text{416. The whole clause was uttered under one intonation curve; the break before the delayed constituent lasted about 1s.} \]
10.1.5 Constituent order and complement clauses

Complement clauses will be dealt with in more detail in chapter 13.5 and only some superficial comments are in order here. Complements in s/A position are rare; most commonly these are instances of permissive constructions:

(13) \textit{bud}iʔ āuʔ adu-bu-diʔ \textit{boo}  \\
3DU here-LAT sit-CON-PX.GEN.3PL bad.3SG  \\
‘May they not sit down here?’ (Lit. ‘Their two here sitting down is bad?’)  \\
[ZNB 10.02.2006]

Constituent order in sentences with a finite clausal complement in o position differs from that of simple transitive clauses in that the clausal complement follows the verb, resulting in SVO\textsubscript{COMPL}:

(14) moď modâ-b-uš padur pdda-š  \\
1SG see-SG.1SG-PST letter\textsubscript{ACC} write-3SG.PST  \\
‘I saw that he wrote a letter.’ [VNB IV 146]

(15) Vitalik tän-ta-da konin ŋa muď tuka-i  \\
PN know-FUT-SG.3SG where.LOC be\_LOC.3SG 1SG axe-PX.1SG  \\
‘Vitalij will know where my axe is.’ [LDB II 52]

The word order in complement clauses is sov. Occasionally, other orders such as XVS are attested, as in example (15), but these reflect artifacts of elicitation.

Infinite phrasal complements, in contrast, appear pre-verbally:

(16) āā-b nā kasa-i sosoru-č toxola-go-da  \\
mother-PX.1SG [woman man]-PX.ACC.1SG sew-CON teach-DUR-SG.3SG  \\
‘My mother taught my daughter to sew.’ [LDB I 110]

10.1.6 Constituent order and adverbial clauses

Forest Enets has a variety of adverbial clauses expressing different types of subordination. These will be discussed in detail in chapter 13.2ff. In general, the preferred position of such adverbial clauses is in the left periphery, preceding the main clause which they modify. Only a small sample of different clauses will be presented here:
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(17) *detšu* bar-xun *adi-da-xa-ń* odu-? Yenisei[GEN] shore-LOC.SG sit-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.1SG boat-[NOM.PL] to-č come-3PL.PST

‘While I was sitting on the bank of the Yenisei, boats came.’ [NKB I 130]

(18) *adi-š* näbi-da te mudäʔ-äd sit-CON run-PTCP.IPF reindeer[ACC] see-1SG

‘Sitting (being in a sitting position), I saw a running reindeer.’ [ANP Bear]

(19) sensi po *dagu-xađ-da* mensi several year not.existNLZ-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.3SG old.woman *dagu-ma-š* not.exist-RES-3SG.PST

‘Some years after his death, the old woman had died.’ [LDB Taboo]

(20) kadada-bu-d *id* dori-r? hunt-CON.PX.GEN.2SG NEG.AUX.IMP.2SG speak-CN

‘When you are hunting, do not speak!’ [ZNB I 78]

Occasionally, they can either be embedded in the main clause (21), (22), or appear in the right periphery (23), but such instances are rare and by no means default:

(21) *nä* kod soču *ńi-n* *adi-š* ěne-da woman sled[N/G] nose[GEN] on-LOC sit-CON child-PX.ACC.3SG *mosta-go* lull.to.sleep-DUR.3SG

‘Sitting on the front part of the sled, the woman lulls her child to sleep.’ [LDB & NKB & VNB II 55]

(22) busi toř soo-da-xa-da *peri* kinuo old.man such jump-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.3SG always sing.3SG

‘The old man, while jumping in such a manner, was singing.’[LDB Shaman]

(23) kerin doxorja *ku* kāni-bu-tu self.PX.GEN.1SG not.know.SG.1SG where:LAT go-CON-PX.GEN.3PL čiki enču this person[NOM.PL]

‘I myself do not know where these people were going to.’ [ANP Stupid People]

Purposive-final clauses are the only clauses which are typically embedded:
10.2 Position of adverbs and the focus particle

In the following section, the position of adverbs and of the focus particle *ań?* will be discussed.

10.2.1 Position of adverbs

The position of adverbial modifiers depends on their scope; adverbs which modify verbs usually precede verbs:

(25) \[\text{mud} \  \text{كدية-نا} \  \text{be.sick-FREQ-1SG} \  \text{big-PROL} \  \text{be.sick-FREQ-1SG} \]
\[1SG \  be.sick-FREQ-1SG \ \text{big-PROL} \ \text{be.sick-FREQ-1SG} \]

‘I am sick, I am very sick.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

Adverbs that have a sentential scope, such as temporal or modal adverbs, preferably occupy the left periphery:

(26) \[\text{بودغون} \  \text{نارنوو} \  \text{Kasali} \  \text{kudi} \]
\[\text{what period.LOC.SG} \ \text{spring.ADV PN sleep.3SG} \]

‘Once in spring, Kasali slept.’ [ESG Two Brothers]

(27) \[\text{تونوو} \  \text{تىنا} \  \text{oka-n} \  \text{كدية-چ} \]
\[\text{summer.ADV} \ \text{reindeer.PX.PL.1PL} \ \text{many-PROL} \ \text{be.sick-FREQ-3PL.PST} \]

‘In the summer our reindeer were very sick.’ [LDB Plundered Sled]

(28) \[\text{لوري} \  \text{توري} \  \text{مادي} \  \text{تو-دا} \]
\[\text{suddenly} \ \text{such} \ \text{winter} \ \text{come-FUT.3SG} \]

‘Suddenly, such a wind will come.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

Occasionally, adverbs with a sentential scope can be found in the right periphery, however this is comparatively rare:
Finally, several examples show temporal adverbs that are delayed. Although a detailed investigation has not been conducted as of yet, it seems that such adverbs occupy a potential focus position:

(30) **kasi-raxa tu-xun enči sirnuju puga ňi**  
dry-SIM lake-LOC.SG person winter.ADV net[ACC] NEG.AUX.3SG  
či-gu-ʔ  
put.up-DUR-CN  
‘In this dry lake, a person does not put up a net in winter.’  
[ANP Lakes around Potapovo]

The focus interpretation is supported by the fact that a few turns later, ANP mentions in his narrative that this lake is attractive for fishing only during summer.

In the following interrogative clause, too, the temporal adverb čenuju ‘yesterday’ is delayed and seems to have a focus implication:

(31) **uu tâni-r kunin bu čenuju e-bi**  
2SG know-SG.2SG where.LOC 3SG yesterday be-PERF.3SG  
‘Do you know where he was yesterday?’ [ZNB IV 61]

In the final two examples, we find temporal adverbs in initial position which are therefore focus-neutral, especially when contrasted with (31):

(32) **četa ku? kan-ta-d**  
tomorrow where.LAT go-FUT-2SG  
‘Where do you go tomorrow?’ [ZNB IV 61]

(33) **čenuju mud’ mädda-š dadu-na-d-ud’**  
yesterday.ADV 1SG be.guest-CON go-FREQ-1SG-PST  
‘Yesterday I visited a friend.’ [ZNB IV 61]
10.2.2 Position of the focus marker \( ań? \)

To the best of my knowledge, the first description of the function of \( ań? \) was presented by Sorokina (1994), where she classified \( ań? \) as a multifunctional particle whose major function was said to express co-ordination. In Sigl (2008), I showed that this element has no prototypical co-ordination features and that it is most likely used as a focus marker. However, it can also express such meanings as ‘but, so, again’, which can be assumed to mark contrastive focus. The element \( ań? \), which in casual speech is usually realized as \( ań \), predominantly occupies the position after the first constituent:

\[
\text{(34)} \quad \text{bu} \quad ań \quad ěči \quad du-d \quad \text{taslad-da} \\
3SG \quad FOC \quad \text{PART} \quad \text{dream-PX.ACC.2SG} \quad \text{explain-SG.3SG} \\
\text{‘So he will explain your dream.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]}
\]

\[
\text{(35)} \quad \text{mod} \quad tiń \quad dagu-ć \quad uu \quad ań \quad tonā-ć \\
1SG \quad \text{reindeer-PX.PL.1SG} \quad \text{not.exist-3PL.PST} \quad 2SG \quad FOC \quad \text{exist-3PL.PST} \\
\text{‘I did not have reindeer, but you had.’ [ZNB I 25]}
\]

Conditioned by pro-drop, \( ań? \) can be found in clause-initial position, too:

\[
\text{(36)} \quad \text{bemo-u} \quad \text{bemo-u} \quad ań \quad debi-š \quad to-d \\
\text{master-PX.1SG} \quad \text{master-PX.1SG} \quad FOC \quad \text{be.hot-CON} \quad \text{come-2SG} \\
\text{‘My lord, again you come drunk.’ [NKB II 64]}
\]

Occasionally, \( ań? \) is also attested in clause-final position, but such instances are not frequent:

\[
\text{(37)} \quad \text{sira} \quad \text{dabud} \quad \text{bunče} \quad \text{tuni-n} \quad \text{dadu-r} \quad \text{ań} \\
\text{winter}_{[\text{GEN}]} \quad \text{along} \quad \text{NEG.AUX.1PL} \quad \text{there.LOC} \quad \text{go-FREQ.CN} \quad \text{FOC} \\
\text{‘During the winter, we apparently have not been there.’ [LDB Supernatural]}
\]

Whereas Sorokina (1994) claims that \( ań? \) can be found in clause-initial position, I have not found any convincing evidence for this in the language of the current generation. In those instances where \( ań? \) is found in clause-initial position, a dropped pronoun has to be assumed; otherwise \( ań? \) appears, as expected, after the first syntactic constituent.

Finally, although Sorokina was certainly correct in classifying \( ań? \) as a particle, she did not present any formal proof. The following example is a clear instance supporting the particle interpretation, as \( ań? \) can appear within a constituent (here a postpositional phrase) without affecting government rules:

---

417. In the speech of a prominent consultant of Sorokina, such instances can be found. However, this seems more like an idiolectal feature.
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10.3 Constituent order and its implication for alignment

As already mentioned several times, Forest Enets has no overt case marking (NOM, GEN, ACC) on lexical NPs.\(^ {418}\) This also seems to affect word order, which is predominantly SOV and rather strict. In the following examples which were uttered with neutral intonation and which are lacking PX, the first noun must therefore be considered the subject and the second the object:

(39) \(\begin{array}{l}
\text{tori} \quad \text{buxi} \quad \text{bogla} \quad \text{kada-bi} \\
\text{such} \quad \text{old.man} \quad \text{bear}_{\text{[ACC]}} \quad \text{kill-PERF.3SG}
\end{array}\)

‘In such a manner, the old man killed the bear.’ [ANP Bear and Man]

(40) \(\begin{array}{l}
\text{nyulu} \quad \text{bi-čiđa} \quad \text{enči} \quad \text{kąđir} \quad \text{te} \quad \text{noŋo} \\
\text{one} \quad \text{mind-CAR.PTCP.IPF} \quad \text{person} \quad \text{[wild reindeer]}_{\text{[ACC]}} \quad \text{catch.3SG}
\end{array}\)

‘One stupid person caught a wild reindeer.’ [ANP Stupid People]

With the absence of CX/PX morphology and relative rigid word order, the fact that all roles \(S=A=P\) are unmarked seems to be compensated for. Consequently alignment is neutral with respect to lexical nouns.

However, even when nouns are used in the possessive declension which results in a clear-cut NOM-ACC alignment \((S=A ≠ P)\), word order nevertheless remains SOV:

(41) \(\begin{array}{l}
\text{kasi} \quad \text{tu} \quad \text{nyulu} \quad \text{tu-da} \quad \text{kasi-raxa} \\
\text{[dry lake]} \quad \text{one} \quad \text{lake-PX.3SG} \quad \text{dry-SIM.3SG}
\end{array}\)

‘The Dry Lake – one of its lakes is rather dry.’ [ANP Lakes around Potapovo]

(40) \(\begin{array}{l}
\text{nyulu} \quad \text{bi-čiđa} \quad \text{enči} \quad \text{kąđir} \quad \text{te} \quad \text{noŋo} \\
\text{one} \quad \text{mind-CAR.PTCP} \quad \text{person} \quad \text{[wild reindeer]}_{\text{[ACC]}} \quad \text{catch.3SG}
\end{array}\)

‘One stupid person caught a wild reindeer.’ [ANP Stupid People]

(42) \(\begin{array}{l}
\text{i-bi-da} \quad \text{te-da} \quad \text{kada-ʔ} \\
\text{NEG.AUX-PERF-SG.3SG} \quad \text{reindeer-PX.ACC.3SG} \quad \text{kill-CN}
\end{array}\)

‘He did not kill his reindeer.’ [ANP Stupid People]

\(^ {418}\) Although a small class of nouns belonging to class IIb does show some morphonological alternations in which NOM forms differ from GEN/ACC forms, this class is very small and is of little help in providing a comprehensive account of case alignment.
With pronouns, no diverging word order patterns are found and SOV prevails. In contrast to the instances provided above, personal pronouns always follow NOM-ACC alignment:

(43)  
\[\text{mud} \, \text{ŋulu-š onai enči-ud}'\]  
1SG one-TRSL real person-1SG-PST  
‘I was the only Enets (in the brigade).’ [LDB Brigade]

(44)  
\[\text{mud} \, \text{šit pärđi-da-d?} \]  
1SG 2SG.ACC help-FUT-1SG  
‘I will help you.’ [EIB I 134]

(45)  
\[\text{Xorilə ši ań koita-bi} \]  
PN 1SG.ACC FOC trick-PERF.3SG  
‘Xorilə tricked me again.’ [ANP Man and Giant]

10.4 Alternative word orders

As already mentioned in the description of conjugation II in chapter 7, left-detached topics trigger conjugation II on the verb. This pattern is stable in both elicitations and transcribed speech. From the perspective of syntax, this word order is slightly problematic, as the left-detached topic is usually morphologically unmarked and in principle, two alternative word order interpretations, either \(O_{\text{TOP}}SV\) or \(S_{\text{TOP}}SV\), are equally plausible.

(46)  
\[\text{te bu toda-bi-da} \]  
reindeer 3SG bring-PERF-SG.3SG  
‘A reindeer, he brought it.’ [VNB IV 94]

(47)  
\[\text{busi mod bodu-n modā-b-uš} \]  
old.man 1SG tundra-LOC see-SG.1SG-PST  
‘The old man, I saw him in the tundra.’ [VNB IV 95]

(48)  
\[\text{tor̩ bāsi ēori kuń t-bi-da nodā-ʔ} \]  
such iron sound how NEG.AUX-PERF-SG.3SG hear-CN  
‘Such noise of an iron trap (Lit. sound of iron), how did he not hear it?’ [LDB Two fishermen]

Nevertheless, the clear correlation between this alternative word order and verbal morphology shows that this instance of topic-detachment is important for both syntax and information structure. In comparison to the following short notes on topic prominence and topic marking, which operate on a level beyond the clause, this kind of topic-detachment still operates on the clausal level.
10.5 A note on topic prominence and topic marking

The last two topics, non-possessive use of PX and topic prominence via conjugation II, operate on a level beyond sentences. As far as I know, this terrain is terra incognita in Samoyedology and calls for a detailed study in the future. As it is not possible to present a comprehensive account here, this excursus on the basics of information structure must be understood as a pilot study.419

10.5.1 Referential (non-possessive) use of possessive suffixes

As sketched in chapter 5, the prototypical function of PX is to encode both possessee and possessor. Apart from this prototypical use, possessive suffixes are used in two other contexts. In both of these instances the use of PX is no longer possessive but referential. In nominalizations, on which a variety of adverbal clauses are based (see chapter 13), PX index the actor/undergoer and are used for cross-reference. Whereas in such instances a somehow possessive context may occasionally be constructed (e.g. ‘after his coming’), this is not applicable in the following examples. At least since the 1970s (e.g. Pusztay 1978: 5, Sorokina 1986: 71) it is known that possessive suffixes, especially PX.2SG and PX.3SG, can have an ‘article-like’ function and be used to maintain topic prominence. This ‘article-like’ use of PX as been known for a long time, but a more detailed description is still lacking. The use of PX.2SG and PX.3SG will be discussed in some detail now.420

10.5.1.1 The referential usage of PX.2SG

The function of PX.2SG as a means of maintaining topic prominence is straightforward and is exemplified by the opener of a personal story [NKB Auka]:421

(49) (a) tak tonida kunida nääčiku diri-bi
so sometime somewhere woman.youngster live-PERF.3SG
‘So sometime, somewhere lived a little girl.’

(b) ää-xuda äsi-xuda tonä-bi
[mother-PX.DU.3SG father-PX.DU.3SG] exist-PERF.3SG
‘She had parents.’

419. This interpretation was inspired by Nikolaeva’s observations on Khanty (Nikolaeva 2001).
420. Occasionally, PX.1SG can be found without clear possessive value. In such instances, PX.1SG seem to express a kind of vocative.
421. Every turn (characterized by one intonation unit) is presented as a single unit.
Her parents had their own little reindeer.’

‘Some reindeer they probably had.’

‘This girl had her own spotted little reindeer.’

‘It was a pet reindeer.’

‘This girl studied in Potapovo.’.

‘She lived in the boarding school.’

The opener of this story introduces a young girl, the major protagonist of the following narrative. In the following three speech turns (b-d), the protagonist is not mentioned at all as the plot of the story continues to present more background information about the young girl. In turn (e), the plot returns to the girl for a turn and young girl is marked with PX.2SG, however no possible possessor can be identified. Turn (f) introduces another protagonist of this story, a pet reindeer. In (g) the plot returns to the young girl which is once again marked with PX.2SG. With no 2SG possessor retrievable, PX.2SG cannot be interpreted as possessive and a referential reading evolves as the topic (possibly an old topic) is reactivated in discourse. Similar instances are numerous in transcribed narratives and this phenomenon is quite common.

422. This form is not attested elsewhere and tonäsau should have been expected here.
When it comes to the use of PX as a means of reference tracking, several constraints must be mentioned. First, the reappearing topic must be a lexical noun and it must reappear in either S or A position so that it can be marked with PX.2SG. Clear examples for similar use of PX.2SG in p position have not been encountered thus far. Concerning the structure of the marked noun phrase, it can be simple, as in example (g), or proceeded by a demonstrative as in (e):

(e) čiki nääčiku-r ań padir? nedi-ku-da
tonä-bi
exist-PERF.3SG
‘This girl had her own spotted little reindeer.’

Second, the referential use of PX.2SG is not restricted to verbal clauses. A similar non-possessive use can be found in certain versions of equative clauses. The starting point is clause (50) where two nouns are equated and no PX can be encountered on the first noun which is equated with an entity in predicative position:

(50) čiki nā́́́́ mud áā-b
this woman 1SG mother-PX.1SG
‘This woman is my mother.’ [DSB V 46]

In contrast, in both examples (51) and (52), the demonstrative čiki is marked for PX.2SG though no possessive relationship can be constructed as no referent in this noun phrase is attested. Instead, here the possessive suffix on čiki is referring to an ellipsed noun which is equated in the predicative part.

(51) čiki-r uuäsí-r
this-PX.2SG 2SG father-PX.2SG
‘This is your father.’ [NKB Childhood]

(52) čiki-r meju mäʔ
this-PX.2SG new house
‘This is a new house.’ [ZNB 08.02.06]
10.5.1.2 The referential usage of *PX.3SG*

*PX.3SG* can be used referentially, too, but this function is less commonly attested than with *PX.2SG*. As in many instances a possible 3P possessor can be constructed, the referential use can be overlooked easily. In the following example, a possessive relationship between ‘laida’ and ‘ground’ is, in principle possible, but a referential interpretation seems more plausible:

(53) *modiini lota ne-on doo-ja-i morga-d-iń*
    1DU laida[GEN] on-PROL go-GEN-FREQ-1DU cloudberry-BEN-PX.ACC.PL.1DU
    pe-ja-i? morga koo-b da-da *ńul*
    search-FREQ-1DU cloudberry[ACC] find-SG.1SG ground-PX.3SG very
    naldi-ja
    be.red-FREQ.3SG
    ‘We two walked along the laida. We two were looking for cloudberries. I found cloudberries. The ground was very red.’ [ZNB Trip to Potapovo]

For the other three examples, no convincing possessive relationship with an antecedent can be found and therefore *PX.3SG* should be analyzed as referential PX marking:

(54) *čiki lota bar-xun tu-da tonā*
    this laida[GEN] edge-LOC.SG lake-PX.3SG exist.3SG
    ‘On the edge of this laida, there is this lake.’ [LDB Chervo]

(55) *tu-da čiki ibleigo-n ēuo*
    fire-PX.3SG this little-PROL burn.3SG
    ‘The fire, it burned a little bit.’ [LDB Shaman]

(56) *naak déri-xun soiđa déri-iś kańi kodu-da*
    other day-LOC.SG good day-TRANS go.3SG snow.storm-PX.3SG
    *gaari*
    stop.3SG
    ‘The other day, the weather cleared up and the snowstorm stopped.’ [LDB Shaman]

Similar to topic prominence marked with *PX.2SG*, *PX.3SG* is found on reappearing arguments in S or A position though never on P. The major difference between 2P and 3P seems to lie in the fact that *PX.2SG* is found on a frequently re-appearing topic. 3P is apparently reserved for definite but less-frequent topics.

423. One instance of referential use was already described in chapter 6.5.5, which dealt with dummy-PX marking.
10.5.1.3 Topic prominence via conjugation II

The importance of conjugation II for topic continuity has already been brought up in chapter 7.1.2. In the following, a slightly more elaborate description will be given.\textsuperscript{424} As mentioned earlier, the necessary prerequisite for conjugation II is transitivity. But contrary to earlier research which assumed that conjugation II has something to do with object agreement, a more detailed analysis shows that such object agreement agreement is never triggered morphosyntactically by conjugation II; transitive verbs can be conjugated in conjugation I, too. This syntactic mismatch shows that the decisive criteria for assigning verbs to conjugation II must be sought elsewhere.

Research on Khanty which has a similar conjugation system has shown that the use of conjugation II should be seen as topic agreement with secondary topics (Nikolaeva 2001). This observation seems to be valid for Forest Enets too; the following stretch comes from personal narrative [LDB Taboo] which shows similar behavior:

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{tina bemu-uš [...] oša-š}  
\textit{reindeer.PX.GEN.PL.1PL chief-TRSL Evenki-3SG.PST}  
‘As the head of our reindeer brigade, it was an Evenki.’

\item \textit{Igarka nā-đ to-i oša-š}  
\textit{Igarka[GEN] side-ABL come-PTCP.PFT Evenki-3SG.PST}  
‘He was an Evenki who came from the area of Igarka.’

\item \textit{nā-da mensi-š}  
\textit{woman-PX.3SG old.woman-3SG.PST}  
‘His wife, she was an old woman.’

\item \textit{sensi po dagu-xad-da mensi dagu-ma-š}  
\textit{some year not.exist\textsubscript{NLZ} ABL.SG-PX.GEN.3SG old.woman not.exist-RES-3SG.PST}  
‘Some years after his death, also the old woman died.’

\item \textit{āba-da boa-š ań Krasnojarska ne-n}  
\textit{head-PX.3SG bad-3SG.PST FOC Krasnojarsk\textsubscript{[GEN,RU]} side-LOC}  
\textit{dagu-bi-š}  
\textit{not.exist-PERF-3SG.PST}  
‘She was insane (Lit. her head was bad); she died in the area of Krasnojarsk.’
\end{enumerate}

\textsuperscript{424} Conjugation II has mainly attracted research on this category for Tundra Nenets, see the discussion in Körtvély (2005).
In this example, turns (a)-(f) are used to create the necessary background for the remaining turns (f)-(i), which introduces Leonid’s earlier Evenki boss, his wife, and their son. What is of importance for this discussion starts in turn (f), where the verb ‘tie up’ refers to ‘things’. From a semantic perspective, the secondary topic is already clear. As Leonid has mentioned the death of his former boss, and the son is preparing a sled with the personal remains of his father to be left in the tundra, the activated cultural frame makes it immediately clear that the story enters the realm of taboos related to the sphere of death. Thus, it becomes the secondary topic of this stretch. The status of primary topic is held by the actors (old woman and son), who coincide with the grammatical subjects. In turn (g), then, the verb ‘leave’ refers to the ‘things’ from turn (f), but no overt object is realized in speech turn (g). The secondary topic, ‘sled’, however, is reactivated and overtly expressed in (h), which triggers reference to the verb ‘unpack’. In (i), a new secondary topic, ‘parka’, is introduced. As we are still in the domain of taboos, ‘parka’ is immediately active (and definite, as it was possessed by ‘her husband’), and once again the transitive verb is encoded in conjugation II.

Although there seems to be a good correlation between secondary topic reference and conjugation II, it must be stressed that only anaphoric reference qualifies as agreement with secondary topics. For cataphoric reference to finite O complements of PCU verbs, the matrix verb needs to be encoded in conjugation II. This feature will be addressed in more detail in chapter 13.5. In instances of anaphoric reference as presented above, conjugation II is best analyzed as a means of marking secondary topic prominence. An interpretation as a special kind of object agreement is syntactically speaking implausible.

425. The belongings of the dead were usually put together on a sled and left somewhere in the tundra. This is a taboo related to the sphere of death that is widely spread in Siberia, including among Forest Enetses.
10.5.1.4 Preliminary results – primary vs. secondary topics and syntax

Both the non-possessive use of PX and conjugation II are concerned with discourse above sentence level. Although this whole complex requires further investigation, a certain correlation is evident. First, as the discussion of non-possessive PX has shown, this kind of reference tracking is restricted to syntactic subjects. A more detailed search through the annotated recordings showed that there were no good candidates for non-possessive PX.2SG in object position. For PX.3SG the attested picture seems to follow the same pattern. This suggests that there could be a correlation between syntactic subjects and primary topics. On the other hand, ‘topic agreement’ with secondary topics is only possible with transitive verbs and via conjugation II. As only transitive verbs can be assigned to conjugation II, there seems to exist a mapping of syntactic objects on secondary topics. Both the primary topic and the secondary topic can be realized simultaneously in cases where the necessary pragmatic background is present. Such an instance can be found in the following example:

(57) (h) čiki mensi-r kod dipra-bi-da
    this old.woman-PX.2SG sled[ACC] unpack-PERF-SG.3SG

    ‘This old woman unpacked the sled.’
11. The benefactive declension

The benefactive (BEN), traditionally called the desiderative or predestinative declension (Ru: лично-предназначительные формы, лично-предназначительное склонение) is one of the morphosyntactic categories which separates Northern Samoyedic from Southern Samoyedic. While this category is usually called predestinative (PRD), it is referred to here as benefactive. The benefactive/predestinative has been reported for all Northern Samoyedic languages and all languages share the same etymological marker for which a common origin is quite plausible. In Southern Samoyedic, this category is absent. A predestinative was already mentioned by Castrén (1854: 220–221), but the first solid description was provided by Prokof’ev (1937a, b, c). Some more data on Tundra Nenets was presented by Hajdú (1968: 46–47), which was followed by a comparative Northern Samoyedic account with some historical notes by Tereščenko (1977). Still, both the morphology and the morphosyntactic status of benefactives have never been clarified in any description of Northern Samoyedic languages; in all traditional grammatical sketches and grammars it has been presented as distinct from regular case morphology. This choice has never been justified and has remained unclear ever since. The present chapter will focus on both the morphology and the syntax of this category which will henceforth be called benefactive. When discussing earlier approaches, I will stick to the traditional label PRD though I assume a benefactive meaning also in these instances.

The following two examples show the prototypical use of BEN in Forest Enets and serve as the starting point:

(1) te-đu-iʔ to
reindeer-BEN-PX.1SG come.3SG
‘A reindeer came for me.’

A more adequate translation would be “A reindeer came for me and I benefit from its coming – it is now at my disposal.”

The next example shows that BEN can be combined with merged cx/px suffixes in p position:

(2) mod kodu-du-da kamida-go-ʔ
deck-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG make-DUR-1SG
1SG ‘I am making a sled for him.’ [ZNB I 44]

426. A desiderative case has been reported for several Selkup varieties (Bekker 1978: 160–169), but it is a recent grammaticalization.
427. In recent years, this category has attracted some research attention, which will be reviewed in this chapter.
11.1 The benefactive in earlier descriptions

The only elaborate description so far was provided by Prokof’ev in his sketch of Tundra Nenets (1937a: 32). To this description he referred in his descriptions of Nganasan (1937b: 66) and (Forest) Enets (1937c: 84):

“In contrast to the possessive case forms which contain a possessive reference to a designated object (or property or effect) of something or somebody, case forms of the predestinative contain a reference to the object (or property or effect) intended for something or somebody. For Nenets, the predestinative declension consists of three cases 1) nominative 2) accusative and 3) predestinative. The questions to which these cases refer are as follows:

1. Nominative 1) Who? What? 2) For whom is it intended?
2. Accusative 1) Whom? What? 2) For whom is it intended?
3. Predestinative 1) As an object for who? In the quality as who / what 2) predestinated for whom?"428

Whereas Prokof’ev presented examples for all three ‘cases’ for both Tundra Nenets and Nganasan, his description of Enets presents only two forms, namely the predestinative nominative (PRD-NOM) and the predestinative accusative (PRD-ACC) – the original orthography is preserved. The predestinative morpheme is underlined:

Predestinative nominative429

(3) a. TN yanodar to ‘A boat came for you / to you.’
b. NG jasedema tuu$h$a ‘Father came to me / for me.’
c. FE esedoji$ toa ‘Father came to me / for me.’

428. В отличие от склонения лично-притяжательное падежные формы которого заключают в себе указание на принадлежность обозначаемого именем предмета (или свойства, или действия) тому или иному лицу, падежные формы лично-предназначительного склонения заключают в себе указание на предназначение обозначаемого именем предмета (или свойства, или действия) для того или иного лица. В ненецком языке лично-предназначительное склонение состоит из трех падежей: 1) иминительного 2) винительного и 3) назначительного.

Основными вопросами, на которые отвечают указанные падежа, являются:
1. Для им. – 1) Кто? Что? 2) для кого предназначеный?
2. Для вин. – 1) Кого? Что? 2) для кого предназначеного, -ое?
3. Для наз. – 1) На предмет чего? В качестве кого? 2) предназначеного для кого?
429. yanodar to ‘лодка к тебе (для тебя) пришла’ (1937: 33); jasedema tuu$h$a ‘отец ко мне (для меня) пришёл’ (1937: 67); esedoji$ toa ‘отец ко мне (для меня) пришёл’ (1937: 84).
Predestinative accusative

(4) a. **TN** hardamd təmdam ‘I bought a knife for you.’

b. **NG** kumādana tamtuju’unam ‘I bought a knife for you.’

c. **FE** korudodo tiddejadoj ‘I bought a knife for you.’

Predestinative predestinative

(5) a. **TN** neņumda nedand məd ‘Take his daughter as your wife.’

b. **NG** sete girutana foruatum ‘I consider him my friend.’

Later, forms comparable to Prokof’ev predestinative-predestinative were presented for Forest Enets by Tereščenko and Labanauskas:

(6) тэʒонь бунэк понъңаʒ’
tədən bunek ponɨŋad?
‘As a reindeer, I keep a dog for myself’.

(7) оласнэ манаа: «пурзы дя ни комабут, нэзд ыбляй су бунтику мун’
olasne manaa: purdə də nǐ komabut, nezd iblajgu buntiku muʔ?
‘The witch said: “if you want to come back on earth, take a little dog as your wife”.’

[RS 17]

11.1.1 The morphological structure of benefactive in earlier accounts

The morphological structure of **BEN** in Forest Enets as presented by Prokof’ev and Tereščenko is uniform: the **BEN** marker -do (Prokof’ev) -do (Tereščenko) is added to nouns and followed by **PX**. For **PRD-NOM**, **PX** is added; for **PRD-ACC** and for **PRD-PRD**, **PX** and **PX** are added, respectively.

430. hardamd təmdam ‘нож для тебя купил я’ (1937: 33); kumādana tamtuju’unam ‘нож тебе (для тебя) купил я’ (1937: 67); korudodo tiddejadoj ‘нож тебе купил (я)’ (1937: 84).

431. neņumda nedand məd ‘дочь его в жены себе (для тебя) бользи’ (1937: 34); sete girutana foruatum ‘его своим (для себя) другом считаю’ (1937: 67).

432. ‘В качестве оленя я для себя собаку держу.’

433. ‘Ведьма сказала: “Если хочешь обратно на землю, возьми себе в жены маленькую собаку”.

434. Assimilation with glottal stop stems must be assumed but no examples are available.
11.1.2 Other accounts describing the benefactive

So far, no detailed study of the benefactive in any Northern Samoyedic Language has been conducted. The published accounts offer little descriptive information and concentrate more on the possible historical emergence of this category (Tereščenko 1977, Künnap 1987, Janhunen 1989, Zayzon 2004). Recent attempts by Nikolaeva (2009) and Khanina & Shluinsky (2010) differ from the aforementioned accounts in that they address synchronic matters and include new data. Still, these new approaches are by no means comprehensive.

11.2 The benefactive in Forest Enets and its basic function

The function of the benefactive suffix is to mark a two-place relation, X for the benefit of Y. It can be attached either to the agent of an intransitive verb s or the patient of a transitive verb p:

(1) 
```
teduiʔ
to
reindeer-BEN-PX.1SG come.3SG
```
‘A reindeer came for me.’

(2) 
```
mod́ kodududa kamidagoʔ
1SG sled-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG make-DUR-1SG
```
‘I am making a sled for him.’ [ZNB I 44]

Although the benefactive is followed by PX, it does not indicate a transfer of possession as the possessive suffix shows referential meaning here. Instead, the benefactive focuses on the benefit X for Y or having X at Y’s disposal. BEN increases the relationality of the noun, while the possessive suffix refers to the beneficiary of the action. Thereby, two semantic roles are marked on one NP. Such NPs function as either s or p:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>teduiʔ</th>
<th>to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reindeer-BEN-PX.1SG</td>
<td>come.3SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actor = te ‘reindeer’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beneficiary = -du-iʔ BEN+ PX.1SG</td>
<td>predicate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-1: BEN on s

Otherwise, BEN is optional, and the subject can be encoded as usual by NOM:
(8) a. te-i? to reindeer-PX.1SG come.3SG
   ‘My reindeer came.’

   b. te to reindeer come.3SG
   ‘A reindeer came.’

When P is marked with BEN, two semantic roles are once again encoded on one NP:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mod’</th>
<th>kodu-du-da</th>
<th>kamida-go-dʔ?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>sled-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG</td>
<td>make-DUR-1SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actor</td>
<td>object = kodu ‘sled’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>beneficiary = -du-da BEN+PX.ACC.3SG</td>
<td>predicate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-2: BEN on P

In P position, too, BEN is optional, and the object can be encoded with the accusative case:

(9) mod’ kodu kamida-go-dʔ
    1SG sled [ACC] make-DUR-1SG
    ‘I am making a sled.’ [ZNB I 44]

BEN is not restricted to simple noun phrases. In the case of complex noun phrases, the first NP is an attribute marked for GEN and the second NP hosts BEN. With two lexical NPs, BEN is realized as -d:\n
(10) a. mod’ kasa-ń kniiga-d moo-d-ut’
    1SG man-PX.GEN.1SG book-BEN take-1SG-PST
    ‘I bought a book for my brother.’ [ZNB IV 16]

    b. mod’ kemnä busi kirba-d moo-d-ut’
    1SG poor old.man [GEN] bread-BEN take-1SG-PST
    ‘I bought bread for the poor old man.’ [ZNB IV 16]

Complex noun phrases in s position are hard to obtain; the best examples come from passivization:

(11) kasa-ń kniiga-d tod-la-r-idʔ?
    brother-PX.GEN.1SG book-BEN bring-FREQ-PASS-R.3SG
    ‘Books were brought for my brother several times.’ [ZNB IV17]

---

435. Whether the second NP ‘bread-GEN’ should be analyzed as ‘bread-BEN [ACC]’ will be addressed later.
Thus, the aforementioned function of BEN must be recapitulated as follows: the BEN suffix increases the relationality of the noun, as BEN-marked nouns require either a complement in the genitive or a possessive suffix that refers to the beneficiary of the action.

11.2.1 BEN and number

Among the numerous problems connected to BEN in earlier descriptions, the question of whether this category is compatible with number has been a dominating problem. For Tundra Nenets, extensive variation has been reported (Tereščenko 1977, Künnap 1987, Salminen 1997: 129–130). In my data on Forest Enets, the answer is clearly negative;\(^{436}\) when a NP is marked for BEN, overt number marking is absent. Number can only be expressed via PX in the same way it would be marked in possession:

\[(12) \quad \text{te-}dđu-ńʔ \quad \text{to-ʔ} \\
\text{reindeer-BEN-PX.PL.1SG} \quad \text{come-3PL} \\
\text{‘Reindeer (PL) came for me.’}^{437}\]

\[(1) \quad \text{te-}dđu-iʔ \quad \text{to} \\
\text{reindeer-BEN-PX.1SG} \quad \text{come.3SG} \\
\text{‘A reindeer came for me.’}\]

\[(13) \quad \text{mud} \quad \text{pä-}dđu-da \quad \text{pätu-da-ʔ} \\
1SG \quad \text{wood-BEN-PX.ACC.PL.3SG} \quad \text{hack-FUT-1SG} \\
\text{‘I will make firewood for him.’ [ZNB III 11]}\]

Formally, however, example (13) could also mean ‘made one piece of firewood’ as the marker for PX.ACC.3SG is \(-da\). A singular interpretation is semantically odd, as no collective interpretation of \(pä\) meaning ‘firewood’ is attested, but it is nevertheless likely. Because of the \(i\)-deletion rule (2.12.2), one has to assume the underlying PX.ACC.PL.3SG \(-ida\).\(^{438}\)

In complex noun phrases marked with BEN and lexical beneficiaries, no formal number distinction is attested and the interpretation has to rely on contextual information:

\(^{436}\) Khanina & Shluinsky (2010: 250) present some unclear examples with dual marking. As the consultants are not retrievable from their data, it is difficult to comment on this observation at present. It must be mentioned that Khanina & Shluinsky rely on more consultants than I do. Several of their consultants are offspring of a bilingual Enets-Nenets marriage who refused to work with me. As number marking with BEN was reported for several Tundra Nenets varieties, this might offer a tentative solution.

\(^{437}\) Compare teiʔ ‘my one reindeer’ vs tič ‘my many reindeer’ \(\rightarrow\) teđuiʔ ‘a reindeer for me’ vs teđuń ‘reindeer (pl.) for me’ – the underlying te-dđu-iʔ \(\rightarrow\) \(i\)-deletion rule applies.

\(^{438}\) Morphologically, both interpretations are equally correct.
11.2.2 Intermediate summary

So far, the use of **BEN** can be summarized as follows:

- When **BEN** is used with one lexical **NP** in subject or object position, the beneficiary and case are expressed by the **PX**:

  (1) \[ \text{te-du-i? to} \]
  \[ \text{reindeer-BEN-PX.1SG come.3SG} \]
  ‘A reindeer came for me.’

  (12) \[ \text{te-du-n? to-?} \]
  \[ \text{reindeer-BEN-PX.PL.1SG come-3PL} \]
  ‘Reindeer (PL) came for me.’

- When **BEN** is used with lexical beneficiaries, the first noun must be encoded in the genitive and the second noun receives **BEN**. Further marking for number or case is not attested:

  (11) \[ \text{kasa-ni kniga-d tod-la-r-id?} \]
  \[ \text{brother-PX GEN.1SG book-BEN bring-FREQ-PASS-R.3SG} \]
  ‘Books were brought for my brother several times.’ [ZNB IV17]

  (14) \[ \text{äsi-n? pä-d pätu-da-d?} \]
  \[ \text{father-PX GEN.1SG wood-BEN hack-FUT-1SG} \]
  ‘I will make firewood for my father.’ [ZNB III 11]
11.2.3 BEN and interrogatives

Interrogative pronouns, such as še ‘who’ and obu ‘what’ can be combined with BEN. For this, the same strategy as above is followed; with pronominal reference, PX have to be used:

(15)  
\[
\text{bu obu-du-d } \text{toda}  \\
3\text{SG what-BEN-PX.ACC.2SG bring.3SG}
\]

‘What did he bring for you?’ [ZNB IV 16]

When questions address lexical beneficiaries, the pronoun is in the genitive case, and the lexical NP hosts BEN. Occasionally, \( \text{PX}_{\text{GEN}} \) referring to the actor can be added to the pronoun as the following echo question shows:

(16)  
\[
\text{še-d } \text{bui-d } \text{uu } \text{piri-gu-sa-d}  \\
\text{who-PX.GEN.2SG soup-BEN 2SG cook-DUR-IRG-2SG}
\]

‘For whom did you cook soup?’ [NKB IV 182]

11.2.4 The status of Prokof’ev’s ‘PRD-PRD’

So far, examples of BEN in S and P position have been presented. In S position, PX belonging to the nominative series are used; this construction matches Prokof’ev’s PRD-NOM. In P position, \( \text{PX}_{\text{ACC}} \) follow BEN and this construction matches Prokof’ev’s PRD-ACC. As noted, Prokof’ev’s sketch did not provide any examples for PRD-PRD. Such benefactives in adjunct position followed by \( \text{PX}_{\text{GEN}} \) were presented later by both Tereščenko and Labanauskas:

(6)  
\[
\text{te-do-ń } \text{bunek } \text{poni-ńa-d?}  \\
\text{reindeer-BEN-PX.GEN.1SG dog hold-FREQ-1SG}
\]

‘Instead of a reindeer for myself, I keep a dog.’  
(Lit. ‘As a reindeer for myself, I keep a dog.’) [T 66:445]

(7)  
\[
\text{olasne } \text{manaa } \text{purdi } \text{da } \text{ńi-? } \text{koma-bu-t}  \\
\text{witch say.3SG back earth on-LAT want-CON-PX.GEN.2SG}
\]

\[
\text{ńe-du-d } \text{ibleigu } \text{bunti-ku } \text{mu-?}  \\
\text{woman-BEN-PX.GEN.2SG little dog-DIM take-IMP.2SG}
\]

‘The witch said: “if you want to come back on earth, take a little dog as your wife”.’  
(Lit. ‘wife for you’) [RS 17]

My data reveal only three indisputable examples:
The examples in (6), (7) and (17) are structurally uniform as a noun phrase in adjunct position is marked for BEN and PXGEN. This is consistent with the syntactic distribution of PXGEN, which can be found either on adnominal possessors or following locational cases.

A final note on PRD-PRD constructions is in order. First, equivalents of Prokof'ev's PRD-PRD constructions are very rare in my data, with the previous examples being the only indisputable instances. Second, in contexts where one would expect to find the equivalent of Prokof'ev's PRD-PRD constructions, other constructions are clearly preferred. All attempts to verify the existence of examples following Tereščenko's example (6) produced no results:

(6) тээзонь бунэк поньнаζ'
   te-do-ń bunek poni-ŋa-d?  
   reindeer-BEN-PX.GEN.1SG dog[ACC] hold-FREQ-1SG
   ‘Instead of a reindeer for myself, I keep a dog.’ [T66:445]

Several consultants [LDB, NKB, VNB] even claimed that such examples are ungrammatical, and instead, the following depictive was provided as its equivalent:

(18) таδа mud bunik poni-ŋa-d te bai-įš
   now 1SG dog[ACC] hold-FREQ-1SG reindeer capacity-TRSL
   ‘As a reindeer, I keep a dog.’ [LDB & NKB II 5]

11.2.5 BEN expressing a reflexive construction

As reported in 5.10.6, Forest Enets lacks a real reflexive pronoun. When actor and beneficiary are co-referential, the NP in object position is marked with BEN and followed by a co-referential PXACC, whereby the whole construction receives a reflexive interpretation.
Compare Forest Enets with Finnish (20) and Komi (21), which both use a reflexive pronoun marked for illative or dative case:

(19) äši-i meju poga-du-da tidă-š
father-PX.1SG new net-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG buy-3SG.PST
‘My father bought himself a new net.’ [ZNB III 11]

(20) isä-ni ost-i itse-lle-en uude-n verko-n
father-PX.1SG buy-PST.3SG REFL-ILL-PX.3SG new-ACC net-ACC
‘My father bought himself a new net.’

(21) batöi nöb-is as-lis vil böt
father-PX.1SG buy-PST.3SG REFL-DAT-PX.3SG new net-NOM
‘My father bought himself a new net.’ [Nikolai Kuznetsov, p.c]

11.2.6 BEN and morphosyntactic restrictions

The interaction of BEN with other grammatical elements shows three restrictions.

- First, BEN can only be used with two lexical NPs (NP_{GEN} NP_{BEN}) or an NP with further pronominal reference (NP_{BEN}+PX). BEN without a possible benefactor e.g. *te-đ(a) ‘a reindeer for’ is morphologically incomplete and therefore ungrammatical.
- Second, only one argument can be marked for BEN (either S or P, but not both; marking on A has so far not been found).
- Third, BEN can never occur with verbs in conjugation II. The last restriction will be addressed in more detail later.\(^{439}\)

11.3 The internal morphology of BEN

Having presented the basic morphological and syntactic properties of BEN, a more detailed note on morphology is appropriate. So far it is possible to see both derivational and inflectional properties, and this provides at least four possibilities for classification:

a) BEN = derivational suffix, b) BEN = case, c) BEN = double-case, or d) something else. A working solution will now be attempted.

When combined with derivational morphology, e.g. diminutives, BEN occurs after derivational suffixes. This is a characteristic of case morphology:

\(^{439}\) So far BEN-marked arguments in s position with the verb in conjugation III are absent too.
(22) a. *te* <reindeer> ‘a reindeer’
   b. *te-ʔ* <reindeer-[NOM.PL]> ‘reindeer’
   c. *te-kuča* <reindeer-DIM> ‘a little reindeer’
   d. *te-kuča-ʔ* <reindeer-DIM-[NOM.PL]> ‘little reindeer’
   e. *bu iblęig te-kuča-du-ʔ* <reindeer-DIM-BEN-PX.ACC.1SG bring-PERF.3SG
      ‘He brought a little reindeer for me.’ [ZNB IV 28]

However, a case interpretation seems unlikely as **BEN** cannot index number unless it is accompanied by **PX**:

(23) a. *kasa-ń knįga-xan* <friend-PX.GEN.1SG book-LOC.SG>
      ‘in my friend’s book’
   b. *kasa-ń knįga-xin* <friend-PX.GEN.1SG book-LOC.PL>
      ‘in my friend’s many books’

(24) a. *kasa-ń knįga-d* <friend-PX.GEN.1SG book-BEN>
      a) ‘a book for my friend’ or b) ‘books for my friend’
   b. *knįga-d* <book-BEN>
      ‘book for’

Another serious argument against a potential case status for **BEN** is the fact that similarly to non-core cases such as **TRS.L** and **COM**, **BEN** has no free-standing independent pronominal forms. In contrast to **TRS.L** and potentially also **COM**, **BEN** is compatible with **PX** and in this instance **BEN** is definitely closer to case than **TRS.L** and **COM**.

Indeed, in Castrén’s unpublished Tundra Enets grammar, the equivalent of **BEN** was regarded as a case called Acc.Obj:**440**

(25) *lataroi’ tera’
   *lata-ro-i?* *tera-ʔ*
   board-BEN-PX[ACC]’ 1SG give-IMP.2SG
   ‘палку дай ~ give me a plank.’ (Castrén n. d. 30a)**441**

---

440. Castrén’s manuscript has no examples of **BEN** in s position, which makes the interpretation as a case much easier. I will return to this point later. In his published grammar, **BEN** is hardly discussed.

441. Tundra Enets -ro is the regular etymological cognate of **BEN** -du in Forest Enets.
Also in the unpublished fieldnotes of Gluxij and Susekov, BEN was usually regarded as a case. Furthermore Sorokina’s writings contain several hints that BEN is classified as a case.

The remaining solution, a double-case interpretation, seems least convincing. First, there is not evidence that BEN+PX is added to an already inflected stem. Second, how should the decreased case double case inventory consisting of a) BEN+PX_{nom} b) BEN+PX_{gen} c) BEN+PX_{acc} be explained? Whereas syntactically a clear distinction exists between BEN on subjects and objects in contrast to BEN in adjunct positions, why should the adjunct position be special? Before continuing this discussion, more syntactic and semantic data needs to be evaluated first.

11.4 More on the morphosyntax of BEN

When recapitulating the examples from above, another look at the dichotomy between CX and BEN is necessary. We will start with BEN on s and where BEN usually needs a pro-moninal beneficiary:

(1) \textit{te-\textit{du-\textit{i}}} to reindeer-BEN-PX.1SG come.3SG

‘A reindeer came for me.’

As much as BEN is optional, possession via fused PX/CX is also not obligatory:

(8) a. \textit{te-i} to reindeer-PX.1SG come.3SG

‘My reindeer came.’ $\rightarrow$ \text{SUBJ = NOM\textsubscript{POSS}}

b. \textit{te} to reindeer come.3SG

‘A reindeer came.’ $\rightarrow$ \text{SUBJ = NOM}

Further, BEN does not interfere with agreement as agreement is expressed regularly:

(1) \textit{te-\textit{du-\textit{i}}} to reindeer-BEN-PX.1SG come.3SG

‘A reindeer came for me.’

442. During my visit to the Dulzon archive in Tomsk (late fall 2008) I was able to go through the fieldnotes of Gluxij and Susekov, but I did not detect any examples for BEN in s position. This is, however, not a final statement as these materials must be rechecked in more detail.
(12)  
\[ \text{te-} \text{du-ni} \text{? to-?} \]
reindeer-BEN-PX.PL.1SG come-3PL

‘Reindeer (PL) came for me.’

The same agreement pattern is also triggered by regular NPs. This shows that BEN is morphosyntactically neutral:

(8b)  
\[ \text{te to} \]
reindeer come.3SG

‘A reindeer came.’

(26)  
\[ \text{te-? to-?} \]
reindeer-[NOM.PL] come-3PL

‘Reindeer came.’

The same alternative marking of \( p \) does not interfere with agreement:

(27) a.  
\[ \text{mu} \text{d} \text{ osa-du-d to} \text{a-d?} \]
1SG meat-BEN-PX.ACC.2SG bring-1SG

‘I brought meat for you.’ [LDB I 112]

b.  
\[ \text{ää-da} \text{ pire-i? nami to} \text{a-bi} \]
mother-PX.3SG cook-PTCP.PFT tongue [ACC] bring-PERF.3SG

‘Her mother brought a cooked (reindeer) tongue.’ [NKB Auka]

(28) a.  
\[ \text{kasa} \text{ äči kasa-du-da ko} \]
[man younger] companion-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG find.3SG

‘The boy found a friend for himself.’ [VNB I 85]

b.  
\[ \text{nu obu dudigun kasa-i źi? koa} \]
so what period.LOC.SG man-PX.1SG 1SG.ACC find.3SG

‘So, after a while my husband found me.’ [NKB Yenisei]

(29) a.  
\[ \text{niń? kirba-d pire-d-uń} \]
child.PX.GEN.PL.1SG bread-BEN cook-1SG=PST

‘I baked bread for my children.’ [ZNB III 11]

b.  
\[ \text{nuńu enči uudamu piri-go} \]
one person food [ACC] cook-DUR.3SG

‘One person is cooking food.’ [ANP Hospital]

Also, with impersonal \text{taraš} BEN does not change agreement patterns either:
Although the majority of examples from elicitation and spontaneous speech with BEN on P arguments are syntactically simple, complex constructions are nevertheless possible; such examples derive however entirely from elicitation. Also here, BEN constructions in P position follow the usual syntactic restrictions by not allowing agreement between adjectives and their heads:

(31) mod [kemnä busi kirba-d] moo-d-ud́
1SG poor old.man[GEN] bread-BEN take-1SG-PST
‘I bought bread for the poor old man.’ [ZNB IV 16]

Another example of a complex NP and BEN with dual coordination by a postposition looks as follows:

(32) kasa äči-xiʔ äşi-díʔ noʔ kirba-d moo-dʔ
[man youngster]-[GEN,DU] father-PX,GEN,DU.3DU with bread-BEN take-1SG
‘I bought bread for the youngster and his father.’ [ZNB IV 15]

As noted, BEN is not compatible with conjugation II. If P is marked for BEN, the accompanying transitive verb can only appear in conjugation I. This different encoding marks the most important difference between N-BEN-PXACC and NACC.

11.5 BEN, argument structure and the lexicon

For a variety of verbs, two different realizations concerning the use of case or BEN were shown (27)–(29). Whereas for intransitive verbs, only toš ‘come’ allows both realizations, the number of transitive verbs is much larger. The following section presents the encountered verb classes that allow BEN.

11.5.1 Verb classes and BEN

A variety of transitive verbs can take arguments in P position as either BEN-PXACC or ACC. The first table shows examples of verbs with a BEN-PXACC argument in annotated narratives.443 All verbs belong to the semantic classes of ACTIVITIES and ACTIVE ACHIEVEMENT.

---

443. Several verbs were registered more than once and are not repeated.
In elicited data, the following transitive verbs were encountered together with BEN. Also in this case, the verbs fall into the same semantic classes as above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERB</th>
<th>TRANSLATION</th>
<th>AGENT → BENEFICIARY</th>
<th>TEXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>čiš</td>
<td>‘fish by fishing net’</td>
<td>3p → 3p</td>
<td>ANP Chor To</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koš</td>
<td>‘find’</td>
<td>3p → 3p</td>
<td>ANP Cuckoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moš</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>1p → 1p</td>
<td>ANP Fox Hunting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čuňiš</td>
<td>‘light a fire’</td>
<td>2p → 1p</td>
<td>ANP Bai Hoax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mäš</td>
<td>‘make’</td>
<td>1p → 1p</td>
<td>ANP Oven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nobdaš</td>
<td>‘take/gather’</td>
<td>1p → 1p</td>
<td>ANP Taimeň</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muš</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>2p → 2p</td>
<td>ESG Two Brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pātruš</td>
<td>‘make firewood’</td>
<td>2p → 1p</td>
<td>ESG Two Brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piriš</td>
<td>‘cook’</td>
<td>3p → 3p</td>
<td>ESG Two Brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāruš</td>
<td>‘dress’</td>
<td>2p → 2p</td>
<td>ESG Two Brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tidiäš</td>
<td>‘buy’</td>
<td>3p → 2p</td>
<td>NKB Auka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mäš</td>
<td>‘make’</td>
<td>3p → 3p</td>
<td>NKB Mouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ood’</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>2p → 3p</td>
<td>NKB Mouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ped’</td>
<td>‘look for’</td>
<td>1p → 1p</td>
<td>ZNB Trip to Potapovo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-3: Transitive verbs with BEN in transcribed narratives

As for the verb ‘write’, the difference between CX and BEN lies in the conceptualization of recipient vs. beneficiary. While CX encodes the recipient with the lative, BEN expresses the beneficiary of writing:

(33) mod  not  padur  pad-go-d? 1SG 2SG.LAT letter [ACC] write-DUR-1SG
    ‘I am writing you a letter.’ [ZNB III 12]

444. Otherwise pońid’ must be translated as ‘hold, keep’.
The benefactive declension

(34)  
\[
\text{mod} \quad \text{ää-ńʔ} \quad \text{padur-ud} \quad \text{pad-go-đʔ} \\
1\text{SG} \quad \text{mother-PX.GEN.1SG} \quad \text{letter-BEN} \quad \text{write-DUR-1SG}
\]
‘I am writing a letter for my mother.’ [ZNB III 12]

Similar examples can be found in (35) and (36). In (35), the animate human beneficiary is encoded by BEN:

(35) a.  
\[
\text{mod} \quad \text{čai-du-ıʔ} \quad \text{bata-dʔ} \\
1\text{SG} \quad \text{tea-BEN-PX.ACC.1SG} \quad \text{pour-1SG}
\]
‘I poured myself tea.’ [ZNB III 12]

b.  
\[
\text{mod} \quad \text{äsi-ń} \quad \text{čai-d} \quad \text{bata-d} \\
1\text{SG} \quad \text{father-PX.ACC.1SG} \quad \text{tea-BEN} \quad \text{pour-1SG}
\]
‘I poured my father tea.’ [ZNB III 12]

In contrast to the previous examples, example (36) shows that a semantic goal [-animate] can be added alongside a beneficiary with BEN. This shows that beneficiary and goal are encoded distinctively in Forest Enets:

(36)  
\[
\text{mod} \quad \text{kidi} \quad \text{mi-ʔ} \quad \text{čai-du-ıʔ} \quad \text{bata-dʔ} \\
1\text{SG} \quad \text{bowl}_{[\text{GEN}]} \quad \text{in-LAT} \quad \text{tea-BEN-PX.ACC.1SG} \quad \text{pour-1SG}
\]
‘I poured tea for me into a bowl (as I had no cup).’ [ZNB III 12]

Apart from toš ‘come’, the only other intransitive verb found with BEN is kańiš ‘go’ in the following metaphorical expression:

(37)  
\[
\text{mod} \quad \text{näxu} \quad \text{důł} \quad \text{sobrigu-i} \quad \text{po-du-ń} \quad \text{kańi} \\
1\text{SG} \quad \text{three} \quad \text{ten} \quad \text{five-PX.1SG} \quad \text{year-BEN-PX.GEN.1SG} \quad \text{go.3SG}
\]
‘I am 35 years old.’ (Lit. ‘my 35 year is going for me’) [ZNB III 13]

Otherwise, the usual way to express age relies on a possessive construction:

(38) a.  
\[
\text{uu} \quad \text{sän} \quad \text{po-r} \\
2\text{SG} \quad \text{how.many} \quad \text{year-PX.2SG}
\]
‘How old are you?’ [ZNB III 13]

b.  
\[
\text{mod} \quad \text{näxu} \quad \text{důł} \quad \text{sobrig} \quad \text{po-i} \\
1\text{SG} \quad \text{three} \quad \text{ten} \quad \text{five} \quad \text{year-PX.1SG}
\]
‘I am 35 years old.’ [ZNB III 13]

445. The same construction for expressing age with BEN is used in Forest Nenets (Kaur Mägi, p.c.) and also in Taimyrian Tundra Nenets.
Semantically, (37) is much closer to Russian мне 35 лет (me_dat 35 years) than the regular possessive construction. Whether this is chance must remain unanswered for the time being.

11.5.2 Alternative P encoding – different possible conceptualizations

Having presented an overview of verbs which allow both CX and BEN, we can see that the host of BEN is usually an argument which encodes grammatical relations such as subject or object. However, BEN is not encoded as an argument of a predicate, but rather as an obligatory attribute dependent on subject or object; example (27b) is bivalent and (27a) trivalent:

(27) a. mud́ osa-du-d́ toda-d́?
   1SG meat-BEN-PX.ACC.2SG bring-1SG
   ‘I brought meat for you.’ [LDB I 112]

b. ää-da pire-iʔ ńami toda-bi
   mother-PX.3SG cook-PTCP.PFT tongue[ACC] bring-PERF.3SG
   ‘Her mother brought a cooked (reindeer) tongue.’ [NKB Auka]

For the ditransitive verb mič ‘give’, an interesting observation was made. In (39), ‘give’ behaves as a regular ditransitive verb which marks its arguments via CX. Further, in this context it can also mean ‘transfer of possession’:

(39) mod́ [not] RECIPIENT [koru-iʔ] THEME mi-ta-d́?
    1SG 2SG.LAT knife-PX.ACC.1SG give-FUT-1SG
    ‘I will give you my knife.’ [ZNB II 12]

In (40), BEN with ‘give’ does not imply a transfer of possession but states that the knife is given for one’s benefit of using it:

(40) mod́ [not] RECIPIENT [koru-du-d́] THEME+BENEFICIARY mi-ta-d́?
    1SG 2SG.LAT knife-BEN-PX.ACC.2SG give-FUT-1SG
    ‘I will give you a knife (so that you can use it for a while).’ [ZNB II 12]

The decisive conceptual difference in both examples lies in the encoding of ‘transfer of possession’. When one insists that ‘give’ should express transfer of possession, BEN is blocked as give+BEN cannot imply transfer of possession. For transfer of possession, either (39) or (41) must be used. Note that in (41) the verb is also conjugated in conjugation II, which is blocked by BEN:
Slightly formalized, the conceptual difference in the encoding of an event with ‘give’ looks as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexicon:</th>
<th>give+CX</th>
<th>give+BEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mapping:</td>
<td>s = NOM theme = ACC recipient = LAT</td>
<td>s = NOM theme = BEN(^{446}) recipient = LAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantics:</td>
<td>Transfer of possession +</td>
<td>Transfer of possession -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-5: Argument realization for ‘give’

11.6 **BEN – case, derivation or something else?**

Before we finally propose an answer to the question of whether BEN should be analyzed as case or derivation, data from syntactic tests such as passivization and relativization with regular NP and NP marked with BEN will be presented.\(^{447}\)

11.6.1 **BEN and passivization**

Generally, Forest Enets allows only transitive verbs to undergo passivization. Both \(p\) arguments marked for BEN and for case can undergo passivization:

(27) a. mud' osa-du-d toda-d?  
\(1SG\) meat-BEN-PX.ACC.2SG bring-1SG  
‘I bring/brought meat for you.’ [LDB I 112]

(11) kasa-i kiiga-d tod-la-r-id?  
brother-PX.GEN.1SG book-BEN bring-FREQ-PASS-R.3SG  
‘Books were brought for my brother several times.’ [ZNB IV17]

(27) b. äää-da pire-i? íami toda-bi  
mother-PX.3SG cook-PTCP.PFT tongue[ACC] bring-PERF.3SG  
‘Her mother brought a cooked (reindeer) tongue.’ [NKB Auka]

\(^{446}\) A finer scale would make a difference between BEN with complex NP (lexical beneficiary) or BEN on NP with pronominal beneficiary, but this is not necessary here.  
\(^{447}\) Passives and relative clauses will be addressed in detail in the following two chapters.
(42)  mod bu noda kolu-t todor-ij?
1SG 3SG 3SG.LAT school-LAT.SG bring-PASS-PST.1SG
‘I was brought to school by him.’ [ZNB IV 54]

As both BEN-marked and ACC-marked P arguments can be passivized, no difference in objecthood can be observed.

11.6.2 BEN and relativization

Several strategies for relativization of NPs can be found (see chapter 13.7). Concerning BEN, relativization of S and P arguments was tested. Relativization of objects has proven to be unproblematic to elicit, and both NP\textsubscript{CX} and NP\textsubscript{BEN} in P position can be relativized:

(43) a. mud koru tidi-đ?
1SG knife\textsubscript{ACC} buy-1SG
‘I bought a knife.’

b. mud noda tidi-du-i-b koru
1SG 3SG.LAT buy-DETR-PTCP.PFT-ACC.PX.ACC.1SG knife\textsubscript{ACC}
bu male do-pi-đa
3SG already loose-PERF-PST.3SG
‘The knife which I bought him, he has already lost it.’ [ZNB III 14]

(44) a. mud nā āči-ń kukla-đ tidi-đ-ut
1SG [girl youngster]-PX.GEN.1SG doll-BEN buy-PST.1SG
‘I bought a doll for my girl.’

b. mud tit-tu-i-b nā āči-ń kukla-đ lata nī-n mošči
doll-BEN floor\textsubscript{GEN} on-LOC lie.3SG
‘The doll which I bought for my girl lies on the floor.’ [NKB IV 181]

Relativization of NP\textsubscript{CX} in S position:

(45) a. enči to
person come.3SG
‘A person came.’

b. mud Tartu-xud to-i enči-d?
1SG Tartu-ABL.SG come-PACL come-PTCP.PFT person-1SG
‘I am a person from Tartu.’ [ZNB I 27]

448. Whether BEN on adjuncts can be passivized has not been tested yet.
Relativization of S with \( \text{NP}_{\text{BEN}} \) turned out to be more complicated. The best example currently available to me is a relativized \( \text{BEN} \) from a passive:

\[
(46) \quad \text{tod-ra-i kasa-ñ kiīga-d tol ní-n mošči}
\]

\( \text{bring-PASS-PTCP.PFT brother-PX,GEN.1SG book-BEN table}_{\text{GEN}} \text{on-LOC lie.3SG} \)

‘The books which were brought for my brother lie on the table.’ [NKB IV 180]

Although it seems to be possible to relativize both regular subjects and objects, respectively, \( \text{BEN} \) in S and P position, further research is necessary as especially the passivization of \( \text{NP}_{\text{BEN}} \) in S position has caused some problems.

At present it appears that \( \text{BEN} \)-marked arguments do not differ from case-marked arguments at least syntactically. This offers further evidence against a case interpretation, as \( \text{BEN} \) is not sensitive to operations which alter argument structure.

11.6.3 \( \text{BEN} \) – case, derivation, declension or something else?

As was already briefly mentioned earlier, \( \text{BEN} \) has attracted two interpretations. The case interpretation was favored by Castrén (n.d) and Gluxij/Susekov, and as the latter were not aware of Castrén’s unpublished Tundra Enets grammar\(^449\), both interpretations were arrived at independently. As far as Castrén is concerned, no instances of \( \text{BEN} \) on S could be found in his unpublished Tundra Enets grammar sketch. Further, no examples of two lexical \( \text{NP} \) with \( \text{BEN} \) were reported by Castrén nor were there any examples of the type \( \text{PRD}-\text{PRD} \). Therefore, an interpretation favoring case is attractive as all examples reported by Castrén were instances of \( \text{BEN} \) on P which is restricted to nouns in syntactic object position. The same situation seems to prevail in Gluxij and Susekov’s unpublished field-materials; There, too, \( \text{BEN} \) was regarded as case with a further note \( \text{для него} \) ‘for him’. However, their interpretation has remained unpublished.

Beginning with Prokof’ev (1937), Russian grammaticography has treated \( \text{BEN} \) as either a predestinative declension or simply as predestinative forms, both independent from regular case morphology.\(^450\) This classification was adopted without further adjustment by Tereščenko (1947, 1966, 1973, 1977). Also Salminen (1997: 129–130) follows this classification by discussing Tundra Nenets predestinative forms after case morphology and possessive suffixes, however he occasionally nevertheless refers to them as ‘predestinative case forms’.

Finally, Sorokina (1986) adopted an intermediate position which cannot be classified as either \( \text{CX} \) or \( \text{BEN} \).\(^451\) Although Sorokina generally refers to \( \text{BEN} \) as case, her paper offers a variety of conflicting and even contradictory remarks. Whereas Sorokina in

\(^{449}\) In Castrén’s comparative grammar, \( \text{BEN} \) was described for Tundra Nenets (1854: 220–222) and mentioned en passant for Nganasan and (Tundra) Enets. Further, Castrén’s interpretation was based on an incorrect etymology which confused early research of this category. A more detailed discussion can be found in Künnap (1987) and Janhunen (1989).

\(^{450}\) The terminus technicus \textit{predestinative} seemed to have been taken from the description of Tungusic languages; this topic will be addressed in the next paragraph in more detail.

\(^{451}\) As far as I know, the article by Sorokina is one of her very few attempts to address nominal morphology, which otherwise remained beyond her research agenda.
general classifies what I label BEN a benefactive case, she also uses another label, namely benefactive-partitive case. Whereas Sorokina at least motivates her use of the label benefactive towards the end of her paper (1986: 74), the reason why she assumed a further partitive function remains unexplained and not a single example can be found to demonstrate a possible partitive meaning. Further, at least once in this paper, this ‘possible’ case is not called benefactive or benefactive-partitive case but simply predestinative case (назначительный падеж p. 74). In contrast to Castrén and Gluxij/Susekov, Sorokina is aware that BEN can also be found in S position, though it remains unknown whether she is aware of BEN on interrogatives. Finally, the most problematic point in Sorokina’s analysis is the fact that although she is keen to present BEN as a case, she does not even refer to the interpretations of Prokof’ev and Tereščenko of BEN as declension, nor does she discuss her diverging analysis of this category. Later it appeared that Sorokina must have changed her interpretation because in the grammatical sketch in ES, Sorokina has classified BEN as a case.

A third interpretation, namely BEN as ‘nominal (future) tense’ was proposed at least for Nganasan (Helimski 1998: 497), a position which was later repeated by Wagner-Nagy (2001: 167). However, this proposal has never been accompanied by a detailed syntactic study either. Recently, Nikolaeva (2009) propagated it also for Tundra Nenets. What makes this interpretation unconvincing from a Forest Enets perspective is demonstrated by the re-analysis of two previous examples. On the one hand, examples such as (2) are certainly compatible with a nominal tense interpretation:

(2) \[mod' kudo-du-da kamida-go-d?\]
1SG sled-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG make-DUR-1SG

‘I am making a sled for him.’ [ZNB I 44]

Whereas the translation provided by my consultant is clearly benefactive, one could perhaps also construct the meaning ‘I am currently making something that is going to be a sled for him in the future’. However, such an interpretation is inappropriate for such examples as (10b), regardless of tense-marking on the predicate:

(10b) \[mod' kemnä busi kirba-d moo-d-ut\]
1SG poor old.man[GEN] bread-BEN take-1SG-PST

‘I bought bread for the poor old man.’ [ZNB IV 16]

A translation such as ‘I bought something that is going to be (a loaf of) bread for the poor old man’ is semantically unsatisfying, as the entity bought was already bread at the

---

452. No partitive meaning of BEN has been registered in my data nor has any other researcher tried to find a partitive meaning.

453. Between the lines, a tense-on-NP interpretation for Northern Samoyedic can be found in Tereščenko (1977) too.

454. The examples presented by Künnap 1987 show that BEN in Nganasan differs morphosyntactically from Nenets and Enets as Nganasan allows BEN on NP without a second NP or pronominal reference bunida <rope-BEN> ‘for a rope’. As no other syntactic comparative study has ever been published, this question calls for further investigations.
moment of buying. Finally, for BEN in adjunct positions (morphologically BEN+PX_{GEN}), a tense-on-NP interpretation is potentially promising too:

(7) оласэ манā: «пурзы ̀дя ни комабут, нэзод убдяйгу бутнитку му’

оласне manā purdi ̀dā ̀ni-koma-bu-t
witch say.3SG back earth GEN want-CON-PX.GEN.2SG

íe-du-d ibléig ̀bun-ti-ku mu-
woman-BEN-PX.GEN.2SG little dog-DIM take-IMP.2SG

‘The witch said: ‘if you want to come back on earth, take a little dog as your wife.’
(Lit. ‘wife for you’) [RS 17]

However, it is precisely this category that is the least productive in contemporary Forest Enets. Further, in addition to the nominal future tense interpretation, an interpretation as depictive secondary predication is semantically equally possible. Summing up, the tense-on-NP interpretation shows too many problems and should be abandoned immediately, at least for Forest Enets.

Summing up all arguments in this rather lengthy discussion, BEN as nominal tense is presumably the least convincing analysis, at least for Forest Enets. An interpretation based on derivation is also implausible, as BEN appears in the same position as case does:

(22) c. te-kuča <reindeer-DIM> ‘a little reindeer’

d. te-kuča-ʔ <reindeer-DIM-[NOM.PL]> ‘little reindeer’

e. bu ibléig te-kuča-du-i? toda-bi
3SG little reindeer-DIM-BEN-PX.ACC.1SG bring-PERF.3SG

‘He brought a little reindeer for me.’ [ZNB IV 28]

Therefore, only the case vs. declension discussion seems suited for consideration. Recapitulating its syntactic behavior, BEN and CX can be found in identical positions but they exclude each other. As already mentioned, the similarity of BEN and CX is due to the compatibility of both categories with PX. Further, as with a pronominal possessor case is automatically assigned via PX, a case interpretation is favorable for BEN. The situation with complex NPs is, however, more complicated, as there are no formal NP-inherent features which would identify a NP without reservation as occupying subject or object position due to missing case information on the second NP marked for BEN. For example, in (11), a subject interpretation can only be achieved by incorporating information marked on the verb, namely passive diathesis:

(11) kasa-ń kniga-ɗ .todo-la-ɗ-ʔ?
brother-PX.GEN.1SG book-BEN bring-FREQ-PASS-R.3SG

‘Books were brought for my brother several times.’ [ZNB IV17]

455. The same odd interpretation would result for examples such as ‘he killed a reindeer for me’ or ‘I brought fish for you’ or ‘I poured you tea’, all of which are rendered as BEN in Forest Enets.
In example (35b), BEN occupies object position, the verb agrees regularly with its subject:

(35b) \(\text{mu}́\text{d} \, \tilde{\text{asi-}}\text{n} \, \tilde{\text{c}}\text{ai-}\text{d} \, \text{bata-}d\)

1SG father-PX,GEN.1SG tea-BEN pour-1SG

‘I poured my father tea.’ [ZNB III 12]

The reason why in contrast to regular declension, BEN does not allow the addition of a case label, rendering (11) as \(\text{BEN}{}_{\text{NOM}}\) and (35b) as \(\text{BEN}{}_{\text{ACC}}\), is the fact that with complex NPs, case cannot be added to the second NP marked for BEN. Instead, only NP-external morphosyntactic information and word order allow subject and object to be specified.\(^{456}\)

Leaving the case interpretation aside, one could ask whether one would benefit from a different interpretation. As the case interpretation of BEN runs into the problem of having two (historically three) cases which have no one-to-one correspondence to the usual (core) case system, one might even wish to abandon a case interpretation altogether. Such an assumption seems to underlie Salminen’s idea, although he nevertheless blends both case and predestinative declension, which therefore does not allow a classification of his categorization for Tundra Nenets:

“The category of case is also slightly problematic in the predestinative declension, because the functions of the cases are partly different from those found in other declensions, most notably in the genitive, which is therefore often called ‘determinative’ or something akin to that. However, from a purely morphological point of view, there is no question about the identity of the predestinative case forms, and there is no need to use peculiar names for them.” (Salminen 1997: 129)\(^{457}\)

As a final thought, a slightly different double-case interpretation than that mentioned above (e.g. Plank 1995), where BEN could be interpreted as case which can be further specified for a second case value via PX, leaves one half of the attested data unexplained, namely those instances with complex NPs.

The currently preferred solution is the original approach by Prokofiev (1937a, b, c) which assumed that BEN is a distinct but defective nominal declension. In adopting this analysis, BEN would not be considered case but instead a special declension whose marker is BEN. This, then, would result in a three-part nominal declension system in which three categories should be distinguished:

\(^{456}\). To be sure, also in Tundra Nenets, two lexical NP in object position show no overt case morphology (example is given in Tereščenko’s original transcription, glossing is mine):

\(\text{ŋa}́\text{bka-n} \, \text{ŋamde-t} \, \text{pad’} \, \text{mu’} \, \text{s}á\text{ba-dm’}\)

auka-PX,GEN.1SG food-BEN bag,GEN in.LAT stuff-1SG

‘I stuffed food for my auka into the bag.’ (Ru: ‘Я уложил в мешок травы для моей ауки.’) (Tereščenko 1977: 103)

\(^{457}\). Tundra Nenets differs from Forest Enets as the predestinative marker -to precedes case (GEN -\(\text{N}\), ACC -\(\text{M}\)) when combined with PX e.g. \(\text{ngono-}\text{do-da} <\text{boat-BEN-PX.3SG}> ‘boat for him’ (NOM) vs \(\text{ngono-}\text{do-hta} <\text{boat-BEN-GEN-PX.3SG}> ‘boat for him’ (GEN) vs \(\text{ngono-}\text{do-ha} <\text{boat-BEN-ACC-PX.3SG}> ‘boat for him’ (ACC). As shown in the footnote above, no case morphology is expressed with two lexical NP but this was not incorporated into Salminen’s analysis for unknown reasons.
Leaving the morphological status of BEN aside for a moment, the benefactive in Forest Enets is functionally very close to applicatives. The major difference lies in the fact that BEN is a nominal category, whereas applicatives are verbal as they are affixed to verbs. Functionally, the Forest Enets benefactive and prototypical applicatives are similar, as both increase the number of semantic roles encoded in the clause. Whereas I am tempted to classify BEN as an applicative on NP, such an interpretation is at odds with cross-linguistic characterizations of applicatives. The latter have been reported for languages without or with only little case morphology, and thus are restricted to verbal morphology. On the other hand, the interpretation of BEN as a case (even as a benefactive case subsystem) as proposed by other researchers is hard to defend because BEN does not combine with number unless number is encoded by PX and has no forms for locational cases. Summing up, the original proposal of a specialized declension as introduced by Prokof’ev in 1937 is still, despite its poor verbalization at the time, the most likely analysis for this category.

11.7 BEN – language history and areal considerations

11.7.1 Internal reconstruction

As the synchronic description of BEN is problematic, one is tempted to look into language history to find some hints for a synchronic analysis. As a matter of fact, the diachronic emergence of BEN is also unclear and far from being settled. First, BEN has not been discussed in major comparative-historical accounts, such as Mikola (1988, 2004). As far as I am aware of the published accounts, the history of BEN has rarely been addressed but nevertheless a wide range of possible scenarios has been offered. The first approach goes back to Castrén (1854: 220), who assumed that the marker of benefactivity should etymologically be related to PX.3SG, to which further PX were added. This interpretation turned out to be incompatible with the historical development of the Northern Samoyedic vocalism, and was therefore later abandoned by almost all researchers (e.g. Tereščenko 1977, Janhunen 1989), except for Hajdú (1968: 46–47). A different explanation advocated by Künnap (1987) assumed that BEN could derive from the fossilized nominal derivational suffix *tV. A third explanation advocated by Janhunen (1989) assumes that BEN could be etymologically connected to the Finnic translative case (Finnish -ksi, Estonian -ks). However, Janhunen is cautious as this case marker is not attested elsewhere in the language family beside Finnic, Mordvin and possibly Northern Samoyedic. From a syn-
tactic perspective (excluded by Janhunen) this reconstruction is unlikely, as the Finnic translative is preferably found on adjuncts, but not on core arguments as in Northern Samoyedic. A recent approach by Zayzon (2004: 184) tried to explain BEN in Northern Samoyedic as being the result of grammaticalization of a 3p pronoun as a cline “Person-alpronomen 3sg > Determinativsuffix > Prädestinativsuffix”, which for both syntactic as well as vocalism-related problems is equally unlikely.

11.7.2 Areal considerations

Although BEN is only attested in Northern Samoyedic and not elsewhere in Uralic, benefactive cases have been reported for some other languages in the same area. First, Werner’s description of Ket (Werner 1997a: 104, 114) mentions a benefactive case which possesses “Objekcharakter”. The same category has been attested for Sym Ket (Werner 1997b: 76–78) but not for Kott (Werner 1997c). Interestingly, the first component of the case marker reported for Ket, -data/-dita, is rather close to the BEN+PX.3SG marker in Northern Samoyedic. Second, benefactive morphology is known in variety of Tungusic languages. In Evenki, the indefinite accusative case (ACCIN) combined with possessive marker comes close in meaning to BEN in Forest Enets:

(47)  
\begin{align*}  
dáv-ja-v & \quad o:-kal  
\text{boat-ACCIN-1SG.POSS} & \quad \text{make-2SG.IMP}  
\end{align*}

‘Make a boat for me’ [Nedjalkov 1997: 147]

(48)  
\begin{align*}  
su & \quad unta-ja-n \quad o:-kallu  
\text{you-PL fur.boots-ACCIN-3SG.POSS} & \quad \text{make-2PL.IMP}  
\end{align*}


(49)  
\begin{align*}  
déptyle-je-ver & \quad ga-kaim \quad suru-che-tyn  
\text{food-ACCIN-PREFL.PL} & \quad \text{take-CONV go.away-PST-3PL}  
\end{align*}

‘Taking food for themselves, they went away.’ [Nedjalkov 1997: 148]

However, other local cases, such as the dative and the locative-directive case, are also used to express benefactives (Nedjalkov 1997: 153–154), but apparently they lack object status. Finally, both Dolgan and Yakut know a partitive-like object case (Ru: част-ный падеж). In the description of Ubrjatova (2006: 129–130) and later confirmed by Artem’ev (1999: 58–65), the Dolgan forms are said to be more productive than their Yakut cognates. What is most important here is that the Dolgan forms are semanti-

---

458. Benzing (1956: 82–83) mentions that such benefactives have a further partitive meaning. It might be possible that Sorokina’s approach in 1986, where she spoke of a benefactive-partitive case, could have been influenced by descriptions of Tungusic.

459. Original glossing and orthography unaltered.
cally indeed much closer to the Northern Samoyedic benefactive than the Yakut forms. Although significant from an areal perspective, it is generally assumed that the function of this partitive-like object case (deriving from a former ablative-like local case) is a byproduct of Evenki substrate and not of Turkic origin, although Ubrjatova (2006: 125–127) mentions some parallels from other Southern Siberian Turkic languages. As the reconstruction of Turkic does not mention a benefactive case (or a case encoding a similar meaning), and as the same holds for the Finno-Ugric branch of Uralic, a clustering of this feature in western and central Siberia remains unusual. This areal clustering is indeed even more intriguing, as there are also several Selkup idioms which are reported to have a ‘desiderative case’ (Bekker 1978: 160–169), but this case seems not to encode core grammatical cases either. Although the Selkup desiderative case does not show any historical connections to Northern Samoyedic, this further instance of a benefactive in Western and Central Siberia is worth mentioning from an areal perspective. Due to the dialectal fragmentation of Selkup, the ‘desiderative case’ still awaits a detailed dialectological and syntactic study, however concerning its semantic potential, it fits extraordinarily well into this area and its grammaticalization seems to be more than an instance of pure chance. Further attempts should take both areal and substrate considerations into account, as the clustering of this category around the Yeniseian language family, whose speakers are known to have switched to numerous other languages of the area, might provide new insights for further research.

460. As far as other Paleoasiatic languages are concerned, a comparable category could not be identified thus far.
461. Such contacts have been assumed earlier in the literature (Janhunen 1998) but still await detailed studies.
12. The passive

The existence of a passive in Forest Enets was first registered by Sorokina (1975) in her *kandidatskaja dissertatsija*, but this category has never been subject to a detailed published investigation. The reasons for addressing the Forest Enets passive in more detail come from both a Uralic and a Siberian areal perspective. First, among the languages of the Finno-Ugric branch, impersonals and passives are known in Finnic, Saami and Ob-Ugric. However, the peculiar status of Finnic impersonals in contrast to Saami and Ob-Ugric passives has somehow led to descriptions of passives of Finno-Ugric languages from either a Finnic or an Indo-European perspective (see the survey in Kulonen 1989). For Samoyedic, Nganasan is known to have a fully productive passive, which was described by Leisiö (2006). By contrast, both Nenets varieties are reported to lack a passive.462 In Southern Samoyedic, the situation remains unclear. For Northern Selkup, Kuznetsova et al (1980: 221) reported that durative verbs derived from transitive verbs allow a passive reading, but agents cannot be added. However, for the Ket variety of Selkup, a fully productive passive, including an agent, was identified by Kuznetsova (1987). Finally, for Kamass, no passive was reported in Donner/Joki (Joki 1944) nor could a corresponding construction be found later (Ago Künnap, p.c.). Data on other extinct Samoyedic idioms is too fragmentary and does not allow any conclusions.

Concerning the passive in Forest Enets, it shares a peculiar detail with Nganasan and Tundra Enets as all three languages encode the agents of passives using the lative case.463 Whereas for both Enets languages, a common historic origin can be posited, as the shape of the passive suffix seems to suggest a shared innovation, this seems unlikely when adding Nganasan to the analysis. This means that the passive is at best a shared areal feature which unites Enets and Nganasan.464 Cross-linguistically the encoding of agents in passive constructions using latives or semantically related cases/adpositions is less common; locatives, ablatives, comitatives or instrumentals (both morphological and adpositional) are preferred. However, lative-marked agents of passives and passive-like constructions are not uncommon in Siberia, that is to say in Northern Eurasia; in addition to Forest and Tundra Enets and Nganasan, they have been reported for a variety of other languages (Southern Siberian Turkic as well as several Tungusic, Mongolic and Saami languages).

462. My own fieldwork among speakers of Taimyrian Tundra Nenets confirms this.
463. Passive morphology has not been reconstructed for any earlier stage of Samoyedic as far as I know. The comments in Lehtisalo (1936: 77–78) are also at best speculative.
464. As contact between individual Taimyrian Samoyedic languages is still terra incognita and as contacts with other areal languages is equally little studied, I prefer to speak of areality for the current moment.
12.1 Voice in Forest Enets

Previous descriptions of Forest Enets (Prokof'ev 1937c, Tereščenko 1966) did not mention the existence of a voice distinction. The ultimate reason for not postulating, for example, a reflexive-medial voice for Forest Enets (and Northern Samoyedic in general) and speaking of a reflexive conjugation (conjugation III in this description) was based on the existence of a distinctive set of *vX*. Although, the element *-i* preceding *vX* (see 7.1.3) has been reconstructed as a reflexive marker (Lehtisalo 1936: 78; Mikola 2004: 124–127), it is usually classified as belonging to the category of *vX* and not as a derivational ‘medial-reflexive’ suffix. Other voice phenomena have never been reported.

12.1.1 Passive voice in Forest Enets

The existence of a distinction active-passive in Forest Enets was first discussed in print by Sorokina (1975a: 17–19) with the following examples:

(1) a. éńčé? kamod séda
   *enče? kamod šeda*
   *person house* make.3SG
   ‘A person built a house.’ (Ru: ‘Человек дом построил.’)

   b. kamod ençč-e-d šeda-re-i
d   *house person-LAT.SG make-PASS-R.3SG
   ‘A/the house was built by a/the person.’ (Ru: ‘Дом человеком построен.’)

In (1b), the patient *kamod* ‘house’ has become the subject and the agent *enčč* ‘man, person’ is deprived of any core grammatical case marking and is encoded by the lative case. Concerning verbal morphology, the verb in (1b) is encoded by a passive marker *-re* which triggers conjugation III and agrees with its subject. Although formally intransitive, the passivized verb remains morphosyntactically personal.

(2) a. modь koita-re-ib
   *modь koita-re-ib*
   1SG trick-PASS-R.1SG
   ‘I was tricked.’ (Ru: ‘Я обманут кем-то.’)

   b. uu koita-re-id
   *uu koita-re-id*
   2SG trick-PASS-R.2SG
   ‘You were tricked.’ (Ru: ‘Ты обманут кем-то.’)
12.2 Voice, diathesis, passives/impersonals
and related matters

When examining the vast literature on passive/impersonal, voice, diathesis and the like, one cannot help but to see multiple usages of a single terminus technicus. Although there have been several attempts to synthesize the field in recent years (e.g. Keenan & Dryer 2007, Shibatani 2006, Xrakovskij 2004, Melchuk 2004, just to name a few), divergent understandings of these notions will inevitably remain. As limitation of space does not permit a detailed discussion of these approaches, I restrict myself to some very superficial comments on these topics.

According to Shibatani, voice should be defined via discourse

“...voice opposition reflects conceptual distinctions pertaining to the evolutionary properties of an action – namely the nature of the origin of an action, the manner of its development, and the way it terminates” (2006: 262).

Shibatani justifies such an approach as formal means which oppose voice categories via distinctions such as inflection versus derivation, constructions or general concepts such as regularity and productivity “should not be taken as important criteria for the discussion of voice” (Shibatani 2006: 219). Whereas from the perspective of typology, construction grammar or cognitive grammar, morphology is, indeed, not a determining factor, the diathesis-versus-voice approach as advocated by the Leningrad/St.Petersburg school (see e.g. Xrakovskij 2004 and Melchuk 2004) offers an alternative solution. In this approach, diathesis is used as a correlation scheme between semantic roles (agent X and patient Y) and syntactic constituents (subject [I] and object [II]). By keeping diathesis restricted to syntax, залог, which is usually translated as ‘voice’, remains part of verbal morphology. According to this approach, both Russian (3) and English (4) are classified as having a passive diathesis but not a morphological ‘passive voice’ (залог).

465. Although not considered in this monograph, Tundra Enets possesses a similar passive (data from Anna Urmančiev, p.c.) modi oduj? durakodo? nexore?. <1SG boat.PX.1SG Nenets.LAT.SG take.PASS.R.3SG> ‘My boat was taken by the Nenets.’ (Моя лодка взята ненцем)
466. This condensed overview focuses on non-formal accounts published in recent years.
The passive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>active diathesis</th>
<th>passive diathesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11-1: Active vs. passive diathesis

(3) a. Витя причесывает Машу.
   PN comb.3SG PN.ACC.FEM.SG
   ‘Vitalij combs Masha.’ (active diathesis)

   b. Маша причесывается Витей.
   PN comb.3SG.REFL PN.INSTR.MASC.SG
   ‘Masha is combed by Vitalij.’ (passive diathesis)

(4) a. Peter combs Mary.
     (active diathesis)

   b. Mary is combed by Peter.
     (passive diathesis)

12.3 Passives and impersonals

From a Finnic perspective, it still comes as a surprise that the relationship between impersonals and passives is generally downplayed in typological literature. Whereas it is generally agreed that the pragmatic function of passives has to do with agent suppression or agent de-topicalization (e.g. Givon 2001 II: 125; Creissels 2006: 46) or backgrounding and foregrounding (Keenan & Dryer 2007), the question of labeling something a passive or impersonal is still far from being obvious. Further, a variety of passives are discussed, e.g. basic passives (agentless passive, transitive verbs), non-basic passives (agent phrase expressed, non-transitive verbs), constructions resembling passives (all Keenan & Dryer 2007) or prototypical promotional passives vs. prototypical non-promotional passives (Givon 2001 II: 125ff), but the position of impersonals and their relation to passives is indeed not always made explicit. One of the better known instances of impersonals, Finnic impersonals often remain unmentioned in syntax textbooks. However, the Finnic case is rather instructive because of its clear cut syntax-semantics mismatch. Whereas in Finnish and Estonian both transitive and intransitive verbs can undergo impersonalization, the agent is suppressed and remains syntactically unrealized. Further, impersonalized Finnic verbs do not agree with subject or object but have a special ending labeled impersonal as the following examples from Estonian (5a, 6a) and Finnish (5b, 6b) show:

---

467. Creissels (2006) is a noteworthy exception.
468. Estonian constructions of the type ‘tema poolt tehtud’ <3SG.GEN SIDE.ABL DO,PTCP,IPERS,PST> ‘done by him’ (Lit. done from his side) and similar forms in older Finnish Bible translations are not of concern here.
Semantically, human agency is of course implied in the Finnic impersonal, but it is not identified and cannot be expressed because an overt syntactic agent is missing.

Also Forest Enets shows that impersonals and passives are two different morphosyntactic concepts which do not overlap, and the same must be assumed cross-linguistically. In example (7b) the regular passive encodes the patient via vx on the passive verb:

In contrast to passives, which encode the patient on the verb, the impersonal verb taraš governs a non-finite complement in subject position, but remains in 3p:

‘We had to return to our chum home anyway.’ [NKB Yenisei]

‘I must go to the shop.’ [EIB I 179]
Example (10) is also impersonal, but it is morphosyntactically not passive. The \text{VX.3PL} in conjugation I does not overtly refer to participants whose identity is retrievable from the context; it expresses an implied but unidentifiable agent:

\begin{align*}
\text{ńe-ʔ} & \quad \text{kol-xon} & \quad \text{toxola-gu-iduʔ} \\
\text{children}_{\text{ACC.PL}} & \quad \text{school}_{\text{LOC.SG}} & \quad \text{teach-\text{DUR-PL.3PL}}
\end{align*}

‘Children are taught in school.’ (Not: ‘They teach the children at school.’) [ZNB 121207]

Summing up this short survey of recent approaches, semantic ties between impersonals and passives are less clear than they are assumed to be. Languages can and do encode impersonals without formal resemblance to passives. Consequently, impersonals resist the addition of syntactic agents, even as agency needs to be assumed semantically, as the case of Finnic impersonals shows. In this respect, it makes little sense to speak of ‘agentless passives’ or ‘impersonal passives’, or of ‘basic’ and ‘non-basic’, respectively. Therefore, the question should be asked differently: does a category that demotes agents and promotes patients allow the addition of a syntactic agent or not? For Forest Enets, the answer is yes. In transcribed narratives, agents are regularly suppressed and patients are topicalized, which leads to an impersonal interpretation. This is, however, only a discourse feature. Elicitation shows that agents can be added to such impersonals, and Forest Enets does indeed possess a category which should be labeled passive. Incorporating the aforementioned short discussion on diathesis vs. voice, Forest Enets can be characterized as having both, a passive diathesis and a passive voice, as in examples (1), (2) and (7). On the other hand, Forest Enets also has an impersonal construction in which the agent is suppressed and remains syntactically unexpressed; verbal agreement is realized in a 3P form in conjugation I, a default for morphosyntactic reasons. As there is no agent with whom the verb can agree, such constructions, exemplified in (8), (9) and (10), should be classified as impersonals. Along this distinction, the discussion of the passive will now be conducted.

12.4  The passive in Forest Enets

Having introduced the necessary background, some some morphological observations are in order before the syntax and semantics of the Forest Enets passives can be addressed.

12.4.1  Morphology

If one indeed wants to draw a distinction between inflectional and derivational morphology, the Forest Enets passive marker -\text{ra-}/-\text{la} should be classified as derivational. In negation, the passive suffix remains on the negated main verb and is not transferred to the negative auxiliary, which is the case with inflectional categories:
The passive marker is attached exclusively to transitive verbs and triggers conjugation III. It is worthwhile to keep in mind that another derivational -ra/-la is known in Enets which also assigns verbs to conjugation III. In this case, -ra/-la is attached to intransitive and some transitive verbs and derives inchoatives. This does not seem to be coincidental and will be addressed in more detail later. 469

12.4.2 Syntax – passive and simple clauses

The Forest Enets passive is usually found without an expressed syntactic agent in both elicitation (12), (13) and spontaneous speech (14), (15), (16):

(12) kirba čukči tidi-r-đʔ
bread all sell-PASS-R.3SG
‘All bread was sold.’ [ZNB IV 10]

(13) kani-i? po-xun pošolka-xan-iʔ? yofu meju
go-PTCP.PFT year-LOC.SG village-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.1PL one new
kamuđ mă-r-id-ud
house make-PASS-R.3SG
‘Last year a new house was built in our village.’ [ZNB 12.12.07]

(14) pona či ma-ńu te poņida-aš kani-đ
then so say-ASS.3SG [reindeer herder]-TRSL go-1SG
āsi-kuji-b ma-ńu te poņida-aš mu-r-įd
father-DIM-PX.1SG say-ASS.3SG [reindeer herder]-TRSL take-PASS-R.3SG
bodu-n mosra-š
tundra-LOC work-3SG.PST
‘“Then,” he said, “I will become a reindeer herdsman”, so my father said. He was hired [Lit. he was taken] as a reindeer herdsman and then he worked in the tundra. [EIB Autobiographic]

(15) [kadir isiu] peņšia-t mokta-r-įd
[be.ill.CN NEG.AUX.ASU.3SG] pension-LAT.SG put.up-PASS-R.3SG
‘Apparently he was ill and so he was sent to retire.’ [EIB Autobiographic]

469. Deletion of /a/ before /i/ is regular (see 2.12.2).
Besides its appearance in simple clauses, the passive can also appear in complements of PCU verbs:

(16) \[\text{mod}' noda badiä-b-uš <šidi-te tär-ra-bi-xi'}\]
\[1\text{SG 3SG.LAT tell-3SG.PST two reindeer steal-PASS-PERF-3DU}\]
‘I told him that two reindeer were stolen.’ [LDB IV 160]

As the examples above show, passives are usually expressed without an agent. This use is in accordance with the general pragmatic implications of agent de-topicalization and foregrounding of the patient. Still, agents can be expressed if necessary, and are encoded with the lative case:

(17) a. \[\text{mädi no tora-da}\]
wind door [ACC] close-3SG
‘The wind closed the door.’ [ZNB III 65]

b. \[\text{mädi-d no tora-r-id?}\]
wind-LAT.SG door close-PASS-3SG
‘The door was closed by the wind.’ [ZNB III 65]

c. \[\text{bunik ši? sakra}\]
dog 1SG.ACC bite.3SG
‘The dog bit me.’ [ZNB IV 37]

d. \[\text{bunki-d sarkra-r-ii}\]
dog-LAT.SG bit-PASS-1SG
‘I was bitten by the dog.’ [ZNB IV 37]

(18) \[\text{mud' mana-d-ud uu peršulut-ut modiä-l-id-uš}\]
\[1\text{SG say-1SG.PST 2SG doctor-LAT.SG see-PASS-2SG.PST}\]
‘I said, “you should be examined by the doctor”.’ [VNB IV 145]

(19) \[\text{[okoška-da ke-xun adi-da nä äči]}\]
window-PX.GEN.3SG side-LOC.SG sit-PTCP.IPF [girl [N/G] youngster]
\[\text{kasa äči-d modi-l-id} [man [N/G] youngster]-LAT.SG see-PASS-3SG\]
‘The girl who is sitting at the window is seen by the boy.’ [VNB IV 104]

---

470. \(\text{peršul}\) belongs to an older stratum of Russian loanwords which still underwent phonological nativization (Ru: фельдшер ‘doctor’s assistant’ < German ‘Feldscher’). Further, although the English translation would make a complement interpretation plausible, Forest Enets does not allow reported speech, and therefore we are not dealing here with a complement of a PCU verb. See also 13.5 for further discussion.
12.4.3 Passives in complex clauses

Passives are not restricted to simple clauses but can be found in complex constructions too. Irrespective of whether a clause is active or passive, its subject can be omitted if its referent is identical with that of the subject referent of the preceding clause.

(20)  nā äči-ku\textsubscript{P}okoška-da ke-xu\textsubscript{N} adi  \\
\begin{tabular}{llllll}
\text{[girl]}_{\text{N/G}} & \text{youngster-DIM} & \text{window-}\text{P}\text{X.GEN.3SG} & \text{side-}\text{LOC.SG} & \text{sit.3SG} \\
kasa & äči-d & mod-l-id  \\
\text{[man]}_{\text{N/G}} & \text{youngster}-\text{LAT.SG} & \text{see-PASS.R.3SG} \\
\end{tabular}  \\
‘The girl is sitting at the window. She was seen by the boy.’ [VNB IV 104]

In Forest Enets, this control can also be exercised by an oblique agent phrase in the lative case:

(21)  nā äči odi-d ē̱oāltal-i đ točgod a\textsubscript{P}kańi  \\
\begin{tabular}{llllll}
\text{[girl]}_{\text{N/G}} & \text{youngster} & \text{young.man-}\text{LAT.SG} & \text{kiss-PASS.R.3SG} & \text{then go.3SG} \\
\end{tabular}  \\
‘The girl was kissed by the youngster, who then went away.’ [NKB & LDB IV 61]

These examples suggest that subject deletion in coordinated clauses is not so much a matter of subjecthood but a matter of context. This interpretation is also supported by the fact that (22) is considered ambiguous by consultants:

(22)  bunik kasa äči-d ē̱od-li\textsubscript{P}dōđi-r-id točgod kańi  \\
\begin{tabular}{llllll}
\text{dog} & \text{[man]}_{\text{N/G}} & \text{youngster}-\text{LAT.SG} & \text{beat-PASS.R.3SG} & \text{then go.3SG} \\
\end{tabular}  \\
‘The dog was beaten by the youngster and then went away.’ [NKB & LDB IV 161]

→ a) The dog went away.  
   b) The boy went away.

While discussing example (22), both NKB and LDB confirmed that in order to avoid ambiguity, either a full NP, \textit{kasa äči \‘youngster\'} or \textit{bunik \‘dog\'}, would be needed to resolve the reference problem. However, both consultants also agreed that with šimniš \‘run away\’ the only possible interpretation of (22) would mean that the dog ran away. It would then also restore the subject as pivot.

To sum up this discussion, although the available data is restricted, pivots seem generally to be encoded by nominative subjects. Semantic overriding of syntactic alignment as seen in (21) is rare and good examples derive from elicitation, but this should not be seen as a counter-argument concerning the possible existence of such a phenomenon.
12.4.4 Passive and tense

The passive in Forest Enets is compatible with all tenses: the aorist (23a), general past (23b), perfect (23c), distant past (23d), future (23e) and the anterior in the future (23f).

(23) a. kniga kolu-t äđta-r-id?  
   book school-LAT.SG send-PASS-R.3SG  
   ‘The book is sent/was just sent to the school.’

b. kniga kolu-t äđta-r-id-ud’  
   book school-LAT.SG send-PASS-R.3SG-PST  
   ‘The book was sent (recently) to the school.’

c. kniga kolu-t äđta-ra-b-id?  
   book school-LAT.SG send-PASS-PERF-R.3SG  
   ‘The book has been sent to the school.’

d. kniga kolu-t äđta-ra-b-id-ud’  
   book school-LAT.SG send-PASS-PERF-R.3SG-PST  
   ‘The book had been sent to the school (in the distant past).’

e. kniga kolu-t äđta-ra-d-id?  
   book school-LAT.SG send-PASS-FUT-R.3SG  
   ‘The book will be sent to the school.’

f. kniga kolu-t äđta-ra-d-id-ud’  
   book school-LAT.SG send-PASS-FUT-R.3SG-PST  
   ‘The book will have been sent to school.’ [All ZNB IV 9]

12.4.5 Passive and aspect

The majority of passives have a stative-resultative meaning, regardless of whether the attested examples derive from elicitation or spontaneous speech. This poses an important question, namely, whether this stative-resultative meaning excludes aspectual derivation, and if yes, which kinds of aspectual derivations are indeed possible with the passive. Closely related to this is the question of whether transitive-stative verbs, such as ‘love’, ‘want’, or ‘hate’, which have an inherent atelic lexical aspect, can be passivized too. Concerning the latter class, the picture at present is unclear. First, komaš ‘want’ is not a transitive verb in Forest Enets as it governs the lative case and, therefore, it cannot
be passivized. Elicitation with the verb *komitaš* ‘love’ failed to produced safe results⁴⁷¹, and only the passive participle construction, which will be addressed later, was judged grammatical. As there seems to be no verb for ‘hate’, the overall question of whether prototypical stative-transitive verbs allow passives cannot be answered.⁴⁷²

Concerning examples from spontaneous speech, no example marked for any kind of aspect could be found. In contrast, during elicitation, some passivized verbs further marked with the durative marker were encountered:

(24)  
\[ \begin{array}{llll}
bu & busi-d & koita-ra-gu-id \\
3SG & old.man-LAT.SG & trick-PASS-DUR-R.3SG \\
\end{array} \]

‘He was tricked by the old man.’ [VNB IV 93]

(25)  
\[ \begin{array}{llllll}
nā & āči & ōā-xu-da & eri-t & ādta-ra-gu-id? \\
\end{array} \]

‘The girl was sent by her mother to fetch water.’ [ZNB 12.12.2007]

Concerning other aspectual derivations, only one habitual is currently attested. As habituals can express repetitive states, the following example, too, allows a resultative interpretation:

(26)  
\[ \begin{array}{llllllllll}
boo & samko-da & de-on & no & čiki-ru-xun & mādi-t \\
bad & lock-PX.GEN.3SG & toward-PROL & door & this-LIM-LOC.SG & wind-LAT.SG \\
nāt-ra-ubi-d? & open-PASS-HAB-R.3SG \\
\end{array} \]

‘Because of that bad lock of his, the door is usually opened by the wind.’ [ZNB III 64]

Other aspectual derivations in combination with the passive are currently not attested in my data.

### 12.4.6 Passive and mood

Several isolated examples in which verbs are marked for both passive and conditional mood -*nī* were presented by Sorokina (1977: 206). Concerning ordering principles, the passive marker precedes the mood suffix. As Sorokina’s analysis differs from mine, both examples are re-glossed, but the original transliteration is preserved:

---

⁴⁷¹. Once, a consultant produced a passive clause with the verb ‘love’ but during cross-checking with other consultants, this was judged ungrammatical.

⁴⁷². Example (20) shows that ‘see’ can be passivized. This verb is inherently perfective though.
The passive

(27) a. more-ra-ńi-jd-od
   break-PASS-COND-R.3SG-PST
   ‘If this would have been broken’

   b. pasu-ra-ńi-jd-od
   write-PASS-COND-R.3SG-PST
   ‘If this would have been written’

Similar examples could be obtained through elicitation. Whereas in example (28a), the passivized verb is somehow surprisingly encoded in conjugation I, in (28b) the expected VX of conjugation III appeared:

(28) a. čenju bodu-ʔ kańi-ńi-d-uč čukči nänagi-xid
   yesterday.ADV tundra-LAT go-COND-1SG-PST all mosquito-LAT.PL
   o-la-ńi-d-uč
   eat-PASS-COND-1SG-PST
   ‘If I would have gone to the tundra yesterday, I would have been eaten by the mosquitos.’ [DSB V 48]

   b. bunik kasa ači-d dodi-ra-ńi-d-ud
   dog [man youngster]-LAT.SG beat-PASS-COND-R.3SG-PST
   ‘The dog would have been beaten by the boy.’ [DSV V 48]

12.4.7 Variation in agent encoding – differential encoding or decay?

As mentioned above, the passive in Forest Enets is usually agentless in spontaneous speech. Such agentless passives are also widely attested in elicitation:

(29) otudnuju ne-ʔ internat-ud āddu-š kada-ra-d-id?
   fall.ADV children-[NOM.PL] school-LAT.SG drive-CON take-PASS-FUT-R.3SG
   ‘In fall, the children will be taken to school.’ [ZNB 121207]

Still, the decisive factor for calling it a passive is the possibility of encoding an agent. Animacy does not play any role as inanimates (30), (31) and animates (32), (24) can qualify as agents:

473. pasuš ‘write’ is apparently a typo in the original.
474. It must be mentioned, though, that work on this category proved to be difficult, which explains the slip of the tongue in (28a), which shows no conjugation III on the verb.
I was brought to school by a helicopter’ [ZNB IV 54]

‘The door was closed by the wind.’ [ZNB III 65]

‘He was tricked by the old man.’ [VNB IV 93]

‘I was bitten by the dog.’ [ZNB IV 37]

‘I was brought to school by him.’ [ZNB IV 54]

‘The door was closed by somebody.’ [ZNB III 65]

‘Nothing was brought by anybody.’ [ZNB IV 54]

The boat was taken with the river current.’ [ZNB IV 36]

‘The boat was taken by the river current.’ [ZNB IV 36]
This behavior is somehow unexpected, but all the data come from one consultant. According to her, the difference in (35) and (36) was due to volition, and (35) should be translated as taken away ‘by accident’. A further example which was said to follow the same pattern looks as follows:

(37) \[ bi-t \quad kada-ra-bi-d? \]
\[ \text{water-LAT.SG carry-PASS-PERF-R.3SG} \]
‘It was taken away by the stream.’ (Lit. ‘by the water’)

(38) \[ bi-kun \quad kada-ra-bi-d? \]
\[ \text{water-LOC.SG carry-PASS-PERF-R.3SG} \]
‘It was taken away with the stream.’ [both ZNB IV 36]

Such examples are not numerous and, it must be stressed immediately, were restricted to one consultant. It seems likely that instead of volition in (35) – (38) we are dealing with Russian interference. As Russian marks the agents of passive constructions with the instrumental case, the secondary meaning of the Forest Enets locatives as instrumental was chosen perhaps by accident during elicitation. Other examples of this kind, where volitional vs. unvolitional could not apply but the agent is encoded with LOC, include:

(39) \[ åki \quad balok \quad kasa \quad åči-gin \quad mā-ra-d-id? \]
\[ \text{this balok [man}_{\text{N/G}} \text{ youngster]-LOC.PL make-PASS-FUT-R.3SG} \]
‘This balok will be built by the sons.’ [ZNB 12.12.2007]

(40) \[ čiki \quad pađur \quad āši-xun-da \quad pad-ra-d-id? \]
\[ \text{this letter father-LOC.SG-PX.GEN.3SG write-PASS-FUT-R.3SG} \]
‘This letter will be written by his father.’ [ZNB 12.12.2007]

Whereas in (35) and (38) a locative interpretation is theoretically possible, this is impossible in (39) and (40), where the secondary instrumental function of the locative is used.

12.4.8 Passive and participles

As described in chapter 8.3 Forest Enets has a variety of participles. For the discussion of passives, the perfective participle has to be addressed in more detail because it is unoriented and can refer either to the verb’s underlying actor or its undergoer. As such, unoriented participles can express a passive meaning without overt passive morphology:

(41) \[ āru-mi \quad enči \]
\[ \text{speaker-PTCP.PFT person} \]
‘A person who has (already) spoken.’ [ZNB IV 35]
Interestingly enough, perfective participles, in sharp contrast to imperfective participles, can further co-occur with the passive marker:

(43)  
```
tod-ra-i  kasa-ń  kniiga-d  tol  ni-n  moşić
bring-PASS-PTCP.PFT  brother-PX.GEN.1SG  book-BEN  table[GEN]  on-LOC  lie.3SG
```

‘The books which were brought for my brother lie on the table.’ [NKB IV 180]

When combined with the passive marker, perfective participles allow the addition of agents. Such agents are encoded either by the lative or the locative case.\(^{475}\) The following list of examples merely demonstrates this behavior; an explanation for either agent marking cannot be offered for the time being as this variation is restricted to the same consultant who showed similar variation with agents of passivized verbs:

(44)  
```
mädi-t  kada-ra-i  koba
wind-LAT.SG  take-PASS-PTCP.PFT  skin
```

‘A skin which was taken away by the wind.’ [ZNB IV 7]

(45)  
```
te-d  todula-i  bunik
reindeer-LAT.SG  trample-PASS-PTCP.PFT  dog
```

‘A dog trampled down by a reindeer.’ [ZNB IV 7]

(46)  
```
kasa  enci-gun  komita-ra-i  kati
[man person]-LOC.SG  love-PASS-PTCP.PFT  girl
```

‘A girl loved by the boy.’ [ZNB IV 7]

Although participles allow further passive specification as shown in (47), unoriented participles can be used without such markers, and, in fact, they are as frequent as passive-derived participles, as shown in (48):

(47)  
```
busi-xu-da  důt-ra-i  ná
old.man-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.3SG  beat-PASS-PTCP.PFT  woman
```

‘A woman beaten by her man.’ [ZNB IV 7]

(48)  
```
tipi-xun  laturta-i  odiʔ
hail-LOC.SG  beat.down-PTCP.PFT  berry[NOM.PL]
```

‘Berries smashed by the hail.’ [ZNB IV 7]

\(^{475}\) No examples of passive-derived participles are currently attested in transcribed narratives so far.
Note that in addition to this construction consisting of participles with nominal adjuncts in the lative or locative case, one can find also constructions with participles marked with PX. Such participles show a detransitivizer before PX and may receive a passive interpretation:476

(49) todə-du-i-b’ †holu te-ru
bring-DETR-PTCP.PFT-PX.ACC.1SG one reindeer-LIM
‘The one reindeer which I brought’ (Lit. ‘my having-brought one reindeer’) [ZNB IV 38]

(50) kada-du-i-b’ †holu aba
kill-DETR-PTCP.PFT-PX.ACC.1SG one ptarmigan
‘The one ptarmigan which I killed’ (Lit. ‘my having-killed one ptarmigan’) [ZNB IV 38]

(51) mod’ ko-du-i-b’ te
1SG find-DETR-PTCP.PFT-PX.ACC.1SG reindeer
‘The reindeer which I found’ (Lit. ‘my having-found reindeer’) [ZNB IV 38]

12.5 The Forest Enets passive from an areal and a historical perspective

In the remainder of this chapter, several synchronic and diachronic questions concerning the Forest Enets passive will be addressed in more detail. First, an internal reconstruction will be attempted, which attempts to reconstruct a probable emergence of the Forest Enets passive. Second, as a kind of conclusion, the distribution of lative-marked agents (and semantically comparable cases/adpositions) of passives in Northern Eurasia will be surveyed, as the existence of lative-marked passives is attested in a variety of languages in Northern Eurasia.

12.5.1 The double nature of -ra/-la

From a cross-linguistic perspective, reflexives and medials have been identified as good candidates for elements which undergo development into passives over time. If one follows the traditional assumption that conjugation III is ‘reflexive-medial’, Forest Enets would be another instance of this development. However, the analysis of conjugation III showed that its main function is not reflexive-medial. Furthermore, the discussion of the passive has shown that passivization is not merely triggered by attaching VX of conjuga-

476. Such participle constructions are also used to express relative clauses (see chapter 13.7).
tion III to a transitive verb; instead, the passive marker -ra/-la, which merely triggers conjugation III, must be considered the central element:

(52) a. *Leonid Vitalik-ut koru miʔä*
    PN PN-LAT.SG knife[ACC] give.3SG
    ‘Leonid gave a knife to Vitalij.’ [ZNB IV 9]

    b. *Vitalik-ut koru mi-l-id?*
    PN-LAT.SG knife give-PASS-R.3SG
    ‘Vitalij was given a knife.’ [ZNB IV 9]

In the chapter on aspect (7.3) a homonymous suffix -ra/-la, which also triggers conjugation III, was described. This suffix expresses inchoative aspect and triggers conjugation III. Input verbs are generally intransitive and remain formally intransitive after derivation but appear in conjugation III:

(53) a. *nä ńe dara*
    [woman child] cry.3SG
    ‘The girl is crying.’

    b. *nä ńe dara-r-id?*
    [woman child] cry-INCH-R.3SG
    ‘The girl started to cry.’

Apart from intransitive verbs, there are also several transitive verbs which have to undergo detransitivization by -du/-du/-tu and which can be used with the inchoative:

(54) *kasa-iʔ male mui-tu-l-id?*
    man-PX.1SG male already build-DETR-INCH-R.3SG
    ‘My husband already began building.’ [LDB & NKB I 189]

Otherwise, transitive verbs block this derivation, and a periphrastic construction with pāš ‘begin’ must be used:

(55) *no šeru-gu-š pā-baʔ*
    so bury-DUR-CON begin-1PL
    ‘So we started burying her’. [EIB Clairvoyant]

(56) *peči muju-č pā-da-dʔ*
    oven[ACC] make-CON begin-FUT-1SG
    ‘I will start building a (new) oven.’ [ANP Oven]
Several ambitransitive verbs are registered, which allow inchoative derivation with 
-ral/-la, the outcome of which cannot be interpreted as passive:

(57) \[ \text{bu oo-l-i} \]
\[ \text{3SG eat-INCH-R.3SG} \]
‘He started eating.’ [LDB & NKB I 190]

Example (57) coincides with an earlier observation that there have been problems with 
passivizing stative-transitive (atelic) verbs. Although at present there is only a strong 
correlation, a suggestion that -ral/-la is blocked by transitive verbs which need a peri-
phrastic construction with pāš ‘begin’ to express inchoativity, as this would otherwise 
result in a passive interpretation, is at hands:

(58) \[ \text{onai mā-či mokta-gu-š pā-xi?} \]
\[ \text{real chum-PX.ACC.SG.3DU put.up-DUR-CON begin-3DU} \]
‘They started to put up their chum.’ [LDB Shaman]

(59) \[ \text{mā? male mokta-ra-bi?} \]
\[ \text{chum already put.up-PASS-PERF.R.3SG} \]
‘The chum was already put up.’ [ZNB IV 8]

As the next step, the question of agent encoding needs to be addressed. I tentatively as-
sume that lative-marked agents were introduced to the intransitive inchoative predicate 
to express an external enforcer which made a situation come into being. As examples 
such as (30) show, the agent encoded by the lative case is conceptually clearly different 
from the usual goal-based interpretation of latives, and both can appear simultaneously:

(30) \[ \text{mod āveralot-ut kolu-t tora-r-ij?} \]
\[ \text{1SG helicopter-LAT.SG school-LAT.SG bring-PASS-R.1SG} \]
‘I was brought to school by a helicopter’ [ZNB IV 54]

Further support for this external enforcer scenario comes from the observation that pas-
sives usually express a stative-resultative situation, for which the underlying inchoative 
aspect marker seems to be responsible. This assumption can be backed up by the ob-
servation that atelic verbs appeared to be problematic to passivize. The addition of an 
external enforcer to this stative-resultative situation eventually led to the grammatical-
ization of a passive.
12.5.2 The Forest Enets passive from an areal perspective

12.5.2.1 Lative-marked and similarly marked agents in Eurasia

From a cross-linguistic perspective, lative-marked agents of passives are at least unusual, because either morphologically or adpositionally marked locative, instrumental, ablative or similar agents seem to be preferred. On the other hand, lative-marked agents (or their functional equivalents encoding goals) are not unusual in Siberia and Northern Eurasia, though they do not occur throughout the whole area. Whereas the list below shows a variety of languages in Northern Eurasia which have been reported to have lative-marked agents with passives, other languages spoken much closer to Forest Enets follow the cross-linguistically more general pattern of using functional equivalents of locatives and instrumentals for the encoding of agents. Ket and probably Yeniseian in general relies on comitatives. The neighboring Turkic languages Dolgan and Yakut rely on instrumentals. Whereas Yakut has been reported to prefer impersonals, Dolgan allows agents that are encoded with the instrumental case:

(60) a. täätä-m it-i boi-buta
   father-PX.1SG dog-ACC punish-PSTII.3SG
   ‘My father punished the dog.’ [AAB]

b. it täätä-bi-nen boi-ullu-buta
   dog father-PX.1SG-INSTR punish-PASS-PSTII.3SG
   ‘The dog was punished by my father.’ [AAB]

However, Yakut (61a) and Dolgan (61b) also seem to possess a category which looks like an adversative passive where the agent can be encoded in the dative case (Artem’ev 1999: 80; GSJ I 255):

(61) a. Куобах айа-ба мат-мар-быт
   hare arbalest-DAT fall-CAUS-PSTII.3SG
   ‘The hare got killed by an arbalest.’ (Ru: ‘Заяц угодил под самострел.’) [GSJ I 255]

b. биишиги ыппым тут-мар-быт этэ эбээкэ-эг
   1PL dog.PX.1PL bite-CAUS-PTCP.PST be.PST.3SG bear-DAT
   ‘Our dog was bitten by a bear.’ (Ru: ‘Наша собака была покусана медведем.’) [Artem’ev 1999: 80]

477. E.g. Ket (Werner 1997a: 116; 214–221); the same has been reported for Yugh (Werner 1997b: 79; 148–150), which however differs from Ket in the degree of grammaticalization. For the extinct Kott, the existence of a medium-passive has been assumed too (Werner 1997c: 111).
478. GSJ I (1982: 265–268) claimed that occasionally agents in either the dative or the instrumental case are attested but an impersonal meaning seems to prevail.
Further, lative-marked agents are attested in the following languages or language families in Eurasia: For Uralic, lative-marked agents (or those marked with other functionally similar cases) have been reported for Nganasan⁴⁷⁹, Mansi⁴⁸⁰ and several Saami varieties.⁴⁸¹ In Turkic, both Tuva⁴⁸² and Xakas⁴⁸³ are reported to allow lative-marked passives. In Tungusic, the same strategy is widely attested, e.g. Udege⁴⁸⁴, Even⁴⁸⁵, Evenki⁴⁸⁶, Manchu⁴⁸⁷ as well as in Mongolic (e.g. Buryat, Mongol). However, at least historically-speaking this isogloss must be addressed with caution. For example, Tuva marks the agents of passives with the dative, however the dative case expresses not only movement towards a goal but also location and therefore, at least synchronically, agent marking is ambivalent.⁴⁸⁸ Also for Tungusic, a similar situation has been reported; the dative in Udege, Evenki and Manchu expresses both movement and location, and to a certain degree this seems to be valid in Even, though with some semantic restrictions.⁴⁸⁹ Also Mongol and Buryat behave similarly.

For Saami and Ob-Ugric languages, the picture is a somewhat more complicated. At least Mansi has been reported to mark the agents of passives with the lative case, however its closest relative Khanty relies on the locative (Kulonen 1989). Still, a case distinction encoding goal and location is generally attested. For several Saami varieties, the passive continuum contains several constructions but the prototypical passive is regularly marked by the locative or the ablative. In contrast, a more ‘specialized passive’ (often with an adversative connotation) that encodes agents with the illative case has been reported (see e.g. Schlachter 1968).

12.5.2.2 Passives, resultatives and adversatives in Eurasia

Another interesting feature of passives in several languages of Eurasia is concerned with their meaning. Evenki and Even are known to possess passives and adversative passives (Nedjalkov also assumes that Evenki has both personal and impersonal passives), yet for Forest Enets no adversative passive is attested. The description of Nganasan passives does not mention adversative passives either. On the other hand, Forest Enets passives share an important feature with Tungusic and Ket, namely that passive expresses a stative-resultative meaning. As far as Dolgan and Yakut are concerned, available data and descriptions point into the same direction. For Nganasan, this question has not been addressed as of yet, but all examples in the accounts on Nganasan passives in recent years (Leisiö 2006; Wagner-Nagy 2001: 44–47) show a clear stative-resultative reading.

⁴⁸⁸. Note that Tuva has a locative case which however cannot be used in this context (see Harrison & Anderson 1999: 18–19). In contrast to Tuva, Xakas has preserved an independent locative case.
12.6 The Forest Enets passive – conclusions

As already mentioned in the introduction, passives are not attested in all the Samoyedic languages. As Northern Samoyedic Nganasan, Forest Enets, Tundra Enets and Southern Samoyedic Ket Selkup have been reported to have a passive, this isogloss does not coincide with any other known Samoyedic isogloss. Although both Nganasan and both Enets languages encode agents of passives using the lative case and although the Nganasan passive suffix -ru and the Enets suffixes (FE -ra/-la; TE -re/-le) are remarkably close, no common history can be constructed for the time being. From a typological perspective, the constellation in which the Forest Enets passive marker is homonymous with the inchoative marker and the agent is encoded using the lative case shows a significant parallel in several Saami varieties. Although the passive category is structurally diverse in Saami, Schlachter has constantly mentioned the existence of a ‘specialized passive’ whose agent is encoded using the lative case (called the illative in Saami linguistics) (Schlachter 1966, 1984, 1986). This ‘specialized passive’ is said to occur with inchoative verbs only, and this parallel calls for further research. The parallel is even more intriguing as Haspelmath’s survey of the grammaticalization of passives (Haspelmath 1990) did not mention the inchoative as a potential source for passives.
13. Complex sentences

Complex sentences are largely terra incognita in Forest Enets. Tereščenko’s monograph on comparative Samoyedic syntax (T73) was restricted to simple main clauses and excluded complex clauses. Irina Sorokina published several small articles on complex sentences focusing mainly on adverbial clauses (Sorokina 1981a, 1985, 1990, ST) as well as a short, incomplete account on coordination (1994). As her work on adverbial clauses was mainly conducted within the framework of the Novosibirsk ‘school’, this makes the syntactic argumentation hard to follow for those not trained in this tradition. In 2008, Khanina and Shluinsky addressed finite subordination in Forest Enets, however with little primary data on the language of the current generation of speakers. Their effort is best understood as a pilot study which, however, is not included in this discussion.490

13.1 Coordination on clause level

The default coordination strategy on clause/sentence level is juxtaposition:

(1) \[\text{kasa enči id-tu-ŋa} \text{poga šiti-go} \]
\[\text{[man person] consume-[DETRS-FREQ.3SG] net}_{\text{acc}} \text{repair-[DUR.3SG]} \]
‘The man is smoking and repairing his nets.’ [LDB II 54]

Occasionally, \text{točgođ} ‘and then, and after this’ introduces a clause which is semantically closely connected to the preceding clause, as it expresses a subsequent action. Still, \text{točgođ} should be better understood as a temporal adverb:

(2) \[\text{čiki počtovij katir ŋi?-? ad-iñ? // točgođ} \text{Dudinka-xad} \]
\[\text{this postal}_{\text{[ADJ.RU]}} \text{boat}_{\text{[GEN]}} \text{on-LAT sit-1DU then} \text{Dudinka-ABL.SG} \]
\[\text{tona taxa kañi-ä?} \]
\[\text{still back-LAT go-IPL} \]
‘So we two sat on this post boat. Then from Dudinka on, we even went further.’ [NKB Childhood]

Occasionally, the Russian connector \text{i} ‘and’ can be found in Forest Enets. In contrast to Russian, which uses \text{i} as a connector on both phrase and clause level, Forest Enets prefers it as a coordinator on sentence level. Although consultants clearly avoid \text{i} in elicitation and correct themselves, it is readily attested in spontaneous speech:

490 The discussion in Khanina & Shluinsky (2008) was based on a very small data set from pilot-phase fieldwork which was then compared to earlier descriptions by Irina Sorokina. As the scope of this work is to present my own data which I can back up, I have decided not to address their study in any detail. This is reserved for the future.
‘Running away from the wolf, he went and came to his chum.’ [ANP Legend]

‘So he said and the people say, “oh”.’ [LDB Shaman]

‘So yes, my husband found me. We sat on the sled and went to our chum.’ [NKB Yenisei]

13.2 Adverbial clauses

Adverbial clauses were studied in some detail by Sorokina following the general framework of ‘dependent predicates and poly predicative constructions’ characteristic of the Novosibirsk school of syntax. In these papers (Sorokina 1981a, 1985, 1990, ST), the morphological means of expressing ‘dependent predicates’ received much more attention than their functional interpretation. In the following discussion, the adverbial clauses are classified on the basis of their form and meaning. All adverbial clauses are morphosyntactically non-finite and dependent clauses, but differ in the form of their non-finite predicates and the encoding of their arguments. The following table presents the different types of adverbial clauses before they are discussed in detail:

491. mabi instead of mambi is infrequent but apparently a sign of simplifying paradigms as mad ‘say’ belongs to a small set of slightly irregular verbs.

492. As no specialized introduction is available, the best overview can be found in the collected works of Čeremisina (Čeremisina 2004).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Posteriority       | V_{NLZ} + PX_{GEN} + *orun 'before'* | • Agent expressed by px_{GEN} on nominalized verb  
• Subject and object degraded to adjunct of nominalized verb  
• Oblique arguments are allowed | 13.2.1.1 |
| Simultaneity       | Construction 1: V + PTCP, IPP + LAT, SG + PX_{GEN}  
Construction 2: V_{NLZ} + PX_{GEN} + postposition śer | Construction 1:  
• Agent expressed by px_{GEN} on nominalized verb  
• Object marking preserved  
• Oblique arguments are allowed  
Construction 2:  
• Agent expressed by px_{GEN} on nominalized verb  
• Oblique arguments are allowed  
• Object marking unclear | 13.2.1.2 |
| Anteriority        | V_{NLZ} + ABL, SG + PX_{GEN} | • Agent expressed by px_{GEN} on nominalized verb  
• Object marking preserved  
• Oblique arguments are allowed | 13.2.1.3 |
| Manner             | -š *converb* | • Agent of manner clause co-referential with agent of main clause → no special marking on the non-finite verb | 13.2.2 |
| Purposive          | Construction 1: -üd, -üč  
Construction 2: kusaeš, kusaiš | Construction 1:  
• Agent of purposive clause co-referential with agent of main clause → no person marking on the non-finite verb  
• Object of purposive clause expressed as genitive adjunct of purposive verb.  
Construction 2:  
• Agent of purposive clause co-referential with agent of main clause  
• Object marking preserved | 13.2.3 |
| *instead of doing X* construction | Construction 1: V + PTCP, FUT + postposition déon  
Construction 2: V_{NLZ} + PX_{GEN} + postposition déon | Construction 1:  
• Agent of adverbial clause formally unexpressed  
• Construction 2:  
• Agent expressed by px_{GEN} on nominalized verb  
• Object degraded to genitive adjunct of nominalized verb. | 13.2.4.1  
13.2.4.2 |
| *lest constructions* | NEG.AUX-PTCP + PX_{GEN} + V_{CN} | • Agent expressed by px_{GEN} on negative auxiliary | 13.2.4.3 |
| Temporal/conditional | V-bu/pu-PX_{GEN} or PX_{NOM} | • Agent expressed by px_{GEN} on converb  
• Object marking preserved  
• Oblique arguments preserved | 13.3 |

Table 13-1: Adverbial clauses
13.2.1 Adverbial clauses with temporal reference

Temporal adverbial clauses are formed by non-finite verb forms, which usually occupy the left periphery and precede the main clauses they modify. The resulting order is prototypically $\text{CLAUSE}_{ADV} \text{CLAUSE}_{MAIN}$.

13.2.1.1 Posteriority

The concept of posteriority (before $A$ happens, $B$ happens) is expressed by a postpositional phrase with $\text{orun}$ ‘before, in front of’, whose dependent is a zero/-ma-nominalized verb. The nominalized verb is further marked with $\text{PX}_{\text{GEN}}$, where the $\text{PX}$ denotes the agent of an action. Otherwise, the nominalization inherits the argument structure of the finite verb:

(6) \begin{align*}
\text{kañe-ń} & \quad \text{oru-n} & \quad \text{Leonid} & \quad \text{obu-xo} & \quad \text{noi} & \quad \text{mana-ś} \\
\text{go}_{\text{NLZ-PX,GEN,1SG before-LOC Leonid what-INDEF}_{\text{ACC,1SG}}} & \quad \text{say-3SG.PST}
\end{align*}
‘Before I left, Leonid said something to me.’ [VNB IV 143]

(7) \begin{align*}
\text{dágú-ma-da} & \quad \text{oru-n} & \quad \text{či} & \quad \text{mod bádía-t} & \quad \text{koma-đ} \\
\text{not.exist-NLZ-PX,GEN,3SG before-LOC so 1SG tell}_{\text{NLZ-LAT,SG want-1SG}}
\end{align*}
‘Before she died, I wanted to say…’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(8) \begin{align*}
\text{má-kud-uda} & \quad \text{odi-ma-da} & \quad \text{oru-n} & \quad \text{bu} & \quad \text{meju dori-?} \\
\text{house-ABL,SG-PX,GEN,3SG leave-NLZ-PX,GEN,3SG before-LOC 3SG new talk}_{\text{ACC,PL}} & \quad \text{dúsíri-ś} & \quad \text{listen-3SG.PST}
\end{align*}
‘Before she left her house, she listened to the news.’ [ZNB I 76]

Certain descriptive problems arise when arguments appear that depend on the nominalized verb. Due to the lack of overt case morphology for core cases it is not obvious whether such an NP should be considered an argument of the verb or a genitive adjunct of the nominalized verb:

(9) \begin{align*}
\text{Leonid} & \quad \text{kañe-da} & \quad \text{oru-n} & \quad \text{mod} & \quad \text{obu-xo} \\
\text{Leonid}_{[?]} & \quad \text{go}_{\text{NLZ-PX,GEN,3SG before-LOC 1SG what-INDEF}_{\text{ACC}}} & \quad \text{ask-FREQ-1SG-PST}
\end{align*}
‘Before Leonid left, I asked him something.’ [VNB IV 143]

---

493. See 8.4 for a description of this type of nominalization (zero/-ma type)

494. Examples with $\text{PX}$ could neither be found in my collected data nor in Sorokina’s writings.
As the adverbial clause expressing posteriority is syntactically a postpositional phrase, both Leonid in (9) and padurʔ ‘letters’ (10) should be considered genitive adjuncts of the nominalized verb, even with the absence of formal morphological proof at the moment. Further support for such an interpretation is offered by Forest Nenets, which uses a similar postpositional construction for the expression of posteriority in which the argument of the nominalized verb is genitive-marked and serves as an adjunct of the nominalized verb (Kaur Mägi, p.c.). Based on this, the NP Leonid in example (9) and padurʔ ‘letters’ in (10) are considered adjuncts of the nominalized verb and glossed as [\text{GEN}] and [\text{GEN.PL}] respectively:

(9) \text{Leonid}_{\text{GEN}} \text{ kańe-da}_\text{oru-n}_\text{mod}_\text{obu-xo}_\text{toi-ja-d-ut} \\
\text{Leonid}_{\text{GEN}} \text{ go}_{\text{PX.GEN.3SG}}_\text{before-LOC}_1\text{SG}_\text{what-INDEF}_{\text{ACC}}_\text{ask-FREQ-1SG-PST} \\
‘Before Leonid left, I asked him something.’ [VNB IV 143]

(10) \text{padurʔ}_\text{letter}_{\text{GEN.PL}} \text{ pada-ń}_\text{oru-n}_\text{mod}_\text{magazin-ud} \\
\text{kańe-d}_\text{go}_{\text{LAT.SG}}_\text{want-1SG-PST} \\
‘Before I wrote the letters I wanted to go to the shop.’ [ZNB I 78]

13.2.1.2 Simultaneity

The concept of simultaneity (A and B co-occur at the same moment) is encoded by a construction which relies on the imperfective participle -\text{da}/-\text{dal}/-\text{ta} inflected for lative case and \text{PX}_{\text{GEN}}. Also here, \text{PX}_{\text{GEN}} expresses the agent of the adverbial clause:

(11) \text{sośi}_\text{hill}_{\text{N/G}} \text{ āba}_\text{head}_{\text{GEN}} \text{ ni-ń}_\text{on-LOC} \text{ nā-da-xa-ń}_\text{stand-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG} \text{dotuʔ}_\text{goose}_{\text{ACC.PL}} \\
\text{modā-d-ud}_\text{see-1SG-PST} \\
‘While I was standing on the hill I saw geese.’ [ZNB I 67]

The simultaneity construction can be combined with adverbials and oblique arguments:
So, while going towards its boat, this mouse, its belly burst.

\[\text{[NKB Mouse and Fishermen]}\]

In one example, this construction was found with a possible object. Again, due to the absence of case-marking, that is \text{Px/Cx} marking, the grammatical encoding of the object cannot be classified unanimously. As \text{bi} ‘water’ is a class IIb noun, where \text{bi} can be analysed as either \text{Gen} or \text{Acc}, both versions are morphologically equally possible. In contrast to the posteriority construction, which is based on a postpositional construction requiring its adjuncts in genitive, this participle construction seems to be more verbal and could license an \text{Acc} argument. As will be shown below, also the anteriority construction, which is based on a case-inflected nominalized verb, allows regular objects. Based on this parallel, I opt for object status here. Although syntactically the adverbial clause is an \text{NP}, verbal valency is partly inherited as the nominalized verb still governs objects:

\[\text{(13)} \quad \text{oti-da-xa-di} \quad \text{wait-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.3DU} \quad \text{kod-ra-bi-xi} \quad \text{sleep-INCH-PERF-R.3DU} \]
\[\text{bid} \quad \text{oo-da-xa-di} \quad \text{kod-ra-bi-xi?} \quad \text{water[ACC] eat-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.3DU} \quad \text{sleep-INCH-PERF-R.3DU} \]

‘While they were waiting, they fell asleep. While drinking vodka, they fell asleep.’

\[\text{[LDB Two Fishermen]}\]

In (14), the nominalized predicate is found in a slightly unusual position as it is embedded in the main clause. This type of ordering is marginal:

\[\text{(14)} \quad \text{busi} \quad \text{to}\text{r} \quad \text{soo-da-xa-da} \quad \text{peri} \quad \text{kinuo} \quad \text{old.man such jump-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.3SG always sing.3SG} \]

‘The old man, while jumping in such a manner, was singing.’

\[\text{[LDB Shaman]}\]

From a discourse point of view, this adverbial clause is most frequently attested when the agent of the main clause and the agent of the adverbial clause are co-referential:

\[\text{(15)} \quad \text{diri-da-xa-da} \quad \text{tor} \quad \text{mana} \quad \text{au} \quad \text{mana} \quad \text{live-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SGPOSS-PX.GEN.3SG such say.3SG FOC say.3SG} \]

‘While she was still alive (Lit. living), so she said...’

\[\text{[EIB Clairvoyant]}\]

However, co-referentiality is not required for this construction to be grammatical:
‘While floating on the lake (Lit. while going, while swimming), my companion said: “there along the hill a man is walking”.’ [LDB Supernatural]

‘While I was sitting on the shore of the Yenisei, boats came.’ [NKB I 130]

Apart from this participle-based construction, a second construction expressing simultaneity is attested, as in (19). The verb in the subordinate clause is a zero/-ma nominalized form to which $p_{\text{gen}}$ attach, expressing the actor. This nominalized predicate serves as the dependent of the postposition šer. The postposition šer is equally rare, and no satisfying translation can be provided for the time being. Whereas in some examples, šer seems to mean ‘in front of’, a meaning otherwise expressed by orun, a homonymic noun šer ‘thing’ is also attested. As a simple postposition, šer has a temporal meaning close to ‘during.’ Compare:

‘So during the morning, their beast must have come (again).’ [LDB Two Fishermen]

‘While walking, I somehow must have come into the forest.’ [ZNB I 46]

As the whole construction is based on a postposition, arguments of verbs should be classified as adjuncts of the nominalized verb. Further, a same-subject requirement is not needed with this nominalization:

‘While I was baking bread, it was raining outside.’ [ZNB V 3]

495 Though here, too, some other possibilities, such as $d$ `od` `i`gon, are available.
Sorokina (1985: 143) mentions two more constructions expressing simultaneity. Both are based on nominalizations and postpositions but have not, so far, been identified in my data:

(21) a. \textit{oma-ń} \textit{dudig on} \textit{bu ši ota-ś}
\footnotesize{\textit{oma-ń} eat\textsubscript{NLZ-PX.GEN.1SG} \textit{dudig on} during. \textit{bu} 3 SG \textit{ši} 1 SG.ACC \textit{ota-ś} wait-3 SG.PST}

‘While I was eating, he waited for me.’ [Sorokina 1985: 143]

b. \textit{äsi-j} \textit{kade-da} \textit{modigun dudi-ņa}
\footnotesize{\textit{äsi-j} father\textsubscript{PX.1SG} \textit{kade-da} sleep\textsubscript{NLZ-PX.GEN.3SG} \textit{modigun} during \textit{dudi-ņa} sleep-FREQ.3SG}

‘My father, while sleeping, dreamt.’ [Sorokina 1985: 144]

13.2.1.3 Anteriority

For expressing anteriority (after A has happened, B happens), the verb in the adverbial clause is nominalized by zero/\textit{ma}- and marked for the ablative case, while the agent is expressed by a possessive suffix from the genitive series following the case marker. Otherwise, the argument structure is preserved:

(22) \textit{tonin ada-xad-uń} \textit{točgud mā-ku-ń} \textit{kañi-ď?}
\footnotesize{\textit{tonin} there.LOC \textit{ada-xad-uń} sit\textsubscript{NLZ-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.1SG} \textit{točgud} then \textit{mā-ku-ń} chum-PX.POSS-PX.GEN.1SG \textit{kañi-ď?} go-1 SG}

‘After having visited (Lit. ‘from visiting-my’), then I went home.’ [ZNB Weekend]

(23) \textit{naarnuju no vot orte sei-da-r} \textit{kari-t}
\footnotesize{\textit{naarnuju} spring.ADV \textit{no} so \textit{vot} yes \textit{orte} first \textit{sei-da-r} clean-FUT-SG.2SG \textit{kari-t} fish-PX.ACC.2SG}

\textit{točgud} \textit{seira-xad-ud} \textit{lidida} \textit{kaara-da-t}
\footnotesize{\textit{točgud} clean\textsubscript{NLZ-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.2SG} \textit{seira-xad-ud} bone.PX.ACC.PL.3SG \textit{lidida} take-FUT-2SG \textit{kaara-da-t} bone.PX.ACC.PL.3SG take-FUT-2SG}

\textit{lidida} \textit{kaara-xad-ut} \textit{mo-da-r} \textit{nu}
\footnotesize{\textit{lidida} then bone\textsubscript{NLZ-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.2SG} \textit{kaara-xad-ut} take-FUT-2SG \textit{mo-da-r} cut-FUT-SG.2SG \textit{nu} so}

\textit{motu-da-r}
\footnotesize{\textit{motu-da-r} cut-FUT-SG.2SG}

‘In spring, so first you clean your fish, then after having cleaned it you will have to take out its bones. Then after you have taken out its bones you will take it, so, you will cut it.’ [NKB Jukola]

(24) \textit{äjeiće-d} \textit{šero-xod-ud} \textit{kańt tåxä}
\footnotesize{\textit{äjeiće-d} relative-PX.ACC.2SG \textit{šero-xod-ud} bury\textsubscript{NLZ-ABL.SG-PX.GEN.2SG} \textit{kańt} go.IMP.2SG \textit{tåxä} those}

\textit{kašixid}
\footnotesize{\textit{kašixid} friend.LAT.PL}

‘After you have buried your older relative, go to those friends.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

In one case, the adverbial clause could be found after the main clause:
Nominalized verbs of motion, too, preserve their argument structure:

(26) **mä-k-ta** to-xa**-da** **minxuda**

chum-LAT.SG-PX.GEN.3SG come**-_ABL.SG-PX.GEN.3SG** at.once

mosara-š **adi-d**?

work**-_CON** sit-R.3SG

‘After having returned home, he immediately sat down to work.’ [LDB II 44]

In this construction, too, the agent in the adverbial clause need not be identical to the agent of the finite main clause:

(27) **äu** Potabu-t to-xa**-na** enču?

here.LAT Potapovo-LAT.SG come**-_ABL.SG-PX.GEN.1PL** people-**[NOM.PL]**

kerna?

enčuna?

kerna?

enčuna?

own.PX.GEN.3SG person**-_PL**.PX.1PL own.PX.GEN.3SG person**-_PL**.PX.1PL

ŋa-ńim

ań kerna?

enči-gin-ina

be**-_LOC**.ASS.3PL FOC own.PX.GEN.1PL person-LOC.PL-PX.GEN.PL.1PL

mud durak bada-ru-n dori-ť pâ-ú

1SG Nenets word-LIM-PROL speak**-_CON** begin-SG.1SG

‘After we came back here to Potapovo, our people and our own people, with our own people I started to speak Tundra Nenets.’ [NKB Childhood]\(^{496}\)

(28) **sensi po** dagu-xad-da mensi dagu-ma-š

several year not.exist**-_ABL.SG-PX.GEN.3SG** old.woman not.exist-res-3SG.PST

‘Some years after his death, the old woman had died.’ [LDB Taboo]

Weather verbs, which are monovalent, require an overt agent as PX.GEN.3SG when used in anteriority constructions:

(29) **kiudā-š** kaie-xad-da nāri-xi?

morning-TRSL go**-_ABL.SG-PX.GEN.3SG** wake.up-R.3SG

‘After it began to dawn, they woke up.’ [LDB Two Fishermen]

\(^{496}\) This example is also interesting from another perspective, as here the verb ‘begin’ seems to ‘agree’ with an oblique ‘speaking Tundra Nenets’, which is marked by the prolation. As it is the only instance of this kind of ‘agreement’ with an oblique, cross-checking with the speaker is necessary before far-reaching conclusions can be made.
13.2.1.4 Summary: temporal adverbial clauses

As the description above has shown, Forest Enets relies on three different strategies to express posteriority, simultaneity and anteriority. Both anteriority and posteriority are expressed by nominalization (zero/-ma type), but while in the case of posteriority the nominal depends on the postposition orun, the nominalization expressing anteriority is marked for ABL.SG. Simultaneity is realized by a different construction, in which the imperfective participle is inflected for lative case. In all three instances, the actor is expressed by px_{GEN} on the nominalized verb.

For simultaneous actions, a second strategy with the postposition šer was encountered. Other constructions expressing simultaneity as mentioned in Sorokina (1985) are not attested in my data.

13.2.2 Manner

Manner clauses are formed by converbs marked with the suffix -š. The implied subject/agent of the converb is coreferential with the subject of the verb of the main clause:

(30)  stol ke-xun adi-š minxuda karida sei-gu-š
      table[GEN] side-LOC.SG sit-CON at.once fish.PX.ACC.PL.3SG clean-DUR-CON
      pâ
      begin.3SG

‘Sitting at the table, he immediately started cleaning the fish.’ [LDB II 44]

(31)  ad-šiš nâbi-da te mudâʔ-âd
      sit-CON run-PTCP.IPF reindeer[ACC] see-1SG

‘Sitting (being in a sitting position), I saw a running reindeer.’ [ANP Bear]

Occasionally, manner clauses can also be embedded, though this is rare:

(32)  nâ kod soču īi-n adi-š īe-da mosta-go
      woman sled[n/G] nose[GEN] on-LOC sit-CON child-PX.ACC.3SG lull.to.sleep-DUR.3SG

‘Sitting on the front part of the sled, the woman lulls her child to sleep.’
[LDB & NKB & VNB II 55]

Simultaneous events that do not involve the subject referent of the main clause as an agent must be expressed by the simultaneity construction:

(33)  mud’ oo-da-xa-ń ši oti-š
      1SG eat-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG.POSS-PX.GEN.1SG 1SG.ACC wait-3SG.PST

‘While I was eating, he waited for me.’ [LDB II 73]
An interesting mixture of manner clause with the otherwise infinitival properties of -š is attested in a variety of examples provided by ANP. In the following two examples, the manner converb -š is used in the same way as Russian would use the regular infinitive in impersonal constructions. For other consultants these examples sounded bad, and imperatives were provided instead:

(34) a. ko kibi sáxeti enči-xun mota-š ituk enči motra-š
birch [ACC] sin old man-LOC.SG cut-CON young person cut-CON
tara must.3SG

‘It is a sin to cut a birch with an old man; a young person must cut it.’
(Ru: ‘Со старыми людьми грех берёза рубить, надо просить молодых.’) [ANP II 71]

b. udamo bäri-ť kibi
food [ACC] throw-CON sin.3SG

‘It is a sin to throw food away.’ (Ru: ‘Еду бросить – грех.’) [ANP II 71]

13.2.3 Purpose-final clauses

There are two kinds of purposive adverbial clauses. One is marked by the suffix -ud/-uč, the other by -saeš. In both instances, the final component of the suffix is homonymous with the manner converb -š, although in the first case it seems to have merged with an unknown glottal stop. The suffix -ud was erroneously classified as an aspectual marker by Künnap (1999: 28): ‘the most common suffixes of the aspect are as follows (…) the finitive -wd/-od, e.g. met kani tähiʔ kada-wd‘he entered the tent to slay two reindeer’.498 What Künnap regarded as an aspectual marker should rather be classified as a purposive marker, as this suffix is not attached to the finite main verb:

(35) mā-t kani te-xiʔ kada-ud’
chum-LAT.SG go.3SG reindeer [ACC.DU] kill-PURP

‘He went to the chum to kill two reindeer.’ [LDB II 34]

As the structure of (34) shows, the verb marked for purpose is formally non-finite as no VX are added, and, therefore, it cannot occur independently. It seems that the purposive form is a special type of nominalization and implies an overtly unexpressed agent which must be identical with the subject referent of the matrix verb. In this respect, the purposive -ud’ resembles the converb marked in -š.

497. Again, a glottal stop noun (class IIa) behaves as a class I stem as the expected assimilations do not apply.
498. This semantically rather odd examples derives from [T73:147], but one would not kill a reindeer inside a chum. The position of the purposive-marked verb after the finite verb in this example is also syntactically unusual.
In general, purposive forms with -\textit{ud}' (occasionally realized also as -\textit{uč}) are not very common; further, there is a certain trend to use the manner converb -š instead of the purposive.\footnote{This has already been observed by Tereščenko (1973: 147).} This is probably due to the same-subject requirement in both instances. Purposive constructions are semantically akin to one another in that all examples are expressed with a finite verb of movement. The purposive clause is generally embedded and the finite verb appears clause-finally:

\begin{verbatim}
(36) pä-ud' moga-d dōdu-ŋa  
    collect.wood-PURP forest-LAT.SG go-FREQ.3SG  
    ‘He went to the forest to collect firewood.’ [ANP Old Woman and Son]
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
(37) mud päu-uč kāni-ta-ɖ pontek piri-ʔ  
    1SG collect.wood-PURP go-FUT-1SG then cook-IMP.2SG  
    ‘I will go collect wood. Then cook (him)!’ [ANP Giant and Man]
\end{verbatim}

Purposive forms derived from transitive verbs can combine with a genitive NP corresponding to the object NP of the finite verb form:

\begin{verbatim}
(38) kiudnuju naak deri-xun kiudnuju pogu-ń  
    morning.ADV next day-LOC.SG morning.ADV net-PX.GEN.PL.1SG  
    mods-ud' kani-iʔ  
    see-PURP go-1 DU  
    ‘So the next day, in the morning we went to check my nets.’ [LDB Supernatural]
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
(39) mud āu kasa-ń persi-u'ɖ to-ɖ-ud'  
    1SG here.LAT friend-PX.GEN.1SG help-PURP come-1SG-PST  
    ‘I came here to help my friend.’ [ZNB I 69]
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
(40) mud [kirba-du-ń mu?-u'd] to-ɖ-ud'  
    1SG bread-BEN-PX.GEN.1SG buy-PURP come-1SG-PST  
    ‘I came to buy myself bread.’ [ZNB I 69]
\end{verbatim}

The second purposive adverbial clause is formed using a special verb in \textit{kusaiš} ~ \textit{kusaeš}. In ES (192–193), \textit{kosaiš} can be found as an independent entry described as a “transitive auxiliary used with verbs of movement”. In contrast to the -\textit{ud}' purposive, regular objects can be added to the construction with \textit{kusaiš}:

\begin{verbatim}
(41) a. kirba-ɖ-da kusaeš kan-ta  
    bread-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG AUX.PURP.CON go-FUT.3SG  
    ‘He will go to buy bread.’ [LDB I 88]
\end{verbatim}
Complex sentences

13.2.4 ‘instead of doing X’ clauses

‘Instead of doing X’ clauses state that something happened in the opposite way of what was anticipated. This construction consists of the postposition d’eon ‘for, about, instead’ and various kinds of nominalizations as its complements. At present, this type is only attested in examples from elicitation.

13.2.4.1 ‘Instead of doing X’ clauses based on participles and d’eon

In the speech of LDB, ‘instead of doing X’ constructions are based on the futuritive participle, which functions as the complement of the postposition d’eon.

(42) noñin to-uda d’eon bunk-i muga-d sîm-id? 
1SG.LOC come-PTCP.FUT instead dog-1SG forest-LAT.SG run-R.3SG

‘Instead of coming with me, my dog ran into the forest.’ [LDB II 74]

(43) pogu-ĩ’ kañe-uda d’eon kada-š kani
fish.with.net-CON go-PTCP.FUT instead hunt-CON go.3SG

‘Instead of going fishing, he went hunting.’ [LDB II 74]

13.2.4.2 ‘Instead of doing X’ constructions based on zero/ma- nominalization, pXGEN and d’eon

In the speech of ZNB, a different realization is attested, though it must be added that ZNB was not completely sure about its grammaticality. Whereas this construction includes the same postposition that is used in examples (42) and (43), the complement is a zero/ma- nominalization with pXGEN and d’eon. pXGEN encodes the agent:

(44) kodu-da muiä-da d’eon bu an kodi
sled-PX.GEN.3SG makeNLZ-PX.GEN.3SG instead 3SG FOC sleep.3SG

‘Instead of making a sled, he slept.’ [ZNB I 79]

In (45), the postposition dëd ‘towards’ is used instead; otherwise, the construction remains the same:
13.2.4.3 ‘Instead of doing X’ constructions in Sorokina (1981a) and Tereščenko (1966)

As ‘instead of doing X’ constructions were discussed in more detail by Sorokina (1981a: 166–174), a preliminary comparison can be attempted here. Examples (42) and (43), which in Russian are rendered as вместо того ‘instead of’, look as follows in Sorokina’s description:

(45)  
\[ \text{kada-}š \, \text{ka}ni\text{-}da \, \text{d}e\text{-}d \, \text{bu} \, \text{an} \, \text{pogu-}d \, \text{ka}ni \]
\[ \text{hunt-CON go}_{NLZ}^{\text{PLZ.GEN.3SG}} \, \text{towards 3SG FOC fish.with.net-CON go.3SG} \]
‘Instead of going hunting, he went fishing.’ [ZNB I 79]

The equivalent of example (44) is as follows. As the adverbial clause is based on a post-postional construction, the argument should be considered an adjunct of the nominalized verb:

(46)  
\[ \text{эда перзе=}\text{да декон нэби}na \]
\[ \text{ää-da} \, \text{pärde-}da \, \text{dékon} \, \text{năbi}-\text{ya} \]
\[ \text{mother-PLZ.GEN.3SG help}_{NLZ}^{\text{PLZ.GEN.3SG}} \, \text{instead run-FREQ.3SG} \]
‘Instead of helping her mother, she ran around.’
(Ru: ‘Вместо того, чтобы матери помочь бегает.’)

Finally, another construction with déon was discussed by Sorokina. However, this type is not attested in my materials:

(48)  
\[ \text{Конфетка чукчи ома=}\text{ð déon, эр си}t \text{кау}ta-da} \]
\[ \text{konfetka} \, \text{čukči} \, \text{oma-}d \, \text{déon} \, \text{ää-r} \, \text{šit} \]
\[ \text{sweet}^{[2]} \, \text{all eat}_{NLZ}^{\text{PLZ.GEN.2SG}} \, \text{instead mother-PLZ.2SG 2SG.ACC} \]
\[ \text{kaud-ta-da} \]
\[ \text{argue-CAUS-SG.3SG} \]
‘Because you ate all the sweets your mother is angry with you.’
(Ru: ‘За то, что ты съел все конфеты, тебе попадет от матери.’)
Although the data is still restricted, some major differences can be observed. First, in Sorokina’s examples, all constructions are based on zero/ma- nominalization with a postposition. In contrast, the ‘instead of’ adverbial in (42) and (43) is based on participles. No equivalent has been documented for the construction in (48).

(45) and (46), which are translated as ‘lest’ constructions in Sorokina’s example (47), show no ‘lest’ meaning in contemporary Enets. For such ‘lest’ constructions, I documented an entirely different construction. The ‘lest’ construction is non-finite and is expressed by an otherwise unknown element -de on the negative auxiliary:

(49) \[mod\á\́ na je\šar mi-n kodiä-ba nänagi-xid\]
\[1PL mosquito.net\_{[GEN]} in-LOC sleep-1PL mosquito-LAT.PL\]
\[i-de-na o-la-ʔ\]
\[NEG.AUX-LEST-PTCP.IPF-PX.GEN.1PL eat-PASS-CN\]

‘We sleep under a mosquito net so that we won’t be eaten by the mosquitos.’
[ZNB IV 10]

(50) \[mo\d je\šar mi-n kodi-ð nänagi-xid\]
\[1SG mosquito.net\_{[GEN]} in-LOC sleep-1SG mosquito-LAT.PL\]
\[i-de-ni o-la-ʔ\]
\[NEG.AUX-LEST-PTCP.IPF-PX.GEN.1SG eat-PASS-CN\]

‘I sleep under a mosquito net so that I won’t be eaten by the mosquitoes.’
[ZNB IV 11]

There is no doubt that this construction needs further investigation, but it was offered as the best Forest Enets equivalent of Russian чтобы не (‘lest’). Concerning its internal structure, the negated subordinated verb in (49) and (50) is clearly non-finite (NEG.AUX-LEST+PX\_{GEN}). This would make this category another good candidate for an adverbial clause. In the affirmative (51), a regular passive clause is used:

(51) \[pe-xun kódei nänagi-xid o-l-id\]
\[outside-LOC.SG sleep-IMP.3SG mosquito-LAT.SG eat-PASS-R.3SG\]

‘He should sleep on the street so that he is eaten by the mosquitos.’ [ZNB IV 11]

500. Although it is currently not possible to label this category in more detail, it would fit Tereščenko’s desiderative (желательная форма -rai/-la Tereščenko 1966: 452), which remained unmentioned in Künnap’s translation. However, the verb must be analyzed as passive here.
13.3 Adverbial clauses based on the -\textit{bu}/-\textit{pu} converb

The -\textit{bu}/-\textit{pu}\textsuperscript{501} converb is marked with \textit{px} which encodes the actor or the undergoer; otherwise, the nominalization inherits the argument structure of the finite verb. The -\textit{bu}/-\textit{pu} converb clause is generally located in the left periphery and, thus, precedes the finite clause. As this adverbial clause allows both a temporal and a conditional interpretation, the temporal interpretation will be addressed first.

13.3.1 -\textit{bu}/-\textit{pu} converb clauses expressing a simultaneous relationship in the aorist

In the following examples, the \textit{bu}-converb clause allows only a temporal interpretation:

(52) \begin{quote}
\textit{kadada-bu-d} \quad \textit{id} \quad \textit{dörì-r}?
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
\textit{hunt-CON-PX.GEN.2SG} \quad \textit{NEG.AUX.IMP.2SG} \quad \textit{sp\textit{éa-CON-CN}}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
‘When you are hunting, do not speak!’ \cite{ZNB I 78}
\end{quote}

(53) \begin{quote}
\textit{bagu-ń} \quad \textit{mi-?} \quad \textit{ši} \quad \textit{pu-bu-tu} \quad \textit{ań} \quad \textit{mana} \quad \textit{loki}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
\textit{hole-PX.GEN.1SG} \quad \textit{in-LAT} \quad \textit{1SG.ACC} \quad \textit{lay-CON-PX.GEN.3PL.FOC} \quad \textit{say.3SG} \quad \textit{say.3SG}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
‘“When laying me into my grave,” she said, “suddenly such a wind will come,” so she said.’ \cite{EIB Clairvoyant}
\end{quote}

(54) \begin{quote}
\textit{kuna} \quad \textit{Potab} \quad \textit{keu-d} \quad \textit{to-bu-na?} \quad \textit{Potab}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
\textit{when} \quad \textit{Potapovo}\textsubscript{GEN} \quad \textit{side-LAT.SG} \quad \textit{come-CON-PX.GEN.1PL} \quad \textit{Potapovo}\textsubscript{GEN}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
\textit{nā-ń} \quad \textit{bid} \quad \textit{bar-xuđ} \quad \textit{enču-?} \quad \textit{oka-an}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
\textit{side-ABL} \quad \textit{water}\textsubscript{GEN} \quad \textit{shore-ABL.SG} \quad \textit{person}\textsubscript{[NOM.PL]} \quad \textit{many-PROL}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
\textit{odu} \quad \textit{ni-ń} \quad \textit{poroxod} \quad \textit{ded} \quad \textit{ñad-id?}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
\textit{boat}\textsubscript{GEN} \quad \textit{on-LOC} \quad \textit{ferry}\textsubscript{GEN} \quad \textit{toward} \quad \textit{come-R.3PL}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
‘When arriving at the side of Potapovo, from the shore many people came (Lit. people came ‘manily’) on their boats toward the ferry.’ \cite{ZNB Trip to Potapovo}
\end{quote}

(55) \begin{quote}
\textit{yolu-u-ş} \quad \textit{kaij-bu-ń} \quad \textit{detşu} \quad \textit{mi-n} \quad \textit{pida-ń}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
\textit{one-TRSL} \quad \textit{remain-CON-PX.GEN.1SG} \quad \textit{Yenisei}\textsubscript{GEN} \quad \textit{in-LOC} \quad \textit{be.afraid-1SG}
\end{quote}
\begin{quote}
‘While I remained on the Yenisei, I was afraid.’ \cite{NKB Yenisei}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{501}. In Tereščenko (1966: 452–453), the suffix was described as comprising a glottal stop -\textit{bu}/-\textit{pu}? yet no traces of it could be found.
13.3.2  
**-bu/-pu** converb clauses expressing a temporal relationship in the past

When the main finite verb is marked for the general past tense, the converb combines with an additional element -i and $\text{PX}_\text{GEN}$. As this marker -i is not attested elsewhere in the nominal domain, I currently assume that it could be a tense co-marker restricted to the -bu converb to maintain past tense reference.  

(56)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
te & \text{ponida-š} & \text{mosara-bu-i-ń} & \text{orte} & \text{muđ} \\
\text{[reindeer herder]-TRSL} & \text{work-CON-PST}_{\text{co}}-\text{PX}_\text{GEN.1SG} & \text{first} & \text{1SG} \\
\text{mosara-du-č} & // & \text{pervo} & \text{brigada-xun} \\
\text{work-1SG-PST} & & \text{first} & \text{brigade-LOC.SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘When I was working as a reindeer herder, first I worked in the first brigade.’  
[LDB Brigade]

(57)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
kolta-gu-bu-i-ń & \text{bu} & \text{kodi-š} \\
\text{clean-DUR-CON-PST}_{\text{co}}-\text{PX}_\text{GEN.1SG} & 3\text{SG} & \text{sleep-3SG.PST} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘While I was cleaning he slept.’  
[ZNB I 78]

(58)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
täta-bu-i-ń & \text{male} & \text{čas} & \text{ded} \\
\text{dress-CON-PST}_{\text{co}}-\text{PX}_\text{GEN.1SG} & \text{already} & \text{clock}_{\text{GEN}} & \text{toward} \\
\text{seyli-bu-i-ń} & \text{male} & \text{šidiūt} & \text{čas-iš} & \text{kañi-š} \\
\text{look-CON-PST}_{\text{co}}-\text{PX}_\text{GEN.1SG} & \text{already} & \text{eight hour-TRSL} & \text{go-3SG.PST} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘While I was dressing and looked at my watch, it became already 8 o’clock.’  
[ZNB Hat]

13.3.3  
**-bu/-pu** converb + conditional ńi + $\text{PX}_\text{GEN}$

The -bu converb can be combined with the conditional marker -ńi and $\text{PX}_\text{GEN}$, and the resulting construction receives a hypothetical interpretation with future reference:

(59)  
\[
\begin{array}{llllll}
ka-bu-ńi-ń & \text{uu} & \text{to-ńi-t} & \text{ši} & \text{šeru-go-š} \\
\text{die-CON-COND-PX}_\text{GEN.1SG} & 2\text{SG} & \text{come-COND-2SG} & \text{1SG.ACC} & \text{bury-DUR-CON} \\
\end{array}
\]

‘If I will die, please come to bury me.’  
[EIB Clairvoyant]

---

502. A similar observation for Tundra Enets was made by Anna Urmančëva (p.c.). The morpheme was identified by Sorokina in her contribution to ST (page 193), but was not further described.

503. In ST (page 193), Sorokina presented the form as -ńu, which would not match the conditional mood suffix. Whether this marker is indeed the conditional suffix is open for discussion (see e.g. Burkova 2003: 43–51 for a cross-Samoyedic survey). As there is a clear difference in meaning between the regular -bu converb and the -bu+ńi converb, a modal interpretation cannot be ignored and it is possible that the futuritive meaning is a secondary extension of the hypothetical notion.
‘If you come tomorrow (to work with me), bring me cigarettes.’ [ANP II 65]

The following example shows both the future conditional and the regular -bu verb:

“‘If I die, come! If you won’t come,” she said, “I and only so, if you won’t come to bury me,” she said, “on this night,” she said, so she must have said, “I will come to you. I will appear in your dream!’” [EIB Clairvoyant]

13.3.4 Variation in PX marking

The following list of observations presents data which awaits a more thorough investigation as it is currently not fully understood.

In several examples (all provided by ZNB during elicitation), the -bu verb is not followed by PX* but PX. The common semantics shared by these constructions is counterfactuality. Note that no temporal co-reference is attested between the non-finite bu-clause and the finite main clause:

‘If the weather had been good yesterday, I would have picked cloudberries (but I did not).’ [ZNB III 45]

A similar example provided by LDB reveals the past tense co-marker -i, which here resembles the perfective participle marker -i on the otherwise rarely attested verb eš ‘be’:
Complex sentences

The following example from a narrative shows a similar realization. In the recording, there is a clear intonation break between *ei* and *ebuda*:

(64)  

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>čenju</th>
<th>soiđa</th>
<th>ṅa</th>
<th>e-i</th>
<th>e-bu-da</th>
<th>muga-d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yesterday.ADV</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>sky</td>
<td>be-PTCP.PFT</td>
<td>be-COND-PX.3SG</td>
<td>forest-LAT.SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kan-ta-d-ut’</td>
<td>go-FUT-1SG-PST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

‘If the weather had been good yesterday, I would have gone into the forest (but I did not).’ [LDB II 80]

There are several more instances of such constructions in which the first component seems to be a perfective participle and the second component is the verb ‘be’ followed by the *-bu* converb and *PX*<sub>NOM</sub>. All examples represent counterfactual conditional clauses:

(65)  

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bu</th>
<th>mosa-da</th>
<th>tone-i</th>
<th>e-bu-da</th>
<th>bu</th>
<th>mosra-ńi-ś</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>work-PX.3SG</td>
<td>exist-PTCP.PFT</td>
<td>be-COND-PX.3SG</td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>work-COND-3SG.PST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

‘If he had had work, he would have worked.’ [ZNB III 44]

(66)  

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dogut</th>
<th>mosa-da</th>
<th>dagu-i</th>
<th>e-bu-da</th>
<th>bu</th>
<th>āki</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>work-PX.3SG</td>
<td>not.exist-PTCP.PFT</td>
<td>be-COND-PX.3SG</td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mosa</td>
<td>pońi-ńi-ś</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work&lt;sub&gt;[ACC]&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>hold-COND-3SG.PST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

‘If he had not had his own work, he would have done this work.’ [ZNB III 45]

(67)  

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bu</th>
<th>čiki</th>
<th>šer-ʔ</th>
<th>tāni</th>
<th>e-bu-da</th>
<th>bu</th>
<th>āu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>this</td>
<td>thing&lt;sub&gt;[ACC.PL]&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>know-PTCP.PFT</td>
<td>be-COND-PX.3SG</td>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>here.LAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-ńi-ś</td>
<td>to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG.AUX-COND-3SG.PST</td>
<td>come.CN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

‘If he had known about these things, he would not have come here.’ [ZNB III 45]

Such constructions are also found when the *-bu* converb is negated. In constructions with a counterfactual interpretation, the negative auxiliary takes the form of a perfective participle and the copula marked with *-bu* keeps its *PX*:

---

504. Very often, the complement of *dōxorāš* is accompanied with a *bu*-converb.
505. I have not found any examples in ET thus far.
‘If he had not hurried, he would have dried my boots.’ [ZNB IV 45]

‘If his foot had not hurt, he would have caught reindeer with you.’ [ZNB IV 45]

This sequential order is very unusual as it runs against the usual ordering principle whereby the negative auxiliary receives both the -bu suffix and PX, and the negated main verb is in the connegative form. Compare the hypothetical (61) with the counterfactual (69):

(61) ka-bu-ńi-ń to-ńi-t i-bu-t to
die-COND-COND-PX.GEN.1SG come-COND-2SG NEG.AUX-CON-PX.GEN.2SG come.cn
ań mana mud čiku-ru i-bu-t to
FOC say.3SG 1SG this-LIM NEG.AUX-CON-PX.GEN.2SG come.cn
ši šer-gu-š mana čik-ru pi-xun mana mu
1SG.ACC bury-DUR-COND say.3SG this-LIM night-LOC.SG say.3SG so
ma-ńu not to-da-d? du-ku-id odi-da-
say-ASS.3SG 2SG.LAT come-FUT-1SG dream-LOC.SG-px. gen.2SG appear-FUT-1SG

“‘If I die, come! If you won’t come,’ she said, ‘If you won’t come to bury me,’ she said, ‘on this night,’ she said, so she must have said, ‘I will come to you. I will appear in your dream!’’. [EIB Clairvoyant]

(69) yo-da i-i e-bu-da de-?
foot-PX.3SG NEG.AUX-PTCP.PFT be-COND-PX.3SG hurt-CN
bu nonid noru-ńi-ś
3SG 2SG.LOC catch-COND-3SG.PST

‘If his foot had not hurt, he would have caught reindeer with you.’ [ZNB IV 45]
tense marker with past tense reference, this adverbial clause type differs from all other adverbial clauses with temporal reference. Third, when expressing counterfactuality, the usual negation strategy in which person marking lies on the negative auxiliary is abandoned, a phenomenon which is not attested elsewhere in the language. Finally, the appearance of different $px$ encoding the actor is equally unattested elsewhere.

13.4 Control in adverbial clauses

The preceding section showed that adverbial clauses fall into two different types. Adverbial clauses expressing manner, which are formed with the -š converb, and purposive clauses formed with -ud’ do not allow any $px_{GEN}$ on the nominalized verb. In contrast, the nominalized verb in all temporal adverbial clauses (clauses of posteriority, simultaneity and anteriority) and $bu$-converb clauses are marked with $px_{GEN}$. This difference in realization can be explained by control. In adverbial clauses of the manner and purposive type, the argument of the finite verb serves as the argument of the non-finite verb but remains overtly unexpressed.

(30)  
\begin{align*}
\text{stol}_{} & \quad \text{ke-xun}_{} & \quad \text{adi-š}_{} & \quad \text{minxuda}_{} & \quad \text{karida}_{} & \quad \text{sei-gu-š}_{} \\
\text{table}_{} & \quad \text{side}-\text{LOC.SG}_{} & \quad \text{sit}-\text{CON}_{} & \quad \text{at.once}_{} & \quad \text{fish}.\text{PX.ACC.PL.3SG}_{} & \quad \text{clean}\text{-DUR-CON}_{} \\
\text{pā}_{} & \quad \text{begin.3SG}_{} \\
\end{align*}

‘Sitting at the table, he immediately started cleaning the fish.’ [LDB II 44]

(37)  
\begin{align*}
\text{mu̇d}_{} & \quad \text{pāu-uc}_{} & \quad \text{kāni-ta-dʔ}_{} & \quad \text{pontek}_{} & \quad \text{piri-ʔ}_{} \\
\text{1SG}_{} & \quad \text{collect.wood-PUROP}_{} & \quad \text{go-FUT-1SG}_{} & \quad \text{then}_{} & \quad \text{cook-IMP.2SG}_{} \\
\end{align*}

‘I will go collect wood. Then cook (him)!’ [ANP Giant and man]

In other words, as the subject of the main clause must be co-referential with the unexpressed subject of the adverbial clause, the nominalized verb does not need further marking.

In contrast, temporal adverbial clauses as well as -$bu$-converb clauses show $px_{GEN}$ on the nominalized verb. In all examples, the actor/undergoer of the adverbial clause and the main clause are not co-referential, and the $px_{GEN}$ on the non-finite verb marks the actor/undergoer in the adverbial clause:

(9)  
\begin{align*}
\text{Leonid}_{} & \quad \text{kañe-da}_{} & \quad \text{oru-n}_{} & \quad \text{mod}_{} & \quad \text{obu-xo}_{} & \quad \text{toi-ŋa-d-uʔ}_{} \\
\text{Leonid}_{} & \quad \text{go}_{\text{Nz-PX.GEN.3SG}} & \quad \text{before-LOC}_{} & \quad \text{1SG}_{} & \quad \text{what-INDF}_{\text{ACC}} & \quad \text{ask-FREQ-1SG-PST}_{} \\
\end{align*}

‘Before Leonid left, I asked him something.’ [VNB IV 143]

→ Agent of adverbial clause ≠ agent of main clause.
(17) `While I was sitting on the shore of the Yenisei, boats came.' [NKB I 130]

→ Agent of adverbial clause ≠ agent of main clause.

(28) ‘Some years after his death, the old woman had died.’ [LDB Taboo]

→ Agent of adverbial clause ≠ agent of main clause.

(53) ‘When laying me into my grave,” she said, “suddenly such a wind will come,” so she said.’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

→ Undergoer of adverbial clause ≠ agent of main clause.

In contrast to the general possessive value of $pX_{GEN}$, all four examples reveal some problems with regard to possession. All adverbial clauses are structurally uniform because no overt subject can be identified. $pX_{GEN}$ on the nominalized verb expresses the agent/undergoer which needs not be co-referential with the agent/undergoer of the finite verb. It shows that the agent/undergoer of the finite verb cannot control the adverbial clause. Therefore $pX_{GEN}$ marking of verbs should be understood as relational marking because the agent/undergoer must be overtly expressed, and the $pX_{GEN}$ serves as the controller of the adverbial clause. Although it seems to resemble a kind of non-canonical subject marking, this is currently only a working hypothesis.

13.5 Complement clauses

Forest Enets has no conjunction that marks constructions as complement clauses, but complement clauses can be classified on the basis of form and syntactic function. Formally, two types can be distinguished: a) complement clauses with finite predicates, and b) complement clauses with non-finite predicates, i.e. converbs and nominalizations with zero/-$ma$.

The syntactic function of complement clauses depends on complement-taking predicates.
1) Complement clauses in S position

Complements in S position are only attested in a special construction (the permissive construction), which is headed by denominally conjugated adjectives in predicative position, which are further preceded by a -bu converb.

2) Complement clauses occupying the position of the object of transitive verbs

The following transitive verbs, which are grouped according to their semantics, allow sentential complements in O position. This list is not comprehensive but instead represents verbs for which corpus evidence is currently available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MENTAL STATE / EVENT</th>
<th>PERCEPTION / UTTERANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tāniš ‘know’</td>
<td>nodoš ‘listen, hear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doxoraš ‘not know’</td>
<td>modāč ‘see’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pič ‘be afraid, to fear’</td>
<td>badiāš ‘tell’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>durtš ‘forget’</td>
<td>toiduš ‘ask’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13-2: O complement-taking verbs in Forest Enets

3) Complement clauses in the function of oblique arguments

Complement clauses in the function of oblique arguments are attested only with the verb komaš ‘want’.

Several verbs which from a cross-linguistic perspective frequently take clausal complements are lacking in Forest Enets and some comments are needed regarding these. Speech act verbs constitute such a class. Whereas English is abundant in speech-act verbs, this semantic class of verbs is less prominent in Russian (e.g. Wierzbicka 1988: 252–255), and in comparison, Forest Enets has even fewer. Speech-act verbs in Forest Enets are semantically vague and show a wider range of meanings than their Russian counterparts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Russian</th>
<th>Forest Enets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>order</td>
<td>велеть, приказать</td>
<td>mad ‘say’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demand</td>
<td>требовать</td>
<td>mad ‘say’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ask</td>
<td>просить</td>
<td>toiduš ‘ask’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>request</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>toiduš ‘ask’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propose</td>
<td>предлагать</td>
<td>mad ‘say’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suggest</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>mad ‘say’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urge</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>mad ‘say’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13-3: Speech-act verbs in Russian, English and Forest Enets, based on Wierzbicka 1988
In contrast to its English and Russian translation equivalents, *mad* ‘say’ is not a complement-taking verb but is followed by direct speech:

(70)  
duri-na-b bu noñ mana sokoo mod mana  
speak-FREQ-1DU 3SG 1SG.ACC say.3SG younger.relative.PX.1SG 1SG say.3SG  
tada kadi-ŋa-d? peri kadi-mubi-d mana ka-bu-ni-n  
now be.sick-FREQ-1SG always be.sick-HAB-1SG say.3SG die-CON-COND-PX.GEN.1SG  
unu to-ŋi-d si šeru-go-š nod mana bada-i či  
now come-COND-2SG 1SG.ACC bury-DUR-CON 2SG.ACC say.3SG word-PX.1SG so  
‘We talked, she said to me: “Young relative, I,” she said, “now I’m sick, I have been sick for a while,” she said. “When I die please come to bury me”. “To you,” she said, “so is my word”. ’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(71)  
no nona ma-ńu čiki operativnik uда? ań? kańi-ra?  
so 1PL.ACC say-ASS.3SG this policeman 2PL FOC go-IMP.2SG  
ma-ńu Potabu-d  
say-ASS.3SG Potapovo-LAT.SG  
‘So to us the policeman said: “But you go,” he said, “to Potapovo”. ’ [NKB Prisoners]

During the initial phase of my fieldwork I documented some examples for conditional -ńi complements of *mad* ‘say’ in elicitation, which look very similar to indirect speech. But during later stages of my fieldwork, such examples never re-appeared. Therefore I assume that examples such as (72) are artifacts of elicitation, as it resembles a one-to-one translation from Russian. In this type of indirect command, Russian, too, encodes the verb in the complement as conditional:

(72)  
ää-du mana-š nī-xita budu  
mother-PX.SG.3PL say-3SG.PST child-LAT.PL.POSS-PX.GEN.PL.3SG 3PL  
mosa-ńu mä-ńi-č  
work-PX.ACC.PL.3PL make-COND-3PL.PST  
‘Their mother said to her children that they should do their work.’ [ZNB I 79]

Finally, *mad* cannot be passivized, which underlines its intransitive nature.

Also *biid* ‘think’ is an intransitive verb and does not take any complements. What follows *biid* is considered direct speech in Forest Enets:

(73)  
mod biituńa-d? otuńmuju modiń kaśin modi-t-iń  
1SG think-1SG fall.ADV 1DU friend.PX.PL.1DU see-FUT-PL.1DU  
‘I think: “we will meet each other in fall”. ’ [ZNB II 106]
13.5.1 Complement clauses in S position

Complements in S position are headed by denominally conjugated adjectives in predicative position, which are preceded by a -bu verb. The complement consists of a -bu verb and a px_gen referring to the agent. The difference between soida ‘good’ or boo ‘bad’ lies in the scope of the expected answer in the permissive construction:

(74) budíʔ òuʔ adu-bu-ðiʔ boo
3DU here-LAT sit-CON-PX.GEN.3PL bad.3SG
‘May they not sit down here?’ (Lit. ‘their two here sitting down is bad?’) [ZNB 10.02.2006]

(75) bu òu adu-bu-da soida
3SG here.LAT sit-CON-PX.GEN.3SG good.3SG
‘May he sit down here?’ (Lit. ‘his here sitting down is good?’) [ZNB 10.02.2006]

13.5.2 Finite complement clauses in O position

Finite complement clauses are found in O position. For this type of complementation, the language relies on a rather unusual use of conjugation II on the matrix verbs and word order. The following is a typical example of complementation in the contemporary language:

(76) muð nodo-b-uš uu bodu kan-ta-d
1SG hear-SG.1SG 2SG tundra.LAT go-FUT-2SG
‘I heard that you will go into the tundra.’ [LDB I 91]

On the surface, example (76) looks like juxtaposition. Both clauses show finite verbs and each clause is individually marked for tense. Note, however, that the matrix verb is encoded with a vx belonging to conjugation II:

(76) [muð nodo-b-uš] [uu bodu kan-ta-d]
1SG hear-SG.1SG 2SG tundra.LAT go-FUT-2SG
‘[I heard it] [you will go into the tundra].’

As the following contrastive example shows, the complement in (76) is located in a rather unusual position when compared with the usual SOV word order in simple transitive clauses:
The complement-taking verb of the matrix clause in (76) is marked for object reference (singular object). As another example of a complement shows, it is not incidental:

(78) ää-r täni-da <kirba-du-d tit-ta>  
mother-PX.2SG know-SG.3SG bread-BEN-PX.ACC.2SG buy-FUT.3SG  
‘Your mother remembered that she will buy bread for you.’ [LDB I 142]

Usually, the V\* of conjugation II are used anaphorically, but in examples (76) and (78) the matrix verb refers cataphorically to the complement in O position. As far as I know, complement clause constructions in O position are the only instance where conjugation II is used cataphorically. Furthermore, both example (76) and example (78) were uttered under one intonation curve, which further demonstrates that despite dealing with finite clauses, both units belong firmly together.

Syntactically, both the main clause that hosts the finite matrix verb in conjugation II and the complement clause in O position are finite. The complement clause is bound to the matrix clause only by the valency of the matrix verb and the cataphoric use of conjugation II. In principle, the complement clause could also stand by itself as its internal word order matches the word order of regular clauses. Still, word order is equally important because the position of the complement relative to its matrix verb is the unusual SVO\textsubscript{COMPL}\textsuperscript{*} instead of the expected SO\textsubscript{COMPL} V:

(79) ää-b mot-pi-da-š <ńe-da kidi moriä>  
mother-PX.1SG see-PERF-SG.3SG-PST child-PX.3SG cup\textsubscript{ACC} break.3SG  
‘My mother saw that her child broke a cup.’ [NKB I 142]

Further, finite complement clauses are independent with regard to time reference:

(78) ää-r täni-da <kirba-du-d tit-ta>  
mother-PX.2SG know-SG.3SG bread-BEN-PX.ACC.2SG buy-FUT.3SG  
‘Your mother remembered that she will buy bread for you.’ [LDB I 142]

(80) uu tänä-r <kašida Dudinka-xad äu  
2SG know-SG.2SG friend.PX.PL.3SG Dudinka-ABL.SG here.LAT  

to-bi-ʔ>  
come-PERF-3PL  
‘Do you know that his friends have come from Dudinka?’ [LDB I 138]
Complex sentences

(81) Vitalij  tän-ta-da  <koxun  ya  tuka-i>
Vitalij  know-FUT-SG.3SG  where.LOC  be.LOC.3SG  axe-PX.1SG
‘Vitalij will know where my axe is.’ [LDB II 52]

Concerning mood, no examples of mood-marked matrix verbs are currently at my disposal. However, mood and evidentiality-marked verbs are attested in complements:

(82) uu  täni-r  <ku  kańi-sa>
2SG  know-SG.2SG  where.LAT  go-IRG.3SG
‘Do you know where he went?’ [LDB I 137]

(83) āää-b́  nodu-bi-da-š  <kiđi  morâ-unu-da-š>
mother-PX.1SG  hear-PERF-SG.3SG-PST  cup[ACC]  break-AUD-3SG-PST
‘My mother heard that [the child] broke a cup.’ [NKB I 142]

Negation, too, can be applied independently to both clauses:

(84) mod́  nodu-b-uš  <pogu-d́  i-bi-š  kań-؟>
1SG  hear-SG.1SG-PST  fish-CON  NEG.AUX-PERF-3SG.PST  go-CN
‘I heard that he did not go fishing.’ [LDB I 136]

(85) mod́  āe-b-uš  nodo-؟  <pogu-ć  kańi-bi-š>
1SG  NEG.AUX-SG.1SG-PST  listen-CN  fish-CON  go-PERF-3SG.PST
‘I did not hear that he went fishing.’ [LDB I 136]

13.5.3 Non-finite complement clauses in O position

Although there is a clear trend toward encoding complement clauses as finite clauses resulting in SVO\textsubscript{compl} word order, occasionally non-finite complements with the infinitival manner converb -š are also attested. In such instances, the regular SOV word order tends to be preserved (except for in example 88). Non-finite complement clauses in O position are dependent on the time reference of the matrix verb.

(86) kasa  āči  āsi-da  kodu  mui-d́  pärčuo
[man\textsubscript{[n/c]}  youngster]  father-PX.ACC.3SG  sled[ACC]  build-CON  help.3SG
‘The youngster helped his father build a sled.’ [ZNB I 81]

506. Word order in this example is slightly unusual and reflects some interference with Russian.
Modal verbs and the impersonal verb *taraš* ‘it is necessary, must’ also belong to this type of complements:

(89) \[ tāda \quad ko-š \quad lod-ina? \quad šidi \quad deri \quad pe-ŋ-inə? \quad male \]
    \[ now \quad find-\text{CON} \quad \text{not.can-PL.1\text{PL}} \quad \text{two day search-FREQ-PL.1\text{PL}} \quad \text{already} \]
    ‘Now we cannot find them, we have been looking for them for two days already.’
    [LDB Shaman]

(90) \[ mod \quad segmit \quad šer \quad tasla-š \quad piriā-d? \]
    \[ 1\text{SG} \quad \text{all thing}_{[\text{ACC}]} \quad \text{explain-\text{CON}} \quad \text{can-1\text{SG}} \]
    ‘I can explain everything (Lit. ‘all things’).’
    [ZNB I 71]

(91) \[ tāda \quad ań \quad pāči \quad čuńi-š \quad tara \]
    \[ now \quad \text{FOC} \quad \text{oven light-\text{CON}} \quad \text{must.3\text{SG}} \]
    ‘Now, one must light the oven.’
    [ANP Oven]

(92) \[ mud \quad labka-d \quad kańi-š \quad tara \]
    \[ 1\text{SG} \quad \text{shop-LAT.\text{SG}} \quad \text{go-\text{CON}} \quad \text{must.3\text{SG}} \]
    ‘I must go to the shop.’
    [EIB I 179]

13.5.4 Complement clauses with *komaš* ‘want’ in the function of oblique arguments

The Forest Enets translation equivalent of English ‘want’ is not a transitive verb because it governs lative case and for this reason cannot take a complement clause in o position. Further, as an intransitive, verb *komaš* cannot be passivized:

(93) \[ mud \quad osa-d \quad koma-d? \]
    \[ 1\text{SG} \quad \text{meat-LAT.\text{SG}} \quad \text{want-1\text{SG}} \]
    ‘I want meat.’
    [ZNB I 81]
However, *komaš* as a bivalent intransitive verb can take complement clauses in the function of oblique arguments. Such complements, based on zero/-ma nominalizations, are always non-finite and the canonical word order is preserved:

\[(94)\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  \text{mud̀} & [\text{čiki} \quad \text{kiči} \quad \text{tidiä-t}] & \text{koma-đ}  \\
  1SG & \text{this} \quad \text{pot[?]} & \text{buy}_{\text{NLZ-LAT.SG}} \quad \text{want-1SG}  \\
\end{array}
\]

‘I want to buy this pot.’ [VNB IV 143]

Due to the absence of case morphology, the grammatical status of *kiči ‘pot’* within the complement is unsettled. In the following similar example, a *px* can be found, but due to homonymy it allows two interpretations, namely *px.gen.3sg* or *px.acc.3sg*:

\[(95)\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  \text{bu} & [\text{dii-da} \quad \text{sosu-ma-t}] & \text{koma-š}  \\
  3SG & \text{njuk-px?.3SG} & \text{sew-\text{NLZ-LAT.SG}} \quad \text{want-3SG.PST}  \\
\end{array}
\]

‘She wants to sew a njuk.’ [NKB IV 159]

Although currently not finally provable, I assume that *njuk* is followed by *px.gen*, because it serves as an adjunct of the nominalized verb. In syntactic terms it must be the head of this nominalization as it receives lative case marking. This means that (94) and (95) should be analyzed as follows:

\[(94)\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  \text{mud̀} & [\text{čiki} \quad \text{kiči} \quad \text{tidiä-t}] & \text{koma-đ}  \\
  1SG & \text{this} \quad \text{pot}_{\text{[GEN]}} & \text{buy}_{\text{NLZ-LAT.SG}} \quad \text{want-1SG}  \\
\end{array}
\]

‘I want to buy this pot.’ [VNB IV 143]

\[(95)\]
\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  \text{bu} & [\text{dii-da} \quad \text{sosu-ma-t}] & \text{koma-š}  \\
  3SG & \text{njuk-px.gen.3SG} & \text{sew-\text{NLZ-LAT.SG}} \quad \text{want-3SG.PST}  \\
\end{array}
\]

‘She wants to sew a njuk.’ [NKB IV 159]

Here, too, the time reference of the nominalized complement is dependent on the time reference expressed by the matrix verb.

### 13.5.5 Excursus: finite O complements with *komaš*

As already shown above, *komaš* ‘want’ can take a complement which appears in the position of the oblique argument. Further, a second complementation pattern with a different word order is attested. Compare the following three examples:

\[(96)\]
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  \text{mud̀} & \text{osa-d} & \text{koma-d?}  \\
  1SG & \text{meat-LAT.SG} & \text{want-1SG}  \\
\end{array}
\]

‘I want meat.’ [ZNB I 81]
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(97)  
\[ \text{bu} \quad [d’i-da] \quad \text{sosu-ma-t}] \quad \text{koma-Š} \]  
\[ 3\text{SG} \quad \text{njuk-PX.GEN.3SG} \quad \text{sew-NLZ-LAT.3SG} \quad \text{want-3SG.PST} \]  
‘She wants to sew a njuk.’ [NKB IV 159]

(98)  
\[ \text{Nadja} \quad \text{koma-Š} \quad <\text{Leonid} \quad \text{pā-d-ida}] \quad \text{pāt-ni-Š}> \]  
\[ \text{Nadja} \quad \text{want-3SG.PST} \quad \text{Leonid} \quad \text{wood-BEN-PX.ACC.PL.3SG} \quad \text{cut-COND-3SG.PST} \]  
‘Nadjai wanted Leonidi to make firewood for themi.’ [VNB IV 143]

In (98), *komaš* is followed by a finite complement clause (\(\text{svx}\text{compl}\)) and not by a nominalized clause in the position of an oblique argument (\(\text{sx}\text{complv}\)) as shown above.

Also, the following example shows another finite complement:

(99)  
\[ āčui \quad \text{koma-ńim} \quad <\text{āā-da} \quad \text{kirba-d-da}] \quad \text{mi-ni-Š}> \]  
\[ \text{youngster} \quad \text{want-ASS.3SG} \quad \text{mother-PX.3SG} \quad \text{bread-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG} \quad \text{buy-COND-3SG.PST} \]  
‘The boy wants his mother to buy him bread.’ [LDB IV 158]

The complement clauses in (98) and (99) are syntactically fully independent, and grammatical relations are encoded as usual. This means that *komaš* seems to take two different kinds of complements. The first type of complement, restricted to phrasal complements, appears in the position where oblique arguments are to be expected, and here *komaš* functions as a bivalent intransitive verb. In examples (98) and (99), *komaš* functions as a bivalent transitive verb and takes a finite complement clause in \(O\) position. Although this suggests that *komaš* might have two different argument structures, further research is necessary.

13.5.6 Finite complement clauses and discourse

The fact that all examples of finite complement clauses come from elicitation is not a matter of convenience, as only one example could be detected in transcribed narratives:

(100)  
\[ \text{seji-Š} \quad \text{ań} \quad \text{Vitalika} \quad \text{karabin-sai} \quad \text{nā} \]  
\[ \text{see-SG.1SG} \quad \text{FOC} \quad \text{PN} \quad \text{rifle-COM} \quad \text{stand.3SG} \]  
‘I saw that Vitalik stood (there) with his rifle.’ [LDB Bear]

As all consultants coherently produced \(\text{svo}\text{compl}\) for complements in \(O\) position (similarly to the only corpus example), it is safe to assume that finite complement clauses do exist.

507 The occurrence of conditionals in the complement clause is not surprising because of the semantics of ‘want’, which expresses a potentially emerging situation/event. Further, the semantic potential of *komaš* is much wider and in addition to ‘want’, it can also mean ‘plan’, ‘intend’ and apparently also ‘wish’.
in Forest Enets and that we are not dealing with artifacts of elicitation.\textsuperscript{508} As this category has not been described in earlier accounts, it remains to be seen whether a detailed corpus study of older texts (e.g. ET) will produce more examples.

13.5.7 Raising

All attempts to identify raising in Forest Enets have produced no evidence for such operations.

13.5.8 Summary

The previous discussion has shown that complement clauses are structurally clearly distinct. Finite complement clauses in \( O \) position, which are governed by transitive verbs, are not embedded but follow the matrix clause, which results in the unique word order \( SV_{\text{CONJUGATION II}} \ O_{\text{COMPL}} \). The verb of the matrix clause in conjugation II refers cataphorically to its complement, and agrees with it in the singular. With respect to time reference, all finite complement clauses are independent of the complement-taking verb. By contrast, time reference of non-finite complements (converbs or nominalizations of the zero/-ma type) is dependent on the matrix verb. Finally, a short note is required. Although some more research is needed, it appears that cataphoric agreement is syntactic rather than semantic. Although example (80) clearly has more than one participant in the complement clause, the matrix verb agrees only in the singular with its complement:

\[
(80) \quad \text{uu tänä-}r <\text{kašida} \text{Dudinka-xad} \text{äu} \text{to-bi-?} > \\
\text{2SG know-SG.2SG friend.PX.PL.3SG Dudinka-ABL.SG here.LAT come-PERF-3PL}
\]

‘Do you know that his friends have come from Dudinka?’ [LDB I 138]

The complement clause in \( O \) position seems to be considered a singular entity (one arrival) regardless of the fact that the arrival of several men is expressed. If ‘agreement’ were to be expressed semantically, the matrix verb would refer to ‘arriving men’ and show a plural reference, which it does not.

Generally, complements in \( O \) position show a firmer syntactic connection to the matrix verb due to conjugation II on the verb. When \( komaš \) governs finite complement clauses in the same position, agreement is absent because the verb is morphosyntactically intransitive. In contrast, when \( komaš \) is used as a bivalent intransitive verb, complements occupy the slot of oblique arguments where the phrase-final nominalized verb is marked for lative case. This means that the complement clause of transitive \( komaš \) is syntactically less tightly bound to the matrix verb as complements of transitive verbs require conjugation II on the matrix verb.

\textsuperscript{508} However, I have to admit that I did not work on complements with all consultants; complex syntactic constructions were studied only with the help of fully fluent speakers.
13.6 Phasal predicates

The last kind of complementation to be discussed comprises phasal complements of verbs, such as 'begin', 'start', 'stop' or 'finish'. Such verbs have been classified differently in recent literature. Dixon calls such verbs secondary verbs: "Every language has a set of what is convenient to call 'secondary concepts', including 'not', 'can', 'try', 'want', and 'make'. They cannot be used by themselves but must be linked to a verb [...] which is either explicitly stated or understood from the context" (Dixon 2006: 11). Noonan uses the label 'phasal predicates' (aspectuals): "Phasal predicates refer to the phase of an act or state: its inception, continuation, or termination and are represented in English by forms such as begin, start, continue, keep on, finish, stop and cease" (Noonan 2007: 139).

The following short description follows the position advocated by Noonan, as there is not enough data available for Dixon’s secondary types A, B, and C. It must, however, be added that Noonan’s classification of phasal predicates (alternatively ‘aspectuals’) is not without problems, because aspect can be expressed morphologically in Forest Enets.509

13.6.1 Verbs allowing phasal complements

In Forest Enets, phasal complements are time-dependent as time reference depends on the matrix verb. The phasal complement is encoded by the infinitival converb -š and objects can be added if argument structure requires it. The phasal complement is always found in pre-verbal position. We begin the presentation of phasal complements with complements focusing on the end point of an action (the translation equivalents of English 'stop', 'end', and 'finish'):

(101) ăsi kod-da mui-š po-da
father sled-PX.ACC.3S make-CON end-SG.3SG
‘Father finished making his sled.’ [LDB I 142]

(102) paddu-ŋa-d? ibleig-on mosa-i paddu-č tonā-š
write-FREQ-1SG little-PROL work-PX.ACC.1SG write-CON exist-3SG.PST
čiki dodā-d?
this finish-1SG
‘I wrote a little bit. There was some writing, this I finished.’ [ZNB Weekend]

509. Forest Enets has no verb ‘continue’ and this function is taken over by the durative or the habitual aspect. It does not mean that the resulting predicate consists of two verbs.
With the Forest Enets translation equivalent of English ‘begin’, päš, a morphosyntactic conflict with the inchoative aspect derivation -ra/-la must be mentioned (see also 12.5.1). As the inchoative aspect in -ra/-la- alters transitivity, verbs need to be conjugated in conjugation type III and no longer allow objects:

(104)  
kasa-iʔ  male  mui-tu-l-idʔ  
man-PX.1SG  already  build-DETR-INCH-3SG  
‘My husband already began building.’ [LDB & NKB I 189]

When an object must be added, a phasal complement with päš ‘begin’ must be used to express that the transitive event is beginning:

(105)  
no  šeru-gu-š  pā-baʔ  
so  bury-DUR-CON  begin-1PL  
‘So we started to bury (her).’ [EIB Clairvoyant]

(106)  
peči  muju-č  pā-da-dʔ  
oven[ACC]  make-CON  begin-FUT-1SG  
‘I will start to build a (new) oven.’ [ANP Oven]

(107)  
nä  āči  kasa-da  pe-č  pā-da  
[woman[n/g]  youngster]  friend-PX.ACC.3SG  search-CON  begin-SG.3SG  
‘The girl started looking for her friend.’ [LDB II 48]
13.7 The relative clause

Clausal modification of heads of NPs which corresponds to relative clauses in English is expressed by two different constructions. The first construction is based on a participle construction (further $\text{RC}_{\text{PTCP}}$) and seems to represent an autochthonous Forest Enets strategy. In the second construction, an interrogative pronoun serves as a relative pronoun, which is followed by the relative clause (further $\text{RC}_{\text{RP}}$). All examples of type two come from elicitation with one consultant and their grammaticality was not fully approved. Formally, such relative clauses are similar to Russian, and at present it is not possible to say whether this strategy is grammatical or an artifact of elicitation. These two types of relative clauses differ with regard to the following formal characteristics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\text{RC}_{\text{PTCP}}$</th>
<th>$\text{RC}_{\text{RP}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>relativization strategy</td>
<td>gapping</td>
<td>pronominalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relativized constituent</td>
<td>subject, object, recipient</td>
<td>oblique (excl. recipient)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13-4: Relative clauses in Forest Enets

13.7.1 Relative clauses based on participles ($\text{RC}_{\text{PTCP}}$)

Relative clauses based on participles are used to relativize subjects and direct objects via gapping. In the first type of participle-based relative clauses, the relative clause has an inherent tense value which derives from the underlying participle. Compare the following examples for subject relativization:

(108) kati $\acute{\text{n}}$ubuku-xin sanuko
girl doll-LOC.PL play.3SG
‘The girl played with the dolls.’ [ZNB I 61]

(109) a. $\acute{\text{n}}$ubuku-xin sanuko-da kati
doll-LOC.PL play-PTCP.IPF girl
‘A girl who is playing with dolls.’ [ZNB I 61]

b. $\acute{\text{n}}$ubuku-xin sanuko-iʔ kati
doll-LOC.PL play-PTCP.PFT girl
‘A girl who played with dolls.’ [ZNB I 61]

510. Whereas participle-based relatives are attested in recorded speech, finite interrogative-based relative clauses are attested only in elicitation. As the second strategy is identical to Russian, it could be a structural borrowing if it is not the result of typological chance. Generally, the relative clause complex turned out to be one of the most difficult topics, and even fluent consultants occasionally had difficulty in producing such forms. As relative clauses were generally assumed to be troublesome, only ZDB was willing to spend some time working on this topic. As relative clauses in Forest Enets have never been studied in earlier research, no point of reference is available. Because the presented data relies heavily on ZNB’s idiolect, the following survey must clearly be understood as a preliminary classification.
c. tāxā te-kuča ka-uda te
that reindeer-DIM die-PTCP.FUT reindeer
‘That reindeer which will be killed.’ (Lit. ‘that reindeer a will-die reindeer’.) [LDB II 62]

d. mud Tartu-xud to-i enči-dʔ
1SG Tartu-ABL.SG come-PTCP.PFT person-1SG
‘I am a person from Tartu.’ [ZNB I 27]

e. Evenkija-xa to-i enči-š
Evenkija-ABL.SG come-PTCP.PFT person-3SG.PST
‘He was from Evenkija.’ [LDB Clairvoyant]

A head-modifying participle construction functions as the object of a higher clause:

(110) modń ųubuku-xin sanuko-a kati modā-d
1SG doll-LOC.PL play-PTCP.IPF girl [ACC] see-1SG
‘I see a girl who plays with dolls.’ [ZNB I 62]

Further, the perfective participle -i(ʔ) can receive PX marking, but in order for this to occur the verb must be marked with the detransitive suffix -du/-tu. In this constellation, the PXACC on the participle agrees with the modified noun which is the accusative object of the matrix clause. Further, number agreement is possible, too:

(111) tit-tu-i-b koru-i maľe noda
buy-DETRS-PTCP.PFT-PX.ACC.1SG knife-PX.ACC.1SG already 3SG.LAT
miā-b-uš
give-SG.1SG-PST
‘The knife which I bought, I have already given it to him.’ [LDB II 66]

(112) tidi-du-i-b koru-da maľe dopi-đa
buy-DETRS-PTCP.PFT-PX.ACC.1SG knife-PX.ACC.3SG already loose-SG.3SG
‘The knife which I bought for him, he has already lost it.’ [ZNB III 14]

(113) tidi-du-i-b koru-ʔ kodu nį-n mušči
buy-DETRS-PTCP.PFT-PX.1SG knife-PX.1SG sledGEN on-LOC lie.3SG
‘The knife which I bought is on the sled.’ [ZNB III 14]

(114) tidi-du-i-xin šidi meju koru-xiʔ [...]
buy-DETRS-PTCP.PFT-PX.ACC.DU.3SG two new knife-[NOM,DU]
‘The two new knives which I have bought…’ [ZNB III 14]
13.7.2 Relativization of other grammatical roles

As shown above, Forest Enets relativizes both subjects and objects with the help of participle constructions. The strategy for grammatical roles ranking lower on the Accessibility Hierarchy of subject > object > indirect object > oblique > genitive > object of comparison (Keenan & Comrie 1977) remains somehow unclear.

13.7.2.1 Relativization of ‘indirect objects’

Concerning indirect objects, it is not clear whether Forest Enets has such a grammatical category at all. The equivalent of a relativized IO in English, such as ‘the girl to whom mother gave X’ was translated via a passive participle and was rendered as ‘the girl to whom X was given by Y’. The promotion to passive shows that the equivalent of IO cannot be relativized by the same means as SUBJ and DO.

(116)  \[ää-xu-da\ nāä mi-la-i kati\]
mother-LAT.SG.POSS-PX.GEN.3SG needle give-PASS-PTCP.PFT girl

‘The girl who was given a needle by her mother…’ [ZNB I 61]

(117)  \[ńubuku-du-da nā-d mi-la-i kati\]
\[mod\ modä-d?\]
doll-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG woman-LAT.SG give-PASS-PTCP.PFT girl_{ACC}
1SG see-1SG

‘I saw the girl who was given a doll by a woman.’ [ZNB I 62]

13.7.2.2 Relativization of lower grammatical roles via pronominalization

Grammatical functions which are located on the right end of the Accessibility Hierarchy of oblique > genitive > object of comparison were relativized via a pronominalization strategy where interrogative pronouns were used as relative pronouns. Such examples are very few and sounded awkward to the consultant. It is currently unclear whether such examples really represent idiomatic Forest Enets or if they should be regarded an attempt to accommodate a Russian structure by Enets means.\[511\]

\[511\] Personally I assume that all the following examples should be considered artifacts of elicitation but further research is needed.
The revitalization of obliques (ablative, locative, possessor) relies on interrogative pronouns. Further, in examples (118) and (120) the verb in the main clause is marked by a hither-to unknown element for which I have been unable to find an analysis so far:

(118) ?nā še-xud modin? kari tidi-sai malē mensi
woman who-ABL.SG IDU fish[ACC] buy-? already old.woman.3SG
‘The woman from whom we bought fish is already an old woman.’ [ZNB III 66]

(119) ?moga kunin ńe-ʔ sanuko aga
forest where.LOC children-[NOM.PL] play.3PL big.3SG
‘The forest in which the children play is big.’ [ZNB III 66]

(120) ?bunki-r še mu-d moðna? pirigu-sa? šimi-d?
dog-PX.2SG who[GEN] food-BEN IPL cook-? run.away-R.3SG
‘Your dog whose food (Lit. food for whom) we prepared ran away.’ [ZNB IV 61]
14. Texts

During all fieldtrips spontaneous narratives were collected, transcribed and translated. During the 2011 fieldtrip some recordings of the parental generation from different personal archives which I have obtained in recent years were also transcribed and translated. A large quantity of texts is already fully annotated in ELAN. The text corpus representing the speech of the last generation of speakers now contains over 110 recordings exceeding 9 hours of narratives, some dialogues and several songs. Additionally, there are 70 minutes of transcribed and translated narratives from the parental generation. The sound files from the DOBES phase are already uploaded to the archive at MPI Nijmegen and can be accessed there.

The following five texts represent the speech of the current generation and with one exception were recorded between 2006 and 2008. I have chosen to represent the speech of four fully fluent speakers and one speaker who has retained good skills but wrote up his stories first and then read them aloud for recording. As the transliteration of these narratives was rechecked separately again, fragments of these texts which appear in the grammatical description might not match entirely in terms of all details. The interested reader is encouraged to consult and compare the following transcript with the original recordings, which are stored at the DOBES Archive and can be accessed online after registration.

The presentation of all narratives is uniform. Numbering of lines is for convenience and not motivated by speech turns or the like. The texts are presented in the practical orthography but in contrast to the conventions in the grammatical description, the transcription is now more normalized and e.g. missing glottal stops are added. Prominent idiosyncratic features are, however, preserved; the sign [...] marks removed disfluencies or instances which were not translatable, the symbols / and // mark shorter and longer pauses in the narrative.
14.1 Nadežda Bolina: Mouse and Fish

This spontaneous narrative was recorded on February 20th 2007 in Potapovo by Florian Siegl. It was transcribed and translated by Zoja Bolina and Florian Siegl in March 2007. This narrative is one of the few traditional narratives in the corpus:

(1) tonida kunida tobik-uku ðiri-bi ðoxa bar-xun
time somewhere mouse-DIM live-PERF.3SG river[GEN] shore-LOC.SG
ðiri-bi
live-PERF.3SG
‘Sometime, somewhere a little mouse lived, on the bank of a river it lived.’

(2) ou mana
so say.3SG
‘“oh,” (the little mouse) said.’

(3) kari-da enču-ń məd512 ko-gu-dʔ?
fish-PTCP.IPF personPux-PX.ACC.PL.1SG 1SG find-DUR-1SG
‘“I will visit (Lit. find) my fishermen”.’

(4) ko tā-xod odu-ku-du-da mā
birch[GEN] bark-ABL.SG boat-DIM-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG make.3SG
‘Out of birch bark it made a little boat for itself.’

(5) odu-ku-da ni?- adi?- kōnt tobik-uku ðoxo me-on
boat-DIM-PX.GEN.3SG in-LAT sit-R.3SG go.3SG mouse-DIM river[GEN] on-PROL
‘(The mouse) sat down in its boat and went on the river.’

(6) dāda dāda ðoxa me-on mədāʔā or-da nā-n
go.PPF.3SG go.PPF.3SG river[GEN] in-PROL see.3SG front-PX.GEN.3SG side-LOC
kori-da enčuʔ mədāʔā
sweep.net.fish-PTCP.IPF513 person-A ACC.PL see.3SG
‘The mouse went and went on the river. Ahead it saw, fishermen with sweep nets, it saw.’

512. The realization of 1P forms e.g. 1SG mod/‘mud’ as məd is typical for NKB.
513. There is some variation in the recording between koriđađa and korida. I have normalized all forms to korida.
(7) kori-da enču-ń leu-ńa?- tobik-uko-u
sweep.net.fish-PTCP.IPF person-PL.1SG shout-FREQ-3PL mouse-DIM-PX.1SG514
tobik-uko-u tođnuk đada-ʔ kari-ku-du-d oo-ʔ
mouse-DIM-PX.1SG close(r) go-IMP.2SG fish-DIM-BEN-PX.ACC.2SG eat-IMP.2G
‘The sweep-net fishermen are saying: “hey little mouse, little mouse come closer, eat
some little fish!”’

(8) tobik-uku-m leu-ńa obu kareiʔ515
mouse-DIM-PX.1SG shout-FREQ.3SG what fish-[ACC.PL]
‘The little mouse is shouting: “what fishes?”’

(9) kari-da enču? ma-ńu?- dîxâ kari-ʔ
fish-PTCP.IPF person-[NOM.PL] say-ASS-3PL perch-[N/G] fish-[NOM.PL]
‘The fishermen say: “perch!”’

(10) dîxâ kari-ʔ mud’ ńi-d’ o-mubi?- lididu?
perch-[N/G] fish-[ACC.PL] 1SG NEG.AUX-1SG eat-HAB-CN bone.PX.ACC.PL.3P
oka-ʔ
many-3PL
‘“Oh I usually don’t eat perch, they have so many bones.”’

(11) tobik-uku-r toni?- taxa-ʔ kani- đoxa-ku-da
mouse-DIM-PX.2SG there-LAT back-LAT go-3SG river-DIM-PX.GEN.3SG
me-on đada
on-PROL go-UDT-3SG
‘The mouse went a little further; it went further on the river.’

(12) kinsu-tau modâ-da or-da nâ-n ań? kori-da
sing-POT.3SG see-3SG.3SG front-PX.GEN.3SG side-LOC FOC sweep.net.fish-PTCP.IPF
enču?
person-[NOM.PL]
‘(The mouse) probably sang; (it) saw again some sweep-net fishermen.’

(13) kori-da enču? tobik-uko-u tobik-uko-u
sweep.net.fish-PTCP.IPF person-[NOM.PL] mouse-DIM-PX.1SG mouse-DIM-PX.1SG
tolnuk to-ʔ oo-go?
close(r) come-IMP.2SG eat-HORT.1PL
‘The fishermen: “little mouse little mouse, come closer, let us eat”.’

514. Vocative use of PX.1SG
515. One would expect kari? ‘ibid.’ here but apparently due to emphatic stress it is realized as kareiʔ.
516. Unusual PX.1SG -m here; the diminutive suffix has no suffix-final glottal stop.
“What kind of fish,” so the mouse said.’

“Oh peljad’, such fishes I don’t eat, they are not fat.”

“It has no fat”.

‘Still (the little mouse) went further.’

‘The little mouse went further on the river.’

‘And again the little mouse sees sweep-net fishermen.’

‘Again (the little mouse) sees fishermen.’

‘While looking at them, they seemed to be eating.’

‘The fishermen shouted: “little mouse, come closer, let’s eat.” “What fish?”’
(23) noju mu? beidi muńxó⁵¹⁷ muń?
nalimₙ₋₉ liver chirₙ₋₉ belly.fat liverₙ₋₉[NOM,PL]
“Nalim liver, chir belly fat, livers.”

(24) no tobik-uku-r ma-ńu oo-da-dou? oo-da-dou?
somouse-DIM-PX.2SG say-ASS.3SG eat-FUT-1SG eat-FUT-1SG
’Soo the little mouse said: “I’ll eat, I’ll eat’.

(25) odu-ku-đa bid bar-ud bire-đa
boat-DIM-PX.ACC.3SG waterₙ₋₉[GEN] shore-LAT.SG tie-SG.3SG
‘It tied its boat to the river bank.’

(26) kańi säxǟri-ku-da me-on säxǟri-ku-da me-on
go.3SG path-DIM-PX.GEN.3SG on-PROL path-DIM-PX.GEN.3SG on-PROL
kańi
go.3SG
‘(The little mouse) walks along its way, along its way it walks.’

(27) oo-ŋa
eat-FREQ.3SG
‘It is eating.’

(28) tāu-đa kuraxan padeʔe-d?
stomach-PX.3SG EXCL fill-R.3SG
‘Its stomach gets filled.’

(29) no tobik-uku ma-ńu=jet čiki-xun-da
so mouse-DIM say-ASS.3SG=EMPH this-Loc.SG-PX.GEN.3SG
’Soo the mouse says: “This is it”.

(30) āu-ʔ tobik-uku odu-đ kari-da enču?
here-LAT mouse-DIMₙ₋₉[GEN] boat-LAT.SG sweep.net.fish-PTCP.IPF personₙ₋₉[NOM,PL]
‘To the mouse’s boat, the fishermen…’
čiki kasi läxī-xođ nää-du? yoda-biʔ ań?
this firₙ₋₉[SG] twig.brush-ABL.SG needle-PX.ACC.3PL gather-PERF-3PL FOC
‘…out of such a fir twig brush, they gather its needles…’
säxǟri-ku-da me-on nääʔ pu-bi mokti-š
way-DIM-PX.GEN.3SG on-PROL needleₙ₋₉[ACC,PL] put-PERF.3SGₙ₋₉⁵¹⁸ put-3SG.PST
‘and along its way, he put them up, he put them.’

⁵¹⁷. muńxó = lower part around the belly of a fish, usually cut into stripes.
⁵¹⁸. As the verb ends in a glottal stop, assimilation would be expected here.
(31) no tobik-uku ma-ńu mā-ku-ń kan-ta-dou?
sō mouse-DIM say-ASS.3SG house-LAT.SG_Poss-PX.GEN.1SG go-FUT-1SG
muď tāda
1SG now
‘And the little mouse said so: “Now I will go home”.’

(32) kańʔ kańʔ
go-IMP.2SG go-IMP.2SG
‘Go, go!’

(33) tobik-uku säxäri-ku-da me-on kańi
mouse-DIM path-DIM-PX.GEN.3SG on-PROL go.3SG
‘The little mouse is walking along its way.’

(34) ańʔ kexu-da ĉi-ʔ sumo-g-idʔ ańʔ naak kiu-da ni-ʔ
FOC side-PX.GEN.3SG on-LAT fall-DUR-R.3SG FOC other side-PX.GEN.3SG on-LAT
sumo-g-idʔ
fall-DUR-R.3SG
‘It falls on its one side, then on the other side.’

(35) toń odu-da dęd dąda-da-xa-da
so boat-PX.GEN.3SG toward go_ude-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG_Poss-PX.GEN.3SG
‘In such a manner, while walking to its boat…’

tobik-uku-r // tāu-da kurxat pātbi-idʔ
mouse-DIM-PX.2SG stomach-PX.3SG EXCL burst-R.3SG
‘…the little mouse, its stomach bursts.

(36) tāu-da pāda-xad kańi-š tobik-ur ka-ńu
stomach-PX.GEN.3SG burst_NLz-Abl.SG go.3SG.PST mouse-PX.2SG die-ASS.3SG
‘After its stomach had bursted, the mouse apparently died.’

(37) enčuʔ tāda ma-mbi-ńimʔ […]
person_NomPl now say-HAB-ASS.3PL
‘People nowadays usually say:’

tobik-ur orte muńxu-da oo-da
mouse-PX.2SG first belly.fat-PX.ACC.3SG eat-SG.3SG
‘The little mouse first ate the fat belly stripes.’

točgud muď-da oo-da
then liver-PX.ACC.3SG eat-SG.3SG
‘…then it ate the liver.’
(38)  
\begin{align*}
\text{kuna} & \text{ tobik} \quad \text{ko-i} \quad \text{oo-ma-i} \quad \text{kari-} \quad \text{ko-č} \quad \text{ań?} \\
\text{when} & \text{ mouse}_{[\text{GEN}]} \quad \text{find-PTCP.PFT} \quad \text{eat-RES-PTCP.PFT} \quad \text{fish-}_{[\text{ACC.PL}]} \quad \text{find-3PL.PST} \quad \text{FOC}
\end{align*}

‘When the fishes eaten by the mouse, when the people found them…’

\begin{align*}
\text{čiki-ru-da} & \quad \text{oo-ma-da} \\
\text{this-LIM-PX.3SG} & \quad \text{eat-RES-SG.3SG}
\end{align*}

‘…only this it had eaten (liver, belly fat).’

(39)  
\begin{align*}
\text{ań?} & \quad \text{aija-da} \quad \text{obu-xuru} \quad \text{sän} \quad \text{ni} \quad \text{oo-r} \quad \text{sä-lu} \\
\text{FOC} & \quad \text{body-PX.ACC.3SG} \quad \text{what-NEG} \quad \text{more} \quad \text{NEG.AUX.3SG} \quad \text{eat-CN} \quad \text{fat-LIM}_{[\text{ACC}]}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{oo-da-} & \quad \text{š} \\
\text{eat-3SG.PST}
\end{align*}

‘Nothing of the fish body (was eaten), only the fat (the little mouse) ate.’

14.2 Zoja Bolina: Living in the Tundra

This story was told by Zoja Bolina on 8.12.2006, some days before I left Dudinka for Potapovo. Therefore it could not be transliterated and translated immediately; this was postponed until Zoja Bolina came to Estonia in December 2007. Several corrections were also incorporated into the transcript, which therefore differs slightly from the original recording. In contrast to her half-brother Leonid and his wife Nadežda, Zoja Bolina has lived most of her life outside the traditional sphere of Enets life in an urban, Russian-dominated environment, but she managed to preserve very good knowledge of her language throughout her life. The following story is based on memories from her childhood in the tundra.

(1)  
\begin{align*}
\text{kudaxai} & \quad \text{muđna?} \quad \text{bodu-n} \quad \text{onai} \quad \text{mäđ} \quad \text{mi-n} \quad \text{diriä-} \quad \text{ba-č} \\
\text{long ago} & \quad \text{1PL} \quad \text{tundra-LOC} \quad \text{real} \quad \text{chum}_{[\text{GEN}]} \quad \text{in-LOC} \quad \text{live-1PL.PST}
\end{align*}

‘Long ago, we lived in a chum in the tundra…’

\begin{align*}
\text{to-nuju} & \quad \text{sirmju} \quad \text{onai} \quad \text{mäđ} \quad \text{mi-n} \quad \text{diriä-} \quad \text{ba-č} \\
\text{summer-ADV} & \quad \text{winter-ADV} \quad \text{real} \quad \text{chum}_{[\text{GEN}]} \quad \text{in-LOC} \quad \text{live-1PL.PST}
\end{align*}

‘…In summer, in winter we lived in a chum.’

519. Meaning not entirely clear at present.
‘Then, closer to the present…’

‘…in winter we used to live in a balok.’

‘…hm, we used to live in a balok’

‘When we were living in a chum…

‘…oh this, argishing, argishing, into the chum so…

‘…taking it down.’

‘When moving to a new place, putting up a chum…’

‘…this is a lot of work, a huge work.’

‘While you are argishing, you are freezing, you are hungry.’

---

520. This equative clause with a mood-marked locational copula is unusual. In the aorist, equative clauses are nominal. What appears to be happening here is similar to what could be observed in the predicative conjugation where the verbal encoding of nominal predicates is blocked when mood is involved and a verb is needed to host the mood marker.
(6) točgod täxä usu-bu-d či
then that move.to.new.place-CON-PX.GEN.2SG so
‘Then, that, while moving to a new place…’

mäd baa-du-d pe-lđa-d
chum[gen] bed-BEN-PX.ACC.2SG search-FUT-2SG
‘…you will look for a place for your chum.’

(7) točgod čiki mäd na sira-xad
then this chum[gen] location snow-ABL.SG
‘Then this location for the chum, out of the snow…’
sira-xad čukči sir-da čuu-da-d
snow-ABL.SG all snow-PX.ACC.3SG dig.out-FUT-2SG
‘…out of the snow, all its snow you will dig out.’ […]

(8) kuń čiki onai bada-an ma-đ duṛta čiki
how this real word-PROL say-CON forget.SG.1SG this
‘How to say this in Forest Enets, I forgot this.’ […]

(9) sira sira čukči ču-lđa-r onai mäđ mokta-š
snow snow all dig.out-FUT-SG.2SG real chum[acc] put.up-CON
‘The snow, you will dig out all the snow to put up the chum.’

(10) točgod či njudu-d mokta-da-d
then pole[acc]521 pole-PX.ACC.PL.2SG522 put.up-FUT-2SG
‘Then you will put up your poles.’

(11) točgod či-ʔ njudu-ʔ ńe-on njudu-ʔ ńe-on dīi
then pole[acc] pole-[gen.pl] on-PROL pole-[gen.pl] on-PROL njuk[acc]
ded-dā-da-d
cover-FUT-2SG
‘Then, over the poles and along/over the poles you will put the njuk.’

(12) čiki-r njuf kudaxa eto aga kudaxa pöń-da mosa
this-PX.2SG very long this[ru] big long hold-PTCP.IPF work
‘This is a long, a huge and long lasting work.’

521. či ‘a pole placed over the fireplace’.
522. njudu ‘generic term for poles in a chum’.
‘We, in those days I still, I was a child, so…’

‘…very freezing and very hungry.’

‘When this chum will be put up, in winter, the day is short…’

‘…already being dark, they are putting up the chum, while you are waiting.’

‘They will put up the chum, so on this place they will spread out fir twigs, along the ground.’

‘Then, they will lay a mat on the fur twigs.’

‘Over the mat, they will spread out skins.’

‘Over the skins, they will put the feather beds. Yes, so.’

523. Here, the noun in predicative conjugation is followed by a mood-marked locational copula. Again, this is unusual but cannot be explained at the present moment.
524. Again, an unusual clause with a locational copula marked for mood, though now as part of an attributive clause.
525. Mat made out of dried grass.
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(19) toxo pad ne-on i-de mädi ḏadaʔ mu edge.of.njuk[nog] hem[GEN] on-PROL NEG.AUX-PTCP.IPF wind go-CN so
‘Along the hem edge of the njuk, so that the wind is not blowing…’
‘…so with, with snow, all they make it even, the hem of the edge of the njuk.

(20) točgod päči-duʔ? mokta-daʔ?
then oven-PX.ACC.SG.3PL put.up-FUT-3PL
‘Then they will put up their oven.’
päči-duʔ? čuni-ta-duʔ či oven-PX.ACC.SG.3PL light-FUT-SG.3PL so
‘They will light their oven, yes.’

točgod či mäd mi-n duba-aš kan-ta
then so chum[GEN] in-LOC warm-TRSL go-FUT.3SG
čai-da-d oo-da-d drink.tea-FUT-2SG eat-FUT-2SG
‘Then, so, it will become warm in the chum, you will drink tea, you will eat.’

(21) ãkada-xad-ud koda-d-id
be.tiredABL.SG-PX.GEN.2SG fall.asleep-FUT-R.2SG
‘After having become tired, you will fall asleep.’

(21) kodš-bu-d mäd mi-n [...] pi-nju pe-xe-raxa
sleep-CON-PX.GEN.2SG chum[GEN] in-LOC night-ADV street-INDEF-SIM
ä-da be-FUT.3SG
‘While you are sleeping, in the chum, it will be like outside on the street.’

(22) mod-xo-ń=jet peri kodšt-umbi-dʔ?
1SG-INDEF-PX.GEN.1SG=EMPH always freeze-HAB.1SG
‘I was always freezing.’

(23) kodšt-umbi-d-ud ibleigu-dʔ e-bu-i-ń
freeze-HAB.1SG-PST small-1SG be-CON-PSTCO-PX.GEN.1SG
‘I had been freezing all the time, while being little.’

526. The order of main and subordinate clause is slightly unusual here. Further, the converb shows co-past reference although formally the main clause is not past tense-marked. As the clause has a clear past tense connotation, this seems to explain the tense marking in the subordinated clause.
In the night I woke up, gosh, my little feet. …the top of my head, it was always freezing.

My feet were usually freezing, there, down in the lower part of the sleeping bag.

This, in the night, only in the night, it was usually cold.

But in the daytime, in a chum, to me it seems it was not cold.

So, we used to sit without a malitsa.

The oven, you light it in such a manner yes, it will be warm in the chum.

---

527. A special exclamation used when it is very cold.
528. In this compound pronoun, only the first pronoun is marked for -xo. In this instance -xo behaves as a regular suffix.
So there, we lived in the forest...

...in the forest, there is much wood...

...much wood father will chop.

So during the day, you will continuously light the oven.

Then, something was always cooking on the oven.

My mother cooked soup. Then she baked bread.

Our oven, the whole day long, in our chum it will heat.

So then, several times during the day we used to drink tea.

In the chum it was warm.

Only during the night, only during the night it used to be cold.

---

529. The order of elements in the assertative mood is reversed here and the original word order of negation is preserved.
äki ďeri tolnuk bolok sirnuju onai enču? bolko-xun
this days closer balok winter.ADV real person[NOM,PL] balok-LOC.SG
diri-r-id?
live-INCH-R.3PL
‘Later… (Lit. closer to today), a balok, in winter, Enetses started to live in baloks.’

bolku-xo čiki soída ńa-ńu
balok-INDEF this good be[LOC-ASS.3SG
‘Any balok is good.’

kaara-gu-ş anį? ńoda-gu-ş ni tara-ʔ
take.down-DUR-CON FOC gather-DUR-CON NEG.AUX.3SG must-CN
‘One does not need to take it down and pack it.’

oburi-đ bolok mi-đ kodu-ʔ mi-ʔ oddi-d-id
‘Your things, you will bring them out of the balok on the sledges.’

či tiđ podira-ʔ // i eto mädći-š kańi-d
so reindeer.PX.PL.2SG harness-IMP.2SG and this [RU] argish-CON go-2SG
‘Harness your reindeer and then, you go argishing.’

taxa-n eta usu-bu-d či bolku-r
back-LOC this [RU] move.to.new.place-CON.PX.GEN.2SG so balok-PX.2SG
‘While moving to a new place, this balok (is) at the end (of the argish).’

päči-da čuńi-r či i mäd mi-n male duba
oven-PX.ACC.3SG light-SG.2SG so and chum[GEN] in-LOC already warm.3SG
‘You light the oven, and so, and it is already warm in your home.’

530. Disfluency corrected in this turn.
531. Another unusual appearance of the locational copula.
532. In this example, the function of anį? is indeed close to coordination.
14.3 Leonid Bolin: Two Fishermen and a Bear

This spontaneous story was told by Leonid Bolin on 04.07.2008 in Potapovo and is typical for the kind of stories he preferred to tell. As he was among the first in Potapovo to understand that any story which could be told in Forest Enets is a good story, he preferred to tell stories about strange or funny incidents in the tundra involving himself, friends or colleagues. From a linguistic perspective, this story is slightly unusual as it shows more interference with Russian than other stories told by the same consultant. The narrative was transliterated and translated by Zoja Bolina and Florian Siegl in July 2008.

(1) onai kudaxaï po ŋi ŋa-ʔ
real long.ago year NEG.AUX.3SG be_LOC-CN
‘It was not too long ago…’

kodela to ä-kun tonä dëtši teŋi ke-xun
kodela lake here-LOC.SG exist.3SG Yenisei[GEN] opposite side-LOC.SG
ŋa
be_LOC.3SG
‘…there is a lake called kodela to (Lit. transportation sledge lake), on the other side of the Yenisei.’

(2) kudaxa-n ŋi ŋa-ʔ pogu-da enči? tonä-š
distant-LOC NEG.AUX.3SG be_LOC-CN fish-PTCP.IPF person exist-3SG.PST
rođa enči?
Russian person
‘Not that far away, there was a fisherman, a Russian.’

(3) nar-nuju biidi-du-da tođa-bi-š // Dudinka-xad
spring-ADV companion-BEN-PX,ACC.3SG bring-PERF-3SG.PST Dudinka-ABL.SG
‘In spring, he brought a friend for himself, from Dudinka.’

(4) šidi-iš ribzavod enči-gi-č
two-TRSL fish.factory person-DU-3SG.PST
‘They were both working for the fishing factory (Lit. they were fish-factory people).’

ribzavod-xan mosara-xi-č
fish.factory-LOC.SG work-3DU-PST
‘They worked in the fishing factory.’
či mu ńi-ta Gľe-b-uš familija Olękin
so part name-PX.3SG PN-3SG.PST family.name PN
‘His name was Gleb, his family name Olękin.’

roda  enči-iš
Russian person-3SG.PST
‘He was a Russian.’

soiđa-an muđ tāna-u
good-PROL 1SG know-SG.1SG
‘I know him well.’

nare karida noodu-ida
red fish.PX.ACC.PL.3SG catch-PL.3SG
‘He was fishing for red fish.’

sirta-bida bočka mi-ʔ // čan-da mi-n kari-ʔ tonā-bi-č
‘He salted them in (Lit. into) kegs; and in a tub there was fish…’
sirta-ʔ kari-ʔ
salt-PTCP.PFT fish-[NOM.PL]
‘…salted fish.’

august ďiri-xun pei-da pei-da ďiri-xun
august month-LOC.SG dark-PTCP.IPF dark-PTCP.IPF month-LOC.SG
‘In August, a dark month…’533

boglā ko-bida anś boglā čukči bār-pida karida
bear find-PERF.PL.3SG FOC bear all scatter-PERF.PL.3SG fish.PX.ACC.PL.3SG
bočk.i moru-pi
vat.PL534 break-PERF.3SG
‘…a bear found them (the fishes), a bear scattered everything. He even broke the barrels.’

kari-ku-ida anś ńo-da-bida
fish-DIM-PX.ACC.PL.3SG FOC gather-PERF.PL.3SG
‘He even gathered those little fishes.’

kolta-bida ńo-da-bida anś // pu-bida
clean-PERF.PL.3SG gather-PERF.PL.3SG FOC put-PERF.PL.3SG
‘He washed them, he gathered them, and he put them in (into the barrels)”

---

533. The months after the end of the polar day are already considered dark months.
534. Russian plural бочка → бочки.
“With his friend he made braška.”

“This was apparently a lot.”

“So he said to his friend: “This night we should go and we should wait for him!””

“(The bear) will come again.”

‘An iron trap, a big iron trap they brought there.’

“If they come during the night, when the iron trap closes, this we two should hear.”’

“They put the iron trap on the vat.”

‘Oh, but in the night, during the night, they must have been drinking.’

535. braška (Ru: бражка) is a low alcoholic yeast-based drink (8–14%).
(20)  
oti-di?  oti-di?  bogla-di?  
wait-SG.3DU  wait-SG.3DU  bear-PX.ACC.3DU  
'They waited for their bear.'

(21)  
wait-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG.Poss-PX.Gen.3DU  sleep-INCH-PERF.R.3DU  water_{ACC}  
oo-da-xa-di?  kod-ra-bixi?  
eat-PTCP.IPF-LAT.SG.Poss-PX.Gen.3DU  sleep-INCH-PERF.R.3DU  
'And while waiting, they fell asleep, while drinking braška they fell asleep.'

(22)  
kiu-daš  kaňe-xaď-da  nări-xi?  
morning-TRSL  go-ABL.SG-PX.Gen.3SG  wake.up-R.3SG  
'After it dawned, they woke up.'

(23)  
so so thing.PX.ACC.PL.3DU  see-3DU  FOC  FOC  here_{[RU]}  FOC  
bări-pidi?  
be.scattered-PERF.PL.3SG  
'So they see their things. Again (the bear) scattered them.'

(24)  
čiki băsi băsi-je korsida da-d  bărta-bi  
this iron iron-AUG ?  place-LAT.SG  throw-PERF.3SG  
'He threw the iron trap to another place.'

(25)  
sobrigu-i metr dodigun mošči băsi-je  
five-ADJ  meter_{GEN}  during.LOC.SG  lie.3SG  iron-AUG  
'The iron trap, it lay aside about five meters (from its original place)…  
toř băsi dori kuń i-bi-da  nodă-?  
such iron sound how NEG.AUX-PERF-SG.3SG  hear-CN  
'How could he not hear this?'

(26)  
ker-idi?  dogtu-ňa-xi?  
self-PX.Gen.3DU  be.surprised-FREQ-3DU  
'They two themselves were surprised.'

(27)  
toři=jet bednie kari-šuđ kaji-bi-ši=jet  
such=EMPH  poor_{[RU,PL]}  fish-CAR  remain-PERF-3SG.PST=EMPH  
'And so those poor (men) remained without fish.'

(28)  
salba ne-on kari-?  noo-bi-š  
ice_{GEN}  on-PROL  fish_{ACC.PL}  take-PERF-3SG.PST  
'Along the ice, the bear took the fish along.'
(29) **bogľa-r** **ŋolú** raz tābada **obu** **obu** **obu-du-da** bear-PX.2SG one time what what what-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG

‘The bear, one time he wants something for himself…’

**ńi-d** yāra-t sān dōr piri dōdu-da toni-?
NEG.AUX.R.3SG stop-FUT.CN several time always goMUDI-FUT.3SG there-LAT

‘…he will not stop. Several times he will go there.’

(30) **ńe-kuča-raxa** peri toni-? **oburu-?** bārti-d-ida child-DIM-SIM always there-LAT thing[ACC.PL] throw-FUT-PL.3SG

mortu-d-ida […]

‘Like a little child, he throws things, he breaks things.’

(31) **obu** tonā-bu-ta **prezent** tonā-bu-ta **niditu-d-ida** what exist-CON-PX.GEN.3SG tarpaulin exist-CON-PX.GEN.3SG tear.open-FUT-PL.3SG

‘If there is tarpaulin, he will tear them open.’

(32) **bāsi** dōri-xit kui sāju-da i-bi kaň-?
iron[N/G] sound-ABL.PL how heart-PX.3SG NEG.AUX-PERF.3SG go-CN

‘How could he not be scared of the sound of iron?’

(33) **ker-ti?** **ńoktu-ña-xi?** ĉiki enči-gi?
self-PX.GEN.3DU be.surprised-FREQ-3DU this person[NOM.DU]

‘They themselves were surprised, these two men.’

(37) **ĉiki** enću? braška oo-xad-di? kodu-ra-xi? no
this person[NOM,PL] braška[ACC] eatNLZ-ABL.PL-PX.GEN.3DU sleep-INCH-R.3DU so

‘After having drunk braško, they fell asleep.’

(38) **noma-d** pära-bi-xi? kod-ra-bi-xi?
sleep-? overwhelm-PERF-3DU sleep-INCH-PERF-R.3DU

‘Sleep overwhelmed them, they fell asleep.’

(39) **kiu** ŝer to-sau=jet sama-di?
morning[GEN] before come-PROB PST.3SG=EMPH beast-PX.SG.3DU

‘But in the morning, their bear apparently came.’

(40) **ĉi** bāuda=jet
so enough=EMPH

‘This is enough.’

---

536. Common Northern Samoyedic phraseologism: his heart goes away = he is scared.
537. This phrase remained somehow unclear to ZNB and me. Translation and glossing are preliminary.
14.4 Darja Bolina: Past Summer

The following fairytale was found on a digitized tape from Kazis Labanauskas’ private archive (tape 10) and must date back to the early 1990s. It contains a fairytale told by Darja Bolina. Interestingly, a slightly different version told by EIB (recorded by DSB) was published in ET [text 20 эйбуй то] but the versions do not match. As DSB is bilingual, several Tundra Nenets elements can be found in this narrative and this offers a good chance to see how bilingualism affects the structure of Forest Enets. The narrative was transcribed and translated by Vitalij Bolin and Florian Siegl in September 2011.

(1) 

\[
mud\ tāda\ noda\ šudibiču\ badi-ta-ð\ kuna-xo\ padu-i-ð\ \\
1SG\ now\ 3SG.LAT\ fairytale\{ACC\}\ tell\-FUT\-1SG\ when\-INDEF\ write\-PTCP\-PFT\-1SG\ \\
išudibiču\ šudibič-u-ï // ni-da\ eibui\ to\ \\
\] 

Fairytale Fairytale\-PX.1SG\ name\-PX.3SG\ past\ summer

’I will now tell him a fairytale, a fairytale which I have recorded once, my fairytale. It is called Last Summer’

(2) 

\[
bağla\ busi\ to-kuča\ bar-xun\ diri\ kari\ kadu-ña\ \\
Selkup/Ket\ old.man\ lake\-DIM[GEN]\ shore\-LOC.SG\ live\-3SG\ fish\{ACC\}\ kill\-FREQ.3SG\ 
\] 

’This Ket/Selkup lived on the shore of a little lake. He fished.’

(3) 

\[
kutuxun\ pä-k-ča-ð-da\ pātru-go\ \\
sometimes\ wood\-DIM-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG\ make\-firewood\-DUR.3SG\ 
\] 

’Sometimes he made firewood.’

(4) 

\[
bidi-ku-du-da\ toda-la\ to-r\ diri\ \\
water\-DIM-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG\ bring\-FREQ.3SG\ such\ live.3SG\ 
\] 

’He brought water. So he lives.’

(5) 

\[
ou\ obu\ ɗōdīgun\ màdi-ku-da\ soo-š\ koma-r-id?\ \\
EXCL\ what\{GEN\}\ period\-LOC.SG\ chum\-DIM-PX.3SG\ jump\-CON\ want\-INCH-R.3SG\ 
\] 

’So, one day his little chum started to shake.’

(6) 

\[
busi\ [...]\ mana\ čiki\ obu\ kuń\ kańi\ \\
old.man\ say.3SG\ this\ what\ how\ go.3SG\ 
\] 

’The old man says: “what is happening”’

538. Normalized; in recording pātugoa.
539. Syntactically, the appearance of sooś without overt lative morphology is unusual as it is governed by ‘want’.
‘He came out of his chum, oh, a large old man [=giant] covered with feathers is walking.’

‘Old man, I will eat you.’

‘Oh, don’t eat me, live here, I will feed you! So it is.’

‘They start living here, so they are living.’

‘That giant, somehow he is working, he is usually working.’

‘Sometimes he will bring firewood, sometimes he will bring water.’

‘They both are eating fish, there is a little lake, and there are little fish.’
(14) *ibileigu-ko-xo-n oma piro-on // diri-xi?*  
little-DIM-INDEF-PROL food[ACC] cook-? live-3DU  
‘They are cooking a little. They are living.’\(^{541}\)

(15) *kutuiuxun busi-je ma-mbi aga busi-je to-dai*  
sometimes old.man-PEJ say-HAB.3SG big old.man-PEJ feather-COM  
busi-je ma-mbi  
old.man-PEJ speak-HAB.3SG  
‘Sometimes the giant is saying, the giant covered with feathers usually says:’

(16) *busi-je ni-l obu*  
old.man-PEJ name-PX.2SG what  
‘“Old man, what’s your name?”’

(17) *busi ma-mbi ni-m mud ni-m eibui to*  
old.man say-HAB.3SG name-PX.1SG 1SG name-PX.1SG past summer  
‘The old man used to say: “my name, my name is past summer”.’

(18) *busi ańʔ ma-mbi ni-l obu*  
old.man FOC say-HAB.3SG name-PX.2SG what  
‘The old man asked again: “what is your name”?’

(19) *mud ni-m ańʔ ni-m eibui to eibui to*  
1SG name-PX.1SG FOC name-PX.1SG past summer past summer  
‘“My name is last summer, last summer”.’

(20) *otuđi-äš kaņi*  
fall-TRSL go.3SG  
‘It became fall.’

(21) *doxa-ku-du? karida? nul tani-iš kaņi*  
river-DIM-PX.3PL fish.PX.PL.3SG very little-TRSL go.3SG  
‘Their little river, its fish became little.’

(22) *ooda-du? dagu-ma bauđa dagu-da*  
food-PX.3PL not.exist-RES.3SG soon not.exist-FUT.3SG  
‘Their food was no longer, soon it will be no longer.’

---

541. This line shows several unsolved problems. First, instead of the manner adverb *ibileiguun* ‘a little’, a slightly different form is found. There are several further examples for this derivational suffix in my database, e.g. *dádokoon* ‘peacefully, silently, slowly’; *ibileiguukoxon*, which apparently has yet another suffix, is currently not glossable. Second, the verb form *piroon* is currently not glossable either, but it must be connected to the verb *piriš* ‘cook’.  
542. Currently not glossable.
“This will be our end,” the giant said.

‘The giant: “I will now eat you”.’

‘The old man said: “don’t eat me now”.’

‘I will bring caviar here for you’.

‘There I have a large keg of caviar.” This he will bring.’

‘The giant is taking it from both sides.’

‘So just over its edge, he starts drinking it.’

‘Then he is lifting it up.’

‘The Selkup/Ket man, not thinking, this, from above with the blunt side of the axe, he beat him.’
(33)  
{kerta} anʔ šimn-idʔ kudaxoʔ šimn-idʔ543
self-PX.GEN.3SG FOC run.away-R.3SG distant-LAT run.away-R.3SG

‘Then he himself ran away, he ran away.’

(34)  
šudibi-r čiki aija to-dai busi-r leu-da čerũi
large-PX.2SG this body feather-COM old.man-PX.2SG shout-PX.3SG terrible
nĩ jaʔ544
NEG.AUX.3SG be-CN

‘The giant, this old man with a body of feathers, his shout, is it not terrible?’

(35)  
ŋul leu-ŋa ŋul leu-ŋa
very shout-FREQ.3SG very shout-FREQ.3SG

‘He is shouting, he is shouting.’

(36)  
leu-da ded sâu aga šudib busi
cry-PX.GEN.3SG towards seven big large old.man
nâbi-š niu tuʔ
run-CON NEG.AUX.ASS.3SG come-CN

‘Because of his shouting seven giants came running.’

(37)  
anʔ še šit toʔ šeda
FOC who 2SG.ACC such make.3SG

‘“But who did this to you?”’

(38)  
busi anʔ mana aija to-dai busi mana
old.man FOC say.3SG body feather-COM old.man say.3SG
eibui to eibui to
past summer past summer

‘The giant said, the old man with feathers said, “Last summer, last summer”.’

(39)  
xouk
EXCL

‘Oh!’

543. In the recording, both verbs were uttered as šimuidʔ. VNB, who assisted in transliteration, corrected these forms immediately to the ones found above and did not accept šimuidʔ.

544. Emphasis via negation is unusual for FE, but this feature is widely attested in Taimyrnan Tundra Nenets and should here be understood as deriving from the latter.
(40) eijub́ kan-tu-i eńču? täda moďń? kunid ko-da-na?
last go?-PTCP.PFT person[NOM.PL] now 1DU where.ABL find-FUT-1PL
“Where do we find them, the people who have left last year?”

(41) čiki-d kudaxan ńiu kańʔ
this-PX.PL.2SG long.ago NEG.AUX.ASS.3SG go-CN
“These have already long gone”.

(42) kuń ši mu-da-eijub́ kan-tu-i eńču?
how 1SG.ACC take-FUT-SG.2SG last go?-PTCP.PFT person[NOM.PL]
ńe-r dabu-t
NEG.AUX-SG.2SG reach-FUT-CN
“How will you take them, the people who have gone last year? You will not reach
them!”

(43) čiki-d kudaxan ńiu kańʔ
this-PX.PL.2SG long.ago NEG.AUX.ASS.3SG go-CN
“These have already long gone”.

545. Neither eijub́ and kantui can be glossed currently. Whereas in the second case the underlying verb kańš and the
perfective participle marker are underlying the nominalized verb, the -tu element cannot be analyzed any further. A
homonymous suffix can be found with transitive nominalized verbs serving as equivalents of relative clauses, but this
interpretation must be excluded due to the intransitive nature of kańš.
14.5 Anatolij Palčin: My Father

The following story was told by Anatolij Palčin, a speaker who is no longer fully fluent in the language. The story was recorded in Potapovo by me on 13.07.2008 and transliterated and translated with Anatolij’s youngest brother Viktor Palčin in Dudinka in August 2011. For almost every meeting Anatolij Palčin prepared a short narrative which he wrote down in his own orthography the previous day and read aloud when we met. As his written Forest Enets shows several influences from Russian in terms of word order, vocabulary and style, I have decided to add the following narrative to the selection of texts. First, this text is intended to demonstrate the difference between the language of fully fluent speakers and that of speakers who are no longer fully fluent in their own language. Second, the topic of the text is historically interesting as Anatolij’s father Nikolaj Palčin was the most central consultant of almost all researchers visiting the Forest Enetse in the second half of the 20th century. Whereas much of our knowledge of the traditional Forest Enets world known today exists due to his willingness to cooperate with various researchers, his private life, which appears to be equally interesting, remained somehow unknown.

(1) mud äsi-j däsitë devit şot dešati po-xun sojä-š
1SG father-PX.1SG 1910th year-LOC.SG be.born-3SG.PST
‘My father was born in 1910…’

orte sirei diri-xun
first winter.ADJ month-LOC.SG
‘…in the first winter month.’

(2) kiud-nuju sojä-bì pe-xun ña-da keri e-bì
morning-ADV be.born-PERF.3SG street-LOC.SG sky-PX.3SG clear be-PERF.3SG
ibleig-un mädi-sai
little-PROL wind-COM
‘He was born in the morning; the sky was clear, a little windy.’

(3) bu noîn bada-xin-da ibleigu-uš aga-an
3SG 1SG.LAT word-LOC.PL-PX.GEN.3SG little-TRSL big-PROL
i-bì kadi-r
NEG.AUX-PERF.3SG be.ill-CN
‘He (said) to me with his words, while being small, he had never been ill.’
When the Soviet power arrived at our land, he joined the Young Communist League…

‘When the Soviet power arrived at our land, he joined the Young Communist League…’

‘…one, the first member of the Taimyrian Young Communist League.’

‘He traveled in the tundra for the Soviet Power, he talked with the people.’

‘He created the first indigenous Soviet.’

‘Several years he lived in Dudinka.’

‘There he worked as the chair of Integralsojuz.’

‘This organization brought food and clothes from other parts of the country.’

---

548. Russian word order and case marking preserved; this violates word order principles in Forest Enets.
549. Whether Nikolaj Palčin was indeed the first indigenous member of YCL is not clear, as the same has been claimed for Kuperjan Bolin. Beyond doubt, both men were most certainly among the first.
550. Corrected form, ANP uttered ēńču in the original.
551. One would expect the habitual aspect here instead.
552. Russian председатель, though clearly pronounced as председатel throughout the text
553. Here, for unknown reasons, the expected genitive on integralsojuz is absent; the head in this NP is nevertheless ‘chair’
554. For unknown reasons, the recipient ‘people’ is not marked with the lative case.
(10) mudña? eńču? pomnin⁵⁵⁵ tidra-gu-ıdu?
  IPL person[GEN.PL] among sell-DUR-PL.3PL
‘They sold them among our people.’

(11) yulu deri-xun Krasnojarska-xad aga kraijkom VKPB bem
one day-LOC.SG Krasnojarsk-ABL.SG big kraijkom communist.party boss
lokri to-bi
suddenly come-PERF.3SG
‘One day, a high official from the communist party suddenly came from
Krasnojarsk’⁵⁵⁷

(12) okružkom muditu-š mosa to-bi
party.committee make-CON work[ACC] come-PERF.3SG
‘He came to do party committee work.’

(13) mudña? okružkom aga bem äsi mäku-xud-da
IPL party.committee[GEN] big boss father[ACC] chum-ABL.SG⁵⁵⁸
mosa-xa-da kada-bi-da
work-LAT.SG-POSS-PX.GEN.3SG take-PERF-SG.3SG
‘An official from our party committee came to take father from his house to work.’

(14) čiki deri-xun mosra-di⁵⁵⁹ deri i-bi nga-?
this day-LOC.SG work-PTCP.IPF day NEG.AUX-PERF.3SG be[LOC]-CN
‘This was not a working day.’

(15) mudña? aga bemoo äsi-xu-ń mana
IPL big boss.PX.1.PL father-LAT.SG-POSS-PX.GEN.1SG say.3SG
‘Our high official said to my father:’

(16) sklada-xun mosra-di eńči? uu nonid mosra uu bem-ud
warehouse-LOC.SG work-PTCP.IPF person 2SG 2SG.LOC work.3SG 2SG boss-2SG
kaata-d sklad-du-da näta-i
invite-IMP.SG.2SG warehouse-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG open-IMP.3SG
‘“The person working in the warehouse is working with you. You are the chairman.
Call him, he should open the warehouse for me.”’

⁵⁵⁵. In the original, pojin
⁵⁵⁶. One would expect a PX here.
⁵⁵⁷. All local case forms of Russian place names in this narrative are derived from a vowel stem which concides
with the genitive form of Russian. This feature is fairy stable and attested in the speech of other Enetes too.
⁵⁵⁸. Here, the stem of ‘chum’ (class IIB) is expanded using an unknown element though it is most likely that the
assimilation pattern rule which should result in mä-ku-da was applied wrong.
⁵⁵⁹. The realization of the vowel /a/ in PTC.P.IPF as /ɨ/ is a stable phenomenon in the speech of members from the čor
clan.
(17) **Krasnojarska-xad bem eńči? to-i uudamu-d-da mu-da**
Krasnojarsk-ABL.SG boss person come-PTCP.PFT food-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG take-FUT.3SG

“The high official from Krasnojarsk will take food for himself.”

(18) **muđ äsi-j noda mana äki deri mosra-da deri**
1SG father-PX.1SG 3SG.LAT say.3SG this day work-PTCP.IPFP day

ni ńya-?
NEG.AUX.3SG be-[Loc]-CN

‘My father told him: “today is not a working day”.’

(19) **muđ kuń noda ma-da-d? mosra-š kän? // sklad-ud**
1SG how 3SG.LAT say-FUT-1SG work-CON go.IMP.2SG warehouse-PX.ACC.2SG

nāti-?
open-IMP.2SG

“How will I tell him go working, open your warehouse?”

(20) **torsi lavka niu tonä-? // ibleigu-n kouda-xi?**
such shop NEG.AUX.ASS.3SG exist-CN little-PROL quarrel-3DU

‘But there is a kind of small shop. So they quarreled a little bit.’

(21) **äsi-j pe-t kāni-ta-š nu lokri toru-da**
father-PX.1SG street-LAT.SG go-FUT-3SG.PST561 door-[Acc] suddenly close-SG.3SG

‘Then my father went out on the street and suddenly he closed the door.’

(22) **štēna-xan Stalin šiduk idi-bi sumu-id?**
wall-LOC.SG Stalin-[Gen] other.self hang-PERF.3SG fall-R.3SG

lata ńi-? moriā
floor-[Gen] on-LAT break.3SG

‘A portrait of Stalin hung on the wall, it fell down on the floor and broke.’

(23) **nixu dēri deon äsi-ń mā-t milicija**
three day-[Gen] about-PROL father-PX GEN.1SG chum-LAT.SG police
to ūurma-xa-d kada-r-id?
come.3SG prison?-LAT.SGPN562 take-PASS-R.3SG

‘Three days later, the police came to my father’s house. He was taken to prison.’

(24) **biu po ūurma-xan ādi-d? ūurma-da Noriška-xan ńa**
ten year prison-LOC.SG sit-CAUS-3PL prison-PX.3SG Norilsk-LOC.SG be-[Loc].3SG

‘They imprisoned him for 10 years, the prison is in Norilsk.’

560. In the current word order, the clause is ungrammatical; it would be grammatical is the word order were switched to “Krasnojarska-xad toi bem eńči? uudamudda muda.”
561. Semantically, this tense form is unexpected here.
562. Unclear element -xa.
‘My father sat (in prison) only for five years. Then, the Great War started."

‘They started to release Enetses (perhaps indigenous people) then.’

‘One had to provide much fish, meat, foxes.’

‘On Baka [Ru: Прилуки] in these years, there were huts, the kolhoz Truženik.’

‘The authorities sent my father to work as the chairman of the kolkhoz.’

‘The first chairman Jegor Ašlapkin went to war; there he was killed, he fought well.’

‘In the 30s (1930s), bad people made a little war in Volochna.’

563. Corrected.
564. For war, an Enets word saiduma is also attested. In this narrative, only the Russian borrowing is used.
565. The limitative in -lu (here -́lu) points to a glottal stop. As the lexeme belongs to class I, the only possible glottal stop could be a plural marker as glossed here. This plural marker is, however, not anticipated here as numerals do not trigger plural on the noun.
566. ANP’s brother, who assisted me in transliteration and translation, mentioned that he remembered that his father was convicted for ‘mild hooliganism’ to only 5 months.
567. Baka (Ru: Прилуки), close to Potapovo on the left bank of the Yenisei, is the homeland of the Enets čor clan.
568. Syntactically, presedatel’ kolxoz-uš preserves Russian word order which again defies Enets word order; indeed, the order of elements should be switched to guarantee grammaticality. On the other hand, the appearance of TRSL phrase-finally is grammatically correct.
569. Incorrect case marking, goal oriented kańi governs lative case.
570. The realization of /ɨ/ instead of /ä/ is typical for ANP; the final trill in nixur is unexpected, as Forest Enets shows a glottal stop in this position.
571. Reference to the uprising of indigenous people around Volochna, which is also mentioned in the introduction.
(32)  
Florian Siegl: Materials on Forest Enets

(33)  
‘Our authorities called for the Red Army from Krasnojarsk.’

(34)  
‘Our police force did not have enough people.’

(35)  
‘My father had 10 children with my mother.’

(36)  
‘All the children grew up (survived).’

(37)  
‘His oldest son and his oldest daughter retired when my father and my mother were still alive.’

572. Also here, word order in the NP follows the Russian pattern; interestingly, the participle of the stative-intransitive verb ‘be red’ is used but word order still follows the one in Russian NPs. Also on bem ‘boss, master’, a PX would be expected.

573. Corrected, in the original, enčisun

574. The co-occurrence of two PX-marked NP is ungrammatical. The locative-marked argument ‘people’ is also at best an attempt to accommodate the Russian expression людей не хватает into Forest Enets.

575. The VX does not agree with the subject; PL.3SG -ida would be expected here.

576. As this clause would require a lengthy analysis due to several grammatical inconsistencies, a corrected version (35’) shows the expected realization. In the original recording, this example is clearly an instance of disfluency.

577. Here, one would expect coordination with double dual, i.e. āsi-X āxu-ň no. The nominalized verb ‘live’ is currently not analyzable.
Appendix I – Forest Enets as a written language

The creation of a written standard for Forest Enets differed quite fundamentally from the same process for other indigenous languages of the USSR. In contrast to languages such as e.g. Khanty, Tundra Nenets, Chukchi, Asiatic Eskimo or Evenki, which entered the period of literacy via the state programs of the 1930s, the first orthography for Forest Enets was desgined in the 1980s (Tereščenko 1986) yet received no application until the early 1990s. However, Tereščenko’s proposed orthography was apparently unknown, as a second local intiative which was endorsed by the local Soviet of People’s Deputies of the Taimyr Autonomous Area, instructed a group of seven Enetses to create an orthography and educational materials for (Forest) Enets. This decision was formally made on 13.06.1990, but never caught on.

So far, Forest Enets has been used in written form in a trial translation of the gospel of Luke (1995), Labanauskas’ folklore collection (2002), a short conversation guide (Bolina 2003), the school dictionary (Sorokina & Bolina 2001), an expanded Forest Enets-Russian dictionary (Sorokina & Bolina 2009) and the text collection Эне́цкие тексты (Sorokina & Bolina 2005). Further, it is used roughly once a month for the page of (Forest) Enets news published in the local newspaper Таймыр since March 1996. With the exception of Labanauskas’ carefully edited folklore reader, all other instances of written Forest Enets are in one or another concern inconsistent.

The Cyrillic script and Forest Enets

As a language spoken within the boundaries of the Russian Federation, Forest Enets is written in the Cyrillic script with four additional letters, ε, Њн, Çç and Ё.

The approximate phonetic IPA value of each letter in the Forest Enets orthography is represented in the following chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Аа</td>
<td>[a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Бб</td>
<td>[b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Вв</td>
<td>[v]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Гг</td>
<td>[g]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Дд</td>
<td>[d]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ее</td>
<td>[je]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ёё</td>
<td>[jo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Жж</td>
<td>[dз]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Зз</td>
<td>[з]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ии</td>
<td>[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Йй</td>
<td>[j]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Кк</td>
<td>[k]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Лл</td>
<td>[l]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Мм</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Нн</td>
<td>[n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Оо</td>
<td>[o]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Пп</td>
<td>[p]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Рр</td>
<td>[r]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Сс</td>
<td>[s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Тт</td>
<td>[t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Уу</td>
<td>[у]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Фф</td>
<td>[f]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Хх</td>
<td>[x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Цц</td>
<td>[s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Шш</td>
<td>[ʃ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ыы</td>
<td>[ɨ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ыъ</td>
<td>[ь]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table Appendix 1: Cyrillic script for Forest Enets

578. An initial study by Siegl (2006) discusses this question from a historical point of view. A detailed follow-up study is in preparation.

579. This argument is also valid for the scientific text collection ET.
As Forest Enets is written with the Cyrillic script, the principles of Russian orthography apply. The most crucial points which need to be mentioned here belong to the sphere of palatalization, representation of long vowels and diphthongs ending in /i/.

Palatalization

The Cyrillic orthography has no possibility to mark palatalized consonants monographically. In word final position, the so-called soft sign (ь) is used to show that the preceding consonant is palatalized, e.g. Ru: чи́тать ‘read IMPF’ or FE: томазу́чь ‘read DUR’.

In other positions, a different solution usually applies. Graphemically, vowels come in pairs in which one grapheme marks the preceding consonant as palatalized and the other as non-palatalized e.g. Ru: любовь /lubov/ ‘love’ vs. лук /luk/ ‘onion’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ее</th>
<th>[je]</th>
<th>Ёё</th>
<th>[jo]</th>
<th>Аа</th>
<th>[a]</th>
<th>Уу</th>
<th>[u]</th>
<th>Ёы</th>
<th>[и]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ээ</td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>Оо</td>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>Яя</td>
<td>[ja]</td>
<td>Юю</td>
<td>[ju]</td>
<td>Ии</td>
<td>[i]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table Appendix 2: Representation of Palatalization in the Cyrillic

For Forest Enets, this solution is demonstrated by the following two examples:

лъзи [lidi] ‘bone’  либи [libi] ‘eagle’

ниба [ñaba] ‘hare’  нара [nar] ‘summer’

Concerning the usage of Яя, a further problem exists. With phonologically non-palatalized phonemes such as /m/ or /p/, я can be found to express /ä/ too, e.g. мя’/mäʔ/ ‘chum’ or пя /pä/ ‘tree’ instead of мε’ and пɛ, and a strict transliteration from Cyrillic would result in мäʔ and пäʔ, which is strictly speaking wrong.

Representation of long vowels and diphthongs ending in /i/

Vowels have a quantity opposition, but its functional load is low. Concerning its graphic representation, two different strategies are used and occasionally also mixed. Usually, long vowels are represented by doubling the grapheme. Whereas such forms as коо /koo/ ‘ear’ do not produce any problems, the shortcomings of this solution is obvious in forms such as /pääʔ/ ‘boots’ which is represented as пяа’. Occasionally, long vowels

580. See e.g. Timberlake (2004: 17–27) for a general introduction.
581. Although the Forest Enets orthography claims a palatalized 셔, there is no phonemic contrast in this position.
are also represented by a bar on the vowel e.g. /ō/. Further, as Russian orthography does not allow writing two /i/ as a long vowel /ii/ and instead it must be represented with /ij/, forms such as e.g. /čii/ ‘teeth’ can be found, although there is no evidence for a sequence of vowel+glide.

Another interference from Russian orthography is found with diphthongs ending in /i/. In the vast majority of cases, such diphthongs are written with -й as the second component. A similar convention is found in Russian orthography from which this solution must derive, but phonologically this solution is questionable.

**Representation of the glottal stop**

The initial orthography proposed by Tereščenko followed the principles of the already established Tundra Nenets orthography. For the representation of the glottal stop, two graphemes, ‘ and ’, were chosen. From a graphic perspective, the introduction of two different letters should represent the type of underlying glottal stop. This would allow users to predict correctly which kind of assimilations would be expected, but in practice this solution is not understood by native speakers who are not used to writing in their own language. In this respect, the orthography is incomprehensible for those without at least some linguistic training.

In principle, the same representation of the glottal stop is chosen for Forest Enets but its application is highly idiosyncratic. Whereas the Bible translation and RS operate with two graphic glottal stops, ERRE and ES use only one, despite having been co-compiled by the same author. Concerning texts written for the local newspaper, the situation is even more varied. Many glottal stops are not written at all, as some writers are simply not aware of their existence and the necessity to mark them. Others try to use both graphemes but frequently mix them up; further they are used in positions where no glottal stop is found at all. In this respect, Labanauskas’ edition of Forest Enets texts (RS) is still the most reliable, but also in this collection not all glottal stops are indeed marked. Concerning the attempts to write Forest Enets, the glottal stop and its graphic representation are surely the most serious problems.

582. Of course, this solution was intended to present further evidence for two distinctive glottal stops. See also Janhunen 1986 (23–24) for more background information.
583. This has been reported frequently and also my own experiences on the Taimyr Peninsula with Nenetses (both school children and adults) confirmed such observations.
584. Also already mentioned several times, the translator Darja Bolina is bilingual in Forest Enets and Tundra Nenets and studied Tundra Nenets in Leningrad with N. Tereščenko.
Alternative graphic representations

Although the orthography designed by Tereščenko has been used fairly consistently in books, (Forest) Enets news in the local newspaper Taimyr shows different graphic representations for a variety of reasons; first, until 2007, the news in Forest Enets was submitted on paper and later typed up by a Russian-speaking secretary, a process which inevitably introduced some more errors that were not part of the original text. Further, the local publishing house could not (and apparently also once a while also did not want to) represent all special letters of local minority orthographies. In the case of Forest Enets, this especially concerned the letter ɛ. Although alternatively э with a dot on the top was used, more often it was simply represented as э. The grapheme ç is also usually omitted and therefore ZNB has decided to use щ and ш in her writings.

Texts published in different orthographies

In the following subsection, two texts representing different orthographies are reproduced. Obvious misprints are corrected in the transliterated practical orthography.

Marija Bolina – Three Women

The following text represents the speech of a speaker of the current generation who passed away before I started my fieldwork. It was published as нэху нэ ‘Three Women’ in RS (108–110) and is fully reproduced in the original orthography.585 Glossing and transliteration conventions follow the format chosen in this description; several obvious errors in the text are corrected in the glossing:

(1) Ңоб энче атсо ни ади, ӈэхарэ энче.
    nob eńči? atso ni adi, ӈэхарэ-ë
    one person bench[gen] on-lat sit.3sg not.known-ptcp.ipf person
    ‘One person sat on a bench, an unknown person.’587

(2) Обу дэдигон нэху нэ эрьдь кани.
    obu dëdigon naxu ná eri-d kańi
    what[gen] period.loc.sg three woman fetch.water-con go.3sg
    ‘After some time, three women went fetching water.’

585. According to RS, this story was told by Marija Nikolaeva Bolina in 1994 in Potapovo. The original recording has so far not been found, nor are the other metadata retrievable. In ET (p. 342), some biographic information can be found; MNB (born Pačina) belonged to the čor clan and had lived a longer period in the Ust-Jenisej and Xatanga area. Due to this, her speech showed considerable Tundra Nenets and Russian influence. MNB was an older sister of ANP and VNP.
586. The realization of the vowel in PTCP.IPF as /i/ instead of /a/ is typical for Forest Enetses belonging to the čor clan.
587. One would expect ‘sit’ to be in conjugation III here.
(3) çiže үзүүда çer çiže бедрэ миңча’.
šidi ududa šer šidi bedro mide-ŋa-
.two hand.PX.Gen.3SG PP two bucket [ACC] carry-FREQ-3PL
‘In both hands, each woman is carrying a bucket.’

(4) Дэъаза’, дэъаза’, дэъаза’, эрсэд дэъаза’.
dada-? dada-? dada-? ersä-d dada-?
go_udi-3PL go_udi-3PL go_udi-3PL ice.hole-LAT.SG588 go_udi-3PL
‘They are going and going, they are going to the ice hole.’

(5) Эрсэзу күддэха не а’.
eräs-đ u kudaxan ňi ňa-[589]
.ice.hole-PX.3PL distant NEG.AUX.3SG be_loc-CN
‘Their ice hole is not far away.’

(6) Дёхарадэ энче сәңица.
doxora-di eńči? sâni-ŋa
.not.know-PTCP.IPF person look-FREQ.3SG
‘The unknown person is watching.’

(7) Нэ’ помңэду дәрэца’.
nä-? pomni-du? dori-ŋa-
.women-[Nom,Pl.] among-PX.Gen.3PL speak-FREQ-3PL
‘The women are speaking amongst each other.’

(8) Нөб нә мә’ нив: – Ов, мөдб нөхөб киңопута ңулы’’тэнэ.
yob nä mańiu – ou mod ne-xo-b
.one woman say.ASS.3SG EXCL 1SG child-INDEF-PX.1SG
kino-pu-ta ,uli tâni.
sing-CON-PX.Gen.3SG very know.3SG
‘One woman says: “oh, my child can sing’.’

588. This word for ice hole is not found in ES and ERRE; instead one finds dágäše [ERRE 37, 259] or däga še [ES 129]. In T [73:287] the phrase spce’ өзэ‘ ‘toward the ice hole’ can be found; I have followed Tereščenko’s phonetic observation here. Apparently, ersä is an Enets lexeme and not a borrowing from TN, compare [T 65:302] нерма ‘место, откуда берут воду’; нерма’ еа (нэрмизи)’прорубь’.
589. The representation of the locative copula ŋaš without a velar nasal is very unusual and not attested in my gathered data.
Кинопута сэйзиды, самакозоре сизимоби. Самакозоре кинуби.

“He sings as beautifully as a bird. He whistles like a bird”.

Нак нэ ма” нив: - модиҳо касса ней узита нин дяза. Нойза эхун эбби. Торе дязумоби.

‘The other woman says: “my son can walk on his hands. His feet are up, so he usually walks”.’

Нэходэ нэ моди. Неза баэды нуль” не кома”, обу тэнэ.

‘The third woman is silent. She does not want to tell what her son can do.’

Эрэд каны”.

‘They went to the ice hole.’

Бедройду падтэзу.

‘They fill their buckets.’

Бичай дяза”, турзыче дязад кома”.

‘They are going back with the water. They want to go.’

590. As ‘sing’ is a class IIb verb, one would expect a habitual marker in -mbi or -umbi.

591. The word order in this clause is unexpected. Further lative marking on the dependent verb is absent.
(15) Обу дудигон нэху каса эче" озима".

обу дудигон нэху каса а̄чӣ-
what period.LOC.SG three [man youngster]-appear-RES-3PL

‘After a while three boys appeared.’

(16) Ноб каса эче орзыь дэяза.

ноб каса а̄чӣ orди-
one [man youngster] in.front-TRSL go UNI.3SG

‘One boy is walking in front.’

(17) Сизиңа, онсэда н̄о” сизиңа.

сидӣ-ηа оңсида ηоʔ сиди-ηа
whistle-FREQ.3SG of.course one whistle-FREQ.3SG

‘He is whistling, of course he is whistling.’

(18) Тоз чикокозд самакозоре сизимада с̅ер кинолубӣз.

тод чикокозд са̄мако-доре сиди-ма-да с̅ер
that this.ABL.SG bird-? whistle-NLZ-PX.GEN.3SG PP

kino-la-bid? 592 sing-INCH-PERF.R.3SG

‘Then while whistling like a bird, he started to sing.’

(19) Нак каса эче ань дэяза, збаза то̄сьюно а, узита нин дэязуңа.

наак каса а̄чӣ а̄ʔ дӑdutŏ да̄ба-да̄ то̄шнуju
other [man youngster] FOC go UNI.3SG head-PX.3SG up.adv

н̄а удита н̄и-н̄ дӑдӯ-ηа
be LOC.3SG hand.PX.GEN.PL.3SG on-LOC go MUDI-FREQ.3SG

‘The other boy is walking, his head is up, and he is walking on his hands.

(20) Н̄о̄за э̄зною а, торе дэязуңа.

н̄о̄да а̄днуju н̄а то̄ р̄ дӑду-ηа
foot.PX.PL.3SG up.ADV be LOC.3SG so go MUDI-FREQ.3SG

‘His feet are up and so he is walking.’

(21) Нэходэ каса эче м̄одӣли дэяза.

нэху-де каса а̄чӣ моди-ли дӑдэ
three-ORD [man youngster] be.silent-? go UNI.3SG

‘The third boy was walking silently.’

592. Forest Enets would use то̄г̄о̄д here; this construction is clearly the Tundra Nenets м̄ад мυх̄ах̄ад.
(22) Тоз ээда кевход тойз, ээда бедро кадаза, модили кадаза.

tod āā-da ke-ud to-id? āā-da
? mother-Px.Gen.3SG side-Lat.SG come-r.3SG mother-Px.Gen.3SG
bedro kada-da modi-li kada-da
bucket [ACC] take-sg.3SG be.silent-? take-sg.3SG

‘He came to his mother’s side, he takes her bucket, and silently he takes it.

(23) Чики ээза тари бедроюю дяза.

ciki āā-da toir bedro-šu ďa-da
this mother-Px.3SG so bucket-car go_uni.3SG

‘His mother is going without a bucket.’

(24) çизэ нэ ань чики нехи, каса эчхи томинди канхы.

štì nā ani? ciki ňe-xï? kasa āči-xï? tomindi
two woman foc this child-[Nom.Du] [man youngster]-[Nom.Du] suddenly
kaňi-xï?
go-3DU

‘The two women, these children, the boys suddenly went away.’

(25) çизэ нэ бедросай дязахи, сэ’иза бедросай дязахи.

štì nā bedro-sai dada-xï? sā?i-da bedro-sai
two woman bucket-com go_uni.3DU be.heavy-pTCP.IPF bucket-com
dada-xï?
go_uni.3DU

‘The two women are going with their buckets; they are going with their heavy buckets.’

(26) Дёхарадэ эчче атсо пин аде манă: - каса нехузи куна?

doxara-dī eńči? atso ňi-n adi mana
not.know-pTCP.IPF person bench[Gen] on-LOC sit.3SG say.3SG
kasa nē-xudiʔ? kunin
[man child]-Px.Du.2Du where

‘The unknown person is sitting on the bench and says: “where are your sons?”’

(27) Çизэ нехи маха: - Каса нехуны се канихи.

štì nā-xiʔ? mana-xiʔ kasa nē-xuí sojă kaňi-xiʔ
two woman-[Nom.Du] say-3DU [man boy]-Px.Du.1Du only go-3DU

‘The two women are saying: “our sons just went away”.’
(28) Дёхарадэр манā: - Модихо обухуру незудь модэ".

doxara-di-r mana modi-xo obu-xuru ne-d-ud'
not.know-PTCP.IPF-PX.2SG say.3SG 1SG-INDEF what-NEG[ACC] NEG.AUX-1SG-PST
modi-s
see-CN

‘This unknown man says: “but I have not seen anything”.’

(29) Ңолю қаса не модэзудь, ээда бедро кадаь.

ŋol u kasa ńe modâ-đ-ud' ää-da bedro
one [man child][ACC] see-1SG-PST mother-PX.GEN.3SG bucket[ACC]
kada-š
carry-CON

‘I saw one boy carrying his mother’s bucket.’

(30) Чики қаса эңчику модь тойбь.

čiki kasa ēńči-ku mod ́ to-ib’
this [man person]-DIM 1SG arrive-R.1SG

‘This little man, I arrive.’

(31) Анхузи нехунусь модэс’.

ańi-xudi? ē-ne-xiń-uś modi-s
FOC-PX.ACC.DU.3DU NEG.AUX-DU.1SG-PST see-CN

‘But the others I did not see.’

(32) Чи, şюдбиčу мале дюсев.

či šudibiču male duse-u
so fairytale already finish-SG.1SG

‘The fairytale, I end it.’

593. (30) and (31) are incomprehensible in their current form.
Darja Bolina & Zoja Bolina – Two Reindeer

The following short fairytale Щиззы тэху ‘Two Reindeer’ is a translation from Tundra Nenets; this fairytale and its varieties can be found in numerous Tundra Nenets text books. The original translation was once prepared by DSB but was rearranged by ZNB and is reproduced in her chosen form of orthography, which differs from the one as used in RS.594

(1) Кезар кора дыщегин небимада шер, мякун дырида тэ’ коби.
kedar kora daše-gin nābi-ma-da šer
wild.reindeer cow wilderness-LOC.SG run NLZ-PX.GEN.3SG PP
mā-kun dāri-da te ko-bi
chum-LOC.SG live-PTCP.IPQF reindeer[ACC] find-PERF.3SG
‘While running in the wilderness, a wild reindeer cow found a domesticated reindeer.’

(2) па, па, таханукун нэ’.
pa pa taxanu-ku-n näʔ
EXCL EXCL distant-DIM-LOC.SG stand-IMP.2SG
‘“Hey, hey, stand over there!”’

(3) Щий табурыхиньд из дёната – кезар кора мяэ тээ маана – мыйхо’ табуринь цим топрау’ буны каур.
šij taburixini-d id dopataʔ
1SG.ACC follow-2SG NEG.AUX.IMP.2SG stick-CN
kedar kora mād te-d mana mod xo
wild.reindeer cow chum[GEN] reindeer-LAT.SG say.3SG 1SG-INDEF
taburi-n šit totrau bui
remain NLZ-PX.GEN.2SG 2SG.ACC similar NEG.AUX.EMPH.3SG quarrel-CN596
‘“You should follow me. Don’t follow (the reindeer herder)!” said the wild reindeer to the domesticated reindeer. “I think it is better to follow me,” so it quarreled.

(4) Щехуру ший ни позругу, щехуру ноньнь небмби’.
še-xuru šij nī podru-guʔ še-xuru noniū
who-NEG 1SG.ACC NEG.AUX.3SG harness-DUR-CN who-NEG 1SG.LOC
nī be-mbiʔ
NEG.AUX.3SG be.master-HAB-CN
‘“Nobody is harnessing me, nobody is my master” (said the wild reindeer).’

594. The use of two different signs for the glottal stop seems to derive from the original translation by DSB.
595. Slightly unclear at the present moment; glossing and translation of this example are preliminary and follow the Russian translation.
596. In the dictionaries, ‘quarrel’ is kauđud’.
(5) "I am living how it pleases me."

keriń bi-ń šer dīri-d?

own.PX.GEN.1SG mind-PX.GEN.1SG PP live-1SG

(6) "Why do you speak so badly to me," the domesticated reindeer said.

obu-š toř očig-on nonid dōri-ŋa-d mād te

what-TRSL so bad-PROL 2SG.LOC speak-FREQ-2SG chum[GEN] reindeer

mańu

say.ASS.3SG

“(6) "Why do you speak so badly to me," the domesticated reindeer said.

(7) "Stay in spring!" so they quarreled."

uu ańʔ narnuju taburi-d kau-mubi-ʔ?

2SG FOC spring.ADV remain-IMP.2SG quarrel-HAB-3PL

(8) "I have a master, how is this bad."

mod bėm-ui tonä obu-da čiki-xun boo

1SG master-1SG exist.3SG what-PX.3SG this-LOC.SG bad.3SG

(9) "My master guards me from the beasts."

bem-ui šij sami-xit litbira

master-PX.1SG 1SG.ACC beast-ABL.PL guard.3SG

(10) "When I do not find food, my master will find land with lichen for me."

omu-d ańʔ ūne-d? dādu-r bem-ui

food-PX.ACC.2SG FOC NEG.AUX-1SG browse.for.food CN597 master-PX.1SG

nad-sai da-du-i ko-da

lichen-COM land-BEN-PX.ACC.1SG find-FUT.3SG

597. Generally, dādu is multidirectional movement by walking. In ES [134] a further translation ‘pasture’ (пастись) is given, which is appropriate here. As reindeer pasturing is a constant process of eating and movement, this semantic extension of a verb of movement is obvious.
(11) In the summer, my master lights a smoky fire to save me from mosquitoes and gadflies.

(12) My master guards me throughout the day, throughout the night.

(13) When he is at my side, I don’t have to be afraid of anything.

(14) For this (in return), I am doing his work.

(15) But you, during your short life, you are running around. Nobody is ever binding you.

(16) While speaking so, they heard the known call, jexexej.

598. This verb is not in the dictionaries. It is apparently related to pärđiš 'help'.
599. Call to summon reindeer.
(17) Мяэ тэ’ бемда лэу’ нодаашь мята дез нёбриз.
mäđ te bem-da leu noda-š
chum\_gen\_reindeer master-PX.GEN.3SG call\_acc\_hear-CON
mä-ta ded näb-r-id?
chum-PX.GEN.3SG toward run-INCH-R.3SG
‘The domesticated reindeer, hearing the call of its master, ran to his chum.’

(18) Кезар кора анъ, энчи лэу нодаашь лумбишь дёгад дяд нёбриз.
kedar kora anʔ eńčiʔ leu noda-š
wild.reindeer cow FOC person\_gen\_call\_acc\_hear-CON
lumbi-š dōgod da-d näb-r-idʔ
run.away.in.fear-CON other land-LAT.SG run-INCH-R.3SG
‘The wild reindeer cow, hearing the call of the man, started to run away in fear to another place.’

(19) Кезар пери пидаашь дири ниу.
kedar piri pida-š dirińiu
wild.reindeer alway fear-CON live.ASS.3SG
‘A wild reindeer is always living in fear.’
Appendix II – Forest Enets as written by an untrained speaker

As mentioned above, working with ANP differed from working with other speakers as ANP was no longer capable of producing narratives spontaneously. One text, a version of the popular cuckoo fairytale, is reproduced here. As ANP had not been exposed to written Forest Enets or written Tundra Nenets, his personal orthography is interesting because it demonstrates how phonemes for which Russian does not have its own graphemes have been marked. The following story kuči ‘cuckoo’ was recorded on 02.02.07 and is reproduced in ANP’s orthography and the standard Forest Enets orthography. A glossed transliterated version is provided in the end.

\[
\text{Кучи}
\]

Мудьна дяханына иблейгу самаку дири. Чики самаку нида кучи. Кучи пизызуда ни муте. Моныза нэ́к самаку пизы ми кодыцыза. Обуру самаку пизы кай. То кодыцыза. Самаку дягузат пизыта мудыта чики пизы ми кодыцыза. Кулю моназуда кода нэ́к пизы то ань моназуда кодата тори чукчи моназы кодатыза. Чики база шуубичу ника торсы энчу тонэви ба мосрась ни камавби торсы энчув пишириби. Мудь нень сэхот энчу тори манать, чики дёрида паза. Торсы энчу, энчув пугун тонэ.

Following the orthographic conventions based on Tereščenko’s initial proposal, the text would look as follows.\(^{600}\)

\[
\text{Кучи}
\]

Модьна” дяханына” иблейгу самаку дири. Чики самаку нида кучи. Кучи пизызуда ни муте”. Моныза” нааак самаку пизы ми” кодыцыза. Обуру самаку пизы най. То кодыцыза. Самаку дягузачь пизыта модыта чики пизы ми” кодыцыза. Ёилю моназуда кода нак пизы ко ань” моназуда кодуза торь чукчи монзы кодыцыза. Чики база шуубичу” ни на” торсы энчу” тонэуби” ~ тонэуби” мосрад ни” комауби” торсы энчу” пишириби”. Модь нень сэхот энчу” торь дюри́ть маначь дёрида/дюрида база. Торсы энчу” энчу” погун ~ погун тонэ”/тонэ”

\[
(1) \quad \text{mudna? da-xan-ina? ibleigu sama-ku diri}
\]

\[
1\text{PL land-LOC,SG-PX,GEN,1PL small bird-DIM live.3SG}
\]

‘In our lands lives a small bird.’

\(^{600}\) Only one grapheme representing the glottal stop is used here, though.
Кус.

Муфона джананыа ибейын
самаку гыры. Текси самаку низа
кучи. Кучи низазыга ни уйге.
Моназа нык самаку низы вы
кодамига. Обурд салаку низы
кай мо кодамига. Самаку
сезгез, низесте жоңир, кучу
моназзаза Кадама, нык низы кор
аны моназзаза кодама, торо чыккы
моназзазе Кадамига. Теки бага
сезе биер дешка, тороы тит
монэтби, тороы ми Кадамба,
тороы титуу пеширбди.

Муфона соло сахот теги торо
манаки, чейки чёрда мага.
Тороы текти, низылуу мону.
(2) čiki sama-ku ŋi-ta kuči pidi-du-da ŋi
this bird-GEN name-PX.3SG cuckoo nest-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG NEG.AUX.3SG
mu-ta-? mon-ida naak sama-ku píd mi-?
maké-FUT-CN egg-PX.ACC.PL.3SG other bird-DIM[N/G] nest[GEN] in-LAT
kodi-d-ida601 lay-FUT-PL.3SG

‘The name of this bird is cuckoo. It does not make a nest for itself; it will lay its eggs into the nest of other birds.’

(3) oburu sama-ku pidi ya-i to? kodi-d-ida
any bird-DIM[N/G] nest[ACC] be-LOC-IMP.3SG there.LAT lay-FUT-PL.3SG
sama-ku-? dagu-da-č pídita mud-ita
bird-DIM[NOM.PL] not.exist-FUT-3PL.PST nest.PX.ACC.PL.3PL look-PL.3SG

‘It may be any bird’s nest. There it lays its eggs. When the little bird is not (there), they look for their nests.’

(4) čiki pidi mi-? kodi-d-ida ŋułu monu-du-da ko-da
this nest[GEN] in-LAT put-FUT-PL.3SG one egg-BEN-PX.ACC.3SG find-FUT.3SG
naak pidi ko ań? monu-du-da kudo-da
other nest[ACC] find.3SG FOC egg-BEN-PX.GEN.3SG lay-SG.3SG
tór čukči mon-ida kó-d-ida
so all egg-PX.ACC.PL.3SG lay-PL.3SG

‘In this nest they will put them. She will find an egg for herself. She finds another nest and again she will lay another egg for herself. So they will lay all their eggs.’

(5) čiki bada šudibiču ŋí ya-ʔ torsí enčuʔ toná-ubiʔ?
this word fairytale NEG.AUX.3SG be-LOC-CN such person[NOM.PL] exist-HAB-3PL

‘This is not a fairytale, such people exist.’

(6) mosra-d ŋí-ʔ koma-ubiʔ torsí enčuʔ piširi-biʔ?
workNLZ-LAT.SG NEG.AUX-3PL like-HAB-CN such person[NOM.PL] mock-PERF-3PL

‘They do not want to work. Such people mocked others.’

(7) mud noń sáxāri enčuʔ dūri-č mana-č dūri-da
[1SG 1SG.LAT] ancient person[NOM.PL] tell-3PL.PST say-3PL.PST speak-PTCP.IPF
bada torsí enčuʔ enčuʔ pogun tonáʔ?
word such person[NOM.PL] person[GEN.PL] among.LOC exist-3PL

‘The old people told me, they said this, a spoken word. Such people exist among the people.’

601. Unusual verb; pud ‘put’ would be expected here.
Analysis

When analyzing ANP’s written texts one must clearly distinguish idiosyncratic features, e.g. ANP’s preference for /u/ instead of /o/, from others. Whereas the missing representation of glottal stops does not come as a surprise, as ANP is not aware of their existence (despite his pronunciation of them), it is quite surprising to see ANP adapt Cyrillic з, which in Russian represents a voiced sibilant [z] for Forest Enets [d] in the same way as the orthography does. Concerning the realization of the velar nasal /ŋ/, ANP writes is as /k/ but in reading he pronounces it correctly as /ŋ/. Occasionally, /u/, which shows some glide characteristics due to secondary articulation, is represented as в, e.g. тонэвбι /tonäubi/. This convention is also standard procedure in Nenets orthography, e.g. халэв /xalew/, which ANP however apparently does not know. /u/ with secondary articulation is actually also represented once in ANP’s writing of энчув towards the end.

In one case, the same sound was marked with two different graphemes, namely мосрањ (ANP мосраљь, ERRE мосарањь) vs. щуђиби (щуђиби, ERRE щуђиби). Otherwise ANP writes /ʃ/ with ш, e.g. пишириби ‘they have mocked’.

The choice to write њи ѣа ‘is not’ (ANP ниа) together and not separately is understandable, as this construction is frequently uttered quickly and may sound like one phonological word. Standard negation is written separately, e.g. ћи komaubi (correct ћи? komaubi?) ‘usually do not want’ (ANP ни камавби).

Finally, one clear grammatical error appears: komaњ ‘want’ governs lative case, and ANP’s мосрањ ни камавби was corrected to мосрад ћи? komaubi?.

602. ANP gave a couple of his writings to me before I left Potapovo after my first trip. He reserved some others for himself.
603. Also in some Russian dialects (though apparently not in Siberian Russian) є is pronounced as [u’], and ANP could have relied on this.
604. Also ZNB writes є once in a while as ын.
605. Note that ZNB writes є with ф and є, too.
Appendix III – Russian/Siberian vocabulary used in this monograph

Several terms denoting animals, traditional materials, ethnographic artifacts, transport and other concepts which lack English equivalents have been taken from Russian. Many such lexemes are restricted to Siberian Russian and are ultimately of non-Russian origin. A good lexicographic source including etymologies is Аникин, А. Е. 2000: Этимологический словарь русских диалектов Сибири – заимствования из уральских, алтайских и палеоазиатских языков. Москва & Новосибирск: Наука.

chir  fish (lat. *coregonus nasus*)
xorej long pole used for driving a reindeer sled
nalim fish (lat. *lota lota*)
peled́ fish (lat. *coregonus peled*)
argish move with a sledge and a reindeer caravan (Ru dial: *аргишить*)
narta generic term for traditional sled
chum traditional conical tent
sig whitefish (lat. *coregonus*)
jukola dried fish, dried meat, trad. technique to create staples in summer and early fall
kamus reindeer skin from the leg of a reindeer; used as material for traditional boots
malitsa traditional closed fur coat
auka pet reindeer for children
balok a type of cottage usually constructed on a sled which makes it transportable
taimen fish (lat. *hucho*)
 njuk cover of a chum made out of reindeer skins
laida open space free of trees
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Istorija = История п. Потапова (Document prepared by the village administration in Potapovo which lists the most important dates of local history in chronological order).

Sorokina 1975 = Сорокина, И. П. 1975: Морфология глагола энцекого языка. Диссертация на соискание ученой степени кандидата филологических наук. Ленинград.

Spisok = Список колхозов Таймырского национального округа на 20. июля 1937г (Document from Таймырский окружной краеведческий музей, kindly provided by Nina Predtečenskaja).
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